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Learn to taste wine like an expert
You will meet a local sommelier in a wine bar in Florence and will sit with him.You
will be guided in a tasting of a significant number of Italian wines and you?ll learn
how to approach a wine tasting.You?ll get a comprehension of the wine regions of
Italy, the most famous grape varieties and the ...
Price: 69,45 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=100039P1

Masterclass On Cheese In Florence: Enjoy A Whole Cheese Board
Are you a cheese fan? Have you ever thought of a ?cheese party??With the
guidance of a professional you will taste different Italian cheeses and will learn how
to identify them: fresh cheese, soft white cheese, hard cheese, blue cheese,
flavor-added cheese and so on ?You will learn how cheese is ...
Price: 62,42 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=100039P2

Private Skip-the-Line Tour of the Uffizi Gallery Florence with Local Guide
Join us to discover one of the most famous galleries in Florence! Get to know the
magnificent ?Uffizi Gallery?, an architectural treasure, not only for its façade but also
for the incredible collections inside. On this 2.5-hour private tour, your personal Art
Historian guide will accompany you and ...
Price: 192,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=100648P21
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Private Skip-the-Line Accademia Gallery Tour plus Florence City Highlights
Explore the magic of Florence and its marvellous highlights on this 2.5-hour private
tour with your own local guide. Make your way around the city's landmarks on foot,
with a personalized visit to the Accademia Gallery to see Michelangelo's David. Meet
your guide at the Santa Croce church and start ...
Price: 199,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=100648P22

Discover Tuscan Towns Pisa & Lucca w/ Leaning Tower Priority Access
Don't miss the chance to visit Pisa and Lucca, two of the most spectacular towns in
Tuscany on this full-day private tour, which includes local guide, hotel pick-up and
drop-off, and skip-the-line access into the famous Leaning Tower of Pisa. From your
hotel you?ll head into the Tuscan countryside ...
Price: 459,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=100648P41

Pisa/Florence from Livorno
An english speaking driver will tell you what you will see in this tour. All the vehicles
are very good and new, well cleaned and you have just to enjoy your transfer. When
you arrive, you can feel and taste the atmosphere of the Italian city,and if you like, we
can pass trough a country street, to ...
Price: 768,43 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=100858P1

Pisa/Florence from La Spezia
An english speaking driver will tell you what you will see in this tour. All the vehicles
are very good and new, well cleaned and you have just to enjoy your transfer. When
you arrive, you can feel and taste the atmosphere of the Italian city,and if you like, we
can pass trough a country street, to ...
Price: 834,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=100858P2
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Florence Must-See Sites Guided Tour with Local Guide
This 2-hour walking tour is a superb introduction to the city of Florence. In the
company of a local and very knowledgeable guide you will see the Santa Croce
Church, the Bargello Palace, Piazza della Signoria, Ponte Vecchio, Palazzo Vecchio,
the Cathedral, Giotto's Bell Tower, Uffizi Gallery's ...
Price: 34,29 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=100905P11

Michelangelo's David Tour with Skip-the Line Tickets and Accademia Gallery Visit
Get picked up at your centrally-located Florence hotel by your guide and head for the
Accademia Gallery, one of the city's top museums.This is a private 2-hour,
skip-the-line tour of the Accademia Gallery in Florence. In the company of a very
knowledgeable guide you will see Michelangelo?s famous ...
Price: 122,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=100905P14

Florence Uffizi Gallery Private Tour with Skip-the-line Tickets & Hotel Pickup
Meet your guide at your hotel and enjoy this 2-hour and a half private tour of
Florence?s Uffizi Gallery. The Uffizi itself is of historic and architectural interest, with
its glorious ceilings, richly detailed architecture, and elaborate corridors and galleries
, in the company of a local, expert ...
Price: 139,68 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=100905P17

Private Tour of Florence Must-see Sites with Exclusive Guide and Hotel Pick up
Meet your guide at your hotel and enjoy this private tour around one of the most
beautiful city in Europe. This tour takes you back in time to Renaissance Florence as
you trace the history of this amazing city through its numerous ancient monuments
and buildings. Join your own local, expert guide ...
Price: 93,63 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=100905P18
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Child-friendly Tour of Florence Highlights including the David & Gelato Tasting
If you would like to discover Florence in a fun and entertaining way, this is the tour
you are looking for! In this 3 hour walking tour our kid-friendly guide will make sure
your children don't get bored by using fun games and activities such as flashcards,
i-pad games and other multimedia ...
Price: 128,86 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=100905P28

Child-Friendly Uffizi Gallery Tour in Florence with Skip-the-line Tickets
Your family will enjoy an unforgettable 2.5-hr experience in one of the world's most
highly-rated museums thanks to an expert tour guide who will lead you through the
highlights of Florence's Uffizi Art Gallery. Our special skip-the-line access means that
you won't spend one minute of your precious ...
Price: 159,77 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=100905P31

The best of Florence and Pisa from La Spezia sea port
Tour pick up: port of la Speziaduration 9 hoursvehicle Mercedes benz minivanTour
drop off: Port of la SpeziaTour pick up: port of la Speziaduration 9 hoursvehicle
Mercedes benz minivanTour drop off: Port of la SpeziaTour pick up: port of la
Speziaduration 9 hoursvehicle Mercedes benz minivanTour ...
Price: 764,96 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=100921P9

Discover Florence: Small Group tour
Florence? the world?s most beautiful open-air museum. A town with an incredible
history which dates back to 59 B.C. when the Romans decided to create a castrom,
which became a camp for war veterans. According to the legends, once the Romans
reached the valley to the Arno river, they discovered a ...
Price: 38,95 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=101026P10
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Electric Bike Tour
A uniquely pleasant way to discover the city, E-bike tour is one of the most distinct
ways to explore the city. Enjoy a glimpse of all the hidden treasures in the birthplace
of Renaissance. Take joy in the beautiful landscape of Florence while taking a relax
bike ride with an expert English ...
Price: 94,58 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=101026P2

Walking Tour & Accademia Gallery
Known as Italy's second most popular museum and the home of the original
Michelangelo's David, Academy of Fine Arts of Florence was founded in the last
XVIII century and still receives art students from all around the world today.
Accademia stores masterpieces of great artist such as Giambologna, ...
Price: 350,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=101026P3

Walking Tour & Uffizi Gallery
The Uffizi Gallery is the oldest museum and one of the most mesmerizing museums
in the world. You will be guided by an art historian professional that will divulge you in
the greatest artworks of the Renaissance period. Together we will have the
advantage of acquiring the inside story behind some ...
Price: 395,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=101026P4

Florence by Night
Florence really begins to shine as the sun goes down and the crowds disappear.
Take in the millennial and quaint narrow streets as you stroll through the birthplace of
Reniassance. Your expert English guide will take you to the most significant statues
and monuments that sets Florence ...
Price: 222,54 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=101026P7
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Accademia Gallery: Skip-The-Line tour
Once upon a time there was a young boy named Michelagnolo Buonarroti. He
passed his youth emerging himself into this fascinating world of sculpting in San
Marco' Garden in Florence. And now after centuries right across the square where
the Garden was, the most perfect of his masterpieces is proudly ...
Price: 45,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=101026P8

Uffizi Gallery: Skip-the-Line tour
Florence is a little town with not about 350.000 inhabitants, even though it conserves
about the 1/3 of the whole planets artworks.Join me into the fascinating world of arts
and artists. Discover finally what's the purpose of arts and why all this people in
Renaissance used to be so obsessed with ...
Price: 55,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=101026P9

Private 2h Photo Tour in Florence - Historic Center
I am a lifestyle, portrait and destination wedding photographer based in Florence. I
started working professionally in the family photography. My style is natural and I
compose elegant and timeless stories spontaneously, but also with posed images.I
am a lifestyle, portrait and destination wedding ...
Price: 125,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=101034P1

Your Sunset in Florence
Be captured on the magnificent sunset of Florence with candid and lovely photos
from the top, at San Miniato al Monte to the river at Ponte alle Grazie, framed with
Ponte Vecchio as background.Be captured on the magnificent sunset of Florence
with candid and lovely photos from the top, at San ...
Price: 244,79 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=101034P2
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Get down on your knee! Surprise Proposal in Florence
Marriage proposal! You can focus just in your moment, the right words to propose,
and we will capture this special moment.Marriage proposal! You can focus just in
your moment, the right words to propose, and we will capture this special
moment.Marriage proposal! You can focus just in your moment, ...
Price: 255,92 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=101034P3

Florence Airport Private Departure Transfer
Enjoy a hassle-free departure in Florence with this private transfer service. Meet your
driver in your hotel located in a central area of the city, and be transferred to the
airport. These private vehicles can accommodat from 1 to 8 passengers.Enjoy a
hassle-free departure in Florence with this ...
Price: 122,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=10123P58

Florence Airport Private Arrival Transfer
Enjoy a hassle-free arrival in Florence with this private transfer service. Meet your
driver at the airport, and be transferred to your hotel in the centre of Florence . These
private vehicles can accommodat from 1 to 8 passengers.Enjoy a hassle-free arrival
in Florence with this private transfer ...
Price: 122,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=10123P59

Dinner and Concerto a Palazzo
From the Medici?s days to today?s ours, an exclusive Classic Music Salon, in the
setting of the magnificent Renaissance Palazzo Antinori Corsini Serristori, located
just a few steps aways from Santa Croce Church. Live the experience of Concerto a
Palazzo, you will enchanted by the talented and very ...
Price: 108,34 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=101387P2
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Early Access: Skip-the-line Michelangelo's David & Florence Highlights Tour
Join on this great 3 hour walking tour in the company of a local guide who will
introduce you to the very best sights of Florence. It is a super way to get to know the
city and your guide with help with suggestions as to what you may wish to see on the
rest of your stay in the city; where to eat, ...
Price: 89,12 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=101798P1

Complete Florence Skip-the-line Full Day Guided Tour Uffizi David & Hotel Pickup
On this tour you visit the most important of Florence?s piazzas and landmarks as
well as two of its most celebrated exhibition centers. We begin on the north of the
city with a visit to the Accademia Gallery and the Duomo with its famous Bell Tower
and Baptistery. Following a break for lunch we ...
Price: 250,21 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=101798P10

Budget Small-Group Walking Tour of Florence Top-rated Attractions w local guide
This is the ideal tour for your first day in Florence, an opportunity to see some of its
highlights. You will be taken around the centre of the city to see the Santa Croce
Church, the Bargello Palace, Piazza della Repubblica and Piazza della Signoria with
its wonderful sculptures located in the ...
Price: 32,27 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=101798P2

Kids-Friendly Uffizi Gallery Tour in Florence with Skip-the-line Tickets
If you?re traveling to Florence with kids, this tour is a must. In 2.5 hours, you?ll see
the highlights of the world famous Uffizi Gallery guided by our highly qualified
child-friendly guide. Expert in children?s tours, your guide will show you and your
family some of the most beautiful works of ...
Price: 152,15 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=101798P24
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Florence Tour with Kids, Including the David , City Highlights & Gelato Tasting
Florence is the city where the Renaissance was born. There are so many interesting
places to see and learn about. We have designed a child-friendly tour with a guide
who will ensure you and your children will have the best possible experience.
Discover all the wonders that Florence has to offer in ...
Price: 148,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=101798P25

Florence Dome Climb & Private Guided Sightseeing Walking Tour with Hotel Pickup
This private walking tour begins when you meet with your guide at your
centrally-located hotel to discover the wonderful Renaissance city of Florence. The
tour is a fantastic introduction to the city?s highlights: Santa Croce Church; the
Bargello Palace; Piazza della Signoria; Ponte Vecchio; ...
Price: 135,15 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=101798P3

Florence by Night Guided Walking Tour:Duomo Old Bridge & All Must-See Highlights
Florence by day is wonderful. Florence by night is magical! Join us on this 2-hour
walking tour in the company of a top-rated local guide to see the highlights of this
wonderful city as the sun sets. You will see the Duomo, Baptistery, Bell Tower,
Piazza Signoria, Ponte Vecchio, Porcellino ...
Price: 29,14 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=101798P4

Pisa & Lucca Guided Day Tour from Florence w Leaning Tower Skip-the-Line Access
Leave Florence behind for the day on a trip to see the wonderful towns of Pisa and
Lucca. You head first for Pisa to see the Piazza dei Miracoli where your guide will
tell youabout the marvelous buildings that surround the square. There is the
Baptistery, the Duomo and of course the famous ...
Price: 403,78 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=101798P5
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Florence Top Attractions Private Tour from Duomo to Santa Croce w Hotel Pickup
This tour begins with the guide meeting you at your town centre hotel. Your licensed,
local guide will then take you on a private tour through the streets and piazzas of
Florence. This customized tour takes you on a historical journey via the numerous
historical landmarks that adorn this most ...
Price: 105,22 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=101798P6

Skip-the-Line Michelangelo's David & Florence Academy Guided Tour w Hotel Pickup
You will meet your guide at your hotel and with skip-the-line entry enjoy a wonderful,
private tour of the Accademia Gallery. The guide is an Art Historian and not only will
you learn about Michelangelo?s famous statue of David ( which became the
enduring image of the Republic of Florence), but ...
Price: 139,68 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=101798P7

Florence Uffizi Gallery Skip-the-line Tour w Art Historian Guide & Hotel Pickup
Meet your guide at your hotel and join on this wonderful 2-hour and a half tour of the
Uffizi Gallery museum, accompanied by a very knowledgeable Art Historian guide.
With skip-the-line access there is no queuing and more time to see the magnificent
artworks: Boticelli?s ?Birth of Venue?; Leonardo ...
Price: 149,72 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=101798P9

Cooking class in Tuscany - Montepulciano AT YOUR PRIVATE VILLA
Do you spend a few weeks in central Italy in a rented a villa and are you looking for
authentic experiences?Our experts - only Italian professional chefs - reveal the
basics and tricks of Italian cuisine. With us you not only learn to cook a complete
traditional Italian menu, but you will spend a ...
Price: 79,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=101844P7
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Cooking class in Tuscany in a Private Villa
Do you spend a few weeks in central Italy in a rented a villa and are you looking for
authentic experiences?Our experts - only Italian professional chefs - reveal the
basics and tricks of Italian cuisine. With us you not only learn to cook a complete
traditional Italian menu, but you will spend a ...
Price: 79,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=101844P8

Walking Tour of the historical center of Florence
During our 3 hour tour, we touch the most important sites of the historical center of
Florence, starting from piazza San Marco, then we reach the religious district with the
Cathedral dedicated to Santa Maria del Fiore, Giotto Bell tower, Brunelleschi Dome
and the Baptistry. We go on to the ...
Price: 236,44 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=102369P1

Wine tasting in the hills of Florence
We invite you to join us for one of our wine and food experiences at Lanciola. Learn
more about our winemaking process with a visit to our winemaking facility and cellar
followed by a guided tasting of the our wines.You can enjoy the wines out on the
winery terrace or in our tasting room while a ...
Price: 37,78 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=102567P1

60 Minute Private Vacation Photography Session with Photographer in Tuscany
Flytographer 60 Minute Vacation PhotoshootConnect with a local professional
photographer in Tuscany and capture your most memorable moments during this
private photoshoot. Get insider tips on the best things to do in Tuscany, including
where to eat and what to see from your vacation photographer. ...
Price: 347,53 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=103118P206
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90 Minute Private Vacation Photography Session with Photographer in Tuscany
Flytographer 90 Minute Vacation PhotoshootConnect with a local professional
photographer in Tuscany and capture your most memorable moments during this
private photoshoot. Get insider tips on the best things to do in Tuscany, including
where to eat and what to see from your vacation photographer. ...
Price: 515,35 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=103118P207

120 Minute Private Vacation Photography Session with Photographer in Tuscany
Flytographer 120 Minute Vacation PhotoshootConnect with a local professional
photographer in Tuscany and capture your most memorable moments during this
private photoshoot. Get insider tips on the best things to do in Tuscany, including
where to eat and what to see from your vacation photographer. ...
Price: 669,94 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=103118P208

30 Minute Private Vacation Photography Session with Local Photographer in Florence
Flytographer 30 Minute Vacation PhotoshootConnect with a local professional
photographer in Florence and capture your most memorable moments during this
private photoshoot. Get insider tips on the best things to do in Florence, including
where to eat and what to see from your vacation ...
Price: 257,67 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=103118P33

60 Minute Private Vacation Photography Session with Local Photographer in Florence
Flytographer 60 Minute Vacation PhotoshootConnect with a local professional
photographer in Florence and capture your most memorable moments during this
private photoshoot. Get insider tips on the best things to do in Florence, including
where to eat and what to see from your vacation ...
Price: 360,74 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=103118P34
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90 Minute Private Vacation Photography Session with Local Photographer in Florence
Flytographer 90 Minute Vacation PhotoshootConnect with a local professional
photographer in Florence and capture your most memorable moments during this
private photoshoot. Get insider tips on the best things to do in Florence, including
where to eat and what to see from your vacation ...
Price: 515,35 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=103118P35

120 Minute Private Vacation Photography Session with Local Photographer in Florence
Flytographer 120 Minute Vacation PhotoshootConnect with a local professional
photographer in Florence and capture your most memorable moments during this
private photoshoot. Get insider tips on the best things to do in Florence, including
where to eat and what to see from your vacation ...
Price: 669,94 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=103118P36

Super Tasty Full-day Guided Tour of Florence Food Wine Art Top Sites & Eateries
Enjoy this 5.5-hours full day tour experience in Florence. A one of a kind tour that
combines breathtaking views, amazing monuments and a gourmet promenade at the
best foodie stops in the city! Learn about traditional dishes and specialties from your
knowledgeable local guide while you stroll along ...
Price: 200,28 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=103374P12

Tasty Evening Food Wine and Sightseeing Experience in Florence
This tour offer the opportunity to sight-see the most beautiful squares and
monuments in Florence while enjoying a rich dinner. Our expert, fully licensed,
English-speaking tour guide will lead you at the discovery of the beauty of Florence,
you will learn the history of the city, how it became the ...
Price: 105,71 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=103374P13
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Tasty Florence Street Food Tour with Guided Sightseeing of the City Center
Learn about traditional dishes and taste some of the best local specialties while you
see and learn facts about the city's highlights and neighborhoods. This 2.5 hours
street food tour experience led by a local and expert guide will give you a great
insight about Florence cuisine. Sample ...
Price: 46,74 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=103374P7

Tasty Florence Food Tour & Sightseeing around San Lorenzo Farmers Market & Duomo
Eat, drink and sightsee the cradle of the Renaissance, the city of Florence. Explore
the colorful food market of San Lorenzo and visit some of the city highlights like the
Duomo, deli shops and typical restaurants full of traditions. Led by a local and expert
guide you will learn about all the ...
Price: 94,58 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=103374P8

Florence Street Food and Sightseeing Tour with a Professional Tour Guide
The best way to get in touch with the Florentine culture is to discover the local food
and traditions. Your guide will lead you in this journey through the Tuscany flavours from the fresh pasta to the cantuccini biscuits, passing by the traditional
pappa-al-pomodoro and the ribollita. A must is ...
Price: 53,20 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=104566P12

Private transfer
Service designed for customer needsTransfer to and from any destinationTransfer by
air-conditioned carService designed for customer needsTransfer to and from any
destinationTransfer by air-conditioned carService designed for customer
needsTransfer to and from any destinationTransfer by ...
Price: 234,67 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=104703P6
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Enjoy Michelangelo's David Tour
***WARNING THIS TOUR CAN BE AN ENTERTAINING, ENJOYABLE, FUN WAY
OF LEARNING FULL OF LAUGHS, GREAT MEMORIES, AND AMAZING?
PHOTOS***If you have seen the David just in photos, and you want to enjoy David,
understand the many meanings of Michelangelo?s iconic GIANT, listen to the
amazing life of ...
Price: 28,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=105535P7

Private Airport Transfer: Florence Airport (FLR) to Florence
Book here your safe and reliable Private Airport Transfer from Florence Airport (FLR)
to your hotel or destination within the Florence city area.Our service operates across
150+ countries and 1500+ airports with an excellent customer satisfaction rating of
9/10 based on 35k+ reviews.- Fixed price ...
Price: 29,33 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=106364P125

Private Airport Transfer: from Florence to Florence Airport (FLR)
Book here your safe and reliable Private Airport Transfer from your hotel or location
within the Florence city area to Florence Airport (FLR).Our service operates across
150+ countries and 1500+ airports with an excellent customer satisfaction rating of
9/10 based on 35k+ reviews.- Fixed price with ...
Price: 29,33 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=106364P36

Best of Michelangelo in Florence Tour for Kids with Academy Gallery Fast Access
Enjoy a 2.5 hour engaging walking tour for families and kids through Florence?s
artistic world famous masterpieces with an expert and top rated guide who will show
you the wonders of the Renaissance and the genius of Michelangelo, as well as the
other highlights of the city.The meeting point is in ...
Price: 129,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=106584P1
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Kid-Friendly Semi-Private Uffizi Gallery Tour
Choose this extraordinary tour with your family in one of the top-rated museums in
the world. You will discover the Uffizi Museum with an expert kid-friendly guide who
will show you the highlights of the museum. Enjoy skip-the-line access and enter this
wonderful world of art immediately. During ...
Price: 69,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=106584P10

Kid-Friendly Florence Accademia Tour w Michelangelo's David & City Wonders
Enjoy this Michelangelo tour with your family! You will see David, one of
Michelangelo's most famous masterpieces! Thanks to our kid friendly guide, you will
appreciate not only the impressive statue of David, but you will also learn about the
art and life of the great Michelangelo.Bypass the long ...
Price: 79,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=106584P11

The Medici Family Kid-Friendly Tour w Palazzo Vecchio & Palazzo Medici
Discover the history of one of the most important dynasties in Italian Renaissance
history and the early modern ages: The Medici of Florence.Our Walking Tour will
give you and your family the chance to learn more about this family, composed of
very intelligent and astute men and women, especially ...
Price: 99,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=106584P12

Discovering Galileo Museum in Florence Private Tour for Kids & Families
Welcome to Florence! Would you like to introduce your children to the man that
revolutionized science, leaving an indelible legacy which still affects our lives today?
Our Galileo Galilei Tour for Kids in Florence is an excursion the whole family will
enjoy. With an expert English- speaking guide, ...
Price: 99,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=106584P13
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Private Enchanted Florence Boboli Gardens Tour for Kids and Families
Are you keen on gardens in the heart of the city? Then choose the extraordinary
Enchanted Gardens of Florence Tour!Our Tour is perfect for families with kids who
decide to explore the city in a different way. Through the gardens of the city, our kid
friendly tour guide will present you with another ...
Price: 99,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=106584P14

Discovering Tuscany with Kids: Siena & San Gimignano Full Day Tour for Families
Discover the heart of Tuscany with this Siena and San Gimignano full day tour! With
our expert guide you will visit San Gimignano and Monteriggioni, two jewels among
the hills, as well as the unique city of Siena, world famous for its Palio. You will walk
through the narrow streets of Siena, ...
Price: 529,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=106584P15

Kid-Friendly Uffizi Museum Tour in Florence with Botticelli & Leonardo Works
Enjoy a 2.5 hour engaging tour of the world-renowned collection of Medieval and
Renaissance masterpieces in the celebrated Uffizi Museum in Florence. Our expert
family friendly guide will meet you in front of the bronze Horse Statue of Cosimo in
Piazza della Signoria.During this memorable ...
Price: 119,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=106584P2

Florence Must-See Sights Tour for Kids and Families with Gelato Tasting
Enjoy a 2.5 hour Treasures of Florence Tour with our expert kid-friendly guide, who
will show you the highlights of the city.You will meet her in Piazza Santa Croce by
the Statue of Dante in the middle of the Square, and there your adventure will
start!During this relaxed and informative walking ...
Price: 59,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=106584P3
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Kid-Friendly Florence Tour by Night with Gelato & Pizza
Enjoy a 2.5-hour Illuminated Florence Tour for Kids with our expert kid-friendly guide,
who will show you the highlights of the city.The meeting point is in Piazza Santa
Croce by the Statue of Dante in the middle of the square.During this walking tour
your family will enjoy the calm, laid-back ...
Price: 79,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=106584P4

Florence Street Food Tour with Walking Sightseeing and Local Guide
Join our small group tour led by a professional, local guide and enjoy a pleasant walk
through the history and the flavours of the medieval city of Florence. Enter the San
Lorenzo Market and be amazed by its vibrant colours. Pass through the stalls and
stop to sample the local products: have some ...
Price: 57,67 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=106631P28

Florence Walking Tour of the City Must-See Attractions & Sites with Local Guide
Our knowledgeable tour guide will meet you in the very city centre, during our 2
hours walking tour you will be able to admire all the most important outdoor
monuments, palaces and piazzas of Florence. We will walk through the city historical
centre, hitting all the major sights, such as: palazzo ...
Price: 55,62 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=106631P88

Florence: Culture & Shopping. Must-See Attractions & visit of Artisans Shops
Here our recipe to success: 100% private 100% personalized 100% professional.Our
3 hours private walking tour includes the visit to all the main piazzas and outdoor
monuments of Florence, you will admire the famous Duomo and its outstanding
Dome, the Old Bridge and its jewelry stores, Piazza della ...
Price: 110,16 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=106631P89
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Florence Accademia Gallery Tour with Michelangelo's David & Skip-the-line Ticket
The Accademia was once Europe?s oldest drawing school, today is Florence?s
second-most visited museum.It houses one of the world?s most impressive works of
art: Michelangelo?s ?David.? At 17 feet (5.2 meters) tall, the famous statue of the
biblical hero is an overwhelming sight and a masterpiece of ...
Price: 105,22 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=106631P90

Private Tuscany Car Tours - Pisa and San Gimignano Tour
Tuscany Car Tours is a car company based in Florence that organize several
exciting tours through our beautiful region and our in-depth knowledge of the area
and our experience in working in tourism we will let you immerse in italian art and
culture.Our philosophy is to provide tours for small ...
Price: 580,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=106723P2

Private Tuscany Car Tours - Siena, San Gimignano and the Chianti area
Tuscany Car Tours is a car company based in Florence that organize several
exciting tours through our beautiful region and our in-depth knowledge of the area
and our experience in working in tourism we will let you immerse in italian art and
culture. Our philosophy is to provide tours for small ...
Price: 485,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=106723P3

Personal Shopper in Florence
Experience the best shopping that Florence has to offer on a four hour shopping tour.
You'll be walking around the center, where you'll be guided to the hidden treasures of
the city. This tour allows you to see what true Italian craftmanship looks and feels like
from local artisans. Afterall, ...
Price: 109,88 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=106746P1
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Florence Walking Tour: MEDICI Conspiracy Game (Ponte Vecchio, Pitti Palace)
Embark on a quest around Florence by solving clues to stop a conspiracy against the
Medici family, all on your smartphone. Unlock new stories as you discover on your
own the Medici Palace, Piazza Della Signoria, Ponte Vecchio and more.+ Discover
the Medici Palace and Chapel+ Cross the Ponte ...
Price: 11,99 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107194P15

FLORENCE GHOST TOUR: Dante's Inferno Exploration Game (Duomo, Palazzo Vecchio)
Embark on a quest around Florence by solving clues that will take you on an
adventure inspired by the Divine Comedy by Dante Alighieri, all with the help of your
smartphone. Unlock new stories as you discover on your own Palazzo Vecchio, the
Florence Dome, Cupola del Brunelleschi, and more.+ ...
Price: 5,19 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107194P2

Florence Horror Private Tour: SERIAL KILLER Exploration Game
Embark on a quest around Florence by solving clues based on the real story of the
Monster of Florence, a serial killer that killed 20 people, all with the help of your
smartphone. Unlock new stories as you discover on your own Palazzo Vecchio, the
Santa Maria del Fiore Cathedral and Dome, Loggia ...
Price: 2,49 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107194P36

See & Taste Florence
After a short introduction, the adventure begins. Apart from seeing and learning
about Florence's sights from an official tour guide, you will even taste Florence and
Tuscany. With some pit stops during our walking tour in the center of Florence, we
will learn about some local specialities, what's ...
Price: 139,09 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107241P1
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Florence Tour and Sightseeing of the City Top-Places with Local Guide
This 2 hour walking city tour will take you to the highlights of the city of Florence led
by a local expert guide. This tour is an eminent prologue to the city of Florence. In
the organization of a nearby and extremely proficient guide you will see the Santa
Croce Church, the Bargello Palace, ...
Price: 32,27 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107245P1

Skip the Line Florence Private Tour of Accademia Gallery & Michelangelo's David
This is a private 2-hour, skip-the-line voyage through the Accademia Gallery in
Florence. You can pick a morning or evening visit.In the organization of an
exceptionally proficient guide you will see Michelangelo's popular perfect work of art
"David". Your guide will clarify the history and ...
Price: 112,55 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107245P2

Morning First Entrance: Accademia Gallery, David & Florence City Highlights Tour
Join us on this fun and informative walking tour. As you meander through Florence?s
charming streets and piazzas, your very knowledgeable guide take you on an
historical journey through Renaissance Florence. You?ll discover and learn of
Florence?s wonderful architecture, see the monuments, squares, ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107245P22

Florence Dome Climb & Must See Sites Guided Walking Tour
Stroll through the city centre to Piazza Duomo along with your knowledgeable tour
guide. With skip-the-line entry, you can climb to the top of Brunelleschi?s Dome for a
spectacular view of Florence. The Dome itself is a symbol of the city, famous for its
design and architectural engineering. Note ...
Price: 152,15 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107245P23
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Florence Full Day Guided Tour: Skip-the-line access to the Uffizi & David
Do you only have one day in Florence? This tour has been specifically designed for
you: with us you'll visit the most important piazzas and landmarks as well as two of
Florence's most celebrated exhibition centers. We begin with the Uffizi Gallery that
houses a number of famous masterpieces: ...
Price: 251,10 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107245P24

Highlights of Florence By Night with a Local Guide
Enjoy Florence by night on this enchanting tour. You?ll walk around the core of
Florence, including the square of the Duomo with its Bell tower and the Baptistery,
the exquisite Piazza della Repubblica, and Ponte Vecchio, Piazza della Signoria, and
more.This tour is just a small group, with 15 ...
Price: 29,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107245P27

Skip-the-Line Uffizi Museum & Gallery Tour with Leonardo & Michelangelo Works
Enjoy this 2-hour and a half private voyage through Florence's Uffizi Gallery and live
memorable experience in one of the top-rated museums in the world. Led by a top
rated local guide you will see the features of this great historical center. Displayed in
the Uffizi are artworks by Leonardo da ...
Price: 158,53 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107245P3

Pisa Full-Day Tour with Tower Skip-the-line access
If you are visiting Tuscany, Pisa and Lucca are two beautiful towns that you must
see. These two places are in close proximity to each other and yet seemingly worlds
apart. On this tour learn something of their histories but also enjoy the hustle and
bustle of busy Pisa and the sleepier ambience of ...
Price: 420,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107245P30
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Florence Top-Sites Guided Tour with Skip-The-Line Access to Michelangelo David
Meet your local guide at your lodging and begin this strolling voyage through
Florence. This visit will carry you into the center of a standout amongst the most
renowned urban areas on the planet. You will see the Santa Croce Church, the
Bargello Palace, Piazza della Repubblica (all from the ...
Price: 127,20 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107245P4

Private Florence Tour of Must-See Sites from Duomo to Santa Croce & Old Bridge
This visit lets you learn about Renaissance Florence as you follow the historical
backdrop of this stunning city through its various antiquated landmarks and
structures. Join your own local guide on this private strolling visit through the
boulevards and piazzas of Florence. You will learn about ...
Price: 97,02 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107245P5

Uffizi Gallery Tour for Kids & Families in Florence with Child-friendly guide
Appreciate a paramount involvement with your family in one of the top of the line
galleries on the planet. You will have an authority private guide that will take you by
the hand through the features of the Uffizi Museum. You won't squander any minute
by holding up in the long passageway lines. ...
Price: 176,15 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107245P6

Eat Like a Local: Street Food Tour of Florence with Great Tastings
Florence is a marvellous city full of art, culture and delicious food.Take the chance to
visit and ?taste? this city, with a local guide, who will lead this journey by telling you
many anecdotes of the places you see. Explore the Central Market, organized on two
floors and completely dedicated to ...
Price: 42,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107284P19
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Skip the Line: Accademia Gallery Private Tour with Top Rated Guided
If you are in Florence take the opportunity to visit the Accademia Gallery, one of the
artistic pearls of the city. Skip the line and enjoy the visit of this gallery that exhibits
the largest number of Michelangelo's sculptures in the world, including the famous
"David". The statue is located in ...
Price: 149,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107284P21

Uffizi of Florence Skip the Line: Private Tour with Expert Art Guide
Don?t miss the opportunity to enjoy a memorable experience in one of the top-rated
museums in the world. Skipping the line, explore the Uffizi Gallery, the most
important painting galleries in Italy which houses masterpieces by Renaissance
masters: Leonardo da Vinci, Michelangelo Buonarroti, Sandro ...
Price: 169,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107284P23

Full Day Florence Food Tour with Wine Tasting & Guided Visit of City Highlights
Once in Florence, you cannot miss the opportunity to live such an entertaining and
relaxing experience. Our professional, local guide will meet you in piazza Santa
Maria Novella and will lead you on this amazing journey at the discovery of the
Florentine culture, history and tradition. You won?t ...
Price: 279,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107367P1

Street Food Tour of Florence in 2.5 hours
Join our small group tour led by a professional, local guide and enjoy a pleasant walk
through the history and the flavours of the Medieval city of Florence. Enter the San
Lorenzo Market and be amazed by its colours. Pass through the stalls and stop to try
the local products: have some schiacciata ...
Price: 41,38 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107367P2
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Guided Tour of Florence and Pistoia Highlights with Traditional Tuscan Lunch
This tour will allow you to have a first touch with the magnificence of Florence, enjoy
a traditional Tuscan food in Pistoia and get to know this beautiful medieval town a
little off the usual beaten paths.Our English-speaking tour guide will meet you in
Florence and lead you to discover the ...
Price: 177,33 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107557P2

Florence Gourmet Tour with Food Wine and Guided Sightseeing of City Highlights
On our 4-hour walking food tour through Florence we will taste everything that makes
this city?s cuisine special and unique, in at least 7 authentic stops you will observe
how artisans make the famous cantucci (almond cookies), learn how to discern the
genuine olive oil, sample the unmissable tasty ...
Price: 80,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107557P5

Florence Street Food Walking Tour with Guided Sightseeing of Must-See Sites
In Florence there is a well rooted street food tradition, during the tour you will taste
the most famous dishes and will learn their authentic recipes. Our tour guides are not
only food connoisseurs they also are art and history experts willing to lead you to the
discovery of this splendid city of ...
Price: 40,34 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107557P6

Transfer Florence to Rome
Servizi di trasporto da Roma per Firenzecon comode auto e minivan Company
leader in Rome off private trasportingServizi di trasporto da Roma per Firenzecon
comode auto e minivan Company leader in Rome off private trasportingServizi di
trasporto da Roma per Firenzecon comode auto e minivan ...
Price: 250,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107644P60
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Pisa and Lucca Lunch&WineTasting Included from Florence
Experience this great FullDay Tour from Florence exploring Tuscany towns and
countryside and see:? Pisa? LuccaIncluded:Wine and Light Lunch in the Tuscany
countryside included! Upgradable with licensed local guide in Private option.Private
or Shared Tour available options.Worry-Free and Safe ...
Price: 265,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107660P102

Religious Tuscany and Umbria with Lunch&WineTasting Fullday from Florence
Meeting with your Driver and departure towards the Southern part of Tuscany or the
Southern part of Umbria:? Monte Oliveto Maggiore (Tuscany)? Assisi (Umbria)Here
S. Francis and S. Bernardo were protagonists and founders of a different way to live
Religion. Tour the breathtaking Monasteries, the ...
Price: 250,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107660P113

Truffle and Brunello Sommelier Vip Experience in Tuscany Lands from Florence
Vip Experience of the wonder of truffles, learning from an acknowledged Tuscan
sommelier and your expert local tour guide. This fullday, private or shared tour,
allows you to enjoy eating the best white truffles and drinking the prestigious
sparkling and red wines of Montalcino.Pickup and dropoff ...
Price: 395,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107660P128

Door-To-Door Private Transfer Fiumicino FCO Airport to Florence and viceversa
You will be picked up from your ship by your Professional English-speaking Driver
with a comfortable fully air-conditioned vehicle, all you have to do is get in and
relax.Pit stop half-way at an highway service-station to enjoy a pause .Door-To-Door
Private one-way transfer.Viceversa trip available ...
Price: 440,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107660P141
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Door-To-Door Private Transfer Florence to Fiumicino FCO Airport or viceversa
You will be picked up from your ship by your Professional English-speaking Driver
with a comfortable fully air-conditioned vehicle, all you have to do is get in and
relax.Pit stop half-way at an highway service-station to enjoy a pause .Door-To-Door
Private one-way transfer.Viceversa trip available ...
Price: 440,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107660P145

Door-To-Door Private Transfer Florence to Rome or viceversa
You will be picked up from your ship by your Professional English-speaking Driver
with a comfortable fully air-conditioned vehicle, all you have to do is get in and
relax.Pit stop half-way at an highway service-station to enjoy a pause .Door-To-Door
Private one-way transfer.Viceversa trip available ...
Price: 440,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107660P146

Transfer Fiumicino FCO Airport to/from Florence optional Orvieto Stop
Your Professional English-speaking Driver will pick you up from Fiumicino Fco
International Airport, right after you go through customs with a sign with your name
on and will help you with your luggage.All you have to do is get in and relax.Enjoy a
3-hour one-way Private Transfer in a comfortable, ...
Price: 490,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107660P156

Transfer Florence to/from Fiumicino FCO Airport optional Orvieto Stop
Your Professional English-speaking Driver will pick you up from your accommodation
in Florence.All you have to do is get in and relax.Enjoy a 3-hour one-way Private
Transfer in a comfortable, fully air-conditioned comfortable vehicle to Fiumicino Fco
International Airport.Pit stop half-way to ...
Price: 490,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107660P158
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Transfer Florence to/from Rome optional Orvieto Stop
Your Professional English-speaking Driver will pick you up from your accommodation
in Florence.All you have to do is get in and relax.Enjoy a 3-hour one-way Private
Transfer in a comfortable, fully air-conditioned comfortable vehicle to your
accommodation in Rome.Pit stop half-way to relax. ...
Price: 490,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107660P159

Florence FoodTour with Local Guide
Enjoy this Florence's Gourmet Food Tour and immerse in the real Florentine flavors,
when in Florence, eat like a Florentine!Different tastings of gourmet and street food
and more...Together a small-group walking tour you will be guided by a friendly
expert local Guide through the most typical and ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107660P203

Florence FoodTour
Enjoy this Florence's Gourmet Food Tour and immerse in the real Florentine flavors,
when in Florence, eat like a Florentine!Different tastings of gourmet and street food
and more...Together a small-group walking tour you will be guided by a friendly
expert local Guide through the most typical and ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107660P204

Florence Walk&Taste with Friendly Guide
Enjoy this Florence's Gourmet Food Tour and immerse in the real Florentine flavors,
when in Florence, eat like a Florentine!Different tastings of gourmet and street food
and more...Together a small-group walking tour you will be guided by a friendly
expert local Guide through the most typical and ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107660P208
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Florence Authentic StreetFood Tour with Friendly Local Guide
Enjoy this Florence's Gourmet Food Tour and immerse in the real Florentine flavors,
when in Florence, eat like a Florentine!Different tastings of gourmet and street food
and more...Together a small-group walking tour you will be guided by a friendly
expert local Guide through the most typical and ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107660P209

Florence Secret StreetFood Tour with Friendly Local Guide
Enjoy this Florence's Gourmet Food Tour and immerse in the real Florentine flavors,
when in Florence, eat like a Florentine!Different tastings of gourmet and street food
and more...Together a small-group walking tour you will be guided by a friendly
expert local Guide through the most typical and ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107660P210

Florence StreetFood WalkingTour with Friendly Local Guide
Enjoy this Florence's Gourmet Food Tour and immerse in the real Florentine flavors,
when in Florence, eat like a Florentine!Different tastings of gourmet and street food
and more...Together a small-group walking tour you will be guided by a friendly
expert local Guide through the most typical and ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107660P211

Florence StreetFood Tour with Friendly Local Guide
Enjoy this Florence's Gourmet Food Tour and immerse in the real Florentine flavors,
when in Florence, eat like a Florentine!Different tastings of gourmet and street food
and more...Together a small-group walking tour you will be guided by a friendly
expert local Guide through the most typical and ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107660P212
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Florence StreetFood WalkingTour
Enjoy this Florence's Gourmet Food Tour and immerse in the real Florentine flavors,
when in Florence, eat like a Florentine!Different tastings of gourmet and street food
and more...Together a small-group walking tour you will be guided by a friendly
expert local Guide through the most typical and ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107660P213

Florence StreetFood Tour
Enjoy this Florence's Gourmet Food Tour and immerse in the real Florentine flavors,
when in Florence, eat like a Florentine!Different tastings of gourmet and street food
and more...Together a small-group walking tour you will be guided by a friendly
expert local Guide through the most typical and ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107660P214

Florence Walking FoodTour
Enjoy this Florence's Gourmet Food Tour and immerse in the real Florentine flavors,
when in Florence, eat like a Florentine!Different tastings of gourmet and street food
and more...Together a small-group walking tour you will be guided by a friendly
expert local Guide through the most typical and ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107660P216

SmallGroup Florence StreetFood WalkingTour
Enjoy this Florence's Gourmet Food Tour and immerse in the real Florentine flavors,
when in Florence, eat like a Florentine!Different tastings of gourmet and street food
and more...Together a small-group walking tour you will be guided by a friendly
expert local Guide through the most typical and ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107660P217
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Florence Gourmet FoodTour with Friendly Guide
Enjoy this Florence's Gourmet Food Tour and immerse in the real Florentine flavors,
when in Florence, eat like a Florentine!Different tastings of gourmet and street food
and more...Together a small-group walking tour you will be guided by a friendly
expert local Guide through the most typical and ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107660P218

Florence Gourmet FoodTour
Enjoy this Florence's Gourmet Food Tour and immerse in the real Florentine flavors,
when in Florence, eat like a Florentine!Different tastings of gourmet and street food
and more...Together a small-group walking tour you will be guided by a friendly
expert local Guide through the most typical and ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107660P219

Wine Cheese and EVO Oil Tastings Southern Tuscany Fullday from Florence
Experience this great FullDay Tour from Florence exploring the Southern Tuscany
towns and countryside and see:? Montepulciano? Pienza ? ChiancianoIncluded:Wine Tasting- Pecorino Cheese Tasting- EVO Oil TastingLocal tour guide included in
Private option.Pickup and dropoff your ...
Price: 265,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107660P31

Professional Photographer and Driver Private Florence Tour
Forget selfies! The latest Tour accessory is a professional photographer!At Least 125
Digital Images Included! You will explore the best highlights of Florence with the
guidance and experience of a professional English-speaking driver, while a personal
photographer captures your memories for you. ...
Price: 520,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107660P46
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Honeymooners Florence Tour with Professional Photographer and Driver
Forget selfies! The latest Tour accessory is a professional photographer!At Least 125
Digital Images Included! During your private Honeymooners Florence Tour you will
explore the best highlights of Florence with the guidance and experience of a
professional English-speaking driver, while a personal ...
Price: 520,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107660P53

Montalcino and Pienza Tuscany Wine&Cheese Fullday from Florence
Enjoy this unforgettable Experience and make memories of the landmarks.A day
exploring the landscapes and artistic small towns that Tuscany can offer: ?
Montalcino? Pienza? Val D'Orcia countryside area. Included:- Montalcino with
Winery visit, Wine Tasting guided tour- Pienza town with Pecorino ...
Price: 265,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107660P55

San Gimignano Monteriggioni Tuscany Chianti Wine Tasting Fullday from Florence
Enjoy this unforgettable Experience and make memories of the landmarks:? San
Gimignano? Monteriggioni? Chianti countryside area. Wine Tasting in the Tuscany
countryside included! A day exploring the landscapes and artistic small towns that
Tuscany can offer. Upgradable with licensed local ...
Price: 250,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107660P56

Assisi Perugia and Corciano Fullday from Florence Lunch&WineTasting Included
Enjoy a full day from Florence of exploring the landscapes and artistic small towns
that Umbria region offer? Assisi? Perugia? Corciano? Private licensed local tour
guide in Assisi, Perugia and Corciano upgradable (on Private Tour option).Visit each
city in a self-guided fashion at your leisure, ...
Price: 250,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107660P68
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Montepulciano and Pienza Tuscany Wine&Cheese Fullday from Florence
Experience this great FullDay Tour from Florence exploring the Southern Tuscany
towns and countryside and see:? Montepulciano? Pienza Included:- Wine TastingPecorino Cheese TastingLocal tour guide included in Private option.Private or
Shared Tour available options.Worry-Free and Safe Private Tour ...
Price: 265,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107660P89

Private walking tour of Florence
If this is your first time in Florence, or if you would like to have an exhaustive
overview of the must-see sites of Florence, while getting tips about the local cuisine
and the Florentine craftsmanship, this is the tour for you!Art and History are my
speciality, and I will put you in touch with ...
Price: 244,79 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107670P1

The Etruscans: Italy's Vanished Civilisation Small Group Day Tour
? Special access inside the Etruscan necropolis of Chiusi, including the Tomb of the
Monkey, Tomb of the Lion and the Pellegrina tomb. ? Explore every aspect of
Etruscan life and death from beautiful artefacts and everyday objects in the
impressive Museo Archeologico Nazionale, Chiusi. ? ...
Price: 173,44 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107787P1

Transfers Pisa Airport to/from Florence Hotel CAR HIRE WITH DRIVER
A confortable transfers from the airport of Pisa where the driver will wait you at the
arrivals holding your name, the transfer will be with Mercedes E class with free water
bottles, free wi-fi on board. The drop off will be in front of the Hotel in Florence city.A
confortable transfers from the ...
Price: 230,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107856P10
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Transfers Florence Airport to or from Florence Hotel
This service is a transfer from or to the airport of Florence from or to hotel in
Florence, with a Mercedes E class.This service is a transfer from or to the airport of
Florence from or to hotel in Florence, with a Mercedes E class.This service is a
transfer from or to the airport of Florence from ...
Price: 76,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107856P11

SAN GIMIGNANO with lunch and wine tasting
A wonderful day visiting the medioeval village of San Gimignano one of the main
villages of Tuscany called the medioeval Manhatten because for all his towers and
after 2 hours free to walk around on this village full of traditions and local small
leather shops where you can find a piece of ...
Price: 480,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107856P13

Siena with Lunch and Wine tasting on Chianti vinary
A full experiency here in Tuscany, the medioeval city of Siena for 2 hours free to walk
around the city and after a fantastic experience on the coutryside of Chianti going to
a Chianti Classico vinery for Lunch, Wine tasting and cellar tours.In this day you will
do most of what is in our tradition, ...
Price: 490,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107856P14

Andrea Bocelli LAJATICO concert MERCEDES E with Professional Driver TRANSFERS
The service include Mercedes E class with professional driver that will pick up the
client at the hotel or wherever the client want in Florence city at 5 pm, drive until
Lajatico until the parking close to the sits of the costumers tickets, the driver will wait
until the end of the concert and ...
Price: 680,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107856P15
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TRANSFERS Firenze Roma Hotel Airport by Mercedes E class
The Transfers is from from Florence hotel until Rome airport or hotel or opposite, the
pick up will be where the client want on one of the two citys and the drop off will be
the same.The service is made with a Mercedes E class, professional driver english
speacking, free bottles of water and free ...
Price: 640,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107856P16

San Gimignano and wine experience all inclusive Lunch and wine tasting
The Tours will start at 9.30 in Florence with the pick up by the hotel, then we will
drive for about 1 hour out on the coutryside till San Gimignano; here the client is free
for 2 hours to spend has they want in the city of San Gimignano after this we will
drive till arrive in a Chianti winery ...
Price: 490,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107856P17

Chianti Wine Tours - Wine Tasting and Lunch all inclusive
A wonderfull day with few stops for panoramic photos of the beautifull countryside of
Chianti, guided from an English speacking professional driver with a confortable
Mercedes E class, the lunch and wine tasting it will be on original Chianti winery on
the heart of Chianti Classico where the ...
Price: 490,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107856P18

Wine tasting in Chianti
A beautiful day on the countryside of Tuscany, tasting the flavours of our historical
land,an important wine tasting of our best wines on 2 selected winery of Chianti, you
will try from 7 to 10 different wines and also the extravergin olive oil of Chianti and
the lunch it will be based on our ...
Price: 340,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107856P19
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Wine Tours in Chianti with Mercedes E, FULL DAY CAR HIRE WITH DRIVER
This Wine Tours of 9 hours on the beautiful Chianti Tuscany countryside the price
include the lunch and wines tasting, in 9 hours we can visit 2 wineries and have
lunch, cellar tours and wine tasting in one vinery and wines tasting on the other, plus
the olive oil tasting in both.This Wine Tours of ...
Price: 530,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107856P2

Exclusive Wine Tours Full Day
A fantastic day exploring the coutryside of Tuscany with a great wine and food
experience...years of experience on wine tours will garantie a incredible dayA
fantastic day exploring the coutryside of Tuscany with a great wine and food
experience...years of experience on wine tours will garantie a ...
Price: 540,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107856P20

Brunello di Montalcino Pienza Montepulciano Val D'orcia Lunch and Wine included
This will be a wonderful day that you will remember for all your life, Val D'orcia is a
magic place from a spectacular views, sitting on a confortable Mercedes E with a
private driver that can help you any thing you needThis is a wonderful day on one of
the most exciting places in Tuscany, tasting ...
Price: 590,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107856P21

VIP Exclusive SUPER TUSCAN WINE TASTING with ORNELLAIA plus 4 supertuscans
This will be one of the best occasion for try a selection of Our best SuperTuscans
wines that will be difficult to find on a typical wine Tours, the quality of the wines that
you will try on this experience is really a step over other wine experiences, on this
experience you will be able to taste ...
Price: 290,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107856P22
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Wine Tours in Chianti all inclusive High Standard Tours
A wonderfull day with few stops for panoramic photos of the beautifull countryside of
Chianti, guided from an English speacking professional driver with a confortable
Mercedes E class, the lunch and wine tasting it will be on original Chianti winery on
the heart of Chianti Classico where the ...
Price: 540,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107856P23

Pisa and Lucca Tours with Mercedes
A beautiful day visiting the pisa Tower and Lucca city center, on this day the clients
are free to explore those two beautiful places in TuscanyA beautiful day visiting the
pisa Tower and Lucca city center, on this day the clients are free to explore those
two beautiful places in TuscanyA beautiful ...
Price: 450,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107856P24

Hire a car with driver Custom Tours Florence Tuscany
A wonderfull day with few stops for panoramic photos of the beautifull countryside of
Chianti, guided from an English speacking professional driver with a confortable
Mercedes E class. The pick up and the drop off will be by the Hotel or anywhere the
client want in Florence city.A wonderfull day ...
Price: 540,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107856P25

Ferrari Tour Maranello from Florence
A professional driver with Mercedes E class for a confortable transfer to Maranello
where the client is free to do test drive, visit the Ferrari factory and museum. A
professional driver with Mercedes E class for a confortable transfer to Maranello
where the client is free to do test drive, visit ...
Price: 570,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107856P26
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Wedding with Mercedes E
A wonderfull Mercedes E class for your special day. Please be in contact with the
driver before for all details for your best wedding. A wonderfull Mercedes E class for
your special day. Please be in contact with the driver before for all details for your
best wedding. A wonderfull Mercedes E class ...
Price: 362,67 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107856P27

WINE TOURS CHIANTI full day
A wonderfull day with few stops for panoramic photos of the beautifull countryside of
Chianti, guided from an English speacking professional driver with a confortable
Mercedes E class, the lunch and wine tasting it will be on original Chianti winery on
the heart of Chianti Classico where the ...
Price: 470,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107856P28

Private Wine Tours VIP TOURS
A wonderfull day with few stops for panoramic photos of the beautifull countryside of
Chianti, guided from an English speacking professional driver with a confortable
Mercedes E class, the lunch and wine tasting it will be on original Chianti winery on
the heart of Chianti Classico where the ...
Price: 490,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107856P29

Wine Tours on the Chianti Tuscany countryside HALF DAY CAR HIRE WITH DRIVER
This Wine Tours of 5 hours on the beautiful Chianti Tuscany countryside the price
does not include the lunch and wine tasting, usually in 5 hours we can visit 1 wineries
and have lunch, wine tasting and cellar tour on this one.The price for the lunch and
wine tasting is usually about 50 euro for 1 ...
Price: 320,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107856P3
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WINE TOURS VIP Antinori and Ceramic of Chianti Classico
A wonderfull day with few stops for panoramic photos of the beautifull countryside of
Chianti, guided from an English speacking professional driver with a confortable
Mercedes E class, the lunch and wine tasting it will be on original Chianti winery on
the heart of Chianti Classico where the ...
Price: 520,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107856P30

Exclusive Wine Tours Chianti all inclusive Lunch and Wine tasting
Chianti the famous countryside of Tuscany it s a breath taking place that everyone
once in life should experience, on my Tours I try to choose the best of what I know
from my long experience on my home land that I really love and became for me my
way for living, just showing how beautifull is this ...
Price: 540,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107856P31

SHOPPING DAY in Florence with personal driver and Mercedes
A professional driver with a confortable Mercedes E class will show you the best
shopping place s in and around Florence for fashion brand, leather, ceramic, jewelry,
wines, extra virgin olive oil and more.... A professional driver with a confortable
Mercedes E class will show you the best shopping ...
Price: 245,34 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107856P32

Half Day Wine Tours in Chianti, lunch and nice wine tasting included.
A wonderfull day with few stops for panoramic photos of the beautifull countryside of
Chianti, guided from an English speacking professional driver with a confortable
Mercedes E class, the lunch and wine tasting it will be on original Chianti winery on
the heart of Chianti Classico where the ...
Price: 350,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107856P33
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Half day Wine Tours all included lunch 3 local meals and 6 wines tasting
Chianti RoadA wonderful day with a confortable Mercedes E and Professional Driver
English speacking that will guide you into the wonderful countryside of Tuscany
Chianti, many photos of landscape and a great lunch 3 meals with an important wine
tasting of 6 wines from the original Chianti winery ...
Price: 350,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107856P34

Pisa, San Gimignano and Siena Private Tour in a Mercedes E
A long intense day where we will see the most citys of Tuscany: Pisa, San
Gimignano & Siena. Learn about it's history, culture and heritage. Enjoy it's beauty,
photos and amazing land escapes.A long intense day where we will see the most
citys of Tuscany: Pisa, San Gimignano & Siena. Learn about ...
Price: 640,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107856P35

THE MALL LUXURY OUTLET CAR HIRE WITH DRIVER Mercedes E from Florence
The number of hours available for go with Mercedes E class with a professional
driver (english speacking), stay at THE MALL LUXURY OUTLET and return in
Florence.Usually from Florence THE MALL OUTLET is 45 min driving time from the
center of Florence.The price is for rent a Mercedes E class with a ...
Price: 280,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107856P4

SAN GIMIGNANO and SIENA plus Lunch and Wine tasting TOURS FULL DAY
Pick up at 9 am in Florence by the Hotel or where is best for the client, drive to San
Gimignano (1 Hour), free time for the client to visit and explore San Gimignano by
walk for lounch time we will go on a Chianti winery where it will be a cellar tour,
lounch and wine tasting, after drive untill ...
Price: 580,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107856P5
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Cinque Terre and Pisa full day Lunch included
- 8 am pick up at the hotel in Florence city or where the client prefer to start the tours
from Florence city.- Drive until Manarola (about 2 hours drive) that is the 2nd village
of Cinque Terre and here the client is free to walk around the Cinque Terre moving
by the local train or by the local ...
Price: 680,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107856P6

Florence Tours with professional guide 5 hours
A beautiful drive and walk visiting, with a professional guide and a professional
driver, all the beautys of Florence and learn about the history.A beautiful drive and
walk visiting, with a professional guide and a professional driver, all the beautys of
Florence and learn about the history.A ...
Price: 310,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107856P7

Florence Accademia Gallery and David Skip-the-Line Guided Tour with Hotel Pickup
Enjoy the Accademia Gallery in Florence, avoiding the queues with reserved tickets,
on this two hour private tour. There is a choice of a morning or afternoon tour,
depending on your preference.The tour is led by an expert private guide, and you will
view one of Michelangelo?s most famous works; ...
Price: 176,15 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107938P10

Skip-the-Line Family Friendly Uffizi Gallery Private Tour with Local Guide
Explore Florence?s Uffizi Gallery, one of the most famous in the world, on this two
hour guided tour. See the exhibits that are most interesting to you and avoid getting
lost in the vast building, with this intimate private tour.You will be met by your guide
at Piazza della Signoria, in front of ...
Price: 176,15 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107938P11
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Private Florence Highlights Guided Tour including Ponte Vecchio and Santa Croce
Enjoy the quaint streets and picturesque piazzas of Florence, accompanied by an
expert guide, on this private walking tour. This tour will explore the history of the city,
particularly the Renaissance, through the many important historical landmarks along
the route.An expert guide will lead you on ...
Price: 105,22 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=107938P9

2 hour tour of Magic Siena with Stella
Uncover the little-known treasures of medieval Siena on a 2-hour insider walking tour
meeting Stella at the Basilica San Domenico. and see top attraction just like Siena
Cathedral (entrance fees are not included) and Piazza del Campo, the magnificent
medieval square where the Palio horse race is ...
Price: 180,81 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=108209P1

Explore Florence w/ Michelangelo's David Skip-the-Line Tour
If this is your first time to Florence and you want to make the most out of it, then this
2.5-hour private tour to discover the highlights is for you! You'll walk around the main
landmarks and see some hidden gems too. Not only, you'll have a unique experience
to visit the Accademia Gallery with an ...
Price: 199,17 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=108429P13

Day Trip to Pisa and Lucca from Florence with Leaning Tower Skip-the-Line Access
Take a day trip from Florence to experience the beautiful towns of Pisa and Lucca.
First stop is Pisa where you head for the main square of Piazza dei Miracoli where
your local guide will explain all about the magnificent buildings that surround it; the
Baptistery, the Duomo and of course the ...
Price: 392,61 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=109007P1
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Florence Uffizi Gallery Private Tour with Skip-the-Line Tickets & Fast Access
The Uffizi Gallery, one of the most famous galleries in the world is huge. On this
two-hour tour in the company of your own private guide we will ensure you see the
very best that the gallery has to offer and also the exhibits that you really wish to
see.The Uffizi Gallery, one of the most famous ...
Price: 139,68 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=109007P10

Shore Excursion from Livorno Cruise Port to Pisa Leaning Tower & Florence
From the port of Livorno this is a private shore excursion to Pisa and Florence. In
Pisa you will be dropped by the main square where you will have time on your own to
discover this Ancient Maritime Republic; the Cathedral, the Baptistery and of the
course the Leaning Tower - for that all-important ...
Price: 369,52 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=109007P3

Half-day Florence Walking Tour of the City Must-See Sites with Local Guide
In the company of a very knowledgeable guide you will stroll through the picturesque
streets and piazzas of Florence. This tour will, via the numerous landmarks on its
route, introduce you to the many wonders of the city?s Renaissance heritage.In the
company of a very knowledgeable guide you will ...
Price: 27,42 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=109007P7

Best of Florence Full-Day Combo Tour including Uffizi & Accademia Galleries
This is a 7-hour tour which will take you on a journey back in time through
Renaissance Florence. With its wealth of palaces and museums the city of Florence
is renowned for its beauty and artistic heritage. It is truly the jewel in the crown of
Renaissance Italy. This is a 7-hour tour which will ...
Price: 240,16 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=109007P8
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Florence Private Tour of Academy Gallery & Michelangelo's David with Local Guide
Bypass the queues and join us on this 2-hour private tour of Florence?s Accademia
Gallery. In the company of a local, expert guide you will see Michelangelo?s
magnificent statue of David and learn something of the statues history and
importance. You have the option of a morning or afternoon ...
Price: 122,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=109007P9

Private Transfer from Florence to Sorrento & Amalfi Coast or viceversa
Book your private Transfer from Florence to Sorrento or Amalfi Coast and travel in
total relax in a Mercedes Vehicle equipped with air-conditioned and an expert English
speaking driver (or Viceversa)Book your private Transfer from Florence to Sorrento
or Amalfi Coast and travel in total relax in a ...
Price: 500,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=109020P14

Firenze Translation And Instant Help To Getting Around From Locals
Welcome to Italy this is Tony "Your Friend Here in Florence" I am providing with
translation moving around the city and any issue you get here in Italy.This is a unique
tour/service and we have nothing to do with other tours here on Viator by booking
you will get one-hour local assistance here in ...
Price: 25,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=109621P20

Food And Market Tour Of Florence
Welcome To Enjoy Discover Italy " "Eating With Tony"I am a food expert making food
tour here in Florence, this is a private or semi private tour (vary small group) tasting
genuine and local food.Let's going to eat what local people eat for lunch time in
Florence, in a popular Market of San Lorenzo ...
Price: 47,29 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=109621P21
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Your Travel Movie In Firenze By A Local Filmmaker
I am a professional filmmaker I have videos on youtube with almost 1 million views's
I am going to filming your holiday in Florence, I am not only providing a great video
but also great audio and cinematic editing, so you will have a lifetime remembrance
about your holiday in Italy. You are going ...
Price: 60,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=109621P27

Cooking Class in private villa near Florence
Cooking class including lunch and drinks starting at 10 am, about 5 hours. The
cooking class takes place in a villa just 10km from Florence included in the price the
transfer from the station of Florence to the Villa with private car. We are waiting for
you to teach you the secrets and the art of ...
Price: 129,87 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=110037P1

Castle Wine tasting
The wine, the wine, the wine, the wine, the wine, the wine, the wine, the wine, real
Tuscan lunch and not as a touristSmall group of up to 9 peopleDeparture from
Station S. Maria Novella Florence at 9.15 amJourney of 45 minutes in the Tuscan
countryside with air conditioned mini van with private ...
Price: 172,47 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=110037P6

Castle Wine tasting Tour and lunch in the country close Florence with transfert
The convenience of being picked up and taken to the beautiful Tuscan countryside to
visit one of the secular castles, visit the cellars and taste 4 types of wine and oil ,
expose the land and the vineyards, then be taken to a private villa where you can eat
a real Tuscan lunch and not as a ...
Price: 172,23 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=110037P7
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Cooking class and Lunch with ancient Etruscan tradition for small private group
Cooking Class and lunch with ancient Etruscan traditionsThe cooking class takes
place in a 800 stone villa surrounded by greenery in peace and tranquility just 10 km
from the center of Florence.This Cooking class is organized to host a group of 4 to 6
people and is exclusively private for the group ...
Price: 155,56 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=110037P8

Photo Diary in the heart of Florence
Do you think of moments you would like to last forever? A family trip, a honeymoon,
a wedding proposal, your first trip together? Well, I can tell you my secret. There is a
"magic formula" that we call photography and using it we can freeze these moments
into time together. Let's talk, walk and ...
Price: 122,12 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=110138P2

Wine and food experience on organic winery IL PALAGIO di Panzano
PANZANO PALAGIO is a small, family-run winery. It is situated in the heart of
Tuscany, half-way between Florence and Siena. Our summer has its roots in the
scenic Conca d'Oro, the "Golden Valley" of Panzano in Chianti in the heart of the
Chianti Classico area.palagio-familyWe produces organic wines ...
Price: 49,66 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=110740P1

Palaces and Piazzas: The Highlights of Florence Walking Audio Tour by VoiceMap
Explore Florence at your pace with this self guided tour designed to tell you the
stories of the cities key attractions while highlighting a few hidden gems along the
way. The itinerary kicks off from the Duomo square and loops back to it at the end.
You'll explore both sides of the the ...
Price: 4,80 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=110804P3
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Christmas Day Tour in Florence
Being in Italy during Christmas most certainly indicates to me that you are already a
person who likes to make life interesting. During the holidays some families and
couples like to get away from it all to spend time in a deeply cultural and historic City
which invigorates are spirits and deepens ...
Price: 74,55 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=111281P9

The Leaning Tower of Pisa and the Renaissance Florence 13 hrs Day Tour from Rome
With our 13 hours tour to Pisa and Florence from our most outstanding attractions
and although it may look long exhausting you can make this experience the best we
offer only high quality services, starting from our completely private tours, our
luxurious Mercedes Benz Minivans for transportation, ...
Price: 452,30 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=111291P10

Private Florence City Tour from Tuscany
Here, in Best Rome Driver, we found the best way to show you in a high quality tour
the most remarkable attractions of Florence in our luxurious Mercedes Benz
Minivans!From the very first moment we meet you, you will feel the professionalism
of our English speaking drivers; who have year of ...
Price: 313,22 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=111291P31

The Leaning Tower of Pisa and Renaissance Florence Private Tour from Tuscany
With our 9 hours tour to Pisa and Florence from Tuscany you will enjoy their most
outstanding attractions and you can count on us that we will make this experience
the best as we offer only high quality services, starting from our completely private
tours, our luxurious Mercedes Benz Minivans for ...
Price: 313,22 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=111291P32
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Renaissance Florence Tour from Rome
Here, in the Best Rome Driver, we found the best way to show you the most
remarkable attractions of Florence in one day from Rome to our luxurious Mercedes
Benz Minivans!From the very first moment we meet you, you will feel the
professionalism of our English speaking drivers; who have year of ...
Price: 383,87 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=111291P5

Wine day tour with 3 wineries close to Florence
An intense wine day tour is waiting for you. Departing from Florence you'll visit 3
wineries, with different backgrounds, from the historic and ancient to the most
modern tourist friendly one, including a small family reality. Your first winery will be
welcoming you at 10 am where you will have a ...
Price: 151,60 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=111416P13

Off road Chianti wine day tour
There is a sort of magic on riding through hidden gravel roads of Tuscany, ?le strade
bianche? that?s how we call them. Shortcuts of rare beauty across vineyards, olive
groves and deep woods that offer breathtaking views.We will have access this way to
local wineries, from the most ancient ones to ...
Price: 355,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=111416P140

Private Half-Day Tuscan Taste Track Tour in Chianti with Lunch
Flavors and smells are memories that we will always bring with us. That?s what we
offer, an unforgettable experience around the Tastes of Tuscany. Following our
expert local guide off the beaten path of massive tourism, you will discover our local
products and the people behind those.We start the ...
Price: 389,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=111416P141
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Private Half-Day FIAT 550 Vintage Tour Wine Tasting in Chianti
Fiat 500 represents the emblem of Italian Style. Shape, size and its unique charm
make of this car a special and authentic symbol beyond it?s simple use as a vehicle.
Ideal both on city?s tiny alleys and on the famous country-side windy roads.Drive
through Chianti?s iconic landscape, be part of a ...
Price: 349,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=111416P142

Standard wine tasting at Barbadoro winery close to Florence
This story starts in the 19th century at Montespertoli, in the heart of the Chianti, the
famous region for wine production. Thanks to the birth of Serafino, in 1860, passion
and the art of wine- and oilmaking have been handed over to our family along five
generations. In 1945 Ottavio and his son ...
Price: 19,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=111416P143

Wine tasting & lunch at Barbadoro winery close to Florence
If you want to have a relaxing couple of hours this is the perfect moment, since you
can enjoy a wine tour and tasting, followed by a light lunch with 2 different
options:Light lunch: - MALINDO white wine IGT- ALVAROSE? rosè wine IGTDOMIZIO red wine IGT - IO TESTONE red wine IGT- II GUIDO red ...
Price: 39,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=111416P144

Discover a winery in Siena from Florence
Staying in Florence is amazing, but if you're looking for an extraordinary day off and
you don't have a car, this experience is exactly what you were looking for.From
Florence main train station this morning you get a train at 8.10 am in order to reach
Siena. You will arrive at the Siena Train ...
Price: 140,69 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=111416P32
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Tasting and Tour at Fattoria di Luiano
This winery is nestled in the amazing tuscan hills and its still very familiar
atmosphere and approach will let you fall in love with the context..and wines of
course!This winery is nestled in the amazing tuscan hills and its still very familiar
atmosphere and approach will let you fall in love ...
Price: 19,62 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=111416P37

Piazzano wine experience: discover a family business winery close to Florence
The PIAZZANO Farm is much more than a simple company, it represents the
extraordinary passion for the wine world of an entire family, that of BETTARINI. In
1948, Otello Bettarini, a well-known industrialist from Prato with a passion for
astronomy, fell in love with these places to the point of ...
Price: 20,52 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=111416P77

Pure tuscan wine tasting experience at Podere Ema close to Florence
Podere Ema was born from the desire to combine the over twenty years of
experience gained in managing the cellar of an important Tuscan Company and the
will to share to a wider market, the result of years of passion and love for wine.
Podere Ema, aims to create great wines using only Tuscan native ...
Price: 20,52 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=111416P78

Wine tasting in Montepulciano, visiting Siena, in Tuscany from Florence
A beautiful experience, among friends, for the whole family and for the great
connoisseurs of noble Wines DOCG. We invite you to enjoy the unforgettable view of
Crete Senese Landscape, to walk on the charming hillside of Montepulciano and
Siena, in these wonderful places you will taste the ...
Price: 313,22 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=111607P6
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Chianti Wine Tasting, visiting Castellina & Greve, in Tuscany from Florence
Add to cart An extraordinary journey through nature and culture to the heart of the
Sienese countryside in Tuscany, you will see an incredible landscape with small hilly
roads, olive groves and vineyards, a fantastic day that will remain forever in memory
of all of you, en is suitable for the whole ...
Price: 300,42 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=111607P7

Private Florence Academy Gallery Tour Skip-the-Line Entry & Michelangelo's David
Join us for this two hours private tour of the Accademia Gallery in Florence, avoiding
the queues with reserved tickets. Depending on your preference, there is a choice of
a morning or afternoon tour. Accompanied by an expert private guide you will see
Michelangelo?s world-renowned masterpiece ...
Price: 176,15 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=112791P10

Private Florence Uffizi Gallery Tour with Skip-the-Line Entry & Leonardo's Works
Enjoy this two hour guided tour of Florence?s Uffizi Gallery, one of the world?s most
famous galleries. Get the best from this vast building and see the exhibits that
interest you most, with this intimate private tour.Your guide will meet you at the
Piazza della Signoria, in front of the Uffizi ...
Price: 199,80 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=112791P11

Private Florence Highlights Tour from Duomo to Old Bridge Signoria & Santa Croce
This private walking tour, led by an expert guide will introduce you to the winding
streets and stunning piazzas of Florence. This tailored tour will explore the city?s
history, particularly the Renaissance, through the many significant landmarks along
the route.An expert guide will take you on a ...
Price: 109,53 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=112791P9
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Chianti Wine Tour with Tuscan lunch. Visit Chianti's beauty in Open Top Van
This is a unique wine tour to discover the beauty of Chianti with the typical scents
and colors of this extraordinary land. Thanks to our exclusive minivan, unique to
Tuscany, you can explore the Chianti area like never before.Our first stop will be
visiting a first winery, where you will taste 4 ...
Price: 125,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=112793P1

Medieval Village Tour in the Chianti Classico. Lunch and Wine Tasting. Open top Van
A beautiful tour to discover the wonders of the Chianti Classico between vineyards
and olive trees, the typical landscapes of Tuscany are the masters, thanks to the only
modified mini van to fully enjoy the Chianti. We will visit the classic medieval villages
in the Chianti Classico area: ...
Price: 119,06 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=112793P2

Quad Tour ATV Adventure in Chianti. Lunch and Wine Tasting. Open Top Van
Come and discover the wild heart of Chianti, together with us you can live an
experience totally immersed in the green of the countryside and woods.You will have
fun in total safety by driving on the roads and off-road.After the quad experience you
will continue the tour enjoying the landscapes of ...
Price: 140,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=112793P3

Private Wine Tour in Van Escusivo
A beautiful panoramic tour to discover the Chianti Classico with the only open top
mini van in Tuscany, you will have the opportunity to admire the famous landscapes
of Chianti and taste extraordinary wines to end with a classic Tuscan lunch based on
pasta with local products and wines in addition ...
Price: 180,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=112793P4
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Panoramic tour of Chianti with Wine Tasting and light lunch. Open Top Van
If you don't have much time but still want to visit the beauties of Chianti and have the
chance to taste the famous wine of the Chianti region, immersed in the green
countryside is the tour for you.Thanks to our modified mini van to fully enjoy the
Tuscan countryside.Not to mention that you will be ...
Price: 79,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=112793P7

Volleyball course for children
The basic volleyball start course for children aged 5 to 10 years. On the basis of the
motor skills of the small athlete will be decided the types of exercises and games to
be performed.The basic volleyball start course for children aged 5 to 10 years. On
the basis of the motor skills of the small ...
Price: 15,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=113768P2

Highlights of Florence Private Treasure Hunt for Kids & Families with Gelato
If you have just one day to spend in Florence and you want to enjoy an amazing
experience with your family this scavenger hunt is the perfect solution for you all!You
will enjoy a 2.5 hour private experience playing games, treasure hunts, quizzes and
much more!You will not miss the highlights of ...
Price: 119,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=113814P5

Highlights of Florence Treasure Hunt for Kids & Families with Gelato
Take a special fun, entertaining and budget tour of Florence if you want to cover the
highlights of the city while having fun and playing games with your children. Within a
group of no more than 15 people you will play for 2.5 hour games, treasure hunts,
quizzes and much more while discovering the ...
Price: 65,65 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=113814P6
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Uffizi Museum & Renaissance Masters Treasure Hunt for Kids with Leonardo's Works
This 2.5-hr private Uffizi scavenger hunt will be the perfect solution for those families
that does not want to miss the Uffizi Gallery but wants to make sure their kids will
have fun and learn a lot.The whole family will be involved with quizes, treasure hunts,
games, and the winner will get a ...
Price: 119,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=113814P7

Michelangelo's David & Florence Art Academy Treasure Hunt for Kids & Families
This 2.5-hour private scavenger hunt is the best way to learn more about the genious
of Michelangelo while having fun and discovering the main attractions of
Florence.Your family will be entertained with games, trivia and treasure hunts. Kids
will play and learn a lot during this memorable ...
Price: 129,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=113814P8

Street food tour through the wine holes in Florence
Florence, as the cradle of the Renaissance, is known all over the world for its
gastronomic excellences! How to combine culture and good cuisine? With this
original tour of Florencedesigned around the city's historic shops and the San
Lorenzo food market which includes a sort of treasure hunt to ...
Price: 236,44 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=114362P12

Urban trekking and gardens in Florence
Have you ever thought about combining a sightseeing tour of a city with healthy
physical activity? Florence, surrounded by gentle and panoramic hills, offers you this
opportunity! An unusual soft-trekking to enjoy some of the green areas and reach an
unforgettable point of view.From Ponte Vecchio ...
Price: 201,67 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=114362P13
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Florence by night and its "horror" side
An evening walking tour is the best way to visit Florence and avoid crowded streets
and queues! We suggest an original and exciting visit, during which you will visit
some hidden corners and monuments of the city, which have been the "scenic
scenes" of blood stories, intrigues, struggles and ...
Price: 152,78 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=114362P29

The passion of the Medici: marble and precious stones
Among the treasures kept in Florence, there are some masterpieces by Michelangelo
Buonarroti as well as the art of manufacturing marble and precious stones.the Medici
family commissioned marvelous works realized with the preciousness of marble and
other stones, whose mineralogical colors and ...
Price: 166,90 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=114362P30

Fashion, jewels, perfumes: the luxury side of Florence
Besides of its art treasures, Florence is one of the Italian capitals of fashion and
luxury, especially dealing with traditional crafts such as jewelry, leatherwear and
perfumery. A private guide tour will lead you across the fashion district of Florence,
between via de'Cerretani, via Roma and via ...
Price: 403,34 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=114362P56

A coach ride across Florence, with a sweet surprise
Once you get to Florence, you may like to have a pleasant, unusual stroll of the town
centre, without finding yourself standing in a queue or stuck in chaotic streets. This
tour will allow you to go round Florence centre on a comfortable private coach, while
a professional guide will show and ...
Price: 271,22 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=114362P57
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Under the bridges: a floating tour of Florence
River Arno crosses the heart of Florence, contributing to the economic and political
growth of the city through the centuries; still, it has also struck with tremendous
floods, causing severe damages to the art treasures. Today, it will allow you to get an
exclusive and unforgettable sight of the ...
Price: 271,22 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=114362P58

Walking across the best of Florence: art, architecture and a sweet pause
All the best of Florence, within a short and pleasant walk, with even the time for a
sweet break. This exclusive tour will touch all the landmarks which make Florence
recognizable all around the world: the cathedral of Santa Maria del Fiore with its
majestic dome, the Tower of Giotto, Palazzo ...
Price: 229,49 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=114362P59

Fly over history: a hot air balloon cruise above Florence and its surroundings
The ultimate "skip the line" tour of the wonders of Florence is the one who allows you
to see them from right above. Enjoy the unforgettable experience of a smooth, silent
flight on a hot air balloon, watching the red rooftops of the town centre, its domes and
towers, and on the other side the ...
Price: 1.321,28 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=114362P60

Wine on water: a private boat tour in Florence with a floating Tuscan aperitif
Chianti Classico, typical "schiacciata", fresh tomatoes and truffles. All these
delicacies will get an even more unforgettable taste, if enjoyed on a traditional rowing
boat, cruising silently and smoothly along river Arno, at the heart of Florence. This
exclusive tour will bring you under the ...
Price: 166,90 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=114362P61
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Shoot My Travel- Experience Florence With a Local Photographer
Much of visiting Florence is about exploring the historic city center of imposing
palaces and breathtaking churches. It?s easy to understand why when you stand in
Piazza del Duomo and gaze up at the incredible Florence Cathedral or climb the 414
steps up Giotto?s bell tower for a bird?s eye view of ...
Price: 185,10 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=114448P32

Full day in Florence with The David and Uffizi - Private Tour
If this is the first time in Florence or you have only one day, this is the perfect
solution.A full day that includes all the highlights and hidden spots, the most
important museums in the world: Academia and Uffizi.No crazy and crowd group.Do
not miss it !!If this is the first time in Florence or ...
Price: 354,66 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=114959P1

Best of Florence: 1 or 2-Day Private Guided Tour
See the sights of Florence that most interest you on a customized private tour. Skip
the long lines to the Accademia and Uffizi GalleryRub the nose of the boar fountain
of the Porcellino to ensure you will return to FlorenceMarvel at Brunelleschi's huge
dome at the DuomoSee Michelangelo's statue of ...
Price: 446,82 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=11522P11

Walking tour
Florence is amazing, its history even more so. You will hear stories about which you
cannot read in the guide books. This is a great introduction to this city in a fun and
entertaining way.Florence is amazing, its history even more so. You will hear stories
about which you cannot read in the guide ...
Price: 66,76 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=115724P1
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The Florence Quiz! Walking Tour
!! CAUTION !!Be aware that this is NOT a traditional guided tour!If you just want to
wander around, listen to a monotonous voice until you fall asleep and then put a tick
in the "visit Florence box" - this is not the experience for you.This experience is for
people who want to feel thrilled, ...
Price: 41,73 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=115864P1

Another Florence walking tour
We consider our tours as an artesan product so in this page you won?t find the
?common? description of them nor the list of places you will see.Each Tour Leader
has a different background, different personality and different passions, for us this
means different tours, routes and ways of leading ? ...
Price: 4,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=116087P1

Sunset Walking Tour
Florence is one of the most crowded touristic cities, but only in some specific areas.
With your pocket guide you risk to spend your day in masses of people, probably
loosing the best what the city has to offer. Participating at this tour will give you an
opportunity to see Florence with the eyes ...
Price: 5,56 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=116087P2

Small-Group Medici Family Walking Evening Tour
Discover unknown & fun history about the Medici family!A fun & exciting journey
through history to discover some of the most unknown secrets of historical
florence!We'll meet in a big florentine Square and we'll walk around all the little
streets of Florence! Be ready to laugh, explore & make ...
Price: 28,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=116087P3
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Mindful Cooking and Wellness 5 Day Vacation in the Apennines with Private Chef
Retreat to the peace and tranquility of the Apennine mountains on the border of
Tuscany, Emilia-Romagna and Marche and the home of chef Stefano Corvucci. You
can start each day in deep meditation along the banks of the River Tevere, which
begins its long journey to Rome as a small invigorating ...
Price: 1.718,40 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=116217P4

Wine tasting at Tenuta Moriano
Tasting of 3 selected wines accompanied by some snacks to get closer to the world
of wine and its traditions. The wines are chosen in order to create a tasting itinerary
that allows to understand the various types of grapes, the processing and aging
techniques and how all these components give life ...
Price: 8,89 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=116440P1

Extensive wine tasting at Tenuta Moriano
A real tasting path studied in detail to understand how types of grapes, production
techniques and aging give life to products of a thousand shades, and how the
territory of origin has a fundamental role in all production processes.At the end of the
tasting the cellar will be visited where the main ...
Price: 21,25 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=116440P2

Wine tasting with lunch at Tenuta Moriano
Tasting with lunch - A real immersion in the heart of the Tuscan tradition, made of
nature, genuine food and wine and processed with care and love. This experience
begins with a visit to the cellar where the main production methods of our wines are
shown and explained; then we continue with the ...
Price: 50,26 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=116440P3
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Cooking course with lunch or dinner
Tenuta Moriano's Tuscan Cooking Courses are an experience not to be missed: a
kitchen expert teaches in a pleasant and family atmosphere to cook simple, everyday
and traditional dishes but refined at the same time, conveying a great passion for the
table . Participants will discover the typical ...
Price: 80,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=116440P4

Enotrekking
During a pleasant walk in the vineyard and a visit to the winery, our visitors will be
able to discover the territory and the activities of our estate, learn about the varieties
of our grapes, the harvesting methods and the ancient secrets that have always
enchanted our Tuscan wine.The tastings of ...
Price: 20,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=116440P5

Country picnic in the heart of Chianti
We offer the unique opportunity to taste typical Tuscan products outdoors,
accompanied with our wine in a fabulous setting. I will prepare a basket of delicious
homemade fresh Tuscan food and wines for you. Then we take you to an
unforgettable place in the shade of the trees and a splendid ...
Price: 28,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=116440P6

Country picnic in the heart of Chianti
I will take you to a special place that collects "the bird", located between the hills and
our vineyards in the shade of the trees, this place has a beautiful panoramic view.
This is a cozy and peaceful place where you can have a picnic while tasting our
wine. If you like enjoying wine and ...
Price: 28,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=116440P7
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Fresh Pasta, Gnocchi & Italian Sauces in a cozy Florentine Home
Hi there! I'm Francesca, passionate about cooking and gastronomy. I learned the art
of fresh pasta from my grandmother and from Marzia, a friend and pastamaker, a
true guru of fresh pasta. I love sharing this passion of mine in my small home
workshop. Before opening the house I worked with several ...
Price: 65,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=116509P1

Florence: Pitti Palace: Galleria Palatina guided experience
Get ready to admire some of the most beautiful and unique works of art and
sculpture in the world created by the hands of the greatest masters such as Raphael,
Tintoretto, TIziano and Caravaggio.You will admire cycles of frescoes and be
enchanted in front of the wonderful residence of the Medici, ...
Price: 59,90 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=116773P16

Florence: Pizza and Gelato Class in the very city center
Thanks to the guidance of an experienced Chef, this experience is a journey to the
basic techniques of the Italian tradition of wood-fired pizza, ice cream and
sorbet.During the lesson a pizza and two flavors of ice cream / sorbet will be
prepared.The whole experience takes about 3 hours.The ...
Price: 62,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=116773P18

Florence Exclusive Sunrise walking tour
Enjoy 1.5 hours walking tour in the real city center of Florence right when the sun is
raising.Walk around the main squares to orientate yourself in the cradle of the
Renaissance with no crowds at all.Live an authentic, non-chaotic experience starting
from Repubblica Square.Admire, then, one of the ...
Price: 35,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=116773P20
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Florence Exclusive Sunrise Accademia Gallery walking tour
Enjoy 2.5 hours walking tour with entrance to Accademia Gallery and guided
experience in the real city center of Florence right when the sun is raising.Walk
around the main squares to orientate yourself in the cradle of the Renaissance with
no crowds at all.Live an authentic, non-chaotic experience ...
Price: 59,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=116773P21

Market & Cooking Experience in Florence

Three times a week, in the Florentine city center, there is a special food experience
going on: Market visit, grocery and cooking class!It lasts about 4.5-hours and it is
held in Florence. After doing an interesting session of grocery-shopping in one of the
most beautiful markets in Italy, the ...
Price: 91,67 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=116773P23

Family Cooking Experience in Florence
Twice a week, in the Florentine city center, there is a special food experience going
on: a family cooking class!Younger and elder together to learn how to cook as an
Italian!It lasts about 3-hours and it is held in Florence. The cooking class starts: some
of the most traditional Italian courses ...
Price: 70,84 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=116773P24

4-Courses Cooking Experience in Florence
Daily, in the Florentine city center, there is a special food experience going on:
4-courses cooking class!It lasts about 4-hours and it is held in Florence. The cooking
class starts: four of the most traditional Tuscan courses are taking life. Appetizer, first
course hand-made pasta with sauces, ...
Price: 85,35 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=116773P25
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Pasta Cooking Experience in Florence
Three times a week, in the Florentine city center, there is a special food experience
going on: Italian pasta cooking class!It lasts about 3-hours and it is held in Florence.
The cooking class starts: four of the most traditional Italian pastas are taking
life.Three hand-made pasta with sauces, ...
Price: 66,67 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=116773P26

Mediciâ€™s palace, Palazzo Vecchio guided experience
Unveil all the secrets hidden inside the ancient Medici's palace.During this 90
minutes experience every corner, every masterpiece and every legend is coming to
life. This is the palace where the Renaissance started in Florence.Palazzo Vecchio
was the ancient home of Medici Family, as well as the ...
Price: 47,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=116773P27

Accademia Gallery Experience with Florence walking exploration
The experience is all about David and Accademia Gallery: ide the Accademia
Gallery: unveil the most important secret of Michelangelo and admire all the
masterpieces of the Gallery with your guide.Hear about stories, tales and legends
about Florence and explore the cradle of the Renaissance.Be ready ...
Price: 79,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=116773P28

Private tour in Florence
History and culture play a very important role in everyday life in Florence. Especially
in the historical center of the city the course of history and the Renaissance are so
visible (especially the masterpieces by Brunelleschi, Michelangelo, Leonardo and
many others).Narrow streets and lovely ...
Price: 122,40 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=116773P32
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Florence Walking Tour
Enjoy 2 hours tour in the real city center of Florence. Walk around the main squares
to orientate yourself in the cradle of Renaissance.Your tour starts with a view of
Repubblica Square, then, you are going to find out that Duomo square is pretty near:
amazing architecture is gonna take life in ...
Price: 44,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=116773P54

Florence By Night Walking Experience
Breathe a magical atmosphere in Florence during the evening and find out the city
from an unusual perspective.Enjoy this 2-hour walking experience with our
monolingual tour guide and you won?t be disappointed. Hear many stories of
Florence noble families and the phantoms that walk around the city ...
Price: 44,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=116773P59

Florence: Uffizi Gallery guided experience
Explore all the secrets hidden in the Uffizi Gallery in Florence with this two-hours and
thirty minutes guided experience inside one of the symbols of the city.Get ready to
meet some of the most beautiful pieces of art in the World. The Renaissance is
waiting for you right inside Uffizi Gallery, ...
Price: 64,90 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=116773P6

Florence: discover the Medici through Medici Chapels guided tour
Explore all the secrets hidden of the Medici family during a guided experience into
the Medici Chapels and admire Michelangelo? masterpieces.Get ready to admire
some of the most beautiful and unique works of art in the world.Explore all the
secrets hidden of the Medici family during a guided ...
Price: 44,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=116773P69
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Florence: Accademia Gallery guided experience
Explore all the secrets hidden in the Accademia Gallery in Florence with this
one-hour guided experience to unveil one of the most beautiful men in the World:
David.Unveil the most enchanting statue in the World: David by Michelangelo.During
this one-hour guided experiences, many secrets and ...
Price: 49,90 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=116773P7

Florence: Uffizi and Accademia Galleries combo guided experience
Explore all the secrets hidden in the Uffizi Gallery and in Accademia Gallery in
Florence in just one morning.Get ready to meet some of the most beautiful pieces of
art in the World. The Renaissance is waiting for you right inside Uffizi Gallery, one of
the biggest museums in Italy. Also, David is ...
Price: 175,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=116773P8

Accademia Michelangelo David exclusive small group semi private walking tour
Highlights, ? 2,5-hour small group (max 10 people) city walking tour with museum
visit ? Discover the incredible story of Michelangelo?s life and the history behind the
David ? Visit churches of Florence with beautiful frescoes and sculpture ? Guided
visit to the Accademia Gallery with ...
Price: 59,46 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=117437P1

Duomo Florence walking tour with Dome climb small group semi private tour
? 2-hour guided tour with an expert guide. This includes Duomo Square with a full
explanation of the Baptistery's Paradise gate, history of Santa Maria del Fiore
Cathedral and climb of Brunelleschi's dome ? Discover the incredible history of Santa
Maria del Fiore Cathedral ? Detail explanation of ...
Price: 69,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=117437P10
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Uffizi and Academia Florence Super small group walking tour with skip the line
? All you do in Florence 'walking in hidden secret street* Unforgettable experience
with genuine tour * 4-hour small group (max 10 people) tour of the Accademia and
the Uffizi ? Discover the incredible masterpieces of Renaissance art ? Skip-the line
access to the most important museums of ...
Price: 74,80 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=117437P12

Uffizi and Academia Florence Super private walking tour with skip the line
? 4-hour vip tour of the Accademia and the Uffizi ? Discover the incredible
masterpieces of Renaissance art ? Skip-the line access to the most important
museums of Florence ? Walking tour through Duomo Square and Piazza della
Signoria with a break for typical Florentine Gelato
...
Price: 185,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=117437P13

Accademia and Dome climb Combo fast track small group tour
Special combo tour which allows you to visit two of the most important sites in
Florence in 2.5 hours, a perfect choice for tourists with limited time in the city. *Most
famous David Accademia Gallery * Dome climb and 360 degree city view from
topSpecial combo tour which allows you to visit two of ...
Price: 95,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=117437P14

Accademia & Bargello Museum Ultimate David Tour
Step inside the world of the Florentine Renaissance at the Bargello Museum and
Accademia Gallery and learn about the history of the Florentine republic and its
ultimate symbol, the Old-Testament hero David. Step inside the world of the
Florentine Renaissance at the Bargello Museum and Accademia ...
Price: 67,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=117437P15
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Uffizi Gallery Small Group City Walking Tour with Taste of Florence
? Total 3h experience in a small group ( max 10 people ) ? Very personalised
experience ? Explore the birthplace of the Renaissance ? Visit the Uffizi Gallery ?
Don?t waste your time wandering around alone and standing in the line for Uffizi ?
Refreshments to keep you well hydratedThe ?Florence & ...
Price: 64,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=117437P2

Santa Croce Florence super small group Walking Tour Max 10 People
? 2.5-hour small group (max 10 people) walking tour of Florence ? Discover the
incredible history of Florence and its famed sites and monuments ? Break for typical
Florentine Gelato ? Souvenir of the Florence ? Guided visit inside the church of
Santa Croce ? Santa Croce reservation See Florence ...
Price: 50,07 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=117437P6

Uffizi Gallery Small group more personalized semi private tour max 10 peoples
? Small group tour for a more personalised experience, using the priority entrance to
skip the general waiting line ? Follow a multilingual expert guide through the oldest
museum in the world ? Learn the stories of the Renaissance masterpieces of
Botticelli, Leonardo da Vinci, Michelangelo, and ...
Price: 45,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=117437P8

Accademia Gallery and David, Small group semi private tour (max 10 -11 peoples )
? Priority entrance in a small group with skip the line tickets for the Accademia
Gallery ? Learn the stories and legends behind Michelangelo?s David ? Explore
other works by Michelangelo such as the unfinished Prisoners ? I hour guided tour
with 10 to 11 people ? Surprise during the tour See ...
Price: 32,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=117437P9
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Â Fiesole & Aperitif, e-bike tour from Florence (Easy)
A visit to Fiesole is mandatory if you are in Florence; it's really an incredible
experience to see Florence from there. And if you get there with the e-bike, the
experience is even more satisfying.Slow and gentle climbing with the e-bike to reach
the top of the hill towards Fiesole is pleasant. ...
Price: 55,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=117663P1

Biking with Leonardo da Vinci, Wine Tasting & Museum
FANTASTIC e-bike experience that combines adventure, nature with art&history. We
will visit Leonardo's house and related museum + wine tasting. We will visit the
house in the village of Anchiano where Leonardo da Vinci was born and the annex
museum; a great chance to better know the genius. I do ...
Price: 189,16 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=117663P2

Tuscany SPA & Crete Senesi e-bike Tour â€“ Florence Day Trips
The best of the best - Unique opportunity to combine adventure (e-bike tour in one of
the best Tuscany bike roads), art&history (visit to medieval town), and wellness
(wonderful SPA with an amazing view). A once in a lifetime experience in one of the
most beautiful areas of Tuscany. Dedicated tour ...
Price: 212,80 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=117663P3

Discovering Chianti, e-bike tour - 1 day - Easy
This tour is a mixture of adventure, art & history, nature, and food&wine. Our passion
and attention to details and the attention to Quality in everything we do are the key
differentiators. New top quality e-bike made in Italy, top quality bike helmets MIPS
certified (for your safety) are just an ...
Price: 189,16 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=117663P4
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Private - Taste of Chianti - Excursion from Florence
Enjoy a day in the rolling hill of Tuscany known all over the world for its beautiful
panoramic spots, vineyards when it grows up the Sangiovese grape the base of all
the Tuscany red wines such as Chianti, Chianti Classico, Chianti Riserva, Super
Tuscan and more.You will leave Florence from your ...
Price: 372,74 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=118035P11

Tuscany in a Day Private Tour
Enjoy the beautiful Tuscany region, the rolling hills and the two most famous
medieval cities as Siena and San Gimignano, take a walk thought the streets of
Siena, you will know more about it with an expert local guide, lunch in a farmhouse
with wine tasting and organic food. Your tour will start ...
Price: 440,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=118035P2

Montalcino, Pienza and Montepulciano Private Tour
In less than two hours drive you will arrive at the first stop in Montepulciano, traveling
with an air-conditioned comfortable van you will reach the main squares where buses
can not go, you will have a little free time, before the light lunch and the wine tasting
will start, light lunch will be ...
Price: 433,94 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=118035P3

The David of Michelangelo and Walking Tour Small Group
If you want to know a little bit more about Florence and it?s history do not miss this
tour. Your day will start early in the morning when you and the our local guide will be
one of the first who will get inside the museum to enjoy it better, being a small group
of 13 people or fewer will be easier ...
Price: 83,45 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=118035P4
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San Gimignano and Volterra Private Tour
Enjoy in a unique day the most important medieval cities in Tuscany in a private and
customized tour. The our professional driver will pick you up from the hotel and in
less than an hour drive you will arrive at the first stop, the city of San Gimignano,
famous the skyline and the tower houses, you ...
Price: 380,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=118035P7

Full-Day Private Tour to Cortona and Arezzo from Florence
If you want to enjoy a unique day on your own with no other tourists, this is the right
tour for you, the our professional driver will drive between the tow cities and you will
be free to move around as you wish the most. Arezzo and Cortona are famous for
the medieval architecture the archeological ...
Price: 416,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=118035P8

Direct Transfer from Florence Hotel To Rome Hotel
Enjoy a relaxing comfortable journey from Your hotel/accommodation in Florence to
your hotel / accommodation in Rome without the worries of carrying your luggage
throughout your trip, making your way on crowded and often confusing public
transportation, dealing with chaotic train stations, or ...
Price: 777,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=118431P30

3-Night Florence Tour: History Food and Culture in the Renaissance City
With so much to see and experience, this trip to one of the world?s most beautiful
cities is sure to take your breath away! With a local expert guide you?ll discover the
gorgeous city of Florence with all its amazing sites, history, and grandiose
Renaissance masterpieces such as Michelangelo?s ...
Price: 1.937,07 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=11924P8
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Wine Tasting in Tuscany by Florence Wine Tour
The tour begins with a trip to the vineyards to learn about and taste the different
types of grapes used to make wine. After you?ve gotten a chance to see where the
grapes are grown, we return to the Winery for a guided wine tasting with wine made
on-site. The tasting is followed by a delicious ...
Price: 133,52 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=119450P1

Tuscany, private transfer to and from Sorrento or the Amalfi Coast
The Chauffeur of Positano provides a convenient and affordable way to get around in
Italy. Our private transfer service runs to and from major airports, railway stations,
ports, private residences, and hotels across many cities and towns in Italy. Our team
has more than 20 years of industry ...
Price: 512,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=120333P10

Guided Tours with Historic Cars Convertible to Free Guide on the Tuscan Roads
Self driving led by a follow me car on the most panoramic Chianti roads among
wineries and olive treesSelf driving led by a follow me car on the most panoramic
Chianti roads among wineries and olive treesSelf driving led by a follow me car on
the most panoramic Chianti roads among wineries and ...
Price: 613,89 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=120547P1

Florence 2 Taste of Tuscany
Start your day with a tasting of Chianti?s finest wine paired with authentic Italian
cheeses and meats in a hillside vineyard. You'll pinch yourself to make sure the
rolling hillside views of Tuscany are real. Next, visit the gorgeous town of San
Gimignano to devour the world?s best gelato and ...
Price: 76,29 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=12062P2
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Venice Day Trip
Cruise the canals of the fabled city of Venice. Revel in the grand St. Mark?s Square
and visit its Basilica. Take a Gondola through the 150 canals or ride the local water
bus under the famous Rialto Bride. If you want to get creative, the island of Murano is
home to glass-blowing artisans, and the ...
Price: 87,18 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=12062P3

Amalfi Coast Weekend Trip
Head south to Italy?s #1 beach destination! Boat around the island of Capri, sip
limoncello, and show off your new handmade sandals before breaking out your best
dance moves in bustling downtown Sorrento. Bronze in Positano on the black sand
beach and cruise along the coast via private boat cruise ...
Price: 290,77 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=12062P9

Florence Private Day Tour from Rome
Florence is one of the most charming cities in Italy, full of history, art and beautiful
architecture. Florence is home to one of the most famous art galleries in the world,
where many Renaissance masterpieces are housed. Hundreds of thousands of
people visiting Florence Raphael, Michelangelo, Da ...
Price: 432,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=120696P13

Free vintage convertible car tours on the most scenic Tuscan roads
Drive a charming vintage convertible car on the most scenic roads of Tuscany with a
car that precedes you, guided by our staff to help you in any situation and not having
to think about anything else to enjoy the sensations of driving with the car open and
the spectacle of nature among olive ...
Price: 605,01 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=120800P1
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Morning route of the Historic Center
A journey of discovery of the city, which will give you a taste of the characteristics
that have made Florence famous throughout the world as "the cradle of the
Renaissance".A journey of 2 hours to start getting to know the city, walking through
its most beautiful streets and squares and ...
Price: 118,22 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=120912P1

tour-dinner-show
Dedicated to those who want to experience a different evening, surrounded by the
evocative atmosphere of the Historic Florence.An evening of culture and
entertainment, which will begin with a walking tour of the historic center with one of
our guides, will continue with a Tango show and a dinner ...
Price: 177,33 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=120912P18

Complete Academy Tour
We propose a complete tour, which covers all the rooms of the Academy (not only
focused on Michelangelo as in many cases). We will explore all the major
masterpieces here, from the Sala del Colosso, to the Sala degli Musical
instruments.All without making any queues to enter!We propose a complete ...
Price: 106,40 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=120912P19

Cultural walk
With this tour you will have the opportunity, to do something different, to visit a
museum that has works by various artists, such as Raffael, Caravaggio, Boticelli and
others, apart from you can see how the different dynasties that crossed the building
are experienced, from The MedicI up to ...
Price: 118,22 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=120912P25
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Night Tour
on this tour we will show you a part of the city, which is frequented by local people
during the nights, and at the same time areas full of history and different placeson
this tour we will show you a part of the city, which is frequented by local people
during the nights, and at the same time areas ...
Price: 100,49 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=120912P26

A Florence to See
A tour that wants to show you a less obvious side of the city. A path that will take you
from the most famous Santa Maria del Fiore and Piazza della Signoria to a walk
along the river bank to places a little less known in Oltrarno (the old Florence, over
the bridge). Here you will visit The Rose ...
Price: 118,22 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=120912P3

A more Unusual Florence
A tour that wants to show you a less obvious side of the city. A route will start from a
visit to the interiors of the church of Santa Maria Novella and then take you to visit
L'Officina Perfume of the Friars, Palazzo Strozzi, Via Tornabuoni with its prestigious
shops, the church of Santa Trinità ...
Price: 153,69 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=120912P4

From the Middle Ages to the Stars
A journey that will take you to discover the most characteristic museums of the city. It
will start from the Basilica of Santa Croce with the famous tombs of Michelangelo
and Galileo and then visit the Bargello National Museum with sculptures and
masterpieces by Michelangelo, the Galileo Galilei ...
Price: 278,17 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=120912P5
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Florence at Sunset
Dedicated to those who prefer to experience the most suggestive atmosphere of
Historic Florence.A two-hour walk in the afternoon is one of the best ways to start
getting to know the city, savor the charm of its streets and discover the stories of the
greatest characters in its history. A story that ...
Price: 82,76 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=120912P6

Exclusive Chianti Classico Tour
Do you want to learn more about one of the most popular wines in Italy and
worldwide? Embark with us on this journey in the land of the famous Black Rooster,
in the heart of the Chianti Classico. You will visit 3 family-run wineries and taste an
impressive pallet of Chianti wines. You will tour the ...
Price: 250,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=121337P1

Parmigiano Reggiano and Balsamic Vinegar of Modena
Follow your taste buds to the heart of Italy?s most famous foodie region on this
delicious Emilia-Romagna day trip from Florence. This tour offers you the chance to
discover first-hand how products renowned worldwide for their taste and high quality
are made. This region is famous for Parmigiano ...
Price: 260,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=121337P10

Private Tour in the Land of the Super Tuscan Wines - Exclusive Bolgheri in a Day
Get ready for an amazing day tour to discover some of the best mold-breaking
Tuscan wines. Explore the world of Bolgheri and see what it takes to make the
famous Super Tuscan wines. At first, these wines were punished for their
unconventional, bold blend of grape varieties that were not indigenous ...
Price: 350,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=121337P11
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Private Tour and Wine Tasting at Castle-Wineries in Chianti
Have you ever dreamt of travelling back in time, in the era of nobles and kings? We
can be your back-in-time portal and get you carried away to three of the most ancient
and emblematic castles in the heart of Chianti Classico. Nowadays, these estates
are not simply castles. Instead, they turned ...
Price: 475,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=121337P13

Private Cooking Class & Brunello Wine Tasting at a Boutique Winery in Montalcino
Explore the culinary and wine culture of Montalcino, a renowned wine region in
Tuscany. Be prepared to roll up your sleeves and learn how to cook the way Tuscan
grandmas and moms do every day in their kitchens for their families. This experience
will take place at a family-run winery, overlooking ...
Price: 219,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=121337P2

Exclusive Cinque Terre Day Trip
Discover one of Italy?s most amazing destinations, the unforgettable Ligurian Coast
of Cinque Terre, UNESCO World Heritage site. Enjoy scenic views of the 5
ingeniously constructed fishing villages.Apart from sightseeing, this tour is centered
around wine and food autochthonous to the area and ...
Price: 350,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=121337P3

Exclusive Brunello di Montalcino Full Day
Escape the hustle and bustle of Florence and experience the heart of Tuscany by
visiting the enchanting area of Montalcino. On this tour, you will come to understand
why we believe Tuscany is not merely a place, it?s an experience.During the day you
will visit the town of Montalcino and 3 different ...
Price: 350,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=121337P4
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Half-Day Wine and Food in Chianti Classico
Embark with us on an exclusive journey in the region of Chianti Classico! We offer
full comfort for our group accompanied by our wine expert and guide, who will
provide a comprehensive introduction to the region and its wines. Discover the fine
wines of Chianti Classico, which are some of the most ...
Price: 199,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=121337P5

Carmignano Half Day: Home of the First Cabernet-Sauvignon in Tuscany
Gain in-depth knowledge about a well-reputed and historical wine area. Wine has
been produced in the Carmignano region since Roman times. During the Middle
Ages, the area was widely reputed for the quality of its wines. The reputation of
Carmignano continued to grow with Queen Anne of Great Britain ...
Price: 199,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=121337P6

Chianti Classico with Dinner
Let us guide you on an intimate dinner in the heart of Chianti Classico. If you simply
enjoy the best things in life and want to get to know a few of the top quality wines
accompanied by exquisite tastes, then join us in this amazing experience!You will
visit two wineries, where you will have a ...
Price: 219,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=121337P7

Exclusive Val d'Orcia - A cinematic universe for wine lovers
Escape the hustle and bustle of Florence and experience the heart of Tuscany by
visiting the enchanting Val d?Orcia, a Unesco World Heritage Site. The area is
famous for the movies "Under the Tuscan Sun" and "Gladiator".The tour is a
symbiosis between sightseeing, food and wine pairing and tasting. ...
Price: 350,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=121337P8
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Exclusive Private Tour - The Secret Wines of Suvereto
Are you ready to eat and drink your way through the Tuscan countryside? On this
private tour you will escape the ordinary and explore a wine region known for
distinguished winemaking. You will discover its secrets by visiting two top quality
wineries, that employ a unique blend of the old and the ...
Price: 350,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=121337P9

Max's Homemade Pasta Workshop
Hi, we are chef Max and Chef Luca! We have collaborated for 17 years in some of
the most famous restaurants in Florence and from September 2019 you will also find
us on TripAdvisor.Are you a traveler who needs to know and touch the true
Florentine culinary culture? Come and visit us at Max's Villa, ...
Price: 35,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=121720P1

How to make handmade Tuscan Ceramic: a course with a master potter in Montelupo
Hi, my name is Matteo and thank you for being here! In my family business we make
Tuscan pottery since generations, and after achieving the Certificate of Excellence
from Tripadvisor we decided to open our knowledge to everyone that is curious to
discover that very ancient tradition and wants to ...
Price: 86,49 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=122179P1

MAKE and TASTE: a full-immersive experience with ceramics and Tuscan food
Hi, my name is Matteo and thank you for being here! In my family business we make
Tuscan pottery since generations and after achieving the Certificate of Excellence
from TripAdvisor we decided to share our knowledge to who wants to discover that
very ancient tradition. In a full immersive ...
Price: 124,33 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=122179P2
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The Best of Florence Walking Tour
Florence attracts over 10 million visitors per year! From the first moment, you will
understand why is that so. According to the UNESCO, 60% of the world?s total
artwork is preserved in Italy, and more than half of it is present in Florence! Together
with the professional local guide, you will ...
Price: 274,72 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=122816P63

Legends of Florence Walking Tour
Discover the legends of this prominent city with our professional guide who will lead
you through the most interesting and attractive places in Florence. What is so special
of Orsanmichele Church? Explore the medieval district, towers, and galleries. Dive
into its history of art and architecture ...
Price: 333,69 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=122816P64

Florence Leonardo Da Vinci Tour
Discover the story of true genius ? Leonardo Da Vinci with the local professional
guide! Visit the museum with exhibitions dedicated to this influential artist. Do you
know the story of Leonardo?s Horse? You will be impressed with his created wooden
machines and models. What was so special about ...
Price: 274,72 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=122816P65

Florence Michelangelo Tour
Dive into the story of sculptor and painter Michelangelo with the local professional
guide! Visit the museums with the greatest works of the artist. Do you know the story
of Medici Chapels and Michelangelo?s contribution in their artistry? You will be
impressed with his sculptures and artworks. ...
Price: 274,72 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=122816P66
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Florence walking tour with stop for delicious gelato (max 10 people)
Taking a walking tour with me is a great introduction to the city before exploring on
your own. We will see the absolute" must see" but you will also hear about
Leonardo's and Michelangelo's rivalry, the Medici, a monk that was burnt to death
and the murder during mass in the Duomo 1478 and much ...
Price: 27,82 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=123235P1

Skip the line see David at the Accademia small group
PLEASE NOTE that the museum ticket fee of 16 euro per person is not included in
the rate.You can't come to Florence and miss Michelangelo's masterpiece, David!
Listen to stories about Michelangelo, a stubborn, difficult and fascinating genius.You
will hear stories about the amazing creation of the ...
Price: 16,69 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=123235P3

Accademia and Uffizi combo tour- the best of both
Enjoy a guided visit of the Accademia Gallery, home to Michelangelo's incredible
Statue of David, as the first stop on this Renaissance exploration. Using your
skip-the-line access you will enter the museum with your guide to feast your eyes on
Michelangelo's world renowned masterpiece ...
Price: 30,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=123235P8

Florence Private Walking Tour And Uffizi Gallery with priority access
On this 4-hour private tour you will discover the secrets and beauties of Florence.
The itinerary includes a visit to the historic center, the Ponte Vecchio, Palazzo
Vecchio to the Accademia and the Uffizi Gallery with a visit and priority access. Our
guide will lead you to discover the historical ...
Price: 215,30 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=123886P67
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Private tour Siena, San Gimignano and Monteriggioni
Spend a day in Tuscany visiting the city of Siena, the castle of Monteriggioni and the
medieval village of San Gimignano. With a private English speaking driver, you will
enjoy more flexibility in your itinerary with lots of free time. Enjoy a stroll through the
historic center full of history of ...
Price: 487,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=124141P4

Venice area to Florence or viceversa Private Transfers
best private limo transfer from Venice area to Florence or Viceversa Possibility of
tour during the trip in agreement with the companybest private limo transfer from
Venice area to Florence or Viceversa Possibility of tour during the trip in agreement
with the companybest private limo transfer from ...
Price: 640,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=12418P31

EVO oil: a magical journey
A full immersion in the world of oil to understand what makes it special to not be able
to do without it. We will see how the extraordinary olive tree is grown, how the oil
extraction method has evolved over the centuries, we will taste fantastic oils and we
will have fun deciding which is the best ...
Price: 83,34 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=124200P1

Kid-Friendly Best of Michelangelo in Florence Tour w Academy Gallery Fast Access
Choose our 2.5-hour Michelangelo tour in Florence, perfect for families with
kids.Meet our kid-friendly guide in Piazza Santa Croce by the statue of Dante in front
of the Church. You will enjoy a walk through the highlights of the city and the
wonders of the Renaissance with the genius of ...
Price: 129,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=125317P10
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Kids & Families Pisa & Florence Private Shore Excursion w Michelangelo's David
Get off your cruise at Livorno or La Spezia, where your shore excursion will start.
Your private driver will wait be waiting for you and will escort you on your way to
discovering two beautiful cities: Pisa and Florence.After seeing the highlights of Pisa,
such as the Leaning Tower, a UNESCO world ...
Price: 554,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=125317P11

Kid-Friendly Siena & San Gimignano Full Day Tour from Florence w Private Driver
Discover the heart of Tuscany with this Siena and San Gimignano full day tour! With
our expert kid-friendly guide you will visit San Gimignano and Monteriggioni, two
jewels among the hills, as well as the unique city of Siena, world famous for its Palio.
You will walk through the narrow streets of ...
Price: 529,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=125317P12

Florence Evening Highlights Walk - Private Tour w/ Local Guide
Are you looking for a unique way to experience Florence? Why not try this 2-hour
evening walking tour with your own private guide. Explore the highlights, learn about
the history, hear stories about famous Florentines, all while you take in the
atmosphere by night.From the meeting place in Piazza ...
Price: 149,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=125317P65

Kid-Friendly Florence Highlights Tour with Central Market & Gelato Tasting
Explore the highlights of the city with this Treasures of Florence tour! In a 2.5-hour
tour you will walk with our expert kid-friendly guide through the most beautiful places
in the city. You will start in Piazza Santa Croce by the statue of Dante in the middle
of the square, where the guide will ...
Price: 59,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=125317P8
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Skip the Line Florence Uffizi Museum Tour with Kid-Friendly Activities
Discover the masterpieces of Medieval and Renaissance art with our 2.5-hour tour in
the famous Uffizi Museum in Florence!Meet our expert family-friendly guide in front of
the bronze Horse Statue of Cosimo in Piazza della Signoria and start this incredible
adventure. Thanks to our skip-the-line ...
Price: 119,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=125317P9

Pastamania - Pasta making class
Learn how to make pasta easily and successfully. If you have flour and water you
can make pasta and we will teach you the secrets. We will teach you to make
RAVIOLI, TAGLIATELLE in different shapes in Florence. The chief of Vivanda, our
organic restaurant, will cook all the pasta we have prepared ...
Price: 50,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=125387P1

Visit Farm, Cellar, Vineyards with Cooking Class
With this experience you can learn to recognize wild and wild herbs, have a complete
tasting of self-produced wines and learn how to make fresh pasta with a professional
chef who will teach you the secrets of Italian cuisineWith this experience you can
learn to recognize wild and wild herbs, have a ...
Price: 50,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=125387P2

Pisa & Cinque Terre: one day tour from Florence
A unique journey to admire the beauty and discover the culture of Pisa & "Cinque
Terre" in a fully customised tour, even on site, in order to meet your needs and to
avoid the crowded spots with exclusive services of an expert and authorized guide
who will follow with the group throughout the day to ...
Price: 140,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=125592P12
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Private tour; Florence & Pisa
An ideal way to visit and explore two wonderful cities and see their splendid
treasures, squares, landscapes in a very limited time and in a relaxing and profound
way, ideal for a day tour from Rome; Venice; Milan, or as a stopover between two of
these cities taking into consideration that it can ...
Price: 333,80 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=125592P3

Uffizi: Private tour with masterpieces
A special visit to the gallery where we concentrate our energy and passion to reveal
all the beauties and secrets of the greatest masterpieces made by the greatest of all
times: Giotto; Botticelli; Masaccio; Filippo Lippi; Leonardo; Michelangelo; Raffaello;
and Caravaggio. The Uffizi perfectly ...
Price: 55,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=125592P4

Be In Florence: Private walking tour with exclusive tasting
A walking tour in the historic center of Florence is a unique journey to discover its
history through its narrow streets and majestic squares to enjoy its splendid art;
culture; landscapes; traditions; typical and artisan products, which tell curiosities,
love stories, but also for sure; the great ...
Price: 125,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=125592P8

Winery tour and wine tasting of organic Chianti wines and extra virgin oil
Relaxation, suggestive landscapes, perfumes and above all uncontaminated nature
are the setting for this experience rich in typical and unique flavors.Relaxation,
suggestive landscapes, perfumes and above all uncontaminated nature are the
setting for this experience rich in typical and unique ...
Price: 12,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=126042P1
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Renaissance Tales - Walking Tour
FIRST time in Florence? Don?t you know where to start?Join our free walking tour!
We?ll show you the main HIGHTLIGHTS of this beautiful city and make you travel
into the RENAISSANCE times and intrigues of one of the most powerful families of
history: the MEDICI. All in a funny and easy-going way. ...
Price: 2,99 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=126104P1

Renaissance Tales
?FIRST time in Florence? Don?t you know where to start?Join our free tour! We?ll
show you the main HIGHTLIGHTS of this beautiful city and make you travel into the
RENAISSANCE times and the intrigues of one of the most powerful and influent
families of history: the MEDICI. All in a funny and ...
Price: 0,14 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=126104P6

Private Shopping Tour at Barberino Outlet from Florence 6 hours
Go Shopping with Luxurious Mercedes Van, accompanied by Gentle drivers, always
elegant who speak English, Russian, French and Italian who will be pampered and
served for your every need that may come out during your trip. Water bottles,
perfumed wipes and flexible hours make your trip unique and ...
Price: 556,33 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=126387P2

Barberino Outlet shopping from Florence full day
Shopping with Luxurious Mercedes Van, accompanied by Kind, always elegant
drivers who speak English, French and Italian who will be pampered and served for
your every need that may come out during your trip. The bottles of water, the scented
wipes, as well as the flexible hours, make your trip ...
Price: 278,17 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=126387P21
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Private Tour Shopping at Barberino Outlet from Florence 3 hours
Go Shopping with Luxurious Mercedes Van last Tipi, accompanied by gentle, always
elegant drivers who speak English, Russian, French and Italian with whom you will
be pampered and served for all your needs that may come out during your trip. The
bottles of water, the perfumed wipes as well as the ...
Price: 459,53 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=126387P3

THE MALL, PRADA OUTLET Private Shopping Tour from Florence or Montecatini Terme
We take you to Shopping at The Mall in Reggello and Prada in Levanelle,
Montevarchi, where you will find many shops including for example: Gucci, Dolce &
Gabbana, Armani, Burberry, Valentino, TOD'S. Our luxurious Mercedes Van,
accompanied by kind, always elegant drivers who speak English, Russian, ...
Price: 585,33 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=126387P5

We meet the Medici ... in the countryside!
With this easy 7 km excursion we will know the environments, the stories, the secrets
of the Tuscan countryside near Florence. Our guide lives in this area and will take
you to the most beautiful and characteristic places. Not just Medici villas, but also
olive groves and vineyards!With this easy 7 ...
Price: 40,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=126411P1

Sunset excursion on the hills
Easy sunset excursion on the Florentine hills. Panoramas, lights, ancient farms,
monasteries, and a lot of Tuscan countryside. What to ask for more?Easy sunset
excursion on the Florentine hills. Panoramas, lights, ancient farms, monasteries, and
a lot of Tuscan countryside. What to ask for ...
Price: 40,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=126411P2
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Yoga in the countryside
Walking consciously, with an active presence, is the best way to experience an
excursion.At the beginning of the excursion we will practice Yoga to get in touch with
the physical body and the breath. Then, during the journey, we will try to get in deep
contact with nature through simple ...
Price: 140,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=126411P3

4x4 tour
This activity is strongly suggested for anyone who wants to see the Tuscan hills from
a unique point of view.Two hours of driving on dirt roads, away from the beaten track,
will lead us to discover incredible places ..Vineyards, landscapes, woods, old villages
and their churches ... these and ...
Price: 220,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=126411P4

Florence highlights: walking tour - Private
Enjoy this 3 hours walking tour: an introduction to the city of Florence where you will
learn about the blooming of the city and its history deeply bound to the Medici family.
From the beginning of the tour you will visit the Duomo Complex, Ponte Vecchio,
Piazza della Signoria and Palazzo Vecchio. ...
Price: 490,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=127433P24

Florence Galleries: Uffizi and Accademia - private tour
Enjoy this 3 hours walking tour: your local guide will lead you to the Uffizi Gallery
which boasts a stunning collection of Renaissance paintings such as ?The Birth of
Venus?, and the ?Primavera? by Botticelli, ?The Baptism of Christ? and the
?Annunciation? by Leonardo Da Vinci, the ?Tondo Doni? by ...
Price: 310,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=127433P25
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Florence Shopping Tour - Private
Are you a shopaholic? This is the best tour for you! Your private and expert assistant
will lead you to some peculiar shops downtown in Florence and you can purchase
souvenirs and gifts choosing among leather pieces, gold jewels and precious
parfumes. In Florence medieval city - a UNESCO heritage ...
Price: 210,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=127433P26

Day trip from Florence: Siena and San Gimignano - private tour
You will be chauffeured through the breathtaking Tuscan countryside to your first
destination, San Gimignano where you will stroll around the incredible medieval city
admiring the beautiful narrow streets, the typical shops and climbing the top of the
town to enjoy a panoramic view. After this, you ...
Price: 470,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=127433P42

Day trip from Florence: Deluxe Wine Tasting Tour in Montalcino - private tour
Travel to Montalcino and visit the Abbey of Sant?Antimo, a former Benedictine
monastery surrounded by lush vineyards. Marvel at its Romanesque architecture and
soak in amazing views when you step out of the church.Enjoy a couple of wine
tastings around the area in typical wineries and feast your ...
Price: 500,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=127433P44

Day Trip from Florence: Orvieto and Wine tasting in Montepulciano - private tour
Having left the center of Florence, you will drive through the beautiful landscape of
Tuscany and Umbria. You will stop in Orvieto and walk on your own through the old
center. You may enter the Gothic Cathedral with a frescoed Last Judgement to rival
Michaelangelo?s, fine art galleries and artisan ...
Price: 500,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=127433P49
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Day Trip from Florence: Orvieto and Assisi - private tour
Situated less about two hours drive from Florence, Orvieto sits on a volcanic plateau,
high above the picturesque Umbrian countryside which surrounds it. In addition to
being known for its high quality cuisine (truffles are a particular speciality), the city
boasts an incredible Gothic Cathedral ...
Price: 500,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=127433P50

Day trip from Florence: Pisa and Florence - private tour
Enjoy a full-day trip from Florence to the pearls of Tuscany on this private tour of
Pisa and Florence.In Pisa, admire the famous Leaning Tower and other marble
landmarks of Piazza dei Miracoli with your private guide ( 2 hrs included ).Take a
break and enjoy your lunch ( lunch fee not included ...
Price: 563,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=127433P57

Day Trip from Florence: Cinque terre in a full immersion - private tour
The villages of the Cinque Terre, perched on rocky cliffs along the coast of Liguria,
will leave you speachless!Ancient Manarola is significant because of its architectural
and cultural landmarks. The tiny Corniglia is a precious village built on the cliff face
and surrounded by vineyards. Vernazza ...
Price: 775,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=127433P76

Florence Galleries: Uffizi&Accademia - small group tour
Your local guide will lead you to the Uffizi Gallery which boasts a stunning collection
of Renaissance paintings such as ?The Birth of Venus?, and the ?Primavera? by
Botticelli, ?The Baptism of Christ? and the ?Annunciation? by Leonardo Da Vinci, the
?Tondo Doni? by Michelangelo and other paintings ...
Price: 125,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=127433P84
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Florence Gallery: Uffizi - small group tour
Your local guide will lead you to the Uffizi Gallery which boasts a stunning collection
of Renaissance paintings such as ?The Birth of Venus?, and the ?Primavera? by
Botticelli, ?The Baptism of Christ? and the ?Annunciation? by Leonardo Da Vinci, the
?Tondo Doni? by Michelangelo and other paintings ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=127433P85

Florence highlights: walking tour - small group tour
Enjoy this 3 hours walking tour: an introduction to the city of Florence where you will
learn about the blooming of the city and its history deeply bound to the Medici family.
From the beginning of the tour you will pass by the Duomo Complex, Ponte Vecchio,
Piazza della Signoria and Palazzo ...
Price: 65,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=127433P86

Florence Gallery: Accademia - small group tour
Your local guide will lead you to the Accademia Gallery, where you can admire the
original "David" and also other marvelous sculptures created by Michelangelo. Also
exposed the ?Mourning over Jesus Christ? and ?St. Matthew?. The museum houses
an interesting collection of paintings from the Middle ...
Price: 125,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=127433P87

Firenze, nice to meet you!
Have you just arrived in Florence? Are you staying for a short time and want to see
as many things as possible without getting lost? Are you tired of reading boring guide
books with informations that you'll forget in the next couple of days? Why, sounds
like I might be of help! With my 2 hours tour ...
Price: 38,95 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=127438P1
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Florence - Fiumucino Rome Airport (FCO) / Private Departure Car Transfer
Book your Private Departure Transfer from Florence to Fiumucino Rome Airport
(FCO).Your driver will be waiting for you at a scheduled time and you will travel
comfortably to your destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate? We track your Flight?
Door-to-door Service? No Hidden Charges? Clean cars & ...
Price: 298,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=128285P1040

Florence - Fiumucino Rome Airport (FCO) / Private Departure Van Transfer
Book your Private Departure Transfer from Florence to Fiumucino Rome Airport
(FCO).Your driver will be waiting for you at a scheduled time and you will travel
comfortably to your destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate? We track your Flight?
Door-to-door Service? No Hidden Charges? Clean cars & ...
Price: 174,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=128285P1041

Florence - Rome / Private Car Transfer
Book your private transfer from Florence to Rome.Your driver will be waiting for you
at a scheduled time and you will travel comfortably to your destination.? Meeting with
a Nameplate? We track your Flight? Door-to-door Service? No Hidden Charges?
Clean cars & Professional driversBook your private ...
Price: 298,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=128285P1044

Florence - Rome / Private Van Transfer
Book your private transfer from Florence to Rome.Your driver will be waiting for you
at a scheduled time and you will travel comfortably to your destination.? Meeting with
a Nameplate? We track your Flight? Door-to-door Service? No Hidden Charges?
Clean cars & Professional driversBook your private ...
Price: 174,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=128285P1045
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Florence Airport (FLR) - Florence / Private Transfer (up to 3 pax)
Book your private transfer Florence Airport (FLR) to Florence / one way or
roundtrip.Your driver will be waiting for you at the specified time and you will travel
comfortably to your destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate? We track your Flight?
Door-to-door Service? No Hidden Charges? Clean cars & ...
Price: 106,67 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=128285P354

Florence Airport (FLR) - Florence / Private Transfer (up to 8 pax)
Book your private transfer Florence Airport (FLR) to Florence / one way or
roundtrip.Your driver will be waiting for you at the specified time and you will travel
comfortably to your destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate? We track your Flight?
Door-to-door Service? No Hidden Charges? Clean cars & ...
Price: 126,67 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=128285P355

Florence Airport (FLR) - Rome / Private Transfer (up to 3 pass.)
Book your private transfer Florence Airport (FLR) - Rome (province of Rome, Italy) /
one way or roundtrip.Your driver will be waiting for you at a scheduled time and you
will travel comfortably to your destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate? We track your
Flight? Door-to-door Service? No Hidden ...
Price: 813,87 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=128285P632

Florence Airport (FLR) - Rome / Private Transfer (up to 8 pass.)
Book your private transfer Florence Airport (FLR) - Rome (province of Rome, Italy) /
one way or roundtrip.Your driver will be waiting for you at a scheduled time and you
will travel comfortably to your destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate? We track your
Flight? Door-to-door Service? No Hidden ...
Price: 867,20 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=128285P633
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Florence Airport (FLR) - Montecatini Terme / Private Transfer (up to 3 pass.)
Book your private transfer Florence Airport (FLR) - Montecatini Terme (province of
Pistoia, Italy) / one way or roundtrip.Your driver will be waiting for you at a scheduled
time and you will travel comfortably to your destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate?
We track your Flight? Door-to-door ...
Price: 186,67 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=128285P634

Florence Airport (FLR) - Montecatini Terme / Private Transfer (up to 8 pass.)
Book your private transfer Florence Airport (FLR) - Montecatini Terme (province of
Pistoia, Italy) / one way or roundtrip.Your driver will be waiting for you at a scheduled
time and you will travel comfortably to your destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate?
We track your Flight? Door-to-door ...
Price: 233,60 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=128285P635

Florence - Pisa / Private Transfer (up to 3 pass.)
Book your private transfer Florence - Pisa / one way or roundtrip.Your driver will be
waiting for you at a scheduled time and you will travel comfortably to your
destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate? We track your Flight? Door-to-door
Service? No Hidden Charges? Clean cars & Professional ...
Price: 253,87 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=128285P638

Florence - Pisa / Private Transfer (up to 8 pass.)
Book your private transfer Florence - Pisa / one way or roundtrip.Your driver will be
waiting for you at a scheduled time and you will travel comfortably to your
destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate? We track your Flight? Door-to-door
Service? No Hidden Charges? Clean cars & Professional ...
Price: 280,54 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=128285P639
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Florence - Siena / Private Transfer (up to 3 pass.)
Book your private transfer Florence - Siena / one way or roundtrip.Your driver will be
waiting for you at a scheduled time and you will travel comfortably to your
destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate? We track your Flight? Door-to-door
Service? No Hidden Charges? Clean cars & Professional ...
Price: 240,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=128285P640

Florence - Siena / Private Transfer (up to 8 pass.)
Book your private transfer Florence - Siena / one way or roundtrip.Your driver will be
waiting for you at a scheduled time and you will travel comfortably to your
destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate? We track your Flight? Door-to-door
Service? No Hidden Charges? Clean cars & Professional ...
Price: 266,67 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=128285P641

Florence - Lucca / Private Transfer (up to 3 pass.)
Book your private transfer Florence - Lucca / one way or roundtrip.Your driver will be
waiting for you at a scheduled time and you will travel comfortably to your
destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate? We track your Flight? Door-to-door
Service? No Hidden Charges? Clean cars & Professional ...
Price: 253,87 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=128285P642

Florence - Lucca / Private Transfer (up to 8 pass.)
Book your private transfer Florence - Lucca / one way or roundtrip.Your driver will be
waiting for you at a scheduled time and you will travel comfortably to your
destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate? We track your Flight? Door-to-door
Service? No Hidden Charges? Clean cars & Professional ...
Price: 280,54 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=128285P643
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Florence - Bologna / Private Transfer (up to 3 pass.)
Book your private transfer Florence - Bologna / one way or roundtrip.Your driver will
be waiting for you at a scheduled time and you will travel comfortably to your
destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate? We track your Flight? Door-to-door
Service? No Hidden Charges? Clean cars & Professional ...
Price: 333,87 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=128285P644

Florence - Bologna / Private Transfer (up to 8 pass.)
Book your private transfer Florence - Bologna / one way or roundtrip.Your driver will
be waiting for you at a scheduled time and you will travel comfortably to your
destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate? We track your Flight? Door-to-door
Service? No Hidden Charges? Clean cars & Professional ...
Price: 373,34 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=128285P645

Florence - Venice, piazzale Roma / Private Transfer (up to 3 pass.)
Book your private transfer Florence - Venice, piazzale Roma / one way or
roundtrip.Your driver will be waiting for you at a scheduled time and you will travel
comfortably to your destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate? We track your Flight?
Door-to-door Service? No Hidden Charges? Clean cars & ...
Price: 600,54 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=128285P646

Florence - Venice, piazzale Roma / Private Transfer (up to 8 pass.)
Book your private transfer Florence - Venice, piazzale Roma / one way or
roundtrip.Your driver will be waiting for you at a scheduled time and you will travel
comfortably to your destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate? We track your Flight?
Door-to-door Service? No Hidden Charges? Clean cars & ...
Price: 640,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=128285P647
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Florence - Venice / Private Transfer + Water Taxi (up to 3 pass.)
Book your private transfer Florence - Venice / one way or roundtrip.Your driver will
be waiting for you at a scheduled time and you will travel comfortably to your
destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate? We track your Flight? Door-to-door
Service? No Hidden Charges? Clean cars & Professional ...
Price: 760,54 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=128285P648

Florence - Venice / Private Transfer + Water Taxi (up to 8 pass.)
Book your private transfer Florence - Venice / one way or roundtrip.Your driver will
be waiting for you at a scheduled time and you will travel comfortably to your
destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate? We track your Flight? Door-to-door
Service? No Hidden Charges? Clean cars & Professional ...
Price: 813,87 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=128285P649

Florence - Rome / Private Transfer (up to 3 pass.)
Book your private transfer Florence - Rome / one way or roundtrip.Your driver will be
waiting for you at a scheduled time and you will travel comfortably to your
destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate? We track your Flight? Door-to-door
Service? No Hidden Charges? Clean cars & Professional ...
Price: 787,20 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=128285P650

Florence - Rome / Private Transfer (up to 8 pass.)
Book your private transfer Florence - Rome / one way or roundtrip.Your driver will be
waiting for you at a scheduled time and you will travel comfortably to your
destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate? We track your Flight? Door-to-door
Service? No Hidden Charges? Clean cars & Professional ...
Price: 840,54 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=128285P651
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Florence - Milan / Private Transfer (up to 3 pass.)
Book your private transfer Florence - Milan / one way or roundtrip.Your driver will be
waiting for you at a scheduled time and you will travel comfortably to your
destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate? We track your Flight? Door-to-door
Service? No Hidden Charges? Clean cars & Professional ...
Price: 840,54 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=128285P652

Florence - Milan / Private Transfer (up to 8 pass.)
Book your private transfer Florence - Milan / one way or roundtrip.Your driver will be
waiting for you at a scheduled time and you will travel comfortably to your
destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate? We track your Flight? Door-to-door
Service? No Hidden Charges? Clean cars & Professional ...
Price: 893,87 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=128285P653

Florence - Montecatini Terme / Private Transfer (up to 3 pass.)
Book your private transfer Florence - Montecatini Terme / one way or roundtrip.Your
driver will be waiting for you at a scheduled time and you will travel comfortably to
your destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate? We track your Flight? Door-to-door
Service? No Hidden Charges? Clean cars & ...
Price: 187,74 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=128285P654

Florence - Montecatini Terme / Private Transfer (up to 8 pass.)
Book your private transfer Florence - Montecatini Terme / one way or roundtrip.Your
driver will be waiting for you at a scheduled time and you will travel comfortably to
your destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate? We track your Flight? Door-to-door
Service? No Hidden Charges? Clean cars & ...
Price: 233,60 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=128285P655
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Florence - Verona / Private Transfer (up to 3 pass.)
Book your private transfer Florence - Verona / one way or roundtrip.Your driver will
be waiting for you at a scheduled time and you will travel comfortably to your
destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate? We track your Flight? Door-to-door
Service? No Hidden Charges? Clean cars & Professional ...
Price: 547,20 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=128285P656

Florence - Verona / Private Transfer (up to 8 pass.)
Book your private transfer Florence - Verona / one way or roundtrip.Your driver will
be waiting for you at a scheduled time and you will travel comfortably to your
destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate? We track your Flight? Door-to-door
Service? No Hidden Charges? Clean cars & Professional ...
Price: 586,67 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=128285P657

Florence - Bologna Airport (BLQ) / Private Departure Car Transfer
Book your Private Departure Transfer from Florence Hotel to Bologna Airport
(BLQ).Your driver will be waiting for you at a scheduled time and you will travel
comfortably to your destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate? We track your Flight?
Door-to-door Service? No Hidden Charges? Clean cars & ...
Price: 179,20 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=128285P830

Florence - Bologna Airport (BLQ) / Private Departure Van Transfer
Book your Private Departure Transfer from Florence Hotel to Bologna Airport
(BLQ).Your driver will be waiting for you at a scheduled time and you will travel
comfortably to your destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate? We track your Flight?
Door-to-door Service? No Hidden Charges? Clean cars & ...
Price: 89,60 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=128285P831
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Private Arrival Car Transfer: Florence Airport (FLR) to Hotel
Book your private Arrival transfer from Florence Airport (FLR) to Hotel. Your driver
will be waiting for you at a scheduled time and you will travel comfortably to your
destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate? We track your Flight? Door-to-door
Service? No Hidden Charges? Clean cars & Professional ...
Price: 57,60 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=128285P832

Private Arrival Van Transfer: Florence Airport (FLR) to Hotel
Book your private Arrival transfer from Florence Airport (FLR) to Hotel. Your driver
will be waiting for you at a scheduled time and you will travel comfortably to your
destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate? We track your Flight? Door-to-door
Service? No Hidden Charges? Clean cars & Professional ...
Price: 32,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=128285P833

Private Departure Car Transfer: Hotel to Florence Airport (FLR)
Book your Private Departure Transfer from Florence Hotel to Florence Airport
(FLR).Your driver will be waiting for you at a scheduled time and you will travel
comfortably to your destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate? We track your Flight?
Door-to-door Service? No Hidden Charges? Clean cars & ...
Price: 57,60 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=128285P834

Private Departure Van Transfer: Hotel to Florence Airport (FLR)
Book your Private Departure Transfer from Florence Hotel to Florence Airport
(FLR).Your driver will be waiting for you at a scheduled time and you will travel
comfortably to your destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate? We track your Flight?
Door-to-door Service? No Hidden Charges? Clean cars & ...
Price: 32,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=128285P835
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Florence - Pisa Airport (PSA) / Private Departure Car Transfer
Book your Private Departure Transfer from Florence Hotel to Pisa Airport (PSA).Your
driver will be waiting for you at a scheduled time and you will travel comfortably to
your destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate? We track your Flight? Door-to-door
Service? No Hidden Charges? Clean cars & ...
Price: 102,40 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=128285P838

Florence - Pisa Airport (PSA) / Private Departure Van Transfer
Book your Private Departure Transfer from Florence Hotel to Pisa Airport (PSA).Your
driver will be waiting for you at a scheduled time and you will travel comfortably to
your destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate? We track your Flight? Door-to-door
Service? No Hidden Charges? Clean cars & ...
Price: 56,54 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=128285P840

Florence â€“ Bologna / Private Car Transfer
Book your private transfer from Florence to Bologna.Your driver will be waiting for
you at a scheduled time and you will travel comfortably to your destination.? Meeting
with a Nameplate? We track your Flight? Door-to-door Service? No Hidden
Charges? Clean cars & Professional driversBook your ...
Price: 168,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=128285P889

Florence â€“ Bologna / Private Van Transfer
Book your private transfer from Florence to Bologna.Your driver will be waiting for
you at a scheduled time and you will travel comfortably to your destination.? Meeting
with a Nameplate? We track your Flight? Door-to-door Service? No Hidden
Charges? Clean cars & Professional driversBook your ...
Price: 84,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=128285P890
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Florence Vespa Rental
We are not the classic Vespa tour where you are in large groups, where there is a
purely tourism itinerary already established and you have to follow a line, we are the
only company that guarantees you the most authentic and unique experience on a
Vespa.You will be free to discover and decide for ...
Price: 46,76 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=128455P1

New Fiat 500 Rental (all day)
We are not the classic tour in Fiato 500 where you are in large groups, where there is
a purely tourism itinerary already established and you have to follow a line, we are
the only company that guarantees you the most authentic and unique experience on
Vespa .You will be free to discover and decide ...
Price: 58,18 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=128455P2

Accademia and Walking Tour - Private Tour
This walking tour of Florence will take you to some of the best places in the town
which you can admire while hearing about its history from a fully qualified guide. You
will see the Ponte Vecchio, the only Florentine bridge untouched by World War II,
and the famous Duomo, with its incredible dome ...
Price: 450,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=128932P24

Accademia Reserved Entrance and Tour - Private Tour
See Michelangelo?s famed statue of David & Learn about his other works housed in
the gallery. Discover an array of Florentine paintings including works by Botticelli and
GhirlandaioSee Michelangelo?s famed statue of David & Learn about his other works
housed in the gallery. Discover an array of ...
Price: 450,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=128932P25
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Uffizi Gallery - Private Tours
See Botticelli?s most famous paintings & Learn about the art and lives of Italy?s
most prominent artists. Avoid waiting with skip-the-line tickets.See Botticelli?s most
famous paintings & Learn about the art and lives of Italy?s most prominent artists.
Avoid waiting with skip-the-line tickets.See ...
Price: 450,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=128932P35

COOK, EAT, DRINK and TASTE WINE in CHIANTI
WHAT'S SO SPECIAL ABOUT ACCIDENTAL TOURIST?WE'RE:- AUTHENTIC: we
welcome you to our own real, historical, family home, where we sleep, eat, live and
appreciate your visit.- SMALL: Small groups, so you get maximum attention.PLENTIFUL: we serve lots of food, we pour unlimited wine!- EXPERT: we were ...
Price: 125,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=129841P4

Firenze 3 hour walking tour
This 3 hours walking tour including the entrance in 2 minor churches is definitely the
best way to get a deep understanding of the cultural, economical, architectural and
artistic evolution that made out of Florence the Cradle of Reinassance.We will start
from the Republic Square in order to learn ...
Price: 411,69 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=131155P120

Private Tour: Truffle Hunting Experience with Lunch
Experience Tuscany's spirit on a tour that will show you the art of searching truffles.
Taste the typical dishes of the Tuscany and enjoy a tour in one of the most renowned
wineries in the Brunello area.Tour guide is not included.Experience Tuscany's spirit
on a tour that will show you the art of ...
Price: 1.044,10 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=13124P25
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Lucca Round Trip Experience from Florence
Discover the city of Lucca and its treasures in comfort with this tour. A professional
driver will guide you during an amazing daily round trip tour of Lucca. Visit San
Paolino Street, Puccini?s birthplace (exterior only), the dazzling church of San
Michele with its wedding-cake facade, the ...
Price: 352,79 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=13124P29

Private Tour: Prada Outlet Shopping Tour
Could a shopping spree ever be a relaxing experience? It can when you have a
personal driver who frees you from the hassles of parcels and bags. You will be
accompanied to the Montevarchi Prada Outlet. If you are not satisfied shopping
there, you will head to the prestigious The Mall near Reggello, ...
Price: 267,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=13124P32

Uffizi: stress free!
Walking through the spectacular corridors, with their frescoed ceilings and ancient
statues, we will enter the heart of the Renaissance with Sandro Botticelli and his The
Birth of Venus.During the two hour visit we will see enigmatic works by Leonardo, the
Tondo Doni by Michelangelo, as well as ...
Price: 95,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=131407P1

Unmissable Florence: David, Duomo and the Old Bridge
The visit starts with one of the best known artworks in the world: the David by
Michelangelo. Enjoy priority access to the museum, skipping the long queues of
people coming from all over the world to admire this incredible marble statue! We will
take care of skip-the-line reservation, you will only ...
Price: 116,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=131407P2
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The Medici: A history of money and power
Our story begins with Palazzo Medici, the first noble residence of the family, and the
largest palace ever built in Florence up until that time. A few steps from this
impressive building stands the church of San Lorenzo, built to their taste and size.
Arriving at the Duomo, we will discover the ...
Price: 106,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=131407P3

Small group tours: Uffizi Gallery
Take advantage of the ticket with quick entry and an expert guide's explanation to
see one of the most visited museums in the world. Your guide will explain the most
important works to appreciate the art of the Italian Renaissance. The gallery attracts
more than one million annual visitors who want ...
Price: 68,43 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=131680P14

Amazing Florence Walking Tour -Small Group
Florence is a real amazing city with its small historic center, delicious cuisine and
gorgeous sites to visit. Our walking tour begins with our guide at the Church of Santa
Croce. Then you will visit Bargello Palace, a medieval fortress, and one of the many
reasons behind the city being referred to ...
Price: 30,60 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=131843P22

Pisa and Florence from the Cruise Port of La Spezia
Private tour of Pisa and Florence with Mercedes Benz Minivan and English Speaking
driver.Cruise Terminal Pick-up: the driver will have a sign with the name indicated at
the time of booking.First stop in Pisa.Short car tour of the city and Drop-Off in Piazza
dei Miracoli to admire the Leaning ...
Price: 767,74 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=132147P1
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Uffizi Gallery - Semi Private Tour
Discover one of the most visited museums in the world alongside an expert guide,
who will explain the most important works to appreciate the art of the Italian
Renaissance. The gallery attracts more than a million annual visitors who want to
take a look at this art collection, among its many ...
Price: 59,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=132244P1

David & Accademia Gallery - Priority Ticket
Discover the second most visited museum in Florence to discover Michelangelo's
David, one of the most famous Florentine symbols, a marble sculpture (height 520
cm) by Michelangelo Buonarroti between 1501 and the beginning of 1504,
considered a masterpiece of sculpture worldwide, it is one of the ...
Price: 29,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=132244P10

Leonardo Da Vinci in Florence - Private Tour
City Florence Tours invites you to discover one of the most fascinating minds of the
Renaissance, with a guided tour that will take you to admire the most beloved
Florentine places of the master Leonardo Da Vinci, showing you unusual details
about his person and how the city looked of Florence at ...
Price: 149,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=132244P11

Uffizi + David & Accademia Tour Exclusive
Discover the most visited museums in Florence and two of the most visited in the
world alongside a professional guide, admiring the most important works and
appreciating the art of the Italian Renaissance.The guide will take you through the
priority entrance into both galleries without having to ...
Price: 109,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=132244P12
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David & Accademia Gallery - Private Tour
Discover the second most visited museum in Florence with a private guide, who in an
hour will let you discover Michelangelo's David, one of the most famous Florentine
symbols, a sculpture made of marble (h. 520 cm) by Michelangelo Buonarroti
between 1501 and the beginning of 1504, considered a ...
Price: 109,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=132244P13

Palazzo Pitti - Priority Ticket
Come and visit the last Medici residence in Florence. The museum takes place
through the daily life of the Grand Dukes of the Medici family, from Cosimo I to the
last descendants (early 700s), Ferdinando, Gian Gastone and finally Anna Maria
Luisa, also known as the Electress Palatine to whom it is ...
Price: 33,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=132244P15

Palazzo Pitti Private Tour (with Ticket for Boboli Gardens)
Come and visit the last Medici residence in Florence with a private local guide. The
museum takes place through the daily life of the Grand Dukes of the Medici family,
from Cosimo I to the last descendants (early 700s), Ferdinando, Gian Gastone and in
the end Anna Maria Luisa also called the ...
Price: 119,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=132244P16

Boboli Garden Skip The Line Ticket
Boboli Garden is located behind Palazzo Pitti. With the priority entrance ticket you
will not have to wait in the long line, you will enter into the garden which is an integral
part of the palace. Begun in 1549 by Tribolo for the Duchess Eleonora di Toledo, wife
of Cosimo I de 'Medici, the garden ...
Price: 25,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=132244P17
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Antinori Winery & Brolio Castle - Private Tour
You will leave with a private car from our office, here you will meet your driver with an
exclusive car and your local guide as well as wine expert. The first stop of our visit to
Chianti will be the Antinori estate in Bargino, a wonderful innovative winery, located
in the green Chianti hills. ...
Price: 529,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=132244P19

Uffizi Gallery - Private Tour
Take a private 2-hour guided tour of one of the most famous museums in the world:
the Uffizi Gallery. Home to the best works of art created by Michelangelo, Botticelli
and Caravaggio. Create the most memorable experience while your professional tour
guide will make you discover the wonders of the ...
Price: 119,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=132244P2

Museo Del Bargello - Priority Ticket
With this ticket you can skip the entrance line of the Bargello museum and visit one
of the most beautiful and evocative museums of the Renaissance in Florence in
peace.The building, in the shape of a medieval fort, was built between the eleventh
and fourteenth centuriescentury and represented the ...
Price: 23,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=132244P20

OLD PALACE PRIORITY TICKET (Museum + Archaeological Site + Tower)
The ticket will allow you to visit Palazzo Vecchio without long queues. The ticket
includes the whole complex (Museum + Archaeological route + Ronda Tower and
Walkway).Inside you can visit the Government Rooms of the Republic the private
rooms of the Granducale family renovated and embellished by ...
Price: 32,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=132244P21
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Palazzo Vecchio - Private Tour
Your private guide will accompany you on this visit to the Palazzo Della Signoria built
at the end of 1200, became the seat of the Florentine Republic. In 1500 following the
political rise of the Medici family, the Palazzo became the residence of Grand Duke
Cosimo I de Medici. Finally in 1800 ...
Price: 119,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=132244P22

Bargello Museum - Private Tour
Come and visit one of the most beautiful and evocative museums of the
Renaissance in Florence alongside a professional guide and in a private group.The
building, in the shape of a medieval fort, was built between the eleventh and
fourteenth centuriescentury and represented the first seat of ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=132244P23

Duomo Complex & Dome - Private Tour
Come and visit the Dome of the Cathedral with this private guided tour, you will have
the opportunity to enter without making long waits following your guide who will take
you to the top of the dome, the heart of the city of Florence. You will discover the
history of this fascinating monument, ...
Price: 129,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=132244P24

Uffizi + David & Academy - Private Tour
Discover the most visited museums in Florence and two of the most visited in the
world alongside a private guide, admiring the most important works and appreciating
the art of the Italian Renaissance. Your guide will let you enter from the priority
entrance in both galleries without having to wait ...
Price: 209,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=132244P25
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UFFIZI TOUR GALLERY with "PIZZA, GELATO & VINO DEL CHIANTI"
Discover one of the most visited museums in the world alongside an expert guide,
who will explain the most important works to appreciate the art of the Italian
Renaissance. The gallery attracts more than one million annual visitors who want to
take a look at this art collection, among its many ...
Price: 79,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=132244P27

Uffizi Gallery - Small Group Tour
Discover one of the most visited museums in the world alongside an expert guide,
who will explain the most important works to appreciate the art of the Italian
Renaissance. The gallery attracts more than a million annual visitors who want to
take a look at this art collection, among its many ...
Price: 59,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=132244P28

The Central Market of Florence - Private Tour
Come and visit the Central Market of Florence or "San Lorenzo" Market through a
private guided tour, here you can create your culinary experience in the most
exclusive way, through unique tastings, provided by the best local suppliers,
discovering the origin, the history and flavor of every single ...
Price: 119,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=132244P31

Walking Tour in Florence - Semi Private Tour
We invite you to discover the main attractions that make the city of Florence unique
in the world for its charm and beauty. Through a guided walking tour, you can stroll
through the city squares, discovering the fascinating Florentine history. Together with
your guide, you will cross the Ponte ...
Price: 49,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=132244P32
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Pitti Palace & Palatine Gallery - Semi Private Tour
We invite you to visit the last Medici residence in Florence as part of a small guided
group that will allow you to enter from the priority entrance of the building, without
waiting in long waiting lines. You will discover the most important works belonging to
the daily life of the family of the ...
Price: 69,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=132244P33

Shopping in Florence, Artisans and Trendy Boutiques - Private Tour
Are you a fashion lover? Looking forward to shopping in one of the most beautiful
cities in the world? You've to be part of this experience. During this fabulous visit, the
guide will take you to discover the trendiest shops in town, without wasting time in
many of "cities tourist traps". With your ...
Price: 149,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=132244P34

The Mall Luxury Outlet, Shopping Trip - Private Tour
Come to spend a day at one of Italy's most frequented modern shopping place. Is a
full day private shopping tour, during the experience the guide will take care of the
logistics.The driver will pick you up directly in your hotel in Florence with your
personal shopper guide, they will take you to ...
Price: 319,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=132244P35

Truffle Hunt & Wine Tasting - Private Tour
We invite you to partecipate to this wonderful experience among the sloping Tuscan
hills, the woods and olive trees, discovering priceless treasures. During this private
tour, the driver will pick you up in your hotel in Florence with your personal guide and
after a drive of approx. 45 minutes you ...
Price: 349,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=132244P36
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Walking Tour in Florence - Private Tour
City Florence Tours invites you to visit the main attractions of the city of Florence
through a 3-hour guided walking tour, through this visit you will cross the Ponte
Vecchio, walk outside the Uffizi Gallery, passing under the Vasari Corridor and
arriving in the Piazza della Signoria, where you ...
Price: 149,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=132244P4

David & Academy Gallery Guided Tour - Semi-Private
Come and discover one of the most important museums of Florence, starting from
our office you will walk along with your guide the route that will take you to the
entrance of the gallery, entering from the priority entrance without waiting in the long
queues and starting a chronological journey that ...
Price: 54,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=132244P5

Florence Central Market - Semi Private Tour
We invites you to visit the Central Market of Florence through this guided tour, our
aim is to create a culinary experience that can connect the tourist to our community,
celebrating, through culinary tastings, the best local suppliers and the food that they
provide, trying to discover the origins ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=132244P6

UFFIZI GALLERY - PRIORITY TICKET (with escorted entrance)
Discover one of the most visited museums in the world by visiting the mostimportant
works of art to appreciate the art and history of the Italian Renaissance. Our staff will
deliver your tickets directly without waiting in line. The gallery attracts more than one
million annual guests (visitors) ...
Price: 39,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=132244P8
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Uffizi + David & Accademia - Priority Tickets
Discover the most visited museums in Florence and two of the most visited in the
world, admiring the most important works to appreciate the art of the Italian
Renaissance. The Uffizi Gallery with its collections of works of art, masterpieces by
artists and protagonists of the Renaissance such as ...
Price: 69,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=132244P9

Tuk tuk Ape Calessino in Florence / Toscana (Florence / Tuscany)
It is an idea that was born from the desire to give tourists the opportunity to visit the
historic center of Florence, the surrounding hills and the Tuscan countryside through
a different, unique and special experience.Our friendly means of transport, in fact,
represent a good compromise for those ...
Price: 307,70 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=132930P1

Cooking class and home made pasta in Florence with LA VIVANDIERA!
With fresh and seasonables ingredients, i'm glad to teach you how to cook delicious
dishes like a traditional home made pasta, i will show you how to clean and cut
vegetables, to prepare the dought for a perfect pasta, with the old method with the
rolling pin! And i'll speak with you about our old ...
Price: 135,42 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=133126P1

Historical "botteghe " food tour and cooking class in Florence!
The peculiarity of this attraction is that it is unique because instead of buying the
ingredients for the cookery course in the historic market, you will see the historic
bottarges where the Florentines commonly buy everyday shopping, and historic
places through the heart of the city. And then ...
Price: 177,33 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=133126P2
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Art Class Florence Walking Tour: art between the Middle Ages and the Renaissance
Through this tour the basic idea is not only to show the works of art scattered
throughout Florence but to provide the tools, for adults but also for children, to
understand the language of art through a simple methodology that makes visible the
stylistic and cultural aspects of the Middle Ages and ...
Price: 35,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=133510P1

Beyond David, the creation process,the spiritual research by a native florentine
High profile tour, aimed to couple families and friends, for who wants more: The first
part of the visit includes an "excursus" on Michelangelo's life from birth to his death: it
is a necessary background to understand the stylistic reasons behind his art. Finally
we contemplate at a distance the ...
Price: 20,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=133510P2

Opera Concert Gala
Immerse yourself in the splendid architecture of the Palazzo del Pugliese in Florence
to celebrate the New Year with a concert of opera arias performed by great
musicians and talented singers.You will be introduced to the private building,
exceptionally open for the occasion, by a character from ...
Price: 80,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=133554P6

Callas at the Palazzo
Palazzo Del Pugliese, then Magnani Feroni, is located in via de 'Serragli 8,
overlooking Piazza del Carmine and Borgo San Frediano.The name is linked to the
various changes of ownership from one family to another, which occurred between
1428 and 1821.What makes this experience unique, in addition ...
Price: 50,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=133554P7
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Skip the Line: Uffizi Gallery PRIVATE!
Enjoy the skip the line access to the Uffizi Gallery.See the masterpieces of Giotto,
Botticelli, Leonardo, Michelangelo, Raffaello and much more!Get to know art and
architecture from an official guide and enjoy the view of Ponte Vecchio from its
galleries.Enjoy the skip the line access to the ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=133872P10

Uffizi tour for Kids!
Enjoy a tour of the Uffizi Gallery designed for children and families!!Take a
personalized tour for kids where to discover in a treasure hunting the secrets of the
Museum's masterpieces. An adventure in the main Uffizi Gallery! Have fun with the
whole family while visiting this site of Florence. ...
Price: 60,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=133872P11

3-Hour Accademia Gallery Skip-the-Line & Florence Walking Tour
3 hours skip-the-line tour for the Accademia Gallery where you'll enjoy the David by
Michelangelo and a lovely walking tour to discover Florence.This is what we offer:
the better company to enjoy the secrets, legend and history of its special corners
during the walking tour and the opportunity to ...
Price: 80,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=133872P3

Combo: Skip the Line Accademia, Uffizi and Walking Tour.
Skip the line and Combo tour. Is a special combination of the most highlights of
Florence! The better solution for who have only one day to visit the city, or who prefer
to concentrate the visit of the two main museums and a stroll around the center in
only one day journey.What makes our tours ...
Price: 130,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=133872P4
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Florence from the rooftops
This tour is the perfect combination of wine, history and hidden gems with the best
views of the city. Exclusive access with breathtaking 360 ° views of the terraces of
Florence to get the best shots of the city! Immerse yourself in the wonderful world of
Chianti wine by learning its ...
Price: 50,07 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=134666P1

Florence Italy Family Tour
Florence Family City Tour through Medieval & Renaissance LifeOur arts education
and fine artist docent will take families and children in Florence on an artistic
adventure replete with sketch books for a hands-on discovery of Medieval and
Renaissance life in the city. We'll take an in-depth look at ...
Price: 289,30 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=135104P2

Florence Italy Kids Art Workshop
Florence - Art School for Kids or FamilyParents can get some grown-up time to
explore Florence while we work with the kids on a chosen project ranging from
drawing & painting (the basis of art) to fresco / graffito, mosaic, mixed media, or
sculpture under the guidance of our studio artist and arts ...
Price: 111,12 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=135104P3

Florence Italy Family Ceramics Class
Florence - Family Ceramics ClassThis course begins with an art history lesson
explaining the origins and techniques of typical Tuscan ceramic arts, followed by a
step-by-step workshop on painting plates with typical Renaissance designs along
with a snack and tea or wine in the artist's studio. Your ...
Price: 266,67 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=135104P4
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Uffizi Museum Family Tour Italy
Florence - Family Uffizi Tour, Skip-the-line, child-friendly and kid-focused!A museum
tour designed with the Arte al Sole Visual Thinking & Self-Guided Critical Inquiry
learning philosophy. The best way to visit the Uffizi Gallery as a family. In 3 hrs, we
offer an in-depth exploration focusing on ...
Price: 317,11 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=135104P5

Florence Italy Kids Leonardo DaVinci Workshop
Kids love Leonardo Da Vinci! Our private workshop for kids and families allows kids
to get to know the art and science of this genius at their own level.Kids love
Leonardo Da Vinci! Our private workshop for kids and families allows kids to get to
know the art and science of this genius at their own ...
Price: 288,89 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=135104P6

Private Photo Shoot in Florence with a Professional Photographer
Experience Florence and get some of the best vacation photos you'll ever see with a
professional private photo shoot. Spend time with your own private photographer,
posing against some of Florence's most celebrated monuments and receive
professionally edited photographs after the shoot. It's an ...
Price: 292,08 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=13621P1

Private Photo Shoot and Sightseeing Walk in Fiesole
Fiesole, an ancient Etruscan city, on twin hills overlooking to Florence, is a perfect
backdrop for a countryside themed photo shoot. Whether you are celebrating a
special occasion or just want a unique souvenir of your stay in Tuscany, through a
private photo shoot your photographer will capture ...
Price: 90,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=13621P19
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Exclusive Photo Shoot on Rooftops and Bridges of Florence
Have you ever dreamed about walking around in Florence, discover elegant rooftops,
enjoying the panoramic view of the city with a glass of wine and posing as a star
while being photographed? Whether you?re celebrating a special occasion or just
want a unique souvenir of your stay in Italy, I?ll ...
Price: 239,59 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=13621P22

Florence by Night Photo Walking Tour with a Professional Photographer
Florence looks magical during the night, and this tour is a great way to discover the
city?s most beautiful sites, get top photography tips, and see secret parts of Florence
that you wouldn?t discover alone. You won?t have to worry about navigating, as a
photographer will accompany and give you top ...
Price: 78,13 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=13621P23

Online Photo Editing Class - Learn how to Edit your Holiday Images
Did you take breathtaking pictures while on holiday in Italy (or all around the world)
and don?t know how to edit them? Would you like to create better pictures but you
just don?t know how to do post processing?During a 1 on 1 Online Photo Class I?ll
teach you how to edit your pictures in Adobe ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=13621P24

Private Photo Walking Tour in Florence
See Florence?s unique Renaissance atmosphere through a photographer?s lens on
a photo walk. Bring along your camera and walk with a professional photographer
guide through the medieval city streets and piazzas, where you?ll capture unique
and beautiful views of the city?s most iconic sites and ...
Price: 146,04 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=13621P3
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Private Transfer from Florence to Naples with 2 Sightseeing Stops
With our private transfer service you can enjoy optimizing your travel time and the
comfort of our cars. Our experienced local driver always has your safety and comfort
in mind. From the beginning of the trip, when he picks you up in Florence at your
desired time and takes care of your luggage, ...
Price: 435,30 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=137266P107

Private Arrival Transfer from Peretola Airport (FLR) to Florence City Center
By booking with us, you will get:? Cars up to 6 passengers? 1 standard luggage per
passenger - 158 cm, 62 inches (height + width + long)? Fixed price without hidden
costs? Certified local professionals? 24/7 customer support ready to helpFull refund
guaranteed in case of cancellation 24 hours prior ...
Price: 24,43 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=138165P451

Private Departure Transfer from Florence City Center to Peretola Airport (FLR)
By booking with us, you will get:? Cars up to 6 passengers? 1 standard luggage per
passenger - 158 cm, 62 inches (height + width + long)? Fixed price without hidden
costs? Certified local professionals? 24/7 customer support ready to helpFull refund
guaranteed in case of cancellation 24 hours prior ...
Price: 24,43 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=138165P469

Private Transfer from Florence City Center to Pienza City Center
By booking with us when travelling you will get:? Up to 6 people by car, including
luggage (6 handbags and 6 suitcases)? Fixed price without hidden rates? Certified
local professionals? Best adapted 24/7 customer supportFull refund guaranteed in
case of cancellation 24 hours prior to start time ...
Price: 154,38 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=138165P559
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Private Transfer from Florence City Center to Rome City Center
By booking with us when travelling you will get:? Up to 6 people by car, including
luggage (6 handbags and 6 suitcases)? Fixed price without hidden rates? Certified
local professionals? Best adapted 24/7 customer supportFull refund guaranteed in
case of cancellation 24 hours prior to start time ...
Price: 306,90 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=138165P593

Round Trip Peretola Airport (FLR) to Florence City Center
By booking with us, you will get:? Cars up to 6 passengers? 1 standard luggage per
passenger - 158 cm, 62 inches (height + width + long)? Fixed price without hidden
costs? Certified local professionals? 24/7 customer support ready to helpFull refund
guaranteed in case of cancellation 24 hours prior ...
Price: 51,31 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=138165P821

Private Business Transfer from Peretola Airport (FLR) to Florence City Center
By booking with us, you will get:? Cars up to 6 passengers? 1 standard luggage per
passenger - 158 cm, 62 inches (height + width + long)? Fixed price without hidden
costs? Certified local professionals? 24/7 customer support ready to helpFull refund
guaranteed in case of cancellation 24 hours prior ...
Price: 28,72 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=138165P883

Private Business Transfer from Florence City Center to Peretola Airport (FLR)
By booking with us, you will get:? Cars up to 6 passengers? 1 standard luggage per
passenger - 158 cm, 62 inches (height + width + long)? Fixed price without hidden
costs? Certified local professionals? 24/7 customer support ready to helpFull refund
guaranteed in case of cancellation 24 hours prior ...
Price: 28,72 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=138165P884
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Casentino Discovery
Secluded and preserved by its morphology, Casentino has it all to amaze the
traveller wishing to discover a different Tuscany: sacred forests and monasteries,
beautiful medieval hamlets and dramatic landscapes. Here hills are not as gentle as
in the postcards from Valdorcia, but you will fall in ...
Price: 136,22 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=138751P5

Honeymooners Florence Tour with Professional Photographer and Driver
Forget selfies! The latest Tour accessory is a professional photographer!At Least 125
Digital Images Included! During your private Honeymooners Florence Tour you will
explore the best highlights of Florence with the guidance and experience of a
professional English-speaking driver, while a personal ...
Price: 520,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=139140P100

Montalcino and Pienza Tuscany Wine&Cheese Fullday from Florence
Enjoy this unforgettable Experience and make memories of the landmarks.A day
exploring the landscapes and artistic small towns that Tuscany can offer: ?
Montalcino? Pienza? Val D'Orcia countryside area. Included:- Montalcino with
Winery visit, Wine Tasting guided tour- Pienza town with Pecorino ...
Price: 550,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=139140P113

Montepulciano and Pienza Tuscany Wine&Cheese Fullday from Florence
Experience this great FullDay Tour from Florence exploring the Southern Tuscany
towns and countryside and see:? Montepulciano? Pienza Included:- Wine TastingPecorino Cheese TastingLocal tour guide included in Private option.Private or
Shared Tour available options.Worry-Free and Safe Private Tour ...
Price: 760,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=139140P118
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Door-To-Door Private Transfer Fiumicino FCO Airport to Florence and viceversa
You will be picked up from your ship by your Professional English-speaking Driver
with a comfortable fully air-conditioned vehicle, all you have to do is get in and
relax.Pit stop half-way at an highway service-station to enjoy a pause .Door-To-Door
Private one-way transfer.Viceversa trip available ...
Price: 440,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=139140P131

Door-To-Door Private Transfer Florence to Fiumicino FCO Airport or viceversa
You will be picked up from your ship by your Professional English-speaking Driver
with a comfortable fully air-conditioned vehicle, all you have to do is get in and
relax.Pit stop half-way at an highway service-station to enjoy a pause .Door-To-Door
Private one-way transfer.Viceversa trip available ...
Price: 490,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=139140P136

Door-To-Door Private Transfer Florence to Rome or viceversa
You will be picked up from your accommodation by your Professional
English-speaking Driver with a comfortable fully air-conditioned vehicle, all you have
to do is get in and relax.Pit stop half-way at an highway service-station to enjoy a
pause . Viceversa trip available according selected ...
Price: 490,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=139140P137

Door-To-Door Private Transfer Rome to Florence or viceversa
You will be picked up from your accommodation by your Professional
English-speaking Driver with a comfortable fully air-conditioned vehicle, all you have
to do is get in and relax.Pit stop half-way at an highway service-station to enjoy a
pause . Viceversa trip available according selected ...
Price: 440,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=139140P144
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Assisi Perugia and Corciano Fullday from Florence WineTasting Included
Enjoy a full day from Florence of exploring the landscapes and artistic small towns
that Umbria region offer? Assisi? Perugia? Corciano? Private licensed local tour
guide in Assisi, Perugia and Corciano upgradable (in Private Tour option).Visit each
city in a self-guided fashion at your leisure, ...
Price: 250,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=139140P15

Transfer Fiumicino FCO Airport to/from Florence optional Orvieto Stop
Your Professional English-speaking Driver will pick you up from Fiumicino Fco
International Airport, right after you go through customs with a sign with your name
on and will help you with your luggage.All you have to do is get in and relax.Enjoy a
3-hour one-way Private Transfer in a comfortable, ...
Price: 490,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=139140P155

Transfer Florence to/from Fiumicino FCO Airport optional Orvieto Stop
Your Professional English-speaking Driver will pick you up from your accommodation
in Florence.All you have to do is get in and relax.Enjoy a 3-hour one-way Private
Transfer in a comfortable, fully air-conditioned comfortable vehicle to Fiumicino Fco
International Airport.Pit stop half-way to ...
Price: 490,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=139140P157

Transfer Florence to/from Rome optional Orvieto Stop
Your Professional English-speaking Driver will pick you up from your accommodation
in Florence.All you have to do is get in and relax.Enjoy a 3-hour one-way Private
Transfer in a comfortable, fully air-conditioned comfortable vehicle to your
accommodation in Rome.Pit stop half-way to relax. ...
Price: 490,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=139140P158
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Transfer Rome to/from Florence optional Orvieto Stop
Your Professional English-speaking Driver will pick you up from your accommodation
in Rome.All you have to do is get in and relax.Enjoy a 3-hour one-way Private
Transfer in a comfortable, fully air-conditioned comfortable vehicle to your
accommodation in Florence.Pit stop half-way to relax. ...
Price: 490,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=139140P162

Orvieto and Makes Biscuits in a Etruscan Cave Fullday from Florence
BISCOTTI MAKING IN A CAVEYou will tour Orvieto, its 7 kms underground tunnels,
majestic golden lily cathedral AND make biscotti in one of the caves!In this fullday
with Professional English-speaking Driver you?ll be able to visit:? The medieval town
of Orvieto? Orvieto underground (Skip-The-Line ...
Price: 750,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=139140P165

Florence FoodTour with Local Guide
Enjoy this Florence's Gourmet Food Tour and immerse in the real Florentine flavors,
when in Florence, eat like a Florentine!Different tastings of gourmet and street food
and more...Together a small-group walking tour you will be guided by a friendly
expert local Guide through the most typical and ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=139140P196

Florence FoodTour
Enjoy this Florence's Gourmet Food Tour and immerse in the real Florentine flavors,
when in Florence, eat like a Florentine!Different tastings of gourmet and street food
and more...Together a small-group walking tour you will be guided by a friendly
expert local Guide through the most typical and ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=139140P197
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Florence StreetFood Tour
Enjoy this Florence's Gourmet Food Tour and immerse in the real Florentine flavors,
when in Florence, eat like a Florentine!Different tastings of gourmet and street food
and more...Together a small-group walking tour you will be guided by a friendly
expert local Guide through the most typical and ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=139140P214

Florence StreetFood WalkingTour
Enjoy this Florence's Gourmet Food Tour and immerse in the real Florentine flavors,
when in Florence, eat like a Florentine!Different tastings of gourmet and street food
and more...Together a small-group walking tour you will be guided by a friendly
expert local Guide through the most typical and ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=139140P215

Florence Walking FoodTour
Enjoy this Florence's Gourmet Food Tour and immerse in the real Florentine flavors,
when in Florence, eat like a Florentine!Different tastings of gourmet and street food
and more...Together a small-group walking tour you will be guided by a friendly
expert local Guide through the most typical and ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=139140P216

SmallGroup Florence StreetFood WalkingTour
Enjoy this Florence's Gourmet Food Tour and immerse in the real Florentine flavors,
when in Florence, eat like a Florentine!Different tastings of gourmet and street food
and more...Together a small-group walking tour you will be guided by a friendly
expert local Guide through the most typical and ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=139140P217
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Florence StreetFood Tour with Friendly Local Guide
Enjoy this Florence's Gourmet Food Tour and immerse in the real Florentine flavors,
when in Florence, eat like a Florentine!Different tastings of gourmet and street food
and more...Together a small-group walking tour you will be guided by a friendly
expert local Guide through the most typical and ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=139140P218

Florence StreetFood WalkingTour with Friendly Local Guide
Enjoy this Florence's Gourmet Food Tour and immerse in the real Florentine flavors,
when in Florence, eat like a Florentine!Different tastings of gourmet and street food
and more...Together a small-group walking tour you will be guided by a friendly
expert local Guide through the most typical and ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=139140P219

Florence Secret StreetFood Tour with Friendly Local Guide
Enjoy this Florence's Gourmet Food Tour and immerse in the real Florentine flavors,
when in Florence, eat like a Florentine!Different tastings of gourmet and street food
and more...Together a small-group walking tour you will be guided by a friendly
expert local Guide through the most typical and ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=139140P220

Florence Authentic StreetFood Tour with Friendly Local Guide
Enjoy this Florence's Gourmet Food Tour and immerse in the real Florentine flavors,
when in Florence, eat like a Florentine!Different tastings of gourmet and street food
and more...Together a small-group walking tour you will be guided by a friendly
expert local Guide through the most typical and ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=139140P221
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Florence Gourmet FoodTour with Friendly Guide
Enjoy this Florence's Gourmet Food Tour and immerse in the real Florentine flavors,
when in Florence, eat like a Florentine!Different tastings of gourmet and street food
and more...Together a small-group walking tour you will be guided by a friendly
expert local Guide through the most typical and ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=139140P222

Florence Gourmet FoodTour
Enjoy this Florence's Gourmet Food Tour and immerse in the real Florentine flavors,
when in Florence, eat like a Florentine!Different tastings of gourmet and street food
and more...Together a small-group walking tour you will be guided by a friendly
expert local Guide through the most typical and ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=139140P223

Florence Walk&Taste with Friendly Guide
Enjoy this Florence's Gourmet Food Tour and immerse in the real Florentine flavors,
when in Florence, eat like a Florentine!Different tastings of gourmet and street food
and more...Together a small-group walking tour you will be guided by a friendly
expert local Guide through the most typical and ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=139140P224

Pisa and Lucca Lunch&WineTasting Included from Florence
Experience this great FullDay Tour from Florence exploring Tuscany towns and
countryside and see:? Pisa? LuccaIncluded:Wine and Light Lunch in the Tuscany
countryside included! Upgradable with licensed local guide in Private option.Private
or Shared Tour available options.Worry-Free and Safe ...
Price: 265,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=139140P29
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Half-Day Florence Private Tour with Professional Photographer
Forget selfies! The latest Tour accessory is a professional photographer!At Least 125
Digital Images Included! You will explore the best highlights of Florence with the
guidance and experience of a professional English-speaking driver, while a personal
photographer captures your memories for you. ...
Price: 520,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=139140P40

Full-Day Religious Tuscany and Umbria Tour from Florence
Meeting with your Driver and departure towards the Southern part of Tuscany or the
Southern part of Umbria:? Monte Oliveto Maggiore (Tuscany)? Assisi (Umbria)Here
S. Francis and S. Bernardo were protagonists and founders of a different way to live
Religion. Tour the breathtaking Monasteries, the ...
Price: 250,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=139140P43

Tuscany Full-Day Tour from Florence with Wine Tasting
Enjoy this unforgettable Shore Excursion and make memories of the landmarks:?
San Gimignano? Monteriggioni? Chianti countryside area. Wine Tasting in the
Tuscany countryside included! A day exploring the landscapes and artistic small
towns that Tuscany can offer. Upgradable with licensed local ...
Price: 250,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=139140P49

Siena and Chianti Castle with Lunch&WineTasting from Florence
Enjoy this unforgettable High Level Tour and make memories of the landmarks.A day
exploring the landscapes and artistic small towns that Tuscany can offer: ? Val
D'Orcia countyside? Brolio Castle in Chianti area? Siena Wine Tasting and Lunch in
the Brolio Castle included! Upgradable with licensed ...
Price: 300,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=139140P56
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Private Guided Day Tour of Tuscany with Wine Tasting and Lunch
Enjoy this unforgettable High Level Tour and make memories of the landmarks.A day
exploring the landscapes and artistic small towns that Tuscany can offer: ? San
Gimignano? Monteriggioni? Siena Wine and Light Lunch in the Tuscany countryside
included! Upgradable with licensed local guide in Private ...
Price: 550,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=139140P57

Private Lunch and Cooking Demo in Umbria region from Florence
"SONO ITALIANO!"This day will be a real insight experience in the Italian lifestyle
towards the Southern part of Tuscany/Northern Umbria: ? Breath the coffee from the
"Moka", ? Experience the local market? Italian Cooking Demo? Eat with an "Italiana"
family!Local tour guide included.Private or ...
Price: 330,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=139140P59

Truffle and Brunello Sommelier Vip Experience in Tuscany
Experience the wonder of truffles, learning from an acknowledged Tuscan sommelier
and your local guide. Vip Experience of the wonder of truffles, learning from an
acknowledged Tuscan sommelier and your expert local tour guide. This fullday,
private or shared tour, allows you to enjoy eating the ...
Price: 395,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=139140P61

Wine Cheese and EVO Oil Tastings Full-Day Tour from Florence
Experience this great FullDay Tour from Florence exploring the Southern Tuscany
towns and countryside and see:? Montepulciano? Pienza ? ChiancianoIncluded:Wine Tasting- Pecorino Cheese Tasting- EVO Oil TastingLocal tour guide included in
Private option.Pickup and dropoff your ...
Price: 265,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=139140P65
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Cinque Terre with Vernazza Manarola and Corniglia Fullday from Florence
You will spend an unforgettable day discovering the most impressive "Cinque Terre"
Ligurian landscapes. In this area, which has been declared World Heritage Site by
UNESCO, earth and sea blend and create a unique landscape. The area consists of
kilometers of rocky coasts with caves, beaches, hiking ...
Price: 640,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=139140P92

Forge your own piece of jewelry
We will immerse ourselves in the world of goldsmithing, typical Florentine work and
more.We discover this old craft and its charm from the first to the last step. We melt,
pull a silver wire, hammer, cut with a bow saw, file, grind, solder and pulp until we
have finished our own piece of jewelry. ...
Price: 102,57 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=139204P1

Your Florentine story: charming photoset or a short film
Together we'll create an unforgettable memories of Florence: inspiring photo set or
lovely short film that you can share with fiends and family. My every shot represents
a special story. I'm also experienced in honeymoon photography.And!And after the
photoshoot I will invite you for a cup of coffee ...
Price: 77,89 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=140820P3

City tour in tuk tuk
A perfect opportunity to visit the magnificence and historicity of the city of Florence
with the tuk tuk, silently and fun! Its a cultural tour that will let you know the beauties
of the city for an unforgettable experience. Admire the bridges, the palaces, the
churches, historical streets from any ...
Price: 27,82 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=141175P2
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E-bike in Tuscany and Medici's villa
Directly from the city center to the countrysideFrom the center of Florence, we will
follow a stretch of the Renaissance Ring to the hills of Montalbano. We will climb the
route to the Medici villa, see the hills of Montalbano by bike is lovely! People love the
landscape and the placeAfter that, ...
Price: 81,46 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=141604P3

Pedal assisted Bike tour in Noble Villa with wine tasting and olive oil tasting
Directly from the city center to the countryside! The pedal-assisted bike will help you
in the hilly countryside of FlorenceThe wine tasting will be in a Noble Villa, that's own
at the same family since the XIII Century. The location is outside of the normal
touristic places. Groups are almost ...
Price: 83,34 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=141604P4

Celebrate Leonardo's 500th year anniversary
As an international young lady taking on la dolce vita with my elegant golden doodle,
we have planned a blissful day in the town where Leonardo da Vinci was born, not
the town itself but the rows of grapes and olives that we call home.Gourmet chefs
and local artisans join us in a private villa in ...
Price: 531,99 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=141832P1

Opera in The Kitchen: cooking class, dinner and Italian Opera
Much more than a cooking course, it will be a unique experience.Sight, smell,
hearing ... in this path the 5 senses will be involved, so as to leave you with an
unforgettable memory.This experience comes from a childhood memory, spent
outdoors. It has the scent of freshly cut grass, the passion for ...
Price: 171,19 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=142683P1
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Private Chic-Nic
Visitors will have the opportunity to admire the majestic Medici villa, La Ferdinanda,
belonging to the Unesco heritage since 2013 and discover the surrounding
landscape, including the medieval village of Artimino, nestled in the Tuscan hills and
surrounded by an expanse of olive trees. A pristine ...
Price: 60,52 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=142740P1

Classic Wine Tasting
The tasting consists of tasting three wines from the Artimino Estate, paired with
cheeses and cold cuts. Our sommelier will guide you to the discoveryof one of the
oldest wines in the world, the Carmignano.The tasting consists of tasting three wines
from the Artimino Estate, paired with cheeses and ...
Price: 20,52 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=142740P2

Private Chianti Wine Tour
- Private Tour with licensed Mercedes vehicles.- Full access to pedestrianized
historic centers.- Very knowledgeable drivers with explanation about wine, food and
general history of Tuscany.- Greve, the wine capital, is the most important of the five
that make up the Lega del Chianti Classico, ...
Price: 469,34 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=143269P1

Siena - San Gimignano Private Tour
- Private Tour with licensed Mercedes vehicles.- Full access to pedestrianized
historic centers.- Very knowledgeable drivers with explanation about wine, food and
general history of Tuscany.- Visit the town of Siena a Unesco World Heritage Site.Lunch in a typical Trattoria or a wine Estate in ...
Price: 469,34 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=143269P2
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Pisa - Lucca Private Day Trip
- Private Tour with licensed Mercedes vehicles.- Full access to pedestrianized
historic centers.- Very knowledgeable drivers with explanation about wine, food and
general history of Tuscany.- Private visit to Pisa will include the Piazza dei Miracoli
where you will admire the Cathedral, Baptistery ...
Price: 469,34 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=143269P3
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Price: 316,20 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=143848P153

Private Transfer: Fiumicino Airport (FCO) to Prato and vice versa
Entrust your private transfer between the international airport of Fiumicino and the
town of Prato to us. In modern and comfortable vehicles and accompanied by our
professional drivers, you will easily reach your destination. On the transfer from the
airport our 24 hours operative team will track ...
Price: 369,47 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=143848P240

Private Transfer: Ciampino Airport (CIA) to Prato and vice versa
Entrust your private transfer between the international airport of Ciampino and the
town of Prato to us. In modern and comfortable vehicles and accompanied by our
professional drivers, you will easily reach your destination. On the transfer from the
airport our 24 hours operative team will track ...
Price: 353,60 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=143848P241
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Private Transfer: Civitavecchia Port to Prato and vice versa
Entrust your private port transfer between the port of Civitavecchia and the town of
Prato to us. In our modern and comfortable vehicles and accompanied by our
professional drivers, you will easily reach your destination. If any problems may
occur before and during the transfer our operative team ...
Price: 364,94 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=143848P242

Florence - Fiumicino Airport (FCO) and vice versa private transfer service
With our private transfer, in modern and comfortable sedan or minivan, you can
reach easily and travelling in total relax one of the most important art cities, Florence,
and the international airport of Fiumicino. Our staff, active 24 hours a day, offer all
the support necessary to satisfy the ...
Price: 316,20 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=143848P31

Private Transfers: Civitavecchia Port to Florence and vice versa
With our private transfer, in modern and comfortable sedan or minivan, you can
reach in total relax, without any kind of stress, one of the most important art cities of
Italy, Florence, or the big Cruise Port of Civitavecchia.Our staff, active 24 hours a
day, offer all the support necessary to ...
Price: 317,34 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=143848P32
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Price: 364,94 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=143848P322
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Florence - Ciampino Airport (CIA) & vice versa: Private Transfer Service
With our private transfer, in modern and comfortable sedan or minivan, you can
reach easily and travelling in total relax one of the most important art cities, Florence,
and the international airport of Ciampino. Our staff, active 24 hours a day, offer all
the support necessary to satisfy the ...
Price: 327,54 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=143848P33

Private Transfer: Fiumicino Airport (FCO) to Volterra and vice versa
With our private transfer, in modern and comfortable vehicles and with our
professional drivers, you can easily and without any kind of stress reach Volterra, the
walled town southwest of Florence and the international airport of Fiumicino. If any
problems may occur our operative team will be ...
Price: 357,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=143848P349

Private Transfer: Ciampino Airport (CIA) to Volterra and vice vesa
Enjoy a relaxing private airport transfer with us in modern and comfortable sedans or
minivans, accompanied by our professional drivers to the international airport of
Ciampino and Volterra, the walled town southwest of Florence. To make sure
everything meets your expectations for the airport ...
Price: 342,27 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=143848P350

Private Transfer: Civitavecchia Port to Volterra and vice versa
Start or end your cruise trip between the port of Civitavecchia and Volterra, the
walled town southwest of Florence in our modern and comfortable sedans or
minivans, accompanied by our professional drivers. To make sure everything meets
your expectations our 24 hour operative team will follow your ...
Price: 341,14 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=143848P351
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Price: 341,14 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=143848P462

Hot Air Balloon Ride in Florence
Florence, one of the most captivating cities in Italy, is known worldwide as the
birthplace of Reinassance. By over flying the city of Florence, you cane se the
magnificent architecture from up above, and this gives you the possibility to discover
every detail of the city from a whole new ...
Price: 369,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=143849P1

Hot Air Balloon Ride in Chianti
Chianti, considered the heart of old Tuscany. You have surely tasted its worldwide
famous wine, but have you ever ?tasted? the air that stands above the vineyards
which it is made with? A beautiful experience that you should try, something that
goes further than the classic enogastronomic ...
Price: 269,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=143849P2

Shore Excursion from Livorno: Pisa and Florence Private Tour
Join this private shore excursion from Livorno to Pisa and Florence. Accompanied by
an English-speaking guide, drive along the countryside to discover these Tuscan
towns. See the Leaning Tower, Duomo, and more over the course of 9-hours.Join
this private shore excursion from Livorno to Pisa and ...
Price: 780,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=14391P1
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La Spezia Shore Excursion : Pisa and Florence Private Tour
Join this Private shore excursion from La Spezia to Pisa and Florence lead by an
english speaking driver will show you the bets of Florence, drive along the
countryside to discover these Tuscan towns. See the LeaningTower, Duomo, and
more over the course of 9-hours.Join this Private shore excursion ...
Price: 1.050,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=14391P23

Livorno Shore Excursion from Livorno Port: Private Full day Tour Chianti
Pass by the beautiful Tuscan countryside and drive right into the heart of Chianti on
this 9-hour private shore excursion. Travel hassle free via an air-conditioned minivan
with your English-speaking driver. Visit Panzano and stop at a local winery, see
Montefioralle, a medieval town, and discover ...
Price: 720,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=14391P4

La Spezia Shore Excursion : Private Tour Monterosso and Portofino
Venture into Monterosso for 8-hours on a private tour, which is near the westernmost
of the Cinque Terre. Enjoy views of the old town and new town that's linked to
Fegina. Explore the town of Santa Margherita Ligure, which was colonized by various
groups, such as the Romans, Saracens and Napoleonic ...
Price: 880,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=14391P9

Florence Cathedral Quest - for 5 people - Mobile app Tour with Questcity
This Quest will show you the magnificent Cathedral of Florence in about 30 minutes.
You will visit the Baptistery, the Giotto's tower and see much more in the Cathedral.
Our audio guide will tell you about the history of the Cathedral and you will hear
some stories about it.This Quest will show you ...
Price: 27,82 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=144479P17
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Skip the Line:Duomo Museum/Rooftops/Cathedral Ticket + Self-guided Tour in App
Comprising of two interconnected ogival shells, the house of God's octagonal vault
was raised somewhere in the range of 1418 and 1434 to a plan which Filippo
Brunelleschi entered in a challenge in 1418 yet which was just acknowledged, after
much contention, in 1420. A perfect work of art equipped ...
Price: 49,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=144479P27

Private Luxury Cooking Class in Florence with Breakfast and Lunch
Discover, taste, cook and be amazed. Experience a truly extraordinary day in
Florence, far off the usual paths, during a 6-hour luxury food-centric tour.Get
exclusive access to the city most excellent food artisans workshops, artist homes
and ateliers.You will go hunting for the greatest ...
Price: 208,63 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=14541P1

Shop in Florence
Discover the trendiest stores in Florence and some unique boutiques off the beaten
track! I will take you to some of the best shops ranging from contemporary with
up-and -coming designers to shops focusing on leather goods, jewelry, gifts and
accessories designed and Made in Florence. During the ...
Price: 76,93 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147025P1

Florence Hop-On Hop-Off sightseeing tour - Ultimate Hop On and discover Florence
This is the ultimate authentic Hop-On Hop-Off Tour. We do since 1980Only small
group (no bigger group)We can drive your everywhere without restrictionsThis is the
ultimate authentic Hop-On Hop-Off Tour. We do since 1980Only small group (no
bigger group)We can drive your everywhere without ...
Price: 45,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P1
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T-Bone Steak Barbecue Party and Wine Tour in Chianti (Tuscany) - Ultimate BBQ
Ultimate Tuscan Barbecue T-Bone Steak Party with Lunch and wine olive oil Tasting
In TuscanyEnjoy a great barbecue experience in TuscanyUltimate Tuscan Barbecue
T-Bone Steak Party with Lunch and wine olive oil Tasting In TuscanyEnjoy a great
barbecue experience in TuscanyUltimate Tuscan Barbecue ...
Price: 320,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P10

Playing Golf in Tuscany & Chianti Wine Tour - Ultimate Golf Experience
Playing Golf in Tuscany & Chianti Wine Tour - Ultimate Golf Experience since 19903
hrs Golf CourseLunch & tastingSan GimignanoPlaying Golf in Tuscany & Chianti
Wine Tour - Ultimate Golf Experience since 19903 hrs Golf CourseLunch &
tastingSan GimignanoPlaying Golf in Tuscany & Chianti Wine Tour - ...
Price: 394,67 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P101

Tenuta Torciano Wine Tour in Tuscany - visit two wineries and San Gimignano
Our wine tour invites you to enjoy the views of Tuscany, taste fine wines and local
cuisine in a typical winery in Chianti, stroll through the town and hills of the area. We
offer you the best wine tour in Tuscany. We will pick up you from your hotel and will
go on a comfortable motor bus with air ...
Price: 256,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P102

Florence Food Tour - Enjoy live demonstrations & artisanal foods - Ultimate Food
Watch a live demonstration of how to cook the main Florentine and Tuscan dishes
and taste lampredotto, Tuscan salami and Chianti wine. Need to add more? Our
local expert guide will also give you stories, a fascinating story and a unique look into
the best part of Florentine life ... food of ...
Price: 97,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P103
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Florence Food Tasting & Chianti Wine Tour in Tuscany - Ultimate Gourmet Tour
First, visit will be Florence?s Central Market with your Guide to shop the necessary
fresh ingredients with the help of the guide and the local suppliers. Guided Food Tour
in Florence and then we Drive you in the famous Chianti Wine region and we stop in
a beautiful wine estate for wine tour, lunch ...
Price: 316,80 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P104

Organic Bio Wine & Food Tour in Chianti & visit San Gimignano - Ultimate Tour
We Drive you in the famous Chianti Wine region and we stop in a beautiful wine
estate for cooking lunch and tasting.The class is organized in small groups and
includes the preparation of two pasta sauces, with an expert chef sharing with you
some of his favorite family recipes. Then sit down and ...
Price: 297,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P105

Florence Food Tasting & Chianti Wine Tour in Tuscany - Ultimate Gourmet Tour
Florence Food Tasting & Chianti Wine Tour in Tuscany - Ultimate Gourmet Tour
since 1990Meet our favourite neighbourhood deli owners and taste why it?s where
locals go for artisan cured meats and cheesesSavour iconic Tuscan starters paired
with Chianti?s finest dropsLearn the ins and outs of local ...
Price: 295,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P106

A Day at The Mall Luxury Outlets (Prada, Gucci) - Ultimate Shopping Experience
A Day at The Mall Luxury Outlets (Prada, Gucci) - Ultimate Shopping Experience36
Top fashion BrandsA Day at The Mall Luxury Outlets (Prada, Gucci) - Ultimate
Shopping Experience36 Top fashion BrandsA Day at The Mall Luxury Outlets
(Prada, Gucci) - Ultimate Shopping Experience36 Top fashion BrandsWe ...
Price: 210,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P107
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Wine & Olive Oil Tour in in a Medici Villa in Chianti (Tuscany) - (5 hrs)
Wine & Olive Oil Tour in in a Medici Villa in Chianti (Tuscany) - (5 hrs)The best seller
half day tasting experience in Tuscany since 1980Wine & Olive Oil Tour in in a
Medici Villa in Chianti (Tuscany) - (5 hrs)The best seller half day tasting experience
in Tuscany since 1980Wine & Olive Oil Tour ...
Price: 256,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P108

T-Bone Steak Barbecue Party and Wine Tour in Chianti (Tuscany) - Ultimate BBQ
Ultimate T-Bone Steak Barbecue Party and Wine Tour in Chianti (Tuscany) since
1980The only way to cook and taste the T- Bone Steak (the famous Bistecca alla
Fiorentina). Gastronomic experience with a Italian Wine FamilyUltimate T-Bone
Steak Barbecue Party and Wine Tour in Chianti (Tuscany) since ...
Price: 466,67 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P11

Horse & Wine - Horse Back Riding & Chianti Wine Tour in Tuscany - Ultimate Tour
Horse & Wine - Horse Back Riding & Chianti Wine Tour in Tuscany - Ultimate Tour
since 1980What to BringLong pants and closed shoes for the ride are
recommended.Horse & Wine - Horse Back Riding & Chianti Wine Tour in Tuscany Ultimate Tour since 1980What to BringLong pants and closed shoes for the ...
Price: 277,34 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P111

Dolce Vita Tour in Tuscany Only for Gourmets - Dolce Vita Private Tour
Dolce Vita Tour in Tuscany Only for Gourmets - Dolce Vita Small Group TourSimple
the Best seller Wine & Food tour in Tuscany since 1980We visit 2 different wine farm
in the beautiful Tuscan landscapeDolce Vita Tour in Tuscany Only for Gourmets Dolce Vita Small Group TourSimple the Best seller ...
Price: 266,67 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P112
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Florence Aperitivo o'clock Tour - Ultimate Sunset Happy Hour
Florence Aperitivo o'clock Tour - Ultimate Sunset Happy HourExperience aperitivo
o?clock in the hippest neighbourhood in FlorenceEnjoy an interactive
Negroni-making demo and then sip on Florence?s most famous cocktailSavour
iconic Tuscan starters paired with Chianti?s finest dropsFlorence Aperitivo ...
Price: 107,78 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P115

Private Guided Walking Tour - Pitti Palace & Boboli Garden - Ultimate Tour
Private Guided Walking Tour - Pitti Palace & Boboli Garden - Ultimate Tour since
1980HIGHLIGHTSPrivate tour - ensures personalized attentionSKIP THE LONG
LINES as you have a reserved priority entranceExperience and learn the history and
nature with an licensed guide enjoy the experience of walking ...
Price: 160,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P118

Private Guided Walking Tour: Best of Florence & David by Michelangelo - Ultimate
Private Guided Walking Tour: Best of Florence & David by Michelangelo - Ultimate
Tour since 1980HIGHLIGHTSPrivate tour - ensures personalized attentionSKIP THE
LONG LINES as you have a reserved priority entranceExperience and learn the
history with an licensed guide enjoy the experience of walking ...
Price: 160,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P119

Shared Wine Tour in Chianti included stop In Pisa (see the Tower)-Ultimate Tour
Ultimate Half Day wine Tour in Chianti Wine Region with time to see the Pisa Tower
(Tuscany)Small Group Guarantee (no more than 8 peoples in each van)Ultimate Half
Day wine Tour in Chianti Wine Region with time to see the Pisa Tower
(Tuscany)Small Group Guarantee (no more than 8 peoples in each ...
Price: 266,67 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P12
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Cortona, Montepulciano & Pienza (History, Wine & Pecorino Cheese)-Ultimate Tour
Our top-level, highly trained drivers will make your visit to this special land truly
memorable.We do this tours since 1980Our top-level, highly trained drivers will make
your visit to this special land truly memorable.We do this tours since 1980Our
top-level, highly trained drivers will make your ...
Price: 298,67 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P121

Assisi & Cortona (Umbria & Tuscany Regions in 1 Day) - Ultimate Tour
Our top-level, highly trained drivers will make your visit to this special land truly
memorable.We do these tours since 1990Our top-level, highly trained drivers will
make your visit to this special land truly memorable.We do these tours since
1990Our top-level, highly trained drivers will make ...
Price: 280,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P122

Assisi & Cortona (Umbria & Tuscany Regions in 1 Day) - Ultimate Tour
Assisi & Cortona (Umbria & Tuscany Regions in 1 Day) - Ultimate Tour - since
1980We drive you to visit Assisi (in Umbria) and Cortona (in Tuscany)Assisi &
Cortona (Umbria & Tuscany Regions in 1 Day) - Ultimate Tour - since 1980We drive
you to visit Assisi (in Umbria) and Cortona (in Tuscany)Assisi ...
Price: 278,17 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P123

Bike & Wine Tour in the famous Chianti Wine region (Tuscany)-Ultimate Bike Tour
Bike and wine tour in Chianti is a tour that everyone can do as you can choose a
mountain bike or a normal bike or a carbon bike or an electric bike with pedal
assistance. You will have the bike-guide expert with youCulture, nature and excellent
food.Here are the recipes of the Bike Tour at the ...
Price: 350,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P125
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Safari Chianti Experience on a 4x4 and Wine Tour in Tuscany - Ultimate Safari
Safari Chianti Experience on a 4x4 and Wine Tour in Tuscany - Ultimate SafariSafari
on the Chianti Classico Wild Road on board of a 4X4Lunch and tasting at Tuscan
Wine farmTime to see San GimignanoSafari Chianti Experience on a 4x4 and Wine
Tour in Tuscany - Ultimate SafariSafari on the Chianti ...
Price: 280,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P126

Florence Hop-On Hop-Off Sightseeing Tour & Wine Tour in Chianti - Ultimate Tour
Florence Hop-On Hop-Off Sightseeing Tour & Wine Tour in Chianti - Ultimate
TourThis is the ultimate authentic Hop-On Hop-Off Tour plus Wine Tour In Chianti.
We do this tour since 1980Only a small group (no bigger group)Florence Hop-On
Hop-Off Sightseeing Tour & Wine Tour in Chianti - Ultimate ...
Price: 300,42 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P127

Tour Of Carrara Marble Quarries With Stop In Lucca & Wine Tour - Ultimate Safari
Don?t miss this opportunity to follow in the footsteps of Michaelangelo on a day tour
to the marble quarries of Carrara. Learn about the history of marble extraction, enjoy
views of the Apuan Alps and stop in the charming Tuscan town of Pietrasanta.Lunch
can be in Pisa or Lucca or we can suggest a ...
Price: 270,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P129

Small-Group Truffle Hunting & Wine Tour from Florence with Farm Lunch - Ultimate
This is the Ultimate Small-Group Truffle Hunting & Wine Tour from Florence with
Farm Lunch|We do since 1980We are the Ultimate Travel Company for a
ReasonThis is the Ultimate Small-Group Truffle Hunting & Wine Tour from Florence
with Farm Lunch|We do since 1980We are the Ultimate Travel Company for ...
Price: 506,67 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P13
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The Mall Outlets Shopping Experience with Wine & Olive Oil Tour in Chianti
The Mall Shopping Experience with Wine & Olive Oil Tour in Chianti (Tuscany)You
can decide how many hours spend at the MallThe Mall Shopping Experience with
Wine & Olive Oil Tour in Chianti (Tuscany)You can decide how many hours spend at
the MallThe Mall Shopping Experience with Wine & Olive Oil ...
Price: 220,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P130

Wine & Cheese Aperitivo Dinner Party at Wine Farm in Chianti - Ultimate Tour
Wine & Cheese Aperitivo Dinner Party at Wine Farm in Chianti - Ultimate Tour since
2000Chianti wine tour Time to see San GimignanoWine Party and tasting with
dinnerWine & Cheese Aperitivo Dinner Party at Wine Farm in Chianti - Ultimate Tour
since 2000Chianti wine tour Time to see San GimignanoWine ...
Price: 240,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P134

The Authentic Truffle Tour - Truffle Education,Truffle Hunting & Truffle Tasting
We offer a unique experience, where one can enjoy an unspoiled environment and
understand the particular relationship between the truffle hunter and his dog.Truffle
education: introduction to the world of Italian truffles, in particular to the species that
grow in Tuscany. The Biological cycle of ...
Price: 390,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P136

Tour for Vegetarians in Tuscany - Chianti Wine & Vegetarian Food - Ultimate Tour
Vegetables FoodWine TastingExtra Virgin Olive Oil TastingBalsamic Vinegar
TastingTruffle tastingVisit 2 different wineries in TuscanyTime to see San
GimignanoStop for photosStop at Michelangelo squareVegetables FoodWine
TastingExtra Virgin Olive Oil TastingBalsamic Vinegar TastingTruffle ...
Price: 230,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P139
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Taste of Italy - 8 Days - Ultimate Italy Package
HighlightsExplore the history and architecture of ancient RomeStop at an Umbrian
city of Orvieto perched on a rock cliffGet your camera ready for a few shots of Tower
of PisaIndulge in a traditional gelato and sip tasty Tuscan wineVisit the famous
Chianti Wine Region and taste the famous Chianti, ...
Price: 4.895,69 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P14

Carrara Marble Quarries Tour 4x4 Off Road Trip in Tuscany, stop Pisa & Wine Tour
Don?t miss this opportunity to follow in the footsteps of Michaelangelo on a day tour
to the marble quarries of Carrara. Learn about the history of marble extraction, enjoy
views of the Apuan Alps and stop in the charming Tuscan town of Pietrasanta.Lunch
can be in Pisa or Lucca or we can suggest a ...
Price: 270,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P141

San Gimignano and Volterra Private Day Tour with Wine Tasting & Lunch in Chianti
San Gimignano and Volterra Private Day Tour with Wine Tasting & Lunch in Chianti since 2000One of the best seller tour in Tuscany since 2000San Gimignano and
Volterra Private Day Tour with Wine Tasting & Lunch in Chianti - since 2000One of
the best seller tour in Tuscany since 2000San Gimignano ...
Price: 230,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P142

Full Day Tour to 3 Wineries in 1 Day in Famous Chianti Region
Get a true taste of Italy's famous Chianti region on this full-day wine and food tour
departing from Florence. Led by a guide, travel through the Tuscan hills by a minibus
with Driver Guide, stopping to visit the first wine estate and historic villa, and a cellar
specializing in bottles of Chianti ...
Price: 222,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P144
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Exclusive Walking Tour: Best of Florence, David by Michelangelo & Magi Chapel
Private Guided Walking Tour: Best of Florence, Magi Chapel & David by
Michelangelo - Ultimate Tour since 1980HIGHLIGHTSPrivate tour - ensures
personalized attentionSKIP THE LONG LINES as you have a reserved priority
entranceExperience and learn the history with an licensed guide enjoy the ...
Price: 180,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P145

Private Guided Walking Tour: Best of Florence & Uffizi Gallery - Ultimate
Private Guided Walking Tour: Best of Florence & Uffizi Gallery4 hrs guided walking
tour with your Personal GuideHighlights:Uffizi GallerySignoria SquareOld
Bridgerepubblica SquareTornabuoni RoadDuomo ComplexPrivate Guided Walking
Tour: Best of Florence & Uffizi Gallery4 hrs guided walking tour with ...
Price: 170,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P146

Tuscany Tour: Florence American Cemetery, Chianti Wine Region & San Gimignano
The Florence American Cemetery and MemorialThe very first time I went to the
Florence American Cemetery was when I was a teenager. I accompanied my father
in Florence for business, and during our journey, I was attracted by the beautiful area
on the side of the road.I asked my father what it was ...
Price: 420,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P149

Dine in the Vineyards - Ultimate Dinner in a Tuscan Vineyard with the Wine Maker
FOR THE PERFECT TUSCAN EXPERIENCEIf you consider yourself a wine
connoisseur or even a wine lover and you want to experience the best wine country
experiences that Tuscany has to offer, then this is the Wine Tour for you! You will
spend a beautiful day visiting the best appellations in this ...
Price: 266,67 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P15
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Full-Day Quad Bike Tour of Chianti Wine Region with Lunch
Atv/Quad Excursion in Chianti Wine Region with Lunch & Tasting - Ultimate
TourQuad Tour in TuscanyWine & Food Tour in ChiantiVisit San
GimignanoAtv/Quad Excursion in Chianti Wine Region with Lunch & Tasting Ultimate TourQuad Tour in TuscanyWine & Food Tour in ChiantiVisit San
GimignanoAtv/Quad ...
Price: 250,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P150

Full-Day Wine Tour in Chianti from Florence with Lunch
AperitiVino that is "Happy Hour Wines" - Wine Tour in Chianti with AperitiVinoExplore
the famous Chianti wine RegionVisit San Gimignano (the town of the medieval
towers)Lunch and tastingWine TourApertiVino at second wineryAperitiVino that is
"Happy Hour Wines" - Wine Tour in Chianti with ...
Price: 220,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P151

Teaching Bio Farming - Food & Fun for Families in Chianti
If you are looking for fun experiences and tours for you and your family, and you love
Tuscan food, well this is the experience for you. The Region offers countless
activities to explore the best of local food traditions.You can know where the food
comes from and what mean bio-energy sustainable ...
Price: 180,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P154

Special Wine Tasting Tour in Chianti with Pizza Party at Sunset - Ultimate Tour
Special Wine Tasting Tour in Chianti with Pizza Party at Sunset - Ultimate TourVisit
Chianti wine regionVisit a Wine Farm in TuscanyAuthentic Dinner at Wine farm in
TuscanPizza Party at the SunsetPhoto stopsVisit San GimignanoPanoramic stop at
Michelangelo SquareSpecial Wine Tasting Tour in Chianti ...
Price: 222,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P156
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Local Market & Pasta Making Class with Lunch and Tasting in Chianti - Ultimate
First, visit will be Florence?s Central Market with your Guide to shop the necessary
fresh ingredients with the help of the guide and the local suppliers. Then we Drive
you in the famous Chianti Wine region and we stop in a beautiful wine estate for
cooking lunch and tasting.The class is organized ...
Price: 316,80 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P16

Grand Wine & Food Tour in Chianti Classico (Tuscany) - Ultimate Wine Tour
Ultimate Grand Wine & Food Tour in TuscanyDrive in the famous Chianti wine
RegionEnjoy the first tasting included also underground wine cellar tourTime to stop
at second winery for lunch and tasting (lunch and tasting not included)Time to see
San Gimignano (climb the medieval Great Tower and taste ...
Price: 266,67 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P18

Country Wine Dinner in Chianti (Tuscany) - Ultimate Small Group Tour
Ultimate Country Wine Dinner in Chianti (Tuscany)Wine Dinner at wine farm in
Tuscany with wine makerUltimate Country Wine Dinner in Chianti (Tuscany)Wine
Dinner at wine farm in Tuscany with wine makerUltimate Country Wine Dinner in
Chianti (Tuscany)Wine Dinner at wine farm in Tuscany with wine ...
Price: 501,34 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P19

Wonderful Wine Tour in Chianti (Tuscany) - Siena, San Gimignano and Chianti Wine
Simple the best ultimate wine tour in Tuscany since 1980SienaSiena?s origins are
surrounded by myth: the story goes that the city was founded by Senius, the son of
Romulus. In the Middle Ages, Siena became an extremely important town, due to its
intense demographic growth and the urban expansion of ...
Price: 212,27 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P2
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Visit the Famous Wind Cave in Tuscany & Lucca -Ultimate Tour
Visit the Famous Wind Cave in Tuscany & Lucca - Ultimate TourDress comfortable
shoes and bring a rain coatVisit the Famous Wind Cave in Tuscany & Lucca Ultimate TourDress comfortable shoes and bring a rain coatVisit the Famous Wind
Cave in Tuscany & Lucca - Ultimate TourDress comfortable shoes ...
Price: 270,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P20

Duomo Sky Walk - Florence Heaven Walk on the Duomo and the red roofs of Florence
Duomo Sky Walk - Florence Heaven Walk on the Duomo and the red roofs of
FlorenceWe climb the Duomo (463 steps)We climb the Giotto' Bell Tower (398
steps)We climb the panoramic terraces overlooking FlorenceEnd with AperitivoThe
tour starts with an introduction to the square and its religious ...
Price: 222,54 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P21

Extra Virgin Olive Oil Experience & Chianti Wine Tour in Tuscany - Ultimate Tour
Ultimate Extra Virgin Olive Oil Experience & Chianti Wine Tour in Tuscany since
19909:30am We pick-up you directly at your address.10:30am Visit Greve in Chianti
small town and time to explore the capital of the Olive Oil and Wine in Chianti region
and it's beautiful market square (time to meet the ...
Price: 230,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P22

Wine Tour In Siena and Chianti with lunch and tasting - Ultimate Small Group
Ultimate Half day Chianti Wine Tour in Tuscany since 1970If you are wine & food
lovers and you dream to visit Siena, this is the right experience for youUltimate Half
day Chianti Wine Tour in Tuscany since 1970If you are wine & food lovers and you
dream to visit Siena, this is the right experience ...
Price: 208,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P23
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Wine Tour in Chianti with stop in Pisa (7 hrs) - Ultimate Wine Tour
Ultimate Wine Tour in Chianti with stop in Pisa (6 hrs)The best seller tour in Tuscany
that combine Pisa and Wine experience in Chianti (Tuscany)Ultimate Wine Tour in
Chianti with stop in Pisa (6 hrs)The best seller tour in Tuscany that combine Pisa and
Wine experience in Chianti (Tuscany)Ultimate ...
Price: 222,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P24

Wine Tour in Chianti with stop in Siena (Tuscany) - Ultimate Tour
Ultimate Tuscany Wine Tour with stop in SienaVisit Siena and Chianti wine region in
one dayWe are the Ultimate Company for a reason...Ultimate Tuscany Wine Tour
with stop in SienaVisit Siena and Chianti wine region in one dayWe are the Ultimate
Company for a reason...Ultimate Tuscany Wine Tour with ...
Price: 448,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P25

Snuffle & Truffle Tour: Ultimate Truffles Hunting & Chianti Wine Tour (Tuscany)
This is the Ultimate Small-Group Truffle Hunting & Wine Tour from Florence with
Farm Lunch|We do since 1980We are the Ultimate Travel Company for a
ReasonThis is the Ultimate Small-Group Truffle Hunting & Wine Tour from Florence
with Farm Lunch|We do since 1980We are the Ultimate Travel Company for ...
Price: 506,67 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P26

Shuttle Service from Pisa to Florence - Ultimate Shuttle
Ultimate Shuttle Service from Pisa to Florence|Direct transfer service from Florence
(Airport or city center) to Pisa (Airport or Pisa city center)Ultimate Shuttle Service
from Pisa to Florence|Direct transfer service from Florence (Airport or city center) to
Pisa (Airport or Pisa city ...
Price: 341,34 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P27
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Shuttle Service from Florence to Pisa - Ultimate Shuttle
Ultimate Shuttle Service from Florence to PisaDirect transfer service from Florence
(Airport or city center) to Pisa (Airport or city center)Ultimate Shuttle Service from
Florence to PisaDirect transfer service from Florence (Airport or city center) to Pisa
(Airport or city center)Ultimate Shuttle ...
Price: 341,34 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P28

Shuttle service from Florence to Siena - Ultimate Shuttle
Ultimate Shuttle Service from Florence to SienaDirect transfer service from Florence
(Airport or city center) to Siena (Station or city center)Ultimate Shuttle Service from
Florence to SienaDirect transfer service from Florence (Airport or city center) to
Siena (Station or city center)Ultimate ...
Price: 341,34 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P29

Truffle Hunting Experience in Tuscany and Wine Tour in Chianti Region - Ultimate
This is the Ultimate Truffle Hunting ExperienceWe made in Tuscany since 1970It is a
authentic truffle hunting with Truffle Guide and Truffle DogsThis is the Ultimate
Truffle Hunting ExperienceWe made in Tuscany since 1970It is a authentic truffle
hunting with Truffle Guide and Truffle DogsThis is ...
Price: 341,34 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P3

Tuscan Wine & Food Tour in 4 days-Chianti, Brunello, Super Tuscan-Ultimate Tour
The Ultimate Tuscan Tour in 4 days since 1980FOR THE PERFECT TUSCAN
EXPERIENCEIf you consider yourself a wine connoisseur or even a wine lover and
you want to experience the best wine country experiences that Tuscany has to offer,
then this is the Wine Tour for you! The tour begins and ends in ...
Price: 1.550,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P30
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Wine Tour in Chianti with stop in Siena (7 hrs) - Ultimate Tour
Ultimate Wine Tour in Chianti Wine region in Tuscany with Siena since 1970If you
are wine & food lovers and you dream to visit Siena, this is the right experience for
youUltimate Wine Tour in Chianti Wine region in Tuscany with Siena since 1970If
you are wine & food lovers and you dream to visit ...
Price: 224,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P32

Regular wine Tour in Chianti and visit of Siena - small group sharing
Ultimate Full Day Chianti Wine Tour in Tuscany since 1970If you are wine & food
lovers and you dream to visit also Siena and the Chianti wine region, this is the right
experience for youUltimate Full Day Chianti Wine Tour in Tuscany since 1970If you
are wine & food lovers and you dream to visit ...
Price: 202,67 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P33

Regular Wine Tour in Chianti and visit of Lucca - Small Group Sharing
Ultimate Ful Day Chianti Wine Tour in Tuscany and visit Lucca since 1970If you are
a wine & food lover this is the right experience for youTime to visit also
LuccaUltimate Ful Day Chianti Wine Tour in Tuscany and visit Lucca since 1970If
you are a wine & food lover this is the right experience for ...
Price: 224,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P34

Regular wine Tour in Chianti and visit of San Gimignano - Small Group Sharing
Ultimate Regular wine Tour in Chianti and visit of San Gimignano - small group
sharingWe drive you inside the famous Chianti wine region (Tuscany)We stop to visit
San Gimignano (time to climb the medieval great tower and taste the Gelato world
champion)We stop to visit a beautiful small winery ...
Price: 140,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P35
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Florence to Greve in Chianti: Ultimate Wine Tour with Lunch and Wine Tasting
Florence to Greve in Chianti: Ultimate Wine Tour with Lunch and Wine TastingWe do
this tours since 1980Florence to Greve in Chianti: Ultimate Wine Tour with Lunch
and Wine TastingWe do this tours since 1980Florence to Greve in Chianti: Ultimate
Wine Tour with Lunch and Wine TastingWe do this tours ...
Price: 190,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P36

5 Terre Tour and stop in Pisa - Swim in a Sea of Beauty - Ultimate 5 Terre Tour
Ultimate 5 Terre and Pisa Tour since 1980.Product DescriptionPisa and 5 Terre ?
Monterosso, Manarola, Corniglia, Vernazza & RiomaggioreA whole, intense and
unforgettable day dedicated to the discovery of one of the most amazing and
enchanting landscapes in the World.Five villages, suspended between ...
Price: 314,67 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P37

Aroma Cooking Class Experience in Chianti with Lunch at Wine Farm-Ultimate Aroma
Ultimate Aroma Cooking Class Experience in Chianti end with Lunch at Wine Farm
since 1970Approximately 90 minutes with the professional cookLearn to cook
authentic Tuscan meal and appetizersVisit to a 18th century farmAuthentic meal
(prepared by you!)Chianti wine tasting at wineryUltimate Aroma ...
Price: 298,67 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P4

Buongiorno Chianti Wine Tour in Tuscany - visit two wineries and San Gimignano
Our wine tour invites you to enjoy the views of Tuscany, taste fine wines and local
cuisine in a typical winery in Chianti, stroll through the town and hills of the area.
Enjoy the enchanting view of Florence from Piazzale Michelangelo. Visit the
medieval city of San Gimignano and discover its ...
Price: 240,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P41
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Super Tuscan Wine Tour in Chianti - visit 2 wineries Siena and Monteriggioni
Super Tuscan Wine Tour in Chianti - visit 2 wineries Siena and MonteriggioniWe do
this tour since 1980Super Tuscan Wine Tour in Chianti - visit 2 wineries Siena and
MonteriggioniWe do this tour since 1980Super Tuscan Wine Tour in Chianti - visit 2
wineries Siena and MonteriggioniWe do this tour ...
Price: 270,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P43

Assisi and Perugia Tour in Umbria Region - Ultimate Tour Experience
Our top-level, highly trained guides will make your visit to this special land truly
memorable.Our top-level, highly trained drivers will make your visit to this special
land truly memorable.Our top-level, highly trained guides will make your visit to this
special land truly memorable.Our ...
Price: 420,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P44

Montalcino & Montepulciano - Ultimate VIP Brunello, Rosso e Nobile Wine Tastings
Montalcino & Montepulciano - Ultimate VIP Brunello, Rosso e Nobile Wine Tastings
Today, you will taste incredible Montalcino and Vino Nobile di Montepulciano wines!
Your chauffeur guide will pick you up and take you first to Montalcino. This ancient
village is best known for its elixir red Brunello ...
Price: 330,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P46

5 Terre Tour and stop in Lucca - Swim in a Sea of Beauty - Ultimate 5 Terre Tour
Ultimate 5 Terre and LuccaTour since 1980.Product DescriptionLucca and 5 Terre ?
Monterosso, Manarola, Corniglia, Vernazza & RiomaggioreA whole, intense and
unforgettable day dedicated to the discovery of one of the most amazing and
enchanting landscapes in the World.Five villages, suspended ...
Price: 314,67 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P47
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5 Terre Shared Tour - the best way to see the 5 Lands - Ultimate 5 Terre Tour
Ultimate 5 Terre and Pisa Tour since 1980.Product DescriptionPisa and 5 Terre ?
Monterosso, Manarola, Corniglia, Vernazza & RiomaggioreA whole, intense and
unforgettable day dedicated to the discovery of one of the most amazing and
enchanting landscapes in the World.Five villages, suspended between ...
Price: 314,67 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P48

5 Terre Shared Tour - the best solution to see the 5 Lands - Ultimate Tour
Enjoy scenic views of the five ingeniously constructed fishing villages, declared a
UNESCO World Heritage Site in 1997. Sinuous paths traverse seemingly
impregnable cliffs, while a 19th-century railway line cuts through a series of coastal
tunnels to ferry the footsore from village to village. Cars ...
Price: 540,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P49

Tuscan Barbecue Party with Lunch and wine olive oil Tasting In Tuscany-Ultimate
Ultimate Tuscan Barbecue Party with Lunch and wine olive oil Tasting In
TuscanyEnjoy a great barbecue experience in TuscanyUltimate Tuscan Barbecue
Party with Lunch and wine olive oil Tasting In TuscanyEnjoy a great barbecue
experience in TuscanyUltimate Tuscan Barbecue Party with Lunch and wine ...
Price: 266,67 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P5

Secret Food & Wine Tours Florence - Ultimate Food Tasting Experience
Secret Food Tours Florence - Ultimate Food Tasting ExperienceA passionate and
experienced English-speaking local guideGreat insight into Florentine and Tuscan
foodStories about Florence food culture and historySecret local factsSmall intimate
groups (10 people max)What to ExpectItineraryA complete ...
Price: 120,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P50
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Regular wine Tour in Chianti and visit of Pisa - small group sharing
Ultimate Full Day Chianti Wine Tour in Tuscany since 1970If you are wine & food
lovers and you dream to visit also Pisa and the Chianti wine region, this is the right
experience for youUltimate Full Day Chianti Wine Tour in Tuscany since 1970If you
are wine & food lovers and you dream to visit also ...
Price: 210,14 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P58

Direct Transfer from Florence to 5 Terre (Riomaggiore,Manarola or Corniglia)
Enjoy scenic views of the five ingeniously constructed fishing villages, declared a
UNESCO World Heritage Site in 1997. Sinuous paths traverse seemingly
impregnable cliffs, while a 19th-century railway line cuts through a series of coastal
tunnels to ferry the footsore from village to village. Cars ...
Price: 405,34 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P59

Half day Chianti Wine Tasting Tour Experience in Tuscany - Ultimate Tasting
Ultimate Half day Chianti Wine Tour in Tuscany since 1970If you are wine & food
lovers this is the right experience for youUltimate Half day Chianti Wine Tour in
Tuscany since 1970If you are wine & food lovers this is the right experience for
youUltimate Half day Chianti Wine Tour in Tuscany since ...
Price: 186,67 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P6

Direct Transfer from Florence to Bologna (city center or Airport) - Ultimate Trf
Direct Transfer from Florence to Bologna (city center or Airport)Ultimate Transfer
Service since 1990Direct Transfer from Florence to Bologna (city center or
Airport)Ultimate Transfer Service since 1990Direct Transfer from Florence to
Bologna (city center or Airport)Ultimate Transfer Service since ...
Price: 160,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P60
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Extra Virgin Olive Oil Experience In Chianti (Tuscany) - Ultimate Olive Oil Tour
The Extra Virgin Olive Oil Experience In Tuscany - Ultimate Olive Oil TourA
professional olive oil taster guides you to notice the differences and defects of extra
virgin olive oil. Several olive oils from different parts of Italy are used to help you
recognize different flavors and levels of ...
Price: 250,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P61

Welcome Transfer from Florence Airport to Florence Downtown - Ultimate transfer
Welcome Transfer from Florence Airport to Florence Downtown - Ultimate
transferWelcome sign ULTIMATE TOURSWelcome Transfer from Florence Airport to
Florence Downtown - Ultimate transferWelcome sign ULTIMATE TOURSWelcome
Transfer from Florence Airport to Florence Downtown - Ultimate transferWelcome ...
Price: 46,94 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P62

Cooking Class at a Farmhouse in Chianti (Tuscany) - Ultimate Cooking
Cooking Class:PastaPizzaGelato or Tiramisu'At the end of the Cooking School you
enjoy the Lunch (or Dinner) included Chianti Wine Tasting, Olive Oil tasting and
balsamic Vinegar TastingCooking Class:PastaPizzaGelato or Tiramisu'At the end of
the Cooking School you enjoy the Lunch (or Dinner) ...
Price: 320,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P63

In Search of Ancestors - Family Researches Back on the Roots - Ultimate Tour
In Search of Ancestors - Family Researches Back on the Roots - Ultimate TourIn
Search of Ancestors - Family Researches Back on the Roots - Ultimate TourIn
Search of Ancestors - Family Researches Back on the Roots - Ultimate TourIn
Search of Ancestors - Family Researches Back on the Roots - Ultimate ...
Price: 341,34 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P64
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Bocelli Concert - Andrea Bocelli Round Trip Transportation Service in Tuscany
Bocelli Concert - Andrea Bocelli Round Trip Transportation Service in
TuscanyMercedes/GM/Ford (car or minivan)English Speaking DriverFull
InsuranceBocelli Concert - Andrea Bocelli Round Trip Transportation Service in
TuscanyMercedes/GM/Ford (car or minivan)English Speaking DriverFull ...
Price: 300,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P65

Honeymoon Wine tasting Tour in Chianti - Ultimate Honeymoon Tour in Tuscany
Honeymoon Wine tasting Tour in Chianti - Ultimate Honeymoon Tour in
TuscanyWhat?s Included?Local Expert Driver GuideLunch at organic winery or
tuscany villa or medioeval castleWine/oil/balsamic/truffle oil tastingPick up/drop-off
from your locationTwo Full Wine Tastings at Vineyards in the ...
Price: 450,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P67

Direct Transfer from Florence to Monterosso al Mare (5 Terre)
Enjoy scenic views of the five ingeniously constructed fishing villages, declared a
UNESCO World Heritage Site in 1997. Sinuous paths traverse seemingly
impregnable cliffs, while a 19th-century railway line cuts through a series of coastal
tunnels to ferry the footsore from village to village. Cars ...
Price: 288,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P68

5 Terre Tour and Portovenere - Swim in a Sea of Beauty - Ultimate 5 Terre Tour
Ultimate 5 Terre and Portovenere Tour since 1970.Product Description5 Terre ?
Monterosso, Manarola, Corniglia, Vernazza & RiomaggioreA whole, intense and
unforgettable day dedicated to the discovery of one of the most amazing and
enchanting landscapes in the World.Five villages, suspended between ...
Price: 314,67 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P7
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Simple The Best of Florence, Tuscany & 5 Terre in 3 Days - Ultimate Package Tour
The Best of Florence and Tuscany in 3 Days - Ultimate Package TourGuided
Walking Tour in Florence included Accademia gallery (David by Michelangelo) 3
hrsFull Day 5 Terre and PisaVisit the famous Five Lands in Liguria region (5
terre)Monterosso,Manarola, Corniglia, Vernazza e RiomaggioreFull Day ...
Price: 750,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P70

The Best of the Renaissance in Florence - Ultimate Renaissance Tour
The Best of the Renaissance in Florence - Ultimate Renaissance TourCloister of San
Lorenzo designed by BrunelleschiPalazzo MediciPiazza del DuomoFontana del
PorcellinoPiazza della Signoria. Old bridge, Palazzo Pitti, District of Dante Alighieri,
Availability every day (morning-afternoon)Licensed ...
Price: 222,54 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P71

Small Group Wine Tour in Chianti (Tuscany) included 2 winery and San Gimignano
Small Group Wine Tour in Chianti (Tuscany) included 2 winery and San
GimignanoUltimate Small Group wine Tour since 1990Small Group Wine Tour in
Chianti (Tuscany) included 2 winery and San GimignanoUltimate Small Group wine
Tour since 1990Small Group Wine Tour in Chianti (Tuscany) included 2 winery ...
Price: 202,67 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P72

Engagement Wine tasting Tour in Chianti - Ultimate Engagement Tour in Tuscany|
Ultimate Wine Tour in Chianti Wine region in Tuscany with Siena since 1970If you
are wine & food lovers and you dream to visit Chianti, Siena, San Gimignano this is
the right experience for youUltimate Wine Tour in Chianti Wine region in Tuscany
with Siena since 1970If you are wine & food lovers ...
Price: 266,67 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P73
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Best of Florence, Tuscany & 5 Terre in 3 Days - David, Wine Tour and 5 Lands
Best of Florence, Tuscany & 5 Terre in 3 Days - David, Wine Tour and 5 Lands since
1980Walking tour in Florence and see also the DavidWine Tour in Chianti and see
also San Gimignano5 Terre TourKind note: there is no obligation to decide
immediately which day to do which tour but Accademia Gallery ...
Price: 629,34 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P74

The 2 most beautiful medieval gems: San Gimignano & Certaldo (Funicular Tour)
Simple the best tuscan funicular & wine tour in Tuscany since 1980CertaldoThe
Certaldo Funicular has been active since 1999, it is a 128 meters long route and will
give you a great emotion enjoying a panorama of Tuscany aboard an inclined
funicular that travels slowly and will take you to the upper ...
Price: 234,67 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P75

Yummy in The Tummy - Ultimate Gastronomic Experience in Chianti (Tuscany)
Simple the best gastronomic & wine tour in Tuscany since 1980Highlights:Truffle
Hunting Experience with Truffle Hunter & DogsCooking Class (pasta, pizza and
tiramisu')Tuscan Farmer Lunch with TruffleWine tasting (Chianti, Brunello, Super
Tuscan, Pinot)Extra Virgin Olive Oil TastingBalsamic Vinegar ...
Price: 234,67 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P76

Funicular Tour in Tuscany: Montecatini Alto & Certaldo Alto (Ultimate Funicolar)
Funicular Tour in Tuscany: Montecatini Alto & Certaldo Alto (Ultimate Funicolar Tour
in Tuscany since 1999)Kind note. Are "Gigio" and "Gigia" in Montecatini open all year
round?No, the plant opens a week before Easter and closes on October
31stFunicular Tour in Tuscany: Montecatini Alto & Certaldo ...
Price: 240,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P77
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Yummy in The Tummy - Ultimate Gastronomic & Wine Experience in Chianti (Tuscany)
Yummy in The Tummy is the best seller Ultimate Gastronomic & Wine Experience in
Chianti (Tuscany) since 1990Yummy in The Tummy is the best seller Ultimate
Gastronomic & Wine Experience in Chianti (Tuscany) since 1990Yummy in The
Tummy is the best seller Ultimate Gastronomic & Wine Experience in ...
Price: 330,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P78

Barone Ricasoli Wine Tour - Discover the History & the Wines of Barone Ricasoli
Meet the MakerDiscovering the history and the wines of Barone RicasoliFrom 2 to 20
peopleDuration: 2 hoursStart: 10:30 AMOur Classic Tour is the best way to get to
know the enchanting past of a family that helped write the history of the Chianti
Classico area. Ricasoli is one of the oldest ...
Price: 288,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P79

Sunset Wine Tour in Chianti - Ultimate Wine Tour with Dinner in Tuscan
Ultimate Sunset Wine Tour - Chianti Wine Tour with Dinner in Tuscan Countryside
since 1970Visit Chianti wine regionVisit 2 different wineriesAuthentic Dinner at Wine
farm in TuscanPhoto stopsVisit San GimignanoPanoramic stop at Michelangelo
SquareUltimate Sunset Wine Tour - Chianti Wine Tour with ...
Price: 468,27 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P8

Market Day in Siena end with tasting in Chianti Wine Region - Ultimate Tour
Market Day in Siena end with tasting in Chianti Wine Region - Ultimate TourThe
most important one is the city market, held every Wednesday morning at La Lizza
from 8.30 am to 1.30 pm, filling the streets around the Fortezza with stalls and street
vendors. You can find clothes, shoes, bags, ...
Price: 400,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P80
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Half Day Tuscan Wine Tour end with Light Lunch- Ultimate Tasting Experience
Half Day Tuscan Wine Tour end with Light Lunch- Ultimate Tasting ExperienceWine
TastingYou will join a journey that step by step, will lead you to discover how our
quality products are made after a visit of our vineyards, cellar, barrel room and
bottling line. The wine tasting will be in our ...
Price: 199,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P81

Direct Transfer from Florence to Il Borro Loc. Il Borro Arezzo (or Vice versa)
Direct Transfer from Florence to Il Borro (or viceversa)We pick up you in Florence
city center or Florence Airport or Il BorroDirect Transfer from Florence to Il Borro (or
viceversa)We pick up you in Florence city center or Florence Airport or Il BorroDirect
Transfer from Florence to Il Borro (or ...
Price: 202,67 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P82

Direct Transfer from Florence to Rome city center (or vice versa)
Direct Transfer from Florence to Rome city centerWe pick up you directly at your
address in Florence and we drive you your Rome addressDirect Transfer from
Florence to Rome city centerWe pick up you directly at your address in Florence and
we drive you your Rome addressDirect Transfer from Florence ...
Price: 333,87 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P83

Antinori Barriccaia Exclusive Wine Tour in Chianti Classico - Ultimate Vip Tour
The Barriccaia visit is conceived for those who approach for the first time to the
Marchesi Antinori world and their wines. A tour leading through the Antinori family
history, illustrating how the wine is made and showing the innovative architecture of
the winery.Tasting of three of our most ...
Price: 210,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P85
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Antinori Bottaia Exclusive Wine Tour in Chianti Classico - Ultimate Vip Tour
Bottaia TourExperiencing a Never Ending Passion.The Bottaia Tour is a
comprehensive tour for wine enthusiasts who want to explore the winery?s most
suggestive and unusual spaces. Visitors will be led through six centuries of Antinori
family history in a multidisciplinary experience: enology, ...
Price: 255,92 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P86

Just a Taste but What a Taste - Half Day Wine Tour in Tuscany (Small Group)
Half Day Tuscan Wine Tour end with Light Lunch - Ultimate Tasting ExperienceWine
TastingYou will join a journey that step by step, will lead you to discover how our
quality products are made after a visit of our vineyards, cellar, barrel room and
bottling line. The wine tasting will be in our ...
Price: 144,65 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P87

What a Taste! - Full Day Wine Tour in Tuscany (Small Group) - Ultimate Wine Tour
Full Day Tuscan Wine Tour end with Light Lunch or Dinner - Ultimate Tasting
ExperienceWine TastingYou will join a journey that step by step, will lead you to
discover how our quality products are made after a visit of our vineyards, cellar,
barrel room and bottling line. The wine tasting will be in ...
Price: 211,41 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P88

Just a Taste but What a Taste - Half Day Wine Tour in Tuscany (Private Tour)
Half Day Tuscan Wine Tour end with Lunch or Dinner- Ultimate Tasting
ExperienceWine Tasting ExperienceYou will join a journey that step by step, will lead
you to discover how our quality products are made after a visit of our vineyards,
cellar, barrel room and bottling line. The wine tasting will ...
Price: 144,65 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P89
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Shared Half Day Chianti Wine Tour (Tuscany) - Ultimate Shared Tour
Ultimate Half Day wine Tour in Chianti Wine Region (Tuscany)Small Group
Guarantee (no more than 8 peoples in each van)Ultimate Half Day wine Tour in
Chianti Wine Region (Tuscany)Small Group Guarantee (no more than 8 peoples in
each van)Ultimate Half Day wine Tour in Chianti Wine Region ...
Price: 213,34 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P9

Antinori Bottaia CRU Exclusive Wine Tour in Chianti Classico - Ultimate Vip Tour
Bottaia CRU Tour end with Lunch at "Rinuccio 1180"Understanding the winemaking
philosophies of Marchesi Antinori.An emotional journey that combines the winery?s
architecture and typical Tuscan flavors, a concept that reveals at the same time the
majestic proportions of the cellar and the elegance ...
Price: 400,56 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P90

Dolce Vita Tour in Tuscany Only for Gourmets - Dolce Vita Small Group Tour
Dolce Vita Tour in Tuscany Only for Gourmets - Dolce Vita Small Group TourSimple
the Best seller Wine & Food tour in Tuscany since 1980We visit 2 different wine farm
in the beautiful Tuscan landscapeDolce Vita Tour in Tuscany Only for Gourmets Dolce Vita Small Group TourSimple the Best seller ...
Price: 250,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P92

Direct Transfer from Florence to Fiumicino Rome Airport (or vice versa)
Direct Transfer from Florence to Fiumicino Airport in Rome (or vice versa)We pick up
you directly at your address in Florence and we drive you to Fiumicino Airport in
Rome (or vice versa)Direct Transfer from Florence to Fiumicino Airport in Rome (or
vice versa)We pick up you directly at your ...
Price: 373,34 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P93
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Antinori Barriccaia Wine Tour, San Gimignano & second Chianti winery
The Barriccaia visit is conceived for those who approach for the first time to the
Marchesi Antinori world and their wines. A tour leading through the Antinori family
history, illustrating how the wine is made and showing the innovative architecture of
the winery.Tasting of three of our most ...
Price: 289,30 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P94

Direct Transfer from Florence to Venice (or vice versa)
Direct Transfer from Florence to Venice (or vice versa)We pick up you directly at
your address in Florence and we drive you to Venice (piazzale Roma) or vice
versaDirect Transfer from Florence to Venice (or vice versa)We pick up you directly
at your address in Florence and we drive you to Venice ...
Price: 320,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147154P97

Hire Photographer, Professional Photo Shoot - Florence
Glamorous professional photoshoot in unique Florence locations. The Photo
Experience will create amazing photo memories from your holiday. You will be able
to see undiscovered locations and get the best photo story from your Florence visit.
We can tailor each photoshoot to meet your requirements. ...
Price: 112,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=147508P72

The Best of Florence: Skip the Line Uffizi -Academy Galleries and Walking Tour
A special day in Florence which includes Uffizi Gallery Tour, Walking Tour and
Academy Tour with an expert guide. ?Skip the line Uffizi Gallery tour to see the
Renaissance masterpieces. You will discover one of the most famous galleries in the
world with your expert guide and priority access. After ...
Price: 99,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=148384P10
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Discover Florence with a Private Walking tour
A private tour just for you! You can discover the secrets of the birthplace of the
Renaissance with your expert local guide. The tour will start from your
accommodation in Florence and it will end in front of Pitti Palace, the other side of
the city center. As you continue, you will learn more ...
Price: 83,45 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=148384P12

Half-Day Private: Academy Gallery and Walking Tours
Enjoy a half day tour with your private guide. You will meet your guide, and proceed
on foot to view the top sights in Florence. This personalized tour will give you a local
insight into the real history and hidden gems the city has to offer. You'll visit the
Ponte Vecchio, the famous Piazza ...
Price: 130,46 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=148384P13

Skip the Line: Florence - Ticket to See Michelangelo's David
Skip the line Accademia Gallery ticket to see the original ?David? by Michelangelo.
you will discover one of the most famous museums in Florence with priority access.
See the masterpieces of Michelangelo. You will also have the chance to visit other
Renaissance artworks by Botticelli and Lippi and ...
Price: 26,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=148384P17

Private Morning: Uffizi Gallery and Walking Tour
Enjoy a half day walking tour with your private English-speaking guide. You will meet
your guide, and proceed on foot to view the top sights in Florence. This personalized
tour will give you a local insight into the real history and hidden gems the city has to
offer. You'll visit the Ponte Vecchio, ...
Price: 151,32 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=148384P18
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Skip the line guided tour of Michelangelo's David in Academy Gallery
Let us take you through the life of Micheangelo , enabling you to skip the entry lines
and help you imagine the Divine artist at his work, chiseling the marble by his won
hands , working from his imagination ,fantasy and bringing his creations to lifeLet us
take you through the life of Micheangelo ...
Price: 17,81 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=148384P2

Florence: Uffizi Gallery Afternoon Tour
An exclusive cultural experience in Florence: Uffizi Gallery, home to Renaissance
masterpieces. See the treasures of Florence in one of the oldest museums in Europe
with our 90 min guided tour. Skip the line, to do not waste your precious time in the
city, and take an expert guide to learn and ...
Price: 45,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=148384P23

Florence Academy Gallery Guided Tour
A special cultural experience in Florence: Accademia Gallery, home to the famous
David and one of the must-see museums in Florence. Admired and recommended by
travelers and art history lovers, thanks to its exclusive collection, which includes;
numerous works of Michelangelo, Paolo Uccello, ...
Price: 39,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=148384P27

Skip the line Guided Accademia Gallery Tour
Save your time with our expert guide and priority tickets you will be able to skip the
long line at least 2 hours waiting ,and you will get inside the gallery to see David in
few minutes The original David by Michelangelo with an expert guideSee the
instruments of the Medici courtDiscover ...
Price: 34,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=148384P28
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Florence Duomo: Private guided Dome tour
Once you?ve met your guide, you will be led past the ticket line and the group will
head straight for the Duomo Cupola. The climb to the Cupola and the unparalleled
views of the city from the top are the highlights of this experience. Built by Filippo
Brunelleschi, this red dome was the largest in ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=148384P29

Skip the Line: Reserved Ticket to See Brunelleschi's Duomo Cupola
Access to the cupola of Duoma is always busy and must have a reservation to enter.
From our host, you will receive our reserved tickets to enter directly into the cupola.
With the same ticket you have, you can also access to the other 4 Monuments of the
Cathedral. Access to the cupola of Duoma is ...
Price: 35,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=148384P30

Skip the Line: Priority Access Reserved Ticket to Visit the Brunelleschi's Dome
The entrance to the Dome of Florence is accessible only upon reservation. Once you
are at the meeting point, our host will give you the tickets and all other informations
you need regarding the Dome.The entrance to the Dome of Florence is accessible
only upon reservation. Once you are at the ...
Price: 25,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=148384P31

Reserved Tickets to See the DAVID
Accademia Gallery, where you will skip the lines and enter one of the most famous
museums in Florence to view Michelangelo?s iconic David sculpture.The museum
also hosts important collections of Italian masters dating from the 13th through the
16th centuries which also includes the Conservatorio ...
Price: 17,60 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=148384P33
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Semi-Private Wine Tasting Tour: Sunset in Chianti
Enjoy Tuscany at a more relaxed pace. Our afternoon tour by minivan will allow you
to explore one of the world?s most beautiful landscapes: the Chianti region. Immerse
yourself in stunning scenery characterized by vineyards, cypress trees, and golden
hilltop villages.Explore Tuscany at sunset in a ...
Price: 133,52 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=148384P35

Semi-Private Tuscany Tour: San Gimignano-Siena-Chianti from Florence
Are you visiting Florence? Then you can't miss the Tuscan countryside and the
beautiful medieval villages near the capital of Tuscany and some of the most bucolic
views of Italy. During this small group tour in a comfortable minivan, you will explore
the breathtaking towns of Siena, Monteriggioni, ...
Price: 190,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=148384P36

Florence in a Day:Uffizi, Accademia Gallery, Brunelleschi's Dome Guided Tour
The tour offers 3 of the main attractions in Florence that covers a Full day. Starting
from the Uffizi at 10:00 AM, the tour finishes in front of the David of Michelangelo at
16:30. For those who don't have enough time to spare in Florence, This tour will be a
perfect option. You don't need to ...
Price: 144,65 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=148384P39

Florence Guided Walking Tour
Discover the stunning history and top attractions in Florence with a 1,5 hour guided
tour. Learn about the powerful Florentine families and their turbulence history, as well
as influential Medici Family and their Renaissance city. You will see the first palace
of Medici Family and the Medici Chapel ...
Price: 22,25 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=148384P4
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Florence: Skip the Line Guided Uffizi Tour
Skip the line Uffizi Gallery tour to see the Renaissance masterpieces. You will
discover one of the most famous galleries in the world with your expert guide and
priority access. See the treasures of Florence and learn about stunning history from
your expert guide. As well as well known paintings ...
Price: 43,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=148384P5

Half day semi private Tour of Pisa from Florence, walking tour included
By joining this tour, our travelers will not only have a chance to visit one of the most
fascinating cities of the world like Pisa, but they will be able to do so in very small
groups (up to six participants) in comfortable and air contioned vehicles. Our local
guide will be waiting for the group ...
Price: 180,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=148384P53

Wine tasting experience in Tuscany: half day minivan tour from Florence
Are you considering visiting Florence and Tuscany, don?t miss your chance to visit
also the famous Chianti Wine Region! This fabulous area full of hills, beautiful wine
and amazing colours is only a half hour drive away from the city and in only one
afternoon you will be able to feel a real taste ...
Price: 190,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=148384P54

Skip the Line Uffizi Gallery Tickets
Skip the long lasting line and save time with our reserved access tickets. Our host
will assist you until you get access to the MuseumSkip the long lasting line and save
time with our reserved access tickets. Our host will assist you until you get access to
the MuseumSkip the long lasting line and ...
Price: 32,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=148384P55
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Florence: Skip the Line Private Uffizi Tour
Skip the line Uffizi Gallery tour to see the Renaissance masterpieces. You will
discover one of the most famous galleries in the world with your private tour. You will
have an expert guide and priority access. You will see the treasures of Florence and
learn about stunning history from your expert ...
Price: 105,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=148384P6

Florence: Skip the Line Guided Uffizi Tour with Guided Walking Tour
An exclusive experience in Florence which includes Uffizi Gallery Tour, Walking
Tour. Skip the long line to reach the Renaissance masterpieces in Uffizi Gallery and
learn the stunning history from your expert guide. Then learn about the fascinating
history of the birthplace of Renaissance from your ...
Price: 66,76 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=148384P8

Florence: Skip the Line Uffizi and Academy Galleries Guided Tour
Skip the line Uffizi Gallery and Academy Gallery tours to see the Renaissance
masterpieces includes the world-famous painting by Botticelli and the original David
by Michelangelo. You will discover two of the most famous galleries in the world with
your expert guide and priority access. Your expert ...
Price: 105,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=148384P9

Private Day Trip from Florence to Siena and San Gimignano
The day starts with a pick-up from your hotel by your expert and friendly driver-guide.
As you travel through the Tuscan landscape in a deluxe van, you will be given an
introduction to your first stop, the amazing city of Siena, as we arrive you can enjoy a
beautiful panoramic view of the city then ...
Price: 225,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=149354P6
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Private Day Trip from Florence to Pisa, Lucca and Vinci
On this full-day tour we'll first stop in Pisa, where you can see the impressive Piazza
dei Miracoli as your driver/guide discusses the historic buildings around you. See the
Baptistery, the Duomo and the city?s most iconic attraction, the UNESCO-listed
Leaning Tower of Pisa. From Pisa we'll drive ...
Price: 230,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=149354P7

Private Florence Walking Tour with Panoramic Views and Aperitivo
Experience all the best that Florence can offer in only 3 hours!The tour will start with
a private visit of the city centre led by a fully-licensed tour guide. This will be followed
by a private drive to the most famous viewpoint in town, Piazzale Michelangelo, and
will be concluded by a typical ...
Price: 139,78 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=14972P3

Skip the Line: Uffizi Gallery Ticket Including Special Exhibits
Skip-the-line ticket, guarantee to skip the long lines and inclusive of temporary
exhibitions fees.Reserve your tickets for the Uffizi Gallery in Florence and visit it
without queueing up. Do not waste your precious vacation time. Buy now tickets
online through our easy system and you will have ...
Price: 20,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=14982P29

Skip the Line: Florence Accademia Gallery and Michelangelo's David Ticket
Located in the heart of Florence, the Accademia Gallery hosts examples of paintings
and sculptures by the great 14th and 15th century masters who made Florence the
capital of art. The most famous work exhibited is the marble statue of David made by
Michelangelo.Located in the heart of Florence, the ...
Price: 16,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=14982P30
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Skip the Line: Medici Chapels Ticket
Don't miss an opportunity to see Michelangelo's sculptures and architectural design
of the Medici Chapels in Florence. This homage to the great Medici leaders is
decorated with the masterfully-sculpted allegories of Night, Day, Dawn, and
Dusk.Don't miss an opportunity to see Michelangelo's ...
Price: 15,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=14982P31

Skip the Line: Bargello Museum Ticket
Visit the Bargello Museum's excellent displays of Italian sculptures with this
skip-the-line ticket. The palace itself was built in 1255 by the people of Florence as a
symbol of their victory over the nobility, and was the site for the people's government
and jurisdiction. The former fortress and ...
Price: 16,51 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=14982P34

Skip the Line: Stibbert Museum Ticket
If you are in Florence don't miss the chance to visit the incredible collection at the
Stibbert Museum!The museum was created by Frederick Stibbert (1838-1906); He
began collecting immediately upon his coming of age and ended up transforming his
house into a real museum that, after his death, has ...
Price: 9,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=14982P48

Skip the Line: Galileo Museum Ticket
If you are in Florence don't miss the new Galileo Museum, formerly Institute and
Museum for the History of Science, dedicated to science and the famous Pisan
scientist Galileo Galilei. See extraordinary pieces such as Galileo?s telescope,
historic world maps and globes, and a series of surprising ...
Price: 16,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=14982P49
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Ferragamo Museum
Visitors will retrace the history of the Ferragamo fashion house and its founder
Salvatore Ferragamo. Thus they will discover his experience in America where, from
a simple shop boy, he will become the 'shoemaker of the stars' in Hollywood.
Subsequently they will be able to learn about the ...
Price: 13,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=14982P73

Florence & Pisa: small-group / skip-the-line / minimal walking to sites!
Meet your private English-speaking driver next to your ship at the Livorno port. Using
new mini-vans, we will whisk you through the Tuscany countryside to the city of
Florence (we use mini-vans for an easy access to sites & minimal walking!). In
Florence you will meet our English-speaking expert ...
Price: 154,66 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=151401P1

Florence: Uffizi Gallery Guided Tour
Meet at the entrance of the gallery for this 2-hour guided tour through the museum.
Your knowledgeable guide will explain the works of the greatest artists from the
Middle Ages to the Renaissance. Discover art work by Cimabue, Giotto, Botticelli,
Leonardo da Vinci, Michelangelo, Raphael, Titian, ...
Price: 61,20 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=153063P8

Florence: Accademia Gallery Guided Tour with Skip-the-Line Tickets
Visit the Accademia Gallery with your guide. Immerse yourself in Michelangelo?s art
and enjoy his most famous work, the statue of David and other important
masterpieces.The young Michelangelo sculpted the statue of David in three years,
starting from a huge block of rough marble. The result was an ...
Price: 55,64 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=153063P9
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Tour in Florence - Golf Cart 1:30 hours
We?re also on Piazza San Firenze, will find our staff over thereVisit Florence in a
unique way and explore the city in the most relaxing way on our quiet electric
vehicles. Discover the beauty of this city in the shortest possible time and get to
know the main attractions of Florence with your free ...
Price: 40,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=15490P10

Tour in Florence - Golf Cart - 2:00 hours
We?re also at Piazza San Firenze, you will find our staff over there.Visit Florence in
a unique way and explore the city in the most relaxing way on our quiet electric
vehicles. Discover the beauty of this city in the shortest possible time and get to
know the main attractions of Florence with your ...
Price: 45,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=15490P11

Tour in Florence - Golf Cart 1:00 hour
We?re also on Piazza San Firenze, you will find our staff over there.Visit Florence in
a unique way and explore the city in the most relaxing way on our quiet electric
vehicles. Discover the beauty of this city in the shortest possible time and get to
know the main attractions of Florence with your ...
Price: 30,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=15490P12

Rental Electric Car Florence
We will take you to the main tourist points of the city, so you can have a memorable
perception of this city rich in stories, from the most remote medieval times. You can
comfortably enjoy and take unforgettable photos because we will take you to the best
points that a tourist can never fail to ...
Price: 35,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=15490P13
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Vespa Rental Florence - 09 hours
Experience the freedom of knowing Firenze and beautiful Tuscany on board the
traditional Italian Vespa.Experience the freedom of knowing Firenze and beautiful
Tuscany on board the traditional Italian Vespa.Experience the freedom of knowing
Firenze and beautiful Tuscany on board the traditional ...
Price: 50,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=15490P14

Vespa Rental Greve in Chianti - 09 hours
Experience the freedom of knowing Greve in Chianti and beautiful Tuscany on board
the traditional Italian Vespa.Experience the freedom of knowing Greve in Chianti and
beautiful Tuscany on board the traditional Italian Vespa.Experience the freedom of
knowing Greve in Chianti and beautiful Tuscany on ...
Price: 50,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=15490P15

Vespa Rental Greve in Chianti - 24 hours
Experience the freedom of knowing Greve in Chianti and beautiful Tuscany on board
the traditional Italian Vespa.Experience the freedom of knowing Greve in Chianti and
beautiful Tuscany on board the traditional Italian Vespa.Experience the freedom of
knowing Greve in Chianti and beautiful Tuscany on ...
Price: 60,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=15490P16

Vespa Rental Florence - 24 hours
Experience the freedom of knowing Firenze and beautiful Tuscany on board the
traditional Italian Vespa.Experience the freedom of knowing Firenze and beautiful
Tuscany on board the traditional Italian Vespa.Experience the freedom of knowing
Firenze and beautiful Tuscany on board the traditional ...
Price: 60,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=15490P17
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Truffle
Experience with professional truffle huntersHigh quality product tastingHome
excursion and Da Vinci useExperience with professional truffle huntersHigh quality
product tastingHome excursion and Da Vinci useExperience with professional truffle
huntersHigh quality product tastingHome excursion and Da ...
Price: 169,60 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=154957P1

Florence guided Day Tour from Rome
Great Italy Tour is proud to offer only the highest quality services, with the best
skilled and trained English Speaking Driver and luxurious Mercedes Benz
Minivans!Our drivers will take care of everything about your day tour and you?ll fill
their professionalism. They are perfectly knowledgeable ...
Price: 625,87 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=155538P10

"The Mall" Florence outlet & Chianti wine from Rome
This is a tour for Italian Fashion lovers and people who wants to combine fashion,
beauty, elegancy with great wine tasting and local flavors! The Mall Outlet is one of
the best and elegant outlets of Italy and in it you'll find the must important fashion
firms. We will provide you with top class ...
Price: 509,30 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=155538P15

Sinners and Saints: Tales of Florence walking tour
The magnificent squares and landmarks of Florence become the backdrop for tales
of divine intervention and saintly deeds, but also scandalous plots, murder, and
intrigue during this guided walking tour through the city. See the city in a whole
different light as you stroll down its streets and ...
Price: 38,95 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=155643P1
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Italian Pasta & Gelato Making with Dinner in Local Chefâ€™s Central Florence Home
Experience the joys of Italian cooking accompanied by warm and authentic Tuscan
hospitality as our expert local chef welcomes you into the heart of their central
Florence home for a hands-on culinary experience you?ll never forget. This pasta
and gelato making evening offers a complete overview of ...
Price: 93,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=15693P108

Small-Group Dine Around Florence: An Authentic Evening Food and Wine Experience
There?s no such thing as ?Italian food?. Italy?s food is entirely regional but for most
visitors, that quintessential ?Italian? menu is actually Tuscan; and in particular,
Florentine. On this authentic experience you?ll eat like a local on a
restaurant-and-bar-hopping dine around, devouring a full ...
Price: 83,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=15693P11

Skip the Line Last Entry Florence Accademia Tour with Statue of David
Step inside the Accademia it begins to empty and be among the last of the day to
take a tour in a more serene atmosphere. See Michelangelo?s iconic ?David? in a
low crowd setting, allowing you to truly appreciate the piece and its history. Learn the
story of Michelangelo Buonarroti and see his ...
Price: 52,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=15693P112

Group or Private Florence Skip the Line David & Accademia with Optional Duomo
Florence is packed full of world-famous sites and this Best of Florence Tour is
designed to let you see them all (and learn the stories behind them) in just a few
hours. During a guided walking tour of the city, you?ll see Florence?s most iconic
sites like the Piazza della Repubblica, Piazza della ...
Price: 59,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=15693P12
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Tours from Home: Highlights of the Uffizi Gallery
Engage with an expert guide in Florence at the Galleria Uffizi.Learn the secrets of the
Italian Masters and their patrons.Connect to this live online experience from the
comfort of home.All times specified are in Eastern Daylight Time (EDT)On this live
online tour, spend an hour with an Uffizi ...
Price: 8,61 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=15693P134

Private City Stroll through Florence - the Duomo Square & Ponte Vecchio
Find your Florentine feet with this private walkthrough of the historic center of
Florence - that?s ?Centro Storico? to the locals. Living up to its name, this area hosts
streets from the middle ages, connecting squares that were once the playground for
the most famous names of the Italian ...
Price: 249,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=15693P162

Small-Group or Private Florence Day Tour with David, Duomo & Uffizi
Due to Covid19, until the end of 2020, this tour will be amended to ensure your
safety: Group size and tour duration may be reduced. This will be amended as Covid
restrictions relax in accordance with local regulations.Florence is a city jam-packed
with once-in-a-lifetime sites - so many that it?s ...
Price: 116,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=15693P27

Florence Group or Private Tuscany Day Trip with Chianti, Siena & San Gimignano
Due to Covid19, until the end of 2020, this tour will be amended to ensure your
safety:Group tours: Group size and tour duration may be reduced. This will be
amended as Covid restrictions relax in accordance with local regulations.Private tour:
you will travel with an English speaking driver for ...
Price: 149,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=15693P28
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Welcome to Florence Orientation Tour: City Stroll and Gelato
This is the ultimate introduction to one of Italy?s most vibrant cities. Explore the
streets of Florence with a local expert guide who will show you the biggest attractions
like the Duomo and Palazzo Vecchio, as well as hidden gems, good restaurants, and
the best neighborhoods to get lost in later ...
Price: 37,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=15693P39

David and Duomo Tour: Early Accademia and Skip-the-Line Dome Climb
Dive deep into the history of great art and architecture in Florence with this all-access
tour to the city?s most jaw-dropping attractions. From the heights of Florence
Cathedral?s enormous dome to the hallowed halls of the Accademia, this exclusive
tour is an art-lover?s dream.Dive deep into the ...
Price: 120,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=15693P42

Florence in 4 Hours: Skip the Line David & Uffizi Express Group or Private Tour
See Florence?s two biggest attractions (?David? and the Uffizi Gallery) in a single,
highlight-filled morning. It?s the perfect way to pack two of Florence?s must-sees into
a few short hours and still have your afternoon free to wander, eat or shop.See
Florence?s two biggest attractions (?David? ...
Price: 98,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=15693P51

After Hours at the Accademia with Michelangelos David
Step inside the Florence Accademia after it closes for the day to see Michelangelo?s
David without the crowds. Also, enjoy a tour of the museum including the
jaw-dropping gallery of the plaster casts and Michelangelo?s unfinished
?Slaves?.Step inside the Florence Accademia after it closes for the ...
Price: 55,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=15693P63
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Pisa Day Trip from Florence with Winery Lunch and City Stroll in Lucca
Visit two treasures of central Italy in one day in the company of an expert local guide
and a small group of no more than 14 people. In private, air-conditioned transport,
travel to Pisa for a full tour, and then to the ancient walls of Lucca to view astonishing
architecture from Medieval and ...
Price: 182,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=15693P80

Small Group Best of Florence with Special Access David & Duomo
See the highlights of Renaissance Florence on a leisurely 3-hour walking tour
featuring special-access entrance to the Florence Duomo that lets you enter without
waiting in line. Follow a passionate local guide and small group of no more than 15
people, to see Michelangelo?s David, the Baptistery ...
Price: 76,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=15693P92

Private Tour: Cinque Terre Day Trip from Florence
Head to the coast for a day in Italy?s Cinque Terre on a private (this is not a shared
tour) 10-hour trip from Florence. Listed as a UNESCO site, the region is made up of
five charming fishing villages that cling to the cliffs. Visit Manarola, Vernazza, and
Corniglia, and travel between them by ...
Price: 667,60 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=15786P1

Private Day Tour: Pisa and Lucca from Florence
Embark on this private day tour of both Pisa and Lucca over a total of 8 hours. Pisa,
known for its architectural wonders, is home to some of the oldest yet well-preserved
buildings in the region, like its Leaning Tower. Meanwhile in Lucca, Giacomo
Puccini?s hometown, you can take a leisurely ...
Price: 490,27 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=15786P2
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Brunello and Nobile Wine Lovers' Tour: Montalcino and Montepulciano
A heaven for wine lovers: situated just south of Siena lies the land of some of the
best Italian wines: Brunello di Montalcino and Nobile di Montepulciano. Based on the
clones of Sangiovese, some of the most collectible and popular wines in all of Italy
are produced here. Most of the tour takes ...
Price: 561,90 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=15786P4

Treasure Hunt Walking Tour in Florence
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS? Learn about the Renaissance and the local history? Take a
family orientated guided tour? Enjoy a taste of traditional Italian ice-cream-Florence
is a city with history, lots of secrets waiting to be discovered. This tour is perfect for
families with kids, a time for a solid bond ...
Price: 46,80 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=158620P10

Pasta Cooking Class in San Gimignano Winery of Tuscany
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS? Follow the instruction of an Italian chef to prepare a great
Tuscan pasta dish? Discover the magic of the Italian cuisine of handmade pasta?
Enjoy what you?ve created during lunch or dinner paired with Tuscan wine and local
products-Learn to cook authentic Italian cuisine from a ...
Price: 234,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=158620P19

Brunelleschi's Cupola Tour in Florence
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS? Enjoy a spectacular view of the city? Climb to the top of the
Cupola, the highest point in Florence? See an admirable creation of art by Filippo
Brunelleschi-After seeing the Duomo from all sides and visiting the inside of the
cathedral, all you need to do to complete the ...
Price: 57,20 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=158620P2
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Ice Cream Cooking Class in San Gimignano Winery of Tuscany
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS? Wine Tasting from the library vintage reserves paired perfectly
with the lunch or dinner? Enjoy the meal with friends and family while tasting fifteen
Tuscan products? Learn from a passionate local chef about the Tuscany?s Gelato
offerings-Love to combine the flavors of the wine ...
Price: 218,40 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=158620P20

Sweet Cooking Class in San Gimignano Winery of Tuscany
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS? Enjoy a traditional lunch or dinner along with three types of
dessert paired with wine from the library vintage reserves? Roll the dough of your
favorite Italian delicacies and learn about Italian desserts from a professional chef?
Take home recipes and knowledge that will let you ...
Price: 234,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=158620P21

Bargello Palace and Museum Tour in Florence
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS? Skip the line with your pre-reserved entrance tickets? See
David and St. George by Donatello, the Bacchus and Tondo Pitti by Michelangelo
and more!? Spend two hours exploring the Bargello Museum with a professional
local guide- Tour to one of Florence?s most beautiful and important ...
Price: 74,42 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=158620P25

Florence City Tour By Bike
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS? Cycle along the streets of Florence and on a guided bike tour
with a professional and friendly guide? Enjoy the stunning sights and landmarks of
Florence in not more than two hours? Get inside tips from your guide to make the
most of your time in Florence, and enjoy a Gelato at the ...
Price: 78,22 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=158620P27
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Fast-Track Tour to Boboli Garden in Florence
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS ? Join a guided tour of the royal Boboli Gardens in Florence ?
Stroll through acres of gardens, trees, fountains and terraces with a knowledgeable
guide ? Learn the history of the 16th-century Italianate gardens behind the Pitti
Palace-Boboli is one of the most elegant and ancient ...
Price: 81,99 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=158620P28

Cinque Terre from Florence
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS ? Explore the colorful cliffside villages of the Cinque Terre on
land and by boat ? Enjoy some time at leisure in Manarola, Portovenere, and
Vernazza ? Spend an unforgettable day on the rocky coast of the Monterosso beach
and traditional seafood lunch-Spend a full-day exploring ...
Price: 630,67 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=158620P29

Fast-Track Duomo Complex Monuments Tickets in Florence
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS? Experience Florence's Duomo Square, the city's most iconic
landmark? Visit the UNESCO World Heritage Sites: The Cathedral, Baptistery, and
the Opera del Duomo Museum? Benefit from a small-group walking tour around the
Duomo Complex-An amazing guided tour of Florence' Duomo Square ...
Price: 112,26 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=158620P30

Medici Masters of Florence Tour
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS? Discover the stories of the most elite families of the time?
Walk to see the most important streets and palaces? See the stunning architecture of
the historical buildings-Discover the Medici's story with a walk through the most
important streets and palaces. From Giovanni de Medici ...
Price: 52,15 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=158620P31
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Santa Croce Basilica Tour in Florence
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS? Visit the temple of the Italian Glories? See the burial place of
several Florentine and Italian masters? Find frescoes by Giotto and a chapel
designed by Brunelleschi? Admire the works by Donatello and the monument
dedicated to Dante-Visit the Basilica di Santa Croce, the principal ...
Price: 69,38 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=158620P32

Discover Florence: Vespa Tour
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS? Enjoy the freedom of the road on an original Vespa in
Florence? Visit with us to the most famous and breathtaking spot of Florence?
Explore the San Miniato convent's beautiful historic cemetery and learn about
Michelangelo and the Roman historical town known as Fiesole-There is ...
Price: 157,68 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=158620P35

Cinque Terre Self-Guided Tour from Florence
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS ? Self-guided tour to of the Cinque Terre ? Enjoy Manarola,
Portovenere, and Vernazza at leisure on your own ? Transportation to and from
Florence -Spend a full-day exploring Cinque Terre from Florence: A marvel at its
beauty with five little pastel-colored villages surrounded ...
Price: 94,09 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=158620P38

Palatina Gallery and Pitti Tour in a Renaissance Palace.
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS? Skip the line for the tickets (a bit of queue is possible at the
metal detector due to security measures)? Discover masterpieces of European art in
the Palatine Gallery;? See stunning frescoes and stucco work from the Renaissance
and visit the Royal Apartments of the Palazzo ...
Price: 73,69 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=158620P39
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Treasure Hunt at the Uffizi Gallery Museum
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS? Discover the masterpieces of art in one of the oldest
museums in Europe? See works by Botticelli, Caravaggio, da Vinci, and
Michelangelo? Take a family orientated guided tour? Enjoy a taste of traditional
Italian ice-cream-Florence is a city with history, lots of secrets waiting to ...
Price: 57,81 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=158620P41

A Full Day in San Gimignano Winery of Tuscany
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS? Explore San Gimignano on a Vespa, bike or a horse? Savor
fifteen delicious tastings of eleven excellent wines and four typical local products?
Learn to prepare a traditional Italian dinner with local professional chefs-Get a taste
of San Gimignano on a full-day tour to San ...
Price: 498,79 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=158620P5

Uffizi Gallery Tour in Florence
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS? View house paintings ranging from the 13th century to the
18th century? Witness the famous ?Madonna di Ognissanti? by Giotto? Peruse an
admirable creation of art by Filippo Brunelleschi-Explore the glory of masterpieces
from the past at the Uffizi Gallery. A world-famous museum of ...
Price: 61,36 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=158620P6

Accademia Gallery Tour in Florence
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS ? Skip the line with your ticket ? View Michelangelo's sculpture
David in person ? Learn from a passionate and art-loving local guide-The riches on
view at the Accademia Gallery can feel overwhelming for a first-time visitor so it's a
good idea to visit with a guide. This tour, led ...
Price: 50,96 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=158620P7
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Walking Tour in Florence
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS? Visit the stunning Santa Maria del Fiore Cathedral? See the
Signoria Square with its replica of the Michelangelo?s David? Walk over the famous
Old Bridge? Learn from a professional guide who will show you the city's hidden
treasures-Join an amazing journey through the most famous ...
Price: 41,94 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=158620P8

Medici Tour in Florence
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS? Discover the stories of the most elite families of the time?
Walk to see the most important streets and palaces? See the stunning architecture of
the historical buildings-Discover the Medici's story with a walk through the most
important streets and palaces. From Giovanni de Medici ...
Price: 52,03 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=158620P9

Half-Day Florence Cooking Class with Lunch Included
At Florence Cooking Class we want you to feel like a part of the family! We keep our
classes small so that each class is an intimate opportunity to get to know each other
and get some real hands-on practice with each of the dishes! With the help of an
ex-pat (best of both worlds -- understands the ...
Price: 122,06 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=158651P1

Guided tour of the main monuments of Florence
Florence has a lot to offer and it is not easy to choose what to see, especially when
you do not have much time available. Taking a private tour with an accredited guide
can help you optimize your time and see the city in a unique, interesting and fun
way!This is a nice walking tour through the ...
Price: 205,85 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=159288P1
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A Personal Concierge for an ideal day in Tuscany
Available for a group of small size. Your Concierge for the day can help you with
pre-trip planning and on the ground assistance during the day as your needs and
plans change. From the sea to the mountains, Tuscany offers a wide range of
wonderful sights, experiences and culinary pleasures, and it ...
Price: 71,75 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=160021P2

Pisa and Florence with Driver Private Shore Excursion By Car
Florence is the capital of Tuscany, and the birthplace and symbol of the Renaissance
that has gifted the world with celebrated artists like Michelangelo, Leonardo da Vinci,
Donatello, Raphael and Sandro Botticelli... prominent thinkers and writers like
Machiavelli and Dante, and revered scientists ...
Price: 695,42 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=160931P19

Renaissance Florence Private Shore Excursion By Car
A pleasant relaxing drive through the breathtaking region of Tuscany will take you to
Florence, the birthplace of the Renaissance as well as many influential figures like
the Medici family, Dante, Cimabue, Donatello, Brunelleschi, and the home of
Michelangelo and Leonardo da Vinci.Whether you are ...
Price: 695,42 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=160931P20

Private Transfer from Accommodation in FLORENCE to Accommodation in ROME
Enjoy a relaxing comfortable journey from Your accommodation in Florence to your
accommodation in Rome without the worries of carrying your luggage throughout
your trip, making your way on crowded and often confusing public transportation,
dealing with chaotic train stations, or finding your way to ...
Price: 689,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=160931P33
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Off Road in Tuscany
OFF ROAD IN TUSCANY is the ultimate experience for those who want to discover
the beauty of Tuscany. You'll be on board of a Land Rover Defender 4x4 driven by a
licensed off-road driver who will be with you for over 3 hours. The tour starts from
Figline Valdarno train station (trains depart from ...
Price: 81,03 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=161175P1

SUP at Ponte Vecchio with a Floating Drink - Florence Paddleboarding
Take a break from the crowds on this 2-hour stand-up paddle tour of Florence. Enjoy
the easy cruise down the River Arno as you see the sights from a new vantage
point.Take a break from the crowds on this 2-hour stand-up paddle tour of Florence.
Enjoy the easy cruise down the River Arno as you see ...
Price: 79,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=16187P1

From Florence with wine: the genuine taste of Chianti Rufina
You will enjoy the wines and extra-virgin olive oil we produce at the estate, with local
cheese and salami. A journey into the Tuscan tradition though the tasting of 5 white
and red wines that will allow you to learn the different facets of the Chianti
Rufina.Possibility of a full immersion in red ...
Price: 20,52 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=161993P1

Florence in few hours
? Single City Tour Guided without walking? Best solution to visit all of Florence in a
short time? Ability to take numerous photos from the best viewpoints? Possibility of
entering some historic buildings / churches? Local guide of Florence? Possibility of
customizing the tour? Advice on what to do ...
Price: 39,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=162598P1
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Golf & Wine: at the Medici House
We will meet in Florence and, on board our luxury van, we will take you to discover a
still unexplored place in Tuscany: the Mugello. An area north of Florence, very close
to the city, wild and unspoiled. We will take you to discover this area rich in history
and traditions where the Medici family ...
Price: 366,67 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=162631P1

Golf e vino: nel cuore di Firenze
Vi piacerebbe giocare a golf nel centro di Firenze? Volete avere una piccola pausa
dai musei, dalle lunghe code, dal rumore? Non volete rinunciare alla buona tavola?
Noi siamo qui per questo. In pochi minuti dal centro, vi ritroverete in un'isola di
pace,lontano dai turisti, dove poter scatenare la ...
Price: 144,45 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=162631P2

Chianti Tour And Chianti Castles In Ferrari 458 Italia
YOU WILL GUIDE THE FERRARI 458 ITALIA, THE MOST BEAUTIFUL FERRARI
ALWAYS THE LAST FERRARI BUILT WITH A SUCTION MOTOR, 570 HORSES,
100 METERS IN 3 SECONDS, HILLS, CASTLES, WINE CELLARS, LANDSCAPES,
VILLAGES, THEY WILL BE A CONTOUR TO YOUR MAGNIFICENT ROUTE, TI WE
WILL CARRY WITH A CORTESI CAR IN THE ...
Price: 1.000,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=162715P1

Small group Tuscan cooking class in a castle with optional transfer from Florence
Immerse yourself in an unforgettable 4 hour culinary experience at the historic Villa
Pandolfini estate, on the hills over Florence. The accredited cooking school was the
first of its kind and the best in the region. This is the perfect introduction to Tuscan
cuisine for the aspiring foodie. Work ...
Price: 160,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=16358P10
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Semi Private Cooking Class in Private Villa with Optional Market Visit and Transfer from Florence
Immerse yourself in this 5 hour culinary experience at the historic Villa Pandolfini
estate, on the hills over Florence. Gain hands-on experience and learn to cook with
confidence as you create a tantalising 5 course meal. Our professional Italian chefs
will teach you the secrets of Tuscan cooking, ...
Price: 190,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=16358P12

Semi private cooking class with professional chef in private villa optional market visit and transfer
from Florence
Immerse yourself in this 5 hour culinary experience at the historic Villa Pandolfini
estate, on the hills over Florence. Gain hands-on experience and learn to cook with
confidence as you create a tantalising 5 course meal. Our professional Italian chefs
will teach you the secrets of Tuscan cooking, ...
Price: 190,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=16358P14

8 Day intense weekly cooking course from Florence
The best intense cooking experience for foodies & professionals! This 8 day full
immersion course will help you discover the delights of Tuscan cooking. The
tantalising flavours of Tuscany will come to life as our professional chefs share their
passion and secrets to creating 5 course ...
Price: 2.100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=16358P16

VIP Exclusive Private Cooking Experience in a Private Tuscan Renaissance Villa
This is a private class with professional chefs, for 1 person to larger private
groups. Designed for the travellers seeking special personalised treatment, the chef
will be at your complete disposal for a culinary learning and dining experience. The
location is on a Tuscan estate which is a winery ...
Price: 700,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=16358P20
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Wine Tour In Florence
Discover Florence at sunset while tasting delicious local Chianti wines from the
Tuscan region. Enjoy a pleasant guided stroll through the heart of Florence while
drinking your Chianti wine and learning about all about this fascinating city.Admire
the traditional architecture of the city that was ...
Price: 84,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=164486P1

Galileo Galilei...private Science Tour!
During this experience we will honor the man who became known as the ?Father of
Modern Science?, Galileo Galilei. Come on this tour to explore Galileo Galilei?s life
and see how he contributed to changing the world!Discover his public and private life
through the places where the great scientist ...
Price: 780,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=164486P18

Private Winetour In Florence
Discover Florence at sunset while tasting delicious local Chianti wines from the
Tuscan region. Enjoy a pleasant guided stroll through the heart of Florence while
drinking your Chianti wine and learning about all about this fascinating city.Admire
the traditional architecture of the city that was ...
Price: 242,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=164486P19

Inferno Tour
Join us in the footsteps of Robert Langdon, the protagonist of Dan Brown's latest
novel set in Florence! We are going to uncover the truth that lies behind the Inferno,
between the House of Dante and the Cathedral, the Tower of the Badia, the Gates of
Paradise, the Bargello, the Tomb of Beatrice ...
Price: 75,67 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=164486P2
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Complex of the Cathedral with Guided Tour of the Dome
Visit Florence's Cathedral - Cattedrale di Santa Maria del Fiore - more commonly
known as 'Il Duomo' or 'Il Duomo di Firenze'. Climb up to the top of the Duomo &
admire Florence panorama from Duomo?s 32 metres high TERRACES. Do not miss
the chance to take a closer look at the incredible ...
Price: 119,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=164486P3

The Bell Tower of Florence and Its Monuments
This tour begins at Giotto?s amazing Bell Tower, almost as tall as the Dome itself!
From the top of the CAMPANILE, your tour guide will explain the Opera del Duomo
complex. The view is unbelievable from the top. Next, we will descend and go around
the Cathedral to explore its beautiful exterior. We ...
Price: 119,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=164486P4

Michelangelo and Donatello Tour
The tour of the greatest Florentine sculptors of the Renaissance: Donatello and
Michelangelo, fathers of the Renaissance. Together we dig deeper into the life of
these two imperishable masters and their artistic bond outside of time, analyzing their
works around Florence and inside the Bargello ...
Price: 52,30 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=164486P6

Florence Over The Top: The Renaissance With A Unique Amazing View
Feel the thrill of an unique panorama of Florence. Enjoy the whole city from a secret
location with a unique 360-degree view.Going up and up, inside a covered church,
you will reach the perfect perspective, marvellous windows from which one our
expert guide will illustrate the main palaces and ...
Price: 48,96 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=164486P8
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Cooking Classes in Tuscany Among the Chianti Vineyards
You will live a unique experience among the Chianti vineyards in the relaxing
atmosphere of a 15th century Renaissance Villa, you will learn the secrets of classic
Tuscan cuisine and then prepare what you have learned for your family and
friendsHalf-Day Cooking Class includes one intensive, morning ...
Price: 139,22 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=16521P1

2 Days Intensive Cooking Course in Chianti
Live a unique culinary experience among the Chianti vineyards, enjoy the relaxing
atmosphere of Villa Saladini a Renaissance villa and discover the region?s passion
for food and wine. The 2 day intensive cooking course is for people who want to live
a deeper and more detailed kitchen ...
Price: 494,95 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=16521P2

Half Day Cooking Class in Tuscany among the Chianti Vineyards
Half Day Cooking Class in the charming old kitchen of a Villa of the Renaissance,
class includes one intensive, morning 10 AM or afternoon 4 PM, cooking session
with instruction and practice with our chef, lunch or dinner following the lesson
including selected wines, all food ingredients, ...
Price: 147,33 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=16521P3

Enjoy a Cooking Class at your holiday house
Enjoy a unique culinary experience in the comfort of the villa where you spend your
Tuscan holidays and discover the region?s passion for food and wine. Chianti is
famous for its wine, the sweetness of its hills, its history and charm of life.Enjoy a
unique culinary experience in the comfort of the ...
Price: 184,54 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=16521P5
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Pisa & Florence
Visit all the must-see sites in one day tour directly from the gangway of your cruise
ship!you will visit Florence, the birthplace of Renaissance and stop at the Uffizi
Gallery, Santa Maria del Fiore, The Accademia, Ponte Vecchio, The Accademia and
many others. You will have time to visit Pisa, and ...
Price: 372,74 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=165386P1

Siena & San Gimignano
Let?s discover together the picturesque side of Tuscany!?At your own pace and in
total relax you will visit 2 of the main cities of this beautiful region. Your private driver
at your disposal for the day will escort you to Siena, world-renowned for its Palio
horse race. Do not miss a visit to ...
Price: 367,13 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=165386P2

Chianti Region and San Gimignano including wine tasting and light lunch
This is the perfect tour for whoever wishes to discover the Tuscan Countryside. You
private driver at your disposal for the day will escort you through the rolling tuscan
hills, made of historic olive groves, vast vineyards and typical little towns, with the
chance to let you take photos along the ...
Price: 434,20 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=165386P3

Florence in Full
Visit all the must-see sites in one day tour directly from the gangway of your cruise
ship!You will visit Florence, the birthplace of Renaissance and stop at the Uffizi
Gallery, Santa Maria del Fiore, The Accademia, Ponte Vecchio, The Accademia and
many others. You will have an English speaking ...
Price: 372,74 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=165386P4
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Cinque Terre Tour
During the last decade or so, Cinque Terre has become more and more like the
ultimate italian dream destination. The five little villages are out of this world and you
will surely feel like walking on clouds as you visit them. Traffic has been restricted to
preserve these beautiful towns, so your ...
Price: 367,13 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=165386P5

Tuscany Vespa Tours: one day vespa tour through the hills of Chianti
There is nothing more exciting and unique than driving a vespa through the Tuscan
hills. Live la ?Dolce Vita? with us. Our Tuscany Vespa Tours will allow you to
discover the beauty of the Chianti Colli Fiorentini while you are seating on an Italian
icon. You will visit a 12th century castle, which ...
Price: 112,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=168744P1

Tuscany Sunset Vespa Tour
When in Florence do what the locals do?join us for a sunset Vespa ride in Tuscany.
If you are visiting Florence there is nothing more special than riding a vespa during
sunset among vineyards and olive groves. The Chianti area looks magical at dusk
due to its vibrant colors and the tranquil ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=168744P3

Tuscany Vespa Tours: half day vespa tour through the hills of Chianti
Discover the beauty of the Florentine countryside on a vespa. We will explore one of
Italy?s most famous areas, known for its production of wine and olive oil. Your only
worry will be following the guide along the stunning rolling hills. Along the ride, we will
stop at the best view points to take ...
Price: 70,59 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=168744P4
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Tuscany Bike Tours: one day bike tour through the hills of Chianti
Our Tuscany Bike Tours is a full day bike tour in the heart of the Chianti Colli
Fiorentini area. All our participants are supplied and fitted with bikes and safety
helmets. You will receive a free Tuscany Bike Tours water bottle and our guide will
tend to your every need. Before taking to the bike ...
Price: 80,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=168784P2

Tuscany Sunset Bike Tour
If you have been to Florence and you haven?t seen a sunset in the countryside, then
you have never truly experienced Tuscany.There is nothing as unique and romantic
as enjoying the sunset among vineyards and olive groves.Your experience will begin
with a wine tasting in a castle located in the ...
Price: 70,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=168784P3

Tuscany Bike Tours: half day bike tour through the hills of Chianti
On our bike tour we will discover the Chianti Colli Fiorentini. Our tour starts at the
fascinating Castello di Poppiano, property of the florentine noble family Guicciardini.
The castle is located approximately 40 minutes away from Florence city center. In
this hidden paradise, the noise of the ...
Price: 37,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=168784P4

Chianti Classico E-bike Tour (half day)
Even if you are not a professional cyclist, you can enjoy the famous Tuscan hills.
With our e-bikes we will take you to the center of Chianti where you can explore this
famous region. The e-bike ride starts from Castello di Poppiano and takes you to
Greve in Chianti, which is the heart of Chianti ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=168784P6
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Chianti to San Gimignano E-bike Tour (half day)
Regenerate your body and your mind riding one of our e-bikes in the tranquility of the
Tuscan countryside. We will start from the Castello di Poppiano and reach the
famous city of the 14 towers, San Gimignano, a UNESCO World Heritage Site. The
e-bike ride runs along panoramic roads and some ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=168784P7

Volterra Day Trip from Florence with Wine Tasting and Tuscan Lunch
Immerse yourself in Tuscan history with this 9-hour day trip from Florence to
Volterra, including lunch and a wine tasting. Learn about ancient Etrusan history. See
Voletrra's cathedral, Medici fortress, Palazzo dei Prior, and more. Admire the
gorgeous countryside. Taste some great local wines and ...
Price: 233,04 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=17024P113

A Tuscan Journey Through The Terracotta Road
Enjoy an amazing journey along the "terracotta way" in Tuscany visiting a craft shop,
tasting organic wine at a local winery and savoring a typical lunch!Enjoy an amazing
journey along the "terracotta way" in Tuscany visiting a craft shop, tasting organic
wine at a local winery and savoring a ...
Price: 228,45 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=17024P197

Florence: Market Tour and Homemade Pasta Cooking Class
Participate in an authentic hands-on cooking class at the home of a local Florentine
chef. Head to a traditional food market beforehand with the chef to select ingredients
for the meal. Afterwards, enjoy the lunch you?ve prepared, with some local
wine.Participate in an authentic hands-on cooking ...
Price: 71,88 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=17024P242
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Florence: Discover Fascinating Art Jewelry
Walk on Ponte Vecchio and enter into the most authentic jewelry shop in Florence.
Discover all the secrets behind this ancient art, and let your eyes be captured by
luxury manufactured goods.Walk on Ponte Vecchio and enter into the most authentic
jewelry shop in Florence. Discover all the secrets ...
Price: 32,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=17024P287

Private Tour of Villa Artimino and Wine Tasting
Immerse yourself in the Italian countryside during this private 3-hour tour of Villa
Artimino. Located in the picturesque hills of Tuscany, Villa Artimino was one of the
country homes of the famous Medici family and overlooks the medieval village of
Artimino. Now a UNESCO-listed World Heritage ...
Price: 169,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=17024P3

Siena countryside: cooking class in an exclusive estate
Discover Tuscany enogastronomic tradition in a famous estate: learn the excellence
of this land with an hands-on experience, and taste fine good wine.Discover Tuscany
enogastronomic tradition in a famous estate: learn the excellence of this land with an
hands-on experience, and taste fine good ...
Price: 193,34 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=17024P300

Truffle Hunting in Siena countryside
Participate in a truffle hunting accompanied by local experts and their truffle dogs,
surrounded by Siena countryside. Enjoy a truffle-based lunch at a famous
estate!Participate in a truffle hunting accompanied by local experts and their truffle
dogs, surrounded by Siena countryside. Enjoy a ...
Price: 199,46 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=17024P302
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Full-Day Brunello Wine Tour
The winery tour begins with a drive along one of the most beautiful and ancient roads
of Tuscany along the city of Sienna, with its sweet and enchanting hills. Once in the
area, you will visit the historic village of Montalcino, and proceed with a guided tour
and wine tasting (3 wines paired with ...
Price: 197,15 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=17024P38

Chianti Half Day Afternoon Tour
Meet your guide Gilberto and enjoy the Chianti in a personalized way through this
amazing small group tour. Skip the crowd and visit the beautiful region of Chianti with
us and immerse yourself in the picturesque Tuscan scenery. Visit two wineries and
taste their amazing wines and local ...
Price: 57,38 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=17024P4

Beyond the Arno: Oltrarno Walking Tour
Explore the artsy and residential Oltrarno district with this private 2-hour walking tour
'Beyond the Arno.' See the Ponte Vecchio, Santo Spirito Church, and Pitti
Palace.Explore the artsy and residential Oltrarno district with this private 2-hour
walking tour 'Beyond the Arno.' See the Ponte ...
Price: 149,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=17024P5

Florence Art and Street Food WalkingTour
A walking tour across Florence city center discovering art and local food!A walking
tour across Florence city center discovering art and local food!A walking tour across
Florence city center discovering art and local food!ItineraryThis is a typical itinerary
for this productPass By: Piazza del ...
Price: 149,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=17024P6
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Craftsmen Workshop Tour in Florence
Discover a city full of life, which is always restless and ready to produce unique
works of art. Explore craftmen shops with a local expert and get tips from a
localDiscover a city full of life, which is always restless and ready to produce unique
works of art. Explore craftmen shops with a local ...
Price: 119,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=17024P61

Fiesole: 3-Hour Traditional Homemade Pasta Cooking Class
Live an authentic culinary experience in Tuscany. Learn to cook traditional
homemade pasta and typical Tuscan dishes. Learn about authentic Italian cuisine as
you prepare your own lunch or dinner. Cook a refined menu of Italian specialties.Live
an authentic culinary experience in Tuscany. Learn to ...
Price: 58,34 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=17024P743

Florence Uffizi Tour for Beginners
Get ready to discover one of the most fascinating art museums in the
world?Florence's Uffizi Gallery. With a local guide, you'll have the ability to skip the
line entrance line before exploring the important artwork inside.Your Uffizi Gallery
tour begins as you meet your guide and head to the ...
Price: 134,57 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=17024P81

A Tasty Walk of Florence
Discover Florence food scene with a friendly local guide. Explore the local's favorite
food stops while enjoying local delicacies.Discover Florence food scene with a
friendly local guide. Explore the local's favorite food stops while enjoying local
delicacies.Discover Florence food scene with a ...
Price: 114,75 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=17024P825
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Florence: Guided Tour in the wonderful UFFIZI gallery
Skip the line Uffizi Gallery tour to see the Renaissance masterpieces. You will
discover one of the most famous galleries in the world with your expert guide and
priority access. See the treasures of Florence and learn about stunning history from
your expert guide. As well as well known paintings ...
Price: 66,76 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=170956P12

Florence Walking Tour
Welcome to the free walking tour of the real Florence, a complete tour of the main
landmarks of the cradle of renaissance.A tour made by only certified and expert
florentine guides,delivering a friendly tour, they will introduce the city to you. You will
learn about art, Medici family, history, ...
Price: 2,99 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=171043P3

Pizza and Gelato Making Class in Countryside of Florence
2:30 pm: Departure from Florence3:00 pm: Arriving to the farmhouse and beginning
your class6:30 pm: Enjoying the pizza and gelato with a glass of wine or beer7:30
pm: Returning to Florence2:30 pm: Departure from Florence3:00 pm: Arriving to the
farmhouse and beginning your class6:30 pm: Enjoying ...
Price: 93,75 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=171248P1

Florence Walk and Galileo Museum
This is the perfect tour to get to know Florence away from the crowds. Let's discover
Florence and its history through the scientific collection of the Medici family. The
Medici were the patrons of Galileo and played a relevant role in his trial. In spite of
the heresy accusation, Galileo is the ...
Price: 191,59 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=171389P1
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Play with Leonardo da Vinci: have fun discovering Florence and Leonardo!
Play with Leonardo is an interactive tour where you and your children can learn
about the city history and the life of the greatest Renaissance master, Leonardo da
Vinci. You and your family will have fun playing together to find out anecdotes and
facts of Leonardo's life. It will be also a great ...
Price: 191,32 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=171389P2

Private tour of Fiesole and visit of an organic olive grove with tasting
Explore a real Tuscan hill town, only 20 minutes bus ride from Florence. Get to know
the history of ancient civilizations, such as the Etruscans, ancestors of the Romans.
Enjoy a breath-taking view of Florence from the top of San Francesco hill. Feel
revitalized by the quietness a Franciscan ...
Price: 176,60 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=171389P3

Shore excursion from Florence to San Gimignano and Siena
Your private driver will meet you at the hotel for a fantastic day designed to show you
the beautiful Tuscany between San Gimignano and Siena and its most renewed
countryside.You will first reach and visit San Gimignano with its wonderful and
medieval historic center with fantastic local shops.You ...
Price: 600,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=171920P4
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Price: 166,90 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=172215P1
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Cooking at my Tuscan Home â•¤ï¸• Heritage's recipes from scratch
My name?s Francesca, a food blogger, cooking class chef and above all an
Authentic Tuscan Food Ambassador. I was born in the hearth of Tuscany and I still
live here in my family country? home? where my cooking classes take place. My
cooking classes are pure passion and they are not just ?a recipe ...
Price: 82,06 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=172632P1

Cooking VEGETARIAN at my Tuscan Home â•¤ï¸• Vegetarian local recipes from scratch
My name?s Francesca, a food blogger, cooking class chef and above all an
Authentic Tuscan Food Ambassador. I was born in the hearth of Tuscany and I still
live here in my family country? home? where my cooking classes take place. My
cooking classes are pure passion and they are not just ?a recipe ...
Price: 82,06 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=172632P2

Florence - David & Accademia Gallery private tour with reserved entrance
If you plan a trip to Florence, a visit inside of one of the most important museums of
Italy, the Accademia Gallery, it is a must. Don't miss the opportunity to hear the story
of Michelangelo's David, told by an expert art historian. You can also admire other
unfinished sculptures by the ...
Price: 94,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=172688P12

Florence - Uffizi Gallery private tour with reserved entrance
The magnificent art museum is located adjacent to the Piazza della Signoria in the
heart of Florence, Italy. The Uffizi Gallery host visitors from across the globe and
offer a sight at the collection of priceless artworks.The tourist attraction was once the
home of the Medici.Anna Maria Luisa, the ...
Price: 101,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=172688P13
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Florence - full-day private tour with Accademia, Uffizi & city tour
This tour is a basic introduction to the city of Florence. We will visit the ''you must see
it at least once'' attractions like the Uffizi and Accademia Gallery, host of the most
famous Renaissance creations.The walking tour will cover the most important
streets, squares and churches, and not only. ...
Price: 245,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=172688P14

Walk in Florence Historic Center
Join us on this walk through Florence's historic center. Cradle of the Cultural
Renaissance, we will go through the main sights of the city. I will tell you about the
famous painters and architects who left their mark on the Palaces and Churches,
such as Brunelleschi, Michelangelo, Leonardo da ...
Price: 27,82 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=172958P1

Visit to the Uffizi Museum
Visiting an important museum such as the Uffizi Gallery with a tour guide will be an
unforgettable experience. Seeing Botticelli's works such as Spring and Birth of
Venus, and discovering the historical, political and artistic context greatly enriches
the visit!Visiting an important museum such as ...
Price: 54,53 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=172958P2

Accademia Gallery Guided Tour
Accademia Gallery of Florence was once part of the academy of the fine arts. It was
founded in 1784 by the grand Duke Pietro Leopoldo whom collected a great amount
original and replicated art works. The original gallery was hosting two enormous
gypsum models of giambologna's famous Rape of Sabines ...
Price: 39,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=172968P1
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Pisa and Leaning Tower Private Tour
The Leaning Tower of PIsa, one of the seven wonders of the medieval world, is a
monument you can't miss visiting. Our half day tour starts in Florence and will take
us to the city that is the home of this medieval architecture.Our day begins with the
opportunity to walk along the historic walls ...
Price: 120,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=172968P10

Florence Walking Guided Tour
Florence? the world?s most beautiful open-air museum. A town with an incredible
history which dates back to 59 B.C. when the Romans decided to create a castrom,
which became a camp for war veterans. The golden age of Florence begun in 13th
century thanks to its incredibly successful industries in ...
Price: 29,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=172968P2

Electric Bike Guided Tour
This bike tour is one of the most amusing and entertaining ways to explore the city.
Strolling on a bike throughout the city of Florence is an enjoyable way you can
discover the hidden treasures of the Renaissance birthplace.We will explore places
such as the Medici Palace, which was the home of ...
Price: 39,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=172968P4

Uffizi Gallery Guided Tour
The Uffizi tour is an absolute must when visiting Florence. The grand duke of
Tuscany Cosimo I de Medici decided to re-establish the authority of the Medici
family. Unlikely the other regions of Italy in Florence money meant power.The great
industries of Florence such as the art of wool, silk, ...
Price: 49,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=172968P5
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Florence by Night Guided Tour
As the sun goes down and the crowds slowly begin to disappear from the streets,
Florence's radiance really begins to appear.Relish in a pleasant stroll through
millennial streets of Reniassance birthplace. Full legends and mysteries, our expert
English speaking guide will lead you to the statues ...
Price: 50,07 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=172968P7

Siena, San Gimignano e Chianti Private Tour
Emerge yourself into the heart of the beautiful Tuscan surroundings that you will
never forget. Ride through the charming countryside of Tuscany in a comfortable
air-conditioned car or minivan.On this one of a kind Full Day Private Tour we'll
discover the stunning medieval sites such as San ...
Price: 220,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=172968P8

Cinque Terre Private Tour
Cinque Terre (the five villages), considered to be one of the pearls of the Italian
Riviera, is a must see when visiting Florence.Riomaggiore, Manarola, Corniglia,
Vernazza and Monterosso are all located on the beautiful coast and in the hills of this
charming region.On this unique tour we will ...
Price: 270,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=172968P9

In-Person Local Arrival Assistant from Train Station to Florence City Center
Your Local Florentine city host will meet you at the Santa Maria Novella Train Station
at the end of the railway tracks of your arrival train. They will then assist you lightly
with any luggage and inform you of the best transport option for you to get
door-to-door to your lodging in terms of price ...
Price: 33,34 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=173030P3
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The Best of Florence in few hours - private walking tour
Private walking tour in Florence with a local guide, who will lead you for 2-hour
between bridges, alleys, medieval markets and Renaissance palaces, to give you the
opportunity to appreciate the best of the Tuscan country borough.Private walking tour
in Florence with a local guide, who will lead ...
Price: 166,90 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=17477P2

Private 3-Hour Food Tour of Florence
This exclusive food tour will take you to discover the authentic flavors of the
Florentine cuisine: from bruschetta, crostini, prosciutto and cheeses, to lampredotto
sandwich, until getting to a delicious Italian wine, coffee and gelato. You will enjoy a
perfect combination of a private sightseeing ...
Price: 135,71 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=17477P3

Private Tour: Italian Breakfast and Accademia Gallery Guided Visit
The Accademia Gallery is Florence?s most visited museum right after the Uffizi
Gallery. It's the house of Michelangelo?s David and his Prisoners and many works
from the 16th-18th century. It adjoins the Accademia di Belle Arti or academy of fine
arts of Florence, but despite the name has no other ...
Price: 115,71 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=17477P4

Private Tour: Uffizi Gallery and Italian Happy Hour Aperitif
This Private tour will show you the Uffizi Gallery, one of the most popular tourist
attractions of Florence. Thanks to this tour you will be guided by a local and
professional guide and you will admire paintings by masters including Botticelli,
Leonardo da Vinci, Raffaello, Michelangelo, Caravaggio ...
Price: 150,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=17477P5
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Electric Bike Experience around Florence - private tour
Hop on an electric bike and explore the city of Florence on this private 2-hour biking
tour for your group. Follow your guide cycling through the streets, seeing the city's
highlights along the way.Hop on an electric bike and explore the city of Florence on
this private 2-hour biking tour for your ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=17477P6

Private Tour Around Local Handcrafts
Choose a private tour to arrange it as you wish; visit with a professional tour guide
your favorite handcraft shop.Choose a private tour to arrange it as you wish; visit with
a professional tour guide your favorite handcraft shop.Choose a private tour to
arrange it as you wish; visit with a ...
Price: 200,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=17477P8

Florence Full Day with Driver Private Shore Excursion for Cruisers
Pick up right in front of your ship in Livorno will give you the opportunity to travel into
the heart of Tuscany and visit this top destination: Florence, the birthplace of
Renaissance.Florence is the cradle of Renaissance that produced some of the most
significant thinkers, scientists, ...
Price: 696,53 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=175082P27

Volterra and San Gimignano Private Shore Excursion for Cruisers
This private shore excursion has been designed for those who have already visited
the famous cities of Florence and Pisa, and are interested in exploring other beautiful
areas of Tuscany rich in charm, history, and culture.Pick up right in front of your ship
in Livorno will give you the opportunity ...
Price: 705,65 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=175082P28
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Florence Food Tour
Enjoy tastings at some of Florence?s most local establishments on this small-group
gourmet food tour, led by a professional chef.Throughout the tour, you?ll visit a
combination of classic Florentine highlights and lesser-known destinations, San
Lorenzo Market, Palazzo Vecchio, Piazza della ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=175174P1

The Italian Cooking Class
If you want to discover the secrets of Italian cuisine we suggest you to take part in
our Cooking Class in Florence. You will be guided by professional chefs and you will
live an intimate experience thanks to the very small number of
participants.Small-group italian cooking class in Florence.Learn ...
Price: 70,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=175174P2

Florence Market Tour: Market Explorer
A Small-group Gourmet Food Tour in FlorenceAs a first introduction to local products
stroll through Florence?s fascinating market, San Lorenzo market, a buzzing haven
of tantalizing products.A Small-group Gourmet Food Tour in FlorenceAs a first
introduction to local products stroll through ...
Price: 49,90 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=175174P4

Truffle gourmet lunch experience
The guests will visit "The truffles Experience",an unique, incredible multi-sensory
journey through the world of truffles, within our company, where you will see the
plants under which the truffle is born, the tools and the photos of the research in the
past.In this special path, you will be ...
Price: 80,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=175681P2
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Chianti: truffle hunting and lunch experience
Enjoy a memorable truffle hunting experience in the Tuscan woods with a truffle
hunter and is trained dog. Live directly the uniqueness, the pureness, the dense
mystery that distinguish the truffle universe. Taste and gourmet lunch with truffle
flavors.I'm descendant of four truffle hunters ...
Price: 200,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=175681P3

Portrait & Architecture Photography Service
I am an artistic storytelling photographer from Tuscany based in the Renaissance city
of Florence, Italy. I am known for my spontaneous candid style and for my empathy
and energy. My photography work focuses on portrait, fashion, architecture, marriage
and couple photography. I believe that ...
Price: 133,34 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=176913P1

Transfer from Florence to the Amalfi Coast or vice versa
Enjoy a private luxury transfer from Florence to the Amalfi Coast (or vice versa) by a
Mercedes or Volkswagen sedan or minivan with a professional driver who speaks
Italian and English and will happily share with you history and fun facts about the
places you are about to visit.Enjoy a private ...
Price: 565,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=17700P75

Florence: Hisorical & Art guided experience in Accademia Gallery
Here is your best oppurtinity to see accademia gallery and Michelangelo's David.
Thanks to your skip the line tickets and your official guide you would not miss any
secrets hidden it. Your host will accompagnied you for the access.The gallery of
academy was founded in 1784 by the Grand Duke of ...
Price: 55,64 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=178746P5
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Brewing Dreams
Once every participant will be inside the flat and comfortable we, first of all will
greeting and get to know each other and after that I'll make a small overview of what
Specialty Coffee means today and how it works world widely. Then we will go
through the main different home brewing methods, the ...
Price: 138,89 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=178755P1

Small group: Uffizi Gallery fast track included
Take advantage of the included fast track ticket. An expert guide's explanation to see
one of the most visited museums in the world. Your guide will explain the most
important works to appreciate the art of the Italian Renaissance. The gallery attracts
more than a million annual visitors who visit ...
Price: 72,33 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=179523P8

Private Arrival Transfer from Florence Peretola Airport FLR to Florence City
Don't go through all the hassle of waiting in a long taxi or shuttles queues and use
our private, door to door airport transfer from Florence Airport. A professional driver
will meet you in the arrivals hall holding a plate with your name and take you directly
to a designated place in ...
Price: 29,13 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=17972P572

Private Departure Transfer from Florence City to Florence Peretola Airport FLR
Arrange your trip in advance and enjoy and start your stay in Florence without any
stress. Use door to door transfer, comfortable and safe. Don't go through all the
hassle of waiting in long taxi and shuttles queues and make the best of your stay
while in Florence with the Florence Airport Private ...
Price: 29,13 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=17972P573
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Private Florence Peretola Airport FLR - Florence City Round-Trip Transfer
Arrange your trip in advance and start your stay in Florence without stress. Use
door-to-door round-trip transfer between Florence Airport and your Florence hotel
with comfort and safety and avoid long taxi lines.Arrange your trip in advance and
start your stay in Florence without stress. Use ...
Price: 58,27 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=17972P574

San Gimignano and wine tour for max 4 people
Thew magical Tuscany, the antique art in an UNESCO place, amazing wine and
tuscan food, our passion and enthusiasm Thew magical Tuscany, the antique art in
an UNESCO place, amazing wine and tuscan food, our passion and enthusiasm
Thew magical Tuscany, the antique art in an UNESCO place, amazing ...
Price: 139,09 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=180354P1

Unforgettable Tuscan Wine Tasting - for fourTHE BEST TOURDiscovering Chianti, a unique and delicious experience.Our tours
are for 4 people max so your tour will be a more private experience. We will drive
through a breathtaking Tuscan landscape and arrive at a small local Chianti family
winery. We will visit the vineyard and the cellar and ...
Price: 111,27 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=180354P2

Enchanting Castles Lunch And Wine Tour
Come with us on an enchanting escape to castles from long ago!Our tours are for 4
people max so your tour will be a more private experience. We will first arrive at an
adorable older village where we will proceed to an enchanting castle. We will learn
about the family that lived there and why it ...
Price: 150,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=180354P3
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LEONARDO DA VINCI Oil And Wine Discovery
An amazing and authentic tour. Our tours are for 4 people max so your tour will be a
more private experience.We will discover the process for making organic extra virgin
olive oil through the Leonardo da Vinci life tour. We will get a glimpse of Leonardo da
Vinci's life by visiting his birth house ...
Price: 170,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=180354P5

San Gimignano & Volterra Shop With Taste
San Gimignano and Volterra a popular stop and hidden attraction!Our tours are for 4
people max so your tour will be a more private experience.First we will travel to San
Gimignano where we will experience a delectable wine tasting with light snacks. We
will then have the chance to visit a world ...
Price: 140,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=180354P6

Pedaling towards the Renai park with a delicious stop
A ride through the Cascine park along the Arno river, nature, silence and relaxation
will lead us into the Renai park where we can enjoy something to drink and eat and
relax before going back.We don't run but we pedal at the pace that you prefer to be
able to enjoy the landscape and the tranquility ...
Price: 40,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=180830P1

Sweet Florence by bike
A ride through the city of Florence along the river Arno, admiring the squares,
palaces and churches. A ride through the city of Florence along the river Arno,
admiring the squares, palaces and churches. A ride through the city of Florence
along the river Arno, admiring the squares, palaces and ...
Price: 40,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=180830P2
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Riding discovering the wine windows
A ride through the city of Florence, admiring its squares, churches, palaces. We will
discover the little wine windows, small openings used for the sale of wine directly on
the street and located on many ancient Florentine palaces.We don't run but we pedal
at the pace you prefer to be able to enjoy ...
Price: 40,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=180830P3

Day trip in Chianti and Montalcino with local Gastronome
I believe that this tour is unique because I will take you to small and unique places
that produce high quality and artisanal products, all in respect of nature. You will be
able to have a good idea about the wine world of Tuscany but also take a deep dive
into the gastronomic part of the culture. ...
Price: 183,59 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=182065P2

Airport Transfer! Florence Airport, Peretola (FLR) to Center of Florence
?You will receive a confirmation email when booking?Child seats are available on
request. Please inform us at the time of booking.?24-hour emergency
response?English?Japanese?Chinese?WhatsApp, LINE, WeChat, Kakao Talk, Zalo,
ViberSEDAN?3pax 2luggageVAN?6pax 6luggageBUS : 8pax 8luggage?You will ...
Price: 77,78 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=182077P131

Airport Transfer! Hotel in center of Florence to Florence Airport, Peretola(FLR)
?You will receive a confirmation email when booking?Child seats are available on
request. Please inform us at the time of booking.?24-hour emergency
response?English?Japanese?Chinese?WhatsApp, LINE, WeChat, Kakao Talk, Zalo,
ViberSEDAN?3pax 2luggageVAN?6pax 6luggageBUS : 8pax 8luggage?You will ...
Price: 77,78 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=182077P132
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Private Transfer from Florence Airport to Florence Center
?You will receive a confirmation email when booking?Child seats are available on
request. Please inform us at the time of booking.?24-hour emergency
response?English?Japanese?Chinese?WhatsApp, LINE, WeChat, Kakao Talk, Zalo,
ViberSEDAN?3pax 2luggageMPV?4pax 4luggageVAN : 8pax 8luggage?You will ...
Price: 72,92 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=182077P421

Private Airport Transfer From Florence To Florence Airport FLR
?You will receive a confirmation email when booking?Child seats are available on
request. Please inform us at the time of booking.?24-hour emergency
response?English?Japanese?Chinese?WhatsApp, LINE, WeChat, Kakao Talk, Zalo,
ViberSEDAN?3pax 2luggageMPV?4pax 4luggageVAN : 8pax 8luggage?You will ...
Price: 49,72 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=182077P424

Chianti - the taste of authenticity
Tuscany is an extremely rich place in offer and quality. In order not to happen in the
usual places and to try unique and unforgettable experiences, you need a guide who
knows the places and knows how to relate with the locals. This tour will make you
experience the true Tuscany, far from the usual ...
Price: 650,91 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=183172P3

Horseback riding thru' olive groves with olive oil tasting and Lunch in a manor
The guests will experience the famous Tuscan hills in a unique way: on
horseback.The ride will be customized according to each one's riding level.A
professional equestrian guide will introduce the guests to the basics of the ride on
horseback in the open arena by being paired to our very well ...
Price: 255,92 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=183399P2
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Horseback ride and Wine Tasting with Lunch in a historic estate
The guests will have the chance to escape from the city crowd and experience the
authentic Florence life style held on the worldwide known Chianti regionA
one-of-a-kind approach to our horses will allow even the novice riders to naturally
enjoy the rolling hills near Florence and after the ride the ...
Price: 255,56 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=183399P4

Florence: Truffle hunting with Lunch de-luxe: the ultimate Tuscan experience
This truffle hunt experience is held in the heart of the Chianti hills, to be reached by a
short transfer from the city that will allow the traveler to fully enjoy the tour, the hunt
lead by really professional dogs and the lunch, all held in one of the most scenic and
unforgettable locations of ...
Price: 311,12 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=183399P5

Tour of three historical wine manors: buy-wine-tour on the hills near Florence
This tour of the Chianti area is made in the Chianti area.It is not a mass tour and the
guest is privately guided and educated to a conscious choice of the best Chianti
wines to purchase.From the Florence city center you will be given the opportunity to
get a customized education on high quality ...
Price: 311,55 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=183399P6

Carriage ride and Lunch in the heart of Chianti
The guests will experience a romantic day on the most famous Tuscan hills in the
heart of the Chianti Classico region: on a historic stately carriage pulled by two giant
horses.A professional carriage driver will welcome the guests to his tables during the
last interesting phases of the attack of ...
Price: 290,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=183399P7
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Carriage ride with country Lunch immmersed in the Tuscan nature
The guests will experience a romantic day on the most famous Tuscan hills in the
heart of the Chianti Classico region: on a historic stately carriage pulled by two giant
horses.A professional carriage driver will welcome the guests to his tables during the
last interesting phases of the attack of ...
Price: 290,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=183399P8

Wine Tasting in Florence
The experience always includes an introduction to wine tasting, the history of the
territory and of the wineries. Then we will pass to the tasting of wines accompanied
by bread, cheeses, meats and oil of local production. These are wines selected from
small producers, mainly with organic ...
Price: 140,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=184864P6

PRIVATE Amazing Volterra & San Gimignano Tour with Wine tasting and lunch
A wonderful Experience between art, wine and local food to discover vineyards,
towers and farms:- 9.00am Meet your professional driver at your hotel or another
chosen location, (B&B or private flat) and discover the Chianti countryside. - 10.30am
Stop at Volterra, for sure one the most beautiful ...
Price: 600,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=185046P1

Transfer with stops: Florence-Rome with stop in San Gimignano and Montepulciano
Ramble Through The Rolling Hills Of Chianti, visit the cities of San Gimignano &
Montepulciano and arrive in Rome at your destination: A fantastic experience
traveling between the Chianti hills and the famous city of San Gimignano and
Montepulciano in Vald'Orcia. Our qualified drivers will offer ...
Price: 350,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=185046P102
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Transfer with stops: Florence - Assisi with stop in Montepulciano and Cortona
Don?t mIss the chance to visit Montepulciano and Cortona during your transfer from
Florence to Assisi with ours expert local driver-guide. Explore the secret Tuscany,
Visit the Medieval cities of Montepulciano and Cortona.A full daytrip inside the iconic
landscape of the rolling hills, avenues of ...
Price: 310,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=185046P105

Transfer with stops: Florence - Venice with stops in Bologna and Ferrara
In addition to classical transfers we use to propose transfers with stops. This way of
travelling is very efficent, because the customers can use this occasion to stop
during the trip and visit cities and villages:Don?t mIss the chance to visit Bologna and
Ferrara with expert local driver-guide. ...
Price: 320,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=185046P108

"Wonderland 5 Terre Tour" from Florence
Cinque Terre is one of the most popular day trip from Florence:- Our english
speaking driver - escort will pick you up at your location (hotel or apartment) around
8.00 AM- We will drive through the A11 / A12 highway between Tuscany and Liguria
for about 1h and 40 minutes passing near the beautiful ...
Price: 200,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=185046P109

Private Ramble Through The Rolling Hills Of Chianti (6 h) + Lunch & Wine tasting
A full Daytrip inside the iconic landscape of the rolling hills of Chianti, avenues of
cypress trees and medieval hilltop towns. Visit the Medieval town of San Gimignano,
and admire its ancient towers, feast on homemade Lasagna and savour 8 of the best
wines of the countryside amidst a typical ...
Price: 140,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=185046P12
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PRIVATE TRANSFER from Florence to Venice
Don't miss a day of vacation. Use our transfer with driver to see the most beautiful
Italian landscapes.We have been working for years directly and through many Italian
and foreign tour operators. Our transfers are comfortable, punctual and safe. Our
expert Drivers speak English, French and ...
Price: 250,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=185046P17

Toast a Romantic Evening with Italian Wines
Are you looking for romantic ideas for a date or special occasion in Florence this
evening?Enjoy the enchanting views of the city, take a walk between the ancient
palazzos that hide priceless masterpieces and spend unforgettable moments in this
perfect combination of history and modern times.Have a ...
Price: 110,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=185046P18

CARNIVAL in Viareggio with Floats Paradas - date :1/9/15/20/23/25 February
Visit and be a part of the Carnival of Viareggio.One of the most important events in
Tuscany during the winter. Partecipate in the Festival of Masks, Colors and Music.
The large allegoric Floats that parade along the avenues of the city. 4 hours of party,
music, dance, shows every sunday in ...
Price: 150,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=185046P19

EXCLUSIVE Private Brunello & Nobile Wine Tour (2 Wine tastings included)
A private driver-guide will take you through the Tuscan countryside to discover the
most beautiful and historic cellars in Montepulciano.We will also visit the Medieval
towns of Montepulciano, Pienza and Montalcino. Vino Nobile di Montepulciano is a
red wine produced in the vineyards surrounding ...
Price: 853,34 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=185046P2
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Regular Wine Tour in Chianti and visit of San Gimignano - small group sharing
Regular wine Tour in Chianti and visit of San Gimignano - small group sharingOur
professional Driver pick you up and will take you to discover our countryside. The
first stop will be at Michelangelo Plaza, we consider the most beautiful viewpoint in
Florence.Afterwards we will drive through the ...
Price: 140,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=185046P20

Regular Wine Tour in Chianti and visit of Lucca - small group sharing
Don?t mIss the chance to visit the Chianti wine region and its rolling hillsWe do this
Tour in Chianti and Lucca since 2012 with expert local driver-guide.If you are wine &
food lovers this is the right experince for you. Visiting Lucca means discovering the
birthplace of the composer Giacomo ...
Price: 210,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=185046P24

Regular Wine Tour in Chianti and visit of Siena - small group sharing
Don?t mIss the chance to visit the Chianti wine region and its rolling hills.We do this
Tour in Chianti and Siena since 2012 with expert local driver-guide.If you are wine &
food lovers this is the right experince for you.Siena is a historic city on the region of
Tuscany. This city is well known ...
Price: 210,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=185046P25

Regular Wine Tour in Chianti and visit of Pisa - small group sharing
Don?t miss the chance to visit the Chianti Wine Region and its rolling hills.We do this
Tour in Chianti and Pisa since 2012 with expert local driver-guide.If you are wine &
food lovers this is the right experince for you:Your day will start with a visit to the city
of Pisa, where you'll have time ...
Price: 210,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=185046P26
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Hop Conveniently From City To City, Florence to Pisa Airport
Don't miss a day of vacation. Use our transfer with driver to see the most beautiful
Italian landscapes.We have been working for years directly and through many Italian
and foreign tour operators.Use our comfortable Minivans for your transfersOur
transfers are comfortable, punctual and safe. Our ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=185046P29

EXCLUSIVE Wine Tour in Chianti (Lunch & 2 Wine Tasting included)
A fantastic experience traveling between the Chianti hills and the famous city of San
Gimignano. With lunch and wine tasting on a typical farm included.Our qualified
drivers will offer you tours in Mercedes Minivan accompanying you through the
beautiful hills and picturesque villages of Tuscany, ...
Price: 180,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=185046P3

Hop Conveniently From City To City, from Florence to Bologna Airport
Don't miss a day of vacation. Use our transfer with driver to see the most beautiful
Italian landscapes.We have been working for years directly and through many Italian
and foreign tour operators.Return to Bologna Airport from Florence, aboard a
comfortable 8 seats Minivan with air conditioning and ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=185046P30

SAVOUR EXQUISITE WINES, Siena & Chianti Private Wine-Tour
A fantastic experience traveling between the Chianti hills and the famous city of
Siena and San Gimignano.You will have a delicious lunch and wine tasting on a
typical Tuscany farm.Our qualified drivers will offer you tours in Mercedes Minivan
accompanying you through the beautiful hills and ...
Price: 225,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=185046P32
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EXCLUSIVE Pisa & Lucca Wine Tour Plus Winery
A fantastic experience traveling between the Tuscany hills and the city of Pisa
(famous for the Leaning Tower) and Lucca (a wonderful town inside old Medieval
Walls). With lunch and wine tasting on a typical farm included.Our qualified drivers
will offer you tours in Mercedes Minivan accompanying ...
Price: 225,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=185046P33

FRANCIGENA WAYS in Chianti: Private Tour with Lunch & 2 Wine-tasting
Simply the best Chianti Tour: an incredible experience surrounded by the beauty and
history of Tuscany !Spend a day on the Chianti roads, along the old "Francigena
Ways", which was traveled by Charlemagne and by pilgrims to Rome. A fantastic
experience traveling between the Chianti hills and the ...
Price: 250,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=185046P35

Savour Exquisite Wines In Chanti and Visit Siena & San Gimignano + Lunch Winery
A fantastic experience traveling between the Chianti hills and the famous city of
Siena and San Gimignano. With lunch and wine tasting on a typical farm
included.Our qualified drivers will offer you tours in Mercedes Minivan accompanying
you through the beautiful hills and picturesque villages of ...
Price: 180,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=185046P38

Savour Exquisite Wines, Brunello of Montalcino & Nobile Wine Tour (3 Wineries)
Explore the secret Tuscany, visit the Medieval cities of Montepulciano, Pienza and
Montalcino tasting the best wines. A full daytrip inside the iconic landscape of the
rolling hills, avenues of cypress trees and medieval hilltop towns.* 9.00 am We will
pick you up at your location (hotel or flat). ...
Price: 210,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=185046P39
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Private Tour of Pisa & Chianti Wine Tour with Lunch in Winery (8 Hrs)
Explore the Tuscany country secrets and visit the Famous Leaning Tower of Pisa.A
full daytrip inside the Chianti Area that takes in the iconic landscape of a rolling hills,
avenues of cypress trees and medieval hilltop towns. Ramble through the vineyards
of Chianti, along ancient pilgrimage trails. ...
Price: 200,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=185046P44

Art & Wine Tour - Daytrip in Cortona and Montepulciano Wineries
The beautiful and untouched landscape is the absolute protagonist in Valdorcia.This
area of Tuscany boasts of endless rolling hills covered with grain or sunflowers, a
rich green valley which encompasses the Orcia river. Explore the South of Tuscany
and visit the Medieval town of Cortona.Cortona is ...
Price: 260,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=185046P47

Ramble Through The Rolling Hills Of Chianti + Lunch & 2 Wine Tasting
A full Daytrip inside the landscape of the Chianti rolling hills, avenues of cypress
trees, medieval hilltop towns and tasting the best wines of our Region.1) Meet your
Driver at your hotel or another chosen location, (B&B or private flat)2) Drive through
the sweet Siena hills, amidst olive groves, ...
Price: 160,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=185046P56

PRIVATE TRANSFER for small group from Florence to Pisa with 2 hrs stop in Lucca
We have been working for years directly and through many Italian and foreign tour
operators. Our transfers are comfortable, punctual and safe. Our expert Drivers
speak English, French and Spanish. Our Minivans are an excellent solution for
traveling and making new experiences by leaving your ...
Price: 400,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=185046P6
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EXCLUSIVE Wine Tour in Chianti and Siena with Lunch & Wine Tasting included
A full daytrip inside the landscape of the Chianti rolling hills, avenues of cypress
trees, medieval hilltop towns and tasting the best wines of our Region.1) Meet your
driver at your hotel or another chosen location, (B&B or private flat).2)We will Drive
through the sweet hills untill Siena. This ...
Price: 180,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=185046P62

Full-Day Volterra and San Gimignano Private Tour with Wine Tasting
Follow us along the rolling hills of Chianti and visit Volterra and San Gimignano. A
wonderful Experience between art, wine and local food to discover vineyards, towers
and typical farms. 9.00 AM Meet your professional driver at your location10.15 AM
Stop at Volterra, for sure one the most ...
Price: 180,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=185046P72

Hop Conveniently From City To City, from Florence to Arezzo
Don't miss a day of vacation. Use our transfer with to see the most beautiful Tuscan
landscapes.We have been working for years directly and through many Italian and
foreign tour operators. Our transfers are comfortable, punctual and safe. Our expert
Drivers speak English, French and Spanish.Our ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=185046P74

Hop Conveniently From City To City, from Florence to Rome Airport
Don't miss a day of vacation. Use our transfer with driver to see the most beautiful
Tuscan landscapes.We have been working for years directly and through many
Italian and foreign tour operators.Our transfers are comfortable, punctual and safe.
Our expert Drivers speak English, French and ...
Price: 280,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=185046P80
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Hop Conveniently From City To City, from Florence to Milan Airport
Don't miss a day of vacation. Use our transfer with driver to see the most beautiful
Italian landscapes.We have been working for years directly and through many Italian
and foreign tour operators. Our transfers are comfortable, punctual and safe. Our
expert Drivers speak English, French and ...
Price: 300,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=185046P81

Private Winery Day Tour with Shopping Experience in Tuscany
A wonderful Experience between fashion and wine to discover the most important
Outlets of our region:Our english speaking driver - escort will pick you up at your
location (hotel or apartment) . First stop at "The Mall". This is the most famous
shopping outlet in Tuscany: The outlet is specialized ...
Price: 180,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=185046P83

Valdinievole and Lucca Tour with Funicular Ride in Montecatini
Don?t mIss the chance to visit the Valdinievole valley, with expert local driver-guide.
If you are wine & food lovers this is the right experince for you. Visiting Lucca means
discovering the birthplace of the composer Giacomo Puccini, travelling through the
signs of time, through history and art, ...
Price: 210,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=185046P85

Transfer with stops: Florence-Rome with stop in Orvieto and Civita di Bagnoregio
Don?t mIss the chance to visit Orvieto and Civita di Bagnoregio with expert local
driver-guide. During your trip between Florence and Rome we will stop twice to
admire the beauty of the city of Orvieto and the incredible village of Civita di
Bagnoregio, called "the dying city". A full day inside ...
Price: 350,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=185046P86
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Transfer with stops: Florence - 5 Terre with stop in Pisa (2 hrs)
Don?t mIss the chance to visit Pisa and the famous Leaning Tower with ours expert
local driver-guide. During your trip between Florence and 5 Terre, we will stop to
admire the beauty of the city of Pisa and the wonderful Plaza Dei Miracoli. (120
min)Later, you can choose where you want to be left ...
Price: 300,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=185046P93

Transfer with stops: Florence - 5 Terre with stops in Lucca & Pisa
Don?t mIss the chance to visit the jewel cities of Lucca and Pisa with the famous
Leaning Tower.During your trip between Florence and 5 Terre, we will stop for 2 hrs
in Lucca and we will vitist the town. Later we will move in Pisa, to admire the beauty
of the city and the wonderful Plaza Dei ...
Price: 325,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=185046P95

Transfer with stops: Florence-Siena with stops in San Gimignano & Monteriggioni
Transfer along the rolling Chianti hills !During your transfer between Florence and
Siena, spend a half day on the Chianti roads, along the old "Francigena Ways",
which was traveled by Charlemagne and by pilgrims to Rome and from the ancient
Crusaders soldiers to Jerusalem. A fantastic experience ...
Price: 150,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=185046P99

Secret Proposal
f you want to have the memory of your Engagement surprise, your wedding
anniversary or the memory of your holiday in Italyf you want to have the memory of
your Engagement surprise, your wedding anniversary or the memory of your holiday
in Italyf you want to have the memory of your Engagement ...
Price: 388,89 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=185056P1
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Half-Day Florence Private Walking Tour with Guide
Enjoy authentic Florence through the eyes of a born and raised 8th generation native
guide, immersing your self in the local community with its hidden treasures and
secret gems. It?s an overview of Florence?s art, history, food and artisans. A walking
tour includes visits to Florence Piazza?s ...
Price: 180,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=185210P1

The whole day in Florence
Enjoy Michelangelo?s masterpieces, like "David" in the Accademia or in the Medici
Chapels and Botticelli?s Venus in the Uffizi Gallery in a wonderful tour that also
includes Piazza Duomo and Piazza Signoria.All the locations require mandatory
prearrangements. I can organize and take care about the ...
Price: 289,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=185210P2

Family tour: Five Senses Tour with "Gelato" tasting
Family tour: Five Senses Tour with "Gelato" TastingLet us guide you by your senses,
scents and smells, listen to the city?s voices and noises in silence, taste the local
specialities, open your eyes wide, touch by hand the architecture?s materials of the
past.It?s a family-friendly, interactive ...
Price: 200,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=185210P3

Ultimate Tuscany Bike Tour
Our classic Chianti tour takes in rolling hills between Florence and Siena, passing the
vineyards and villages around San Casciano, Castellina, Radda and Greve. Our
tours are fully customizable so we can also create a route to satisfy your needs
regarding distance, terrain and ride time, throwing ...
Price: 177,78 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=186156P1
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Wine tasting of the Fabrizio Pratesi winery
The Pratesi family has been producing wine in the Carmignano area for five
generations. It was Pietro Pratesi who bought the Lolocco estate in 1875 in the heart
of Carmignano, where wine and oil were already produced. And in Lolocco the
Fabrizio Pratesi winery produces the best wines in ...
Price: 20,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=187216P2

Chianti special half-day Wine and Snack tour from Florence
Tuscany wine tour, explore the beautiful wine region of Florence on a half-day scenic
tour from Florence, and enjoy Tuscan landscape of gently rolling hills and vineyards,
studded with cypress trees. Taste super Chianti wines and Tuscan products.Tuscany
wine tour, explore the beautiful wine region ...
Price: 73,34 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=187808P1

All in One; San Gimignano, Pisa and Siena from Florence
Would you like to see one of the greatest and most beautiful areas in Tuscany in one
memorable day? Join our tour and spend a magical day, made even more delightful
by a traditional Tuscan lunch;Starter: bruschetta, salami, and fresh cheeseMain dish:
tagliatelle (fresh pasta) with ragù sauce, or, ...
Price: 105,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=187808P11

The David - ACCADEMIA GALLERY guided tour
Visit the Accademia Gallery with our guides. You will get the opportunity to immerse
yourself in Michelangelo?s art and see his most famous work, the statue of David,
and other important masterpieces.Visit the Accademia Gallery with our guides. You
will get the opportunity to immerse yourself in ...
Price: 46,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=187808P12
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Cooking Class in Florence; Learn how to cook like italians
Our Pizza-Gelato making session is perfect for who is obsessed with Italian
culture.One of Our Customer feedbacks;I?m super happy to have been able to make
a real Italian pizza that turned out to be surprisingly perfect.A really special thanks to
grande Chef, Emanuelle for his kindness and skills ...
Price: 97,78 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=187808P14

Pizza & Gelato; Cooking Class in Florence
Learn how to make two of the most delicious Italian dishes: pizza and ?gelato?. Meet
our chef, learn the techniques and bring home the recipes to make them at
home.Learn how to make two of the most delicious Italian dishes: pizza and
?gelato?. Meet our chef, learn the techniques and bring home the ...
Price: 96,67 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=187808P15

Cinque Terre full-day trip from Florence
Explore the breathtaking coast in South Liguria, near the city of La Spezia. You will
visit the main 5 terre towns - Manarola, Monterosso, Riomaggiore, and Vernazza,
enjoying an unforgettable experience. This guided tour includes private bus
transportation, train and ferry boat tickets. For many ...
Price: 145,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=187808P17

Cooking Class in Florence; a market to table tour
After shopping in local market Our chef will show you how to make fresh pasta from
the raw ingredients and you will have the chance to knead it yourself! You will also
cook the sauce (Tomato, Ragù Bolognese or Pesto), ?bruschetta? as a starter, as
well as a dessert!After shopping in local market ...
Price: 108,89 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=187808P2
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Vespa Rental in Florence
Renting a Vespa with us is quick and easy. You can book here from our website or
send us a message and we will arrange your Vespa for you.We only offer quality
Piaggio Vespas that are renowned for their comfort and safety. The Vespas are ideal
both for city traffic as well as longer rides.we can be ...
Price: 91,43 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=187808P20

Pisa from Florence; special tour with entrances
An authorised city guide will accompany you on a tour of Piazza dei Miracoli. The
guided tour will include the exterior visit of the Leaning Tower, Baptistery and
Monumental Cemetery while the tour of the Cathedral will also include the interiors.
After you?ll have the opportunity to climb the ...
Price: 116,83 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=187808P22

Private Vespa Vintage tour in Florence
Follow the guide in the tour that will take you to Fiesole, on a scenic height above
Florence which is generally considered to be the wealthiest and most affluent suburb
of Florence.While you enjoy the scenery you can have your free time to taste
cheese, ham and local wine right next to the most ...
Price: 109,05 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=187808P23

Private Cinque Terre full day trip from Florence
Enjoy this private tour to discover the unmissable places of Cinque Terre. You will
experience an unforgettable day discovering the most impressive Ligurian
landscapes.This area, is declared World Heritage by UNESCO, where earth and sea
fuse to create a unique and unforgettable landscape.You will ...
Price: 680,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=187808P26
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Vespa tour in Florence + included 2Hours rental in addition
Follow the guide in the tour that will take you to Fiesole, on a scenic height above
Florence which is generally considered to be the wealthiest and most affluent suburb
of Florence.While you enjoy the scenery you can have your free time to taste
cheese, ham and local wine right next to the most ...
Price: 109,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=187808P4

Private Vespa tour in Florence + includes 2hours rental in addition
Follow the guide in the tour that will take you to Fiesole, on a scenic height above
Florence which is generally considered to be the wealthiest and most affluent suburb
of Florence.While you enjoy the scenery you can have your free time to taste
cheese, ham and local wine right next to the most ...
Price: 109,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=187808P6

Cooking Class in Florence; Pizza and Gelato
Our Pizza-Gelato making session is perfect for who is obsessed with Italian
culture.One of Our Customer feedbacks;I?m super happy to have been able to make
a real Italian pizza that turned out to be surprisingly perfect.A really special thanks to
grande Chef, Emanuelle for his kindness and skills ...
Price: 97,78 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=187808P7

Bicycle Rental in Florence City Center
Rent an electric or muscular bicycle and ask our guides for advice on what to do in
your time, to make this day memorable.Rent an electric or muscular bicycle and ask
our guides for advice on what to do in your time, to make this day memorable.Rent
an electric or muscular bicycle and ask our guides ...
Price: 38,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=187808P8
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Ride Fiat 500 Vintage For a day in florence
Hire a classic Fiat 500! Drive through the history on board of one of the most
appreciated Symbols of Italian design!FIAT 500 is incredibly small and incredibly
comfortable. Its dimensions are perfect to drive in the narrow streets of Florence also
off the touristic paths. An Iconic car to discover ...
Price: 310,65 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=187808P9

Photo Walk in Florence: Meet and Photograph the Medici City!
During this photo tour, as well as taking a tour of the city with an experienced
photographer, you will learn some basic tricks about how to make photos as well as
try out equipment like steady cams for video shooting.Your memory of Florence will
be filled with the feeling you will feel for this ...
Price: 83,34 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=188991P1

Walking Tour with Photographer in Florence!
During this photo tour, as well as taking a tour of the city with an experienced
photographer, you will learn some basic tricks about how to make photos as well as
try out equipment like steady cams for video shooting.Your memory of Florence will
be filled with the feeling you will feel for this ...
Price: 83,34 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=188991P2

Escape game by Fox in a Box
The 1st Room Escape in Florence according to TripAdvisor.Perfect for Team building
Are you looking for something different for your business?The new live Escape
Game. An engaging, fun and exciting experience to use as a Team building
exerciseThe 1st Room Escape in Florence according to ...
Price: 32,99 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=18913P1
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Private Tour: The Art of Living in Florence in the Renaissance with Exclusive Private Palace Visit
How did people live in Florence between the Middle Ages and the Renaissance,
when some of the most famous art masterpieces were created in this city? We will
discover it by visiting some palaces that, still today, house objects, art works and
stories linked to the daily life in the past centuries. ...
Price: 109,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=19030P1

Florence sightseeing Tour
Questo tour vi farà conoscere la storia della città , sviluppo dell'architettura dal
Medioevo fino Rinascimento, e la cosa più importante - di capire perche il famoso
Rinascimento si è cominciato a Firenze, città che ha dato al mondo Leonardo, Dante
e Michelangelo.Importantissimo anche lo sviluppo ...
Price: 200,28 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=190381P1

Guided tour to the secrets of the Uffizi Gallery
ATTENTION PLEASE.Please, respect the anti-COVID19 spread rules.The guided
tour is not a mere description of the works of art in the museum, but it is a completely
customised experience to discover the beauty of the gallery and the many secrets
hidden within the masterpieces of Botticelli, Raphael, ...
Price: 40,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=190917P4

Florence tour
Tour to discover Florence, the cradle of the Renaissance. A journey to discover the
art and history of this city.Tour to discover Florence, the cradle of the Renaissance. A
journey to discover the art and history of this city.Tour to discover Florence, the
cradle of the Renaissance. A journey to ...
Price: 17,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=190917P7
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Skip the line - Michelangelo's David and Accademia tour
Small group and Priority access!This tour will give you the opportunity to admire the
most famous sculpture in the world: Michelangelo's David! The colossal size (over 5
tons) of the marble statue alone impressed Michelangelo's contemporaries who
wrote that David surpassed "all ancient and modern ...
Price: 60,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=191349P1

Florence 2-Hour Small-Group Walking Tour around Medici Family
Discover the Medici's story with a walk through the most important streets and
palaces. On this tour we deal with the rise of the Medici family and the relationship
between political power and art. You will discover how it was possible that this family
could govern in Florence for over three ...
Price: 40,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=191349P11

The best of Florence walking tour
This tour is the best walking tour that you can ever have in Florence. It is a great
introduction to the city for both first-timers as well as returners. It covers the main
attractions of the city and gives you facts you wouldn't know or notice walking around
by yourself.You will not be involved in ...
Price: 40,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=191349P15

Private Tour Uffizi Museum with Skip-the-Line in Florence
PRIVATE TOUR AND PRIORITY ACCESSUffizi is one of the most important Italian
museums and the most visited. It is also one of the largest and best known in the
world and holds a collection of priceless works. You can find here paintings of
Michelangelo, Leonardo da Vinci, Raphael, Botticelli and ...
Price: 180,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=191349P16
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Private Tour and Priority Access To The Michelangelo's David
Private tour and priority access.This tour will give you the opportunity to admire the
most famous sculpture in the world: Michelangelo's David! The colossal size (over 5
tons) of the marble statue alone impressed Michelangelo's contemporaries who
wrote that David surpassed "all ancient and modern ...
Price: 140,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=191349P17

Wine and Art tour in Florence
Thanks to this tour you will explore Florence with the perspective of a local and you
will discover the hidden spots and the best places to taste the famous Chianti
wine!Thanks to this tour you will explore Florence with the perspective of a local and
you will discover the hidden spots and the best ...
Price: 70,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=191349P18

Half day private tour in Florence
Get this private tour to visit the greatest attractions of Florence: the Cathedral, the
Baptistery, the Ponte Vecchio, the Piazza Della Signoria, Piazza della Repubblica,
Pitti Palace, Santa Croce church accompanied by a professional tour guide. This tour
is fully customizable to be adapted to your ...
Price: 175,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=191349P19

The Best tour in Florence: Renaissance and Medici Tales
This tour is the best walking tour that you can ever have in Florence. It is a great
introduction to the city for both first-timers as well as returners. It covers the main
attractions of the city and also the hidden gems that are well and truly "off the beaten
track" and gives you facts you ...
Price: 2,99 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=191349P2
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Full Day private tour in Florence
Get this private tour to visit the greatest attractions of Florence: the Cathedral, the
Baptistery, the Ponte Vecchio, the Piazza Della Signoria, Piazza della Repubblica,
Pitti Palace, Santa Croce church accompanied by a professional tour guide. This tour
is fully customizable to be adapted to your ...
Price: 250,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=191349P20

Wedding tour: tour for guests
You are in Italy to celebrate your wedding? why not to offer to your guest a fantastic
tour in Florence?Thanks to our amazing tours, you will have a true taste of Florence!
Our itinerary is focused on art, history, folklore, natural beauties and it covers the
main highlights of the city. Get this ...
Price: 700,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=191349P22

Wedding tour: the best of Florence
Get this private tour to visit the greatest attractions of Florence: the Cathedral, the
Baptistery, the Ponte Vecchio, the Piazza Della Signoria, Piazza della Repubblica,
Pitti Palace, Santa Croce church accompanied by a professional tour guide. This tour
is fully customizable to be adapted to your ...
Price: 500,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=191349P23

Skip the line - Uffizi Museum tour
Uffizi is one of the most important Italian museums and the most visited. It is also
one of the largest and best known in the world and holds a collection of priceless
works. You can find here paintings of Michelangelo, Leonardo da Vinci, Raphael,
Botticelli and other masters of the renaissance. ...
Price: 90,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=191349P3
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Skip the line - Uffizi Museum tour -EU Citizens (18-25yo)
Uffizi is one of the most important Italian museums and the most visited. It is also
one of the largest and best known in the world and holds a collection of priceless
works. You can find here paintings of Michelangelo, Leonardo da Vinci, Raphael,
Botticelli and other masters of the renaissance. ...
Price: 60,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=191349P4

Skip the line - Michelangelo's David and Accademia Museum -EU Citizens (18-25yo)
Small group and Priority access!This tour will give you the opportunity to admire the
most famous sculpture in the world: Michelangelo's David!The colossal size (over 5
tons) of the marble statue alone impressed Michelangelo's contemporaries who
wrote that David surpassed "all ancient and modern ...
Price: 45,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=191349P5

FLORENCE IN A DAY: Uffizi + Accademia + Highlights + Lunch
Small group and priority accesses guided tour!Make the most of your time in
Florence!Thanks to this all-inclusive half a day tour you will be able to see in a few
hours the main attractions in the city:TOUR IN UFFIZI MUSEUM: you will admire
paintings of Michelangelo, Leonardo da Vinci, Raphael, ...
Price: 195,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=191349P6

Food tasting tour in Florence
The Florence Food Experience takes place in the downtown of Florence. During this
incredible tour, you will be able both to admire the main highlights of Florence and to
taste the typical Florentine food. You will visit the central Old Market and the historic
shops where you will taste prosciutto, ...
Price: 60,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=191349P7
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Transfer Florence to Rome
The product we offer differs from many others in the simple fact that we always offer
a quality service and with the utmost respect for travelers.The product we offer differs
from many others in the simple fact that we always offer a quality service and with
the utmost respect for travelers.The ...
Price: 285,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=191609P13

BlackCab from Florence to Rome
We offer a quality product with professional drivers and vehicles authorized by
regular licenses and always no older than 10 years.We offer a quality product with
professional drivers and vehicles authorized by regular licenses and always no older
than 10 years.We offer a quality product with ...
Price: 693,34 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=191609P15

Yoga Class And Dinner
After a long journey, discover a subline way to relax your body and mind while doing
yoga at sunset ,suiteable for all levels. At the end a wonterfull italian dinner.After a
long journey, discover a subline way to relax your body and mind while doing yoga at
sunset ,suiteable for all levels. At the ...
Price: 43,34 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=191655P1

Montalcino and Pienza, The Dream land
Experience the real Tuscan essence by visiting the Orcia Valley and its beautiful
villages! Meet you guide in Montalcino, where the world-famous Brunello wine is
produced! Wonder through the Medieval twisty streets and explore the Fortress,
whose design became a model for all the Tuscan cities, the ...
Price: 556,33 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=191853P1
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Off the beathen path Florence walking tour
With its iconic Renaissance masterpieces and stunning architecture, Florence is
rightly one of the most-visited cities in Italy. But to avoid the crowds, seek out some
of the city?s hidden gems with our tour. Oltrarno neighborhood of Florence. This is a
quieter part of the tourist-heavy city. Tour ...
Price: 111,27 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=191853P2

Siena, San Gimignano & the Chiantiside private tour with Mercedes V class Van
Our tour is made with passion by expert english speaking drivers who know
everything about the area. We will start with Siena, a Medieval & Reinassance gem,
famous for its stunning sights and impressive buildings. We will stop by the best
places to take pictures, dropping you off in front of the ...
Price: 450,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=192237P1

Pisa Tower, Lucca & Wine tasting with private V class Mercedes Van
We deliver the best custom made tours in Tuscany. We are in the tourism business
since 2 generations, making us two, Niccolò & Giuliano, host born! We will explain
you everything you need to know while we drive you around, solving all your
problems and needs (for the day :) )See our other reviews ...
Price: 389,43 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=192237P2

Horses and Wine Tasting in Tuscany!
I grew up as a child in the middle of the Tuscan hills. I started riding horses for pure
passion and I decided to turn my passion into a full-time job. I wake up early in the
morning and I spend most of my time with my horses in my ranch. The feeling and
the passion that these animals are able to ...
Price: 120,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=193753P1
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GAME OVER - The Chocolate Factory
The ESCAPE ROOMS are the new global trend in the field of entertainment and fun.
These are extremely engaging interactive games, which allow you to take on a role in
first person within a unique game scenario. The goal is simple: find clues, hidden and
mysterious objects to solve games and puzzles ...
Price: 27,78 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=194394P1

GAME OVER - Space Wars
The ESCAPE ROOMS are the new global trend in the field of entertainment and fun.
These are extremely engaging interactive games, which allow you to take on a role in
first person within a unique game scenario. The goal is simple: find clues, hidden and
mysterious objects to solve games and puzzles ...
Price: 25,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=194394P2

GAME OVER - Walking Death
The ESCAPE ROOMS are the new global trend in the field of entertainment and fun.
These are extremely engaging interactive games, which allow you to take on a role in
first person within a unique game scenario. The goal is simple: find clues, hidden and
mysterious objects to solve games and puzzles ...
Price: 27,78 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=194394P3

GAME OVER - The Cursed Temple
The ESCAPE ROOMS are the new global trend in the field of entertainment and fun.
These are extremely engaging interactive games, which allow you to take on a role in
first person within a unique game scenario. The goal is simple: find clues, hidden and
mysterious objects to solve games and puzzles ...
Price: 27,78 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=194394P4
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GAME OVER - Saw The Riddler
The ESCAPE ROOMS are the new global trend in the field of entertainment and fun.
These are extremely engaging interactive games, which allow you to take on a role in
first person within a unique game scenario. The goal is simple: find clues, hidden and
mysterious objects to solve games and puzzles ...
Price: 27,78 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=194394P5

Florence Strolling: Art & History & Enjoy
This is the perfect introduction tour to Florence, expecially if this is your first time in
the city. We will see, from the outside the most important highlights of the city, talking
about its history, art..but even about food and curious details that you will discover.
We will do in a very relaxed ...
Price: 180,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=195360P1

Florence & David
This is the perfect introduction tour to Florence, expecially if this is your first time in
the city. We will see, from the outside the most important highlights of the city, talking
about its history, art..but even about food and curious details that you will discover.
We will do in a very relaxed ...
Price: 180,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=195360P2

Florence & Uffizi
This is the perfect introduction tour to Florence, expecially if this is your first time in
the city. We will see, from the outside the most important highlights of the city, talking
about its history, art..but even about food and curious details that you will discover.
We will do in a very relaxed ...
Price: 220,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=195360P4
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Highlight points of Florence and David - Discover the real Michelangelo's David
I'll book the skip the line entrance to the Galleria dell'Accademia Museum.* Discover
truly hidden gems where only locals go to;* Catch a 360 impressive view over
Florence;* Get Unique Stories from your Favourite Local;* Admire the most famous
landmarks;* Get amazed by the magnificent Old Bridge;* ...
Price: 155,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=195729P1

Great Walking Tour
Want to discover the must-sees of Florence while avoiding the tourist crowds?
Benissimo! Go on an easy-going route past the best highlights & hidden gems and
enjoy the city as a true local! 100% private, 100% personalized, 100% Florence!*
Discover truly hidden gems where only locals go to;* Catch a ...
Price: 130,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=195729P2

The Lampredotto in Florence
You will find yourself in the heart of the Central Market of Florence, a historic meeting
point of the city. Here you will taste our specialties, surrounded by the colors, the
aromas and the liveliness of a unique place.You will find yourself in the heart of the
Central Market of Florence, a ...
Price: 8,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=196165P1

Tripe and Lampredotto at the Central Market
You will eat and live like the locals, immersed in the unique context of the Central
Market of Florence, a historic meeting point of city life.You will eat and live like the
locals, immersed in the unique context of the Central Market of Florence, a historic
meeting point of city life.You will eat ...
Price: 12,23 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=196165P2
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"Brunelleschi" tasting at the Central Market
Eat and live for a day like a true Florentine. Immerse yourself in the unique
atmosphere of the Central Market of Florence, historic meeting point of city life.Eat
and live for a day like a true Florentine. Immerse yourself in the unique atmosphere
of the Central Market of Florence, historic ...
Price: 15,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=196165P3

The History of Florence Show
For a unique and entertaining evening in Florence, you can take part in a comedy
that talks about the history of Florence in 60 minutes through anecdotes, gags and
live songs.The show is in English, held by professional actors.You can choose to
combine the show with a traditional Florentine dinner ...
Price: 35,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=19674P1

Florence Leonardo Da Vinci Tour
Discover the story of true genius ? Leonardo Da Vinci with the local professional
guide! Visit the museum with exhibitions dedicated to this influential artist. Do you
know the story of Leonardo?s Horse? You will be impressed with his created wooden
machines and models. What was so special about ...
Price: 299,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=196752P14

Florence Michelangelo Tour
Dive into the story of sculptor and painter Michelangelo with the local professional
guide! Visit the museums with the greatest works of the artist. Do you know the story
of Medici Chapels and Michelangelo?s contribution in their artistry? You will be
impressed with his sculptures and artworks. ...
Price: 274,72 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=196752P15
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Guided tour â€œLove stories of Florenceâ€•
An exclusive tour for all the romantics of the world! Together with the professional
local guide, you will visit the most romantic places in the city. You will see what very
important works of art the Cathedral of Santa Maria del Fiore interior preserves. You
will feel spellbound in a charming ...
Price: 399,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=196752P49

Magic Christmas Tour in Florence
The exclusive tour only in the Christmas period! This special times brings magic
Florence city. Together with the professional local guide, you will visit the most
beautifully decorated places, such as Santa Maria del Fiore Cathedral. You will feel
spellbound with the charming atmosphere in the ...
Price: 666,49 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=196752P5

Florence City Tour & David
This tour has been my best selling one for over 15 years. Customers finish the tour
truly understanding the importance of the Renaissance and the Medici family. We
cover topics that to many society's today are taboo but during the Renaissance were
part of everyday life. I love sharing the ironic, ...
Price: 194,72 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=198602P1

SHISHA EXPRESS (ÐºÐ°Ð»ÑŒÑ•Ð½, Narghile, Hookah) Where do you want
The Shisha service | Hookah | Hookah | ?????? will be held at the location agreed
with the customer, we take care of everything, from the decorations made at the
time, in search of the combination of the customer's ideal taste.The Zing Shisha is a
new patented model of hookah, its characteristics ...
Price: 298,89 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=198688P1
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Truffle hunting of San Miniato
You will be the protagonists of an unforgettable experience, in which you will be able
to take part in a real white truffle hunt, in the company of an experienced quarryman
and his prodigious dog.He teaches you to find and recognize the prized white truffle
of San Miniato, at the end of the hunt ...
Price: 512,83 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=198700P1

The Ultimate Uffizi Gallery Guided Tour
Skip the line, to not waste your precious time in the city, and take an expert guide
to learn and admire more. In a group of 15 or less, see the masterpieces by Filippo
Lippi, Botticelli, Leonardo Da Vinci, Michelangelo, Caravaggio, and the others.
Discover the history behind the artworks and ...
Price: 66,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=200373P31

David and Accademia Gallery Small-Group Guided Tour
The Accademia Gallery Tour is where Michelangelo?s original David comes to life!
Discover one of the greatest works of art ever created with your expert guide and
skip the line priority access. See the works of Florentine masters from the
13th-century to the height of the Renaissance such ...
Price: 48,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=200373P32

Best of Florence In One Day Guided Tour
Make the best of your time in Florence with the Full Day Florence Tour. The tour
package includes Uffizi Gallery Tour, Walking Tour and Academy Tour with our
expert guide. ?You will begin with a specially curated tour of the Uffizi Gallery with
priority access where you will see world-renowned ...
Price: 156,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=200373P34
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The Ultimate Florence Private Full day tour
Make the best of your time in Florence with the Full Day Florence Private Tour. The
tour package includes Uffizi Gallery Tour, Walking Tour and Academy Tour with our
expert guide. ?You will begin with a professional private tour of the Uffizi Gallery with
priority access where you will ...
Price: 360,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=200373P35

The Ultimate Private Florence Dome Tour
Delve into the history and culture of Florence on this comprehensive guided tour of
Piazza del Duomo. Enjoy priority access to the Cathedral of Santa Maria del Fiore,
the St.John's Baptistery and the Museum of the Works of the Cathedral. Bask in the
beauty of some of the greatest works of art by ...
Price: 190,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=200373P36

Brunelleschiâ€™s Dome Guided Tour
Enjoy reserved access to the Duomo Cupola - one of the tallest vantage points of
Florence and an icon of the city. With the help of a licensed professional guide, learn
fascinating facts about the Duomo Cupola and climb to its top. Small group size to
ensure a semi-private and engrossing ...
Price: 50,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=200373P37

Food Tasting Experience In Florence
An authentic and significant experience led by a real florentine food and wine lover.
Your friend in Florence will guide you and explain the right way to pair food and wine
in order to get the best of them!An authentic and significant experience led by a real
florentine food and wine lover. Your ...
Price: 76,67 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=201063P1
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The Best of Florence Walking Tour
Florence attracts over 10 million visitors per year! From the first moment, you will
understand why is that so. According to the UNESCO, 60% of the world?s total
artwork is preserved in Italy, and more than half of it is present in Florence! Together
with the professional local guide, you will ...
Price: 274,72 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=201139P12

Legends of Florence Walking Tour
Discover the legends of this prominent city with our professional guide who will lead
you through the most interesting and attractive places in Florence. What is so special
of Orsanmichele Church? Explore the medieval district, towers, and galleries. Dive
into its history of art and architecture ...
Price: 333,69 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=201139P3

Florence Highlights And Accademia Private Walking Tour
Marvel at the impressive cultural, historical and artistic heritage of this charming
city.Start your experience in the religious center of the city where you'll admire the
Duomo and its impressive Dome, which was designedby Brunelleschi, and the
Baptistery of Saint John, one of the oldest buildings ...
Price: 140,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=20163P74

Florence City Center and Uffizi Gallery Private Tour
Located in the very heart of Tuscany, in a basin crossed by the Arno River, the
magnificent City of Florence stands as one of the most beautiful cities in Europe,
filled with historical relics and artistic masterpieces by the greatest masters of
Humanism and the Renaissance. This city tour ...
Price: 200,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=20163P75
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Half Day Private Tour of Pisa from Florence
Meet your Private driver in Florence and start your geographical and cultural
immersion into the heart of Italy, as you discover Pisa and its famous Leaning Tower.
While in most Italian cities the main square is generally called Piazza del Duomo,
Pisa's main square has been renamed Piazza dei ...
Price: 35,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=20163P76

Half Day Private Tour of Pisa from Florence
Meet your Private driver in Florence and start your geographical and cultural
immersion into the heart of Italy, as you discover Pisa and its famous Leaning Tower.
While in most Italian cities the main square is generally called Piazza del Duomo,
Pisa's main square has been renamed Piazza dei ...
Price: 35,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=20163P76

In The Footsteps Of The Medici Family Private Walking Tour
This tour will focus on the amazing history of their rise to power and the palazzo
intrigues, and will let you know more about their private life by visiting the hidden
gems of their main Palace, Palazzo Pitti, and the gorgeous Boboli Gardens. Palazzo
Pitti, which has also been the residence of the ...
Price: 200,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=20163P77

Wine Making Private Experience In Tuscany
The most unusual and exciting of our tours, where you'll have the chance to
experience the great Italian wine tradition firsthand!Create your very own wine and
label and bring home a unique gift for your family or loved onesRelive the authentic
tradition of wine making with a real taste of its ...
Price: 800,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=20163P78
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Siena and San Gimignano Private Day Trip from Florence
After being picked up from your Florence hotel, the day will start with a trip to
Florence's historic rival, Siena! A UNESCO World Heritage site, and home to the
Palio, the cities famous horse race held twice every year. Your guide will meet you
from the car and take you on a private walking tour, ...
Price: 500,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=20163P79

Cooking Class Handmade Pasta & Gelato and Tasting
Our Chefs offer you perfect cooking class, best making dishes with fresh ingredients
and old recipes. We have only carefully sourced and seasonal ingredients in our
disposal to make rustic dishes. We provide you full assistance and fun.The class will
be held at TB Cooking School place, the class is ...
Price: 77,78 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=201770P1

4 Courses of Tuscan Tradizione Old mamas Cooking Secrets
We proudly presents cokking lesson: creative, fun, interactive, team-player and high
quality. Our Chefs offer you best making dishes with fresh ingredients and old
recipes. We have only carefully sourced and seasonal ingredients in our disposal to
make rustic dishes. We provide you full assistance ...
Price: 77,78 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=201770P2

Hand Made Fresh Pasta Cooking Class and Wine Tasting
Our Chefs offer you family style cooking class, best making dishes with fresh
ingredients and old recipes. We have only carefully sourced and seasonal
ingredients in our disposal to make rustic dishes. We provide you full assistance and
fun.The class will be held at TB Cooking School place, the ...
Price: 83,34 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=201770P3
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Chianti, Siena, Monteriggioni, San Gimignano
A tour in the beautiful and charming Chianti Hills, city of Siena,Monteriggioni & San
Gimignano and making a real dive in to the Middle Ages; walking through its
squares, streets and alleys, will be like reliving that historical atmosphere practically
unchanged since Medieval Times, preserving the ...
Price: 313,77 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=203722P1

Accademia Tour with Michelangelo's David - Small Group Tour
If you?ve only seen The David in the photos, and you would like to meet him in
person, but also understand the many meanings behind Michelangelo?s iconic
masterpiece, listen to the artist?s amazing life, and learn about the David?s many
secrets and his backstory. We?ll be standing at the feet of ...
Price: 25,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=204267P1

Private Florence Highlights Walking Tour from Duomo to Santa Croce
A licensed expert guide will lead you on a fascinating private guided walking tour
through the streets and piazzas of Florence. A tailored tour that will trace the history
of the city, and in particular the times of the Renaissance through the numerous
important monuments that line its route.A ...
Price: 119,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=20455P20

Best of Florence Tour by Night
This 2 hours walking city tour will take you to the highlights of the city of
Florence after sunset with a top-rated local guide. This tour is a great introduction to
the city and you will see Santa Croce Church, the Bargello Palace, Piazza della
Signoria, Ponte Vecchio, Piazza della Repubblica, ...
Price: 29,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=20455P207
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Florence Food Tour with Farmers Market Visit City Sightseeing and Wine Tasting
Our fully qualified English-speaking guides are art/history experts as well as
food/wine connoisseurs, during the tour you will learn about the history of Florence
as well as unravel traditional recipes.Our tour includes a deep visit at the main
market where you will taste a wide variety of food, ...
Price: 85,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=20455P230

San Lorenzo Market Food and Wine Tour in Florence
Taste the culinary specialties of Florence during this four-hour food, wine, and
sightseeing tour. Follow a local guide to seven different locations in the Tuscan
capital including restaurants, trattorias, wine bars, gelaterias, and pastry shops to
sample traditional foods and taste regional wines. ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=20455P28

Kids & Families Michelangelo Florence Tour w/ Skip-the-Line Accademia Gallery
On this 2.5-hour private tour you'll enjoy skip-the-line tickets to discover the majestic
works of art in the world famous Accademia Gallery in Florence. Together with your
kid-friendly guide, you will gain insight into the history behind the city highlights, learn
about Florentine artists and ...
Price: 99,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=20455P299

Kid-Friendly Siena & San Gimignano Day Tour from Florence w/ Driver & Guide
Explore the heart of Tuscany on this full-day kid-friendly excursion through the cities
of San Gimignano and Siena. Expect to see the gorgeous Tuscan countryside and
two very different, yet both equally beautiful cities and both listed as UNESCO World
Heritage Sites. Get picked up from your ...
Price: 529,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=20455P300
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Skip-the-Line Uffizi Gallery Private Tour with Local Guide
Beat the lines at one the world's most famous art museums, Florence's Uffizi Gallery,
with this 2-hours and a half guided tour led by a local expert. Make the most of this
vast gallery and see the highlights that matter most to you with this intimate private
tour.Beat the lines at one the world's ...
Price: 135,20 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=20455P51

Private Tour: Skip-the-Line Accademia Gallery and Michelangelo's David Tour
See one of Michelangelo's most famous masterpieces with this private, skip-the-line
2-hour tour of the Accademia Gallery in Florence. Admire the impressive statue of
David close-up with a guide to explain its history and significance. Choose a morning
or afternoon tour.See one of Michelangelo's ...
Price: 149,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=20455P52

Florence Food Tour: Home-Made Pasta, Truffle, Cantucci, Olive Oil, Gelato
Fun, informative and tasty 2.5 hour street food and sightseeing tour through the
center of Florence led by a professional local guide. You will sample delicious street
food such as fresh pasta, gelato, truffles, home-made biscuits and much more.You
will visit the local food market and walk by ...
Price: 42,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=20455P54

Florence Sightseeing Walking Tour with a Local Guide
This 2 hour walking city tour will take you to the highlights of the city of Florence led
by a local expert guide. This tour is a great introduction to the city and you will see
Santa Croce Church, the Bargello Palace, Piazza della Signoria, Ponte Vecchio,
Palazzo Vecchio, the Cathedral, Giotto's ...
Price: 29,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=20455P55
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Chianti Wine Tasting tour from Florence or Siena with local driver guide
This relaxing and pleasant gourmet tour will take you to visit the area that lies
between the provinces of Florence and Siena known for the beautiful valleys, castles
and medieval villages encircled by walls located on a hilltop.The tour will start directly
at your accommodation. We will drive ...
Price: 379,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=20455P65

Florence Sightseeing Tour for Kids & Families with Gelato Tasting
Enjoy a 2.5 hour engaging walking tour for families and kids through the streets and
squares of Florence with an expert guide who will show you the wonders of the
Renaissance and the highlights of the city. Your local guide is specialized in working
with children and will keep their attention and ...
Price: 64,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=20455P76

Skip the Line Bargello Palace and Museum Private Guided Tour
Enjoy a 2 hours private tour of one of the most important museums of Renaissance
sculpture in the world taken by the hand of a local expert who will make art and
history come alive. The Bargello is a monumental medieval palace that collects
masterpieces by ...
Price: 149,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=20455P92

Skip-the-Line Uffizi Museum and Galleries Private Guided Tour for Kids and Families in Florence
Enjoy a memorable experience with your family in one of the top-rated museums in
the world. You will have a specialist private guide that will take you by the hand
through the highlights of the Uffizi Museum. You will not waste any moment by
waiting in the long entrance lines. Kids and parents will ...
Price: 119,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=20455P95
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Your favorite wine tour in Tuscany
We offer the ultimate daily wine tour in the Chianti Valley! Travel with us for an
unforgettable experience wine tour in Tuscany!Enjoy a full day of Tuscan wine
tasting as you tour one of the world?s most famous wine regions in a luxury Minivan!
During this fun and informative tour, you will learn ...
Price: 300,42 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=205046P1

Olive harvest in Tuscany
The only real family olive harvest in Tuscany! This activity will be the highlight of your
trip.. lunch is provided as well as wine and good company!The only real family olive
harvest in Tuscany! This activity will be the highlight of your trip.. lunch is provided as
well as wine and good ...
Price: 166,67 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=205046P3

Private Truffle Hunting Experience
Any season has its own truffles, the black you can find almost all year round and the
celebrated white ones, which season starts in October. Enjoy a fantastic day
immerse into the beautiful nature of Tuscany in an interactive experience, hunting
truffles with the dog and the expert hunter. Lear ...
Price: 350,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=205046P5

3-Hour Private Florence Walking Tour
Enjoy a walk in the city of beauty discovering the Florence highlights!The majestic
Duomo with its dome built by Brunelleschi, Piazza dellaRepubblica, the famous
Piazza della Signoria, the open air museum ofFlorence, Ponte vecchio among many
other treasures preserved in the city.Enjoy a walk in the ...
Price: 90,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=205046P7
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Florence Artisan tour
Discover the Florentine "mystery and mastery" by being introduced intothe magic
world of the artisans, who made Florence famous since theMiddle-ages. Mosaic,
leather making, jewelry , fne paper making andother high-hand manufacts will amaze
you as you learn from expertartisans the process of ...
Price: 166,90 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=205046P8

Make your own bespoke perfume in a historic workshop in Florence
The course consists of a theoretical and a practical part. Topics include the history of
Perfumery, the choice of materials and their origin, the production techniques, the
process of creating a bespoke perfume, the dilution and the bottling. Focus on the
creation of a unique and personal scent, ...
Price: 111,12 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=206098P7

Uffizi Gallery: guided tour of the masterpieces of Florentine painting.
A visit to the Uffizi Gallery is an unforgettable experience in itself, and if made with an
authorized guide, the visit turns into emotion. A journey through time to understand
the evolution of painting from the Middle Ages to the Renaissance and be amazed by
the masterpieces of Leonardo da Vinci, ...
Price: 166,90 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=206704P1

Eco-sustainable shopping tour: the big names of Made in Italy
Our responsible shopping experience gives you the opportunity to purchase Made in
Italy products at discounted prices and, at the same time, makes you an active
supporter of zero-impact production.Our responsible shopping experience gives you
the opportunity to purchase Made in Italy products at ...
Price: 278,17 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=206704P2
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How artistic Florentine leather is born: guided tour of the workshop.
Visiting a small artisan leather factory located outside the tourist areas is certainly a
unique opportunity to live an experience in direct contact with the artisans. You will
meet a family of artisans who have been masters in the production of true
masterpieces made entirely by hand for ...
Price: 244,79 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=206704P4

Florence Smart city tour
Make the most of your time to discover the history, culture and curiosities of the city
rightly defined as the "cradle of the Renaissance". Palaces of noble families, secular
churches, medieval alleys and squares that are real open-air museums; like the rest
of the historical center. Don't just see ...
Price: 24,90 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=206704P5

Semi Private Florence Walking Tour:The Medici History,With Palazzo Vecchio visit
Discover the secrets of the Medici family.also known as the House of Medici, was the
Italian family that ruled Florence, and later Tuscany, during most of the period from
1434 to 1737, except for two brief intervals (from 1494 to 1512, and from 1527 to
1530).imposing Pitti Palace, with an enjoyable ...
Price: 135,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=207174P17

Private Tour in Florence of the local food culture with a local
Florence as its local cooking is unique from the rest of the country. Tuscan cuisine
has a reputation for being known as cucina povera or ?poor kitchen? because, back
in the day, Tuscan Nonnas utilized everything they had in the kitchen and on the
farm to prepare meals. They literally used every ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=207305P182
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Private tour of the best of Florence - Sightseeing, Food & Culture with a local
Florence is romantic, historic, and gorgeous, everything is meant for you to fall in
love with this city. Our fun and entertaining guide will make this a memorable
experience for you filled with sightseeing, visitng local popular hangout places and
trying the local food & drinks. It is one of the ...
Price: 125,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=207305P183

Pride Side (LGBTQ) of Florence on a Private Tour with a local
In the Florence of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, there was a series of places
where homosexual meetings could be held and today also Florence has a fun LGBT
scene. It is fun to explore the LGBT scene in the city only when you go out and
explore it with a local.On this tour you will try ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=207305P184

A day in the life of Florence - Private tour with a local
Florence is romantic, historic, and gorgeous, everything is meant for you to fall in
love with this city. Our fun and entertaining guide will make this a memorable
experience for you filled with sightseeing, visitng local popular hangout places and
trying the local food & drinks. It is one of the ...
Price: 200,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=207305P185

An Architectural insight of Florence on a Private Tour with a local
Florence has always been one of the great art cities of Italy and also Europe.
Famous painters, sculptors and architects worked and lived here. The influence of
the Medici family, Leonardo da Vinci and Michelangelo can be felt everywhere in the
city. Our fun and entertaining guide will make this a ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=207305P186
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The romantic side of Florence (Fall in love again) - Private tour with a local
If you?re the kind of person who likes unique ways to show your partner just how
much you love them, then take them for a romantic walk around Florence on this
private tour. Our fun and entertaining guide will make this a memorable experience
for you, you will visit popular and hidden places that ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=207305P187

Touristic highlights of Florence on a Private half day tour with a local
Florence is romantic, historic, and gorgeous, everything is meant for you to fall in
love with this city. Our fun and entertaining guide will make this a memorable
experience for you filled with sightseeing, visitng local popular hangout places and
trying the local food & drinks. It is one of the ...
Price: 125,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=207305P188

Touristic highlights of Florence on a Private full day tour with a local
Florence is romantic, historic, and gorgeous, everything is meant for you to fall in
love with this city. Our fun and entertaining guide will make this a memorable
experience for you filled with sightseeing, visitng local popular hangout places and
trying the local food & drinks. It is one of the ...
Price: 200,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=207305P189

Private tour of Photography at best locations in Florence with a local
If you love taking sensational pictures and showing them off on Instagram or
elsewhere then this experience is just the right one for you. You will visit the ancient,
medieval and modern neighborhoods, cafes, hidden alleys, coffee shop and markets
for that picture perfect photo of Florence that you ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=207305P190
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Private tour of Artistic Florence with a local
Florence has always been one of the great art cities of Italy and also Europe.
Famous painters, sculptors and architects worked and lived here. The influence of
the Medici family, Leonardo da Vinci and Michelangelo can be felt everywhere in the
city. Our fun and entertaining guide will make this a ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=207305P191

Private tour of Offbeat Florence with a local
Our fun and entertaining guide will make this a memorable experience for you filled
with offbeat sightseeing, visitng local popular hangout places and trying the local
food & drinks. It is one of the best experiences to immerse yourself into the rich
Italian culture.Our fun and entertaining guide ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=207305P192

Private Day Trip to Verona from Florence with a local
Visit Verona the most extraordinary hidden gems in Italy, the small city of Verona is a
must-see place if you?re traveling through the Northern part of the country. Verona is
often overlooked by travelers whose sights are set on Italy?s bigger cities. You will
visit the archaeological, cultural and ...
Price: 200,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=207305P193

Ferrari Test Drive in Florence
Explore the Florentine hills in style on this 8, 12, 16, 22, 26, 32, 36, 70,100 or 300
kilometers red Ferrari 2+2 seats drive with a personal driving Tutor who will guide
you throughout the tour sitting next to you. Departure from Florence, Piazzale
Galileo, then wind through the scenic Tuscan ...
Price: 185,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=20857P1
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Firenze-Bologna-Firenze 250 km
Drive our red Ferrari 2+2 seats for 250 km through the Firenze-Bologna motorway
(around 130 km)You may bring up to 2 extra guests with you in the back as
passengers for an extra fee per person.You can visit the magnificent center of
Bologna with its churches and historic squares and have lunch in ...
Price: 1.950,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=20857P10

Ferrari Tour from Florence to Maranello and back 300 km
Who loves Ferrari the most famous Italian luxury sports car manufacturer based in
Maranello cannot miss this opportunity. You drive the red Ferrari 2+2 seats on the
motorway and on the beautiful Modena hills with our Tutor sitting next to you (and up
to 2 passengers sitting in back) so you only ...
Price: 1.990,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=20857P11

Ferrari and Aperitif 26 km
Drive yourself the red Ferrari 2+2 seats for 26 km from Florence, Piazzale Galileo to
Fiesole and back, with a 30 minutes stop for an Aperitif (soft drink, no alcohol) to
enjoy the breathtaking views over Florence.Luxury Aperitif location: Belmond Villa
San Michele, Fiesole open from early April ...
Price: 420,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=20857P6

Ferrari and Lunch 26 km
Enjoy a 26 km test drive in a red Ferrari 2+2 seats. You will stop for lunch at a luxury
restaurant of your choice between Villa San Michele restaurant (only open from April
to October) and La Loggia del Piazzale Michelangelo restaurant (open all the year) to
enjoy the breathtaking views of ...
Price: 696,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=20857P7
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Ferrari in Chianti and Cappuccino 70 km
Drive yourself the red Ferrari 2+2 seats for 70 km through the stunning hills of the
Chianti, surrounded by Tuscany's most famous vineyards and oil trees.With a 30
minutes stop in the characteristic Greve in Chianti square so you will be enjoying our
unique ITALIAN CAPPUCCINO or orange juice with ...
Price: 678,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=20857P8

Ferrari and Winery 100 km
Drive our red Ferrari 2+2 seats for 100 km through the stunning hills of the Chianti,
surrounded by Tuscany's most famous vineyards and oil trees.You may bring up to 2
extra guests with you as passengers for an extra fee per personDrive our red Ferrari
2+2 seats for 100 km through the stunning ...
Price: 895,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=20857P9

Nightwalk in Sammezzano
Experiencing the thrill of a night walk in a forest in total safety, a unique sensory
experience, walking in the dark caresses the other senses and amplifies the
emotions. Walking in the darkness of this beautiful park will give you moments of
relaxation and excitement, when you hear the noises ...
Price: 27,11 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=208673P1

The Wonderful Flounces
A walk through evocative paths to the foot of the Valdarno flounces. Spectacular
spiers, high pinnacles and majestic cathedrals of sand built by nature. An easy path
for everyone. I will tell you the story of this territory and the characters connected to
it, like Dante Alighieri and the genius ...
Price: 35,90 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=208673P2
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Meditation under the monumental sequoias
We will meet at The Mall: the luxury outlet in Florence. We will leave on foot, leaving
behind the shining windows of luxury shops to enter the park that overlooks the
shopping center, from which we can see the top of the Sammezzano castle that we
will reach through a beautiful walk in the park. ...
Price: 27,11 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=208673P4

Panoramic route Setteponti by Moto
Do you want to live a unique experience riding a professional driver? We will ride my
Moto Guzzi V85TT together on one of the most beautiful and richest roads in
Tuscany: the Setteponti. This road, which follows the ancient Roman road Cassia
Vetus, includes not only hundreds of fun curves but also ...
Price: 100,14 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=208673P5

Dive into the Resco
A wonderful experience into the fresh and sweet waters of Resco?s river. This river,
for millennia, drawed this valley and it gave us landscapes of immeasurable beauty.
Just one hour walking through a marvelous countryside to reach a natural swimming
pool. You will have the opportunity to spend ...
Price: 40,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=208673P6

Private Half-Day Chianti Motorcycle Tour from Florence
Do you want to live a unique experience in the saddle with a professional rider? We
will ride my Moto Guzzi V85TT together in one of the most beautiful and rich in
history areas of Tuscany: Chianti. This beautiful hilly area, inhabited since ancient
times, today offers wonderful villages and ...
Price: 100,14 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=208673P7
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Painting Experience in the center of Florence
The art class is an amazing opportunity to experience Florence through the eyes of a
painter and to immerse yourself in the colours and lights of the Renaissance. The
class is a Plein Air in a piazza next to the hotel, or on the river side. I'm a painter and
art teacher and also a tourist guide. We ...
Price: 133,34 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=211495P1

Siena and San Gimignano tour
The tour is made unique because it is possible to shape it according to the
customers' requests to make your day unforgettable, rich in art, cordiality, excellent
food and wine, unit to my twenty years of experience in this work.You will return
home after an unforgettable day.The tour is made ...
Price: 522,95 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=211525P1

Walking Tour of Florence with Academy Gallery
Discover Florence's Medieval and Renaissance highlights in just 3 hours!Access the
Academy Gallery of Florence with our priority entrance tickets and gaze upon
Michelangelo?s masterpiece: the marble statue of David. Also known as The
Michelangelo Museum, this world renowned site is home to ...
Price: 190,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=21175P100

Uffizi Gallery and Holy Cross Church Private Walking Tour
Explore the Uffizi Gallery and the Holy Cross Church!Home of Florentine
masterpieces by the likes of Sandro Botticelli, the Uffizi Gallery is one of the most
important museums in the world.The Holy Cross Church of Florence is the principal
Franciscan church of the city and it is also the burial ...
Price: 258,49 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=21175P103
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Florence Safari Kids Tour
Take a fun tour of Florence with your family, discovering the Tuscan city through the
marble animals populating the city!In this 3 hours walking tour, your guide will point
out Florence's main highlights through stories and anecdotes about its animal
statues! Discover the medieval alleys of ...
Price: 150,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=21175P108

Express Florence Academy Tour
Visit one of the world?s most visited art galleries, The Academy Gallery of Florence!
Accompanied by an expert guide with a PhD in Art, uncover the magnificence of
Michelangelo?s David, Sandro Botticelli, del Sarto, Lo Scheggia, Allori and many
more masters of Art in just one hour and fifteen ...
Price: 47,99 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=21175P139

Florence for Families Private Tour
For a heavenly Florentine family experience of Art, Heritage and History, choose to
be accompanied by an Art expert child friendly guide and tour in great style!Visit the
world renowned Academy Museum, also known as the Michelangelo museum, home
of the magnificent David by Michelangelo. View art ...
Price: 271,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=21175P17

Florence Small Group Walking Tour
Join this small group tours and discover the city of Florence and the magic of the
Renaissance in just 3 hours. The professional English-speaking guides will lead you
on a fascinating walking tour through the streets and piazzas of Florence, to unveil its
rich history. They will focus in particular ...
Price: 49,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=21175P62
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Exclusive private tour: Chianti wine and the History of Florence
The Medici family is the most well-knonwn Dynasty of Florence, however just a few
minute from the city , there are hills dotted by the stately homes of some of the most
important Nobility of Florence. The landscape comprising of wineyards, olives trees,
castles and farmhouses will leave you ...
Price: 286,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=211914P2

SKIP THE LINE: Love the David- Accademia tour
Accademia is a very small museum and does not allow more than 600 people inside,
for this reason the queue can vary from 3 to 5 hours in high season and it is not easy
to find tickets .. !!Don?t waste your time in line!!!Michelangelo's David as you've
never seen it before. We will go through the ...
Price: 30,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=212483P1

VIP PRIORITY ACCESS: Uffizi Gallery
The Uffizi Gallery is the oldest museum in the world and it is very large it is not easy
to find what you want in more the rows to enter inside can sometimes be 3-4 hours of
waiting. Don?t waste your time in the big line...!!!Take advantage of priority access to
visit the Uffizi Gallery with a ...
Price: 49,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=212483P2

RENAISSANCE SECRETS - Walking Tour
We will have the pleasure of traveling together with you to the places and secrets
that still exist today in Florence. Our tour will be about the secrets of the Medici
family and the history of the Renaissance. Our starting point will be in Piazza della
Repubblica, Piazza del Duomo, Piazza della ...
Price: 30,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=212483P3
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Private Full Day Excursion to Florence by Train
Florence, the birthplace of Renaissance is visited by millions wanting to see
Michelangelo's Davis, Boticelli's Birth of Venus or Brunoleschi's Dome. Visitors are
pleasantly surprised that most sightseeing is done on foot, with short distances and
more and more of the city center being now closed ...
Price: 304,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=212748P33

Private in Depth Visit of Florence on a Day Trip by Train from Rome
Florence, the birthplace of Renaissance is visited by millions wanting to see
Michelangelo's Davis, Boticelli's Birth of Venus or Brunoleschi's Dome. Visitors are
pleasantly surprised that most sightseeing is done on foot, with short distances and
more and more of the city center being now closed ...
Price: 580,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=212748P34

Private in Depth Florence from Livorno or La Spezia Ports of Call
Florence, the birthplace of Renaissance is visited by millions wanting to see
Michelangelo's Davis, Boticelli's Birth of Venus or Brunoleschi's Dome. Visitors are
pleasantly surprised that most sightseeing is done on foot, with short distances and
more and more of the city center being now closed ...
Price: 580,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=212748P42

Private Full Day in Depth Tour of Florence
Florence, the birthplace of Renaissance is visited by millions wanting to see
Michelangelo's Davis, Boticelli's Birth of Venus or Brunoleschi's Dome. Visitors are
pleasantly surprised that most sightseeing is done on foot, with short distances and
more and more of the city center being now closed ...
Price: 520,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=212748P51
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Private Half Day Tour of Essential Florence Part One (with Academy)
Florence, the birthplace of Renaissance is visited by millions wanting to see
Michelangelo's Davis, Boticelli's Birth of Venus or Brunoleschi's Dome. Visitors are
pleasantly surprised that most sightseeing is done on foot, with short distances and
more and more of the city center being now closed ...
Price: 280,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=212748P52

Private Half Day Tour of Essential Florence Part Two (with Uffizi Gallery)
Florence, the birthplace of Renaissance is visited by millions wanting to see
Michelangelo's Davis, Boticelli's Birth of Venus or Brunoleschi's Dome. Visitors are
pleasantly surprised that most sightseeing is done on foot, with short distances and
more and more of the city center being now closed ...
Price: 280,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=212748P53

Private Half Day Tour of Essential Florence Part Three (Oltrarno)
The third of four private half day walking tours of Essential Florence takes us to
Oltrarno, the other side of river Arno. It is one of the most fascinating districts of
Florence. Here you see, hear and possibly speak with the artists and merchants
while they deal with their creative daily ...
Price: 280,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=212748P54

Private Half Day Essential Florence Part Four (with San Marco & Artesian Shops)
The true art-lover cherishes this day spent at two prestigious, yet somewhat
secretive sights. The Convent of San Marco is home to Fra Angelico's famous
frescoes, highlighted by his "Annunciation". The Convent also houses what many
consider to be the world's first public library, designed by ...
Price: 280,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=212748P55
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From Florence Private Full Day Tour to Siena, San Gimignano and Wine Country
Many consider Siena the most beautiful town in Tuscany. Your guide allows you to
form your own opinion when you enter this hypnotic hill town. This is a city steeped in
history and culture and boasts the monuments, churches and palazzos to prove it.
Perhaps the most famous site is the Piazza del ...
Price: 600,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=212748P56

From Florence Private Full Day Tour. A Serious Wine Lover, Montalcino & Chianti
Some jokingly call this part of Tuscany Chianti-shire and for good reason. For the
past century, visitors came to visit and decided to stay. It is easy to understand why.
This is a region with great climate, the finest wines and olive oils plus glorious
panoramas.You have your own wine tasting ...
Price: 700,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=212748P57

From Florence. Private Short Chianti Day with Winery Visit and Lunch
The tour has been crafted for customers with limited time, who would not like to
renounce the visit to spectacular Tuscan countryside, taste it's wonderful food and
wine. Greve, Vignamaggio and Volpaia offer some of the best possible experience of
Tuscany.The tour has been crafted for customers ...
Price: 500,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=212748P58

Door-To-Door Private Transfer Florence to Rome or viceversa
You will be picked up from your ship by your Professional English-speaking Driver
with a comfortable fully air-conditioned vehicle, all you have to do is get in and
relax.Pit stop half-way at an highway service-station to enjoy a pause .Door-To-Door
Private one-way transfer.Viceversa trip available ...
Price: 440,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=21340P112
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Door-To-Door Private Transfer Fiumicino FCO Airport to Florence and viceversa
You will be picked up from your ship by your Professional English-speaking Driver
with a comfortable fully air-conditioned vehicle, all you have to do is get in and
relax.Pit stop half-way at an highway service-station to enjoy a pause .Door-To-Door
Private one-way transfer.Viceversa trip available ...
Price: 440,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=21340P114

Door-To-Door Private Transfer Florence to Fiumicino FCO Airport or viceversa
You will be picked up from your ship by your Professional English-speaking Driver
with a comfortable fully air-conditioned vehicle, all you have to do is get in and
relax.Pit stop half-way at an highway service-station to enjoy a pause .Door-To-Door
Private one-way transfer.Viceversa trip available ...
Price: 440,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=21340P115

Wine Cheese and EVO Oil Tastings Southern Tuscany Fullday from Florence
Experience this great FullDay Tour from Florence exploring the Southern Tuscany
towns and countryside and see:? Montepulciano? Pienza ? ChiancianoIncluded:Wine Tasting- Pecorino Cheese Tasting- EVO Oil TastingLocal tour guide included in
Private option.Pickup and dropoff your ...
Price: 265,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=21340P124

Sono Italiano! Lunch and Cooking Demo in Umbria region Fullday from Florence
"SONO ITALIANO!"This day will be a real insight experience in the Italian lifestyle
towards the Southern part of Tuscany/Northern Umbria: ? Breath the coffee from the
"Moka", ? Experience the local market? Italian Cooking Demo? Eat with an "Italiana"
family!Local tour guide included.Private or ...
Price: 330,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=21340P125
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Truffle and Brunello Sommelier Vip Experience in Tuscany Lands from Florence
Vip Experience of the wonder of truffles, learning from an acknowledged Tuscan
sommelier and your expert local tour guide. This fullday, private or shared tour,
allows you to enjoy eating the best white truffles and drinking the prestigious
sparkling and red wines of Montalcino.Pickup and dropoff ...
Price: 395,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=21340P126

Orvieto and Makes Biscuits in a Etruscan Cave Fullday from Florence
BISCOTTI MAKING IN A CAVEYou will tour Orvieto, its 7 kms underground tunnels,
majestic golden lily cathedral AND make biscotti in one of the caves!In this fullday
with Professional English-speaking Driver you?ll be able to visit:? The medieval town
of Orvieto? Orvieto underground (Skip-The-Line ...
Price: 260,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=21340P127

Montepulciano and Pienza Tuscany Wine&Cheese Fullday from Florence
Experience this great FullDay Tour from Florence exploring the Southern Tuscany
towns and countryside and see:? Montepulciano? Pienza Included:- Wine TastingPecorino Cheese TastingLocal tour guide included in Private option.Private or
Shared Tour available options.Worry-Free and Safe Private Tour ...
Price: 265,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=21340P128

Religious Tuscany and Umbria with Lunch&WineTasting Fullday from Florence
Meeting with your Driver and departure towards the Southern part of Tuscany or the
Southern part of Umbria:? Monte Oliveto Maggiore (Tuscany)? Assisi (Umbria)Here
S. Francis and S. Bernardo were protagonists and founders of a different way to live
Religion. Tour the breathtaking Monasteries, the ...
Price: 250,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=21340P129
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Livorno Port Shore Excursion: Florence and Pisa Wine Tasting Included
Enjoy this unforgettable Shore Excursion and make memories of the landmarks:?
Pisa:- Leaning Tower- Piazza dei Miracoli? Florence: - Piazzale Michelangelo Ponte Vecchio - Piazza della Signoria - Basilica of Santa Croce - Accademia Gallery
with Skip-The-Line tickets (in Private tour options) - ...
Price: 225,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=21340P13

Transfer Florence to/from Rome optional Orvieto Stop
Your Professional English-speaking Driver will pick you up from your accommodation
in Florence.All you have to do is get in and relax.Enjoy a 3-hour one-way Private
Transfer in a comfortable, fully air-conditioned comfortable vehicle to your
accommodation in Rome.Pit stop half-way to relax. ...
Price: 490,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=21340P131

Cinque Terre with Vernazza Manarola and Corniglia Fullday from Florence
You will spend an unforgettable day discovering the most impressive "Cinque Terre"
Ligurian landscapes. In this area, which has been declared World Heritage Site by
UNESCO, earth and sea blend and create a unique landscape. The area consists of
kilometers of rocky coasts with caves, beaches, hiking ...
Price: 290,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=21340P148

Livorno Port Shore Excursion: Florence and Pisa Wine Tasting Included
Enjoy this unforgettable Shore Excursion and make memories of the landmarks:?
Pisa:- Leaning Tower- Piazza dei Miracoli? Florence: - Piazzale Michelangelo Ponte Vecchio - Piazza della Signoria - Basilica of Santa Croce - Accademia Gallery
with Skip-The-Line tickets (in Private tour options) - ...
Price: 225,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=21340P173
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Professional Photographer and Driver Private Florence Tour
Forget selfies! The latest Tour accessory is a professional photographer!At Least 125
Digital Images Included! You will explore the best highlights of Florence with the
guidance and experience of a professional English-speaking driver, while a personal
photographer captures your memories for you. ...
Price: 520,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=21340P178

Honeymooners Florence Tour with Professional Photographer and Driver
Forget selfies! The latest Tour accessory is a professional photographer!At Least 125
Digital Images Included! During your private Honeymooners Florence Tour you will
explore the best highlights of Florence with the guidance and experience of a
professional English-speaking driver, while a personal ...
Price: 520,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=21340P179

Montalcino and Pienza Tuscany Wine&Cheese Fullday from Florence
Enjoy this unforgettable Experience and make memories of the landmarks.A day
exploring the landscapes and artistic small towns that Tuscany can offer: ?
Montalcino? Pienza? Val D'Orcia countryside area. Included:- Montalcino with
Winery visit, Wine Tasting guided tour- Pienza town with Pecorino ...
Price: 265,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=21340P180

San Gimignano Monteriggioni Tuscany Chianti Wine Tasting Fullday from Florence
Enjoy this unforgettable Experience and make memories of the landmarks:? San
Gimignano? Monteriggioni? Chianti countryside area. Wine Tasting in the Tuscany
countryside included! A day exploring the landscapes and artistic small towns that
Tuscany can offer. Upgradable with licensed local ...
Price: 250,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=21340P182
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Florence FoodTour with Local Guide
Enjoy this Florence's Gourmet Food Tour and immerse in the real Florentine flavors,
when in Florence, eat like a Florentine!Different tastings of gourmet and street food
and more...Together a small-group walking tour you will be guided by a friendly
expert local Guide through the most typical and ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=21340P231

Florence FoodTour
Enjoy this Florence's Gourmet Food Tour and immerse in the real Florentine flavors,
when in Florence, eat like a Florentine!Different tastings of gourmet and street food
and more...Together a small-group walking tour you will be guided by a friendly
expert local Guide through the most typical and ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=21340P232

Florence StreetFood Tour
Enjoy this Florence's Gourmet Food Tour and immerse in the real Florentine flavors,
when in Florence, eat like a Florentine!Different tastings of gourmet and street food
and more...Together a small-group walking tour you will be guided by a friendly
expert local Guide through the most typical and ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=21340P236

Florence StreetFood WalkingTour
Enjoy this Florence's Gourmet Food Tour and immerse in the real Florentine flavors,
when in Florence, eat like a Florentine!Different tastings of gourmet and street food
and more...Together a small-group walking tour you will be guided by a friendly
expert local Guide through the most typical and ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=21340P237
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Florence Walking FoodTour
Enjoy this Florence's Gourmet Food Tour and immerse in the real Florentine flavors,
when in Florence, eat like a Florentine!Different tastings of gourmet and street food
and more...Together a small-group walking tour you will be guided by a friendly
expert local Guide through the most typical and ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=21340P238

SmallGroup Florence StreetFood WalkingTour
Enjoy this Florence's Gourmet Food Tour and immerse in the real Florentine flavors,
when in Florence, eat like a Florentine!Different tastings of gourmet and street food
and more...Together a small-group walking tour you will be guided by a friendly
expert local Guide through the most typical and ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=21340P239

Florence StreetFood Tour with Friendly Local Guide
Enjoy this Florence's Gourmet Food Tour and immerse in the real Florentine flavors,
when in Florence, eat like a Florentine!Different tastings of gourmet and street food
and more...Together a small-group walking tour you will be guided by a friendly
expert local Guide through the most typical and ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=21340P240

Florence StreetFood WalkingTour with Friendly Local Guide
Enjoy this Florence's Gourmet Food Tour and immerse in the real Florentine flavors,
when in Florence, eat like a Florentine!Different tastings of gourmet and street food
and more...Together a small-group walking tour you will be guided by a friendly
expert local Guide through the most typical and ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=21340P241
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Florence Secret StreetFood Tour with Friendly Local Guide
Enjoy this Florence's Gourmet Food Tour and immerse in the real Florentine flavors,
when in Florence, eat like a Florentine!Different tastings of gourmet and street food
and more...Together a small-group walking tour you will be guided by a friendly
expert local Guide through the most typical and ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=21340P242

Florence Authentic StreetFood Tour with Friendly Local Guide
Enjoy this Florence's Gourmet Food Tour and immerse in the real Florentine flavors,
when in Florence, eat like a Florentine!Different tastings of gourmet and street food
and more...Together a small-group walking tour you will be guided by a friendly
expert local Guide through the most typical and ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=21340P243

Florence Gourmet FoodTour with Friendly Guide
Enjoy this Florence's Gourmet Food Tour and immerse in the real Florentine flavors,
when in Florence, eat like a Florentine!Different tastings of gourmet and street food
and more...Together a small-group walking tour you will be guided by a friendly
expert local Guide through the most typical and ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=21340P244

Florence Gourmet FoodTour
Enjoy this Florence's Gourmet Food Tour and immerse in the real Florentine flavors,
when in Florence, eat like a Florentine!Different tastings of gourmet and street food
and more...Together a small-group walking tour you will be guided by a friendly
expert local Guide through the most typical and ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=21340P245
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Florence Walk&Taste with Friendly Guide
Enjoy this Florence's Gourmet Food Tour and immerse in the real Florentine flavors,
when in Florence, eat like a Florentine!Different tastings of gourmet and street food
and more...Together a small-group walking tour you will be guided by a friendly
expert local Guide through the most typical and ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=21340P267

Assisi Perugia and Corciano Fullday from Florence Lunch&WineTasting Included
Enjoy a full day from Florence of exploring the landscapes and artistic small towns
that Umbria region offer? Assisi? Perugia? Corciano? Private licensed local tour
guide in Assisi, Perugia and Corciano upgradable (in Private Tour option).Visit each
city in a self-guided fashion at your leisure, ...
Price: 250,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=21340P41

Siena and Chianti Castle with Lunch&WineTasting from Florence
Enjoy this unforgettable High Level Tour and make memories of the landmarks.A day
exploring the landscapes and artistic small towns that Tuscany can offer: ? Val
D'Orcia countyside? Brolio Castle in Chianti area? Siena Wine Tasting and Lunch in
the Brolio Castle included! Upgradable with licensed ...
Price: 300,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=21340P45

Pisa and Lucca Lunch&WineTasting Included from Florence
Experience this great FullDay Tour from Florence exploring Tuscany towns and
countryside and see:? Pisa? LuccaIncluded:Wine and Light Lunch in the Tuscany
countryside included! Upgradable with licensed local guide in Private option.Private
or Shared Tour available options.Worry-Free and Safe ...
Price: 265,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=21340P48
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Transfer Fiumicino FCO Airport to/from Florence optional Orvieto Stop
Your Professional English-speaking Driver will pick you up from Fiumicino Fco
International Airport, right after you go through customs with a sign with your name
on and will help you with your luggage.All you have to do is get in and relax.Enjoy a
3-hour one-way Private Transfer in a comfortable, ...
Price: 490,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=21340P53

Siena Monteriggioni San Gimignano with Lunch&WineTasting Fullday from Florence
Enjoy this unforgettable High Level Tour and make memories of the landmarks.A day
exploring the landscapes and artistic small towns that Tuscany can offer: ? San
Gimignano? Monteriggioni? Siena Wine and Light Lunch in the Tuscany countryside
included! Upgradable with licensed local guide in Private ...
Price: 260,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=21340P6

Transfer Florence to/from Fiumicino FCO Airport optional Orvieto Stop
Your Professional English-speaking Driver will pick you up from your accommodation
in Florence.All you have to do is get in and relax.Enjoy a 3-hour one-way Private
Transfer in a comfortable, fully air-conditioned comfortable vehicle to Fiumicino Fco
International Airport.Pit stop half-way to ...
Price: 490,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=21340P66

Carrara marble quarries Cinque Terre PRIVATE TOUR from Florence
- Follow in the Master's footsteps as you trace Michelangelo's tracks to the marble
quarries of Carrara. Carrara is where he went (250 miles was no small feat then) to
hand pick his marble for his Pieta' and from which came the marble for, yes, the
David.- Nowhere in the world is like the "Cinque ...
Price: 347,71 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=21405P15
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Assisi, Deruta & organic gourmet lunch at the olive oil farmhouse from FLORENCE
- Go on an artistic, spiritual quest to Assisi and discover the divinity in the air and in
Giotto's brushstrokes, which depict the life of Saint Francis in Assisi's Basilica.Experience the exceptional, the sublime, the mesmerising, all at one time in one
place.- Take your lunch in an intimate, ...
Price: 365,10 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=21405P18

Orvieto Civita di Bagnoregio Pitigliano -Little Jerusalem- PRIVATE TOUR from Florence
- Take this tour and travel to the edge of the world and time, and back! Orvieto, with
its Duomo and astounding array of Medieval and Renaissance religious art, is a sight
to behold.- Pitigliano, built into "tuff" (volcanic rock), is known as "Little Jerusalem"
after its resemblance to the ...
Price: 278,17 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=21405P20

Pisa and Lucca PRIVATE TOUR from Siena
- No trip to Italy is complete without a visit to Pisa, home of Galileo Galilei and the
Leaning Tower. The grandeur of this ancient, Maritime Republic is reflected in the
Square of Miracles, where the tower is enveloped by the Cathedral, Baptistry and
Monumental Cemetery. A climb to the top of the ...
Price: 278,17 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=21405P21

Pisa and Lucca PRIVATE TOUR from Florence
- No trip to Italy is complete without a visit to Pisa, home of Galileo Galilei and the
Leaning Tower. The grandeur of this ancient, Maritime Republic is reflected in the
Square of Miracles, where the tower is enveloped by the Cathedral, Baptistry and
Monumental Cemetery. A climb to the top of the ...
Price: 278,17 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=21405P22
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Ferrari Parmesan Cheese Balsamic Vinegar Lambrusco wine and food PRIVATE TOUR from Florence
Private, Exclusive, Customizable, door-to-door tour of Modena area:* Parmesan
cheese tasting* Ferrari museum* Balsamic vinegar tasting* Lambrusco tasting* 10
hours in a luxury Mercedes sedan/minivan with air conditioning and knowledgeable
English speaking driver* Free Wi-Fi on board* Refreshments ...
Price: 347,71 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=21405P23

Ferrari, Wine and Food PRIVATE TOUR from Siena
Private, Exclusive, Customizable, door-to-door tour of Modena area:* Parmesan
cheese tasting* Ferrari museum* Balsamic vinegar tasting* Lambrusco tasting* 10
hours in a luxury Mercedes sedan/minivan with air conditioning and knowledgeable
English speaking driver* Free Wi-Fi on board* Refreshments ...
Price: 347,71 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=21405P24

Suvereto Wine Experience Private Tour from Florence
* An UNIQUE off-the-beaten-path tour. Amazing locations, stunning masterpieces of
architecture designed by Renzo Piano and Mario Botta....* A family-run boutique
winery experience* Private, Exclusive, Customizable, door-to-door tour of Massa
Marittima,San Galgano and Suvereto Supertuscans wine area ...
Price: 278,17 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=21405P25

San Gimignano and Chianti Classico Wine and Food PRIVATE TOUR from Florence
* Private, Exclusive, Customizable, door-to-door tour of San Gimignano and Chianti
Classico, wine and food Tour from Florence * 8 hours in a luxury Mercedes
sedan/minivan with air conditioning and knowledgeable English speaking driver*
Free Wi-Fi on board* Refreshments on board* Gas - Tolls - VAT* ...
Price: 307,72 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=21405P3
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Pienza, Montalcino, Brunello Wine and Pecorino Cheese PRIVATE TOUR from Florence
* Private, Exclusive, Customizable, door-to-door tour of Southern Tuscany, Pienza,
Val d'Orcia, Montalcino, wine and food Tour from Florence * 8 hours in a luxury
Mercedes sedan/minivan with air conditioning and knowledgeable English speaking
driver* Free Wi-Fi on board* Refreshments on board* Gas ...
Price: 278,17 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=21405P7

San Gimignano Volterra and Bolgheri Supertuscans Wine PRIVATE TOUR from Florence
* Private, Exclusive, Customizable, door-to-door tour of San Gimignano, Volterra and
Bolgheri Supertuscans wine area from Florence * 8 hours in a luxury Mercedes
sedan/minivan with air conditioning and knowledgeable English speaking driver*
Free Wi-Fi on board* Refreshments on board* Gas - Tolls - ...
Price: 271,38 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=21405P9

Decoration Course and Leaf Gilding
Become a craftsman for a day and learn the ancient decoration techniques used by
the artisans of the 1600s in one of the most prestigious and ancient laboratories in
Florence. A short and practical course suitable for everyone.With the help of our
teachers, each participant can decorate a wooden ...
Price: 122,23 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=214626P2

FAST-TRACK ON ARRIVAL: Personal Assistant & Porterage at Florence SMN Station
Enjoy a seamless arrival at Florence Santa Maria Novella. The Fast-Track VIP
Welcome service features an English-speaking personal assistant plus private
porterage for your luggage.Enjoy a seamless arrival at Florence Santa Maria
Novella. The Fast-Track VIP Welcome service features an ...
Price: 83,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=21469P29
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FAST-TRACK ON DEPARTURE: Personal Assistant & Porter at Florence SMN Station
Enjoy a seamless departure from Florence Santa Novella Station. The Fast-Track
VIP Welcome service features an English-speaking personal assistant plus private
porterage for your luggage.Enjoy a seamless departure from Florence Santa Novella
Station. The Fast-Track VIP Welcome service features an ...
Price: 83,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=21469P30

PRIVATE TRANSFER FROM FLORENCE TO ROME (or vice versa)
Private transfer-tour from Florence to Rome (or vice versa) on a comfortable
Mercedes-Benz. Instead of hassling with train, taxi or bus schedules, strikes and
confusion, why don?t you just sit back and let our chauffeur drive you to your
destination!Private transfer-tour from Florence to Rome (or ...
Price: 390,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=21497P10

PRIVATE TRANSFER FROM FLORENCE TO VENICE (or vice versa)
Private transfer-tour from Florence to Venice (or vice versa) on a comfortable
Mercedes-Benz. Instead of hassling with train, taxi or bus schedules, strikes and
confusion, why don?t you just sit back and let our chauffeur drive you to your
destination!Private transfer-tour from Florence to Venice ...
Price: 390,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=21497P11

Private Chianti wine tour leaving from Florence
This private tour will make you discover and enjoy the essence of this land made of
breathtaking views that for centuries has been giving a product known and
appreciated worldwide: the Chianti wine!This private tour will make you discover and
enjoy the essence of this land made of breathtaking ...
Price: 250,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=21497P2
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Montepulciano, Montalcino, Pienza from Florence
The Val d ?Orcia: a beautiful area in southern Tuscany, declared Unesco world
heritage thanks to its incredible landscapes that make this area one of the most
beautiful of all Tuscany.The Val d ?Orcia: a beautiful area in southern Tuscany,
declared Unesco world heritage thanks to its incredible ...
Price: 290,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=21497P6

Private tour from Florence THE BEST OF TUSCANY
This fantastic private full day tour is dedicated to people who want to see as much as
possible of Tuscany in only one day...!This fantastic private full day tour is dedicated
to people who want to see as much as possible of Tuscany in only one day...!This
fantastic private full day tour is ...
Price: 315,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=21497P7

Private tour from Florence to Cortona and Arezzo
Enjoy this two wonderful hilltop towns on a full-day and discover historic architecture,
artwork, and neighborhoods with views of the Tuscan countryside. Take in film
locations from ?Under the Tuscan Sun? (Cortona) and ?Life is Beautiful? (Arezzo) as
you spend the day with our knowledgeable driver, ...
Price: 325,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=21497P8

Private tour from Florence to CORTONA & MONTEPULCIANO
Enjoy this exclusive private tour and discover two of the most beautiful medieval
Tuscan hill towns: Cortona famous also for being the set of the movie "Under the
Tuscan Sun" and Montepulciano where is produced the renowned wine "Vino
Nobile"!Enjoy this exclusive private tour and discover two of ...
Price: 325,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=21497P9
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Sculpt like Michelangelo
Our experience allows you not only to admire art, but to be able to create it with your
own hands. You will learn the history and secrets of a majestic work together with the
expert guidance of the sculptor Octavio Palomino.Our experience allows you not only
to admire art, but to be able to create ...
Price: 166,67 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=216501P1

Sculpt to Florentine Pet
Our experience allows you not only to admire art, but above all to be able to create it
with your own hands. You will learn about animals in Renaissance art and you will be
able to model the clay by observing a live animal model.Our experience allows you
not only to admire art, but above all to be ...
Price: 77,78 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=216501P2

Classic clay modeling, with the Italian method!
The activity will allow you to experience the traditional process of sculpture,
understanding its realization with the original materials that gave rise to the most
famous works of art in the field of sculpture. Being part of Italian history, this
experience is one of the most recommended for art ...
Price: 133,34 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=216501P3

Fresco Painting LAB
An afternoon lived like a real artist, you will learn the secrets of the Florentine
Renaissance fresco.An afternoon lived like a real artist, you will learn the secrets of
the Florentine Renaissance fresco.An afternoon lived like a real artist, you will learn
the secrets of the Florentine ...
Price: 315,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=216501P4
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Wine and Heritage tour of Tuscan villages
Visit the medieval village of San Gimignano a UNESCO World Heritage site. Ascend
the Duomo tower to admire the splendid panorama over the Chianti hills. Wander
through this fascinating town. Enjoy lunch at a local winery. After lunch visit Siena
famous for its Palio horse race and its amazing ...
Price: 323,08 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=216672P5

Wine and cheese tasting in the Tuscan countryside
Take a drive to the unforgettable Val d?Orcia renowned for its outstanding natural
beauty. Enjoy a very special day visiting the real Tuscany's charming villages and
cellars where local authentic wine is produced.Travel all along the famous road of the
Crete Senesi (Sienese clay) characterized by ...
Price: 243,73 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=216672P6

Private Tour: Walking Tour plus The Uffizi guided Tour
Your private guide will lead you in one of the most important world's museums where
you can see the Botticelli's Springtime, the Birth of Venus, Michelangelo's Tondo
Doni and Raphael paintings and much much more with a breathtaking corridors' view
all over the city, over the river and Ponte ...
Price: 152,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=21717P1

Private tour: Walking tour with the Accademia guided visit
Soak up the Florentine atmosphere! A local professional tourist guide will lead you to
meet the real Florence city, its monuments, galleries and life style, before or after the
inside visit of the GallerySoak up the Florentine atmosphere! A local professional
tourist guide will lead you to meet the ...
Price: 152,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=21717P11
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Private Balloon flight in Chianti
Just you and your pilot!!! An unforgettable experience that you cannot miss! in the
early morning, you can get inside the balloon's basket and then you'll admire the
beauty of the Tuscan countryside. Flying in the silence, watching the awaking of the
nature from the sky...yes!Just you and your ...
Price: 2.294,86 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=21717P13

Private Tour: Fashion and Gourmet Tour in Florence
Private walking tour to Santa Maria Novella square with the possibility, upon your
request, to visit one of the most important churches of Florence. You will also visit
the famous "Officina di Santa Maria Novella", the oldest European pharmacy. Your
tour includes a break in the famous Truffles & ...
Price: 93,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=21717P2

Gardens of Florence Walking Tour
Spectacular and Fabulous and Amazing: These are the words that you'll say during
the tour in the biggest, famous and old gardens of Florence!You can admire a
fantastic view from the smoothy hills of the Gardens, rich in sculptures, nature and
architectural design that inspired people from all over ...
Price: 104,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=21717P3

Balloons Flight over Tuscany
An unforgettable experience that you cannot miss! in the early morning, you can
jump inside the basket of the balloon and you can admire the beauty of the Tuscan
countryside.An unforgettable experience that you cannot miss! in the early morning,
you can jump inside the basket of the balloon and you ...
Price: 730,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=21717P4
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2-Hours Walking Tour in Florence
On this 2-hours walking tour of Florence, you can choose to either see the
?must-see? highlights, such as the Duomo and Ponte Vecchio, or to choose to
discover the most popular florentine area called "Oltrarno"On this 2-hours walking
tour of Florence, you can choose to either see the ?must-see? ...
Price: 68,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=21717P5

Chianti - between Florence and Siena
A private full day experience in the famous countryside of Florence and Siena. We'll
meet our private driver with his luxury minivan car at the lobby of your hotel and we'll
start our tour the Chianti-shire, we'll visit little villages and we'll make a tour in one of
those, where we'll have a first ...
Price: 335,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=21717P7

Guided tour: Renaissance courtyards
Tour for lovers of art, architecture and history, but above all for all those who want to
discover the secrets of Florence "cradle of the Renaissance".We will live buildings
and palaces in the historic center through the courtyards of the oldest residences,
commissioned by powerful Florentine ...
Price: 22,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=217564P2

Vegan Chianti Wine Tour
In this tour you will be able to visit amazing wineries in the Tuscan countryside, that
respect the environment and animals. These wineries only use natural products to
produce their wine. You will get the chance to taste Vegan Chianti wines paired with
Vegan food. In this tour you will be able to ...
Price: 189,16 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=218317P2
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Siena And San Gimignano, The Glory Of Medieval Age In Tuscany
If you choose to see the Medieval Tuscany with us, after meeting you in front of your
residence, we will take you with a short journey to the city of Siena. We can reach
the heart of the city with our vehicle and you will visit the most important monuments
independently.Your driver will also ...
Price: 305,99 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=218333P1

Cinque Terre Private Tour - The unique coast on the Mediterranean sea
Our tour of the Cinque Terre requires your driver to drive you to Manarola where,
after visiting the village, he will give you directions on how to buy a ticket for the boat
that will take you to Vernazza in 10 minutes. Vernazza is the perfect place to enjoy
an unforgettable lunch and spend a ...
Price: 406,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=218333P2

Chianti Wine Tour - Private Wine experience in Tuscany Countryside
the Chianti Wine Tour will start from your accommodation to take you into the Chianti
wine region to find the exclusive Chianti wine tasting experience.Your personal
driver, fluent in English, will drive you, with our luxury vehicles, through the hidden
routs of the Chianti hills covered with ...
Price: 355,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=218333P3

Renaissance Intro Walking Tour
Ciao! I am a native English speaker, and a historian of the Florentine Renaissance
and I'm a licensed tour guide here in Italy. My master's degree in Florentine
Renaissance history and my love for the city are strong foundations for what I share
in my tours, and my background teaching college level ...
Price: 143,69 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=219712P2
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Florence Craft Workshops Tour
This tour will allow you to discover an unusual side of the city of Florence that tells its
story through the workers of its shopsThis tour will allow you to discover an unusual
side of the city of Florence that tells its story through the workers of its shopsThis
tour will allow you to discover an ...
Price: 229,49 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=220149P1

Florence in a day - Private Tour
Florence ? the heart and soul of the Italian Renaissance ? and home to some of the
most breathtaking, mesmerizing and awe-inducing works of art the Western
Civilization has ever created, will unravell before you. We will start with Piazza del
Duomo and Piazza della Signoria, the two most important ...
Price: 347,71 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=221157P1

Florence for kids: private tour
Florence is a city so rich in art and history, it could overwhelm you and your kids.
This is why I have tailored a fun and interactive private Florence family tours to have
you and your kids learn a great deal of Florence in a short time. Your kids will be
engaged by bringing the city to life, ...
Price: 175,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=221157P2

Uffizi and Palazzo Vecchio Combo Private Tour
A combo tour including two 'must see' museums of Florence: the Uffizi Gallery and
Palazzo Vecchio.The Uffizi is the most visited museum in Italy and this tour will give
you the chance to do an amazing journey through the history of painting: from Giotto
-the greatest Italian Medieval painter- to ...
Price: 190,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=221157P4
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Accademia and Duomo Square private tour
You'll be speachless in front of Michelangelo's David and the stunning Duomo
Square! David and the Duomo are the two symbols of Florence so no trip is complete
without seeing them both. We will have express entrance at the Accademia and
you'll be soon in front of David and the 'Prisoners', a group ...
Price: 190,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=221157P5

Gardens of Florence Private Walking Tour
My Gardens of Florence tour is an itinerary studied for open green space lovers and
for those who want to flee from the crowds of Florence. Our gardens were all built on
the slopes of the hills, which is the reason why foreign visitors have always been
enchanted by them and by the view of the city ...
Price: 200,28 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=221157P6

Uffizi Express Entrance -private tour
Visiting the Uffizi Gallery on your own can be an exhausting experience! That?s
because the Uffizi is the most important painting gallery in Italy, boasting incredible
masterpieces by Michelangelo, Leonardo Da Vinci, Botticelli, Raphael, Titian and
many more. You could be lost in such a massive ...
Price: 160,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=221157P7

Florence for serious foodies - private tour
Are you a foodie? If so, Florence will be heaven for you! Let me accompany you to
the discovery of the genuine flavors of Tuscany in an unforgettable experience for
your palate. During this tour you will explore our colourful local markets and you will
find out where the locals go shopping and ...
Price: 260,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=221157P8
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Private Tour of the Dark Heart of Florence at Sunset
Florence, the cradle of Renaissance, home of the greatest artists of history has a
less bright side which will conquer you. Let yourself be captivated by the intrigues,
legends and mysteries of Florence in a journey to the dark side of this wonderful city!
We will walk through the charming streets ...
Price: 150,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=221157P9

The Truffle Experience
You will have the chance to visit one of the most important truffle companies in
Tuscany which has been a leader in its field for four generations.You will have the
chance to visit one of the most important truffle companies in Tuscany which has
been a leader in its field for four generations.You ...
Price: 211,12 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=221404P1

Florence tour by limousine
To be a star, all you need is impeccable clothing, your hair always fresh from the hair
dryer and a lot of dazzling smiles and hand kisses to greet your colleagues, the
baker or the concierge. But when we talk about cars, the dream of glory is often
broken. Live a superstar evening with Florence ...
Price: 163,57 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=221520P1

Tour by Limobus / Party Bus in Florence
To be a star, all you need is impeccable clothing, your hair always fresh from the hair
dryer and a lot of dazzling smiles and hand kisses to greet your colleagues, the
baker or the concierge. But when we talk about cars, the dream of glory is often
broken. Experience a superstar evening with OMG ...
Price: 225,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=221520P2
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Private car trip to Siena and San Gimignano from Florence (8 h)
Enjoy the beauty of Italy with our not-to-be-missed trips! A chauffeur will pick you up
from the previously arranged place in the luxury caryou chose before and will lead
you to Siena with its extraordinary historical and artistic heritage and its unique
landscapes.Your day trip will then take you ...
Price: 730,19 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=222686P1

Private car trip to Lucca and Pisa from Florence (8 h)
Enjoy the beauty of Italy with our not-to-be-missed trips! A chauffeur will pick you up
from the previously arranged place in the luxury caryou chose before and will lead
you to Lucca, also named the city with a hundred churches? for the extraordinary
amount of holy places spread out over the city. ...
Price: 573,72 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=222686P2

Private trip to Cinque Terre from Florence (10 h)
Enjoy the beauty of Italy with our not-to-be-missed trips! A chauffeur will pick you up
from the previously arranged place in the luxury carCinque Terre, jagged of Ligurian
Riviera, about ten kilometers long, where the five renowned fishing villages lie:
Monterosso, Vernazza, Corniglia, Manarola ...
Price: 730,19 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=222686P3

Private car trip to Florence and Pisa from the Port of Livorno (10 h)
Enjoy the beauty of Italy with our not-to-be-missed trips! A chauffeur will pick you up
from the previously arranged place in the luxury caryou chose before and will lead
you to Pisa,You will admire the amazing monumental complex of Piazza del Duomo
also called Campo dei Miracoli that encloses the ...
Price: 625,87 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=222686P4
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Private car trip to Maranello from Florence (10 h)
An incredible day spent full of fun, and being able to experience something aboard a
symbol unique in the worldAn incredible day spent full of fun, and being able to
experience something aboard a symbol unique in the worldAn incredible day spent
full of fun, and being able to experience something ...
Price: 834,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=222686P5

Private car trip to Arezzo and Cortona from Florence (10 h)
The city is rich in artistic and architectural heritage of two of the greatest Italian
Renaissance masters, who were born, lived and worked here: the architect and
historiographer Giorgio Vasari and the painter Piero della Francesca. You will visit
Piazza Grande, particularly famous for its ...
Price: 751,05 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=222686P6

Private car trip to San Gimignano from Florence (4 h)
San Gimignano, a small Tuscan town with a perfectly preserved center dated back to
the Middle Ages, except for some 19th and 20th-century renovations. The village
stands on a high hill in Val d?Elsa, surrounded by almost two kilometers long walls
with five Entrance Gates.San Gimignano, a small ...
Price: 350,49 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=222686P7

Private car trip to Assisi and Perugia from Florence FD12
You will see many magnificent holy places of this medieval town: the majestic
Basilicas of St. Francis and of Saint Claire and the Porziuncola dedicated to St. Mary
of the Angels. In the Piazza del Comune you will admire the Temple of Minerva, a
real treasure with six Corinthian ribbed columns, ...
Price: 907,52 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=222686P8
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Florence Academy Gallery Priority Entrance
A special cultural experience in Florence: Accademia Gallery, home to the famous
David and one of the must-see museums in Florence. Admired and recommended by
travelers and art history lovers, thanks to its exclusive collection, which includes;
numerous works of Michelangelo, Paolo Uccello, ...
Price: 30,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=223910P1

Florence Private Day Trip to Pisa and Lucca
A customized day trip of Pisa and Lucca for the discerning traveler seeking an
authentic Italian experience on a small group tour with only the very best of English
speaking driver-guides. Travel from the center of Florence to discover the charming
medieval walled town of Lucca and marvel at the ...
Price: 650,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=22435P13

Florence Private Day Trip to Siena and San Gimignano
A customized day trip of Siena and San Gimignano for the discerning traveller
seeking an authentic Italian experience on a small group tour with only the very best
of English speaking driver-guides. Travel from the centre of Florence to discover the
one-time capital of Tuscany, Siena and the ...
Price: 720,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=22435P14

Florence Day Trip to Volterra and San Gimignano
Enjoy this 9-hour customized day trip to Volterra and San Gimignano from Florence,
ideal for the discerning traveler seeking an authentic Italian experience on a
small-group tour. Discover the ancient Etruscan city of Volterra and the enchanting
hilltop towered town of San Gimignano. Visit Italy ...
Price: 720,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=22435P15
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Florence Day Trip to Chianti and San Gimignano
A customized day trip of Chianti countryside and San Gimignano for the discerning
traveler seeking an authentic Italian experience on a small group tour with only the
very best of English speaking driver-guides. Travel from the center of Florence to
discover delightful Chianti villages, enjoy some ...
Price: 650,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=22435P16

Private Day Trip to Montalcino and Montepulciano from Florence
Embark on a 9-hour private tour from Florence to the Tuscan Brunello vineyards, the
perfect excursion for the discerning traveler and wine enthusiast. Travel from the
center of Florence to discover two renowned wine-producing areas of Tuscany and
enjoy some of the best wines this area has to ...
Price: 880,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=22435P17

TRANSFER TOUR Florence to Venice with a stop in Verona
It's not just arriving at your destination that makes your vacation ... it's experiencing
new and wonderful things along the way. Enjoy a very special way of discovering
Italy on one of our customized sightseeing transfer tours. Take a relaxing and
comfortable journey accompanied by only the very ...
Price: 900,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=22435P19

Florence Private Day Trip to Portovenere and Cinque Terre
A customized day trip to Portovenere & the Cinque Terre for the discerning traveler
seeking an authentic Italian experience on a small group tour with only the very best
of English speaking driver-guides. Travel from the center of Florence to discover the
colorful fishing town of Portovenere and ...
Price: 880,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=22435P22
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TRANSFER TOUR Florence to Milan with a food experience in Modena
It's not just arriving at your destination that makes your vacation ... it's experiencing
new and wonderful things along the way. Enjoy a very special way of discovering
Italy on one of our customized sightseeing transfer tours. Take a relaxing and
comfortable journey accompanied by only the very ...
Price: 980,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=22435P31

TRANSFER TOUR Florence to Rome with a wine experience in MONTEPULCIANO
It's not just arriving at your destination that makes your vacation ... it's experiencing
new and wonderful things along the way. Enjoy a very special way of discovering
Italy on one of our customized sightseeing transfer tours. Take a relaxing and
comfortable journey accompanied by only the very ...
Price: 900,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=22435P34

Cycling week: 7days self guided tour by race bike
Leave Florence by bike and start your adventure heading out of town: oilive oil
groves, enchanted countryside views and wineries awaits your visit! You can ride a
lot in a week and we are happy to give you the best suggestions for your cycling
holiday.Leave Florence by bike and start your adventure ...
Price: 243,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=22479P10

City bike rental
Ride through the city centre of Florence, exploring hidden corners, thanks to our
great advices! Riding our bikes will make your stay in Florence the best trip and
memory ever!Ride through the city centre of Florence, exploring hidden corners,
thanks to our great advices! Riding our bikes will make ...
Price: 13,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=22479P14
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Romantic Proposals in Florence
If you want to propose to the person you love with a very special, romantic evening
with an original, special and unforgettable experience contact us and we will be
happy to customize our wedding proposal packages according to your needs!If you
want to propose to the person you love with a very ...
Price: 520,84 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=226630P1

Proposals and Romantic Experiences in Tuscany
Do you want to surprise the person you love with a very special, romantic evening?
Or else do you who want to impress your loved ones with an original, special and
unforgettable wedding proposal?We at Your Wedding in Florence can organize a
very special, romantic and bespoke experience!Do you want ...
Price: 520,84 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=226630P2

Elopement in Florence and Tuscany
Elopement represents for many a way to get married focusing exclusively on
themselves as a couple and live an intimate wedding experience.We at Your
Wedding in Florence can create several bespoke packages to meet the specific
needs of any couple who choose elopement as an alternative to a ...
Price: 1.562,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=226630P3

The Golden Age of Florence, the Renaissance
you will visit Florence with the eyes of a Florentine, so you will discover the art and
history but also as people live nowadays..you will visit Florence with the eyes of a
Florentine, so you will discover the art and history but also as people live
nowadays..you will visit Florence with the eyes ...
Price: 180,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=227077P1
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Private Professional Photo Shoot in Florence for Couple Engagement / Vacation
Did you just get engaged? Are you planning a romantic marriage proposal? Are you
on a honeymoon or vacation? Will you be in Florence?If you?re looking for an
unforgettable memory, an intriguing and emotional photo shoot in the streets of
Florence is the right answer! :)I?m Sebastian, a professional ...
Price: 350,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=227398P1

Private Professional Photo Shoot in Florence for Couple Engagement / Vacation
Did you just get engaged? Are you planning a romantic marriage proposal? Are you
on a honeymoon or vacation? Will you be in Florence?If you?re looking for an
unforgettable memory, an intriguing and emotional photo shoot in the streets of
Florence is the right answer! :)I?m Sebastian, a professional ...
Price: 550,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=227398P5

Court luxury
Opulence and solidity. Elegance and refinement. In a nutshell Palazzo Pitti. A
monumental complex bearing witness to the splendor of the Medici, Lorraine and
Savoy families, powerful dynasties that ruled Tuscany and Italy.From a simple palace
it became a palace and theater of the events of the ...
Price: 225,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=227461P1

Florence: Academy Tour including Michelangeloâ€™s David
The Galleria dell'Accademia di Firenze, or "Gallery of the Academy of Florence", is
an art museum in Florence, Italy. It is best known as the home of Michelangelo's
sculpture David. It also has other sculptures by Michelangelo and a large collection
of paintings by Florentine artists.Your tour ...
Price: 52,16 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=227676P5
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Fiesole. Art and history over the horizon
Florence is the cradle of Renaissance but sometimes can be really crowded and
overwhelming, especially in the summertime. Discover this tiny village nestled on the
hills above Florence, out from the crowd and blessed by a nice breeze. Enjoy the
gorgeous views, see some art treasures hidden between ...
Price: 160,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=227874P1

Vintage Car Tour Experience in Tuscany
On board of fascinating classic cars you will join us to discover the most enchanting
and unknown places among the hills of Florence, Siena and Pisa, crossing unusual
landscapes. The charm of vintage cars, history and natural beauty will join in an
incredible experience. You can drive dream cars, ...
Price: 150,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=228831P1

Shopping in Florence - a personal shopping experience.
Personal shopping for leather, gold jewelry, shoes, fashion, ceramics, street art,
perfume and anything else you may want. We will visit the small owner operated
shops with genuine and unique Florentine merchandise.Personal shopping for
leather, gold jewelry, shoes, fashion, ceramics, street art, ...
Price: 88,67 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=228967P1

The Renaissance Experience
I'll be talking about the artists who defined the Renaissance. Florence is the city
where Leonardo da Vinci and Michelangelo lived and sublimated their antagonism in
artistic endeavors...I'll be talking about the artists who defined the Renaissance.
Florence is the city where Leonardo da Vinci and ...
Price: 51,12 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=228977P1
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Tour of Chianti for small groups departing from Florence or surroundings
I want to point out that we are all professional licensed drivers, some also licensed
tour leaders, able to help you with commentary about visited places, informations,
directions and any kind of advices to help you to enjoy your holiday at best. So you
won't buy just a "transportation", despite ...
Price: 533,34 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=230002P1

disc dog lessons
To find out how fun and rewarding the disc activity is for both the dog and the
owner.To find out how fun and rewarding the disc activity is for both the dog and the
owner.To find out how fun and rewarding the disc activity is for both the dog and the
owner.Itinerarythe lessons / stages begin with ...
Price: 25,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=230348P1

Villa Vrindavana Experience, yoga, nature, spirituality
Villa Vrindavana is a center of Vaishnava culture with the mission of offering a
spiritual experience to anyone.We offer the opportunity to have a complete
experience in the world of Yoga and its philosophy. Those who come to visit us can
participate in our Yoga lessons, visit our Museum of sacred ...
Price: 23,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=231119P1

Exclusive Private tour To Siena and San Gimignano and possible Wine Chianti
This is the classic tour of Siena and San Giminano, we will be proud for a part of it to
include a scenery drive along the most sweet hills of the Wine Chianti Land, on
request we may plan a stop for some wines as well for a nic e local wine tasting
lunch (not included in the cost of the tour)This ...
Price: 520,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=232714P1
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First Time Florence Private Tour with Michelangelo's David
This is the perfect half day walking tour for first time travelers to Florence who would
like to see Michelangelo's David and other top sites in this beautiful city with a
Tuscan local! I am a professional tour guide with twenty years of experience showing
travelers the beauty of Tuscany and ...
Price: 302,51 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=232745P1

Chianti Vineyards Tours in Private Luxury Van from Florence
? During the 8-hour guided tour you'll have the opportunity to visit some of the most
famous vineyards, see their wine cellars and taste excellent wines. ? Visit small
villages such as Greve, Castellina and Radda in Chianti and ancient castles, hidden
among green hills and surrounded by vineyards ...
Price: 490,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=23322P1

Private Tour: Pisa and Lucca from Florence
Explore the historic cities of Lucca and Pisa on an 8-hour guided tour from Florence.
Discover some of the most beautiful Renaissance architecture in Tuscany. Marvel at
the sights of Pisa?s Piazza dei Miracoli, such as the Leaning Tower, Duomo, and
more.Explore the historic cities of Lucca and Pisa ...
Price: 490,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=23322P14

Half Day Chianti Wine Tour with Private Luxury Van
? Experience for your private group. Visit some of the most famous vineyards, see
their wine cellars and taste excellent wines on this 5-hour tour.Also visit small
villages such as Greve, Castellina and Radda in Chianti and ancient castles, hidden
among green hills and surrounded by vineyards and ...
Price: 376,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=23322P15
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Private Tour to Siena and Montalcino from Florence
? Experience for your private group.If you are looking for beautiful sceneries,
medieval city and excellent wines, this tour is for you. Explore the art, culture and
medieval history of Italy in this private 9-hour Siena, Montalcino countryside tour from
Florence. ? Starting by visiting the ...
Price: 626,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=23322P16

Private Transfer from Florence Airport to Florence City Hotel
In order to avoid waiting for arriving passengers, the drivers on the internet
constantly monitor the status of your flight. Your driver will be waiting in the arrivals
terminal with a sign with your name.In order to avoid waiting for arriving passengers,
the drivers on the internet constantly ...
Price: 95,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=23322P19

Private Trasfer from Florence City Hotel to Florence Airport
We provide transfer services with Mercedes Luxury sedans/vans and minibuses to
Amerigo Vespucci Airport of Florence (FLR) ? In order to offer transfers service from
all the hotels, private villas, apartments to Amerigo Vespucci Airport of Florence
(FLR). The service will be guaranteed with the ...
Price: 95,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=23322P20

Private Van Shopping Tour to the Mall
A day trip to the most important Tuscany?s top fashion outlets of the biggest Italian
designer brands.? Be picked-up at your accommodation in Florence around 9:30 am.
Next, go to the Prada outlet in Levanelle (50 min drive from Florence) after that reach
The Mall where you can find many shops ...
Price: 490,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=23322P22
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Siena and Chianti Wineries Excursion by Private Luxury Van from Florence
? Experience for your private group. ? Explore the art, culture and medieval history of
Italy in this private 8-hour Siena and Chianti countryside tour from Florence. ?
Unforgettable day spent visiting Siena and the Chianti area accompanied by a driver
who was born and raised in Tuscany with this ...
Price: 490,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=23322P27

San Gimignano and Volterra Tour by Private Luxury Van
? Experience for your private group. Explore the art, culture and medieval history of
Italy in this private 8-hour Siena and Chianti countryside tour from Florence. ?
Discover San Gimignano and the Etruscan town of Volterra while accompanied by
a private driver on this 8-hour tour from ...
Price: 490,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=23322P28

Private Transfer: Florence to Rome with Stop in Orvieto
Through our network of drivers, and a widespread knowledge of the area, we can
offer personalized transfers all over the national territory, providing a comfortable,
safe and accurate service.On the way from one city to the next you will have the
opportunity to make an intermediate stop for ...
Price: 800,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=23322P29

Private Transfer: Florence to Venice with Stop in Bologna
Through our network of drivers, and a widespread knowledge of the area, we can
offer personalized transfers all over the national territory, providing a comfortable,
safe and accurate service.On the way from one city to the next you will have the
opportunity to make an intermediate stop for ...
Price: 800,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=23322P30
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Private Guided Tour: Pisa and Lucca from Florence
? Experience for your party (private guided tour) Travel through Tuscany?s rolling
hills and vineyards lined with Cypress Trees, from Florence to Pisa and Lucca on this
private 8/9 hour private guided tour. You?ll learn about the construction of Pisa?s
Leaning Tower and marvel at its unbelievable ...
Price: 740,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=23322P32

Private van Half day Shopping Tour to the Mall
? Experience for your private group. A day trip to the most important Tuscany top
fashion outlets of the biggest Italian designer brands.For those who love designer
labels at more reasonable prices, the main Outlets to the north and the south of the
city carry some of the most prestigious names in ...
Price: 376,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=23322P36

Day trip Brunello wine tours from Florence
Montalcino, the medieval town south of Siena. It?s home of the Brunello wine, known
as the most famous wine in the world.Come with us discovering the untouched
landscape of Montalcino: the countryside, the small villages, the wineries and the
locals. Meet true people, dine at their table, taste ...
Price: 625,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=23322P38

Amazing Lunch in organic Farm with Balsamic Vinegar Olive Oil truffle and Wine tasting Experience
in Tuscany
? Experience for your private group. This special tour will take you to the heart of
Tuscany. Meet the real people who live and work in this wonderful land for
generations and generations. This is our land and we will gladly to guide you to
discover it, making appreciate you food and wine of this ...
Price: 360,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=23322P39
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Private Transfer from Florence City to Florence Train station (WITH ASSISTANCE)
? We provide transfer services with Mercedes Luxury sedans/vans and minibuses to
Santa Maria Novella Train station (SMN) of Florence.In order to offer transfers
service from all the hotels, private villas, apartments to Florence Train station (SMN).
The service will be guaranteed with the ...
Price: 88,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=23322P46

Private transfer from Florence Train Station to Florence City (WITH ASSISTANCE)
We provide transfer services with Mercedes Luxury sedans/vans and minibuses from
Santa Maria Novella Train station (SMN) of Florence to City Hotel in FlorenceIn order
to offer transfers service to and from all the hotels, private villas, apartments.We
provide transfer services with Mercedes Luxury ...
Price: 88,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=23322P47

Private Tour: Siena, San Gimignano and Pisa Day Trip from Florence
? Experience for your private group.Explore the art, culture and medieval history of
Italy on this private 10-hour Siena, San Gimignano and Pisa tour from Florence.
Book the experience for your private group (up to eight people max), and visit the
UNESCO?listed city of Siena and Pisa. Discover top ...
Price: 626,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=23322P48

Private Guided Tour: Siena, San Gimignano and Chianti Day Trip from Florence
Experience for your private group. Come with us for an unforgettable day spent
visiting Siena with a professional city guide and the Chianti area accompanied by
one of our expert English speaking drivers born and raised in Tuscany.-During the
8/9hr tour you will explore the Gothic city of Siena ...
Price: 740,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=23322P50
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Private Tour: Siena, San Gimignano and Chianti Day Trip from Florence
*Experience for your private party*Explore the art, culture and medieval history of
Italy on this private 8/9-hour tour. Discover the delights of Tuscany on a private day
trip from Florence. With a knowledgeable English-speaking private driver, travel
through the renowned Chianti wine region to ...
Price: 490,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=23322P7

Vespa Tuscany Wine Experience
Your tour consists of the use of our vintage 1980's Vespa Scooters and exclusive
use of the grounds and facilities of the Hotel Villa la Cappella. While on your tour,
you will sample some of the finest Pecorino cheese along with panoramic views of
Tuscany. This is followed by an authentic, freshly ...
Price: 160,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=234309P1

Unusual Florence - Oltrarno - tour and tasting
This walking tour with tasting of coffee or tea / wine and ice-cream (also veg options)
is thought for people who wants to discover the less known and more local part of
Florence: Oltrarno, which means on the other part of the Arno. It is to enjoy some art,
stories, curiosities, shops and local ...
Price: 55,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=234441P2

Tuscany Tours Food Wine and Accomodations
Considering how wide the variety in preferences and itineraries visitors to Tuscany
have Antonio,as a personal chauffeur to anyone who wishes to have a quality,
private trip visiting the region as well as to anyone needing transfer services to
hard-to-get-to places and traveling longer distances. ...
Price: 215,23 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=234791P1
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Pasta Class Florence with Michele Gualtieri Chef
You will be learn how to make pasta from a professional Chef with experience in
Michelin star restaurants. I worked in the most prestigious restaurants in Italy ("La
bottega del buon caffè" "Cestello Ristoclub" "Sotto sale ristorante Favignana") and in
London ( "Maze by Gordon Ramsey" Pied a ...
Price: 62,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=234966P1

Organic Winery Tour and Tasting in Tuscany Chianti hills
We are in the heart of Famous and traditional Chianti hills with breathtaking views.
We are only 18 km from Florence, Fattoria Lavacchio, practice Organic and
Biodinamic agriculture in whole estate.Visiting our vineyards, you will learn about
how we care for the grapes as well as our experience as ...
Price: 25,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=23505P1

Artisan Baking Class with Lunch in Organic Farm
We are in the heart of Famous and traditional Chianti hills with breathtaking views.
We are only 18 km from Florence, Fattoria Lavacchio, practice Organic and
Biodinamic agriculture in whole estate.You will learn hand techniques, mixing for
proper gluten development, ascertaining when a loaf is ...
Price: 94,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=23505P10

Traditional Tuscan Butchery course with Lunch in Organic farm
We are in the heart of Famous and traditional Chianti hills with breathtaking views.
We are only 18 km from Florence, Fattoria Lavacchio, practice Organic and
Biodinamic agriculture in whole estate.You will work with our experienced norcino
(pork butcher) Beppe, in a hands-on session.You will learn ...
Price: 113,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=23505P11
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Day on Organic Estate in Chianti Hills with Wine Tasting
We are in the heart of Famous and traditional Chianti hills with breathtaking views.
We are only 18km from Florence, Fattoria Lavacchio, practice Organic and
Biodinamic agriculture in whole estate.This is a full day of fun activities. It includes
absolutely everything and is a great way to spend ...
Price: 163,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=23505P13

3 days of Wine Camp in Organic Estate in Chianti hills
A true immersion into wine-making for real oenophiles!Visit the estate's vineyards &
cellars, learn the techniques of harvesting & selecting grapes, discover secrets of
fermentation & blending, enjoy various wine appellations on an organic farm. Make
your own wine & design your own bottle labels!We ...
Price: 738,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=23505P14

3 days of Olive Camp in Organic Estate in Chianti hills
A true immersion into extra virgin olive oil (EVOO) making!Visit the estate's olive
groves, learn the techniques of olive picking, and enjoy guided tours of local olive
mills. Discover the benefits of olive oil during a Mediterranean cooking class and
make your own olive oil!We are in the heart of ...
Price: 680,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=23505P15

Leonardo Da Vinci's wind mill visit and Organic olive oil tasting
We are in the heart of Famous and traditional Chianti hills with breathtaking views.
We are only 18 km from Florence, Fattoria Lavacchio, practice Organic and
Biodinamic agriculture in whole estate.Visit the unique wind mill designed by
LEONARDO DA VINCI, renovated to produce the flour of the ...
Price: 26,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=23505P2
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Truffle Picking Experience with 3 Course Lunch in Chianti hills
We are at the top of the Chianti hills with breathtaking views, only 18km from
Florence.With a local guide and a truffle hunting dog who detects fantastic aroma, it
is possible to participate in this unusual event of truffle hunting. This activity starts off
with a warm welcome with an introduction ...
Price: 120,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=23505P4

Organic Wine and Gourmet experience in Tuscany Chianti hills
We are in the heart of Famous and traditional Chianti hills with breathtaking
views.The complete estate tour with food pairing in Tuscany Chianti hills is a unique
instructive tour. The tour begins with the introduction of the history of the Estate
Fattoria Lavacchio, and after a lovely walk ...
Price: 65,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=23505P6

From Organic Farm to Cooking Class in Tuscany Chianti Hills
This is not ordinary cooking class but we are organic farm in the Chianti hills.You will
visit our organic garden and you can touch, smell and eat our fresh
vegetables&fruits. After that you will prepare a traditional Tuscan menu together with
our chef, prepare home made pasta, a meat dish and ...
Price: 105,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=23505P9

Guided tour of Florence in English and German
A professional guide will lead you in an interesting and engaging introduction to this
beautiful city, to the most important palaces and monuments through funny stories
and anecdotes. In just two hours you will visit the main attractions of Florence and
you will go into the lesser known alleys of ...
Price: 18,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=235698P13
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Ride through the hills of Tuscany!
Discover the hidden corners and breathtaking landscapes of Tuscany by pedaling on
an electric bike!An expert local guide will make you visit the places and villages
hidden among the Chianti hills in a completely different way: through this excursion in
the open air, the love for adventure and sport ...
Price: 35,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=235698P15

Cooking class: traditional Tuscan dishes
Do you want to be able to prepare a real lunch by cooking inside the picturesque
Villa Norcenni?Take part in the most complete cooking course and you will discover
all the secrets of the Tuscan tradition thanks to our professional chef, who will guide
you step by step in the good realization of the ...
Price: 65,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=235698P17

Two nights in Chianti: tasting by electric bike with overnight stay
Visit Chianti in a super dynamic way and discover the breathtaking landscapes that
surround one of the best known areas in the world!Our professional guide is waiting
for you at 16.00 in front of the Camping Norcenni Girasole Infopoint to begin a super
dynamic excursion among the hills and ...
Price: 245,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=235698P20

Electric bike tour with tasting in the Chianti hills
Live the unique experience of the breathtaking landscapes and the wonderful Tuscan
hills on a guided tour dedicated to everyone. Alone, as a couple, with a group of
friends or with the whole family, the excursion is the right opportunity to spend time in
contact with nature, test yourself and share ...
Price: 79,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=235698P21
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The Roman Florence Game
Do you want to make you children discover Florence but you don't know how to do
that? This is the righ game for you! It's in fact perfect for those wanting to explore the
beauties of the town and at the same time to involve their children. Not only will you
visit the main attractions, but you will ...
Price: 22,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=235698P4

Detective for one day in Figline Valdarno
Figline Valdarno is a village rich in history with a strong medieval tradition that is too
often hidden behind the shadow of the important towns of Tuscany. That's why we
decided to create an original experience, to let you discover the village and have a
great time with the whole family. The game ...
Price: 15,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=235698P5

Walk with dinner in company
Join Leonardo to explore the splendid nature and the breathtaking panoramas that
surround Camping Norcenni Girasole! Thanks to our guide you will discover the
unknown landscapes of Tuscany that often remain hidden from the eyes of tourists.
Leonardo will guide you through paths and woods typical of ...
Price: 28,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=235698P6

Learn the art
I am an artist and lover of the place virrri make you live unique experiences, creating
paths of artistic enhancement of the place itself and make it a destination of cultural
tourism. For this you will have to immerse yourself completely in the reality of the
place by learning the ways of living, ...
Price: 95,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=236640P1
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Private Tour: 2 Hours Florence Walking Tour
Accompanied by your own private guide, you can discover some of the most
fascinating locations of Florence city center and top attractions of the city on a 2
hours walking tour.This is a special private walking tour of Florence, reserved for you
and your family.Accompanied by your own private ...
Price: 101,77 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=23715P1

Palazzo Vecchio, Palazzo Pitti and Boboli gardens private tour
Learn about the Medici family on a visit to the two palaces where they once lived:
Palazzo Vecchio and Palazzo Pitti with Boboli gardens.The private tour is about
4 hours and includes all the entrance fees.Meet your guide at the lobby of your hotel
and from there start your visit of Florence ...
Price: 217,64 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=23715P10

3 hours: Private walking tour of Florence and Accademia Gallery guided visit
Accompanied by your own private guide, you can discover some of the most
fascinating locations of Florence city center and top attractions of the city on a 3
hours walking tour, the tour includes the Accademia Gallery too. Florence with a
private guide is the best way to experience and get the ...
Price: 127,27 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=23715P11

Santa Croce church and Medici chapels private guided visit _ 4 hours
Explore Florence in a 4 hours private walking tour that includes S.Croce church and
the Medici chapels guided visit. This tour is perfect for people who are looking for the
most iconic landmarks of Florence, such as the Medici chapels with artworks made
by Michelangelo and Santa Croce basilica, the ...
Price: 153,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=23715P13
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Florence private tour for kids and families with local guide - 2 hours
Explore Florence with your kids during this 2 hours walking tour of Florence tailored
for families. The tour is specially designed for families with children ages 6 to 12.
Florence is steeped in culture and history and no matter where you turn there?s
something interesting to look at! Join your ...
Price: 108,49 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=23715P14

Private Florence Sunset Walking Tour
Visit Florence at night, when the most famous sites are beautifully lit and most
enchanting, with this private 2-hour sunset walking tour. Accompanied by your
private guide, discover some of the most fascinating locations of Florence's city
center and top attractions of this jewel of Renaissance ...
Price: 241,52 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=23715P5

Private Tour: Florence Walking Tour with Palazzo Vecchio
Discover Florence on a private 3 hours walking tour of the city?s historical and
cultural highlights, included the amazing Palazzo Vecchio. With a knowledgeable
private guide, go to the Cathedral, Piazza della Signoria and Ponte Vecchio. During
the tour you have the opportunity to see Palazzo ...
Price: 259,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=23715P8

Guided walk Private walking tour of the main monuments (external only)
An orientation walk lasting 2 hours in the historic center to recognize the main
monuments and museums. The Guide provides a map of the city and the timetables
and prices of the individual monuments to make your stay in Florence easier.The
Guided Walk includes the Medici Quarter with a visit to the ...
Price: 140,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=237855P1
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Guided visit to the Uffizi Gallery in Florence
The Uffizi Gallery consists of more than 90 rooms: the Tourist Guide helps the visitor
to make a selection of the works on which to dwell. The Guide helps in
understanding the works by offering: 1) the historical context 2) its own thematic
itinerary 3) a complete view of the rooms of the MuseumThe ...
Price: 120,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=237855P2

Transfer from Florence to Positano or Sorrento
Enjoy a private transfer in a sedan, minivan or minibus, relax, you will enjoy the
landscapeEnjoy a private transfer in a sedan, minivan or minibus, relax, you will
enjoy the landscapeEnjoy a private transfer in a sedan, minivan or minibus, relax,
you will enjoy the landscapeOne of our drivers will ...
Price: 460,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=238445P6

Enjoy Florence by high speed train
Our tour starts from Rome , taking an high speed train to Florence, from the Railway
Station Termini ;The assistant will accompany you to the Accademia Museum ,
where you will find our local guide , visit of the Academy , see some of
Michelangelo's greatest works, including the masterpiece of ...
Price: 186,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2390P41

Small group tour: Cinque terre with leaning tower of Pisa.
Visit some of Italy most cherished destinations and treat yourself with an organized
tour led by a local guide who will help you discover these notorious landmarks.
Immerge yourself in experiencing Italy's naturalistic and historical beauty. The tour
will start at the specified meeting point or ...
Price: 312,94 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=239114P1
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Florence city tour by Golf Cart
Guided tour of the most important monuments of the city and the historic center of
Florence.Buy time with an expert driver from the city of Florence.the best choice for
disabled people to see the city up close.Guided tour of the most important
monuments of the city and the historic center of ...
Price: 39,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=239317P1

Florence by golf Cart Piazzale Michelangelo
Guided tour of the most important monuments of the city and the historic center of
Florence.Buy time with an expert driver from the city of Florence.the best choice for
disabled people to see the city up close.Guided tour of the most important
monuments of the city and the historic center of ...
Price: 49,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=239317P2

Florence: Highlights & Hidden Gems Tour
Want to see the best of Florence? How about some hidden gems? It?s all possible
on this private tour! Join your favorite local and discover the city center and its unique
districts. See the real side of Florence, from historic Piazza del Duomo and gothic
churches to Michelangelo?s stunning work.Way ...
Price: 362,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=239343P1

Ultimate Uffizi Gallery : Guided tour with Priority Entrance
Join the Gallery of Uffizi with previous admission and a maximum group size of
12-15.Get in faster at one of the oldest museums in EuropeDiscover lesser-known
works of art that visitors often missExplore the museum for as long as you like after
the tour endsSee Botticelli's ?Birth of Venus?, ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=239343P15
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Florence: Experience the Amazing Flavors 10 Tastings Food tour
What a better way than through its food to know more about Florence! Go on a
delicious food tour through the best Tuscan delights and have a meal in the city.
Discover local favorites and classic foods and listen to everything about Florence's
culinary scene. This experience is going to love your ...
Price: 119,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=239343P2

Explore Renaissance area of Florence: Museums, Palaces & Duomo
Uncover the Renaissance area of Florence on full access to absolute experience.
Skip the line to famous museums such as Museo dell' opera & Museo Della
Misericordia, with a priority pass. And go with a reserved spot up the Duomo, and
enjoy the view!A journey back in time to the Renaissance era is ...
Price: 239,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=239343P6

Exclusive Uffizi Gallery Guided Skip the Line Private Tour
Join the Uffizi Gallery without waiting in line with a ticket for priority access. Move
through the galleries of a knowledgeable local and discover the secrets behind this
Temple of Arts. Admire the quintessence of this Gallery at this express private tour in
super-quick time!The Uffizi Gallery has ...
Price: 199,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=239343P9

Florence Gourmet
In Italy, food is an integral part of our culture, and you can discover a common
country. A perfect tour to get to know the city in an entertaining and entertaining way.
It is intended as a quiet walk through the old town of Florence during which to visit
the most emblematic monuments of the city ...
Price: 198,20 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=239521P2
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Chianti / San Gimignano / Siena-Tour in Ferrari
Driving the Ferrari Spider in Tuscany, in the Chianti area is pure magic .. In Chianti
there are the most beautiful roads in Europe, full of curves where you can taste the
speed, the sound of the Ferrari V8 engine and taste the wind in your hair .
Breathtaking landscapes, medieval towns, tasty ...
Price: 2.400,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=239718P1

Brunello - Heli Wine Tour
A full day in the Orcia Valley, land of great wines and amazing landscapes. The
experience includes the private visit of two wineries and a lunch at Michelin Starred
Restaurant Silene. Between the experiences you will have the chance to discover the
unique beauty of southern Tuscany flying over the ...
Price: 8.667,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=239718P11

Florence - Heli Fly Tour
We use twin-engine helicopters certified by ENAC (the highest Italian authority for
safety flights) and professional pilots.Breathtaking landscapes, pastel colors, art and
history that come to life in a majestic architecture are waiting for you .. All this is
Tuscany and offers unique sensations ...
Price: 3.145,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=239718P12

Bolgheri / Volterra / Florence-Tour in Ferrari
Driving the Ferrari Spider in Tuscany, in the Chianti area is pure magic .. In Chianti
there are the most beautiful roads in Europe, full of curves where you can taste the
speed, the sound of the Ferrari V8 engine and taste the wind in your hair .
Breathtaking landscapes, medieval towns, tasty ...
Price: 2.400,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=239718P14
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Tuscany Heli Fly tour
We use Twin Engine Helicopter certified by ENAC (Italian Highest Authority for safety
flying) and professional pilots.Breathtaking landscapes, pastel colors, art and history
that come to life in majestic architecture are waiting for you .. All this is Tuscany, and
offers unique sensations from sky. ...
Price: 3.500,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=239718P2

Half-Day Chianti Tour to 3 Wineries with Wine Tastings and Meal
Enjoy 6 hrs round trip from Florence in a comfortable 21-seater coach to the wine
country with our wine expert's commentary about the region. Visit 3 family-owned
wineries in the Chianti Classico region with guided tastings to 3 wines at each
winery. Each winery is located in a beautiful setting ...
Price: 135,61 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=23994P4

Firenze, nice to meet you!
Have you just arrived in Florence? Are you staying for a short time and want to see
as many things as possible without getting lost? Are you tired of reading boring guide
books with informations that you'll forget in the next couple of days? Why, sounds
like I might be of help! With my 2 hours tour ...
Price: 35,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=241848P1

Keeping up with the Medici
"Keeping up with the Medicis" is your chance to dive into Florence's thrilling past and
get to know its most famous family. Power, conquests, love affairs and a lot of
murdering: in order to understand the history of Florence you have to know its
greatest family, the Medici's. For four centuries ...
Price: 35,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=241848P2
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Florence Accademia Gallery Tour : Discover the "David" by Michelangelo
Skip the lines and enter the Accademia Gallery to discover Michelangelo?s David.
Enjoy a 1-hour tour with an art historian guide. Learn about the history of this
world-famous Renaissance sculpture, and the life of its creator.- Duration: 1 hourLive tour guide- Small Group- Wheelchair accessible- ...
Price: 99,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=242498P13

Pisa, Siena, San Gimignano Tour : Lunch and Wine in Chianti Included
Experience the wonders of Tuscany in one memorable day. Your 12-hour excursion
begins with a visit to Pisa and its stunning Piazza dei Miracoli. Admire the Baptistery,
the Cathedral, and, of course, the famous Leaning Tower.Afterwards you will head
out for the Chianti countryside to the unique ...
Price: 179,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=242498P20

Florence Must Do : Uffizi Gallery Skip the Line Guided Tour (2 hours)
Meet your certified and official guide at the Uffizi Gallery, located adjacent to the
Piazza della Signoria, and enter one of the world's biggest and richest museums
before the usual crowds arrive.Tour in a small group for a more intimate experience
of the museum, home to some of the most important ...
Price: 129,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=242498P23

Florence Uffizi Gallery 1.5-Hour Skip-the-Line Guided Tour
Save precious time with a priorty entry ticket to the fabled Uffizi Gallery and journey
through the history of art from the Middle Ages to the Italian Renaissance. Meet your
official guide at the Uffizi Gallery and enter one of the world's biggest and richest
museums before the crowds arrive.Tour ...
Price: 139,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=242498P27
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Florence Michelangelo's Gallery Guided Tour with Skip the Line
Skip the lines and enter the Accademia Gallery to discover Michelangelo?s David.
Enjoy a 1-hour tour with an art historian guide. Learn about the history of this
world-famous Renaissance sculpture, and the life of its creator.The Accademia
Gallery is a one of a kind gallery in Italy and reveals the ...
Price: 119,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=242498P28

Private A day in Venice: the most romantic art city in the world
Get to know magical Venice on this private day trip from Florence. With a private
driver, travel to the beautiful city and begin with a 2-hour private walking tour with a
knowledgeable local guide. See top Venice attractions such as St Mark?s Square,
the Rialto Bridge and Doge?s Palace, and ...
Price: 746,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428010PRIVATE

Private A day in Rome: A taste of Eternity
Discover beautiful Rome on this full-day private tour from Florence. With a private
driver, travel by luxury vehicle to the Eternal City, and start with a 2-hour walking tour
led by an in-the-know private local guide. Walk to top Rome attractions such as the
Trevi Fountain, Pantheon and Spanish ...
Price: 807,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428011PRIVATE

All Florence and Hills guided city tour with Accademia and Uffizi skip the line
Explore the Renaissance city of Florence with this full-day sightseeing tour. With an
expert guide, see top Florence sights such as the Duomo and Piazza della Signoria,
and enjoy skip-the-line entry to either the Accademia Gallery or the Uffizi
Gallery. Book the full-day tour, a combination of ...
Price: 120,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=24281AGROUP
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Private Florence and Hills Day Tour with Accademia, Uffizi and Historic Center
A private tour is ideal for enjoying Florence in the comfort of a private vehicle:
accompanied by your own private guide, you'll enjoy personalized attention on your
luxury private tour of Florence to discover Piazzale Michelangelo, Duomo, Giotto?s
Bell Tower, Baptistery, Accademia, Fiesole, Santa ...
Price: 475,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=24281APRIVATE

Private Tour: Florence Walking Tour
Accompanied by your own private guide, you'll relish personalized attention on your
day tour of Florence. Through your thrilling walking tour you will admire the highlights
of Florence city center: San Lorenzo Square, Duomo Square with Cathedral, Giotto
Bell Tower, Baptistery, Dante?s House, Piazza ...
Price: 88,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=24282APRIVATE

San Gimignano, Siena, Monteriggioni, Chianti Day Trip with Lunch & Wine Tasting
Full day Tour in the heart of Tuscany region: San Gimignano - the "Manhattan of the
Middle Ages", the most famous and picturesque Tuscan hill village together with the
unique experience of Siena and its traditions, thanks to the comprehensive guided
tour of the stunning old town. The picturesque ...
Price: 60,30 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=24283GROUP

Private Excursion to Siena, San Gimignano and Chianti Landscapes
Discover the beauty of Siena and San Gimignano, traveling through the countryside
of the Chianti region, with ever changing scenery of vineyards and olive trees on this
full day private trip from Florence.Discover the beauty of Siena and San Gimignano,
traveling through the countryside of the ...
Price: 434,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=24283PRIVATE
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Pisa and the Leaning Tower Afternoon Tour from Florence
Discover the delights of Pisa on an afternoon tour from Florence, led by a friendly
local guide. After traveling through the gorgeous Tuscan countryside, explore
Cathedral Square (Piazza dei Miracoli), admire the splendor of its monuments with
Cathedral, Baptistery and Monumental Cemetery, while ...
Price: 45,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=24284GROUP

Private Excursion to Pisa and the Leaning Tower from Florence
The famous City with the Leaning Tower and the splendor of the monuments of the
Piazza dei Miracoli as well as the lively streets and squares of the old townThe
famous City with the Leaning Tower and the splendor of the monuments of the
Piazza dei Miracoli as well as the lively streets and squares ...
Price: 299,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=24284PRIVATE

Chianti afternoon Wine Tour from Florence
Combine Chianti wine with blissful Tuscan countryside on a Wine tour from Florence!
With your tour escort, travel out of Florence and spend the afternoon enjoying two
medieval Villages, Greve in Chianti and Castellina in Chianti. Taste the famous
Chianti Wines and the typical Food in two enchanting ...
Price: 46,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=24285AGROUP

Private Chianti Classico Tour with wine and food tasting in a Historic Estate
The privilege to visit the historical and suggestive cellars of a prestigious estate
surrounded by ancient vineyards followed by the exclusive tasting experience of five
fine wines, extravirgin olive oil and delicious local foodThe privilege to visit the
historical and suggestive cellars of a ...
Price: 246,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=24285APRIVATE
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Private Tour: Lucca and Pisa with Typical Pastry Tasting and Optional Lunch
Revel in the personalized attention of your own driver on this full-day, private tour of
Pisa and Lucca: the famous City with the Leaning Tower and the splendor of the
monuments of the Piazza dei Miracoli as well as the lively streets and squares of the
old town with the elegant and refined ancient ...
Price: 422,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=24286PRIVATE

Private Umbria Treasures: Perugia, Assisi and Trasimeno Lake
Delve deep into the rolling Tuscan countryside and discover centuries of Italian
history on this private day trip to Perugia and Assisi from Florence. Admire Lake
Trasimeno from the fortress walls of medieval Passignano sul Trasimeno. Explore
the 8th-century Etruscan origins of Perugia, where High ...
Price: 454,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=24289PRIVATE

Florence Independent Tour with Audiopen and Optional Lunch
Discover Florence at your own pace while you follow a pre-planned route around the
city, designed by a knowledgeable local guide. Using a handheld audiopen and an
interactive map, make your way around the city to see and learn about its standout
sights. The Church of San Lorenzo, Brunelleschi?s ...
Price: 15,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428AUDIOPEN

Climb the Brunelleschi Dome: highest top view of Florence and its hills
Santa Maria del Fiore?s Dome is an absolute masterpiece of all times and the most
distinctive icon of Florence skyline. The great architect Filippo Brunelleschi planned
in 1420 an innovative structure with a double skull cap for this Dome, which is the
biggest stonework ever built. This is the ...
Price: 33,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428BAPTISTERY
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Tuscan Cooking Class and Dinner in Florence
Make like a real Tuscan cook on this 4.5-hour evening cooking class in a Florence
cooking school. Working in a modern kitchen in the old building, learn how to create
a quintessential Tuscan 4-course dinner of staples such as Hunter?s Chicken
(chicken stew), fresh pasta and ?tiramisu? (cocoa, ...
Price: 69,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428C1

Florence Palazzo Vecchio Museum Guided Tour
Experience one of Florence?s greatest treasures, the Palazzo Vecchio, at sunset on
this 1.5-hour tour. With a professional guide, explore the former hub of Florentine
power, admiring its art-filled rooms and stunning Hall of the Five Hundred. Then,
gaze at twilit Florence on a tour of the ...
Price: 42,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428CAF_M15

Pisa, Siena, San Gimignano, Chianti & Monteriggioni Small-Group Tuscany Day Trip
Spend a day discovering Tuscany?s unspoiled hill towns, cities and countryside on a
day trip from Florence! The breathtaking area is home to Siena, Monteriggioni, San
Gimignano, Pisa and the wine region of Chianti ? all sites visited on the tour. Enjoy
walking tours of each town, and admire ...
Price: 195,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428CAF_S1

Tuscany Small-Group Day Trip from Florence with Chianti Wine Tastings and Lunch
Swap the urban sights of Florence for the villages, scenery, wine and food of
Tuscany on a small-group day trip! With a driver-guide, explore the Chianti, Crete
Senesi and UNESCO-listed Val d?Orcia areas; visit medieval villages such as Greve,
Castellina, Montalcino and Montepulciano; and sample up ...
Price: 208,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428CAF_S2
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Renaissance and Medieval Florence Walking Tour
Get to know Florence?s history and sights on a 2.5-hour morning walking tour of the
city! With an expert local guide, discover the neighborhood of San Lorenzo and learn
about the powerful Medici family who ruled the city during the Renaissance era. See
the famous Medici Chapels and the Basilica of ...
Price: 29,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428CAF2

Florence Dinner with Concert or Opera: authentic Italian Evening Experience
The Music of a romantic Italian Night: a tasty Dinner in a characteristic Florentine
Restaurant and Concert with famous Opera arias and Neapolitan songs or a full
Opera performance in a charming setting.Your authentic Italian evening in Florence
starts with an ambient restaurant in the charming ...
Price: 65,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428CAF2B

Florence Cooking Course and Local Market Visit
Cooking enthusiasts and novices alike, learn to prepare a four-course Tuscan
banquet during this half day cooking workshop in the heart of Florence. Source
produce from a local market and feast on your creations afterwards. Best of all, you
get to keep all the recipes so you can wow friends and ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428CAFC3

Handmade Italian Pasta Cooking Course in Florence
Follow ancient Italian traditions and learn the art of pasta making on this half day
hands-on cooking workshop in Florence. After the hard work is done, toast your
fellow budding chefs with local wine, while feasting on your pasta creations!Enjoy
personal attention from your expert chefs on this ...
Price: 55,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428CAFC4
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Exclusive: Accademia Gallery Early Access & Italian Breakfast - Small Group Tour
Get up close to Michelangelo?s ?David? on this Viator Exclusive with early access to
the Accademia Gallery in Florence. Be among the first of the day to see the
museum's world-famous Renaissance statues; it's a Viator Exclusive that can't be
booked anywhere else! With a group of no more than 15 ...
Price: 72,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428EXCLUSIVEM1

Florence Electric Bike Tour with Farm and Delicious "Gelato"
Explore Florence and the Tuscan hill town of Fiesole with little effort and lots of fun
on this 4-hour electric bike tour, led by a local host. Safe to ride, the bikes have an
electric motor that start as soon as you pedal, meaning you?ll see the sights without
getting out of breath! Finally, what ...
Price: 76,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428FLOELECTRIC

Private Florence Oltrarno Art and Crafts Walking Tour
Enjoy a thrilling walking tour with your private guide, through one of the most
picturesque districts of Florence, where you can meet the genuine Florentine people
and learn how they live and work in. A unique walking tour in the charming Oltrarno
district, to discover the local Workshops and the ...
Price: 102,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428FLORENCE_EB

Exclusive visit to Florence Cathedral Terraces & amazing City View - small group
This exclusive tour begins climbing the steps to reach our Cathedral panoramic
Terraces, an exclusive places from where you will have the chance to enjoy your
first-row position on the magnificent scenery surrounding you, dominated by the
amazing Brunelleschi?s Dome. From this breath-taking ...
Price: 45,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428FLRCATHEDRAL
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Skip-the-Line Florence Accademia Gallery Small Group Tour
See the original statue of ?David,? Michelangelo?s iconic Florentine masterpiece,
inside the Accademia Gallery on a 1-hour and 15 minutes tour! Skip the line with a
priority-entrance ticket, and head inside to learn about some of the finest pieces of
Renaissance art in the world. See Michelangelo?s ...
Price: 43,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428M1

Skip the Line: Florence Accademia and Uffizi Gallery Small Group Tour
Explore Florence?s two must-visit art museums ? the Accademia and Uffizi galleries
? on this Florence combo tour! Start with a morning skip-the-line access and guided
tour of the Accademia Gallery (Galleria dell?Accademia) to see Michelangelo?s
statue of 'David' as well as other treasures, and then ...
Price: 99,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428M1M2

Skip the Line: Florence Uffizi Gallery Small Group Tour
See the best of Florence?s Uffizi Gallery on a 1.5-hour walking tour, led by an
art-expert guide. Avoid the long main entrance lines with a skip-the-line ticket and
experience the world-famous gallery?s Renaissance highlights and architecture.
Marvel at treasures including Leonardo da Vinci?s ...
Price: 47,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428M2

Heart of Florence Walking Tour
On this 1.5-hour guided walking tour you'll discover the astonishing beauty of the
monuments located in the heart of Florence's historical center. See sites such as the
Duomo, Giotto's Bell Tower, St. John's Baptistery, Orsanmichele, Straw Market,
Ponte Vecchio, Piazza Signoria, Palazzo Vecchio and ...
Price: 19,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P100
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Cinque Terre and Portovenere Day Trip from Florence
Take a day trip to the Cinque Terre and Portovenere to see two of northern Italy?s
most scenic stretches of coast. With round-trip transport from Florence and a guide
included, the experience offers all you need for a hassle-free day by the sea. Walk
and travel by minivan around the UNESCO-listed ...
Price: 207,58 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P101

Florence Wonders afternoon Walking Tour with Uffizi Gallery skip-the-line Visit
Discover the not-to-be-missed monuments in the heart of Florence: Duomo, Ponte
Vecchio, Piazza Signoria, Palazzo Vecchio and the touching beauty of Venus by
Botticelli and other wonderful masterpieces inside the Uffizi Gallery, one of the most
famous and visited museums in the world.Here you can ...
Price: 67,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P103

Florence Wonders Walking Tour with Accademia and Uffizi - afternoon
In just half day you can admire the highlights of Florence?s old town along with the
must-see art masterpieces of all time held in the greatest Museums of the city,
Accademia and Uffizi Galleries.In just half day you can admire the highlights of
Florence?s old town along with the must-see art ...
Price: 109,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P105

Making Pizza, Gelato and Sorbetto Cooking Course with Dinner
Learn how to prepare a typical Neapolitan Pizza, a delicious kind of gelato or a
Tiramisù and amaze your friends when you return home!You will learn all activities
involved in the creation and the working of the dough and the mediterranean
ingredients to prepare a tasty Neapolitan pizza. You will ...
Price: 50,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P110
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Private Accademia Gallery Guided Visit
Discover, led by a passionate local guide, the most important masterpieces
by Michelangelo as the David, ?I Prigioni, ?San Matteo? and the ?Palestrina
Pietà?.Discover, led by a passionate local guide, the most important masterpieces
by Michelangelo as the David, ?I Prigioni, ?San Matteo? and the ...
Price: 83,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P113

Independent Trip to Siena from Florence with Private Transport
Discover the wonderful Medieval town of Siena, in total freedom and independence!
Stroll along its narrow streets and remain speechless in front of the stunning
Cathedral and the marvelous Piazza del Campo!Discover the wonderful Medieval
town of Siena, in total freedom and independence! Stroll ...
Price: 217,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P115

Independent Trip to San Gimignano from Florence with Private Transport
Explore this delightful Tuscan village in total freedom! Walk along its picturesque
Medieval streets, discover its wonderful squares and experience the unique charm of
an ancient town like no other!Explore this delightful Tuscan village in total freedom!
Walk along its picturesque Medieval streets, ...
Price: 217,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P116

Independent Trip to Pisa from Florence with Private Transport
Discover in total freedom and independence, one of the most famous Tuscan cities!
A wonderful mix of Gothic and Romanesque architecture, known all over the world
for the absolute beauty of its monuments and its unique Leaning Tower.Discover in
total freedom and independence, one of the most famous ...
Price: 217,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P117
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Private Half-Day Excursion to Lucca from Florence
Have an independent discovery of an enchanting Tuscan city, famous for its unique
mix of Gothic and Romanesque architecture. Walk along its charming streets and
discover all the wonderful monuments of the historical center!Have an independent
discovery of an enchanting Tuscan city, famous for its ...
Price: 217,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P118

Chianti Dreaming: Private Boutique Winery and Hilltop Village Tour
Have a slow and fascinating Chianti Experience! Discover in total comfort all the
charm of the most beautiful countryside in the world and experience its culture,
history and traditions, walking along the ancient streets of a picturesque Medieval
village. Savor the best local flavors through a ...
Price: 222,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P119

Private Medici Chapels and San Lorenzo Square Guided Visit
Follow your private guide in the fascinating discovery of a unique museum and have
a comprehensive visit of the wonderful San Lorenzo square, the lively heart of the
Medici district.Follow your private guide in the fascinating discovery of a unique
museum and have a comprehensive visit of the ...
Price: 90,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P120

Private Florence Bargello Museum Tour with Skip-the-Line Access
Follow your professional private guide for the next 2-hours and discover absolute
sculptural masterpieces by wonderful artists as Michelangelo, Donatello,
Giambologna, Cellini and Verrocchio, all within the fascinating setting of a Medieval
palace.Follow your professional private guide for the next ...
Price: 90,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P121
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Private Piazza della Signoria and Skip-the-Line Palazzo Vecchio Tour
Be amazed by the insuperable harmony of one of the most beautiful monumental
complexes worldwide! Discover with your private Guide the extraordinary beauty of
one of most renowned and photographed squares and historical palaces in the world:
Piazza della Signoria with the sculptural masterpieces of ...
Price: 88,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P122

Private Florence San Marco Museum Tour with Skip-the-Line Entry
The captivating discovery of wonderful masterpieces by Beato Angelico, Fra?
Bartolomeo, Domenico Ghirlandaio and other famous Renaissance artists in the
suggestive halls of San Marco Dominican conventThe captivating discovery of
wonderful masterpieces by Beato Angelico, Fra? Bartolomeo, Domenico ...
Price: 108,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P123

Private Palatine Gallery Tour with Skip-the-Line Access
Follow your private guide and discover the amazing Palatine Gallery, where some of
the main works of art of all time are preserved Follow your private guide and discover
the amazing Palatine Gallery, where some of the main works of art of all time are
preserved Follow your private guide and ...
Price: 101,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P124

Private Full-Day Independent Tour to Siena and San Gimignano from Florence
Have a fascinating discovery of the Medieval towns of Siena and San Gimignano,
two enchanting and perfectly preserved Tuscan gems, both declared UNESCO
World Heritage Sites. Sit on your luxury chauffeured vehicle and start a relaxing and
comfortable journey along the celebtrated Tuscan roads, ...
Price: 338,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P129
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Private Full-Day Independent Tour to Pisa and Lucca from Florence
An exciting journey to discover the best Tuscan examples of Romanesque and
Gothic architecture! Admire the city with the celebrated Leaning Tower and the
splendor of the white marble monuments of the Piazza dei Miracoli, as well as the
elegant and refined ancient town of Lucca.An exciting journey ...
Price: 338,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P130

Florence Opera del Duomo Museum Guided Visit
Explore the Opera del Duomo Museum on this 1.5-hour tour. Discover the world?s
most important collection of medieval and Florentine Renaissance sculptures. After
the tour you can linger in the museum to take in more works of art, and then, a few
steps away you can try delicious Chianti wine and ...
Price: 49,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P141

Florence Duomo Monumental Complex Guided Tour
The complete visit of the ?Great Museum of the Cathedral?, an unforgettable tour of
the monuments of Piazza del Duomo, a museum complex like none other in the
world, steeped in the art, history and faith that made this city great.With an
informative art historian guide by your side, enjoy a ...
Price: 49,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P142

Romantic Michelin-Starred Dinner at Villa Bardini Museum with Views of Florence
A real cool experience with a special dinner in a charming location followed by the
private and exclusive visit at the temporary exhibition inside a glamorous Florentine
museum, opened just for you!. A real cool experience with a special dinner in a
charming location followed by the private and ...
Price: 278,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P143
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Florence Medici Mile Walking Tour along the path of Medici family Residences
Relive a unique era as you stroll through the history, the richness, and the secrets of
the powerful dynasty which made possible the great Renaissance period, the Medici!
Walk along the winding road to wonderful monuments and open-air works of art with
your professional guide. Discover the city ...
Price: 25,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P148

Medici's Mile Walking Tour plus Pitti Palace or Boboli Gardens Ticket
Live a unique visit experience through the history, the richness and the secrets of the
powerful dynasty which made possible the great Renaissance season! At the end of
the two-hour guided audio walking tour, you will enrich your experience with the
independent visit of the wonderful Pitti Palace ...
Price: 43,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P149

Cinque Terre Full Day Discovery: Escorted Round Trip by Bus from Florence
The Cinque Terre is a beautiful stretch of rugged coast, one of the many unspoilt part
left of the lovely Italian Riviera. It takes its name from the five picturesque fishing
villages of Riomaggiore, Manarola, Corniglia, Vernazza and Monterosso. You will
reach your destination through a comfortable ...
Price: 50,40 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P155

Combo Tour Uffizi Gallery Audiopen Visit and Best of Florence Audiopen Walking Tour
Take the chance to discover in complete freedom the most important sights of
Florence and the marvelous masterpieces kept inside the Uffizi Gallery, thanks to an
innovative Audioguide! Follow your own pace avoiding any waste of time thanks to
your skip-the-line ticket!Take the chance to discover in ...
Price: 62,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P163
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Authentic Florence Walking Tour: Oltrarno Great Art, Hidden Crafts and Santo Spirito Basilica
A unique walking tour of the authentic Florence off the beaten track in the cool
Oltrarno district, to discover the local Workshops and the charming Santo Spirito
Church with Michelangelo's unmissable wooden sculpture.A unique walking tour of
the authentic Florence off the beaten track in the cool ...
Price: 65,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P164

Private Tour to Pisa and Vinci from Florence with Typical Tuscan Lunch
Enjoy your day to explore the famous City with the Leaning Tower and the beautiful
village of Vinci, the hometown of Leonardo da Vinci and delight your senses with a
delicious wine tasting with lunch in an estate surrounded by green Tuscan hills.Enjoy
your day to explore the famous City with the ...
Price: 475,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P170

In the Footsteps of Dan Brown's Inferno with Palazzo Vecchio Secret Access
Follow Robert Langdon inside Palazzo Vecchio reliving the atmosphere of the Novel
"Inferno" by Dan Brown and the fantastic Movie starring Tom Hanks, whose scenes
are set largely in this legendary and mysterious palace. Follow Robert Langdon
inside Palazzo Vecchio reliving the atmosphere of the ...
Price: 47,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P172

Florence and Hills City Tour, Duomo Complex and Accademia Gallery skip-the line
Don?t miss the chance to admire the whole city first from Fiesole, a delightful town of
Etruscan origin set on a hill, then from Piazzale Michelangelo, its most beautiful
panoramic viewpoint. Back to the city center, meet the astonishing beauty of the
world-famous David by Michelangelo and other ...
Price: 68,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P173
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Florence City Tour: Santa Croce, Piazza Signoria, Uffizi Gallery Skip the Line
Follow your expert local guide on a pleasant walking tour leading you to some of the
most famous sights of the city center: the splendid Gothic basilica of Santa Croce
located in the namesake square and the ancient Church of Santa Felicita, with its
portico surmounted by the Vasari corridor. This ...
Price: 57,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P174

Wannabe Italiano Private Experience with a real Insider in Florence
Are you a real Italy lover and you want to know more about Italian idioms, gesture
and traditions? This original orientation tour and chats will give you the chance to
learn from a real insider the Italian life-style in a fun and relaxing atmosphere,
enjoying as well a delicious aperitif!Are you a ...
Price: 81,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P175

Private Rafting on the Arno River: your unusual and thrilling Florence Visit
A fun and ecological way to admire Florence city center, from a different point of
view, directly from the raft!A fun and ecological way to admire Florence city center,
from a different point of view, directly from the raft!A fun and ecological way to
admire Florence city center, from a different ...
Price: 110,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P176

The Archeological face of Florence Private Tour through the Uffizi Gallery and the Archeological
Museum
Enjoy the ancient sculptural masterpieces of the Uffizi and the Archeological
Museum with a pleasant walk to discover the archeological period of Florence,
touching on the most important points where the Roman heritage is still visible. Enjoy
the ancient sculptural masterpieces of the Uffizi and ...
Price: 110,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P177
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Private All-inclusive Florence Wonders Walking Tour with Accademia Gallery
A not-to-be-missed visit experience led by a professional local guide, to discover the
most important sights of Florence and the wonders kept inside the world-famous
Accademia Gallery!A not-to-be-missed visit experience led by a professional local
guide, to discover the most important sights of ...
Price: 129,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P179

Private All-inclusive Florence Wonders Walking Tour with Uffizi Gallery
Live an unforgettable visit experience led by a professional local guide, to discover
the most important sights of Florence and the incredible works of art kept inside the
world-famous Uffizi Gallery!Live an unforgettable visit experience led by a
professional local guide, to discover the most ...
Price: 126,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P180

Private All-inclusive Heart of Florence Walking Tour with Accademia and Uffizi
Enjoy with a professional local guide, the most famous monuments and the most
suggestive views of the heart of Florence, together with the two most important
museums in the world: the Accademia and Uffizi Galleries.Enjoy with a professional
local guide, the most famous monuments and the most ...
Price: 221,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P181

San Gimignano and Private Wine Dinner in a â€œBarrique Cellarâ€•
The magic of the most enchanting Tuscan medieval village and a wine tasting dinner
inside a ?barrique cellar?, surrounded by hills of vineyards and olive groves. An
experience made for those who want to walk in history, while discovering sights of
extraordinary beauty and discovering the authentic ...
Price: 325,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P185
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Private Morning Guided City Tour of Florence with Accademia Gallery - AM
A private half day morning sightseeing tour of Florence with a comfortable vehicle
and a local professional Guide to discover the main attractions of the town: Piazzale
Michelangelo, Duomo, Giotto?s Bell Tower, Baptistery, Accademia Gallery where
Michelangelo's masterpiece, the David, is kept.A ...
Price: 243,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P187

Skip the Line: Uffizi and Accademia Galleries morning Small Group Tour
Those comprehensive Guided Tours will allow you to discover the most famous
museums of Florence led by a professional local guide. With the skip-the-line ticket,
you'll avoid the long lines and hassle of purchasing tickets onsite. Those
comprehensive Guided Tours will allow you to discover the most ...
Price: 99,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P189

The Taste of Chianti:a Wine and Gourmet Private Tour with a truffle-based lunch
This unmissable tour enables to experience the very best of Chianti Classico culture
and gastronomy, an opportunity to taste and savour renowned gourmet food and
fine wines amongst the colours and the quiet of a fair-tale landscapeThis unmissable
tour enables to experience the very best of Chianti ...
Price: 307,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P190

Private Tour to Tuscan Jewels in one day:Siena, Monteriggioni, S.Gimignano, Pisa
Along the line of the History, through the territory of Chianti, in the cities that are the
symbol of Tuscan art worldwide, seduced by the beauty and flavor of this land.Along
the line of the History, through the territory of Chianti, in the cities that are the symbol
of Tuscan art worldwide, ...
Price: 437,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P192
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Private The Essence of Tuscany: Chianti Classico, Montalcino, Montepulciano
Following the scent of the Great Wines through the most stunning landscapes of
Chianti, Val d?Orcia and Val di ChianaFollowing the scent of the Great Wines
through the most stunning landscapes of Chianti, Val d?Orcia and Val di
ChianaFollowing the scent of the Great Wines through the most stunning ...
Price: 450,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P193

Private The Enchantment of the Ligurian Coast: Cinque Terre and Portovenere
Following the roads suspended between sky and sea with medieval villages of
fishermen tenaciously clinging onto the rocks admire the charm of the pastel colored
houses from the sea, the bell towers and olive trees that lean out from the terracing,
until discovering at the extremity of this ...
Price: 479,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P194

Private Art and Scent of the Sea: Lucca, Forte dei Marmi, Pisa
The great Art Cities near the coast and the famous Versilian Sea: Dive into a "sea of
beauty", and live an experience of emotional discovery of splendid art masterpieces,
an exciting call from a famous seaside resort and a relaxing encounter with a
splendid nature. The great Art Cities near the ...
Price: 398,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P195

Private Luxury Transfer from Florence to Milan with stop in Maranello
Enjoy your travel from Florence to Milan with stop in Maranello on the way for a visit
of the famous Ferrari Head Quarter, without the hassle of trains and planes and with
the gift of an additional unforgettable experience. Sit back and begin your journey!
Enjoy your travel from Florence to Milan ...
Price: 572,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P196
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Private Luxury Transfer from Florence to Milan with stop in Parma
Enjoy your travel from Florence to Milan with stop in Parma on the way to admire this
enchanting city, without the hassle of trains and planes and with the gift of an
additional visit experience. Sit back and begin your journey!Enjoy your travel from
Florence to Milan with stop in Parma on the way ...
Price: 572,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P197

Private Luxury Transfer from Florence to Rome with stops in Perugia and Assisi
Enjoy your travel from Florence to Rome with stops in Perugia and Assisi on the way
to admire these unforgettable places, without the hassle of trains and planes and
with the gift of an additional visit experience. Sit back and begin your journey! Enjoy
your travel from Florence to Rome with stops ...
Price: 572,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P198

Private Luxury Transfer from Florence to Venice with stops in Bologna and Padova
Enjoy your travel from Florence to Venice with stops in Bologna and Padova on the
way to admire these unforgettable cities, without the hassle of trains and planes and
with the gift of an additional visit experience. Sit back and begin your journey! Enjoy
your travel from Florence to Venice with ...
Price: 572,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P199

Private Luxury Transfer from Florence to Venice with stop in Ravenna
Enjoy your travel from Florence to Venice with stop in Ravenna on the way to admire
this enchanting city, without the hassle of trains and planes and with the gift of an
additional visit experience. Sit back and begin your journey! Enjoy your travel from
Florence to Venice with stop in Ravenna on ...
Price: 572,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P200
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Chianti Mood: an intimate experience in two boutique wineries - Private Tour
A genuine experience where you can be in touch with the authentic part of the
Chianti Classico region : the visit and the delicious wine tastings of 4 wines in two
friendly family-run wineries will let you feel as a local!A genuine experience where
you can be in touch with the authentic part of the ...
Price: 240,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P201

In Florence in the places of Leonardo and Monna Lisa, Private Tour
A fascinating itinerary that will allow you to discover the the great artist life in the city
where he lived and worked during his youth, together with the life of Monna Lisa, the
"Gioconda", portrayed by him when in Florence, in the world most famous painting.A
fascinating itinerary that will ...
Price: 79,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P203

In Florence in Leonardo da Vinci's footsteps, Private Tour
An unmissable experience in the center of Florence to get in touch with the places
dear to Leonardo and approach the world of the great Renaissance genius An
unmissable experience in the center of Florence to get in touch with the places dear
to Leonardo and approach the world of the great ...
Price: 85,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P206

FICO Food Park Day Trip from Florence by high-speed train
Full immersion in the world of Italian high-quality food and cooking. You will discover
the fantastic world of the Italian food and it will be impossible to resist to so many
temptations! Let yourself be captivated by flavors and fragrances and leaded by
curiosity inside markets, kiosks, ...
Price: 103,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P212
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Accademia Skip-the-line Ticket with instant delivery & Self-Guided Visit
You can't leave Florence without visiting the Accademia Gallery and thanks to your
skip-the-line ticket and our user-friendly APP Guide you will enjoy the original statue
of the David and other masterpieces of Michelangelo. Michelangelo?s carved the
David from a giant block of Carrara marble in ...
Price: 22,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P213

Uffizi Gallery Skip-the-line Ticket with instant delivery & Self-Guided visit
Explore one of the most famous Museums in the world guided by the audio
commentary of our interactive and easy to use APP!Thanks to your skip-the-line
ticket and our user-friendly APP Guide, you will uncover the impressive collection of
masterpieces by the most renowned Renaissance artists, without ...
Price: 32,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P215

Accademia and Uffizi Skip-the-line Tickets instant delivery & Self-Guided visit
Do not miss the chance to explore two of the most famous Museums in the world in a
completely independent way, guided by the audio commentary of our interactive and
easy to use APP!You can't leave Florence without visiting the Accademia and Uffizi
Galleries and thanks to your skip-the-line tickets ...
Price: 63,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P216

Florence Wonders morning Walking Tour with Uffizi and Accademia skip-the-line
In just half day you can admire the highlights of Florence?s old town along with the
must-see art masterpieces of all time held in the greatest Museums of the city,
Accademia and Uffizi Galleries.In just half day you can admire the highlights of
Florence?s old town along with the must-see art ...
Price: 109,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P219
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Florence Wonders morning Walking Tour with Uffizi Gallery skip-the-line
In just half day you can admire the highlights of Florence?s old town along with the
must-see art masterpieces of all time held in one of the most famous museum in the
world, the Uffizi Gallery.In just half day you can admire the highlights of Florence?s
old town along with the must-see art ...
Price: 67,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P220

Florence Wonders Guided Walking Tour with Accademia Gallery skip-the-line Visit
Skip the main admission lines at Florence?s Accademia Gallery to see
Michelangelo?s ?David,? and then discover the city?s must-see monuments on a
1.5-hour guided walking tour. Enjoy fast-track access to the Accademia to view
?David? and more of Michelangelo?s masterpieces. Then, stroll around ...
Price: 53,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P221

Heart of Florence morning Guided Walking Tour & Inside Florence Duomo Visit
The morning is the best moment to explore the historic centre of Florence and be
fascinated by all its wonders. Led by a professional guide you will admire all the
highlights of the historic centre.In the early afternoon the doors of the magnificent
Santa Maria del Fiore Cathedral will open for you ...
Price: 39,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P222

Uffizi Gallery skip the line & Florence Duomo direct access Guided Visits
The discovery of one of the most famous galleries in the world in the early morning
combined with a guided visit of the magnificent Cathedral of Santa Maria del
Fiore.Let you guide by a professional guide inside the Uffizi and admire numerous
works of art by Botticelli, Michelangelo, Leonardo da ...
Price: 79,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P223
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Accademia Gallery skip the line & Florence Duomo direct access Visits
Your professional local guide will let you discover the amazing David by
Michelangelo and other wonderful masterpieces kept inside the Accademia.In the
early afternoon, the doors of the magnificent Santa Maria del Fiore Cathedral will
open for you and an official guide will lead you to the exciting ...
Price: 65,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P224

Florence Art Pass: Accademia, Uffizi and Inside Florence Cathedral Guided Visits
You can admire the must-see art masterpieces of all time held in the greatest
Museums of the city along with treasures kept inside one of the most beautiful
cathedrals in the world: the Florence Duomo.Be fascinated by works of art by
Botticelli, Raffaello, Leonardo, Giotto and many others inside ...
Price: 119,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P225

Florence City Pass: Old Town, Duomo, Accademia & Uffizi skip-the-line Visits
This tour allows you to discover Florence must-see sights, led by a professional local
guide, who will show you the masterpieces kept inside our greatest Museums, along
with all the wonders located in the religious and political city centre, such as Piazza
della Signoria, Ponte Vecchio, the ...
Price: 129,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P226

Private Florence Opera del Duomo Guided Visit
Follow your private guide in the restored "Opera del Duomo" Museum, a unique and
spectacular setting where to admire the world's most important collection of medieval
and Florentine Renaissance sculptures, together with masterpieces of art by
the greatest artists.Follow your private guide in the ...
Price: 91,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P228
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Private Florence Uffizi Gallery Guided Visit
The "not to be missed" guided visit of one of the most famous Art Galleries in the
world, where to admire absolute masterpieces by the greatest Renaissanc
artistsThe "not to be missed" guided visit of one of the most famous Art Galleries in
the world, where to admire absolute masterpieces by the ...
Price: 90,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P229

Giotto's Belfry: amazing Florence's view and a close encounter with the Dome
After admiring the external part, you can climb its 414 steps to reach the top, where
you will be welcomed by an elegant and big terrace, one of the most beautiful
panoramic roofs in the world, where you will enjoy an incomparable view of the old
town and you will be so close to the Dome that you ...
Price: 26,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P232

All Five Cinque Terre Villages & 2hrs Hiking Adventure: Day Trip from Florence
Guided by an expert tour guide you will experience an unforgettable day, discovering
the enchanting five seaside villages of the UNESCO site coastal park, including an
active experience of Nature Hiking among vineyards, olive groves and lemon groves,
cultivated on panoramic terraced land ...
Price: 84,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P237

Direct Access to Florence Cathedral, Panoramic Terrace, Dome with private guide
Enjoy a spectacular view of Florence from the exclusive Terrace and the magnificent
Dome, with a 2h private and guided tour. An extraordinary way to admire the interior
of Florence Cathedral and its Crypt with priority access.Enjoy a spectacular view of
Florence from the exclusive Terrace and the ...
Price: 157,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P239
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Florence Cathedral: Exclusive Visit with Dedicated Access and Private Guide
Live a unique experience: enter the Cathedral with your private guide through a
direct and dedicated access and be enchanted by the refinement of the polychrome
marble and by the majesty of the Dome that dominates it, designed by
BrunelleschiLive a unique experience: enter the Cathedral with your ...
Price: 102,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P240

Florence: Accademia Gallery Private Tour & Inside Duomo with Dedicated Access
Don?t miss the chance to admire two masterpieces of Florence with your private and
expert guide: Michelangelo?s David and the interior of the magnificent Duomo with a
dedicated and direct access, the best way to discover the secrets and treasures
behind these famous and fine works of art.Don?t miss ...
Price: 189,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P241

Florence Private Guided Tour of Duomo Interiors with Dedicated Access & Uffizi
Deepen into Italian art and history with your private guide: the interior visit of Duomo
and the tour of Uffizi Gallery are on top of the must-see list in FlorenceDeepen into
Italian art and history with your private guide: the interior visit of Duomo and the tour
of Uffizi Gallery are on top of ...
Price: 204,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P242

Florence - The Must See: Private Tour Duomo, Historic Center, Accademia, Uffizi
A comprehensive tour dedicated to those who want to visit the top-list attractions of
Florence. Thanks to your private guide you can admire the famous Uffizi Gallery
collection and the iconic statue of David by Michelangelo, kept inside the Accademia
Museum. Your insider guide will be glad to show ...
Price: 273,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P243
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San Gimignano, Siena, Monteriggioni: Fully Escorted Tour, Lunch & Wine Tasting
Discover the easiest way to visit Siena, San Gimignano, Monteriggioni and Chianti at
a smart price. Escorted Day Trip with licensed Tour Escort on board. 3 course typical
Tuscan lunch in a Chianti Winery, Wine Tasting with three different Chianti Wines,
extra virgin olive oil, balsamic vinegar and ...
Price: 51,30 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P54

Skip the Line: Accademia Gallery Independent Morning Tour Ticket
This is the perfect tour for all those customers who wish to visit the Accademia
Gallery in total freedom and at their own pace, guided by an audio commentary of
expert art historians, recorded in their own language.This is the perfect tour for all
those customers who wish to visit the Accademia ...
Price: 29,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P56

Excursion to Pisa: Escorted Round Trip by bus through the Tuscan countryside
Experience an easy way to visit the wonderful Pisa and enjoy a 5-hours round trip
tour to the leaning tower's city by bus from Florence. Listen to your knowledgeable
hostess during the bus trip about the art, history and beautiful landscape of the
city.Upon arrival, you will visit Pisa on your own. ...
Price: 32,40 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P57

Skip the Line: Uffizi Gallery Visit with Audioguide
This is the perfect tour for all those customers who wish to visit the Uffizi Gallery in
total freedom and at their own pace, guided by an audio commentary of expert art
historians recorded in their own language.This is the perfect tour for all those
customers who wish to visit the Uffizi Gallery ...
Price: 46,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P58
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Accademia & Uffizi Galleries skip the line Visit with Audio-guide
For all those customers who wish to visit both museums in total freedom and at their
own pace, guided by the audio commentary of expert art historians, recorded in their
own language.You can choose to enrich your visit with a Tuscan lunch in a historic
Florentine Restaurant.For all those customers ...
Price: 95,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P59

Uffizi and Accademia Galleries Independent Morning Tour
Visit both Uffizi and Accademia Galleries at your own pace and with total freedom.
Explore the museums guided by an audio commentary of expert art historians
recorded in your choice of language: Spanish, Italian, German, French, or
English.Visit both Uffizi and Accademia Galleries at your own pace ...
Price: 94,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P60

Best of Cinque Terre Day Trip from Florence
Visit Riomaggiore, Manarola, Vernazza and Monterosso during this full-day tour.
Walking from village to village admiring the cultivated terraces and the pastel colored
villages hovering between the sky and the sea: this is the best and only way to
experience the magic atmosphere of the Cinque ...
Price: 86,40 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P67

Siena, San Gimignano and Pisa: Fully Escorted Tour from Florence with Lunch
Enjoy the rich history and the art of the most spellbinding sights in Tuscany in a
single memorable day with a scrumptious lunch including wine tastingEnjoy the rich
history and the art of the most spellbinding sights in Tuscany in a single memorable
day with a scrumptious lunch including wine ...
Price: 61,20 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P68
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Pisa and Lucca Escorted Grand Tour by Bus from Florence
An exciting journey to discover the jewels of the Romanesque and Gothic
architecture of two wonderful art cities, famous all over the world.An exciting journey
to discover the jewels of the Romanesque and Gothic architecture of two wonderful
art cities, famous all over the world.An exciting journey ...
Price: 52,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P69

Small-Group Palazzo Vecchio Secret Passages Tour with Lunch
Experience the emotional discovery of hidden locations of Palazzo Vecchio museum,
not accessible to the general public, recently opened only for small groups of visitors.
You will ascend the narrow passages of the Duke Gualtieri?s medieval stairway and
you will discover an unexpected path beyond a ...
Price: 49,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P72

Family-Friendly Cooking Class in Florence with Organic Ingredients
Learn how to cook your favorite Italian foods during this hands-on, 3 hours cooking
class that's fun for the entire family. Under the guidance of a professional chef, big
and little chefs alike can learn how to prepare an authentic Italian meal. This is the
not to be missed opportunity to share ...
Price: 53,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P84

Electric Bike Night Tour of Florence with amazing view from Michelangelo Square
Cruise around the streets of Florence on two wheels during a 2-hour electric bike
tour through the city. Zip up hills and down medieval streets in the company of a local
guide who delves into Florence's unique history as you go. Cross the Arno River and
take in some of the city's top attractions, ...
Price: 52,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P86
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The Mythic Vespa Tour of Florence Hills and Chianti Countryside
Enjoy the ultimate experience on the two wheels of this iconic scooter, riding the
Italian myth of freedom and joy of living, along the sinuous Tuscan roads surrounding
Florence!Enjoy the ultimate experience on the two wheels of this iconic scooter,
riding the Italian myth of freedom and joy of ...
Price: 97,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P87

The best of Chianti Classico Wine Private Tour with Dinner in a boutique Estate
All the charm, the taste and the scent of the mythical Chianti region: discover an
enchanting Medieval village, taste the fine wines and lastly enjoy a typical Tuscan
countryside dinner. All the charm, the taste and the scent of the mythical Chianti
region: discover an enchanting Medieval village, ...
Price: 400,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P92

Private Tuscanyâ€™s Top Hill Towns: San Gimignano, Volterra and Certaldo Day Trip
Travel back in time through a fascinating full-day excursion to discover the best
Tuscan hilltop towns!Discover the charm of perfectly preserved Medieval historical
centers and remain speechless in front of breathtaking views overlooking the
wonderful Tuscan countryside surrounding you!Travel back ...
Price: 338,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P93

Private Guided Tour of Florence Basilicas and Their Cloisters
The invaluable artistic treasures and beautiful Romanesque, Gothic and
Renaissance architecture of the spectacular churches of Santa Croce, San Lorenzo
and Santa Maria Novella and the charm of the ancient cloisters, evocative oases of
peace and greenery in the heart of the city.The invaluable ...
Price: 102,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P94
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Private Guided Visit Florence's Santa Croce Basilica and Ancient Leather School
The detailed guided visit of a stunning Gothic Basilica and its wonderful Cloisters,
followed by the discovery of an historical Leather Workshop where to admire skilled
craftsmen keep alive centennial working techniques.The detailed guided visit of a
stunning Gothic Basilica and its wonderful ...
Price: 62,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P95

Private Guided Visit of Florence Santa Maria Novella Basilica and its Officina Profumo Farmaceutica
The thorough guided visit of a marvelous Renaissance Basilica and its beautiful
Cloisters, followed by the discovery of the fascinating setting of an ancient
pharmaceutical workshop.The thorough guided visit of a marvelous Renaissance
Basilica and its beautiful Cloisters, followed by the discovery ...
Price: 62,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P96

Highlights of Tuscany: Siena, San Gimignano, Chianti, Pisa & Lunch in a Winery
Enjoy the rich history and the art of the most spellbinding sights in Tuscany in a
single memorable day with a delicious lunch in Chianti countryside! You get to Siena
in the early morning drowsiness; the perfect time of day to wander around the
pedestrian-friendly heart of this beautiful hilltop ...
Price: 79,20 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P97

Best of Cinque Terre Day Trip with Typical Lunch
Riomaggiore, Manarola, Vernazza and Monterosso.Walking from village to village
admiring the cultivated terraces and the pastel coloured villages hovering between
the sky and the sea: this is the best and only way to experience the unique magic of
the Cinque Terre!On this tour you will walk through ...
Price: 104,40 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P98
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Pisa and Lucca Grand Tour from Florence
Tour between masterpieces of architecture, sculpture and painting of the two famous
cities of art of Tuscany coast! An exciting journey to discover the jewels of the
Romanesque and Gothic architecture of two wonderful art cities, famous all over the
world.Tour between masterpieces of architecture, ...
Price: 65,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428P99

Pisa from Florence afternoon Tour including Skip-the-Line Leaning Tower Ticket
See the highlights of Pisa on this afternoon trip from Florence and use your
skip-the-line ticket to climb the UNESCO-listed Leaning Tower of Pisa. After traveling
through the gorgeous Tuscan countryside, explore the city on a guided walking tour
visiting the Miracoli Square with its amazing ...
Price: 76,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428PISA_LT

Skip the Line: Florence Accademia Gallery Tickets
Skip the line with a fast-track entrance ticket and head inside Accademia Gallery
(Galleria dell?Accademia) in Florence to explore independently. Home to the original
statue of ?David? by Renaissance genius Michelangelo, the gallery is a must-visit
Florence attraction for art lovers and sightseers ...
Price: 18,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428TA

Skip the Line: Florence Uffizi Gallery Tickets
Skip the line at the Uffizi Gallery in Florence, and explore the impressive art gallery at
leisure. The entrance ticket gives access to all of the museum's countless treasures,
so head inside to ogle some 1,500 pieces of art. Pass paintings by
early-Renaissance trendsetters such as Fra Angelico, ...
Price: 29,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2428TU
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Yummy in The Tummy - Wine & Food Tour in Chianti (Tuscany)
Yummy in The Tummy - Wine & Food Tour in Chianti (Tuscany) since 20009.30am
Meet your Driver Guide at your address10.30am Cooking Class Experience at
Tuscan farm12.00am Lunch and Tasting (Chianti wine, Super Tuscan wine, Brunello
Wine, Vernaccia wine, Extra virgin olive oil, balsamic vinegar, ...
Price: 350,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=243137P1

Uffizi Tour
What's included: ? Entrance fee to the Uffizi Gallery ? Professional Guide English
Speaking ? Customer assistanceWhat's included: ? Entrance fee to the Uffizi Gallery
? Professional Guide English Speaking ? Customer assistanceWhat's included: ?
Entrance fee to the Uffizi Gallery ? Professional ...
Price: 70,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=24319P13

Accademia tour
What's included: ? Skip the line tickets to the Accademia Gallery ? Guided Tour with
professional Guide ? Customer assistanceWhat's included: ? Skip the line tickets to
the Accademia Gallery ? Guided Tour with professional Guide ? Customer
assistanceWhat's included: ? Skip the line tickets to the ...
Price: 65,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=24319P14

Full day tour from Rome: Florence and Pisa, private tour
Taking this tour you can fully relax and enjoy a walk through two lovely cities of Italy:
Florence and Pisa. We are starting from Rome, heading to Florence and continuing
to Pisa in the early afternoon. With our guides you will explore the beauty of the cities
and be amazed about their architecture ...
Price: 900,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=24319P32
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Cooking Class in Traditional Tuscan Farm
Let's cook traditional Tuscan dishes together, in a farm surrounded by the vineyards
where the famous Chianti wine is produced. The ingredients that we will use are
entirely home-made like wine, eggs, olive oil, honey and vegetables.Let's cook
traditional Tuscan dishes together, in a farm ...
Price: 97,23 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=24322P1

Dinner and Wine Tasting in Original Tuscan Farmhouse
Enjoy an entire evening under the stars at a typical farmhouse, immersed in the
Chianti vineyards, where you can taste the best wines from all over Tuscany, have a
delicious dinner made with fresh ingredients locally grown ingredients.Enjoy an entire
evening under the stars at a typical farmhouse, ...
Price: 101,53 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=24322P2

Full-Day Countryside Experience Among the Florence Hills with Barbeque
Escape the everyday city life of Florence with this 1-day trip into the Tuscan
countryside, including wine tasting, lunch, and dinner. Shop for the ingredients to
make lunch with your guide and cook together in a 300-year-old farmhouse. Visit San
Gimignano and a small, family-owned biological ...
Price: 187,77 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=24322P3

Italian Pastry Cooking Class in a Tuscan Farmhouse
Fun class where you will learn the basics for making Italian sweets while relaxing in
an old farmhouse in the Tuscan countryside where Leonardo da Vinci found his
inspiration and tasting the best Chianti wines that we make. You will be able to chose
between learning to make modern or ancient ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=24322P6
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Relaxing dinner in a Tuscan countryside house for special occasions
Experience an unforgettable day in a typical Tuscan farmhouse, among vineyards
and amazing views.You will taste the best dishes of the Tuscan tradition along with
the best local wines (Chianti, Brunello etc).On demand, you can be acompanied by a
local musician that will play traditional Italian ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=24322P7

Small-Group and Skip-the-Line Uffizi Gallery Renaissance Tour
Art lovers, history buffs and travelers hungry for knowledge can enjoy this Uffizi
Gallery Tour. Step inside a beautiful historical museum that used to serve as the
offices of Florentine magistrates in the sixteenth century. The Uffizi Gallery is filled
with timeless pieces from the stars of the ...
Price: 67,07 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=24338P16

Delicious Florence: Evening Food Tour with Wine Tasting & Florentine Steak
Taste your way through the city of Florence on this three hour Florence evening food
tour. Learn all about the cuisine of the region while meeting local bakers, chefs and
food enthusiasts along the way. Your local foodie guide will lead you on a delectable
stroll through one of the most beautiful ...
Price: 82,56 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=24338P26

Florence Full Day Tour with David, Duomo, Uffizi, Ponte Vecchio and More
Trace the footsteps of the Medici family and classic Renaissance artists on this
Florence in a Day tour. With your local guide, you will be able to conquer all of
Florence?s highlights within one day. Walk through the charming winding streets of
Florence, taste some local cuisine and get the chance ...
Price: 118,71 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=24338P34
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Tuscany Wine Tour from Florence to Siena & Chianti
Do you want to visit the best wine region in the world? Do you want to be under the
Tuscan sun like Diane Lane? Can you imagine a centuries-old horse race downtown
that the people of Siena still obsess over? On this full-day tour from Florence, you
will see the wonder of Tuscany visiting the ...
Price: 122,72 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=24338P46

Skip-the-Line Florence Small-Group Tour with David and Duomo
Florence Small-Group Walking Tour with David allows you to feel not only the past
greats that shaped our modern world, but also feel the pulsating vibe of architecture
and way of life that can be found nowhere else in Italy. There is no better way to get
acquainted with the city that launched the ...
Price: 61,91 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=24338P5

Statue of David Evening Tour
If you are looking for something unusual and exclusive to do in Florence, try touring
the Accademia Gallery at night! Not only does this special small group night tour let
you skip the crowds, lines, and heat, but it also provides a fresh way to see the
Accademia's amazing collections. If you ...
Price: 51,59 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=24338P56

Full Day Florence Dome Climb, David and Walking Tour
Do you want to see Florence from one of the best views in the city? How about a
look at the world?s most famous sculpture without having to wait in line? Do you
want to see the spot where Dante and Machiavelli created their greatest work
centuries past? Take a trip with us through the streets of ...
Price: 128,66 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=24338P84
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Ultimate Full Day Florence Tour with Dome Climb, David, and Uffizi Gallery
Ever wondered what Florence looks like from its most iconic building? How about
skip the line access to The Statue of David? If the masterpieces of the Uffizi Gallery,
a climb to the top of Brunelleschi?s Dome and the Statue of David sound interesting
to you, then this is definitely the tour worth ...
Price: 157,42 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=24338P85

Florence Highlights Virtual Guided Tour (Times in EST)
What is a Virtual Guided Tour? It is not virtual reality. It is a licensed guide led
webinar packed with photos, videos, polls and a fully interactive chat function which
makes this anything but a lecture video. There is also a live Q&A at the end
satisfying all your questions about Florence and ...
Price: 9,47 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=24338P88

Withlocals LIVE Homemade Tuscan Pasta with a Florentine
Pici" is a type of fresh pasta typical of Tuscan cuisine, whose origin seems to date
back even to the Etruscans! The best thing is that they are a delicious dish easy to
prepare and you need only a few simple ingredients that we all have at home: water
and flour. I can't wait to show you this ...
Price: 23,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=24380P1388

Withlocals LIVE Online Painting Class With a Florentine
Create your own beautiful painting together with local Sara! Get your brushes out
and learn drawing, acrylilc or oil techniques to create your own piece of art. In the
meantime, Sara will tell you all about local life in Florence.Get in touch with Sara and
connect over your passion for painting. ...
Price: 28,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=24380P1409
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Private Florence Tour with a Local
Kickstart your time in Florence with a 90-minute introduction to the city with the help
of your favorite local. This tour is the city overview you need and brings together
main highlights and attractions, plus must-have tips and tricks that will help you get
acquainted with the city, its people, ...
Price: 53,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=24380P1435

Withlocals Highlights & Hidden Gems: Best of Florence Private Tour
Please be aware that this tour is adapted to the local regulations post Covid-19. Our
hosts will deliver this experience with the required equipment always keeping the
distance suggested by local authorities. It will be safe and entertaining!Discover all
about Florence by visiting its main ...
Price: 117,17 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=24380P406

Withlocals Safe & PRIVATE Tour of Florence: Secrets, Signs & Symbols
Please be aware that this tour is adapted to the local regulations post Covid-19. Our
hosts will deliver this experience with the required equipment always keeping the
distance suggested by local authorities. It will be safe and entertaining!Are you
curious about the personal stories behind some of ...
Price: 70,10 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=24380P407

Withlocals The 10 Tastings: Florence Private Food Tour
Please be aware that this tour is adapted to the local regulations post Covid-19. Our
hosts will deliver this experience with the required equipment always keeping the
distance suggested by local authorities. It will be safe and entertaining!Taste the best
food the Tuscan area has to offer and ...
Price: 69,89 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=24380P408
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A Charming Day in Florence: Parks & Playgrounds Private Tour
Enjoy a charming day with your family in the beautiful nature outside Florence?s city
center. Visit incredible gardens with fun playgrounds and enjoy a local bite that the
kids will love while you enjoy some coffee ?on the go? with an incredible view as a
backdrop!Enjoy a charming day with your ...
Price: 30,26 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=24380P409

Renaissance Full Access: Museums, Duomo & Palaces Private Tour
Explore the Renaissance area in Florence on a full access private experience,
together with your favorite local. Skip the line with a priority pass to famous museums
like Museo dell?opera & Museo della Misericordia. And go all the way up the Duomo
with a reserved spot and enjoy the view!Explore the ...
Price: 140,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=24380P410

Florence Private Family Food Tour
What a better way to know more about Florence than through its food! Go on a
delicious,private food tour of the best Tuscan treats, specially created for your family.
Discover local?s favorites & the classic dishes, & receive family friendly tips of what
to eat in Florence. Your ?bambinos? will ...
Price: 60,51 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=24380P412

Florence's Private Family Tour: Statues, Myths & Imagination
Let's bring the famous status of Florence to life with our imagination and through
incredible myths & stories! This family tour is a private experience that will keep
everyone entertained! Learn about Greek and Roman gods, go on a fun treasure
hunt and enjoy other fun activities with a gelato ...
Price: 80,32 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=24380P414
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The Charms of Florence, Villas, Gardens & Prosecco
Please be aware that this tour is adapted to the local regulations post Covid-19. Our
hosts will deliver this experience with the required equipment always keeping the
distance suggested by local authorities. It will be safe and entertaining!Surround
yourself with the beautiful nature outside the ...
Price: 45,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=24380P415

The Best of Florence, A Family Friendly Tour
Discover all about Florence, together with your family! Visit its main highlights &
uncover its hidden gems. See the city on a family-friendly experience and keep your
kids interested & entertained through a series of fun activities and sweet treats.
Personalize your tour to fit your family ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=24380P416

An Authentic Private Day Trip Experience in the Chianti area
Follow the scenic roads that take you away from Florence into the beautiful Chianti
area. Catch a glimpse of the traditional life of this area with a visit to medieval towns
that offer authentic sights of the local life. Try the famous Chianti wine for a complete
Tuscan countryside ...
Price: 179,42 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=24380P417

Florence Private Renaissance History Tour
Discover the great Renaissance treasures of Florence on a private local tour
personalized just for you. Stroll through the bustling Piazza della Signoria, admire the
Baptistery, Duomo and Ponte Vecchio while your favorite local fills you in on the
stories of the city and its characters.Discover the ...
Price: 91,13 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=24380P448
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Private Vespa Tour in Florence & Chianti
See Florence and Chianti in a unique, private way, from the back of my Vespa! It's
the most beautiful and memorable way to experience Dante's city, no matter if you've
been here before or not.See Florence and Chianti in a unique, private way, from the
back of my Vespa! It's the most beautiful and ...
Price: 188,81 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=24380P459

Local Artisans & their Workshops Private Tour
Visit five labs and speak to the artisans while watching their exclusive creations
being made. This exclusive tour is an excellent opportunity for you to mingle with the
locals and discover the culture of personalization and quality products in Florence!
You will love walking through the heart of ...
Price: 64,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=24380P461

Family Polaroid Memories in Florence - Private Photo Tour
Explore Florence's wonders with your family & some vintage Polaroid cameras, and
take home tangible memories that will last forever! Each place you visit has a
different essence, capture it and share with your loved ones your unique take on
Florence.Explore Florence's wonders with your family & ...
Price: 58,42 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=24380P464

Your Perfect Cinque Terre Private Tour
Take a break from the city and join your local host on a scenic private day trip to
Cinque Terre! Hop on a fast train and enjoy the coastline ride; beautiful villages
await. Visit Vernazza, Manarola & Monterosso and take in some of the most stunning
sceneries along with some wine & a typical ...
Price: 320,45 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=24380P772
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The Ultimate Uffizi Gallery Express Private Tour
Get ready to see the Uffizi's essentials, express style! Don?t waste any time and
explore one of the world?s largest and most beautiful museums! From paintings to
sculptures and drawings, your local host will select for you only the utmost best. See
the greatest Florentine Renaissance pieces of art ...
Price: 101,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=24380P779

The Ultimate Uffizi Gallery Skip-the-Line Private Tour
Get ready to see the Uffizi's essentials, express style! Don?t waste any time and
explore one of the world?s largest and most beautiful museums! Enter with a
skip-the-line ticket and let your local host select for you only the utmost best, from
paintings to sculptures and drawings. See the greatest ...
Price: 143,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=24380P781

Private Skip-The-Line Accademia By Night with Local Guide
Want to see the best of Florence?s Accademia Gallery without the touristy crowds?
How about doing so by night and with a local guide on your side? It?s all possible on
this private evening tour, with skip-the-line ticket included!Your local host will share
details on the origin, history, and ...
Price: 81,12 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=24380P782

The Best of Florence: Private Evening Highlights Tour
Want to experience Florence without the crowds? Explore the city at night! Join a
local guide on a private night-time tour and discover a whole new side to Florence.
See the city?s highlights lit up in all their glory and wander the beautiful, crowd-less
streets with a local Florentine.Uncover the ...
Price: 84,12 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=24380P862
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Best of Uffizi by Night Skip the Line Private Tour
The Uffizi Gallery is one of Florence?s unmissable highlights, plus it is one of the
most beautiful museums in the world! Enjoy this magical place to the max on a
private evening tour. Escape the tourist crowds and get up close to some of Italy?s
most beautiful masterpieces. Skip the line is ...
Price: 93,89 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=24380P922

Independent Rome Day Trip to Florence: Highlights & Hidden Gems
Hop on the train in Rome and enjoy an independent journey through the Italian
countryside. Once you arrive in Florence your local host will be ready and waiting to
show you all the highlights of their city. From the city?s political hub to the beautiful
Ponte Vecchio bridge.Stroll through the ...
Price: 156,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=24380P926

2-Hours Cheese, Wine and Beer Tasting Activity in the Heart of Florence
Cheese, wine and beer tasting in heart of Florence taught in English by an expert!
Italy is the country with the highest production of cheese in the world, with over 2500
traditional varieties!Learn to use yours "five wits" with a fun game to evaluate your
cheese and tor know what styles or key ...
Price: 71,88 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=243966P1

Wine by the glass The Ultimate Wine Tasting Experience For The Curious Explorer
Wine by the glassTaste is a critical factor with wine and our wine dispensers ensure
that the taste of each pour is of the highest quality!We want to be educated by our
wine, to know what it is and where it comes from. Elevate your wine tasting
experience and enhance your wine program brings your ...
Price: 22,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=243966P2
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Amazing treasure hunt of Florenceâ€¦ With a prize for the winner at the end!!
Participants will be divided in groups, they will have a map and following our
instructions they must find the treasure!! Florence is one of the most beautiful cities
in the world and waiting to be explored.Following the map and the instructions that
we'll provide you with, you will visit some of ...
Price: 25,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=244064P1

Florence ... among perfumes, art and spices ...
A tour that will rejoice your senses and where you will visit places of great Florentine
heritage. We will focus on discovering the origins of the art of perfumery, herbal
craftsmanship and infusions made with particular herbs.We will walk the streets of
the historic center of Florence, we will ...
Price: 59,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=244064P12

Florence ... Among perfumes, art and spices ... Private Tour
A tour that will rejoice your senses and where you will visit places of great Florentine
heritage. We will focus on discovering the origins of the art of perfumery, herbal
craftsmanship and infusions made with particular herbs.We will walk the streets of
the historic center of Florence, we will ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=244064P13

WorkART-Tour More art less calories ...
Have you ever imagined walking in the middle of a splendid city, a UNESCO heritage
site, while listening to the anecdotes of the greatest in history: Michelangelo,
Donatello, Botticelli, Leonardo Da Vinci, and then stopping in front of their works to
do some fitness , Yes !! .. Physical training ...
Price: 40,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=244064P14
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Guided visit to Palazzo Vecchio - Symbol of the history of Florence
This tour of Palazzo Vecchio is perfect for those who want to discover the history of
Florence from 1299 to today. The visit will help you understand that this monument is
the symbol of the city as it bears extraordinary testimony of all the salient phases of
the history and art of Florence. We ...
Price: 40,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=244064P16

Guided tour Boboli - hidden garden of Casa Medici
If you love gardens and nature but don't want to pass indifferently in front of Boboli's
secrets, this is the tour for you! A guided tour of the Boboli garden is ideal not to miss
those details, the stories and mysteries of those who created it. We want to show you
the magic of Boboli and his ...
Price: 40,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=244064P17

Guided tour Uffizi Gallery - Private Tour
The Uffizi Gallery hosts hundreds of works by important artists and is not possible to
see everything in just one visit.To render your tour a unique experience we have
decided not only to include the classical masterpieces, but also less well known
paintings,that we have noticed over the yeras are ...
Price: 45,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=244064P19

The gardens of Florence - Outdoor art and culture - Virtual Tour
Virtual tour of the gardens of Florence, comfortably from home among some of the
splendid gardens of Florence, because art can be breathed even in the midst of
greenery!Virtual tour of the gardens of Florence, comfortably from home among
some of the splendid gardens of Florence, because art can be ...
Price: 20,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=244064P2
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Florence Cathedral, view from Brunelleschi's dome and Baptistery
You will meet your guide in the main square of Florence where one of the most
beautiful and impressive churches in the world will be told and answered in all
respects. You will visit with the guide the Baptistery of San Giovanni Battista famous
for its three bronze doors and then you will climb the ...
Price: 40,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=244064P20

Guided visit to the Accademia Gallery
Our tours are all conducted by expert, authorized and experienced guides. On the
contrary to many other tours our visits concentrate not only on the major works but
take the time to explore other interesting but less famous pieces of art.Our tours are
all conducted by expert, authorized and ...
Price: 79,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=244064P21

Pitti - The Palatine Gallery and the wonders of the Grand Duchy's picture gallery
An enthusiastic guide of history and art will accompany you through the immense
labyrinth of paintings of the Grand Dukes.Among the various rooms, we have what
were once the apartments belonging to the demanding members of the Medici family
and after the second half of the 18th century of the ...
Price: 38,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=244064P22

The Cathedral of Florence, view from Brunelleschi's Dome and St.John's Baptistry - Private Tour
You'll meet your guide in the main square of Florence whre you will be told about one
of the most beautiful and important churches in the world. With your guide you will
visit St.John's Baptistry famous for its majestic bronze doors and then you will climb
to the top of the dome, a masterpiece of ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=244064P23
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Guided tour of the Uffizi Gallery - Small Group
The Uffizi Gallery is a museum that houses hundreds of works by great artists and it
would not be possible to dwell on the entire collection in a single visit.But to make our
tour unique we have decided to include in addition to classic masterpieces, less
famous works but with our experience in ...
Price: 47,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=244064P3

Virtual Tour - Wine in Tuscany - History, art and curiosities... How to appreciate it
This is the perfect experience for those who wish to approach the vast and
fascinating world of wine. First there will be a brief introduction about the history of
wine, when and how it was born. How and why the aging process in wooden barrels
came about. We will explain the role that wine has ...
Price: 20,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=244064P4

Walking through the marvels of Florence
- City Walking Tour - Small Group
A walk among the main monuments of Florence, the cradle of the Renaissance. A
journey which will trace the evolution of Florence from Roman times to the present
day. In addition to art and history, this city also offers fine food and pleasant
evenings... We will reveal various curiosities that link ...
Price: 15,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=244064P5

Walking through the wonders of Florence - City Walking Tour - Private Tour
A walk among the main monuments of Florence, the cradle of the Renaissance. A
journey which will trace the evolution of Florence from Roman times to the present
day. In addition to art and history, this city also offers fine food and pleasant
evenings... We will reveal various curiosities that link ...
Price: 39,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=244064P6
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San Lorenzo Food Tour - Florence
A gastronomic trip to discover the flavors of the traditional Tuscan and Florentine
cuisine. We will take you to places where the Florentines use to go to do their daily
food shopping .. You will taste typical Tuscan dishes as well as local cheeses and
cold cuts. There will be tastings of different ...
Price: 79,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=244064P7

Guided tour of the Accademia Gallery - Small Group
Our tours are all led by expert and authorized personnel with years of experience
and studies behind them. Unlike many other tours, the visit will focus on major works,
but minor works that have great artistic value will not be overlooked.Our tours are all
led by expert and authorized personnel ...
Price: 40,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=244064P8

Discover Tuscany with a local. Full-day Private tour from Florence and Siena
Our beautiful day tour will start in Siena, famous for its splendid examples of Gothic
architecture and the traditional Palio horse race. We will visit the suggestive Piazza
del Campo, where the magnificent Palazzo Pubblico stands, with its Torre del
Mangia. Visit Piazza del Duomo and be impressed ...
Price: 76,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=244750P1

Private Transfer Florence Airport (FLR) to Hotel
Direct journey reserved solely for your party?. Driver will assist you with
luggage?Includes sufficient waiting?? ?time after landing in case of delays?.New
model cars offering exceptional comfort and refinement?????This vehicle may be
upgraded to one with greater capacity depending on ...
Price: 74,36 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=244758P12
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Florence Walking Tour with Private Guide
Florence is the largest preserved Renaissance city. Take our private walking tour
with a personal guide, discovering all the hidden gems that the city has to offer. Walk
the narrow streets of its medieval center, see the ancient monuments from a
completely different point of view & uncover the ...
Price: 294,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=244758P13

Private Transfer Florence Airport (FLR) to Pisa
Direct journey reserved solely for your party?. Driver will assist you with
luggage?Includes sufficient waiting?? ?time after landing in case of delays?.New
model cars offering exceptional comfort and refinement?????This vehicle may be
upgraded to one with greater capacity depending on ...
Price: 192,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=244758P27

3 Hours Florence Walking Tour with Galleria dell'Accademia
Florence is a city that cannot be visited without the help of a local! Our official guide
will guide you in the ancient alleys and will make you visit medieval and renaissance
buildings and constructions up to take you in front of the famous David of
Michelangelo .. without queuing for hours ...
Price: 38,74 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=246081P22

Wonders of Florence guided tour (covid free)
Spend a wonderful day discovering the birthplace of the Renaissance. Your guide
will show you the best of Florence and you can skip the long line to see
Michelangelo's famous David!Spend a wonderful day discovering the birthplace of
the Renaissance. Your guide will show you the best of Florence and ...
Price: 71,71 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=246081P3
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Day trip to Rome from Florence
Spend a wonderful day discovering the eternal city! In one day you will have the
opportunity to know one of the most important cities in Italy and one of the oldest in
the world.You will be assisted by one person throughout the day and you will only
have to think about having fun.Spend a wonderful ...
Price: 116,22 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=246081P5

1-Hour Florence Accademia Gallery and David Small Group Tour
Enjoy the exclusive opportunity to skip the long lines and avoid the crowds and visit
the Accademia Gallery with an expert art historian. Admire works by many famous
artists, and marvel at masterpieces found throughout the gallery, primarily
Michelangelo's David.inside you can also visit the museum ...
Price: 38,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=246117P1

Uffizi Gallery Small group more personalized semi private tour max 10 people
Explore one of the world?s oldest museums, the Uffizi Gallery, in a small and
intimate group. Start the tour with priority skip-the-line entry, and immerse yourself in
one of the world?s greatest collections of Renaissance artworks.Explore the
gallery?s many rooms filled with priceless artworks ...
Price: 43,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=246117P2

The Complete Florence Experience: Accademia and Uffizi Small Group Walking Tour
Dive into the world of Renaissance Florence on this incredible, all-inclusive
experience. See all the most famous sites like the Ponte Vecchio, the Dome, and
Piazza della Signoria. Hear the incredible stories and legends behind magnificent
works of art as you visit the Accademia and Uffizi with ...
Price: 82,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=246117P3
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4-Hours Private Wonderful Photos Tour in Tuscany
During the 4-Hours Private wonderful photos Tour in Tuscany we will guide you to
some of the most beautiful locations in Tuscany for landscape photography. If you
ever dream to shoot wonderful landscape photos during your stay in Tuscany but you
don't know where to go or you don't have the skills ...
Price: 240,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=246661P1

Tuscan Wine, Food and Olive Oil Tasting
Join us on a sensory journey through which you will experience the colors and
flavors of the Tuscan countryside through the sight, smell, taste, and touch of her
wines. Discover the magical process that converts grapes into wine. Explore the
characteristics that the wine takes directly from its ...
Price: 40,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=246899P1

Authentic Florentine Food Experience â€“ Florentine Steak Dinner
When dining out the first thing to remember is that Italy didn?t even become a
country until the unification of its 20 regions in 1861. For this reason, Italians, and
especially Florentine?s are still, even today, very much connected to and proud of
their regional culture and of course cuisine. Our ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=246899P2

Demetra and Friends Florence Food Tour
A morning exploring and tasting some of Florence?s best food products, from 100
year old panini to gelato, see how pasta is made in a local bottega, learn how to cut
the famous Florentine Steak, wander through the farmers market filled with colorful
characters and locals doing the grocery shopping, ...
Price: 69,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=246899P3
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Florentine Cooking and Wine Experience guided by an Executive Chef
More than just the experience of watching an Executive Chef in action, Lorenzo will
go one step further. Join him on a walk around Florence to select the finest produce
at the local market. Stop for a pre-lunch aperitif where you can get to know Lorenzo
and ask about his world-wide cooking ...
Price: 136,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=246899P4

Chianti â€œMeet The Farmersâ€• Food Tour
Spend a day in the countryside with Demetra. Visit a cheese farm, honey and wine
farm, an artisan pasta factory, and an extra virgin olive oil producer. Meet the owners
who will explain the age old traditions that have been passed through generations of
their family, that have been entrusted to ...
Price: 170,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=246899P5

Florence Accademia & Uffizi Gallery: Skip the Line and Self-Guided Audio Tour
Explore Accademia & Uffizi Gallery with the private audio tour available on Surprise
Me App (included).Start the day with skip-the-line access to the Accademia Gallery,
home to Michelangelo?s David. The mobile app will head you to appreciate the
artistry from every angle, including the techniques ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=247214P20

Private transfer from Florence to Siena
Don't go through all the trouble of waiting for a taxi or shuttles, use our private door
to door transfer from any hotel in Florence to Siena city center. An expert driver will
greet you in the lobby of your hotel and take you directly to a designated place in
Siena. You can choose between two ...
Price: 99,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=247562P105
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Private transfer from Florence to San Gimignano
Don't go through all the trouble of waiting for a taxi or shuttles, use our private door
to door transfer from any hotel in Florence San Gimignano. An expert driver will greet
you in the lobby of your hotel and take you directly to a designated place in San
Gimignano. You can choose between two ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=247562P106

Private transfer from Florence to Volterra
Don't go through all the trouble of waiting for a taxi or shuttles, use our private door
to door transfer from any hotel in Florence to Volterra. An expert driver will greet you
in the lobby of your hotel and take you directly to a designated place in Volterra. You
can choose between two ...
Price: 115,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=247562P107

Private transfer from Florence to Bologna
Don't go through all the trouble of waiting for a taxi or shuttles, use our private door
to door transfer from any hotel in Florence to Bologna. An expert driver will greet you
in the lobby of your hotel and take you directly to a designated place in Bologna. You
can choose between two comfortable ...
Price: 148,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=247562P108

Private transfer from Florence to Pisa
Don't go through all the trouble of waiting for a taxi or shuttles, use our private door
to door transfer from any hotel in Florence to Pisa. An expert driver will greet you in
the lobby of your hotel and take you directly to a designated place in Pisa. You can
choose between two comfortable types ...
Price: 115,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=247562P109
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Private transfer from Florence to Lucca
Don't go through all the trouble of waiting for a taxi or shuttles, use our private door
to door transfer from any hotel in Florence to Lucca. An expert driver will greet you in
the lobby of your hotel and take you directly to a designated place in Lucca. You can
choose between two comfortable ...
Price: 115,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=247562P110

Private transfer from Florence to Montepulciano
Don't go through all the trouble of waiting for a taxi or shuttles, use our private door
to door transfer from any hotel in Florence to Montepulciano. An expert driver will
greet you in the lobby of your hotel and take you directly to a designated place in
Montepulciano. You can choose between two ...
Price: 112,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=247562P111

Private transfer from Florence to Montalcino
Don't go through all the trouble of waiting for a taxi or shuttles, use our private door
to door transfer from any hotel in Florence to Montalcino. An expert driver will greet
you in the lobby of your hotel and take you directly to a designated place in
Montalcino. You can choose between two ...
Price: 112,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=247562P112

Private transfer from Florence to Radda in Chianti
Don't go through all the trouble of waiting for a taxi or shuttles, use our private door
to door transfer from any hotel in Florence to Radda in Chianti. An expert driver will
greet you in the lobby of your hotel and take you directly to a designated place in
Radda in Chianti. You can choose ...
Price: 74,20 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=247562P115
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Private transfer from Florence to Greve in Chianti
Don't go through all the trouble of waiting for a taxi or shuttles, use our private door
to door transfer from any hotel in Florence to Greve in Chianti. An expert driver will
greet you in the lobby of your hotel and take you directly to a designated place in
Greve in Chianti. You can choose ...
Price: 74,20 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=247562P116

Private transfer from Florence to Castellina in Chianti
Don't go through all the trouble of waiting for a taxi or shuttles, use our private door
to door transfer from any hotel in Florence to Castellina in Chianti. An expert driver
will greet you in the lobby of your hotel and take you directly to a designated place in
Castellina in Chianti. You can ...
Price: 82,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=247562P118

Half-Day Private Guided Walking Tour of Florence
Florence is a city of timeless beauty packed with extraordinary artistic treasures at
every corner.Your guide will meet you directly at your accommodation and from there
you will embark on a pleasant stroll through the city?s major sights, such as Piazza
della Signoria, a beautiful open air museum ...
Price: 148,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=247562P151

Florence Walks with Accademia Gallery
Florence is a city of timeless beauty packed with extraordinary artistic treasures at
every corner. Your guide will meet you directly at your accommodation and from
there you will embark on a pleasant stroll through the city?s major sights, such as
Piazza della Signoria, a beautiful open air museum ...
Price: 188,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=247562P152
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Private Half-Day Gourmet Tour of Florence with Tastings
Take a crash course in Florentine cuisine with a 4-hour journey through the best food
and wines of Tuscany?s capital. Strolling around the center escorted by a gourmet
local guide, you will visit colorful markets, family-run eateries, historic wineries and
local producers that will introduce you to ...
Price: 219,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=247562P154

Florence Walking Tour with Uffizi Gallery Entrance Ticket
Florence is a city of timeless beauty packed with extraordinary artistic treasures at
every corner. Your guide will meet you directly at your accommodation and from
there you will embark on a pleasant stroll through the city?s major sights, such as
Piazza della Signoria, a beautiful open air museum ...
Price: 188,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=247562P156

Private Tour of Uffizi Gallery with Pick Up and Skip-the-Line
Built in the 16th century by the Grand Duke Cosimo I de' Medici to host the offices of
the Florentine magistrates, the Uffizi Gallery is one of the oldest art museums in
town. Over the years, the Medici family turned it into an exhibit space for the
paintings and sculptures of their private ...
Price: 188,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=247562P157

Florence Half-Day Private Walking Tour with Pickup
Florence is a city of timeless beauty packed with extraordinary artistic treasures at
every corner.Your guide will meet you directly at your accommodation and from there
you will embark on a pleasant stroll through the city?s major sights. During the walk
you will visit the Accademia to see ...
Price: 377,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=247562P178
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Full-Day Chianti Wine Tour from Florence with Lunch
A tour to the heart of Tuscany and into the Chianti-shire, with a breath-taking
background of lushing hills and countryside you will reach two historic wine estates
where some of Tuscany?s best wines are produced.Enjoy wine tastings at two
beautiful villa estates that have been owned and run by ...
Price: 558,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=247562P179

Val d'Orcia Private Full-Day Countryside Tour from Florence
Escape the busy streets of Florence and head south to Val d?Orcia, a corner of
beautiful and untouched Tuscan countryside dotted with picturesque villages. After
picking you up from your hotel, the driver will take you to some of the most beautiful
villages of Val d?Orcia, such as Pienza, a ...
Price: 437,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=247562P182

Full-Day Tour in Pisa, Lucca and San Miniato with Pick Up
After picking you up from your hotel, a private driver will take you on a journey west
to visit two fascinating Tuscan towns rich in architectural wonders: Pisa, Lucca and
San Miniato. You will discover that in Pisa there?s much more to explore beyond the
iconic Leaning Tower, with a charming ...
Price: 437,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=247562P183

Private Winery and Dinner in Chianti Villa from Florence
About one hour from Florence, Chianti is a picture-postcard corner of Tuscany
covered in rolling hills punctuated by rows of grapes, olive groves and farms where
some of Italy?s most renowned wines are produced. Escorted by a private driver,
you will embark on a scenic road trip through this ...
Price: 605,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=247562P184
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Arezzo and Cortona Full-Day Tour from Florence
Venture out of Florence and spend a relaxing day exploring two beautiful hilltop
towns, where history and art blend with some dazzling views of the Tuscan
countryside. Arezzo is a splendid town rich in artistic treasures, with the biggest
draws being the beautiful frescoes by Renaissance artist ...
Price: 437,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=247562P187

Full-Day Tour of Chianti from Florence with Wine Tasting
About one hour from Florence, Chianti is a picture-postcard corner of Tuscany
covered in rolling hills punctuated by rows of grapes, olive groves and farms where
some of Italy?s most renowned wines are produced. Escorted by a private driver,
you will embark on a scenic road trip through this ...
Price: 440,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=247562P195

Private Sightseeing Day Tour of Assisi and Perugia with Lunch
Leave Florence for a day and head to Umbria, a region rich in verdant hills, beautiful
valleys and delightful hilltop towns like Perugia and Assisi. A Unesco World Heritage
Site, Assisi is the birthplace of Saint Francis, the founder of the Franciscan religious
order and Italy?s patron saint. The ...
Price: 605,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=247562P197

Private Full-Day Tour of Pisa and Lucca from Florence
After picking you up from your hotel, a private driver will take you on a journey west
to visit two fascinating Tuscan towns rich in architectural wonders: Pisa, Lucca and
San Miniato. You will discover that in Pisa there?s much more to explore beyond the
iconic Leaning Tower, with a charming ...
Price: 437,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=247562P198
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Full-Day Private Tour to San Gimignano and Volterra
After picking you up from your hotel, a private driver will take you on a journey
through the heart of Tuscany to visit two beautiful Tuscan towns rich in artistic jewels
and architectural wonders. San Gimignano will charm you with its stunning skyline of
medieval towers set against the Tuscan ...
Price: 492,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=247562P199

Full-Day Private Tour Siena and San Gimignano from Florence
After picking you up from your hotel, a private driver will take you on a journey
through the heart of Tuscany to visit two beautiful Tuscan towns rich in artistic jewels
and architectural wonders. In Siena you will admire the unique Piazza del Campo
that hosts the famous Palio horse race, and ...
Price: 383,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=247562P200

Easy Siena and Chianti - From Florence
The driver will pick you up from your hotel in Florence and take you to the renowned
wine district of Chianti, where some of Italy?s finest wines are produced amid a
picture-postcard landscape of rolling hills covered in rows of grapes, olive groves and
farms. You will visit a family-run wine ...
Price: 481,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=247562P201

Ferrari & Balsamic Vinegar Tour - From Florence
Your private chauffeur will drive you north through Tuscany and Emilia Romagna to
reach the little town of Maranello for the first stop on the itinerary: the Ferrari
Museum. Sitting next to the factory, the museum is a journey into the history of
Italy?s famous sport car, with a display of Ferrari ...
Price: 566,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=247562P202
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Florence with a Photographer Walks
Join a professional photographer who will guide you to Florence?s picture-perfect
landmarks and scenic spots and help you take home some stunning memories of
your holiday. During this 3-hour walking tour you will visit iconic sights like Ponte
Vecchio, the city?s famous bridge lined with goldsmith ...
Price: 228,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=247562P203

Jewish Florence Walks
This 3-hour private walking tour will retrace the history of the Jewish community in
Florence from the 13th century to nowadays. The guide will meet you at the entrance
to the city?s monumental synagogue, which dates back to the 19th century and
boasts a splendid Moorish style. The first and second ...
Price: 188,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=247562P205

Montepulciano & Montalcino Discovery - From Florence
Discover the magnificent villages of Montalcino and Montepulciano. Meet your driver
at your hotel in Florence and depart towards Val D'Orcia, the iconic countryside of
Tuscany. Enjoy a wine tasting at Argiano Estate and in a family-run wine estate.
Taste the flavours of both Vino Nobile and ...
Price: 476,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=247562P208

Montepulciano for wine lovers with kids - From Florence
Taking the kids wine tasting has never been easier with this tour that has been
specially designed to keep them well entertained while you learn about the region?s
best wines. A private chauffeur will meet you at your hotel to drive you to
Montepulciano, a lovely town perched high on a hill ...
Price: 962,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=247562P209
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Pienza, Montalcino & Montepulciano - From Florence
After picking you up from your hotel, the driver will take you on a scenic drive through
the heart of Tuscany to visit beautiful villages where history, art and a great wine
tradition intertwine. The itinerary includes stops at Montalcino, a walled medieval
town famous for the production of the ...
Price: 784,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=247562P212

Visit Pisa from Florence with a Local Guide
Set off on a panoramic drive through the Tuscan countryside to reach Pisa, the town
of the famous Leaning Tower. An expert local guide will walk you through the
splendid Piazza dei Miracoli, where the iconic tower has been standing proudly for
over 700 years, and will show you the other landmarks ...
Price: 397,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=247562P213

Visit Pisa & Lucca from Florence with a Local Guide
After picking you up from your hotel, a private driver will take you on a journey west
to visit two fascinating Tuscan towns rich in architectural wonders: Pisa, and Lucca.
You will discover that in Pisa there?s much more to explore beyond the iconic
Leaning Tower, with a charming historic centre ...
Price: 549,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=247562P214

Rosso di Montepulciano Wine Experience - From Florence
Montepulciano is a Renaissance jewel home to one of Italy?s most ancient wines,
the Vino Nobile. After picking you up from your hotel, your personal chauffeur will
take you on a scenic drive through the heart of Tuscany to visit two local wineries in
Montepulciano, where you will be walked through ...
Price: 585,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=247562P215
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Visit Siena & San Gimignano from Florence with a Local Guide
After picking you up from your hotel, a private driver will take you on a journey
through rolling hills and a lush countryside to visit two beautiful Tuscan towns rich in
artistic jewels and architectural wonders. In Siena you will admire the unique Piazza
del Campo that hosts the famous Palio ...
Price: 679,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=247562P217

Wine, Art & soul: Assisi, Nobile Wine and Cortona
Take a break from the city and head to the Tuscan and Umbrian countryside to visit
beautiful hilltop villages and wine estates. The itinerary includes stops at the
enchanting walled town of Cortona, home to beautiful Etruscan and Renaissance
treasures and featuring a maze of steep cobblestone ...
Price: 516,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=247562P218

Chianti private tour: food and wine eperience
Chianti is the heart of Tuscany. With its dense concentration of vineyards, olive
groves, old farmhouses, kitchen gardens, orchards, hilltop cypresses, terraced
slopes and wooded valley, it remains the definitive embodiment of the idea of the
Tuscan landscape. With this tour you will have the ...
Price: 270,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=248291P1

The Brunello wine experience
Live an extraordinary experience in the picturesque scenery of Val d?Orcia, visiting
the most renewed Family estates in the Brunello area. Rolling hills, ancient villages,
vineyards and towers: this is a very special land where nature and the work of man
have come together in a perfect union to ...
Price: 445,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=248291P10
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Lucca and Pisa with lunch in winery
Visit two of the most important historic cities of Tuscany. Let be enchanted by Pisa
and the famous Piazza dei Miracoli with its iconic leaning tower that has made Pisa
famous all over the world. Discover Lucca, the historic walled city with its plethora of
Renaissance art. Here you will walk ...
Price: 255,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=248291P2

Siena and San Gimignano with vineyard visit
Visit two of the most enchanting locations in the heart of Chianti: the hilltop towns of
Siena and San Gimignano. Two unmissable stops for those who love history,
tradition and excellent food and wine.First stop in Siena, Italy's loveliest medieval
city. Its heart, Piazza del Campo, is known ...
Price: 270,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=248291P3

Arezzo and Cortona with wine tasting
A full-day tour in Arezzo and Cortona to learn about a very beautiful area of the
Tuscany region. The tour starts in Valdarno, with its spectacular countryside,
vineyards and unique view. Enjoy a delicious wine tasting in a unique wine estate in
the heart of Tuscany. Lose yourself in the medieval ...
Price: 280,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=248291P4

Livorno boat trip and Medicean canals with lunch
Enjoy an amazing maritime day in Livorno! Your trip starts with a fantastic boat
excursion around the Livorno coastline. You will admire uncontaminated Tuscan
landscapes and swim into crystal-clear waters. Once back you will taste a delicious
seafood lunch. Your experience continues with a boat ...
Price: 320,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=248291P5
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Full-Day Private Tour to Cinque Terre from Firenze with lunch
Enjoy an amazing maritime day in Livorno! Your trip starts with a fantastic boat
excursion around the Livorno coastline. You will admire uncontaminated Tuscan
landscapes and swim into crystal-clear waters. Once back you will taste a delicious
seafood lunch. Your experience continues with a boat ...
Price: 300,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=248291P6

Carrara marble quarry and Pietrasanta tour
Visit two of the most important historic cities of Tuscany. Let be enchanted by Pisa
and the famous Piazza dei Miracoli with its iconic leaning tower that has made Pisa
famous all over the world. Discover Lucca, the historic walled city with its plethora of
Renaissance art. Here you will walk ...
Price: 315,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=248291P7

Parmigiano, Balsamic vinegar and Ferrari tour
A journey to see and understand live what and who is behind the food excellence
tradition of Emilia Romagna. The tour starts with the visit of the production path of
the Parmigiano Reggiano. Qualified staff will guide you through the processing
phases, illustrating the various steps: from the ...
Price: 465,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=248291P8

Val d'Orcia and dairy experience
The picturesque scenery of Val d?Orcia will leave you speechless. Rolling hills,
ancient villages, vineyards and towers: this is a very special land where nature and
the work of man have come together in a perfect union to create a panorama through
the centuries unique in the world. Let be guided ...
Price: 270,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=248291P9
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Private Walking Tour Best of Florence with original David by Michelangelo
Private Walking Tour Best of Florence with original David by MichelangeloDiscover
the best of Florence and see the original David by MichelangeloPrivate Walking Tour
Best of Florence with original David by MichelangeloDiscover the best of Florence
and see the original David by MichelangeloPrivate ...
Price: 150,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=248987P1

The Sword In The Stone Tour With Lunch & Wine Tasting
The Sword in the Stone - In the footsteps of San Galgano, the wandering knight9.30
am Meet your driver Guide in Florence at Piazza Mentana11.00 am Visit San
Galgano Abbey & Eremo di Montesiepi (the sword in the stone)1:00 pm Lunch and
tasting at wine farm in Tuscany3:00 pm Visite Siena5:00 Stop at ...
Price: 249,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=248987P2

Horse ride in the Mugello (transfer from / to Florence) and Tuscan aperitif
A suggestive horseback ride to discover the Tuscan Apennines riding a horse.For an
immersive and relaxing experience in Mugello, just outside Florence, where you can
enjoy enchanting landscapes and breathtaking views.This tour requires no previous
horseback riding experience.At the end of the walk, ...
Price: 259,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=249104P1

Truffle hunting in Mugello (transfer from / to Florence) and truffle-based lunch
An authentic truffle hunt with an expert truffle hunter and trained dogs in search of
this special product. At the end of the research, truffle-based lunch.PROGRAM9.30
am Pick up at the chosen hotel address (Florence)10:30 Meeting in a farmhouse in
Borgo San Lorenzo with the guide and the truffle ...
Price: 299,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=249104P2
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Guided tour and aperitif on the battlements of the Castle of Scarperia
Imagine a suggestive happy hour on the battlements of the facade of the castle of
Scarperia, accompanied by a wonderful tasting of 0 km products - Slow Food, after
the guided tour of the Palace.A unique experience to live in the Mugello valley, out of
the chaos of Florence.Palazzo de 'Vicari still ...
Price: 80,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=249104P3

Free Walking Tour Fiorentia Tours, Discovering Florence
They will learn the history and art of Florence, from the hand of a group of prepared
guides and experts in the field. They will also transmit their knowledge in an
entertaining and didactic way, always trying to convey the passion they feel for this
beautiful city to the public.They will learn the ...
Price: 10,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=249523P1

Florence Walking Tour Professional Guide Top Sights-Renaissance-Medici-Food
Quality verified choice of many walking tour options with professional guides
supported by tip only.A small booking reservation fee and booking agency helps you
find and meet professional tour guides nearest your location. At the end of the tour,
please tip the guides and give what you want. After ...
Price: 27,55 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=250013P14

Smartphoneography In The Beauty Of Florence
The experience aims to give you more knowledge on the potentiality of taking
pictures with your phone.We will discuss of basic rules and techniques in
photography during our unique tour through the streets of the historical centre of
Florence.The experience aims to give you more knowledge on the ...
Price: 30,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=250166P1
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Fresh pasta lesson
With the help of our chef you will learn while having fun preparing fresh pasta on the
veranda of Osteria al 3.With the help of our chef you will learn while having fun
preparing fresh pasta on the veranda of Osteria al 3.With the help of our chef you will
learn while having fun preparing fresh ...
Price: 50,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=250502P1

Italy tours & authentic experiences vacation
We offer a 8 days/7 nights all-included packages in our beautiful Tuscan
accommodation. We offer daily tours and homemade traditional Tuscan meals. With
us, you will have a truly unique travel experience, getting to know the real Italy. Ciao,
a presto! We offer a 8 days/7 nights all-included ...
Price: 2.539,72 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=250762P1

Visit to Florence and Officina Profumo Farmaceutica di Santa Maria Novella
Not only a walking tour of Florence, but also a visit to the pharmaceutical perfumery
laboratory of Santa Maria Novella, or Pharmacy of Santa Maria Novella, or Antica
Spezieria di Santa Maria Novella, is located in a part of the complex of the convent of
Santa Maria Novella. Today it is considered ...
Price: 65,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=250934P16

Florence and walking tour through the artisan shops
Walking tour: Piazza Duomo, Piazza Signoria, medieval quarter (external visits) and
stop in 2 artisan shops: the ancient leather shop and the Florentine paperThe leather
goods business started in 1937 by a shoemaker specializing in men's dance shoes ..
These products are excellent and require a ...
Price: 65,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=250934P17
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Florence on foot & tastings of typical Florentine products
Florence walking tour and tastinglunch with tasting of typical Florentine
productsPiazza Signoria, Ponte Vecchio, Mercato del Porcellino, medieval quarter,
Piazza Duomo and Piazza Repubblica.End of the tour in a typical restaurant in
Florence to taste the delicacies of the city likeFlorentine steak ...
Price: 94,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=250934P18

The Medici Walking Tour
All our tours are guaranteed for max 6 persons.Our goal is to make you enjoy all the
artworks and make you discover all their curiosities, that?s why our visits are longer
than the average of other agencies and are preceded or followed by a coffee or an
aperitif together with us (included in the ...
Price: 110,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=251015P1

Florence Walking Tour
All our tours are guaranteed for max 6 persons.Our goal is to make you enjoy all the
artworks and make you discover all their curiosities, that?s why our visits are longer
than the average of other agencies and are preceded or followed by a coffee or an
aperitif together with us (included in the ...
Price: 110,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=251015P2

ACCADEMIA GALLERY and typical food
All our tours are guaranteed for max 6 persons.Our goal is to make you enjoy all the
artworks and make you discover all their curiosities, that?s why our visits are longer
than the average of other agencies and are preceded or followed by a coffee or an
aperitif together with us (included in the ...
Price: 130,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=251015P3
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PITTI PALACE and amazing food
All our tours are guaranteed for max 6 persons.Our goal is to make you enjoy all the
artworks and make you discover all their curiosities, that?s why our visits are longer
than the average of other agencies and are preceded or followed by a coffee or an
aperitif together with us (included in the ...
Price: 130,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=251015P4

MICHELANGELO AND THE MEDICI FAMILY, and amazing food
All our tours are guaranteed for max 6 persons.Our goal is to make you enjoy all the
artworks and make you discover all their curiosities, that?s why our visits are longer
than the average of other agencies and are preceded or followed by a coffee or an
aperitif together with us (included in the ...
Price: 145,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=251015P5

PALAZZO VECCHIO and typical food
All our tours are guaranteed for max 6 persons.Our goal is to make you enjoy all the
artworks and make you discover all their curiosities, that?s why our visits are longer
than the average of other agencies and are preceded or followed by a coffee or an
aperitif together with us (included in the ...
Price: 130,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=251015P6

UFFIZI GALLERY and typical food
All our tours are guaranteed for max 6 persons.Our goal is to make you enjoy all the
artworks and make you discover all their curiosities, that?s why our visits are longer
than the average of other agencies and are preceded or followed by a coffee or an
aperitif together with us (included in the ...
Price: 145,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=251015P7
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SANTA MARIA DEL FIORE, cathedral of Florence, and typical food
All our tours are guaranteed for max 6 persons.Our goal is to make you enjoy all the
artworks and make you discover all their curiosities, that?s why our visits are longer
than the average of other agencies and are preceded or followed by a coffee or an
aperitif together with us (included in the ...
Price: 145,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=251015P8

Walking Tour trough Renaissance Secrets in Florence
We will have the pleasure of traveling together with you to the places and secrets
that still exist today in Florence. Our tour will be about the secrets of the Medici
family and the history of the Renaissance. Our starting point will be in Piazza della
Repubblica, Piazza del Duomo, Piazza della ...
Price: 30,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=251801P1

SKIP THE LINE - Love the David
I love Tuscany was born to make each experience unique and unforgettable. All our
tours are led by experienced and licensed guides and lovers of their work and in love
with their city. How can you not love our city, Florence the city in the world
Renaissance fove lived the greatest like Leonardo Da ...
Price: 33,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=251801P2

Corso Pizza Napoletana
You will receive practical training from a professional chef Marco Manzi awarded with
3 segments of the Gambero Rosso of the best pizzeria in Italy.You will learn new
cooking techniques that you can easily replicate at homeYou will discover our
Neapolitan traditions and receive classic advice on ...
Price: 80,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=251921P1
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Visit to the city of Florence
I love Tuscany, where I was born and live. That there is better than going to Florence
with one of the locals ....... We will travel to Florence, arrived on Piazzale
Michelangelo we will make a stop, to admire the beautiful breathtaking view it offers.
At your pleasure we will leave for the ...
Price: 85,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=254443P1

Monteriggioni Siena Sangimignano
As a good Tuscan I think this is one of the best tours to do in Tuscany, the medieval
cities that are a UNESCO heritage site. As a first stop we will reach the Monteriggioni
Castle, still intact as it was at the time and inhabited, a small village inside its mighty
walls. In the second part I ...
Price: 95,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=254443P2

Pisa and Volterra
As a good Tuscan I could not miss you visiting one of the Maritime Republics, Pisa.
We will head to Piazza dei Miracoli, where the Duomo rises imposingly, a white
marble structure of unique beauty, which from there a breathtaking view will admire
the Leaning Tower, both of which are UNESCO World ...
Price: 95,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=254443P3

Grand Tour of Chianti
As a true Tuscan, I can't help but accompany people to this land of mine in the
Chianti Tour, where I live. After beautiful panoramic roads of splendid vineyards, we
will reach the Poppiano Castle of the well-known Conte Guicciardini. We will take a
guided tour of the cellars with wine tasting. The ...
Price: 85,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=254443P4
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S. Galgano Colline Metallifere Bath at the sources of the Blue River
There are enchanted places in Tuscany, I as a true Tuscan do not miss them. A
beautiful day in the name of nature, we will visit the Abbalzia di S. Gargano called the
church without a roof. Lovely place surrounded by greenery in the Val di Merse. To
continue towards the metalliferous hills, fiery ...
Price: 95,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=254443P5

Looking for Truffles with Brio and Sirio - Autumn / Winter
I'm Fabrizio your driver, Tartufaio expert, I decided to reveal the secret of the search
for the white diamond of Tuscany. We will spend a morning in the nature with my
Brio dogs, it's Sirio, we will find the Truffle together. The hunt will last about 1 hour,
ending immediately after lunch, for the ...
Price: 105,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=254443P6

Montalcino With Brunello Tasting
From true Tuscany a love for this land is born, which I want to share with you. I know
the most scenic roads we can take, up to the most hidden ones. We will visit the
beautiful Castello Banfi, a guide will accompany us in his cellar where we will taste
the prized Brunello. You will not forget the ...
Price: 95,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=254443P7

Airport, naval and railway transfers
That there is better than making transfers in Tuscany with a real Tuscan .... The
fastest roads, the best panoramas, good ones restaurants, hotels, farmhouses,
everything will be at your disposal ... And my pleasure will be to be able to advise
you, and make my transport valuable.That there is ...
Price: 85,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=254443P8
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Small group Chianti Classico Wine & Food Tour from Florence. Boutique wineries.
Away from tourist routes, from Florence we will drive you in one of our comfortable
vehicles to a quintessentially Tuscan area. We will visit medieval towns and some of
the best-known boutique wineries. Those producers make up for their small
production numbers by crafting superb quality wines with ...
Price: 235,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=254805P1

Small group Day Tour of Siena and San Gimignano from Florence! Tuscan Beauty!
This is a wonderful way to explore two of the most scenic medieval towns in Italy. On
board of a comfortable van you will experience the easiest way to visit those iconic
towns of Tuscany in one day without stress, door to door service. The meeting point
is in Florence centre, very easy to ...
Price: 230,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=254805P2

Highlights of Florence Small Group Guided Walking Tour
A guided walking tour is the absolute best way to discover the historical centre of
Florence. We will make sure you will not miss any of the most important highlights of
this Unesco Heritage Site. We will see the magnificent Cathedral, crowned by
Brunelleschi?s glorious dome, the Baptistry and ...
Price: 110,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=254805P6

Il meglio di Firenze tour di gruppo
Un tour guidato a piedi è il modo migliore per scoprire il centro storico di Firenze e ci
assicureremo di non perdere nessuno dei punti salienti.Cammineremo tra
monumenti iconici come la magnifica Cattedrale, con la cupola del Brunelleschi, il
Battistero e il Campanile di Giotto. Il nostro tour vi ...
Price: 110,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=254805P7
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Tuscan cuisine from my mom's recipes
An authentic, friendly and fun experience. I was born into a large family of wine
producers. I absorbed the Tuscan culture and I like to share it.An authentic, friendly
and fun experience. I was born into a large family of wine producers. I absorbed the
Tuscan culture and I like to share it.An ...
Price: 149,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=254982P1

Tuk tuk in Chianti
The excursion with this splendid Ape Calessino Piaggio will allow you to relax and
enjoy a unique scenery and to better appreciate the beauty of these enchanting
places. You will travel in the open air and you can take all the photos you want.
Obviously I or my collaborators will do our best to ...
Price: 70,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=255124P1

Wines & Bruschettas Tasting in Chianti (Visit/Tour at the Winery included)
The experience will start with the winery tour, during which we will explain our
company history and what we produce today and we will explain the wine-making
processes and production while showing our machineries and barrels. After that the
wine-tasting is starting: we have a large wine-tasting ...
Price: 20,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=255321P1

4 WINES TASTING in a Chianti Classico Farm (Visit/tour at the winery included)
The experience will start with the winery tour, during which we will explain our
company history and what we produce today and we will explain the wine-making
processes and production while showing our machineries and barrels. After that the
wine-tasting is starting: we have a large wine-tasting ...
Price: 13,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=255321P2
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4 WINES & 2 OLIVE-OILS TASTING in Chianti Winery - Visit at the winery included
We are an ancient Chianti Classico winery. We have a large wine-tasting room
dedicated, where the guests can sit at tables. They will taste 4 wines (IGT Toscana
Rosato, IGT Toscana Rosso, Chianti Classico and Chianti Classico Riserva): for
each wine we are explaining how it is composed and its ...
Price: 16,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=255321P3

VIN SANTO (dessert wine) & CANTUCCINI (cookies) TASTING in CHIANTI WINERY
The experience will start with the winery tour, during which we will explain our
company history and what we produce today and we will explain the wine-making
processes and production while showing our machineries and barrels. After that
guests will taste our VIN SANTO dessert wine. The "Vin Santo" ...
Price: 9,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=255321P5

The journey of Dante Alighieri
Guided tour to discover the figure of Dante Alighieri and the places historically
connected to him.The meeting point with the local guide is in Piazza Duomo next to
the entrance of the Caffè Scudieri behind the Baptistery, from here your tour will start
where you will discover the magnificent ...
Price: 30,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=256513P13

Walking tour of Florence
Pleasant walk in the historic city center in the company of a local guide who will take
you on a journey to discover the artistic and cultural beauties of the "Cradle of the
Renaissance".You will cross squares, streets and bridges, discovering secrets and
anecdotes of the symbolic places of the ...
Price: 35,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=256513P6
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Medici Tour
Medici is a name that still belong to Florence and Florence will always belong to the
Medici. Fascinating history of power, success, conspiracies, this tour will give you the
chance to discover the family that in between the 15th and 18th century achieved the
power of Tuscany and all Europe. The ...
Price: 300,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=257511P1

San Gimignano and Siena Experience!
You will walk back in time! In the Medieval Time! Our Driver, that is even a Tour
Leader will show you the magic Town of San Gimignano and Siena, know for the
historical horse race!You will walk back in time! In the Medieval Time! Our Driver,
that is even a Tour Leader will show you the magic Town ...
Price: 485,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=258673P1

Private Walking Tour to Florence's Highlights and Treasures
This tour, entirely outdoors, is perfect for showing you the most important
monuments of Florence,combined with hidden treasures and legends rarely seen
during the Standard City Tours of Florence,in 2 hours.-The tour starts in front of the
Palazzo Medici-Riccardi,the old Residence of the Medici ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=259956P1

Renaissance Safari Tour Of Florence For Kids
Discover Florence in full fun with this 3-hour Renaissance and Medieval Safari Tour
for Kids!A child expert, engaging guide will lead you through the discovery of
Florence's wealthiest, most powerful families as well as the Artists that contributed to
its rich Heritage and Beauty.Each member of the ...
Price: 150,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=26153P101
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Through the mistery of Florence private tour
Explore the mysteries of Florence accompanied by a licensed expert guide!Discover
the most hidden corners, legends and anecdotes of the Florentine city!Starting from
Santa Felicita Church as you follow the secret Vasari passage walking along the
Arno River accompanied by your expert licensed guide. ...
Price: 149,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=26153P103

Academy Michelangelo Florence Tour
Visit one of the most renowned Art galleries in the world, also know as the
Michelangelo Museum!The Academy Gallery of Florence is the home of the
magnificent David by Michelangelo as well as his unfinished Prisoners and
Botticelli?s ?Madonna and Child". Accompanied by a licensed Art expert guide, ...
Price: 49,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=26153P127

Florence's must-see sights
Visit Florence all highlights in only one tour and discover the perfection of
Michelangelo's David!Take our 3 hours private walking tour and delve into the
tradition and renaissance art of Tuscany major city! Florence is deeply connected
with its natural surroundings and artists who lived here, ...
Price: 190,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=26153P44

Small group walking Tour of Florence
Discover Florence best renaissance locations with a small group of people and a
friendly professional English speaking guide! In just 3 hours you will walk through the
very city center of Florence, along with historical places that were ruled many
centuries ago by Medici Family, who gave ...
Price: 85,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=26153P58
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Florence Private Tour For Kids
This 3 hours Florence tour for families will give you the opportunity to visit Florence
and its more important sights with your children! You will visit the most important
sites of Florence accompanied by a kid-friendly and licensed guide. Your tour will
start at the Accademia Gallery, where you ...
Price: 270,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=26153P92

Engaging Tour For Kids: Discovering Medieval Florence
Live an engaging family experience of Medieval Florence in only 4 hours!Step into
the world-renowned Academy Gallery museum, with skip the line priority, to enjoy
Michelangelo?s David and masterpieces by Botticelli, Lo Scheggia, Giotto as well as
his students for an interactive culturally enriching ...
Price: 250,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=26153P94

Family Tour of Pitti Palace and Boboli Gardens
Discover an oasis of beauty and Art, with this exclusive 3-hour Pitti Palace and
Boboli Gardens family tour!Accompanied by a child expert guide, skip the line to
access the magnificent Pitti Palace like a VIP. Once the home of the Medici family,
this spectacular palace will reveal secrets, ...
Price: 238,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=26153P95

Private Tour of Florence and Uffizi Gallery
This 4 hours walking tour of the main highlights of the city of Florence with a private
licensed guide, you will have the opportunity to visit both the Uffizi Gallery and the
Holy Cross Church. First, in the Uffizi, you will admire the works of art of many and
many famous Italian artists, such as ...
Price: 271,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=26153P96
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TUSCANY Painting Holiday
We offer fun painting holidays (also for drawing artists) in magical places! You will
love the calm and beauty of the area of Monte Savino. You will also be able to visit
and paint at the medieval tower of Gargonza, and sightsee in Florence. We offer fun
painting holidays (also for drawing artists) ...
Price: 1.643,75 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=261717P1

Firenze Elopement
What makes it unique ? Simple. Its the romance, the places, the highlights we give
your elopement to make it one of a kind and special.How it works : it's 5pm to 8pm.
Pick up or meeting point at 5pm.Then off for the promises and vows in our secret
spot (amazing)then prosecco toast and swording, ...
Price: 1.990,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=262127P1

Tuscan Lifestyle Elopement
Your Tuscan Lifestyle Elopement is here for you to seal your Love. What we offer is
unique, as we know love since 20 yrs of destination weddings. We love celebrating
Love. How?We pick you up and bring you to a partner wine estate, quite well known,
and here you may decide the setting for your vows ...
Price: 2.800,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=262127P2

Tuscan Wine, Food & Romance escape
Hello, Happy to meet you. Read for a real tuscan Lifestyle experience! Here we go.I
will pick you up at your hotel in the city centre of Florence or at the meeting point in
Piazza santa croce at the Dante Alighieri statue and we will drive with my convertible
tot he Countryside . The ride is just ...
Price: 280,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=262127P3
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Siena, San Gimignano & Chianti.
A mix of culture, history, wine and food. Your professional English speaking driver
will assist you in tayloring this tour to your precise needs. Enjoy wondering the
medieval walkways of these two world heritage sights being catapulted back into the
12th century.Visit Siena in the morning and then ...
Price: 650,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=262224P19

Cinque Terre with Vernazza Manarola and Corniglia Fullday from Florence
You will spend an unforgettable day discovering the most impressive "Cinque Terre"
Ligurian landscapes. In this area, which has been declared World Heritage Site by
UNESCO, earth and sea blend and create a unique landscape. The area consists of
kilometers of rocky coasts with caves, beaches, hiking ...
Price: 290,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=262476P107

Religious Tuscany and Umbria with Lunch&WineTasting Fullday from Florence
Meeting with your Driver and departure towards the Southern part of Tuscany or the
Southern part of Umbria:? Monte Oliveto Maggiore (Tuscany)? Assisi (Umbria)Here
S. Francis and S. Bernardo were protagonists and founders of a different way to live
Religion. Tour the breathtaking Monasteries, the ...
Price: 250,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=262476P112

Orvieto and Makes Biscuits in a Etruscan Cave Fullday from Florence
BISCOTTI MAKING IN A CAVEYou will tour Orvieto, its 7 kms underground tunnels,
majestic golden lily cathedral AND make biscotti in one of the caves!In this full-day
with Professional English-speaking Driver you?ll be able to visit:? The medieval town
of Orvieto? Orvieto underground (Skip-The-Line ...
Price: 265,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=262476P12
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Florence FoodTour with Local Guide
Enjoy this Florence's Gourmet Food Tour and immerse in the real Florentine flavors,
when in Florence, eat like a Florentine!Different tastings of gourmet and street food
and more...Together a small-group walking tour you will be guided by a friendly
expert local Guide through the most typical and ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=262476P142

Florence FoodTour
Enjoy this Florence's Gourmet Food Tour and immerse in the real Florentine flavors,
when in Florence, eat like a Florentine!Different tastings of gourmet and street food
and more...Together a small-group walking tour you will be guided by a friendly
expert local Guide through the most typical and ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=262476P143

Door-To-Door Private Transfer Fiumicino FCO Airport to Florence and viceversa
You will be picked up from your ship by your Professional English-speaking Driver
with a comfortable fully air-conditioned vehicle, all you have to do is get in and
relax.Pit stop half-way at an highway service-station to enjoy a pause .Door-To-Door
Private one-way transfer.Viceversa trip available ...
Price: 440,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=262476P148

Pisa and Lucca Lunch&WineTasting Included from Florence
Experience this great FullDay Tour from Florence exploring Tuscany towns and
countryside and see:? Pisa? LuccaIncluded:Wine and Light Lunch in the Tuscany
countryside included! Upgradable with licensed local guide in Private option.Private
or Shared Tour available options.Worry-Free and Safe ...
Price: 550,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=262476P15
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Door-To-Door Private Transfer Florence to Fiumicino FCO Airport or viceversa
You will be picked up from your ship by your Professional English-speaking Driver
with a comfortable fully air-conditioned vehicle, all you have to do is get in and
relax.Pit stop half-way at an highway service-station to enjoy a pause .Door-To-Door
Private one-way transfer.Viceversa trip available ...
Price: 440,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=262476P152

Door-To-Door Private Transfer Florence to Rome or viceversa
You will be picked up from your ship by your Professional English-speaking Driver
with a comfortable fully air-conditioned vehicle, all you have to do is get in and
relax.Pit stop half-way at an highway service-station to enjoy a pause .Door-To-Door
Private one-way transfer.Viceversa trip available ...
Price: 440,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=262476P154

Door-To-Door Private Transfer Rome to Florence or viceversa
You will be picked up from your ship by your Professional English-speaking Driver
with a comfortable fully air-conditioned vehicle, all you have to do is get in and
relax.Pit stop half-way at an highway service-station to enjoy a pause .Door-To-Door
Private one-way transfer.Viceversa trip available ...
Price: 440,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=262476P159

Florence StreetFood Tour
Enjoy this Florence's Gourmet Food Tour and immerse in the real Florentine flavors,
when in Florence, eat like a Florentine!Different tastings of gourmet and street food
and more...Together a small-group walking tour you will be guided by a friendly
expert local Guide through the most typical and ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=262476P203
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Florence StreetFood WalkingTour
Enjoy this Florence's Gourmet Food Tour and immerse in the real Florentine flavors,
when in Florence, eat like a Florentine!Different tastings of gourmet and street food
and more...Together a small-group walking tour you will be guided by a friendly
expert local Guide through the most typical and ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=262476P204

Florence Walking FoodTour
Enjoy this Florence's Gourmet Food Tour and immerse in the real Florentine flavors,
when in Florence, eat like a Florentine!Different tastings of gourmet and street food
and more...Together a small-group walking tour you will be guided by a friendly
expert local Guide through the most typical and ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=262476P205

SmallGroup Florence StreetFood WalkingTour
Enjoy this Florence's Gourmet Food Tour and immerse in the real Florentine flavors,
when in Florence, eat like a Florentine!Different tastings of gourmet and street food
and more...Together a small-group walking tour you will be guided by a friendly
expert local Guide through the most typical and ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=262476P206

Florence StreetFood Tour with Friendly Local Guide
Enjoy this Florence's Gourmet Food Tour and immerse in the real Florentine flavors,
when in Florence, eat like a Florentine!Different tastings of gourmet and street food
and more...Together a small-group walking tour you will be guided by a friendly
expert local Guide through the most typical and ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=262476P207
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Florence StreetFood WalkingTour with Friendly Local Guide
Enjoy this Florence's Gourmet Food Tour and immerse in the real Florentine flavors,
when in Florence, eat like a Florentine!Different tastings of gourmet and street food
and more...Together a small-group walking tour you will be guided by a friendly
expert local Guide through the most typical and ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=262476P208

Florence Secret StreetFood Tour with Friendly Local Guide
Enjoy this Florence's Gourmet Food Tour and immerse in the real Florentine flavors,
when in Florence, eat like a Florentine!Different tastings of gourmet and street food
and more...Together a small-group walking tour you will be guided by a friendly
expert local Guide through the most typical and ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=262476P209

Florence Authentic StreetFood Tour with Friendly Local Guide
Enjoy this Florence's Gourmet Food Tour and immerse in the real Florentine flavors,
when in Florence, eat like a Florentine!Different tastings of gourmet and street food
and more...Together a small-group walking tour you will be guided by a friendly
expert local Guide through the most typical and ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=262476P210

Florence Gourmet FoodTour with Friendly Guide
Enjoy this Florence's Gourmet Food Tour and immerse in the real Florentine flavors,
when in Florence, eat like a Florentine!Different tastings of gourmet and street food
and more...Together a small-group walking tour you will be guided by a friendly
expert local Guide through the most typical and ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=262476P211
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Florence Gourmet FoodTour
Enjoy this Florence's Gourmet Food Tour and immerse in the real Florentine flavors,
when in Florence, eat like a Florentine!Different tastings of gourmet and street food
and more...Together a small-group walking tour you will be guided by a friendly
expert local Guide through the most typical and ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=262476P212

Florence Walk&Taste with Friendly Guide
Enjoy this Florence's Gourmet Food Tour and immerse in the real Florentine flavors,
when in Florence, eat like a Florentine!Different tastings of gourmet and street food
and more...Together a small-group walking tour you will be guided by a friendly
expert local Guide through the most typical and ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=262476P220

Siena Monteriggioni San Gimignano with Lunch&WineTasting Fullday from Florence
Enjoy this unforgettable High Level Tour and make memories of the landmarks.A day
exploring the landscapes and artistic small towns that Tuscany can offer: ? San
Gimignano? Monteriggioni? Siena Wine and Light Lunch in the Tuscany countryside
included! Upgradable with licensed local guide in Private ...
Price: 260,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=262476P27

San Gimignano Monteriggioni Tuscany Chianti Wine Tasting Fullday from Florence
Enjoy this unforgettable Experience and make memories of the landmarks:? San
Gimignano? Monteriggioni? Chianti countryside area. Wine Tasting in the Tuscany
countryside included! A day exploring the landscapes and artistic small towns that
Tuscany can offer. Upgradable with licensed local ...
Price: 550,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=262476P48
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Montalcino and Pienza Tuscany Wine&Cheese Fullday from Florence
Enjoy this unforgettable Experience and make memories of the landmarks.A day
exploring the landscapes and artistic small towns that Tuscany can offer: ?
Montalcino? Pienza? Val D'Orcia countryside area. Included:- Montalcino with
Winery visit, Wine Tasting guided tour- Pienza town with Pecorino ...
Price: 550,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=262476P50

Honeymooners Florence Tour with Professional Photographer and Driver
Forget selfies! The latest Tour accessory is a professional photographer!At Least 125
Digital Images Included! During your private Honeymooners Florence Tour you will
explore the best highlights of Florence with the guidance and experience of a
professional English-speaking driver, while a personal ...
Price: 520,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=262476P56

Assisi Perugia and Corciano Fullday from Florence Lunch&WineTasting Included
Enjoy a full day from Florence of exploring the landscapes and artistic small towns
that Umbria region offer? Assisi? Perugia? Corciano? Private licensed local tour
guide in Assisi, Perugia and Corciano upgradable (in Private Tour option).Visit each
city in a self-guided fashion at your leisure, ...
Price: 250,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=262476P58

Professional Photographer and Driver Private Florence Tour
Forget selfies! The latest Tour accessory is a professional photographer!At Least 125
Digital Images Included! You will explore the best highlights of Florence with the
guidance and experience of a professional English-speaking driver, while a personal
photographer captures your memories for you. ...
Price: 520,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=262476P59
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Siena and Chianti Castle with Lunch&WineTasting from Florence
Enjoy this unforgettable High Level Tour and make memories of the landmarks.A day
exploring the landscapes and artistic small towns that Tuscany can offer: ? Val
D'Orcia countyside? Brolio Castle in Chianti area? Siena Wine Tasting and Lunch in
the Brolio Castle included! Upgradable with licensed ...
Price: 300,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=262476P63

Transfer Florence to/from Fiumicino FCO Airport optional Orvieto Stop
Your Professional English-speaking Driver will pick you up from your accommodation
in Florence.All you have to do is get in and relax.Enjoy a 3-hour one-way Private
Transfer in a comfortable, fully air-conditioned comfortable vehicle to Fiumicino Fco
International Airport.Pit stop half-way to ...
Price: 490,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=262476P85

Truffle and Brunello Sommelier Vip Experience in Tuscany Lands from Florence
Vip Experience of the wonder of truffles, learning from an acknowledged Tuscan
sommelier and your expert local tour guide. This fullday, private or shared tour,
allows you to enjoy eating the best white truffles and drinking the prestigious
sparkling and red wines of Montalcino.Pickup and dropoff ...
Price: 395,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=262476P87

Wine Cheese and EVO Oil Tastings Southern Tuscany Fullday from Florence
Experience this great FullDay Tour from Rome exploring the Southern Tuscany
towns and countryside and see:? Montepulciano? Pienza ? ChiancianoIncluded:Wine Tasting- Pecorino Cheese- EVO Oil TastingLocal tour guide included in Private
option.Pickup and dropoff your accommodation.Private or Shared ...
Price: 265,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=262476P93
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Sono Italiano! Lunch and Cooking Demo in Umbria region Fullday from Florence
"SONO ITALIANO!"This day will be a real insight experience in the Italian lifestyle
towards the Southern part of Tuscany/Northern Umbria: ? Breath the coffee from the
"Moka", ? Experience the local market? Italian Cooking Demo? Eat with an "Italiana"
family!Local tour guide included.Private or ...
Price: 330,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=262476P95

Montepulciano and Pienza Tuscany Wine&Cheese Fullday from Florence
Experience this great FullDay Tour from Florence exploring the Southern Tuscany
towns and countryside and see:? Montepulciano? Pienza Included:- Wine TastingPecorino Cheese TastingLocal tour guide included in Private option.Private or
Shared Tour available options.Worry-Free and Safe Private Tour ...
Price: 265,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=262476P96

Tuscany Montalcino Brunello Wine cycle day to Top Wine Estate
This daily tour offers a mixture of cycling on quiet roads with stunning views of Val
d?Orcia a UNESCO world heritage area with a competent cycle guide who speaks
English and advise you during the tour key points of interest during the dayThis daily
tour offers a mixture of cycling on quiet roads ...
Price: 175,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=262775P1

Rental with driver with prestigious black sedan
Renting a Belrina di Lusso, with a private driver who knows the places, will allow you
to relax and enjoy your trip, both for tourism and for business. Book your transfer
from airport to hotel and vice versa, cruise port, railway station. You will be able to
visit cities, countryside from anywhere. ...
Price: 200,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=262782P1
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Best of Tuscany Hill Towns semi-private full day tour (Siena & San Gimignano)
Our tours offer you a more personalised and in-depth experience. This tour of Siena,
San Gimignano and Monteriggioni starts at 8am and runs until 5pm in the evening.
You will have all the time you need to experience the beauty of the countryside.
Since you are in a small group, our very experienced ...
Price: 187,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2635DLXCHI

Cinque Terre Semi-Private Day Trip from Florence
You'll fall in love with Italy's prettiest coastal villages on a small-group excursion to
the Cinque Terre from Florence. You've probably heard of the five famous fishing
ports of the Cinque Terre. Now's your chance to visit these picture-postcard villages
on a personalized small-group day trip ...
Price: 176,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2635FLRCT

Best of Florence & David by Michelangelo Semi Private Tour
Combine a walking tour of Renaissance-era Florence with a skip-the-line tour of the
Accademia Gallery (Galleria dell? Accademia)! With a local guide, stroll around
Florence?s historical center to see top sights like Florence Duomo as well as
Renaissance architecture. Learn about influential ...
Price: 58,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2635FLRORIG

Tuscany Semi Private Day Tour with Wine and Cheese Tasting
Revel in Tuscany?s wine country and hilltop towns on this Semi-Private (max 6/7
people, min 2 people per van) day trip from Florence. Traveling by luxury minivan
with an expert driver-escort, explore the idyllic hill-towns of Montepulciano and
Pienza, learn about Pecorino Cheese in a local dairy ...
Price: 270,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2635FLRTUSCANY
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Classic Wine Tour
Ideal for those who want a complete introduction of the estate. You will be guided
through an experience that will involve all the senses, in the ancient underground
cellars and in the oil mill to discover the secrets of Capezzana.Ideal for those who
want a complete introduction of the estate. You ...
Price: 25,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=264143P2

Wine Tour Experience
The ideal path to fully experience the Estate with an exclusive tasting in the wine bar
overlooking the vineyards and the surrounding countryside.The Wine Tour
Experience is dedicated to all wine lovers who wish to learn more about the
traditional production of the award-winning Vin Santo di ...
Price: 50,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=264143P3

Wine & Food Experience
Dedicated to all wine lovers to learn the secrets of wine tasting and matching
techniques with the flavors of the table.Dedicated to all wine lovers to learn the
secrets of wine tasting and matching techniques with the flavors of the
table.Dedicated to all wine lovers to learn the secrets of wine ...
Price: 70,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=264143P4

Cooking School inside Capezzana's Medicean Villa
A day in the kitchen followed by a lunch with the Contini Bonacossi family.For more
than 20 years, our cooking school has taught tradition and respect for the products of
our land.Founded by Countess Elisabetta Giustiniani, wife of Ugo Contini Bonacossi,
the cooking school was born with the aim of ...
Price: 270,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=264143P5
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Beautiful Photo Walk in Florence!
Experience Florence by having a beautiful walk in the historical city centre and its
magical streets! Get the best photos of your holidays with an exclusive and
experienced professional photographer posing in front of some of the most beautiful
florentine monuments! Receive a sneak peak of 5 images ...
Price: 220,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=264775P1

Create your original cuttlefish bone cast jewelry.
I'm an artist and master jeweller, art lover and food passioned, I still haven?t decided
yet what I?m going to do when I grow up, meanwhile (since 1982) I design jewels
and I like teach jewelry-making. In 2013 I was appointed Master of Art by Tuscany
Govt. I always like meeting new people, find new ...
Price: 195,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=264797P1

Small-Group Virtual Cooking Class of Ricotta Gnocchi and Cake
I teach cooking class it's been 8 years now. My aim is sharing cooking tips, family
stories and tradition behind the dishes. You will improve your cooking skills and learn
how to cook in a fun a relaxed atmosphere. I teach cooking class it's been 8 years
now. My aim is sharing cooking tips, family ...
Price: 40,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=266116P1

Small-group Virtual Cooking Class for Italian Dish
It's been 8 years now since I started with my cooking classes.My aim is to share
cooking tips, family stories and the tradition behind the dishes. You will improve your
cooking skills and learn how to cook in a fun andrelaxed atmosphere. It's been 8
years now since I started with my cooking ...
Price: 35,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=266116P2
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Private Virtual Cooking Class of Traditional Italian Risotto
I have been teaching cooking class for 8 years now. My aim is to share cooking tips,
family stories and the traditions behind the dishes. You will improve your cooking
skills and you'll learn new cooking techniques that can easily be repeated at home in
a fun and relaxed atmosphere. I have been ...
Price: 44,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=266116P3

Private Italian Potatoes Gnocchi Virtual Cooking Class
I teach cooking class it's been 8 years now. My aim is sharing cooking tips, family
stories and tradition behind the dishes. You will improve your cooking skills and learn
how to cook in a fun a relaxed atmosphere. I teach cooking class it's been 8 years
now. My aim is sharing cooking tips, family ...
Price: 40,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=266116P4

Mint and Ricotta Ravioli Private Virtual Cooking Class
I teach cooking classes, it's been 8 years now. My aim is to share cooking tips, family
stories and tradition behind the dishes. You will improve your cooking skills and learn
how to cook in a fun a relaxed atmosphere. I teach cooking classes, it's been 8 years
now. My aim is to share cooking tips, ...
Price: 40,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=266116P5

Private Guided Sicilian Cannoli Virtual Cooking Class
I have been teaching cooking classes for 8 years. My aim is to share cooking tips,
family stories and traditions behind the dishes. You will improve your cooking skills
and learn how to cook in a fun and relaxed atmosphere. I have been teaching
cooking classes for 8 years. My aim is to share ...
Price: 40,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=266116P6
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Florence Airport Private Arrival Transfer
Travel from Florence Airport to your centrally located Florence hotel in the luxury of a
private vehicle. Enjoy a hassle-free arrival in Florence with this private transfer
service. Meet your driver at the Florence Airport, and relax on the journey to your
hotel in the city center. These private ...
Price: 38,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2662FLRAPTHTLPV

Florence Airport Private Departure Transfer
Travel from your Florence city centre (hotel or private apartment) to Florence Airport
in the luxury of a private vehicle. Transfer services are available 24 hours a day, 7
days a week.Travel from your Florence city centre (hotel or private apartment) to
Florence Airport in the luxury of a private ...
Price: 38,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2662FLRHTLAPTPV

Livorno Departure Transfer: Central Florence to Cruise Port
For a hassle-free cruise transfer, arrange a private driver from central Florence to
Livorno Port. Transfer services are available 7 days a week. When making a
booking, please advise your cruise details and your Florence tour details (if
applicable). Your transfer will be confirmed within 24 hours ...
Price: 147,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2662FLRHTLPRTPV

Florence to Pisa Airport Private Transfer
Travel from your Florence hotel to Pisa Airport in the luxury of a private vehicle.
Transfer services are available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.Travel from your
Florence hotel to Pisa Airport in the luxury of a private vehicle. Transfer services are
available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.Travel ...
Price: 114,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2662FLRHTLPSAAPTPV
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Private Departure Transfer: Florence Train Station
There is only one way to travel from your central Florence Hotel to Santa Maria
Novella railway station in florence, by a private vehicle! Book this transfer for a fast,
friendly and hassle-free journey to the train station. Transfer services are available
24 hours a day, 7 days a week for up to 8 ...
Price: 26,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2662FLRHTLSTN

Private Arrival Transfer: Florence Train Station
There is only one way to travel from Santa Maria Novella railway station in Florence
to your central Florence Hotel, by a private vehicle! Book this transfer for a fast,
friendly and hassle-free journey to your hotel. Transfer services are available 24
hours a day, 7 days a week.There is only one ...
Price: 26,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2662FLRSTNHTL

Florence City Sightseeing
Visit the city with a flexible itinerary plenty of photo stops and breaks whenever you
wish. After six hours of independent sightseeing around the city, finish your private
tour with a hotel drop-off. A unique way of meeting Florence!Visit the city with a
flexible itinerary plenty of photo stops ...
Price: 467,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2662P1

Florence Night Tour with private driver
Enjoy the pleasure of a private chauffeured service in Florence on a deluxe car or
minivan! For a wonderful tour by night of the city or just to reach your favourite
restaurant and return to your hotel with all the comfort you deserve. Just let the driver
know where you would like to go and he will ...
Price: 347,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2662P2
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Half day private excursion from Florence
Enjoy the pleasure of a private chauffeured service from Florence on a deluxe car /
minivan! Your expert driver will show you Florence and Tuscany: spin through the
Chianti streets with ease and hop out of your vehicle to explore at your leisure! Visit
Pisa or Siena or San Gimignano or the Chianti ...
Price: 392,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2662P4

Full day private excursion from Florence
Enhance your experience on an unforgettable visit of Florence and Tuscany!Don't
worry about navigating maps and public transport timetables. With this private
chauffeured service from Florence, you can simply relax on the journey and prepare
for a magical day exploring Tuscany. Tell us what time ...
Price: 560,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2662P5

Private Full-Day Siena San Gimignano and Chianti from Florence
? Experience for your private group.Discover the delights of Tuscany on a private
day trip from Florence. With a knowledgeable private driver, travel through the
renowned Chianti wine region to visit the towns of Siena and San Gimignano. See
famous landmarks like Siena?s Piazza del Campo, home to ...
Price: 418,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=266403P1

Full-Day Private Tour of San Gimignano and Volterra
? Experience for your private group.Day dedicated to the cities and the history of the
Tuscan hills on a private tour from Florence. A succession of winding roads cross
vineyards and olive groves to the incredible medieval city of San Gimignano which
offers us breathtaking views of the Tuscan ...
Price: 465,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=266403P10
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Private Shopping Tour at The Mall from Florence
? Experience for your private group.Full day dedicated to top-end designer shopping,
maximize your credit card in style on this full-day shopping tour from Florence. Take
a look at the shops along the streets of Florence then towards the Outlet of Prada in
Levanelle, and finally The Mall, the main ...
Price: 465,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=266403P11

Private Half-Day Shopping Tour at The Mall from Florence
? Experience for your private group.Half-Day dedicated to top-end designer
shopping, maximize your credit card in style on this half-day shopping tour from
Florence. Take a look at the shops along the streets of Florence then towards The
Mall, the main outlet mall in Tuscany, where the shops ...
Price: 315,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=266403P12

Private Full-Day Wine Experience in Chianti Classico.
? Experience for your private group.Treat your senses to a memorable day in the
world-famous Chianti wine region on this private tour from Florence. Travel in a
luxury minivan through a landscape of historic vineyards, rolling hills and medieval
villages, with a private driver at your disposal ...
Price: 418,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=266403P2

Private Full-Day Tour of Pisa San Gimignano and Siena from Florence
? Experience for your private group.Day dedicated to the exploration of the three
best preserved medieval cities of humanity in Tuscany (UNESCO-listed) on a private
day trip from Florence. Avoid the stress of hiring a car and let a fluent
English-speaking private driver take your group directly ...
Price: 590,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=266403P3
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Private Half-Day Tour of Chianti Classico Wine Region
? Experience for your private group.Spend a memorable half day among the ancient
vineyards, medieval villages and famously scenic landscapes of Chianti wine region.
Traveling from Florence in a private luxury vehicle, let a knowledgeable local driver
take you to some of the area?s best family-run ...
Price: 350,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=266403P4

Private Full-Day Siena and Chianti Classico Wine Experience.
? Experience for your private group.Get a personal introduction to Siena and Chianti
with a full-day, private tour from Florence in a luxurious van. Stroll Siena?s gothic
streets and discover the art and black-and-white architecture of its UNESCO-listed
historic center. Explore rolling vineyards ...
Price: 465,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=266403P5

Private Full-Day GUIDED Tour Siena San Gimignano and Chianti
? Experience for your private group. This GUIDED tour will take us in the morning to
visit the city of Siena accompanied by an expert official GUIDE, afternoon dedicated
to the discovery of the historical and wine-growing territory of Chianti. You will have
the opportunity to visit some of the ...
Price: 670,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=266403P6

Private Full-Day Pisa and Lucca GUIDED Tour from Florence
? Experience for your private group - Guided tour in Pisa -Day dedicated to the two
most important historical cities of Tuscany on this private GUIDED tour of Pisa and
Lucca starting from Florence. We will admire the Leaning Tower of Pisa and the
spectacular monumental area in the early morning. ...
Price: 680,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=266403P7
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Private Full-Day Brunello Wine experience from Florence
? Experience for your private group.Day dedicated to the legendary Brunello!
Extraordinary experience on a 9-hour guided tour. Discovering hilly landscapes
decorated with superlative vineyards and luxuriant woods. From the top of
Montalcino the beautiful and suggestive medieval stronghold ...
Price: 580,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=266403P8

Private Full-day Tour around Pisa and Lucca from Florence
? Experience for your private group.Day dedicated to the two most important
historical cities of Tuscany on this private tour of Pisa and Lucca starting from
Florence. We will admire the Leaning Tower of Pisa and the monumental area in the
early morning. In the afternoon we take a walk through the ...
Price: 465,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=266403P9

Meet a Tuscan Truffle Hunter
A live webinar in the foot hills of Florence. Meet Giulio, a truffle expert who lives in
the foothills of Florence. Enjoy an introduction to truffles. Learn all there is know
about this famous fungus. Gain insight to the world of truffles and understand how
they grow and when they're in season. ...
Price: 37,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=266783P1

Virtual Florence Webinar Walking Tour
See the City of Florence like never before without the crowds. This virtual walking
tour will take to the most famous and iconic squares and monuments in Florence See
the City of Florence like never before without the crowds. This virtual walking tour will
take to the most famous and iconic squares ...
Price: 20,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=266783P2
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Best of Florence (4hrs) private walking tour with a Licensed Tour Guide.
Whoever visits Florence cannot ever be deluded this thanks to its cultural and artistic
inheritance almost unique in Europe and in the world, which has its base in the
middle age and its maximum glory in the Renaissance.Florence is a city situated on
the plain of the Arno, but wedged between the ...
Price: 250,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=26786P58

Private Transfer from Florence Train Station to Florence City Centre
Professional and english speaking drivers, luxury, comfortable and brand new
Mercedes cars with air-conditioning (our cars are maximum 2 years old).No waiting
time, bottle of water served on board. Maximize your experience, minimize the cost
and the time.Professional and english speaking drivers, ...
Price: 62,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=269399P11

Private Transfer from Florence City Centre to Florence Airport
Professional and english speaking drivers, luxury, comfortable and brand new
Mercedes cars with air-conditioning (our cars are maximum 2 years old).No waiting
time, bottle of water served on board. Maximize your experience, minimize the cost
and the time.Professional and english speaking drivers, ...
Price: 70,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=269399P13

Private Transfer from Florence City Center to Florence Train Station
Professional and english speaking drivers, luxury, comfortable and brand new
Mercedes cars with air-conditioning (our cars are maximum 2 years old).No waiting
time, bottle of water served on board. Maximize your experience, minimize the cost
and the time.Professional and english speaking drivers, ...
Price: 62,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=269399P14
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Private Round Trip Dinner transfer in Florence
Reach your restaurant in style with our service. Both for a romantic dinner or a
business one, forget about the stress to call a cab, our driver will take you there and
will take back to your hotel.Professional and English speaking drivers, luxury,
comfortable and brand new Mercedes cars with ...
Price: 148,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=269399P15

Private Transfer from Florence to Livorno Harbour
You will have professional English-speaking drivers and luxurious, comfortable and
brand new Mercedes cars with air-conditioning (our cars are not older than 2 years
old). No waiting time at the airport, train station, or at your hotel, a bottle of water
served on board. Arrive in style at your ...
Price: 247,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=269399P16

Private Transfer from Florence Airport to City Centre
Professional drivers, luxury, comfortable and brand new Mercedes cars with
air-conditioning, no waiting time at the airport.All our drivers are fluent English
speaking, so they can introduce Florence at its best. Onboard a complimentary bottle
of water will be at your disposal.Professional drivers, ...
Price: 70,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=269399P5

Private Transportation from Florence to the Mugello Circuit and Return
Passengers will have the opportunity to arrive at the Mugello Circuit to see F1
without the problem of parking their vehicle.Passengers will have the opportunity to
arrive at the Mugello Circuit to see F1 without the problem of parking their
vehicle.Passengers will have the opportunity to arrive at ...
Price: 40,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=273376P2
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Rent your Electric Vespa 45 in Florence for 8 hours
We offer not only the best Vespa rental service in Tuscany, but an idea. Like all
ideas, our company is born from a dream, or rather from a vision. This dream is the
result of the love for our city and the desire to make the territory known through an
authentic experience, to make people discover ...
Price: 110,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=274757P1

Rent Eletric Vespa 45 - Half Day
We want to offer every tourist the opportunity to have a unique experience of their
kind, by exploring, for example, all the beautiful parts of Florence and Chianti in an
innovative way while still respecting nature, local culture and traditions.This is a new
way of experiencing Tuscany, ...
Price: 58,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=274757P3

Made in Florence Artisan Tour
Couturista Travel specializes in taking curious tourists who are looking to learn more
about the exquisite and unique craftsmanship found only in and around the city of
Florence. We take you on a guided tour of secret ateliers and shops that bestow the
fashion magic of the city of the eternal ...
Price: 104,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=274787P1

Private Photographic Experience in Florence
Ours is a unique experience of its kind. We offer you a photo shoot, a reportage of
your visit in one of the most beautiful cities in the world, lasting 2 hours, where we
will accompany you to the most beautiful places in the city, we will let you discover
unknown but equally unmissable glimpses. ...
Price: 76,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=275235P1
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Cinque Terre Special Full-day Trip
For many reasons, you won?t get there comfortably on a do-it-yourself trip. This
unique landscape, suspended on steep cliffs overlooking the sea, is not that easy to
reach. First of all, we are inside a natural park (Parco Nazionale delle Cinque Terre).
Roads are twisted with speed limits and ...
Price: 124,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=277489P1

Small-Group Florence Accademia Gallery Skip-the-Line Tour
Priority entrance to Academy Gallery without wasting time. Visit one of the most
famous museums and its highlights in one hour. Discover the amazing history of the
iconic David by Michelangelo with your local expert guide. Priority entrance to
Academy Gallery without wasting time. Visit one of the ...
Price: 40,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=278271P1

Private Tuscany Gourmet Tour
Take part to this private experience to discover some of the Tuscan food
excellences. Your personal driver will lead you to different farms where the local
experts will show you the production process of oil, cheese and honey. Every tour
will be followed by delicious tastings.Take part to this ...
Price: 385,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=278271P10

Uffizi Gallery Small-Group Skip-the-Line Tour in Florence
Priority entrance to Uffizi Gallery without wasting time. Visit one of the most famous
museums and its highlights in 90 minutes. Discover the amazing history of the most
important painters of the Renaissance time with your local expert guide. Priority
entrance to Uffizi Gallery without wasting ...
Price: 59,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=278271P2
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Guided Walking Tour Highlights of Florence
Enjoy a walking tour of Florence with a local expert guide. Admire the best iconic
landmarks of Florence without wasting time or missing anything. Learn about the
history and the artistic heritage of one of the most famous Renaissance cities. Enjoy
a walking tour of Florence with a local expert ...
Price: 25,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=278271P3

Small-Group Florence Walking Tour with Uffizi and Accademia Gallery Visit
Priority entrance to Uffizi and Accademia Gallery without wasting time in long lines.
Discover the amazing history of the most important painters of the Renaissance time
and the Florence city center. Priority entrance to Uffizi and Accademia Gallery
without wasting time in long lines. Discover the ...
Price: 108,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=278271P4

Small-Group Florence Walking Tour with Academy Gallery Ticket
Priority entrance to Academy Gallery without wasting time in long lines. Discover the
amazing history of the most important artists of the Renaissance time and the
Florence city center. Priority entrance to Academy Gallery without wasting time in
long lines. Discover the amazing history of the most ...
Price: 63,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=278271P5

Chianti Classico and San Gimignano Private Guided Tour
What makes it a unique experience is to have a professional driver and a licensed
guide at once. Let yourself be guided to the heart of Tuscany by a professional driver
guide!The tour will take you through Chianti, land of the world-renowned wine Chianti
Classico. There you will admire amazing ...
Price: 395,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=278271P6
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Siena and San Gimignano Full-Day Private Tour
Meet your driver at your hotel lobby and departure for a amazing private trip to Siena
and San Gimignano. A comfortable journey across the beautiful countryside will take
you two of the most beautiful towns of Tuscany.You will also have the chance to
taste local wine and Tuscan typical food.Meet ...
Price: 260,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=278271P7

Private Chianti Cooking Class
You will take part to a private cuisine lesson in the Tuscan countryside. Your
personal driver will lead you to a family run farmhouse where you will get to know the
Tuscan tradition and discover some of the many Tuscan food excellences.You will
take part to a private cuisine lesson in the Tuscan ...
Price: 415,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=278271P8

Full-Day Pisa and Lucca Private Guided Tour from Florence
What makes it a unique experience is to have a professional driver and a licensed
guide at once. Let yourself be guided to the heart of Tuscany by a professional driver
guide!Your personal driver will lead you to the Pisa to spend some time strolling
around and discover the uniqueness of Piazza dei ...
Price: 395,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=278271P9

Walking Tour of Chianti Classico with Wine Tasting
Small-group tour for nature and wine lovers. We combine hiking, wine tasting and
food tasting in a nice easy-day where everyone can enjoy beautiful landscapes, while
drinking wines and tasting unique delicacies.You will have the chance to fully
understand the unique wine region of Chianti Classico, ...
Price: 140,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=280279P1
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Private Tour: Photoshooting in Florence
Do you want to keep vivid memories of your time in Florence? Take a walk
discovering the most beautiful views of the city while being photographed by a
professional. If you are celebrating a special occasion or if you simply want to keep
an artistic memory of your stay in the city of the ...
Price: 208,63 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=28392P1

Skip the Line Hard Rock Cafe Florence Including Meal
After enjoying the ancient sights of Florence, why not take in a bit of modern history
at the Hard Rock Cafe Florence? After avoiding any wait with your skip-the-line
access, enjoy a great meal while soaking in the rock 'n' roll atmosphere. Some of the
memorabilia you will see here include John ...
Price: 20,32 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=2856HRCFLR

Private Tour: Treasures of Florence Half-Day Walking Tour
A walking tour through the old city centre of Florence, where you will learn about the
city, its history and its people. Ideal for first-time travellers, this tour includes all main
sights of the city, the cradle of the Renaissance.During this tour you will walk through
Piazza del Duomo and see ...
Price: 187,77 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=28619P1

Florence in August - SummerTour
This private tour includes a walk through all most important wonders of Florence,
including the Catherdral, with Brunelleschi's Dome, Piazza della Signoria, with
Palazzo Vecchio, Piazzale degli Uffizi and the Ponte Vecchio.Ideal for the first-time
travelers who have short time in the city, this ...
Price: 139,09 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=28619P10
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Private Tour: Masterpieces of the Uffizi Gallery
The Uffizi is one of the must-sees in Florence, the world-known art gallery. It is the
home of two of the world's most famous paintings: Botticelli's Primavera and The
Birth of Venus. I will help you to discover, understand and love the Uffizi's
masterpieces.This tour concentrates on the most ...
Price: 200,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=28619P2

Accademia Gallery and Medici Chapels
See the most important works of Michelangelo in Florence in one tour: Accademia
Gallery and Medici Chapels. At the Accademia you will find his world-famous original
David, the must-see for all admirers of Michelangelo. At the Medici Chapels you will
see the New Sacristy with the figures of Day and ...
Price: 200,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=28619P3

Beautiful Florence - Short Winter Tour
This private tour includes a walk through all most important wonders of Florence,
including the Catherdral, with Brunelleschi's Dome, Piazza della Signoria, with
Palazzo Vecchio, Piazzale degli Uffizi and the Ponte Vecchio.This private tour
includes a walk through all most important wonders of ...
Price: 139,09 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=28619P4

Santa Croce - the Temple of Italic Glories
The Basilica of Santa Croce in Florence was a point of attraction already in the XIX
century. It is also known as the "Pantheon of Italic Glory". The monumental tombs of
Michelangelo, Galileo Galilei, Niccolò Machiavell are the first that come to our
attention.The church itself is rather ...
Price: 200,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=28619P5
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Pitti Palace: The Royal Palace of Florence
The Pitti Palace - Palazzo Nuovo as opposed to the Palazzo Vecchio, Old Palace - is
where the Medici, and later the Lorraine Grand-Dukes made their homes. If we
include the Kings of Italy, three reigning dynasties lived here.Impressive interiors,
state rooms and bright frescoes are waiting for you ...
Price: 200,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=28619P6

The Accademia Gallery
The Accademia Gallery is the mandatory stop for all those who wish to admire
Michelangelo's original David. This is only one of his masterpieces on display, others
including the Palestrina Pietà, Saint Matthew and the four unfinished
Prisoners.During this guided visit in the Room of the Colossus we ...
Price: 139,09 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=28619P8

Michelangelo in August - The Accademia Gallery
One of the must-sees in Florence is the Accademia Gallery! Here you will admire
Michelangelo's original David, one of the most famous art works in the world. This is
only one of his masterpieces on display, others including the Palestrina Pietà, Saint
Matthew and the four unfinished ...
Price: 139,09 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=28619P9

Private Tour: Overview of Florence Walking Tour
It' a private guided tour of Florence. It covers all the historical city center: hearing
interesting stories and anecdotes, you can get a general and exhaustive overview of
Florence and its history.It' a private guided tour of Florence. It covers all the historical
city center: hearing interesting ...
Price: 170,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=29126P1
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Boboli: Gardens of the Royal Palace and Their Hidden Messages
Visit Boboli Gardens on a 1.5-hour walking tour, and discover a world of opulence
and tranquillity in the heart of Florence. Hear how Cosimo I de? Medici enlisted the
help of eminent Renaissance architects to create a garden on a grand scale as you
wander amid its avenues and terraces. With a ...
Price: 54,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=29255P14

The Secrets of Florence 2-Hour Walking Tour
This small-group walking tour takes you through the historical center of the city and
shows you some things you would most likely not find on your own. You may have
already had the opportunity to stroll around the center of Florence, and gotten to
know the main squares and streets of the city. This ...
Price: 40,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=29255P2

Uffizi and Accademia Walking Tour
Enjoy a 4-hour small group guided tour of the Uffizi and Accademia galleries. Stroll
through the city tour on this small-group tour with an English-speaking guide.
Discover the gems of Florence in just one morning along with an art historian as your
guide.Enjoy a 4-hour small group guided tour of ...
Price: 136,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=29255P20

Palazzo Vecchio Morning Guided Tour
Explore the historic seat of the Medici family's government with this 1.5-hour
small-group (max 15 people) guided tour of the Palazzo Vecchio in Florence. Learn
about the secrets hidden in its rooms and halls, some of which were the setting for
Dan Brown's novel, 'Inferno.'Explore the historic seat ...
Price: 58,42 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=29255P23
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Small-group Guided tour of Galileo's Museum
Step back in time to discover one of the greatest minds in history with this exclusive
1.5-hour guided tour through the Galileo's National Science Museum of Florence.
Join this 90-minutes small-group tour along with your official specialized guide that
will unveil you all the secrets contained in ...
Price: 53,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=29255P27

Private Walking Tour: The Secrets of Florence
With this private tour we offer you something outside of the typical basic tours that
around. Experience a pleasant two-hour walking tour along with your guide through
the historical center of the city. You will head through the narrow streets in order to
make you breath and feel the real city, you ...
Price: 119,43 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=29255P3

Siena, San Gimignano and Monteriggioni: Medieval Tuscany Experience
Discover 3 of the most authentic towns nestled in the heart of the tuscany
countryside.Siena, the famous Palio city, San Gimignano, UNESCO heritage and
Monteriggioni, one of the most enchanting italian walled town."Explore the essence
of Tuscany:Siena, San Gimignano and Monteriggioni are waiting to ...
Price: 159,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=29255P33

Small-Group Market Visit and Cookery Class in Central Florence
Enjoy a stroll around San Lorenzo Market, learn some great typical Tuscan recipes
and taste the fruit of your hard work in the city center of FlorenceEnjoy a stroll around
San Lorenzo Market, learn some great typical Tuscan recipes and taste the fruit of
your hard work in the city center of ...
Price: 91,67 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=29255P37
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PRIVATE: Guided Uffizi Gallery Tour with Skip-the-Line Ticket
Enjoy a 2-hour private guided tour of the Uffizi Gallery plus free time inside the
museum to continue your visit when the guide has finished. The itinerary has been
rigorously selected with the help of art historians in order to show you more than just
the great masterpieces everyone knows. You are ...
Price: 159,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=29255P38

Early Access: Guided Uffizi Gallery Tour with Skip-the-Line Ticket
Enjoy a 2-hour guided tour of the most famous museum in Florence!Let the guide tell
you stories, anecdotes and everything you need to know about the most important
masterpieces of artists like Botticelli, Caravaggio, Da Vinci and many others ..!Since
the tour starts very early in the morning when ...
Price: 62,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=29255P4

Italian Full Dinner - Evening Cooking Class in Florence city center
Be guided by an expert chef in a fully equipped professional kitchen located in a
historical palace in the heart of Florence.Learn how to cook 3 typical Italian dishes
plus a traditional dessert.Taste the results with a glass of Tuscan wine!Be guided by
an expert chef in a fully equipped ...
Price: 92,71 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=29255P40

Climb Florence Duomo: Dome and Cathedral Tour
Enjoy the best view ever in Florence, climb this spectacular Dome and discover its
secret in a one-hour small group tour. You will be amazed by the impressive views
this Dome has to offer. Includes all entrance fees and tickets to the Museum,
Baptistery, Bell Tower, Dome. Also includes a local ...
Price: 59,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=29255P42
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Uffizi Gallery and Palazzo Vecchio Guided Tour in Florence
Enjoy an half day guided tour of the Uffizi Gallery and Palazzo Vecchio with a small
group tour made by max 15 people.Enjoy an half day guided tour of the Uffizi Gallery
and Palazzo Vecchio with a small group tour made by max 15 people.Enjoy an half
day guided tour of the Uffizi Gallery and Palazzo ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=29255P43

Walk with David: Florence Half Day Accademia Gallery and 2-hours walking guided tour
Enjoy an half day tour with a monolingual official guide through the magnificent
Accademia Gallery and a charming walking tour in Florence.Please meet your guide
in front of the main entrance of Accademia Gallery at 3.00 p.m.Your tour last 3-hours
approx (half day)Enjoy an half day tour with a ...
Price: 73,72 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=29255P44

Homemade Pasta! Cooking Class in Florence city center
?Be guided by an expert chef in a fully equipped professional kitchen located in a
historical palace in the heart of Florence.Learn how to cook 3 typical Italian pasta
dishes plus a traditional dessert.Taste the results with a glass of Tuscan wine!"Life is
a combination of magic and pasta." - ...
Price: 71,88 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=29255P45

Guided Tour of Accademia Gallery and Skip-the-Line tickets: The David and Stradivarius
This is a 70-minute small group tour with a maximum of 15 people. It features a
certified guide who will accompany you on an exciting brief journey. You will be able
to see one of the museum?s jewels, the collection of musical instruments in the
Conservatorio Luigi Cherubini. This section includes ...
Price: 58,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=29255P5
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Bike tour: exploring Florence on wheels
See Florence's highlights and most iconic landmarks from a different perspective!
Ride through the city's narrow backstreets and majestic piazzas as a local Florentine
would do and discover all the hidden gems with our professional English-speaking
guides.During the 2-hour bike tour, you will learn ...
Price: 36,51 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=29255P53

Florence's Hidden Past: Archaeological National Museum Tour
If you want to feel like Indiana Jones for one day, we have the right adventure for
you!Enjoy a 2-hour guided tour through the hidden past of Florence at the
Archaeological Museum. Because Florence is more than Michelangelo?s David;
come and discover it!If you want to feel like Indiana Jones for ...
Price: 57,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=29255P6

Entrance and Guided Tour of Santa Croce Basilica
Enjoy a small group tour (maximum of 15 people) of the Basilica of Santa Croce,
known as the Temple of the Glories of Italy. As a mausoleum for important
personalities, it houses the tombs of the painter and sculptor Michelangelo, the
author Dante, and the scientist Galileo.Enjoy a small group tour ...
Price: 50,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=29255P7

TASTE FLORENCE AS A LOCAL: Markets, street food and deli shops
Unsure how to spend your time? Food or Art? Why not both?This 3,5 hours walking
tour is a delicious way to explore the city and learn to eat like a local.Experience
what and where italians like to eat with a local guide. Discover the history of the city
while savoring the traditional food of ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=29255P70
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Chianti:Wine and Olive Oil Tasting in the Tuscan countryside
Get to know all about the Chianti area, discover the local wineries and taste the
famous Chianti wine and the Premium olive oil!The Chianti region is renowned
worldwide for its valuable ruby-red blends and its unique hillside. Sangiovese is the
most planted vine in Italy and In this journey you ...
Price: 124,14 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=29255P71

Pizza & Gelato: Family Cooking Class in Florence
Enjoy our family cooking class with great typical Tuscan recipes and taste the dishes
you make with the Chef just in the city center of Florence. This cooking class is the
best option if you want to learn and enjoy the Italian cuisine with your children!Enjoy
our family cooking class with great ...
Price: 68,75 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=29255P73

Michelangelo's David: Accademia Gallery Tour
See this masterpiece and one of the world's best-known works of art in a quick but
exhaustive guided tour to the Accademia Gallery.Led by our professional, certified art
experts, this tour will give you an insight of the work behind the realisation of the
perfect representation of the human ...
Price: 56,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=29255P74

Uffizi Masterclass: Afternoon Skip-the-line Tour
Join our certified art experts in this comprehensive, extended guided tour of the Uffizi
Gallery.During the Masterclass, you will learn about Florence's history and the Medici
family's bond with arts. You will see some of the world's most celebrated works of art,
such as Botticelli's Venus, ...
Price: 65,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=29255P75
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Bolgheri Wine Tour: spectacular tasting among the coastal hills of Tuscany
A town of timeless charm and a land of timeless wines, this village, not far from the
coast, is set in countryside amidst olive groves and vineyards, while the town boasts
delightful architectural balance.Its distinguishing element is the red-brick castle,
which also acts as the entrance to the ...
Price: 189,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=29255P77

Historical Umbria: Assisi and Orvieto - On the Romans footsteps
Discover Umbria, one of Italy?s true hidden gems, during this full-day tour that will
take you into the green heart of the country.Visit Assisi, a UNESCO World Heritage
site and discover its rich history which dates back to the Roman age; learn about its
most illustrious citizen, Saint Francis, ...
Price: 219,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=29255P78

Ferrari Museums Tour from Florence: discover Italy's motoring art excellence
Discover the main museums of the world-famous motor house: Ferrari.The tour will
start from Florence and the first stop will be the Enzo Ferrari Museum.Here you will
be able to admire the most beautiful and famous models of Ferrari. Enjoy the
museum with a local guide for 1 hours before moving to ...
Price: 299,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=29255P80

VIP - Tuscan Castle and Ancient Cellars Visit with Wine Tasting near Florence
In a 2 hours experience, you get to visit a still inhabited 900year old castle and wine
cellars and taste 5 wines with a tasty snack. Small to very small group.In a 2 hours
experience, you get to visit a still inhabited 900year old castle and wine cellars and
taste 5 wines with a tasty snack. Small ...
Price: 69,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=29301P1
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Tour of 900year old secret cellars + tasting of 3 wines and bread with EVO oil
visit of a 900year old private castle cellars + taste 3 different wines and bread with
our EVO oil. driver from Florence city and back not included in the price. Available on
requestFamily run company. Tours interesting for history, architecture, wine and oil
loversOk for familiesvisit of a 900year ...
Price: 29,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=29301P3

Tuscan Castle and Cellars Small Group Tour with Pasta Making Class +Wine Tasting
During this 3 hour experience, you'll visit a private 900-year-old wine cellar. You'll get
a hands-on training from a professional local chef and cook 2 different types of
handmade pasta, 2 sauces, and taste total 3 wines during the cellars tour and the
light lunch You'll learn new cooking ...
Price: 99,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=29301P4

VERY PRIVATE cooking class in a real Castle with top wines, private pick up
? historical tour of our castle ? cellars tour ? cook your 4-course meal with our chef ?
enjoy the selfcooked food paired with 4 wines of our production ? learn about
cooking with extra virgin olive oil (our production)? historical tour of our castle ?
cellars tour ? cook your 4-course meal with ...
Price: 254,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=29301P6

Chianti Wine and EVO Oil tasting in a 900year old castle 10 miles from Florence
During a visit of our 900-year ancient wine cellars underneath the castle, you get to
taste 3 wines and get a professional tasting of our our exquisite extra virgin olive
oilDuring a visit of our 900-year ancient wine cellars underneath the castle, you get to
taste 3 wines and get a professional ...
Price: 39,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=29301P7
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9 shades of Chianti
This is a unique opportunity to discover the famous Chianti Rufina wine region, the
smallest of the Chianti subzones, and its diversity. You will visit a Renaissance Villa,
enjoy the organic lifestyle of a typical farm and explore a medieval Castle cellars. At
each winery you get to taste 3 wines ...
Price: 95,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=29301P9

Leonardo Da Vinci Museum Entrance Ticket
?Le Macchine di Leonardo?, the world?s biggest (PRIVATE) collection of Leonardo
da Vinci machines is born following the juvenile passion of Carlo (born on 25th
February 1936), the founder of the Niccolai family and company.Particularly skilled
craftsmen, the members of the Niccolai family have so ...
Price: 7,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=29687P4

Skip-the-Line Florence Highlights and David Walking Tour
A guided walking tour Florence discovering the main attractions such as Piazza della
Signoria, the Ponte Vecchio, Michelangelo's David and hidden gems of this magic
city. Possibility for private tour upgrade.A guided walking tour Florence discovering
the main attractions such as Piazza della ...
Price: 70,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=29762P1

Private Full Day Walking Tour of Florence Highlights with Uffizi and Accademia
Full day tour in Florence with skip the lines entrance to Uffizi and Accademia. Admire
the most important sites of Florence in one day. The tour will give you an overview of
the city center, starting from Piazza della Repubblica, admire the Cathedral,
Brunelleschi's Dome, Giotto's bell tower, the ...
Price: 250,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=29762P10
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Private Day-Trip to Siena and San Gimignano
Escape from the city for a day-trip out in the countryside and immerse yourself in
nature and medieval architecture!Escape from the city for a day-trip out in the
countryside and immerse yourself in nature and medieval architecture!Escape from
the city for a day-trip out in the countryside and ...
Price: 300,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=29762P11

Private Pisa and Lucca Tour
Escape from the city for a day trip out to see Pisa and Lucca, two small Tuscan
jewels that you cannot miss! See the uniqiue Leaning tower and walk on the
historical wall of Lucca, escorted by a private English speaking driver in a
comfortable Mercedes minivan.Escape from the city for a day trip ...
Price: 615,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=29762P12

Treasure Hunt in Florence for Families
There is no better way than learning having fun. Kids and adults will enjoy this
treasure hunt in Florence customized for families with young children age 6 to 17.
The game will last about 2 hours and participants will discover the history of Florence
as well as its main characters, works of art ...
Price: 65,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=29762P13

Florence for Foodies
Savor the flavors of authentic Tuscan cuisine with this private gourmet food tour in
Florence. Visit markets, taste wine, and learn about the region's culinary
history.Savor the flavors of authentic Tuscan cuisine with this private gourmet food
tour in Florence. Visit markets, taste wine, and learn ...
Price: 69,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=29762P2
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Skip the line Florence Dome Baptistery and Museum private tour
This tour will focus on Florence Santa Maria del Fiore Cathedral , the 4th largest of
the world, it will give you preferential access to the climbing of the famous
Brunelleschi's Dome the symbol of Florence and the Renaissance, and guarantee
the access to the Museum of the Opera del Duomo, where ...
Price: 160,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=29762P26

Private Chianti Tuscany Wine Tasting Tour from Florence
Get one day off and immerse in the quiet Tuscan countryside, enjoying its landscape,
its food and landscape comfortably sit in a luxury minivan with a wine expert. You will
learn the secrets of wine making and stop in the most picturesque spot of the
countryside, discovering its villages as Greve ...
Price: 310,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=29762P3

The Pitti Palace private tour: Splendours of the Royal Residence
Have an incredible experience visiting the Royal Palace of Florence with its luxurious
rooms, paintings and admire masterpieces by Titian, Raphael, Caravaggio, part of
the amazing collections of the Medici family, learning the stories and the secrets of
their Court's life.Have an incredible ...
Price: 127,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=29762P31

Small group walking Guided tour of Florence highlights
Join a wonderful walking tour through the most famous squares and streets of
Florence with a local, knowledgeable, fluent and friendly certified guide who will
introduce you to the beauty of this amazing city.Join a wonderful walking tour through
the most famous squares and streets of Florence with ...
Price: 25,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=29762P37
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Florence Sunset Boat Cruise
Enjoy Florence from a different point o view, have a cruise along the Arno river on its
historic boat, the barchetto - a Florentine Gondola, see unique view of Florence
bridges like the Ponte Vecchio and Santa trinita bridge. Listen to fun stories about
Florence and its river. Enjoy Florence from a ...
Price: 45,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=29762P38

Skip the line Uffizi and Accademia private guided tour
Make the most of your stay in Florence and visit the most famous museums of
Florence: the Accademia museum and the Uffizi gallery. OUr guide will let you skip
the line at the entrance and introduce you to the famous works of art of the
Renaissance: the famous David by Michelangelo at the Accademia ...
Price: 136,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=29762P39

Private Florence Artisans and Shopping tour
Enjoy the less beaten tracks of Florence with a tour through the arts of Florence.
Florence arts craft is rich and dates back to centuries ago. This is the right tour to
see some of the most hidden areas of Florence and discover its traditions, its people,
its most authentic made in Italy products ...
Price: 220,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=29762P4

Accademia skip the line early guided tour
Make the most of your stay in Florence and visit the most famous museum of
Florence: the Accademia. OUr guide will let you skip the line at the entrance and
introduce you to the famous David by Michelangelo. Spend around one hour inside
the museum to admire this iconic statue while hearing our ...
Price: 60,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=29762P40
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Florence: Guided visit to the mosaics of the Baptistery
The guided tour takes us back in time to the origins of Florence to understand and
appreciate the Baptistery of San Giovanni, a symbol of the city, a masterpiece of
Romanesque architecture, with its vault entirely covered in Byzantine mosaic. You
will be able to admire the splendid mosaics and the ...
Price: 15,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=29762P41

Guided visit to the Basilica of San Miniato a Monte
The Basilica of San Miniato al Monte is one of the oldest churches in the city.It is said
that it was founded on the relics of San Miniato, one of the first martyrs of the city,
who converted to Christianity and beheaded in 250 AD in what was once the Roman
amphitheater.Legend has it that Miniato ...
Price: 20,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=29762P42

Private tour Dan Brown Inferno Tour of Florence
This tour will follow the tracks of the famous novel written by Dan Brown Inferno and
will show you some of the most beautiful places of Florence like the Baptistery,
Palazzo Vecchio and the PItti Palace. During the tour you'll have the chance to see
many highlights of the city.This tour will ...
Price: 220,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=29762P6

Uffizi Skip the Line Guided Tour
Skip the line at the Uffizi with a great tour of this world famous museum. Have an
overview of the main paintings of the gallery such as Botticelli's Venus and enjoy the
expertise of your guide who will make everything smoother and quicker, avoiding the
crowds and letting you experience the art and ...
Price: 60,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=29762P7
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Private Skip-the-Line Florence Highlights and David Walking Tour
Florence with a private guide is the best way to experience and get the feeling of this
wonderful city. Discover Florence with a private professional guide who will reveal all
the most hidden spots as well as the highlights that you cannot miss like
Michelangelo's David. Discover the main ...
Price: 180,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=29762P9

Florence Self Guided Audio Tour
Download a vibrantly-narrated mp3 audio guide combined with a map detailing the
area of your tour.This enthralling audio guided tour will take you on a historic journey
through the cobblestone streets of Florence where you will see such sights such as
the world famous Uffizi Art Gallery, and the ...
Price: 14,27 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=30114P43

Florence private educational and guided custom tours by walk and by car
Professional local driving guideswith the confort of air conditioned Mercedes sedan
and van areproviding a new approach tohistory, art, food and wine.Professional local
driving guideswith the confort of air conditioned Mercedes sedan and van
areproviding a new approach tohistory, art, food and ...
Price: 52,16 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=30416P2

private educational and guided custom tours by walk and by confortable M/B van
Professional local driving guideswith the confort of air conditioned Mercedes sedan
and van areproviding a new approach tohistory, art, food and wine.Professional local
driving guideswith the confort of air conditioned Mercedes sedan and van
areproviding a new approach tohistory, art, food and ...
Price: 52,16 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=30416P3
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Glamorous Private Fiat 500 Vintage Tour in Tuscany from Florence
Fiat 500 represents the epitome of Italian style.Fiat 500?s shape, dimensions and its
aesthetics make this car one special and authentic symbol beyond its simple use for
transportation, simply ideal both on asphalt and those famous tiny countryside roads.
Drive through Chianti?s iconic landscapes, ...
Price: 270,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=30491P100

Glamorous Tuscany Wine Tour
CHIANTI CLASSICO = RED WINE, EVERYBODY KNOWS.This wine region in
Tuscany, that also gives the name to the most famous wine of the area, has been
implemented by the Etruscans: a population that was here even before the Romans,
people who introduced vines and understood that they could make an ...
Price: 265,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=30491P101

Private Tuscan Taste Track from Florence
Flavors and smells are memories that we will always bring with us. That?s what we
offer, an unforgettable experience around the Tastes of Tuscany. Following our
expert local guide off the beaten path of massive tourism, you will discover our local
products.We start the tour visiting a cheese farm, ...
Price: 310,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=30491P102

Pisa and Lucca Day Trip from Florence
You will immerse yourself in the history and tradi¬tions of the two cities that are close
in proximity, yet very different in personality. A charming Tuscan landscape will be
the frame to your day, spent relaxing in company of our knowledgeable guides. You
will find Pisa along the road that leads ...
Price: 625,87 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=30491P103
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The secret of the artisan laboratory in Florence
Explore the often hidden world of Florentine artisans with this private 3-hour walking
tour through the Oltrarno neighborhood. Stop at the studios and workshops of paper
makers, mosaic and leather artisans, painters, and carpenters are hard at work.
Learn how their crafts are made.Explore the often ...
Price: 140,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=30491P2

Wine tour with a Sommelier from Florence
Part of the experience in coming to Chianti and Tuscany is learning about all that
wine country has to offer beyond the big names and most visited regular spots.
Enjoy having your own certified wine educator (Sommelier) and local wine expert
take you around to his favorite and most personalized ...
Price: 243,40 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=30491P30

Brunello and Nobile Wine Tour from Florence
Travelling in Val d'Orcia is one unforgettable experience. Your eyes become dazzled
by the beauty of the colours of this land, unsurprisingly a UNESCO World Heritage
Site. This tour has been created for you to discover the most painted corner of
Tuscany, made of enchanted landscapes, tree-lined ...
Price: 400,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=30491P32

Private De Medici Tour full day in Florence
This is a magnificent guided cultural experience made of interesting tales stories and
anecdotes about the noble dynasty de 'Medici, which, starting from the fifteenth
century, has left indelible marks in the Tuscan capital and has become one amongst
the most powerful families of the Florentine and ...
Price: 550,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=30491P33
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Private Dante's Inferno Tour
You will have a chance of experiencing Florence as so did Robert Langdon, the
character played by actor Tom Hanks, and his partner Sienna Brooks, the character
played by actress Felicity Jones, covering those itineraries as seen on the big
screen, through historical and mysterious florentine ...
Price: 200,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=30491P34

Private Vintage Fiat 500 tour in Tuscany From Florence
Discover the beautiful Tuscan hills in a vintage Fiat 500. Visit three quaint villages
during your 6-hour tour with English-speaking guide. Enjoy a homemade lunch with a
wine-tasting session at a 200 year old villa. Visit its ancient wine cellar.Discover the
beautiful Tuscan hills in a vintage Fiat ...
Price: 500,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=30491P37

Grape stomping in Tuscan farmhouse from Florence
Stomp on grapes in a small winery in the beautiful Chianti hills. Experience the
feeling of grapes under your feet and discover the secrets of winemaking during your
4-hour tour with English-speaking guide. Enjoy a homemade lunch with a
wine-tasting session at a 200 year old villa. Visit its ...
Price: 260,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=30491P40

Bike tour and wine tasting in Tuscany from Florence
surprisingly, Tuscany is one of the favorite destinations of our cyclists friends: the
views, the smell of the trees along the avenues, the typical colours of our hills make
this area unique for tourists as well as for locals.There is a great variety of routes and
itineraries: from the less ...
Price: 265,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=30491P43
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CINQUE TERRE TOUR: levante ligure extraordinary landscapes from Florence
Cinque Terre, recognized by UNESCO as a World Heritage Site, are made up of five
beautiful villages: Monterosso, Vernazza, Corniglia, Manarola and Riomaggiore,
placed in a corner of Liguria. The beauty of this land is not only due to its nature and
its beautiful beaches, in fact these five quaint ...
Price: 650,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=30491P48

Cooking Class in Tuscan farmhouse from Florence
Highlights: ? Learn all secrets to make a perfect italian dish ? Departure from your
local stay ? Cooking Class + Food tastings ? Winery visit ? Three courses lunch ?
Return to your hotel ? About 4 hours experience ? Languages: English Highlights: ?
Learn all secrets to make a perfect italian ...
Price: 235,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=30491P52

Horseback Riding Tour with winery visit from Florence
RIDE THROUGH VINEYARD, OLIVE GROVES AND MEDIEVAL VILLAGES
GETTING IN TUNE WITH SUCH AN INTELLIGENT ANIMAL LIKE A HORSE. cross
the Chianti countryside paths led by an expert guide, admire those world famous hills
covered by olive groves and vineyards and get in tune with nature, your horse and ...
Price: 280,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=30491P56

Make Your Own Wine with an italian Winemaker from Florence
Experts will guide customers step by step, learning how to give a certain character to
your very personal wine. Inside an ancient room under the '700 villa, our winemaker
will describe the different characteristics of the 5 grapes sampled directly from the
oak barrels.- Private tour for couples and ...
Price: 700,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=30491P59
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Montalcino and Montepulciano Tour from Florence
Travelling in Val d'Orcia is an unforgettable experience. Your eyes become dazzled
by the beauty of the colours of this land, unsurprisingly a UNESCO World Heritage
Site. This tour has been created for you to discover the most painted corner of
Tuscany, made of enchanted landscapes, tree-lined ...
Price: 420,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=30491P62

Off-Road Wine Tour in Chianti from Florence
People who love being immersed in the nature and wish to discover Chianti will love
this experience we have created. This excursion will also take you to the best
wineries of the area, known for its incredible photo-inspiring landscapes and cozy,
classic architecture, today mixed with the best ...
Price: 290,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=30491P65

Luxury Brunello wine tour
Montalcino is a little and medieval-shape town located on the top of a hill south of
Siena, immersed in the breathtaking Val d?Orcia natural park and known all over the
world for the production of its precious Brunello di Montalcino wine. Brunello
production is a long process and you have to be ...
Price: 600,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=30491P69

Private Tour of Siena and San Gimignano from Florence
Devoting an entire morning to Siena is a unique opportunity to visit its historic center,
its monuments and discover all the secrets that lie behind one of the most passionate
competitions in Italy: the Palio of Siena.San Gimignano?s historical center has been
declared a UNESCO world heritage site ...
Price: 380,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=30491P70
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Private Florence Artisan and walking tour
Explore the often hidden world of Florentine artisans with this private 3-hour walking
tour through the Oltrarno neighborhood. Stop at the studios and workshops of paper
makers, mosaic and leather artisans, painters, and carpenters are hard at work.
Learn how their crafts are made.Explore the often ...
Price: 160,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=30491P71

Private Florence walking tour with Gelato!
- Private Tour - Departure from your central hotel or an agreed meeting point - The
sequence of locations to be visited may vary and depends on the departure's
meeting point, generally Piazza della Signoria, Duomo Cathedral, Santa Croce
square are always included. - Complimentary Ice Cream - About ...
Price: 165,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=30491P72

Off Road 4WD wine tour in Tuscany from Florence
PEOPLE WHO LOVE BEING IMMERSED IN THE NATURE AND WISH TO
DISCOVER CHIANTI WILL LOVE THIS EXPERIENCE WE HAVE CREATED. Travel
freely and safe with our highly qualified staff available. This excursion will also take
you to the best wineries of the area, known for its incredible photo-inspiring ...
Price: 295,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=30491P73

Luxury Maremma Wine Tour
Everyone knows Florence, Chianti region, Siena, but have you ever heard of
Maremma? We are talking about the coastal area of south-western Tuscany,
stretching between the cities of Livorno and Grosseto. This land has been constantly
flourishing in the last years, becoming a must when you visit ...
Price: 593,89 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=30491P74
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HOT AIR BALLOON TOUR: fly over the stunning tuscan hills
Come and experience the magic of a balloon flight over the hills of Tuscany. Admire
vineyards and cypress trees from above, let yourself be lulled by the fresh air you
breathe at 6000 meters high. - Private tour for couples and small groups - Departure
from the hotel with pick up time to be ...
Price: 500,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=30491P76

Private Fashion Shopping Tour
The famous Florentine craftsmen open the doors of their shops and are ready to
satisfy your curiosity: discover how some extraordinary products of choice are made,
get to understand how they are priced and why. Are you a fashionista, an enthusiast
of clothing, leather, textiles, jewellery, wooden ...
Price: 180,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=30491P77

Private VESPA Tour in Tuscany from Florence
Nothing speaks ?romanticism? more than a tour on a Vespa, a ride through history
and style, that can really change the tone of your holiday. The Vespa experience
offers an original take on touring Tuscany, while we take care of each and every
detail. Leave chaos behind you, enjoy the best of ...
Price: 260,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=30491P79

Private Tuscany Tuk Tuk Tour Including Lunch and Wine Tasting
Having linked its image to that of the Italian Dolce Vita, the Ape has became the
most loved vehicle for famous celebrities among the alleys of Capri, Ischia, Portofino,
Cannes and the Greek islands. What makes Ape such a success? The combination
of modern design and classic Italian styling ...
Price: 260,78 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=30491P8
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Private Walking Tour and Uffizi Museum in Florence
UFFIZI IS BY DEFINITION ?THE? ITALIAN MUSEUM AND ONE OF THE MOST
IMPORTANT MUSEUMS WORLDWIDE. The Uffizi has its roots in 1560, when
Cosimo I de ?Medici commissioned Giorgio Vasari a project for the construction of a
large building to house the administrative and judicial offices (office, work, was ...
Price: 180,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=30491P80

Private Tour of Museum, Cathedral and Baptistery and walking tour of Florence
The Dome is therefore not only a symbol of beauty, but also a magnificent sample of
ingenuity and technical expertise. We have designed this experience to allow
participants to admire all the works host by the Dome and which representing the
timeless beauty and ingenuity of Florentine art. ? Skip ...
Price: 170,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=30491P82

Private Truffle hunt in Tuscany from Florence
The Private truffle hunt Is a unique experience for everybody, for wine and food
lovers and for nature life lovers, for kids and adults, to approach and live the
marvellous and secret world of the several varieties of the Tuscan truffles during
every seasonThe Private truffle hunt Is a unique ...
Price: 270,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=30491P83

Great wine tour in Tuscany From Florence
CHIANTI CLASSICO = RED WINE, EVERYBODY KNOWS. This wine region in
Tuscany, that also gives the name to the most famous wine of the area, has been
implemented by the Etruscans: a population that was here even before the Romans,
people who introduced vines and understood that they could make an ...
Price: 270,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=30491P84
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Wine, Beer and Cheese tasting tour in Tuscany from Florence
Come and enjoy our new food paring tour. We will start the day off departing at 10:00
am from Florence at local Hotels, We will venture down through the hills of Chianti
Classico for a great scenic ride, and will also be driving past the small town of
Castellina in Chainti and San Donato. We will ...
Price: 310,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=30491P88

Private Boat Tour of Arno River in Florence
To date, the original 'Barchetti' sailing Arno in Florence are only four. Participating
this tour one will have an extraordinary chance to enjoy some true beauties of the
Tuscan capital with a local exceptional tour guide and discover curiosities and
secrets of the buildings adorning its banks: ...
Price: 270,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=30491P90

Pasta factory, Winery visit and wine experience in Tuscany from Florence
Pasta and wine: the things you think about when it comes to Tuscany. What?s
behind? Do you know how wheat becomes pasta and grapes turn into wine? Now
you have the chance to learn about it. First you will visit a pasta factory in Chianti,
owned for more than 100 years by the same family then a ...
Price: 340,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=30491P91

Private Florence Food and walking Tour
ITALIAN FOOD IS RECOGNIZED AROUND THE WORLD FOR ITS DELICIOUS
FLAVORS, EXQUISITE DISHES AND WORLD CLASS INGREDIENTS. Even if
many countries now have some good Italian restaurants, it is only when you visit Italy
that you find the best food. Every region is different from the others, and also every
...
Price: 125,18 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=30491P98
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Chianti Wine Tour From Florence
This wine region in Tuscany, that also gives the name to the most famous wine of the
area, has been implemented by the Etruscans: a population that was here even
before the Romans, people who introduced vines and understood that they could
make an alcoholic juice out of grapes.They were the first ...
Price: 262,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=30491P99

Florence Photography Walking Tour: Palaces, Palazzos and Bridges
Turn your vacation snaps into masterpieces on this 3-hour private photography
walking tour of Florence. With a professional photographer guide, explore the
exquisite Piazza della Signoria and Ponte Vecchio, plus some of the city?s
lesser-known sights as you learn how to capture their beauty on ...
Price: 350,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=3061FLR_PH2

Private VIP Exclusive Tour to Siena and San Gimignano with Wine Tasting & Lunch
Exclusive Private Full day Tour available from Florence or Livorno with visits on your
own of these two typical Medieval towns in Tuscany region. Discover with us what's
there to see beyond the big and famous cities of Rome & Florence, and take a "Day
Trip" to see the real Italy in the Chianti ...
Price: 320,24 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=30671P12

Eat Like A Local In Florence: Private & Personalized
At the Sant'Ambrogio Market and Borgo Pinti, you?ll go on a tasty tour of some of
Florence?s best bites ? like schiacciata, a flatbread covered in salt and oil, or
lampredotto sandwich ? boiled cow?s intestine in a herbed green sauce. At Alessi, a
family-run wine bar, pair a Tuscan red with local ...
Price: 120,16 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=30791P762
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Private Full Day Walking Tour In Florence With A Local
In Florence, Italy?s romantic Renaissance jewel, you?ll see ancient contributions to
art, culture, and archaeology around every cobbled corner. You could browse books
at the 300-year-old library, move between monuments like the Torre della Castagna
and the San Lorenzo church, or walk among the ...
Price: 145,10 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=30791P763

Private Half Day Florence Walking Tour With A Local
Italy?s Cradle of the Renaissance is full of sun-dappled archaeological treasures you
could explore, like the site of the Roman amphitheater. You might spend hours in the
medieval San Giovanni quarter, passing by the house where Mona Lisa lived or
visiting the tomb of Botticelli. Perhaps you?ll see ...
Price: 90,69 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=30791P764

Kickstart Your Trip To Florence With A Local: Private & Personalized
Get a crash course in Florence with a local host to get you comfortable in Italy?s
sun-soaked Cradle of the Renaissance. See six of Florence?s most exciting central
areas, and landmarks like Florence Cathedral, Piazza Santa Felicità, and Via dei
Girolami ? a vaulted medieval road. Learn stories ...
Price: 68,02 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=30791P765

Must See Florence With A Local: Private & Personalized
With your local host as your walking, talking guidebook, you?ll experience 20 of
Florence?s top attractions spanning millennia ? from the archaeological layers of the
ancient Roman city on Piazza della Signoria and Piazza della Repubblica to the
historic city center?s unexpectedly trendy shops and ...
Price: 145,10 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=30791P766
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Hidden Gems Of Florence With A Local Host
Your local host will lead you off Florence?s tourist trail in the historic city center to
secret spots your guidebook doesn?t even know about. You?ll explore quiet streets,
like Via Taddea, where Carlo Lorenzini, the author of Pinocchio, was born, and see
Michelangelo?s Laurentian Library, his ...
Price: 56,68 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=30791P768

Skip-the-Line Florence Duomo with Brunelleschi's Dome Climb
Skip the entrance lines and climb to the top of Brunelleschi's Dome with an expert
guide! Majestically dominating the city skyline, the terracotta dome of Basilica di
Santa Maria del Fiore (or Florence Duomo, as it?s more commonly known) is easily
Florence's most iconic attraction. Experience this ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=3092BRUNESCHELLI

Florence Cheese and Wine Tasting
Fine-tune your appreciation of Tuscan wines and cuisine on this convivial 1-hour
wine and cheese tasting in Florence. Head to a traditional, family-run 'enoteca' (wine
bar) and enjoy the authentic setting as your expert, distinguished sommelier
introduces you to four delicious Tuscan wines and ...
Price: 40,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=3092CHEESE

Small-Group Florence Food Walking Tour
Discover the gourmet delights of Florence on a 3.5-hour small-group walking tour
that includes 8 Food Tasting Stops! Follow your expert guide through the city and eat
and drink like the locals. Sip rich Italian coffee, browse a typical Florentine
delicatessen, explore the San Lorenzo Central ...
Price: 70,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=3092FLORENCEFOOD
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Florence Night Segway Tour
Discover the magic of Florence by night on a 2.5-hour evening Segway tour! On your
self-balancing, electric Segway, follow an expert guide around Florence?s charming
streets. Visit beautiful city squares and see top Florence attractions like Palazzo
Vecchio, Basilica of Santa Croce, Florence Duomo ...
Price: 69,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=3092FLRNIGHTSEGWAY

Evening Food Tour of Florence
Stroll the quaint cobblestoned streets of Florence from eatery to eatery as we explore
the culinary delights of the Pearl of the Renaissance. Your guide will take you on a
journey through the food culture of Florence where you will taste some of the iconic
dishes of this one-of-a-kind city. No trip ...
Price: 70,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=3092P39

Florence City Bike Tour
Pedal across the Renaissance Pearl and hear all about the fascinating history of
Florence. See all the best sites Florence has to offer in just a few hours including the
famous Dome of Brunelleschi which dominates the skyline. You tour will also pass by
the Uffizi Gallery, Republic Square and the ...
Price: 35,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=3092P40

Florence Palazzo Vecchio Tour including Arnolfo Tower
Journey into the heart of antiquity with a skip-the-line tour of Florence's Palazzo
Vecchio Palace and a look at what lies beneath this exquisite town hall's foundations.
Enjoy the expertise of an art historian guide who will lead you through the
13th-century structure, pointing out the remnants of ...
Price: 70,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=3092P44
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Florence Segway Tour
Glide through the streets of Florence on the coolest ride of the 21st century - a
Segway! You'll have the time of your life while discovering the many wonders of this
wonderful Renaissance city. Far easier than walking, and more unique and private
than a coach tour, getting around Florence on a ...
Price: 59,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=3092SEGWAY

Duomo Florence Private Tour with 5-star Guide
The Duomo Complex in Florence is one of the greatest sites in the world. Come and
join us on our 1.5-hour tour of the Cathedral Square, the Baptistery of St. John, and
the Opera del Duomo Museum and uncover the history of these spectacular
monuments. Continue the exploration of the massive ...
Price: 130,39 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=31070P100

Accademia Gallery Private Tour with 5-star Guide
Accademia Gallery is one of the most visited museums in all of Florence. Its main
attraction is the exquisite Statue of David, however, it offers many more
masterpieces and notable works of art.Booking a private tour of the Accademia
guarantees you will get the most out of your visit. Firstly, upon ...
Price: 130,39 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=31070P101

Palazzo Vecchio Guided Tour in Florence
Palazzo Vecchio is one of the most significant historic buildings in all of Florence. For
decades, the palace served as a glamorous backdrop to the daily lives of the most
powerful Florentine family, the Medici. Booking Palazzo Vecchio guided tour takes
you on a journey through the artistic, ...
Price: 36,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=31070P102
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Palazzo Vecchio and Uffizi Gallery Guided Tour
Both Palazzo Vecchio and Uffizi Gallery played a central role in the social and
political life of Florence. Palazzo Vecchio used to be the ?humble? home of the
powerful Medici family before they moved to even more glamorous Palazzo Pitti.
Uffizi Gallery, on the other hand, was built to serve as ...
Price: 79,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=31070P103

Uffizi Gallery Semi Private Tour (9 Person)
Surround yourself with artworks by Botticelli, Caravaggio, Da Vinci, Raphael, Titian
and more on your personalized Fast Track Small Group Uffizi Gallery Tour. Learn the
skills to decipher meaning in the artwork thanks to an art expert guide.learning the
skills to decipher meaning in the artworks by ...
Price: 49,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=31070P107

Skip the Line: Palazzo Vecchio Museum Ticket with Tower & Battlement Access
You can have the best view of Florence City from the Tower of Palazzo Vecchio.
Please note that when there are bad weather conditions Access to Tower will be
prohibited.You can have the best view of Florence City from the Tower of Palazzo
Vecchio. Please note that when there are bad weather ...
Price: 21,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=31070P108

Palazzo Vecchio private tour with a 5-star guide
Enjoy an insightful private tour of Palazzo Vecchio with a 5-star tour guide. Visiting
Palazzo Vecchio is an incredible experience but without a tour guide, you will deny
yourself a unique opportunity to learn the secrets hidden within its walls. Constructed
more than 700 years ago, it has ...
Price: 130,39 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=31070P111
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Bargello private tour with a 5-star tour guide
Think beyond traditional touristic destinations and discover a new side of Florentine
history taking a private tour in Bargello Museum. Built more than 750 years ago as
the Headquarters of Captain of the People Bargello was later transformed into the
most horrifying jail of Florence to finally ...
Price: 93,89 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=31070P112

Medici Chapels private tour with a 5 star tour guide
Enjoy an insightful private tour of the Medici Chapels, two landmarks of Florentine
architecture and the final resting place of members of the famous dynasty that
shaped the history of Florence. If you are an art lover it?s a must, but without a tour
guide you will deny yourself a unique ...
Price: 93,89 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=31070P113

Uffizi Gallery Admission Ticket in Florence
Romantic Florence is a city of art overflowing with rich history. In fact, the reminders
of its grandeur hide around every corner and behind every door. There is so much to
see that, at times, it?s hard to decide which places to visit during your trip. One of the
museums you should not miss ...
Price: 39,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=31070P12

Skip the Line: David & Accademia Gallery Ticket
The clandestine piazzas and crooked streets of Florence are home to many curious
stories, art, and breathtaking historical heritage. One of the most noteworthy
museums in Florence is the Accademia Gallery. It houses the enthralling marble
statue and paintings of the Grand Renaissance artists such ...
Price: 20,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=31070P125
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Florence Duomo Reserved Time Entrance Tickets
Florence's remarkable Duomo is the city's most quintessential landmark. The
monument, an impressive construction adorned with a white, pink, and green marble
facade and elegant campanile (bell tower), dominates the city?s skyline. Filippo
Brunelleschi's red-tiled cupola caps the building like a ...
Price: 11,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=31070P128

Skip the Line: Florence's Accademia Gallery Priority Entrance Ticket
Devote as much time as you wish to the exploration of one of the best museums in
Florence. Welcoming hundreds of thousands of visitors annually, the "Accademia" is
busy all year round so it?s worth planning your visit! Admire its biggest treasures like
the enthralling statues of Renaissance famous ...
Price: 22,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=31070P13

Uffizi Gallery Small Group Tour with Guide
Enjoy a 2-hour guided tour of the Uffizi Gallery with priority entrance access. Learn
about the must-see masterpieces hiding in the labyrinth. Explore 50 rooms with more
than 1800 paintings, sculptures, and antiques that stand as witnesses to the richness
and splendor of Roman heritage. Witness ...
Price: 45,90 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=31070P14

David & Accademia Gallery Tour - Florence (Reserved Entrance)
You can find out the marvelous associated to the Michelangelo?s David, by joining
the Accademia Gallery Tour, of about one hour long, conducted by professional
licensed guides. In addition to exploring the highlights of the gallery, you will get to
skip the line which barricades the entry to the ...
Price: 34,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=31070P21
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Uffizi Gallery Private Tour with 5 Stars Guide
Florence?s Galleria Degli Uffizi extends across two floors and over fifty rooms,
displaying more than a hundred thousand elaborate works of art. They are the grand
ambassadors of Florentine unmatched cultural heritage. No wonder Uffizi ranks
among the busiest attractions in town. Such splendour ...
Price: 144,65 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=31070P22

Early Bird Florence Walking Tour & Uffizi Gallery Visit (Reserved entrance)
Grasp the essence of Florence with our Uffizi Gallery and Florence Walking Tour. In
about four hours, you will be able to acquaint yourself with the city?s streets,
landmarks, history as well as one of the most visited museums, the Uffizi.On your
journey, you will see and learn about the famous ...
Price: 70,94 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=31070P27

Florence City Walking Tour - TOP 10 Highlights
Is this your first time in Florence? Then you deserve a proper introduction! "Florence
City Walking Tour - TOP 10 Attractions" is perfect for those interested in learning
about the currents that shaped this city throughout history. The journey starts with
the city?s ancient Roman roots, it ...
Price: 3,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=31070P28

BE THE FIRST: Early Bird Florence Walking Tour & Accademia Gallery (David)
Staying just one day in Florence? No problem, you can still experience it to the
fullest. Our Florence walking tour includes a guided tour of the Accademia Gallery
with priority entrance as well as a walking tour of the historic city center. You will kick
off with one of the most notewothry museums ...
Price: 59,46 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=31070P38
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Florence: Dome Climb Up Guided Tour
Save precious time with a fast-track entry ticket to Florence Dome and get more time
to see the sights of the cathedral complex while climbing up the Dome with an expert
guide.Marvel at the marble monuments of the historic site, including the freestanding
campanile of Giotto?s Bell Tower. Climb up ...
Price: 40,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=31070P40

Florence Dome Climb Up Ticket (Duomo Florence)
The panoramic skyline of Florence from Bell Tower would not feel complete without
the palatial Duomo. In the same way, your trip to Florence would not be entirely
whole without paying a visit to this treasured landmark. Grand and imposing, Duomo
is worthy of your time. Our Duomo Florence Tickets ...
Price: 27,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=31070P42

BE THE FIRST! Early Bird Florence Half Day Tour: Uffizi, Accademia, Walking Tour
Travelling to Florence for the first time and not sure where to start? Coming to
Florence for a couple of days and want to make sure you don?t miss anything?
Planning a tour of the Cradle of the Renaissance is not an easy thing as Florence is
small but full of attractions. Join our Florence ...
Price: 115,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=31070P5

Duomo Uffizi, and Accademia Pass
Marvel at the Statue of David, explore Uffizi Gallery and enjoy views from the top of
Brunelleschi?s Duomo without hassle. Visit Florence Gold Pass will keep you outside
the queues as well as satisfy your thirst for knowledge with the handy audio
guide.Marvel at the Statue of David, explore Uffizi ...
Price: 155,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=31070P53
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Duomo, Uffizi, Accademia & Santa Croce Pass
Enjoy fast-tracked entries, and professionally guided tours of the best attractions
Florence has to offer. Marvel at the Statue of David, explore Uffizi Gallery and enjoy
views from the top of Brunelleschi?s Duomo without hassle.Enjoy fast-tracked
entries, and professionally guided tours of the ...
Price: 145,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=31070P54

Uffizi Entrance Ticket and Self Guided Tour
Soak in the most amazing collection of Italian Renaissance art hiding inside
Florence?s exquisite u-shaped Galleria degli Uffizi. Moreover, satisfy your curiosity
with a sped up access as well as a delightful input of an incredibly practical audio
guide appSoak in the most amazing collection of ...
Price: 43,82 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=31070P63

Accademia Entrance Ticket and Self Guided Tour
Booking Accademia ticket with Audio Guide guarantees you will get to enter the
museum without much hassle and waiting (though stills passing through the security
check). You?ll get to see the famous Statue of David as well as many other
masterpieces. In fact, you?ll get to do that with an ...
Price: 25,04 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=31070P64

Food Tasting Tour in Florence
Join a food tour in Florence and explore the history and culture of the city through the
simple yet powerful element - gastronomy. With an expert guide, visit the oldest
bakery in Florence as well as the famous San Lorenzo Market. Two hours, five stops,
and authentic local food.Join a food tour in ...
Price: 89,02 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=31070P75
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Duomo, Uffizi, and Accademia Pass
Wonder about the Statue of David, investigate Uffizi Gallery and appreciate sees
from the highest point of Brunelleschi's Duomo without issue. Visit Florence Gold
Pass will keep you outside the lines and additionally fulfill your hunger for learning
with the convenient sound guide.Wonder about the ...
Price: 130,39 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=31070P83

Uffizi Tour with Digital City Map
Join an expert guide and explore the greatest artworks inside the renown Uffizi
Gallery and embark on a journey through the history of art. For the rest of your stay
in Florence, enjoy POP Guide?s digital city map with sightseeing routes, transport
information and audio tracks highlighting the best ...
Price: 65,72 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=31070P92

Florence Accademia Tour with Digital City Map and Audio Guide
Capture the essence of Michelangelo?s David and other works inside Accademia
Gallery with an expert guide. The tour will treat you to a fast-track entry and an
interesting, in-depth commentary. After the tour, you are free to enjoy the perks of
the digital interactive city map full information, ...
Price: 52,16 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=31070P93

Florence: All in Pass Duomo Uffizi, and Accademia
Visit Florence Gold Pass will keep you outside the lines and also fulfill your hunger
for information with the convenient audio guide.Wonder about the Statue of David,
discover Uffizi Gallery and admire the city from the highest point of Brunelleschi's
DuomoVisit Florence Gold Pass will keep you ...
Price: 130,39 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=31070P96
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Uffizi Gallery Private Tour with 5-star Guide
Uffizi Gallery houses one of the most extensive art collections in the world and
features some of the most esteemed Renaissance artists. Booking Uffizi private tour
with a highly recommended guide allows you to get the most out of your visit.Upon
meeting your guide at the meeting point close to the ...
Price: 140,83 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=31070P99

Private Day Trip from Rome to Florence by Fast train
Travel to the heart of the Renaissance, Florence. See the Duomo, Uffizi Gallery,
Accademia with Michelangelo's David, Palazzo Signoria and Ponte Vecchio with
your private guide and get amazed by the wonders of this beautiful city. In one day,
you will visit all must-see highlights of Florence and ...
Price: 724,97 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=31810P26

Best of Florence Tour with Michelangelo's David
Florence, city of Leonardo da Vinci, Dante and the powerful Medici, this city full of
history is a true paradise for Renaissance art lovers. Visit important places as the
Duomo, the Baptistery of Saint John and Michelangelo's David. Learn about the lives
of the artists and uncover the secrets ...
Price: 82,41 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=31810P44

Uffizi Gallery Small Group Tour: Discover Enlightening Masterpieces
Visit the home of Renaissance art, the Uffizi Gallery. This gallery has the world's
most outstanding Renaissance art collection which is displayed in a beautiful
16th-century palace. Visit masterpieces from the greatest artists of the Renaissance
like Botticelli, Raphael, Titian, Leonardo da Vinci, ...
Price: 66,76 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=31810P45
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Private Day in Florence: An Immersive Experience
During the Florence in a day tour, we will take you to all the highlights of this beautiful
city. Florence is well known as the ?heart? of the Italian Renaissance, with its
famous museums like the Uffizi Gallery, Accademia and many other lesser-known
palaces with unique artworks. Step into the ...
Price: 310,85 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=31810P46

Private Uffizi Gallery Tour
Our private tour will take you on a journey back to the dawn of Italian Renaissance:
let yourself be enchanted by the magnificent facade of the Duomo, with
Brunelleschi?s dome, discover the marvellous Piazza della Signoria with its beautiful
Loggia, an actual open-air art gallery.Journey through ...
Price: 297,29 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=31810P47

Private Gallery of the accademy of Florence Tour with Uffizi
An engaging opportunity to see the two most important museums of Florence for
those with limited time. We will have our expert guides take you first to see
Michelangelo's David as well as his Slaves that were unfinished works for Pope
Julius the 2nd. Then we go to the great art collection of the ...
Price: 412,04 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=31810P58

Private Best of Florence With Uffizi Gallery
Discover how this extraordinary art gallery has not only some of the greatest works of
art in Florence, but in the entire world. You will learn about and witness some of the
great protagonists in Italian Art. You will see all of the great masters such as Giotto,
Botticelli, Da Vinci, Raphael, ...
Price: 412,04 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=31810P59
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Private Siena and San Gimignano : Day Trip From Florence
Enrich your trip to Florence with a voyage into the heart of Tuscany, with a visit to
two of the most beautiful, characteristic towns - Siena and San Gimignano. A car and
expert driver will be waiting for you at your hotel in Florence to take you to San
Gimignano where you will meet our guide and ...
Price: 1.329,98 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=31810P60

Private Livorno Shore Excursion To Florence By Car
Though Florence is a city that could easily occupy the curious traveller for a lifetime,
its rich culture can be spectacularly brought to life over the course of a single day. A
car and driver will be waiting for you at the port when you disembark to take you to
Florence where you will meet our ...
Price: 1.434,29 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=31810P61

Private Shore Excursion To Pisa & Florence:The Best Of Tuscany in a Day
Homeland of great artists, politicians and scientists, cradle of the Renaissance,
Tuscany is undeniably one of the most beautiful regions in Italy. With its artistic
treasures, its beautiful landscapes, its delicious cuisine and unbeatable quality wines,
Tuscany has a lot to offer to its curious ...
Price: 1.434,29 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=31810P62

Virtual Florence Duomo and Baptistery Tour: The Heart of Renaissance Florence
*** START TIME IS US EST *** Embark on a journey back in time to the Italian
Renaissance on our virtual tour of Florence's spectacular cathedral and baptistry.
Join our expert local guide Angelo to discover how the city's immense, unforgettable
Duomo has been at the centre of life in Florence for ...
Price: 10,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=31810P71
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Michelangelo's David Virtual Tour: The Genius of Renaissance Florence
*** START TIME IS US EST *** In the world of Renaissance Florence, one man and
one sculpture reign supreme. Join art historian Emily to unravel the fascinating story
of Michelangelo?s sculpture of David, and find out why the artist?s most famous
sculpture would fast become an icon of the Florentine ...
Price: 10,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=31810P80

Full-Day Tour of Florence from Rome with Transfers
Explore the Renaissance city of Florence on a full-day tour from Rome. In this
Tuscan capital, you will see medieval sites, a picturesque view of the valley, and
admire one of Michelangelo's most famous work, the statue of David, plus see his
burial spot. Enjoy a pizza lunch before heading back to ...
Price: 258,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=32082P1

Full day to Chianti Classico production area
Full day to Chianti Classico production area, you'll visit 4/5 differents cellar, having
lunch in one of these.Full day to Chianti Classico production area, you'll visit 4/5
differents cellar, having lunch in one of these.Full day to Chianti Classico production
area, you'll visit 4/5 differents ...
Price: 80,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=33014P2

Best of 5 Terre
THE BEST OF 5 TERRE - 10 hrs. excursion? 8.00am meet your driver-guide*** at
the pick up location, traveling to 5 Terre don?t miss to see the spectacular marble
quarries of Carrara and, approaching 5 Terre along the panoramic road, enjoy the
gorgeous views of the five villages.? get off in ...
Price: 650,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=33014P5
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Brunelleschiâ€™s Dome Climb: Direct access at fixed times
Enjoy a privileged access to the fascinating Opera del Duomo Museum, that hosts
the largest concentration of Florentine monumental sculptures in the world: it
includes medieval and Renaissance artworks by the leading artists of the era, over
750 works of art covering 720 years of history. You will ...
Price: 64,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=33060P20

Priority Entry to Florence Cathedral and Exclusive Crypt Tour
Make your way towards the privileged entrance that will allow you to skip all the lines
and access the Duomo Cathedral.Listen to your guide's explanation about one of the
largest churches in the world, dedicated to the Virgin of the Flower. Walk towards the
end of the aisle and marvel at the view ...
Price: 36,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=33060P21

The Complete Wine Tour Brunello, Nobile, Chianti wine experience
Get a personalized tour of Montalcino, Montepulciano, and the Chianti region during
this 10-hour private excursion from Florence. Enjoy 2 or 3 different regional varieties:
Nobile, Brunello, and Chianti Classico with a dedicated driver guide exploring the
towns of Castellina in Chianti and the ...
Price: 203,06 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=35049P11

Tuscany Highlits: Day Trip San Gimignano, Pisa, Siena, Chianti Winery
Visit the best known Tuscan cities and attractions Pisa, Chianti Classico,
Lucca! This small group tour (max. 8) will be custom made according to your
requirements and it can be adjusted as you go.Visit the best known Tuscan cities
and attractions Pisa, Chianti Classico, Lucca! This small group ...
Price: 124,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=35049P16
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Escorted Tour Tastes of Tuscany: Pisa, Siena, San Gimignano and Chianti
Visit the best known Tuscan cities and attractions Pisa, Chianti Classico, Siena! This
small group tour will be custom made according to your requirements and it can be
adjusted as you go.Visit the best known Tuscan cities and attractions Pisa, Chianti
Classico, Siena! This small group tour will be ...
Price: 189,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=35049P18

Discovering the wonders of Florence
We will start from the old centre of the Roman town, todays Piazza della Repubblica,
in front of the Gilli Cafe.We will walk with you through the beauty of the city, moving
around the oldest medieval streets of the city centre, lined up with towers. We
reach Piazza Signoria, the political heart of ...
Price: 15,27 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=35049P28

Small Group Tour: Cinque Terre Jems
Visit three historic towns in Cinque Terre with its terraced slopes, pastel squares, and
numerous viewing points.Visit the historic towns of Manarola or Riomaggiore and
Vernazza or Corniglia. Travel by minivan to the Cinque Terre and explore the
historical towns with the use of the train or boat, ...
Price: 124,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=35049P29

Escorted Tour: Chianti Winery, Montefioralle, and Greve in Chianti
Enjoy a taste of Tuscany on a 5-hour morning or afternoon escorted tour to the
Chianti region from Florence. With a guide just for your sole group, you?ll visit the
fortress Castle of Montefioralle and the market town of Greve in Chianti. Finish with a
winery visit to sample the renowned Chianti ...
Price: 79,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=35049P3
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Explore Tuscany's Wonders in Three Nights and Four Days
Get a personalized tour of Montalcino, Montepulciano, and the Chianti region during
this four Days and three Nights private excursion from Florence. Enjoy three different
regional and world famous varieties: Nobile, Brunello, and Chianti Classico with a
dedicated driver guide exploring the towns of ...
Price: 795,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=35049P41

Day Trip San Gimignano, Chianti Winery and Pisa
Get a personalized tour of San Gimignano during this 9-hour p excursion from the
port of Livorno. With just your small group and dedicated driver guide, explore the
squares of San Gimignano, Florence and stop for a visit of the Chianti Classico wine
area. R-trip private transportation from a ...
Price: 239,92 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=35049P44

Private tour Brunello di Montalcino and Nobile di Montepulciano wine experience in Tuscany
In this p tour, you will travel from your hotel/accomodationton the historic town of
Montepulciano, sampling its atmosphere and wine before moving on to the Tuscan
hill town of Montalcino. Afterwards, you will be driven back to Florence via the
panoramic Cassia Road that travels through the ...
Price: 278,52 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=35049P8

Small Group Tour: Cinque Terre with the Leaning Tower of Pisa
Visit the historic towns of Manarola, Vernazza, and Riomaggiore with its terraced
slopes, pastel squares, and numerous viewing pointsReach Vernazza by boat and
explore its harbor area and beachMake a stop, on the way back, in Pisa, visit the
historical "Square of the Miracles" with the famous ...
Price: 124,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=35049P9
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Florence Sunset Wine Tour
Relaxing aperitivo wine tour during sunset in Florence while enjoying typical Tuscan
Chianti wine with special crostini snacks. Tour discovering Ponte Vecchio, Oltrarno,
Santo Spirito, San Frediano districts and the historic center of Florence.Relaxing
aperitivo wine tour during sunset in Florence ...
Price: 51,12 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=35344P1

Florence Antiquarian Houses Private Art Tour
Tour of 3 hours to discover the very diverse Florence. Nowadays museums, which
are the past of houses of two very great Florentines: Stefano Bardini and Rodolfo
Siviero. The tour with stories of the characters whom the Florentines loved and
hated!Tour of 3 hours to discover the very diverse ...
Price: 140,83 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=35344P10

Museo di San Marco in Florence: Beato Angelico, Savonarola and the Medicis
2-hour tour in one of the less famous and most impressive museums in the world:
The Convent San Marco, with its cells of the Dominican friars and the cell where
Cosimo The Elder Medici used to pray! Each cell has been frescoed by Beato
Angelico, one of the great painters of the Renaissance and a ...
Price: 145,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=35344P11

Egyptian Mummies and the Etruscans in Florence: an amazing unvealed exhibition!
The National Archaeological Museum of Florence contains one of the most
comprehensive collections of Italian archaeology with a chance to admire an
impressive collections of ancient civilisations: Etruscan, Roman, Greek, Egyptian.
Here are Etruscan urns and tombs found in Tuscany, the famous ...
Price: 130,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=35344P12
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Medici Chapels and San Lorenzo Basilica Private Tour
One of the places that best represents the power of the Medici family, the splendor of
Michelangelo's sculptures and the glitz of the Chapel of the Princes: you will enjoy
the splendid San Lorenzo Basilica, that was the parish church of the Medici. All
official and important ceremonies of the ...
Price: 180,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=35344P13

Michelangelo' House and Santa Croce Basilica Private Tour
Visit Michelangelo's home with his early artworks and the burial place Santa Croce
Church. Enjoy the splendor of the Renaissance. This private tour provides three
hours full of stories regarding the legendary Florentine master , the most important
artist in Italy and in the world: Michelangelo ...
Price: 165,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=35344P14

Pitti Palace and Boboli Gardens Private Tour
Pitti Palace at the time was the largest residence in Florence and also the most
magnificent. Its ceilings are Amazing, with frescoes and stuccos, its rooms are rich in
famous paintings, sculptures and secret corners. Boboli monumental gardens are
the best example in the world of an Italian ...
Price: 190,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=35344P15

Michelangelo's David: Accademia Gallery Private tour
Give yourself a beautiful time and visit Accademia Gallery, a must-see in Florence.
Our informative tour with local guide provides wonderful exploration within
museum rooms, artworks, paintings, Stradivari violins and the most
important highlight of this tour: Michelangelo's David.Give yourself a ...
Price: 180,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=35344P16
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Exclusive Uffizi Gallery Private Visit
The Uffizi Gallery is the most famous museum in Florence, Italy and the whole world,
given the extensive amount of artwork and masterpieces housed such as THE
BIRTH OF VENUS and THE SPRING by Sandro Botticelli. Most of the Renaissance
paintings are hanging on the Uffizi's walls! The main part of ...
Price: 190,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=35344P17

Bargello Museum Private Tour: Michelangelo's Bacchus & Donatello's David
Bargello building as a National Museum began in the mid-19th century. Today is the
setting for works of sculpture, especially from large ducal collections, many examples
of Gothic decorative minor arts and many important sculptures of Michelangelo and
Donatello.Bargello building as a National ...
Price: 117,88 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=35344P18

Santa Maria Novella Private Tour
It is 3 hour tour of history and interesting facts about the very special place in
Florence - Santa Maria Novella church and square, which was the site of many
celebrations and events in the past. It is the first great basilica in Florence, and is the
Florence chief Dominican church. Inside the ...
Price: 148,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=35344P19

Inferno Florence Guided Tour
Revive the suspense of the inferno novel during 2-hour guided group tour and meet
the symbols of Florence described in Dan Brown's bestseller book! We will follow the
clues together with Professor Robert Langdon.Revive the suspense of the
inferno novel during 2-hour guided group tour and meet the ...
Price: 44,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=35344P2
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Private Tour of the Medici Family Villas in Florence
Learn about the Medici family on a visit to the villas where they once lived, and hear
tales about their lives in Renaissance Florence. With your own private guide, you?ll
explore the gardens and interiors of Villa Petraia and Villa di Castello, and
discover the wealth and influence of the Medici ...
Price: 158,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=35344P20

Galileo Galilei Private Science Tour of Florence
A tour with a sight to Florence and a view up, to the stars! Tour dedicated to honour
the father of science from Florence, Galileo Galilei, following the trails of this
personality, fascinating 4-hour through the places in the city to testify to the
greatness of a man and a scientist.A tour with a ...
Price: 200,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=35344P22

Inferno by Dan Brown Novel 4 hours with Boboli Gardens
A private tour in Florence to discover the places and the mysteries mentioned in
the novel by Dan Brown.Nine circles, seven sins, a terrifying secret. Revive the book
and the movie with our expert guides!A private tour in Florence to discover the
places and the mysteries mentioned in the novel by ...
Price: 260,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=35344P23

Uphill to Piazzale Michelangelo & San Miniato Basilica Panoramic Walking Tour
Enjoy a 2.5-hour walk starting from Ponte Vecchio up to Piazzale Michelangelo. You
would need to wear comfortable shoes and bring some water with you. The way up
to Piazzale Michelangelo is not a difficult walk. Amid green gardens up on a
stone centuries old staircase, it is definitely worth to ...
Price: 130,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=35344P24
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Modern Art in Florence Private Tour
After 50 years Florence has finally opened its Museum of the twentieth
century!Surprisingly in such a place of the city of glorious past of mankind: the St.
Paul's Hospital. A place for pilgrims and a school for poor girls. It was one of the first
schools for girls in the world, under the Grand ...
Price: 140,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=35344P25

Private Florence Shopping Tour
Florence private 3 hours Shopping Tour: A tour in Florence full of Made in Italy
privileged products and specialities of Tuscany and in particular those typical
Florentine. Designed for those who love the extraordinary style to bring home an
authentic Florence Style! Typical products of Florence ...
Price: 160,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=35344P26

Prepare a dinner with the Florentine Countess in her Villa: cooking class
Constanza is a true Florentine lady of noble birth. She lives in 1600 dwelling with
husband Giambruno and beautiful daughter Sofia. As she is a wonderful host for
dinner with traditional food our tour aims in participating in authentic Florentine family
life making their favorite traditional Tuscan ...
Price: 190,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=35344P27

Florentine Fashion Private Tour
This tour is an excellent appointment with the history of Fashion 'Made in Italy' and a
unique occasion to understand the history and the creative genius of the GUCCI and
FERRAGAMO families in Florence, by visiting the museums dedicated to the most
famous fashion "maison" in the world!Italian ...
Price: 168,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=35344P28
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Private Florence Wine Tour
Relaxing wine tour in Florence to discover the important attractions in town,
while enjoying typical Tuscan Chianti wine with special Italian crostini snacks. Tour
discovering Ponte Vecchio, Oltrarno, Santo Spirito, San Frediano districts, Dante's
house and also the historic religious center of ...
Price: 190,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=35344P29

Duomo Monumental Tour
Among all the masterpieces of art that are famous in city of Florence, the complex of
the Florence Cathedral is a must-see for everyone: Cathedral, Baptistery, Duomo
Museum. The three buildings are a part of UNESCO World Heritage Sites. You' ll be
given a combo ticket for all monuments and lead by ...
Price: 86,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=35344P3

Visit a private Florentine Medieval Tower and meet the Owner
The Medieval Florence is represented nowadays by still standing Towers-Houses
located around the city. Inside these towers medieval families lived and also
protected themselves from enemies. During the tour your guide will speak about the
struggle and rivalry between the Guelph and Ghibelline, two ...
Price: 235,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=35344P30

The Medicis: The Movie, The Family, The Palace!
Are you in love with Florence? Are you passionate about History, Art and especially
about the events of the Medici family? Did you enjoy the TV movie "The Medicis"?
Do you want to know more about Cosimo The Elder, Rinaldo Degli Albizzi, the Pazzi
Family and of course about Lorenzo the Magnificient? ...
Price: 152,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=35344P43
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Climb up the secret tower: see Florence from the top!
Feel the thrill of an unique panorama of Florence. Enjoy the whole city from a secret
location with an unique 360-degree view. An exciting one hour and a half tour, in the
heart of Florence that will allows to discover a secret place that holds original statues
of the Masters of the Renaissance. ...
Price: 30,26 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=35344P45

Tour of the Medici Family: Lorenzo The Magnificient and the TV movie
Relive the story of the family that managed to become the symbol of a city, facing
countless obstacles, betrayals and victories. Explore the most symbolic places of the
Medici family in Florence, the most famous city of the Renaissance. See where many
of the scenes from the tv series ?THE MEDICI? ...
Price: 48,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=35344P46

Top Giotto's Belltower and all museums of Florence Cathedral
A total new and original tour that makes you happy, while climbing the Bell Tower of
Florence up to 87 metres ..... to the top! A unique occasion to touch the landscape of
Florence and enjoy moreover the Baptistry and the Duomo Museum with an expert
guide.Climb up Giotto's Belltower and be ...
Price: 56,33 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=35344P52

Florence Dome and Dome Monuments: a full guided experience!
You can?t miss the ascent up to the Dome of Florence with its superb landscascape,
the interior of the Baptistry with its Bizantine golden mosaics and the Dome Museum
with original manufacts of Donatello, Michelangelo and more. Simply join this tour!
Climb up the superb Brunelleschi Dome skipping ...
Price: 60,51 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=35344P53
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Sit and walk Florence tour with Gelato
If you want to explore the city of Firenze (Florence), walk as little as possible, and eat
gelato this is the tour for you! This brand-new tour with walking stools allows you to
reach the monuments and tradition of Florence in full comfort! Visit the Religious
Center: Baptistery, Giotto's Bell ...
Price: 45,90 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=35344P54

VIP Private Tour Florence Cathedral Dome & Monuments
Three hours plunged in the Florentine Renaissance! Discover all the meanings
hidden behind the various statues that decorate the façade of the cathedral and
admire the monuments inside this church that is rich in history, including the Crypt of
Santa Reparata? Don?t miss the chance to contemplate ...
Price: 187,77 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=35344P56

Medici and Chianti Wine: the new Medici Family Museum in Florence!
In the just opened Museum in Florence about the history of the Medici family you will
find the story of all the characters of the Medici family: beautiful ladies, cardinals,
popes, alchemists, knights and wives of kings, like Catherine and Mary. The Medici
were patrons of paintings, sculptures and ...
Price: 146,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=35344P59

Florence Private Full-Day Tour with Uffizi and Accademia Gallery
Very comprehensive tour of 6 hours to visit, see and get to know all the most
important about the city including the two of the most important museums in
Florence, Italy and the whole world: Galleria degli Uffizi and Accademia Gallery.Very
comprehensive tour of 6 hours to visit, see and get to know ...
Price: 330,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=35344P6

Pinocchio's adventures:the places of the writer Collodi and his Puppet Pinocchio
Do you want to be a child again by living the adventures of the most famous puppet
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in the world? The Cat and the Fox, the adorable Blue Fairy, the Terrible Fish-dog, the
thoughtful Geppetto, not to mention the Talking Cricket: you will meet all these
characters on a journey that will make young and ...
Price: 695,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=35344P60

Six Underground: the speedy but slow Golf Cart tour
Six heroes, a green car and the monuments of the cradle of the Renaissance: a
unique experience that combines the passion for action films and the beauty of one
of the most famous cities in the world for its history.WITH OUR MINICAR WE WILL
MAKE YOU EASILY TRY THE PLACES WHERE MICHAEL BAY'S ACTION ...
Price: 598,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=35344P61

The Florentine Mosaic private tour
One-hour guided tour inside the Opificio delle Pietre Dure (Workshop of the inlaid of
semiprecious stones): the Florentine Mosaic of semi-precious stones created by
Ferdinando de' Medici. It was a workshop for the creation of decorations for the
tombs of the Medici family.In order to enjoy the ...
Price: 140,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=35344P62

Uffizi Treasure Hunt for Families
Enjoy a family-orientated guided tour, guaranteed to keep the kids entertainedSearch
for the hidden scultures in Michelangelo's Tondo DoniDiscover artistic masterpieces
in the most visited renaissance gallery in the worldPlay and learn together with your
family and the help of an expert tour guide. ...
Price: 165,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=35344P63

Medici Dynasty Museum Tour with Winetasting
Medici and Chianti Wine: the Medici Family Museum in Florence! will find the
Discover the history of all the members of the Medici family: ladies, cardinals, popes,
alchemists, knights and wives of kings, like Catherine and Mary. The Medici were
patrons of paintings, sculptures and palaces, ...
Price: 140,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=35344P64
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Raffaello (Raphael): his extraordinary life and artworks in Florence
Raffaello Sanzio from Urbino contributed to beautify the city of Florence during his
stay in our city from 1504 to 1508. He died at the age of 37 in 1520. On the occasion
of the anniversary of his death we have created a special tour about this undiscussed
painter. The Palatine Gallery , Palazzo ...
Price: 195,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=35344P65

Electric Scooter Tour of Florence
Let?s explore Florence together by an innovative, comfortable, carefree fun way: an
electric scooter!You want a sightseeing of Florence, the city of the Renaissance. Do
you have just short time to have it? This is the perfect tour for you and your friends!
An amazing original means of ...
Price: 185,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=35344P66

Florence soft rafting experience
This excursion involves the descent of the Arno River section which passes through
Florence city. The river here is very peaceful and is therefore ideal for taking
photographs and admiring the artistic beauty of the city from a new perspective. The
descent of the S.Niccolò fishing hut is ...
Price: 165,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=35344P67

Street Art Tour in Florence
If you've had enough with galleries, if you think that art only hangs inside the
museums, if you presume that Florence is just the cradle of the Renaissance, be
ready to change your mind, and join us in this street art walking tour.We will be able
to show you another side of the city.Explore with ...
Price: 150,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=35344P68

The Florentine House of the 14th Century: 1 hour tour in the Renaissance life
Whatever you dream about the Renaissance Domestic life is cointained inside
Palazzo Davanzati.It is a house of the 14th Century where you can experience the
every day life of the Renaissance: the rooms, the kitchen, the toilets. Original
frescoes and furniture.A tour of one hour discovery of life ...
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Price: 95,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=35344P7

Private Guided Tour of Palazzo Vecchio in Florence
Palazzo Vecchio, Old Palace, is a must to see in Florence. It is an outstanding
Medieval Castle, with a high tower as well, when you look at it from outside, Once
you enter inside.....it's full Renaissance period! High decorated ceiling, the huge Hall
of 500, Renaissance statues by Donatello and ...
Price: 128,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=35344P70

Spedale degli Innocenti: the first Orphanage ever built
Spedale degli Innocenti is located in one of the first very famous Renaissance
architecture in the world, created by Filippo Brunelleschi, in the beautiful Piazza
Santissima Annunziata in Florence. The Chiildren Hospital was born into a legacy
for creating a place for the care and support of ...
Price: 150,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=35344P8

Tuscan Delicious Food Private Tour
Enjoy the flavors of Tuscany with this private 3-hour food and wine tour of Florence.
Walk through the historic streets of central Florence, passing the Duomo, Piazza
della Signoria, Ponte Vecchio, and more. Taste crostini, salami, lampredotto, wine,
and gelato along the way!Enjoy the flavors of ...
Price: 170,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=35344P9

Private Walking Tour: Florence and All Its Beauty
Explore the history and beauty of Florence with your private guide on a 2-hour
walking tour. See some of the city's main attractions and personalize the tour to suit
your interests, creating the most memorable trip to Florence.Explore the history and
beauty of Florence with your private guide on a ...
Price: 166,90 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=36102P1
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Gardens of Florence Private Tour
Choose this private tour to have a walk between the green and relaxing Boboli and
Villa Bardini gardens with a professional tour guide.Choose this private tour to have a
walk between the green and relaxing Boboli and Villa Bardini gardens with a
professional tour guide.Choose this private tour to ...
Price: 166,90 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=36102P11

Private Food Tour of Florence
Choose this private tour to discover local and typical products through the
popular places for Florentines.Choose this private tour to discover local and
typical products through the popular places for Florentines.Choose this private tour to
discover local and typical products through the ...
Price: 136,31 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=36102P12

Private Tour: Ancient Crafts of Florence Tour
Come with a professional guide and this private tour to discover the ancient crafts of
Florence, its passion and history!Come with a professional guide and this private tour
to discover the ancient crafts of Florence, its passion and history!Come with a
professional guide and this private tour to ...
Price: 208,63 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=36102P13

Private Tour - the Other side of Arno
During this private guided tour you will discover the Oltrarno. The name means
beyond the Arno, it is a district of Florence located south of the River Arno. It
contains part of the historic center of Florence and many notable sites such as the
church Santo Spirito, Palazzo Pitti, Via Maggio, ...
Price: 180,81 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=36102P17

Private Tour of Palazzo Vecchio
This is the right tour to visit one of the best historical palace in Florence with a private
guide: Palazzo Vecchio. Here you will hear the story of the Medici family, rulers of
the city for over three centuries. In all the splendid and beautiful rooms of Palazzo
Vecchio you will learn much more ...
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Price: 173,86 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=36102P18

Medieval Florence Tour
Thanks to this private tour and a professional guide you will live the medieval
atmosphere of one of the most powerful city in the XIVth century, you will meet the
famous poet Dante and the lifestyle in the Middle Age!Thanks to this private tour and
a professional guide you will live the medieval ...
Price: 166,90 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=36102P2

Private Tour: Santa Croce Church and the Artists' Quarter
During this private tour you will discover the beauty of Santa Croce Basilica, the
principal Franciscan church in Florence. It is the burial place of some of the most
illustrious Italians, such as Michelangelo, Galileo, Machiavelli, the poet Foscolo and
the composer Rossini, thus it is known also ...
Price: 180,81 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=36102P20

Private tour - Palatina Gallery and Raphael Masterpieces
The Palatina Gallery is one of the most precious museum in Florence. It's located in
the beautiful palace where the Medici family and the Lorraine family lived and it
houses amazing masterpieces from the fifteenth to the eighteenth century, realized
by famous artists such as Raffaello, Tiziano, ...
Price: 180,81 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=36102P22

Private Tour - San Lorenzo and the Medici Chapels
Enjoy with us the discovery of the Medici family, just visiting two places where their
memory is still alive.San Lorenzo church is where the Genius of Brunelleschi and
Donatello met and left an incredible proof of skill and Renaissance art. The Medici
Chapels want to celebrate the glories of a ...
Price: 180,81 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=36102P23
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Private Electric Bike Tour of Florence
This private electric bike tour is the best way to discover Florence and its green hills
without get tired and enjoying the best panorama!This private electric bike tour is the
best way to discover Florence and its green hills without get tired and enjoying the
best panorama!This private electric ...
Price: 132,13 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=36102P5

Small-Group Highlights of Florence Walking Tour Including Accademia or Uffizi Gallery Guided Tour
During this amazing 3-hour tour you will discover the secrets and beauty of Tuscany
thanks to the visit of our most important city of art, Florence. We'll start with the
walking tour of Florence, without doubt the city where the Italian genius has
flourished with the greatest display of brilliance ...
Price: 70,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=36478P1

Wonderful Florence Private Walking Tour Including Uffizi Gallery and Michelangelo's David
During this amazing tour you will discover the secrets and beauty of Tuscany thanks
to the visit of our most important city of art, Florence. We'll start with the walking tour
of Florence, without doubt the city where the Italian genius has flourished with the
greatest display of brilliance and ...
Price: 280,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=36478P19

Skip-the-Line Florence Highlights and Michelnageloâ€™s David
Check off the best bits of Italy?s Renaissance capital on this comprehensive walking
tour of Florence. Stroll around the historic monuments of Piazza della Republica and
Piazza della Signoria, cross the landmark Ponte Vecchio bridge, then admire the
opulent Pitti Palace and the legendary Duomo. ...
Price: 70,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=36478P3

Private Tour: Highlights of Florence including Michelangelo's David
Discover the artistic and architectural treasures of Florence on a private 3-hour
walking tour led by a local art historian guide. Explore highlights such as the Duomo
complex, Piazza della Signoria and the Ponte Vecchio. Visit the Academia Gallery to
see one of the world's most famous works of ...
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Price: 210,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=36478P6

Personal Vacation and Travel Photographer Tour in Florence
No more selfies or pestering strangers for photos of yourself and loved ones, enjoy
the services of a professional vacation photographer in Florence to capture your
travels in a contemporary and candid style. Specialising in delivering quality
photography with photographers all over the world, we ...
Price: 262,99 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=37094P31

Best of Florence Walking Tour with Skip-the-Line at Michelangeloâ€™s â€˜Davidâ€™
Take a small group tour of the Accademia Gallery to see Michelangelo's famous
statue of David and afterwards enjoy your walking tour of Florence. Numbers are
limited to a maximum of 19 people ensuring you'll receive personalized attention and
audio headsets guarantee that you'll hear the guide ...
Price: 57,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=3731BESTFLR

Skip-the-Line to Uffizi & Accademia with Michelangelo's David - Small Group Tour
Combine two best-selling Florence tours at a discounted price, and enjoy a half day
of art and sightseeing in the city! This small-group Florence Super Saver includes
skip-the-line entry to the prestigious Accademia and Uffizi galleries, two of the most
famous art museums in the world. Start your ...
Price: 109,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=3731FLORENCESAVER

Duomo Express Guided Tour with Special Skip-the-Line Access
Skip long lines with priority access tickets to see the Florence Duomo, one of the
city?s most striking architectural masterpieces. Maximize time with this express tour,
learning about the building?s history and art from a local guide. See stained-glass
windows, elaborate frescoes, and Vasari?s The ...
Price: 25,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=3731P220
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Semi Private Uffizi Gallery Guided Tour with Skip-the-Line
Skip the line at Florence?s Uffizi Gallery to witness its key masterpieces on this
1.5-hour small-group tour. Avoid the long entrance lines and, with an art-expert
guide, admire paintings by masters including Leonardo da Vinci, Botticelli and
Michelangelo, plus select other works. Ogle Botticelli?s ...
Price: 65,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=3731SKIPUFFIZI

Italian Opera Concert in Santa Monaca Church
Embark on a wonderful evening of the most famous Italian opera arias. The program
features arias from 'La Traviata,' 'La Bohème,' 'Tosca,' 'Madame Butterfly,' 'The
Marriage of Figaro,' and 'The Barber of Seville,' all performed by professional
singers. The evening is set in the heart of Florence in ...
Price: 25,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=39611P1

Italian Opera in Santa Monaca Church with Dinner
Embark on an exciting journey through the most famous Italian opera arias. The
program features arias from 'La Traviata', 'La Bohème', 'Tosca', 'Madame Butterfly',
'The Marriage of Figaro', and 'The Barber of Seville', performed by professional
singers accompanied by piano. The evening is set in ...
Price: 70,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=39611P3

Florence: 2-Hour Private Walking Tour
Dive into one of the most beautiful cities in the world. Visit Piazza del Duomo and its
Cathedral of Santa Maria del Fiore. Follow the animated Via dei Calzaiuoli to Piazza
della Signoria with amazing statues of Loggia dei Lanzi and walk to Ponte
Vecchio.Dive into one of the most beautiful cities ...
Price: 255,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=39613P109

From Florence: half-day private tour of Pisa and the Leaning Tower
The great Italian poet Gabriele Dannunzio renamed the Cathedral Square
of Pisa (where the Leaning Tower stands) the "Field of Miracles," after a real miracle
of the beauty of its monuments. The square is comprised of the the largest baptistery
in Europe, the Pisa Cathedral, the Leaning Tower and a ...
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Price: 403,16 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=39613P146

Guided tour of the Uffizi Gallery with Firenzecard - LAST MINUTE
Discover the Uffizi Gallery in Florence with a private guide, admire the masterpieces
of Giotto, Da Vinci, Botticelli and take advantage of your Firenzecard valid for
72h!Discover the Uffizi Gallery in Florence with a private guide, admire the
masterpieces of Giotto, Da Vinci, Botticelli and take ...
Price: 311,90 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=39613P176

Food tour of Florence for truffle lovers - LAST MINUTE
Immerse yourself in 360 ° in the Tuscan cuisine, visit the food market of Florence,
taste 6 truffle specialities and taste 2 versions of balsamic vinegar!Immerse yourself
in 360 ° in the Tuscan cuisine, visit the food market of Florence, taste 6 truffle
specialities and taste 2 versions of balsamic ...
Price: 258,11 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=39613P177

Private tour of Florence with a visit to the Cathedral - LAST MINUTE
Discover Florence on a private tour of the city: see the most important sites and the
main monuments. Walk to Ponte Vecchio and enter with your guide inside the
stunning Cathedral!Discover Florence on a private tour of the city: see the most
important sites and the main monuments. Walk to Ponte ...
Price: 138,11 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=39613P178

Uffizi Gallery skip-the-line guided visit for small groups
With over 1.5 million annual visitors and over 2,200 works on show, the Uffizi can be
a hectic experience. Booking this tour, you'll have the chance to enjoy your visit in a
more relaxed and accurate way. In fact, you can take advantage of an express ticket,
a small group your and an expert guide ...
Price: 61,44 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=39613P198
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Fiat 500 Vintage Tour on the Tuscan hills with a local meal
Live the classic "film-star experience" driving through a landscape of castles,
vineyards and olive groves that has remained unchanged for centuries. Explore the
pisctureque Tuscan countryside on board an amazing convertible Fiat 500 that you'll
drive yourself! A professional guide will be with you ...
Price: 145,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=39613P239

Florence panoramic bike tour with gelato
Discover Florence the smart way: join this guided bike tour through the most
important and beautiful sites in the city. You'll spot the Uffizi Gallery, Piazza della
Signoria, the Duomo, Santa Croce, Pitti Palace, Santo Spirito church and so much
more!Discover Florence the smart way: join this ...
Price: 92,84 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=39613P240

Chianti Classic wine region Guided Bike Tour
Leaving from Florence on board a comfortable minivan, you'll reach the Chianti area
(about 15min car drive). Once there, you'll find your hybrid bikes (+ helmet) waiting
for you. Following your local guide you will pass by vineyards and olive groves,
medieval castles and hillside villas. Riding ...
Price: 153,80 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=39613P241

Typical Tuscan Cooking Class in Florence
In a truly fascinating location in Florence learn how to prepare an authentic Tuscan
meal from the starter to the dessert! An amazing cook will show you step by step
how to create these delicious Italian delicatessen!In a truly fascinating location in
Florence learn how to prepare an authentic ...
Price: 296,88 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=39613P242

Last minute Accademia Gallery private tour with skip-the-line tickets
Enjoy your skip-the-line ticket to enter the Accademia Gallery and explore it with your
expert, private guide.During the 1.5-hour of the visit duration, you'll get to see one of
the most important museums in Italy, home to some of the most famous
masterpieces in the history of art today. This ...
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Price: 159,02 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=39613P270

Small Group Discovery Tour of Florence
The tour is meant to show you the highlights of the city; you will see frescoes and
wonderful statues and you'll get to understand why Florence has become one of the
most beautiful and important art cities in the world.The tour is meant to show you the
highlights of the city; you will see frescoes ...
Price: 57,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=40252P1

Afternoon Small-Group Uffizi Gallery Tour
This visit to the Uffizi Gallery will be a tour of Italian art history. You will be carefully
guided through the museum, and we will reveal the secrets of the most important
Italian painters through their best-known works.This visit to the Uffizi Gallery will be a
tour of Italian art history. You ...
Price: 56,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=40252P2

Individual Afternoon Uffizi Gallery Tour only for you
This visit to the Uffizi Gallery will be a tour of Italian art history. You will be carefully
guided through the museum, and we will reveal the secrets of the most important
Italian painters through their best-known works.This visit to the Uffizi Gallery will be a
tour of Italian art history. You ...
Price: 399,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=40252P3

Emotionaltour life in medioeval Florence
From a Roman colony to the leading city of the world: Firenze in Medieval
Times??What was life like in the Middle Ages? How was the city like in Dante's time?
What would I see if I came to visit Florence at the end of 1200?From a Roman
colony to the leading city of the world: Firenze in Medieval ...
Price: 260,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=40252P4
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Individual Discovery tour of Florence
Emotions for living Florence starting from historical events and all the development of
buildings, masterpiece and monuments.Emotions for living Florence starting from
historical events and all the development of buildings, masterpiece and
monuments.Emotions for living Florence starting from ...
Price: 299,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=40252P5

Arrival Private Transfer La Spezia to Florence by Business or Luxury Vehicle
Why spend your precious time waiting in long shuttle or taxi lines. Avoid the
language barrier and currency exchange. Travel in style from La Spezia Centrale
Train Station or La Spezia Cruise Terminal to your Hotel in Florence City Center by
private vehicle and reach your final destination relaxed ...
Price: 225,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=40381P1070

Departure Private Transfer Florence to La Spezia by Business or Luxury Vehicle
Why spend your precious time waiting in long shuttle or taxi lines. Avoid the
language barrier and currency exchange. Travel in style from your hotel in Florence
City Center to La Spezia, La Spezia Centrale Train Station or La Spezia Cruise
Terminal by private vehicle and reach your final ...
Price: 225,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=40381P1071

Private Shore Trip in Florence and Pisa from Livorno Port
To make sure you make the most out of your time in fascinating Tuscany choose our
Florence and Pisa shore Trip. This tour is specifically designed for people traveling
on cruises that stop at Livorno?s port. You will have a private English-speaking driver
with you all day (including pickup and drop ...
Price: 660,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=41348P16

Florence outdoor walking Tour Small Group
In our 3 hours walking tour you will be accompanied by a small group of people just
like you and a professional english speaking guide who will show you the wonders of
Florence and Renaissance. You will stroll around the city center, discovering all the
secret about the family who ruled Florence: ...
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Price: 85,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=41348P31

Florence and the David: private walking tour
This 3 hours walking tour is the perfect tour to discover the main sights of Florence.
With a private licensed and local guide, you will walk through the main highlights of
the city including the Academy Museums where you will enter skipping the line
thanks to our prepurchased tickets. A very ...
Price: 185,15 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=41348P63

Kids Tour of Medieval Florence
Discover magnificent Florence in 4 hours only: the Academy Museum with the David
as well as Palazzo Davanzati and Palazzo Strozzi are included in your walking tour!
A dedicated expert guide will lead you every step of the way as you explore this
culturally rich, fascinating city!The whole family, ...
Price: 244,09 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=41348P64

Discovering Florence With A Kids Friendly Guides
Discover the highlights of breathtaking Florence! Your family will be accompanied by
a child-friendly guide and you will all be engaged as the tour commentary will be
personalized for you.Enter the Academy Museum as well as the Leonardo da Vinci
Museum by skipping the lines so that you family can ...
Price: 263,91 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=41348P66

Engaging Tour For Kids Of Pitti Palace And Boboli Gardens
A 3 hours tour for kids that engage all the family! Our Tour For Kids of Pitti Palace
and Boboli Gardens give you the opporunity to discover a beautiful Palace and its
wide gardens. With a child friendly private guide all the family will be engaged in the
tour. Entrance fees are included and your ...
Price: 232,62 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=41348P69
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Florence Private Tour With Uffizi Gallery
A 4 hours private walking tour to see the highlights of Florence with a local. Starting
from the Uffizi Gallery with skip the line tickets, your tour will proceed to Palazzo
Vecchio and Holy Cross Church. Your guide is private just for your party.A 4 hours
private walking tour to see the highlights ...
Price: 258,49 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=41348P70

Florence Private Tour For Kids: A Safari Experience
Florence fun and learning tour for families with kids. Enjoy a safari tour through the
city of Florence, hunt down for symbols, marble animals, statues and coat of arms.
Find the symbols with your family friendly guide and learn the history through them. A
fun experience for the whole family! Your ...
Price: 150,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=41348P73

Late afternoon tour of Florence
An evening tour to discover the secrets of Florence in just 2 hours. With a licensed
private guide you will follow an itinerary less beated suas as St Felicita Church, Arno
river, Piazza degli Uffizi, Church of Dante, Cathedral and Baptstery. It is an outdoor
tour. Just a walk with your guide to ...
Price: 146,04 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=41348P74

Boutique Cooking Class in a 17th Century Tuscan Estate in Chianti
Enjoy an authentic off the beaten cooking class in a 17th century Tuscan estate, in
the heart of the Chianti region, only 8 miles away from Florence. You will learn a
typical Italian five course menu to also make with your family and friends back home.
The property is surrounded by 20 acres of ...
Price: 150,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=42403P1

Organic Wine Tour
Today is going to be a full immersion of organic Tuscany wine, through the oldest
road of Tuscany, the "Setteponti" road...This itinerary makes an exciting and
panoramic road trip for those looking to test the curves of the country roads and
inhale a bit of fresh Tuscan air while checking out the ...
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Price: 434,68 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=42498P13

Quad Bike Tuscany Adventure
A Four-hour Quad Bike Tour Through the Stunning Tuscan countryside ?
Experience a 4 hours adventure by Quad bike on the Tuscan?s hills ? Be a free spirit
in nature and explore the biggest biodiversity in the world, Tuscan landscapes near
of Siena ? Enjoy the delicious Tuscany food and wine from ...
Price: 450,21 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=42498P15

Unique Tuscany Experience in 1 week with the locals
? SMALL INTIMATE GROUP with a maximum of 8 people. ? Experience life as a
local in a beautiful private apartment in a genuine Tuscan farmhouse. ? Commence
your journey of discovery in the spellbinding medieval villages of Arezzo and
Anghiari. ? Immerse yourself in the history of Tuscany when you ...
Price: 2.980,69 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=42498P18

Best of Tuscany in 3 days with a local
When you think of Tuscany, you imagine its beautiful landscapes, stunning medieval
villages, and amazing culture of food and wine. On our fully-escorted three-day tours,
you savour these and other Tuscan delights with your local guide. ? Pick up and drop
off from Florence. ? Small intimate groups. ...
Price: 1.658,01 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=42498P19

Sunset Horse Ride and Tuscany dinner with the locals
? This is a unique opportunity to spend a different night out of Florence ? Pick up
and drop off from Florence train station ? Almost 1.5 hours Horse Riding waiting for
the sunset throughout the Tuscany countryside ? Traditional Tuscany dinner at the
local farmhouse with wine ? Local guide and ...
Price: 434,68 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=42498P22
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Lucca and Garfagnana day tour from Florence
A jewel in the crown of north-west Tuscany, Garfagnana is found north of Lucca city
and within the province of Lucca. The region of Garfagnana consists of a range of
beautiful areas, such as Versilia, Lucchesia and Lunigiana.The impressive Serchio
river carves a path through the entire Garfagnana ...
Price: 465,73 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=42498P23

The best of Tuscany and Umbria in a 3 days fully escorted tour from Florence
What a unique opportunity for all those who wants to discover the best of Tuscany
and Umbria have to offer. A delicious Sangiovese red wine from the most famous
Chianti Classico region. You will visit the stunning medieval village of San Gimignano
famouus also for the white wine Vernaccia produced ...
Price: 1.738,74 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=42498P25

Explore Medici's Tuscany in a fully escorted 3 day tour
Rulers of Tuscany for three centuries, the Medici Family changed history and shaped
the region of Tuscany as we see it today. This 3 day tour with will follow their
footsteps and decipher the omnipresent legacy that this powerful family has left in
Tuscany. This 3 day tour will also give you the ...
Price: 1.241,95 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=42498P26

Tuscany Natural Spring Tour
Experience the pure bliss of this amazing experience in one of the most exclusive
natural spring water locations, the springs at San Filippo. The calciferous formations,
waterfalls and small not deep pools of hot and cold water surrounded by the woods,
just inside the small town of Bagni San ...
Price: 353,96 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=42498P6

Day trip to Venice: 18 to 35 years old
Venice, one of the most exquisite and intriguing cities in the world, should be on
every young traveler's must-see list while in Italy!Venice, one of the most exquisite
and intriguing cities in the world, should be on every young traveler's must-see list
while in Italy!Venice, one of the most ...
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Price: 79,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=43504P1

Florence to Cinque Terre Day Trip: 18 to 35 Years of Age
Have you ever visited one of the UNESCO World Heritage sea-sights? Well here?s
your chance! The world famous Five Villages of Liguria, Cinque Terre.Have you ever
visited one of the UNESCO World Heritage sea-sights? Well here?s your chance!
The world famous Five Villages of Liguria, Cinque ...
Price: 64,29 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=43504P3

Half-day Wine Tasting Trip to Chianti with Guide from Florence
Embark on this 5-hour wine tasting excursion to Chianti with a professional guide.
You will meet your guide at a meeting point and will be transported on a luxury
coach. Chianti is one of the most famous wine regions of Italy. Minimum and
maximum age applies for this tour.Embark on this 5-hour wine ...
Price: 50,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=43504P4

Interlaken Weekend Trip
Interlaken, one of the most famous adventure capital of Europe, has everything to
offer for an adrenaline weekend!Fully enjoy the weekend in this enchanting city and
don't worry if you're not a sporty person, Interlaken gives you multiple opportunity to
spend you time.Interlaken, one of the most ...
Price: 340,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=43504P7

The Three Tenors in Concert with Ballet at Auditorium Santo Stefano
Inspired by the world-renowned ?Three Tenors? of Luciano Pavarotti, Plácido
Domingo and José Carreras, this unforgettable concert and the magnificent
performance of opera arias and Neapolitan songs will leave a wonderful memory of
your journey to Italy.Inspired by the world-renowned ?Three Tenors? ...
Price: 25,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=43597P34
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Discovery Coffee and Barista Course
This course of just three hours, is designed to allow the gourmet, the passionate, the
curious and the tourist to know a fundamental part of the taste, the tradition, the
passion and the Italian way of life.The course begins with a quick overview of the
differences between the various coffee in ...
Price: 67,81 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=43647P2

Discovery Coffee and Barista Course
This course of just three hours, is designed to allow the gourmet, the passionate, the
curious and the tourist to know a fundamental part of the taste, the tradition, the
passion and the Italian way of life.The course begins with a quick overview of the
differences between the various coffee in ...
Price: 67,81 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=43647P2

Skip the Line: LEONARDO DA VINCI INTERACTIVE MUSEUMÂ® Entrance Ticket
In the heart of Florence, 100 meters from the Accademia Gallery, the Leonardo da
Vinci Interactive Museum® hosts over 50 large machines based on the Codes of
Leonardo himself. Suitable for all audiences, this unique exhibition has brought joy
and curiosity to millions of visitors and received ...
Price: 5,25 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=44047P13

Visit the Uffizi Gallery in the morning
A full immersion in one of the most famous museums in the world. A chronological
tour starting from the sparks of the Renaissance, that will walk you through
Renaissance and Mannerist masterpieces.A full immersion in one of the most
famous museums in the world. A chronological tour starting from ...
Price: 57,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=44211P11

Florence Accademia Gallery Tour Including Michelangelo's 'David'
Come on this tour and discover why the David is one of the most recognizable
symbols of Florence and the political meaning it held in its time.After focusing on
Michelangelo you will admire works by other famous artists such as Botticelli and
Jean de Boulogne. Come on this tour and discover why the ...
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Price: 42,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=44211P2

Uffizi Gallery Skip-the-Line Guided Tour
A full immersion in one of the most famous museums in the world. A chronological
tour starting from the sparks of the Renaissance, that will walk you through
Renaissance and Mannerist masterpieces.A full immersion in one of the most
famous museums in the world. A chronological tour starting from ...
Price: 49,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=44211P3

Central Florence Food Tour: Authentic Tuscan Food
A walking tour through the city center which will focus on typical dishes and which
will include stops along the way for different tastings.Delight your palate and eyes
alike on this enthralling tour, exploring the charming back streets, artisan shops, and
wonderful squares of Florence's most ...
Price: 38,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=44211P4

Florence Walking Tour: Intro to the City
An itinerary studied to discover the town?s best known treasures such as the
Duomo, Palazzo Vecchio, the squares and monuments that make Florence an
open-air museum.An itinerary studied to discover the town?s best known treasures
such as the Duomo, Palazzo Vecchio, the squares and monuments that ...
Price: 20,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=44211P5

Skip the Line: Accademia and Uffizi Galleries in One Day
Get the best of these two world famous museums all in one day. The Accademia
Gallery with its renowned David and the Uffizi Gallery with masterpieces, among
others, by Giotto, Botticelli, Leonardo da Vinci, Michelangelo and Raphael.Get the
best of these two world famous museums all in one day. The ...
Price: 95,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=44211P6
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Florence Accademia and Uffizi Galleries Tour with City Sights
Enjoy the highlights of Florence and the two most important museums in just one
day! Treat yourself to our walking tour and visits to the David and to the Uffizi at a
very special price.Enjoy the highlights of Florence and the two most important
museums in just one day! Treat yourself to our ...
Price: 109,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=44211P7

Skip the Line: Uffizi Gallery and Florence Walking Tour
Discover the town?s best known treasures such as the Duomo, Palazzo Vecchio, the
squares, the monuments, the Old Bridge. The tour will continue with the visit of The
Uffizi Gallery. One of the most important art collections in the world.Discover the
town?s best known treasures such as the Duomo, ...
Price: 63,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=44211P8

Pitti Palace Tour in Florence: Palatine Gallery
The Galleria Palatina, a private collection of paintings owned by the grand dukes, is
displayed in the official staterooms on the first floor of the Pitti Palace.The Galleria
Palatina, a private collection of paintings owned by the grand dukes, is displayed in
the official staterooms on the first ...
Price: 32,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=44211P9

Super Tuscan Wines and Etruscan Cities Small Group Tour
You will visit an unexpected part of Tuscany, near the coast, where the Etruscan
people built their major Port (Populonia) and where nowadays some of the most
famous wines are produced (the ones known as 'Super Tuscans wines')You will
see to the villages of Bolgheri, and Populonia/Baratii in the ...
Price: 410,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=44429P1

Cheese and Gelato Tasting Experience in Tuscany
During this tour you will discover and taste some of the Tuscan specialties, such as
sheep cheese (pecorino), wine and olive oil and gelato. While you move from one
place to another with your driver guide you will have time to stop in some lovely
villages of Tuscany and admire the gorgeous ...
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Price: 797,99 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=44429P2

Guided Hiking Tour in Tuscany with Lunch Wine and Olive Oil Tasting
This private custom tour is a perfect combination to enjoy the best of Tuscany. You
will visit medieval villages, fortress and a Renaissance Villa; you will have a private
lunch paired with 5 wines in a local winery and a guided hiking tour will lead you to
discover the gorgeous Tuscan ...
Price: 250,35 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=44429P3

Day trip to Cinque Terre by Deluxe minivan & Hiking
Travelers should book with us because we were the first to start a regular group
tours to Cinque Terre from Florence, we are extremely experts and knowledgeable of
the area. We have professional drivers who also are all authorized Tour Guide. We
can show you the hidden secrets of Cinque Terre by ...
Price: 165,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=44429P4

Private Photographer in Florence
Are you visiting Florence ?Book your fun and exciting Florence photo-shoot today
along with your flight tickets and your hotel? you won?t regret it!We edit and deliver
the pictures in 48 hours or less !!!! ? 1.5 hour photo shooting, 20 pictures included or
? 2.5 hours photo shooting, 40 pictures ...
Price: 187,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=44843P1

Marriage Proposal Photographer in Florence
Have you found the person you can?t wait to spend the rest of your life with and now
all that?s left is making it official? Are you ready to pop the question?Whether it is a
total secret, or you want an impromptu engagement shoot to send to friends and
family to announce the big news, we are here ...
Price: 160,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=44843P9
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Vespers at San Miniato Al Monte when returning from a wine tour in the Chianti
11.30 am Departure from Florence.12.30 am Visit Chianti Classico Wine Region and
stop at boutique Chianti winery for typical wine tasting (Vernaccia, Chianti Classico,
Chianti Riserva, Extra Virgin Olive Oil). Authentic Tuscany Lunch included 03.00 pm
Through the beautiful Tuscan countryside ...
Price: 260,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=47680P237

Florence Vintage Sidecar Motorcycle Tour
The best way to ride in Florence and surrounding hills? With a vintage
"motocarrozzetta" (sidecar motorcycle), no doubt. It's the only way to experience the
full city center, plus a 45 minutes trip on Fiesole and Michelangelo square hills.
Perfect to take videos and pictures of the hidden corners ...
Price: 101,96 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=49243P1

Brunello di Montalcino, small biodynamic wineries
The Brunello Organic and Biodynamic Wine Tour is a full day (8/9 hours) trip to
Montalcino including a visit with tastings and Tuscan lunch to two small family run
wineries. A walk in the mediaval town of Montalcino for shopping, pictures and a bit
of art is also included. The tour is for ...
Price: 188,10 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=49243P2

Discover Organic and Biodynamic Chianti Small Wineries
A deep immersion in the world of Chianti, but with particular attention to the
sustainability of wines. The winemakers we have selected are all organic or
biodynamic and run family-owned wineries. This tour will also be a chance for you to
discover hidden gems of Tuscany, such as Montefioralle or ...
Price: 179,10 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=49243P3

San Gimignano, Monteriggioni, Saffron and Vernaccia Wine from Florence
The tour starts everyday from Florence (from Siena only on request) at around 9.30
and ends at around 4.30 pmVernaccia di San Gimignano Wine tasting and Tuscan
lunch with saffron (depending on the season) are included.Visits of San Gimignano
and Moteriggioni are normally scheduled.Min 2 pax - Max 8 ...
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Price: 179,10 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=49243P4

Sidecar tour in Florence and Chianti with wine tasting and lunch
This option is for wine lovers. With 45 minutes ride we?ll get to the Chianti area and
meet one of our favourite winemaker. We?ll visit the winery, the vineyards, the cellar
and then we?ll have a tasting and/or Tuscan lunch.Don?t worry, you can drink as
much as you want, we?ll be driving!The ...
Price: 177,43 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=49243P5

Transfer from Florence to the Amalfi Coast
Enjoy a private Luxury transfer from Florence to Positano or Sorrento by a Mercedes
minivan or sedan with a professional driver who speaks Italian and perfect English.
We will happily share with you history and fun facts about the places you are going to
drive by on the way to Positano or ...
Price: 675,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=49976P25

Who will guard Michelangelo s legacy
PASSIONSHistory and performance of famous artists, Michelangelo in particular. Art
and history of the Florentine Renaissance, Insight in Michelangelo?s life to find out
the emotions that gave origin to the works.WE WARMLY WELCOMEAdults, families,
students, art and history lovers, people who are ...
Price: 225,32 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=50165P22

Florence Bike Tour with Gelato tasting
Take a small group bike tour (maximum 15 people) through Florence. Ride around
the city and be inspired by the Renaissance on a comfortable bike. You'll cycle in the
city of Florence and ducking and weaving between narrow streets along the way too.
See all of the major city sites including the ...
Price: 40,69 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=5049BIKE
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Wanna Be Italiano - The original Cooking Class & Market Tour in Florence
Learn the art of Tuscan cooking on this 5.5-hour market visit and cooking class in
Florence. Led by local chefs, visit Florence?s Central Market to choose fresh
ingredients and then prepare a classic Tuscan lunch in the cooking school kitchen.
Create dishes such as ?bruschetta? (tomato-topped ...
Price: 82,30 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=5049COOKING

Florence Walk & Talk - On the Medici's Footsteps
See the great Renaissance treasures of Florence on this 2.5-hour walking tour. With
an expert guide, visit the Piazza della Signoria to gaze at the Palazzo Vecchio and
replica of Michelangelo?s 'David' sculpture, and admire the exteriors of the Duomo,
Baptistry, Ponte Vecchio bridge and more. Stop ...
Price: 35,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=5049FLORENCE

Florence Cooking Class: Learn How to Make Gelato and Pizza
Combine your love of pizza and gelato (an Italian version of ice cream) with a unique
cooking class in beautiful Florence. Learn how to cook an authentic Italian pizza with
a professional chef who will guide and teach you along the way and discover how to
make gelato with his show cooking. Sample ...
Price: 71,88 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=5049ITALY_PIZZA

Private Florence bike tour with street Food Tour option
Discover Florence?s city center?s treasures, striking views and typical food from an
unusual viewpoint: by bike! Cycle off leisurely, escorted by your dedicated private
guide, through ancient streets lined with mysterious Medieval palaces. Our signature
Bike tour allows you, and your friends or ...
Price: 190,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=5049P42

Meet the artisans - Arts & Crafts Private Walking Tour
Gleaming mosaics, carefully crafted gold and silver objects, hand-decorated paper,
leather goods?and much more! Take an insider?s view of the local heritage, and
talent, exploring Florence?s fascinating ?botteghe?, small artisan workshops which
produce unique and exceptional traditionally made ...
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Price: 300,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=5049P49

Semi private tour: Tuscany Wineland Safari
A unique and adventurous way to discover the most beautiful spots of the rolling
Chianti hillside: a thrilling off-road journey aboard a rumbling state-of-the-art Range
Rover Defender! Depart Florence city center by private minivan; once in the hills
meet your professional driver guide and set off ...
Price: 186,82 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=5049P58

Private Tour: Hiking in Tuscany
Spend an unforgettable day outdoors hiking in the Chianti hills!Feel the breeze,
capture countryside scents and superb views, visit a country estate and winery and
savor the best of Tuscan cuisine. Follow your tour escort on ascenic trail through the
Chianti hills, take in the best of the Tuscan ...
Price: 670,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=5049TUSCANYHIKING

From Florence: Small-Group Tuscany Wine & Oil Tour with typical Tuscan Meal
Combine Tuscan wines with incredible scenery on a 6-hours Tuscany wine-tasting
tour from Florence! Led by a sommelier guide, travel by luxury minivan to the heart of
Italy's Chianti region, famed for its ruby-red wines and rolling hills. Tour two
exceptional Chianti wineries, sample six local wines ...
Price: 136,13 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=5049TWINE

Skip the Line: Small group Uffizi Masterclass by an Art Expert
With limited time in Florence, avoid the crowds and take a 3.5-hour walking tour
through the Uffizi Gallery with priority entrance. See masterpieces from
Michelangelo, Botticelli, Leonardo da Vinci, and more, as your guide provides
in-depth commentary on each work that you pass. This group tour is ...
Price: 71,98 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=5049VASARI
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Taste of Chianti: Tuscan Cheese, Wine and Lunch from Florence
Treat your taste buds on a full-day Chianti wine and food tour from Florence and
sample some of Tuscany?s finest wine, cheese, meat, chocolate and more! With a
local guide who is passionate about the region?s food heritage, travel through the
countryside by 4x4 off-road vehicle and tour an historic ...
Price: 150,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=5070CHIANTISAFARI

Cinque Terre Day Trip from Florence with optional Hiking
If you love an outdoor adventure, our Cinque Terre tour is sure to add a little
something special to your Italian holiday. Join us and explore some of the country?s
most beautiful coastal towns and admire the stunning landscapes on a guided tour
you?re sure to remember for life.- A magical trip ...
Price: 55,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=5070CINQUE

Cooking Class and Lunch at a Tuscan Farmhouse with Local Market Tour from Florence
Indulge your love of Italian food in Tuscany, and enjoy a full-day tour that combines a
market visit with a cooking class and 4-course meal with wine! After scouting out
quality local ingredients at a historical Florence food market, travel to a rustic
farmhouse in Tuscany, surrounded by exquisite ...
Price: 120,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=5070FARMHOUSE

Self-Drive Vintage Fiat 500 Tour from Florence: Tuscan Hills and Italian Cuisine
Step back to 1960s Italy as you drive an eye-catching vintage Fiat 500 car through
Tuscany! Following a guide out of Florence, drive into the lush Tuscan hills, passing
through picturesque villages and attracting nostalgic glances from admiring
passersby. Your 4-hour tour ends in the best possible ...
Price: 85,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=5070FLORENCEFIAT500

Florence Vespa Tour: Tuscan Hills and Italian Cuisine
Drive your own stylish vintage Vespa through Tuscany, just as the locals do, on this
4-hour small-group tour from Florence! Following your guide, leave Florence and
head to the hills, passing beautiful attractions like the Church of San Miniato al Monte
and Piazzale Michelangelo. Finish in the best ...
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Price: 85,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=5070FLORENCEVESPA

Pizza and Gelato Cooking Class in Tuscan Farmhouse from Florence
Under the guidance of a professional Italian chef, you'll be taken on a cultural journey
learning the skills and inside tricks of making the best mouth watering pizza and
gelato right in the country where they were born. During this 5-hour activity set on a
beautiful Tuscan estate offering stunning ...
Price: 70,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=5070P9

Tuscany in One Day Sightseeing Tour from Florence
Famous for a wealth of art, history, striking landscapes and outstanding produce,
Tuscany really does have the best of all worlds! With only a day to spare, see the
best Tuscany has to offer on this full-day guided coach trip from Florence.Famous for
a wealth of art, history, striking landscapes ...
Price: 60,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=5070TUSCANY

Early Access to the Uffizi Gallery Small Group Guided Tour
Enjoy your tour right at the opening of the Uffizi Gallery, savor the peace and the
quiet of every room, and let yourself be guided in this enchanting itinerary. A
professional English speaking guide will carefully explain and help you understand
the story of each painting, following the evolution ...
Price: 97,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=50823P1

Half-Day Florence Medici Dynasty Dawn and Rise Private Tour
The first thing that comes to mind when talking about the Medici family is their
political influence, their power and their connections with the most famous artist from
that period. But who where the lords of Florence? This tour aims to focus on their
story seen through the traces still present in ...
Price: 308,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=50823P11
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Private Tour through Michelangelo's Works and Life in Florence
An in-depth itinerary on Michelangelo to discover part of his masterpieces in
Florence. Our itinerary aims to retrace part of Michelangelo?s life and his
controversial personality and to discover his beautiful works of art inside the
florentine's museum. Our tour will begin with a visit to the ...
Price: 430,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=50823P12

The Best of Florence, Milestones and Michelangelo's David
An excellent tour for an initial taste of the city's highlights. We will begin with Santa
Croce square, and we will plunge into the century old Basilica of Santa Croce which
houses, among other masterpieces, the final resting place of Michelangelo, Galileo,
amazing frescoes by Giotto and the Pazzi ...
Price: 408,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=50823P13

Florence through the Eyes of a Child Private Walking Tour
If you are coming for the first time to Florence, let yourself be guided by us. We will
make discover with your children the city's history, how it is born, streets, palaces,
churches, city walls, the river, the life and crafts.Walking through the city you will find
the Cathedral and its dome, the ...
Price: 200,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=50823P14

Family friendly Accademia tour
Michelangelo is certainly one of the most interesting and particular artistic
personalities you'll ever meet.His life, his passion for art, love, power and spirituality:
they are all topics of great attraction for young people of all ages. We will go inside
the Academy of Fine Arts Museum where you ...
Price: 238,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=50823P16

Florence LGBT+ friendly walking tour and tasting
Florence Pride Walking Tour - Please note that this small tour is confirmed with a min
of 2 participants and it won't be bigger than 8.Come with us on this walking tour of
Florence?s most iconic places and walk back in time with us to rediscover our great
history and the indisputable importance of ...
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Price: 115,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=50823P18

First time in Florence small group tour
If this is your first time in Florence, this is the tour for you! A local and experienced
tour guide will walk you through mazelike cobblestone medieval streets to show you
the many landmarks of the city. Please note that this tour will start with min 2 pax.We
will meet in Repubblica Square, the ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=50823P19

Early entrance to the Accademia Gallery & Small Group Guided Tour
What better way to start the day than visiting one of the most stunning museums in
all Florence? This tour is designed for those early risers craving for culture... and not
only for that!We will start our visit of the Academy Gallery at its opening; you will
enjoy the beauties kept in this museum, ...
Price: 86,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=50823P2

The Medici and Vasari corridor experience, small group tour
The Vasari Corridor walk and guided tour of Palazzo Vecchio on the footsteps of the
Medici family. Please note, this tour will start with a minimum of 2 pax and a
maximum of 8 participants.On this tour we will learn about the legacy and the story of
the Medici family during their almost 200 years ...
Price: 115,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=50823P20

Florence Urban Hike small group tour
Active Florence Walking Tour. This tour will start with a minimum of 2 pax and a
maximum of 8 pax.Get your running shoes ready and charge your tracker because
on this tour you will get your workout and steps in!Accompanied by our
knowledgeable tour guide you will walk back in time and learn about ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=50823P21
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Master Craftsman shops and Michelangelo experience, small group tour
Walking Tour in the Oltrarno to discover the artisans' workshops and Michelangelo's
Crucifix in Santo Spirito. Please note that this tour will start with a minimum of 2
participants.An irresistible tour that you won?t want to miss, where you will meet with
people who still embody the true ...
Price: 85,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=50823P23

Afternoon small group street art tour
Tour for art lovers with a special eye to contemporary developments. This tour starts
where the morning Street Art & Food tour ended but attendance to the morning one
is not necessary to understand and fully appreciate this visit. Please note that this
tour will start with a minimum of 2 ...
Price: 90,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=50823P24

Early Access to Pitti Palace & Small Group Guided Tour
Wander through the empty hallways of the former residence of the Grand Dukes of
Tuscany, as you, choosing this tour, will enter inside this enchanting museum at its
opening time and will have the whole palace for your own.We start our visit in front of
the main entrance of the Pitti Palace, ...
Price: 90,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=50823P3

Walking Tour: The Forbidden Florence
Discover with us a "secret and forbidden Florence" through the intriguing and curious
stories of women and men, Madonnas and Gentlemen, who roamed the streets and
alleys of Florence.The route goes through the city center and many main sights, such
as the Piazza della Signoria, the Duomo and Palazzo ...
Price: 79,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=50823P4

Florence Street Art & Food
See Florence off-the-beaten-path and discover the New Florentine Renaissance: the
Street Art that you see in the streets, on the walls and the signs around the city
center. This is not the classic Florence walking tour: come with us to the Oltrarno, on
the other side of the Arno river, and ...
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Price: 115,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=50823P5

3 Hour Private Walking Tour in Florence
Our knowledgeable guide will meet you in a prearranged location. Together you will
walk through Florence historical center and its 2000 years of history. We will scout its
Roman origins, pass through the Middle Ages and arrive at that social revolutionary
phenomenon that was the Renaissance. We ...
Price: 270,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=50823P6

2 Hours Private Guided Family Friendly Tour in Uffizi
Paintings, frescoes and sculptures will accompany us in this visit. We will talk about
drawing, the use of color and the life of the artists.We will discover the beauty and
magic of Renaissance art in Florence with artists such as Masaccio and Filippo Lippi.
We will continue with Botticelli's ...
Price: 228,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=50823P7

Firenze Uffizi Galleries Private Walking Tour
Not only will you see world-renowned masterpieces but you will focus on love in all
its facets and how much it affected the creation of art through the centuries. We will
start with the concept of love and its representation in classical art and myths and
proceed with the concept of beauty and ...
Price: 228,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=50823P8

Florence Renaissance Family-Friendly Private Walking Tour
Meet Michelangelo, Brunelleschi, Donatello and Dante and listen to their stories!
Legend has it that Michelangelo could hear the whisper of David trapped in marble
and that Brunelleschi could build the largest Dome ever built with just a wooden
structure inside. Come with us to discover the special ...
Price: 225,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=50823P9
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Florence Food Tour - Do Eat Better Experience
The Do Eat Better Experience food tour is a walking tour around the historical center
of Florence. The tourist is guided by a "Foodie", a local "buddy" able to explain every
detail of the selected restaurants, their preparations, and the relevant
history/curiosities. Do Eat Better Experience tours ...
Price: 78,24 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=51159P3

Florence: Evening Stroll and Wine Tasting Private Tour
Make time to slow down and take a stroll as the sun sets on the charming streets of
Florence. In the company of a local expert, you will learn about the history and
architecture of this UNESCO city and discover the legacy of the Renaissance
geniuses who lived here. Your winding down will culminate ...
Price: 95,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=51192P106

Skip-the-Line Private Tour Cathedral's Dome and Uffizi in Florence
Combine the Cathedral?s Dome and the Uffizi Gallery in this just 4-hr tour in
FlorenceEnjoy the privilege of pre-reserved tickets and separate entry. Never wait in
a line again!Climb the famous dome by Brunelleschi with your guide and see the
famous frescoes up and closeExplore the masterpieces ...
Price: 170,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=51192P107

Ultimate Skip-the-line Florence Duomo Complex Tour
Avoid the long lines to visit the inside of Duomo Cathedral, thanks to our skip-the-line
pre-reserved ticketsClimb the famous Brunelleschi's dome with pre-reserved tickets
and an expert guideEnjoy the most famous architectural masterpieces of Florence's
religious center in one tourJoin our small ...
Price: 150,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=51192P108

Florence Private Duomo Complex Tour
Enjoy the most famous architectural masterpieces of Florence's religious center in
one tourBook a private tour for a bespoke experienceClimb Brunelleschi's dome to
soak up the spectacular views of the cityFocus on the highlights of the Museum of
the Opera del Duomo in the company of an expert ...
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Price: 160,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=51192P109

Florence: Small Group Tour of Accademia and Uffizi Galleries
Combine the Accademia and the Uffizi Gallery in this 4-hour tour in Florence. See
Michelangelo?s David and the gallery of Uffizi to start your time in Florence in the
best possible way.Enjoy the privilege of a small group tour ( max 12 people) led by
an expert guide. Uncover a deeper understanding ...
Price: 125,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=51192P118

Florence: Private Tour of Accademia and Uffizi Galleries
Combine the Accademia and the Uffizi Gallery in this 4-hour tour in Florence. See
Michelangelo?s David and the gallery of Uffizi to start your time in Florence in the
best possible way.Enjoy the privilege of a private tour led by an expert guide.
Uncover a deeper understanding of the history, ...
Price: 281,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=51192P119

Explore Florence on a Private Walking Tour
Experience Florence like a local with the company of an enthusiastic and
knowledgeable local guideEnjoy the privileges of a private tour to see Piazza,
Palazzo, and Mercato all put together! Join this 2-hour walking tour in Florence Never get in a museum again! Walk the streets and learn about ...
Price: 110,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=51192P122

Florence for beginners - best walking tour
Experience Florence like a local with the company of an enthusiastic and
knowledgeable local guideEnjoy a small group of max 12 people to see Piazza,
Palazzo, and Mercato all put together! Join this 2-hour walking tour in Florence Never get in a museum again! Walk the streets and learn about the ...
Price: 60,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=51192P3
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Florence In A Day - David and Duomo Only
Small group of maximum 12 participants or lessLearn in the company of a local
expertSkip-the-line Accademia tickets to admire Michelangelo's DavidUnderstand the
Baptistery and Giotto's bell tower from outsideDirect access to Brunelleschi's dome
(cupola)All-inclusive ticket for each participant ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=51192P4

Private Tour Florence In A Day - David and Duomo Only
Enjoy a private walking tour in Florence to see two of the major sites: Statue of
David and the Duomo efficiently. Pre-reserved tickets are included to climb the
famous Brunelleschi's dome of the Duomo. Visit the Accademia Galleries to see and
understand Michelangelo's masterpiece Statue of David. ...
Price: 150,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=51192P58

Florence Duomo Complex Small Group Tour
Enjoy the most famous architectural masterpieces of Florence's religious center in
one tourJoin our small group walking tour for a more personalized and interactive
experienceClimb Brunelleschi's dome to soak up the spectacular views of the
cityFocus on the highlights of the Museum of the Opera del ...
Price: 110,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=51192P65

Skip-the-Line Small Group Tour Cathedral's Dome and Uffizi in Florence
Combine the Cathedral?s Dome and the Uffizi Gallery in this 4-hour tour in
FlorenceEnjoy the privilege of pre-reserved tickets and separate entry. Never wait in
a line again!Climb the famous dome by Brunelleschi with your guide and see the
famous frescoes up and closeExplore the masterpieces housed ...
Price: 140,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=51192P80

Florence Evening Stroll with Wine Tasting
Make time to slow down and take a stroll as the sun sets on the charming streets of
Florence. Learn about the history and architecture of this UNESCO city in the
company of a local expert. Discover the legacy of the Renaissance geniuses who
lived in Florence. Culminate your tour with wine tasting ...
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Price: 85,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=51192P85

Illuminated Florence Tour for Kids and Families with Gelato and Pizza
Florence is more fascinating and beautiful in the evening, so don?t miss this amazing
family walking tour! A specialized kid-friendly local guide will keep you and the kids
engaged by using games, media tools and games.You will see the outside of the
Duomo and Santa Maria del Fiore Cathedral, ...
Price: 53,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=51738P62

Skip-the-Line Accademia and Michelangelo's David Tour for Kids and Families
When in Florence with your family you dont have to miss one of Michelangelo's most
famous masterpieces the David! With our kid friendly guide admire the impressive
statue of David and learn about the art and life of the great Michelangelo.Skip the
line of the Accademia Gallery and discover the ...
Price: 109,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=51738P64

Highlights of Florence Kids & Families Small Group Tour with Gelato
Explore Florence with your kids with a local kid-friendly top rated guide! In 2-5 hours
you will see Ponte Vecchio, Santa Croce, the Porcellino, San Lorenzo Market,
Piazza della Signoria, the Duomo, Piazza della Repubblica, and many more. Your
guide will keep everyone entertained with games, ...
Price: 59,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=51738P74

Christmas in Florence Tour for Kids and Families with Local Guide
Enjoy an engaging 2.5-hour walking tour in the festive atmosphere of the Christmas
holidays! The whole family will explore the illuminated and decorated streets and
squares of Florence with an expert kid-friendly guide. Thanks to this tour, you will see
the wonders of the Renaissance and the ...
Price: 29,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=51738P96
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Livorno Shore Excursion: Pisa and Florence Private Day Trip
When your cruise ship docks in Livorno and you have only a single day to see the
surrounding Italian towns of Pisa and Florence, you?ll need a privately guided shore
excursion to see the best of these picturesque cities. On this trip from Livorno,
immerse yourself in Italian life, explore the ...
Price: 330,33 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=5292LIVORNO1

Livorno Shore Excursion: Chianti and Tuscany Countryside Private Wine Tour
When your cruise ship docks in Livorno and you have only a single day to see the
Tuscan countryside, you?ll need a privately guided, fully narrated shore excursion to
make the most of your time in this region that is so renowned for its beauty. On this
nine-hour tour, immerse yourself in Italian ...
Price: 365,10 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=5292LIVORNO2

Small-Group Wine Tasting Experience in the Tuscan Countryside
Enjoy an half day small group tour to discover the beauty of the Tuscan wine country.
Drive through vineyards, olive groves and cypress trees. Visit 2 wineries to discover
the secrets of wine making, take pictures and taste different wines and olive oil
paired with local Tuscan specialties.Enjoy an ...
Price: 79,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=5292P25

Siena and San Gimignano: Small-Group Tour with Lunch from Florence
Enjoy the high quality of this small-group tour - the perfect experience in order to
discover art, history, landscapes, food and wine in a comfortable and relaxed way
with more personalized attention of a small group. Depart from Florence, see the
highlights of Siena through the eyes of a licensed ...
Price: 129,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=5292P26

Cinque Terre Small Group Guided Tour from Florence
Discover the breathtaking area of Cinque Terre, a UNESCO Heritage site, visiting
three of the five villages; departing from Florence, in a small group of max 25
participants, and using the right size vehicle, you?ll be able to reach the Cinque
Terre Park, very fast. Moving by train/boat (tickets ...
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Price: 129,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=5292P27

Essence of Chianti Small Group Tour with Lunch and Tastings from Florence
Discover the real essence of the Tuscan countryside, driving through amazing
postcard views; departing from Florence, in a small group, that means top comfort
and quality, you will see Greve in Chianti, you will have a guided visit to 3 of the best
wine estate, you will enjoy a genuine Tuscan ...
Price: 129,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=5292P28

Private day trip to Siena, San Gimignano, Chianti and Pisa, from Florence
Get the maximum flexibility, comfort and privacy with a private customizable service,
just for your party. Your professional and expert English speaking driver, will explain
you all the different options, so you will be able to customize your schedule to
perfectly suit your needs and focus just on ...
Price: 750,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=5292P31

Private day trip to Cinque Terre and Pisa, from Florence
Get the maximum flexibility, comfort, and privacy with a private customizable service,
just for your party. Your professional and expert English speaking driver, will explain
you all the different options, so you will be able to customize your day to perfectly suit
your needs. Once in Cinque Terre, ...
Price: 750,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=5292P32

Private daytrip to Siena & Chianti wine country, with wine tasting from Florence
Private is just for you and your party, so the top in terms of flexibility, comfort, and
privacy. Your knowledgeable English speaking driver, will discuss with you all the
different options of the chosen itinerary, so you will be able to customize your day, to
perfectly suit your needs and focus ...
Price: 650,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=5292P33
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Private half day trip to Pisa, from Florence
Private is just for you and your party, so the top in terms of flexibility, comfort, and
privacy. Your knowledgeable English speaking driver, will pick you up at your
accommodation in Florence and after approx 1 hour drive on the west direction, will
drop you off directly in the main square where ...
Price: 400,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=5292P34

La Spezia Shore Excursion: Private Day Trip to Florence and Pisa
Head out on an independent shore excursion from the La Spezia port to the towns of
Florence and Pisa, breathing in the magical atmosphere that only Tuscany can offer.
Your private driver will take you first to the historic center of Florence, where you can
explore and appreciate its artistic and ...
Price: 399,87 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=5292PRTPSAFLORENCE

Self Drive Classic Spider Tour of Chianti from Florence in half day (4 hours)
Enjoy an Amazing experience a board gleaming Italian Spider car of the 60s and
70s.
Our staff will escort you during the experience and look after the car during
the scheduled breaks.Unique experience to share with wife, friend or family members
who will sit beside you.Spider ( max 2 ...
Price: 187,77 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=53441P1

Self Drive Tour of Volterra in Classic Spider from Florence in full day
Discover the best of Tuscany from a Classic Spider in self driveOur staff will escort
you during the selected itinerary and look after the car during the scheduled breaks.
Typical light lunch includedDiscover the best of Tuscany from a Classic Spider in self
driveOur staff will escort you during ...
Price: 295,12 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=53441P2

Full Day Tour of San Gimignano in Classic Spider from Florence in full day (6 hours)
Discover the best of Tuscany from a Classic Spider in self drive. Typical lunch
includedOur staff will escort you during the selected itinerary and look after the car
during the scheduled breaks. Typical light lunch includedSpider ( max 2 pax)Discover
the best of Tuscany from a Classic Spider in ...
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Price: 302,51 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=53441P8

Small Group Best of Florence Walking Tour
Welcome to the amazing City of Florence. Meet your expert local guide near Church
of Santa Croce and you will start from the Bargello Palace,a Medieval Fortress with
an enormous entrance Hall that you will admire from outside.Continuing your stroll
discovering the reason why Florence is considered ...
Price: 30,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=53750P41

Small Group Guided Florence Street Food Tour
If it?s your first time in Florence you cannot miss this 2.5 hour street food and
sightseeing walking tour through the main places of Florence. You will taste some of
the delicacies such as fresh pasta, gelato, truffles, home-made biscuits and much
more...You will eat on the go visiting the local ...
Price: 40,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=53750P44

Private Departure Transfer: Tuscany Hotels to Rome Fiumicino Airport or Rome Hotels
Ensure a hassle-free way to finish your Tuscan vacation by booking this private
departure transfer from your hotel in Tuscany to Rome Fiumicino Airport or your
Rome hotel. When it?s time to leave the beautiful region, your professional and
reliable driver will meet you in your hotel lobby. Then, ...
Price: 294,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=5476TUSCANYROM

Visit the Alpaca farm near Florence + lunch
If you want to entertain your children and stimulate their curiosity to discover a very
original and super cuddly animal, then this is the one for you, but first of all a good
Tuscan lunch to start off great!Lunch will take place in a beautiful farmhouse
immersed in the Tuscan countryside, and ...
Price: 54,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=56197P130
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Night safari and aperitif near Florence
A night safari tour through the twists and turns of the forest and the paths through a
park that seems enchanted. On board an off-road jeep you can delve into the
magical atmosphere of the forest at night, to discover its most hidden soul, the
sounds, the noises and the enchanted atmosphere. ...
Price: 94,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=56197P131

Accessible Transfer Service for wheelchair users in Florence
Accessible Transfer Service by private vehicle equipped with platform for wheelchair
user in Florence.From the Florence airport, City Center and from Florence Railway
Station and viceversa.Transfer cost is one way.Accessible Transfer Service by
private vehicle equipped with platform for wheelchair ...
Price: 160,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=56197P15

Organic Tour in Tuscany - 6 days tour - Honeymoon
An amazing 6 days package to discover the beauties of Tuscany in a journey through
its medieval villages and its amazing culinary tradition!Art, History and great Food
experiences, in a one-of-a-kind unique package!An amazing 6 days package to
discover the beauties of Tuscany in a journey through ...
Price: 11.500,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=56197P25

Half Day Tour from Florence to Livorno
Visit Livorno, one of most romantic coastal cities of TuscanyVisit Livorno, one of
most romantic coastal cities of TuscanyVisit Livorno, one of most romantic coastal
cities of TuscanyItineraryThis is a typical itinerary for this productStop At: Livorno,
Livorno, Province of Livorno, TuscanyLivorno ...
Price: 600,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=56197P53

Full Day Tour from Florence to Livorno and Pisa
FullDay tour to Livorno and Pisa from Florence, with pick-up included from your
Hotel.*PLEASE TAKE NOTE that all our tours are on a private basis for your party,
not in sharing tour with other people*FullDay tour to Livorno and Pisa from Florence,
with pick-up included from your Hotel.*PLEASE TAKE ...
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Price: 790,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=56197P54

Half Day Tour from Florence to Lucca
Visit one of the most beautiful cities in Tuscany: the charming Lucca!*PLEASE TAKE
NOTE that all our tours are on a private basis for your party, not in sharing tour with
other people*Visit one of the most beautiful cities in Tuscany: the charming
Lucca!*PLEASE TAKE NOTE that all our tours are on a ...
Price: 390,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=56197P55

Half Day Tour from Florence to Pistoia
Pistoia: A precious small town in the heart of Tuscany!*PLEASE TAKE NOTE that all
our tours are on a private basis for your party, not in sharing tour with other
people*Pistoia: A precious small town in the heart of Tuscany!*PLEASE TAKE NOTE
that all our tours are on a private basis for your party, ...
Price: 410,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=56197P56

Rent a Car for Wedding: Black Mercedes E Class
During the most amazing day of your life, rent the perfect car and surprise all your
Guests and your partner!During the most amazing day of your life, rent the perfect
car and surprise all your Guests and your partner!During the most amazing day of
your life, rent the perfect car and surprise all ...
Price: 690,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=56197P64

Rent a Car for Wedding: Silver 1953 Bentley
During the most amazing day of your life, rent the perfect car and surprise all your
Guests and your partner!During the most amazing day of your life, rent the perfect
car and surprise all your Guests and your partner!During the most amazing day of
your life, rent the perfect car and surprise all ...
Price: 1.100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=56197P65
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Rent a Car for Wedding: Excalibur Cabrio
During the most amazing day of your life, rent the perfect car and surprise all your
Guests and your partner!During the most amazing day of your life, rent the perfect
car and surprise all your Guests and your partner!During the most amazing day of
your life, rent the perfect car and surprise all ...
Price: 1.100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=56197P66

Rent a Car for Wedding: 1971 White Bentley
During the most amazing day of your life, rent the perfect car and surprise all your
Guests and your partner!During the most amazing day of your life, rent the perfect
car and surprise all your Guests and your partner!During the most amazing day of
your life, rent the perfect car and surprise all ...
Price: 1.100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=56197P67

Rent a Car for Wedding: White Lincoln Limousine
During the most amazing day of your life, rent the perfect car and surprise all your
Guests and your partner!During the most amazing day of your life, rent the perfect
car and surprise all your Guests and your partner!During the most amazing day of
your life, rent the perfect car and surprise all ...
Price: 800,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=56197P68

Rent a Car for Wedding: White Chrysler Limousine
During the most amazing day of your life, rent the perfect car and surprise all your
Guests and your partner!During the most amazing day of your life, rent the perfect
car and surprise all your Guests and your partner!During the most amazing day of
your life, rent the perfect car and surprise all ...
Price: 910,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=56197P69

Rent a Car for Wedding: White Hummer Limousine
During the most amazing day of your life, rent the perfect car and surprise all your
Guests and your partner!During the most amazing day of your life, rent the perfect
car and surprise all your Guests and your partner!During the most amazing day of
your life, rent the perfect car and surprise all ...
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Price: 990,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=56197P70

Open Air Painting or Watercolor Workshop
The wonderful Tuscan light has inspired an infinity of artists. Whether you are an
absolute beginner looking for a new challenge, or a more experienced willing to
improve your existing watercolor skills, this Is the perfect workshop for you!The
wonderful Tuscan light has inspired an infinity of ...
Price: 630,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=56197P81

Charcoal (Carboncino) Workshop
This incredible workshop explores the wonderful medium of charcoal and focuses on
additive and subtractive methods of building an image. We will explore different
tools, paper and materials and gain a greater understanding of charcoal.This
incredible workshop explores the wonderful medium of ...
Price: 630,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=56197P82

Real Flower Painting Workshop
Have you ever tried to seize the ephemeral beauty of a flower? Have you ever
managed to paint its colourful image? If so, your attempt is not only an aspect of your
passion for Art but it can lead you to better express your creativity, improve
your artistic skills and see the essence of things! ...
Price: 630,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=56197P83

Fresco Workshop in Atelier
Fresco, meaning fresh in Italian, is the revered art of painting on fast-drying damp
plaster with water based pigments. During the Renaissance, fresco painting was
considered the true test of an artist's skill, since one had to finish before the plaster
dried in order to ensure the adhesion of the ...
Price: 720,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=56197P84
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Live Drawing Workshop at Bargello Museum or Bardini's Garden
With this amazing workshop you will learn end explore the technique of free hand
drawing. The location will be the amazing Museo del Bargello or the enchanting
Bardini?s Garden, both in Florence, where you will be able to choose your preferred
subject to draw, overlooking at it in a 360 ...
Price: 720,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=56197P85

Clay Sculpture Workshop
In Florence worked artists such as Michelangelo, Cellini, Giambologna, Donatello,
Ghiberti, Verrocchio and many others. Each of them left us masterpieces that the
whole world envies us, like Michelangelo's David. For an artist to attend a sculpture
course in Italy and in particular in Florence in ...
Price: 720,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=56197P86

Live Model Painting Workshop
This course deals with visual understanding by direct observation of the human
body and it includes the acquisition of basic notions of anatomy as well as the
methodology used to draw bodies and faces.*PLEASE TAKE NOTE that all our tours
are on a private basis for your party, not in sharing tour ...
Price: 630,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=56197P87

CSTRents - Firenze Segway PT Authorized Tour
? 3-hour Segway tour lead by an expert local guide? See top Florence attractions
including: San Lorenzo and then to St. John?s Baptistery. The Strozzi palace that,
together with the Medici-Riccardi. We reach via de? Tornabuoni. In piazza della
Signoria we can admire palazzo Vecchio?s façade in the ...
Price: 151,26 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=5620P32

Private Florence Photo Walking Tour - 3h
Our years of history with this unforgettable city have taught us all the hidden secrets
and stunning sights that lie along the calli and bridges outside of the typical tourist
routes. You will even see the most famous landmarks in a new light as we guide you
to the best vantage points and show you ...
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Price: 300,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=56417P14

4 Course Dinner Cooking Lesson In Florence
The 4-Course Dinner is a lesson for those wanting to enjoy the evening, cooking and
eating a traditional Italian meal with friends. This class is a practical and interactive
group experience, allowing you to create and enjoy dishes that you can bring into
your daily life. You will be preparing an ...
Price: 65,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=56762P1

Florence's Market Tour And Gourmet Cooking Lesson
Begin your morning at the San Lorenzo Central Market, where you will meet your
tour guide. The tour guide will take you around the market to shop for some seasonal
ingredients you will use for lunch preparation. After the market, you will head to the
school to learn how to prepare an Italian meal, ...
Price: 149,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=56762P12

Small Group Gourmet Cooking Lesson With Lunch In Florence
In Tavola?s Goumet Cooking course is for those visiting Florence, and despite only
having a few days to spend in the city, want to combine the art, flavors, and tastes of
Italian cuisine that will become a part of their own culture.Gourmet Cooking is
completely practical and interactive, allowing ...
Price: 133,34 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=56762P3

Easy Dinner Cooking Lesson In Florence
The Easy Dinner lesson is a group lesson where you will be able to take the recipes
back home and recreate them yourself in your day-to-day life. The Chef will guide
you through three dishes: appetizer, main course, and dessert. After the lesson, you
will enjoy the meal along with a Tuscany Wine in ...
Price: 58,34 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=56762P4
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Italian Homemade Pasta Lesson In Florence
The Homemade Pasta class is a group lesson where you will be learning how to
make a fresh egg pasta and fresh water pasta, three sauces, and dessert. You will
learn the secrets of making excellent Italian fresh pasta, a staple in Italian culture. At
the end, you will enjoy the authentic dishes you ...
Price: 61,12 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=56762P5

Real Pizza And Gelato Lesson In Florence
The Pizza and Gelato lesson is a group lesson where you will learn how to make
traditional Neapolitan pizza using a wood-fire oven, gelato, and sorbet. The Chef will
guide you through three dishes: appetizer, main course, and dessert. After the
lesson, you will enjoy the meal along with a Tuscany ...
Price: 58,34 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=56762P6

Small Group Gourmet Cooking Lesson With Dinner In Florence
In Tavola?s Goumet Cooking course is for those visiting Florence, and despite only
having a few days to spend in the city, want to combine the art, flavors, and tastes of
Italian cuisine that will become a part of their own culture.Gourmet Cooking is
completely practical and interactive, allowing ...
Price: 133,34 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=56762P7

Skip-the-line Florence City Tour with Accademia & David - Private Tour
Relive the Italian Renaissance in Florence during this 2.5 hour private guided
museum & walking tour covering highlights including the Accademia with
Michelangelo's David. This private tour pairs you with your own personal guide to
explore the history and secrets of Florence and its most famous ...
Price: 100,70 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=56786P1

Skip-the-line Uffizi Gallery Florence Guided Museum Tour - Private Tour
World-famous artists like Michelangelo and da Vinci all spent time in Florence, where
their work is still proudly on display at the Uffizi. See why this gallery is the most
visited museum in Italy on this 2.5 hour private guided museum tour.World-famous
artists like Michelangelo and da Vinci all ...
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Price: 100,70 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=56786P4

Florence City Tour, Skip-the-line David & Uffizi Gallery - Private Tour
Maximize your time in Florence with a combo tour to visit Florence?s must-see
attractions, including the Accademia with Michelangelo's David, and the Uffizi
Gallery. This 5 to 5.5 hour private guided walking and museum tour pairs you with a
guide to visit the Tuscan capital and all of its most ...
Price: 179,14 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=56786P5

Skip-the-line Florence City Tour with Accademia & David - Semi-Private 8ppl Max
Relive the Italian Renaissance in Florence during this 2 to 2.5 hour city tour covering
highlights including the Accademia with Michelangelo's David. This semi-private tour
welcomes up to 8 guests to explore the history and secrets of Florence and its most
famous citizens.Relive the Italian ...
Price: 99,10 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=56786P6

Skip-the-line Uffizi Gallery Florence Guided Museum Tour - Semi-Private 8ppl Max
World-famous artists like Michelangelo and da Vinci all spent time in Florence, where
their work is still proudly on display at the Uffizi. See why this gallery is the most
visited museum in Italy on this 2.5 hour semi-private (8 guest maximum) guide
museum tour.World-famous artists like ...
Price: 100,70 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=56786P7

Florence City Tour, Skip-the-line David & Uffizi Gallery - Semi-Private 8ppl Max
Maximize your time in Florence with a combo tour to visit Florence?s must-see
attractions, including the Accademia with Michelangelo's David, and the Uffizi
Gallery. This 5 to 5.5 hour semi-private (8 guest maximum) guided museum &
walking tour will explore the Tuscan capital and all of its most ...
Price: 179,14 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=56786P8
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Discover Chianti Through its Wines
Located between Florence, Siena and San Gimignano, Casa Sola is a family owned
boutique winery, ideal stop for those who want to discover the magic of Chianti world.
Our passionate team is ready to share with you the history of the area, we will
illustrate Casa Solas' vision and lets you discover ...
Price: 26,46 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=56923P1

Florence:The curious Oltrarno, Self-Guided Audio tour on your Phone
A tour dedicated to Oltrarno, a part of the real Florence that resists the ravages of
time and tourist development, a world that deserves to be discovered and lived.This
is a self-guided mobile tour provided by our tour-guide app. The tour is based on an
award-winning storytelling concept and the ...
Price: 8,89 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=57246P25

Pisa and Florence Private Shore Excursion from Livorno Port
After pick up, the tour begins in Pisa, where you can see the world famous ?Leaning
Tower?, the Duomo, and the Baptistery.The tour continues with a drive through
Tuscany to the city of Florence, where you will meet our private walking guide, who
will show you the city for 3 hours by beginning at ...
Price: 1.070,94 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=57716P10

Full Day Florence Private Shore Excursion from Livorno Port
The cultural and historical impact of Florence is overwhelming. The tour begins at the
square of Michelangelo, which offers a breathtaking panoramic view of the city. You
will stop by the Santa Croce Church. Then continue with a stroll around Signoria
Square, where you will see an outdoor gallery ...
Price: 1.070,94 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=57716P13

Pisa and Florence Private Shore Excursion from La Spezia
Your English speaking driver will pick you up at the parking area where vehicles are
allowed to stop. You?ll need to take the shuttle from the ship to reach it.Florence is
your first stop, where our Licensed Private Guide will show you around for 3 hours,
beginning at Michelangelo Square. You will ...
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Price: 1.212,80 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=57716P16

Full Day Florence Private Shore Excursion from La Spezia
Your English speaking driver will pick you up at the parking area in La Spezia, where
vehicles are allowed to stop. You?ll need to take the shuttle from the ship to reach
it.The world?s most important works of art are located in Italy and approximately half
of these are in Florence?The cultural and ...
Price: 1.212,80 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=57716P17

Private Arrival Transfer: Florence Airport to Siena Hotel
Book a private arrival transfer from the Florence Peretola Airport to your Siena
accommodation so you won't spend extra time waiting for a taxi or public transport.
This hassle-free airport transportation service gives you peace of mind, letting you
start your Italy vacation on a good note.Book a ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=5919FLRAPTSAYHTL

Vespa Panoramic Tour of Florence
Travel through the Renaissance capital of Florence in true Italian style with this
3-hour Vespa tour. Ride your own Vespa scooter, visiting such places as Piazzale
Michelangelo and the beautiful convent of San Miniato al Monte.Travel through the
Renaissance capital of Florence in true Italian style ...
Price: 70,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=5919P100

Siena's Palio Horse Race from Florence Including Sightseeing Tour and Dinner
Are you ready to enjoy the world-famous Palio Horse Race of Siena? First, you will
enjoy a guided tour of Siena then you will watch the race and, at the end of the horse
race, you will have a dinner at a restaurant in Piazza del Campo.Are you ready to
enjoy the world-famous Palio Horse Race of ...
Price: 105,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=5919P107
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Florence Day Trip to Pisa, San Gimignano, and Siena with Lunch
Enjoy this full day trip to Siena, San Gimignano and Pisa from Florence. Learn about
the Tuscany history through sightseeing, while visiting three most famous cities of
the region, and enjoy a typical lunch in the Chianti area, as well as some
wine-tasting.Enjoy this full day trip to Siena, San ...
Price: 76,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=5919P23

Dinner in the Chianti Vineyards from Florence
Dine under the stars in a Chianti vineyard, and taste some of the region?s esteemed
wine during a tasting session. After leaving Florence, you?ll travel to a farm estate in
Chianti to visit its wineries. Learn about the wine during the tasting, then take a seat
at a candlelit table to savor Tuscan ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=5919P232

A taste of Cinque Terre from Florence
Get lost in the magical world of Cinque Terre on this full-day tour from Florence.
Explore three of the five villages suspended on steep cliffs over the sea, where
vegetation and lush vineyards frame breathtaking scenery, a small corner of paradise
subdivided into five villages suspended on steep ...
Price: 80,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=5919P240

Assisi and San Francesco day trip from Florence
Join our tour through the rolling green hills of Umbria and discover the artistic jewels
of Assisi as a religious pilgrimage site. Admire San Francesco birthplace and
Basilica. Join our tour through the rolling green hills of Umbria and discover the
artistic jewels of Assisi as a religious ...
Price: 90,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=5919P27

Tuscan Food and Wine Tour of Val d'Orcia from Florence
A day amid art, culture, wine, and delicious food. Do you want an unforgettable
experience in the stunning Val d'Orcia region of Tuscany? Join this tour and visit
wonderful cities to learn about their food and history. You'll also taste the region's
renowned wine, cheese and traditional produce in ...
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Price: 70,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=5919P28

Discover Florence: Uffizi and Accademia Gallery with skip the line
See some of Florence's art treasures during this 6-hour walking tour that starts with a
guided visit of the Accademia Gallery before a stroll around the city's central historic
area. Then end with a guided tour of the Uffizi Gallery in the afternoon. You'll have
free time in the middle for ...
Price: 93,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=5919P32

Welcome to Florence Guided Walking Tour
Explore historic Florence with an expert guide, and marvel at its Renaissance
monuments and landmarks. See major sights such as Piazza Duomo, Piazza della
Signoria, and Ponte Vecchio.Explore historic Florence with an expert guide, and
marvel at its Renaissance monuments and landmarks. See major ...
Price: 16,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=5919P36

Accademia Gallery and Walking tour of Florence
Enjoy a guided tour of the Accademia Gallery and marvel at the masterpieces by
Michelangelo and others. After a lunch break (not included in the tour) you?ll head
out on a guided walking tour of Florence to discover the history of the city.Enjoy a
guided tour of the Accademia Gallery and marvel at ...
Price: 50,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=5919P360

Cinque Terre Experience with Typical Lunch
Explore the breathtaking Ligurian coast on a tour of cinque Terre, a small corner of
paradise subdivided into five villages suspended on steep cliffs overlooking the sea..
Enjoy this full day tour all inclusive with typical Ligurian lunch.Explore the
breathtaking Ligurian coast on a tour of cinque ...
Price: 115,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=5919P365
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Pisa and it's unique Leaning Tower
An authorised city guide will accompany you on a tour of Piazza dei Miracoli. The
guided tour will include the exterior visit of the Leaning Tower, Baptistery and
Monumental Cemetery while the tour of the Cathedral and will also include the
interiors. After you?ll have the opportunity to climb the ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=5919P367

Vespa Tour in Chianti with Lunch from Florence
Have fun riding a Vespa along the scenic and peaceful roads on the Tuscan hills. An
alternative way to admire the sights of Chianti, wrapped in the perfumes of the
Tuscan countryside and the sound of the working farms. You can join the tour every
day and enjoy this experience together with our ...
Price: 129,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=5919P37

Tuscany by Electric Bike
How about a change of scenery? A little bit of fresh air, a light breeze and the
possibility to see Tuscany from a different perspective. Ride your electric bike under
the guidance of an expert tour leader and enjoy this wonderful experience riding
across the Chianti countryside. You will be picked ...
Price: 130,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=5919P372

E-Bike Tour of Florence & Piazzale Michelangelo
Venture off the tourist track in Florence on a 2.30-hour electric bike tour to see where
the Renaissance city?s artists and scientists lived and worked. Enjoy an effortless
ride through the streets of this popular city with an expert guide and ride up to
Piazzale Michelangelo with its stunning ...
Price: 45,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=5919P373

Pizza and Gelato class, in Florence
Learn how to make two of the most delicious Italian dishes: pizza and gelato. Make
your very own pizza and enjoy it for dinner with gelato as a dessert and drinks
included.Learn how to make two of the most delicious Italian dishes: pizza and
gelato. Make your very own pizza and enjoy it for dinner ...
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Price: 59,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=5919P38

Private Transfer: Florence Hotel to San Gimignano Hotel
Book a private transfer from Florence to San Gimignano (SI). The pick up and the
drop off addresses have to be confirmed upon reservation.Book a private transfer
from Florence to San Gimignano (SI). The pick up and the drop off addresses have
to be confirmed upon reservation.Book a private transfer ...
Price: 77,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=5919P380

Full day wine tour from Florence: Chianti and Badia a Passignano
Spend your day in the Countryside surrounded by Chianti hills and enjoy the view
that only this place can offer while tasting and drinking incredible wines and local
products. Forget the touristy places and live this authentic experience; your visit to
Tuscany would not be complete if you did not ...
Price: 99,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=5919P381

Brunello of Montalcino Private Wine Tour with lunch from Florence or Siena
Our wonderful day exploring the Brunello wine region begins from your
accommodation when our driver pickup you up and depart on a scenic drive through
the countryside comfortably seated in a luxury vehicle. The first stop will be a
Brunello winery where we will visit the historic cellars and taste ...
Price: 420,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=5919P383

Private tour to Volterra and San Gimignano from Florence or Siena
Full day to San Gimignano and Volterra with a private luxury tour customized for you
including a stunning gourmet lunch in Chianti area.Full day to San Gimignano and
Volterra with a private luxury tour customized for you including a stunning gourmet
lunch in Chianti area.Full day to San Gimignano ...
Price: 420,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=5919P385
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Full day in Rome Private tour from Florence or Siena
Rome is a treasure trove of historical, artistic and cultural riches all to be discovered.
During our day trip to Rome, you will visit the Spanish Steps with the fashion district
Via Condotti, the Pantheon, Piazza Navona and the Trevi Fountain, where millions of
people throw a coin dreaming to come ...
Price: 980,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=5919P386

Private tour to Cinque Terre from Florence or Siena
You will experience an unforgettable day discovering the most impressive Ligurian
landscapes. You will visit the village of Manarola, a tiny urban jewel full of typical
genoese style ?case-torri?, the village of Vernazza overlooked by the remains of a
castle and a Medieval cylindrical tower from ...
Price: 560,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=5919P387

Brunelleschi's Dome Guided Tour
Climb the 463 steps to the top of Brunelleschi's architectural masterpiece with the
commentary of our expert guide to see the inside of the Dome up close and enjoy the
extraordinary view of Florence.Climb the 463 steps to the top of Brunelleschi's
architectural masterpiece with the commentary of ...
Price: 59,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=5919P388

Private Truffle Hunting Experience from Florence or Siena
The search of Truffle is an art that our grandparents transmitted to us and that
nowadays represents an indisputable cultural patrimony of a passed society bounded
to the environment: anyone who enters the door of this mysterious world has the
opportunity to experience with his own eyes how to seek ...
Price: 530,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=5919P389

Cinque Terre Day Trip from Florence
Explore the breathtaking Ligurian coast on a tour of Cinque Terre, a small corner of
paradise subdivided into five villages suspended on steep cliffs overlooking the sea;
a unique landscape, where vegetation and lush vineyards frame a spectacular
scenery. Visit four of the five villages.Explore the ...
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Price: 95,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=5919P39

Bolgheri Top Wines Private tour from Florence or Siena
Your day will start from your accommodation when our Professional driver pick you
up in a comfortable, luxury vehicle. We will first reach Bolgheri a charming hamlet
with The Gherardesca family Castle, where also poet Giosuè Carducci lived. To
reach the village we?ll pass via a long, cypress-lined ...
Price: 696,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=5919P390

Private wine experience in Chianti hills with lunch from Florence or Siena
This special tour is dedicated to local wine and food lovers. We will ccompany our
guests to taste typical Tuscan cooking combined with excellent local wines. The tour
consists in the visit of the vineyards and of the ancient Antinori cellars, situated in the
characteristic village of Badia a ...
Price: 420,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=5919P391

Florence Duomo Complex Guided tour
Discover the heart of Florence and learn all the secrets and the history that lies
behind the Duomo Complex. Santa Maria del Fiore, designed by Arnolfo di Cambio.
Our local guide will show you the main sight while telling you interesting anecdotes
on how this masterpiece was created. You?ll also ...
Price: 59,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=5919P411

Guided Walking Tour of Florence with Uffizi Gallery
Enjoy an excellent and complete introductory guided tour of the city of Florence and
the Uffizi Gallery museum. Admire one of the most famous Museum in the world and
marvel at its masterpiece like the Venus by Botticelli. Fall in love with Florence and
its culture, history, art, churches and ...
Price: 63,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=5919P42
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Evening cooking class with Dinner
With the precious help of a local and professional Chef you'll spend an evening in
Florence learning the tips, secrets and recipes of our strong culinary tradition. After a
day in the city why don't you have fun preparing a 3-course meal, enjoying this small
group experience. Depending on the ...
Price: 57,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=5919P423

Gourmet Cooking Experience
With a local Chef you'll learn the flavors of Florentine culinary traditions through this
gourmet cooking experience. As part of this class you'll recreate a full meal, learning
new cooking techniques and you'll prepare something sophisticated, delicious and
real plates that you can find in all ...
Price: 129,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=5919P424

Homemade Pasta Cooking Class
When travelling to Italy you immediately think on its impressive culinary traditions. Do
not miss the opportunity to learn how to prepare a fresh homemade pasta with our
local Chef. Get the opportunity to work the various types of ingredients necessary for
making fresh pasta, to discover the ...
Price: 59,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=5919P425

Private Departure Transfer: Florence Hotel to Rome FCO airport
Book a private transfer from your Florence accommodation to Rome Fiumicino
Airport so you won't spend extra time waiting for a taxi or public transport. This
hassle-free airport transportation service gives you peace of mind.Book a private
transfer from your Florence accommodation to Rome Fiumicino ...
Price: 300,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=5919P431

Private Departure Transfer: Florence Hotel to Bologna airport
Book a private arrival transfer from your Florence accommodation to Bologna Airport,
so you won't spend extra time waiting for a taxi or public transport. This hassle-free
airport transportation service gives you peace of mind.Book a private arrival transfer
from your Florence accommodation to ...
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Price: 127,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=5919P435

Private Transfer: Florence Hotel to Milan Hotel
Book a private transfer from your hotel in Florence to Milan so you won't spend extra
time waiting for a taxi or public transport. Book a private transfer from your hotel in
Florence to Milan so you won't spend extra time waiting for a taxi or public transport.
Book a private transfer from your ...
Price: 334,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=5919P438

Private Departure Transfer: Florence Hotel to Milano Malpensa Airport
Book a private departure transfer from Florence Hotel and relax on the way to the
airport in the comfort of a private vehicle. Book a private departure transfer from
Florence Hotel and relax on the way to the airport in the comfort of a private vehicle.
Book a private departure transfer from ...
Price: 367,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=5919P442

Private Transfer: Florence Hotel to Venice
Book a private departure transfer from Florence Hotel and relax on the way to Venice
in the comfort of a private vehicle.Book a private departure transfer from Florence
Hotel and relax on the way to Venice in the comfort of a private vehicle.Book a
private departure transfer from Florence Hotel and ...
Price: 287,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=5919P446

Pisa Half-Day Morning Tour from Florence
Visit Piazza dei Miracoli during this 6-hour morning tour lead be an authorized city
guide. The beautiful walled area in Pisa is among the most spectacular monumental
complexes in the world.Visit Piazza dei Miracoli during this 6-hour morning tour lead
be an authorized city guide. The beautiful ...
Price: 49,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=5919P45
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Private Transfer: Florence Hotel to Genova
Book a private departure transfer from Florence Hotel and relax on the way to
Genova in the comfort of a private vehicle.Book a private departure transfer from
Florence Hotel and relax on the way to Genova in the comfort of a private
vehicle.Book a private departure transfer from Florence Hotel and ...
Price: 267,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=5919P450

Private Departure Transfer: Florence Hotel to Pisa Airport
Book a private departure transfer from Florence Hotel and relax on the way to the
airport in the comfort of a private vehicle.Book a private departure transfer from
Florence Hotel and relax on the way to the airport in the comfort of a private
vehicle.Book a private departure transfer from Florence ...
Price: 107,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=5919P452

Explore Palazzo Vecchio and its Tower
Admire the Town hall of Florence on a 2-hour tour of the Palazzo Vecchio Museum,
which overlooks the Piazza della Signoria the amazing square that holds a copy of
Michelangelo's David statue, and the gallery of statues in the adjacent Loggia dei
Lanzi. Visit the private apartments of the Medici ...
Price: 59,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=5919P456

Beef Experience in Florence Cooking Class
If you are in Florence, you would have surely felt in the air the rich smell of a
traditional Florentine Steak. With the Tuscany Beef experience cooking class, you
are going to learn all the secrets behind a perfect Chianina steak. How these cows
originated and how they are bred, what is the part ...
Price: 69,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=5919P458

500 Vintage Tour: Chianti Roads Experience with Lunch from Florence
Experience the Tuscan countryside by vintage Fiat 500 on an 5-hour scenic driving
tour. Stop for a light lunch at a Chianti winery and marvel at medieval villages in the
rolling hills of the famous wine region.Experience the Tuscan countryside by vintage
Fiat 500 on an 5-hour scenic driving tour. ...
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Price: 150,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=5919P48

Full day to San Gimignano, Siena and Chianti with Lunch and Wine Tasting
Enjoy a full-day tour into the heart of the beautiful Tuscan countryside. Visit the town
of San Gimignano, the wine territory of Chianti, the medieval town of Siena and the
Monteriggioni fortress.Enjoy a full-day tour into the heart of the beautiful Tuscan
countryside. Visit the town of San ...
Price: 60,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=5919P49

Chianti Half day Wine tour from Florence
Explore the Chianti area in the heart of Tuscany and taste some superb Chianti
wines and Tuscan products. Visit a stunning wine estate, learn the main technicians
of wine production, admire the historical cellars and finally enjoy a wine tasting.
immerse yourself in Chianti countryside and visit a ...
Price: 44,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=5919P50

Skip the line: Accademia Gallery tour
Visit the world famous museum, Accademia Gallery with an expert guide from
Florence. Get the opportunity to immerse yourself in Michelangelo?s art and see his
many masterpieces, including the statue of David.Visit the world famous museum,
Accademia Gallery with an expert guide from Florence. Get ...
Price: 28,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=5919P52

Skip the line: Uffizi Gallery tour
Discover some of the great masterpieces of Western art at the Uffizi Gallery in
Florence with a knowledgeable guide and skip the long line.Discover some of the
great masterpieces of Western art at the Uffizi Gallery in Florence with a
knowledgeable guide and skip the long line.Discover some of the ...
Price: 39,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=5919P53
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Cooking Lesson: From The Market To The Table in Florence
Learn how to prepare a typical Italian meal from scratch thanks to a professional
chef, and impress all your friends and family at home! With this 4.5-hour cooking
class, you will start the tour with a visit to the Central Market in Florence, then you
will immerse yourself in the cooking class and ...
Price: 79,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=5919P98

Private transfer from Florence to Sorrento
This is the most comfortable way to get from Florence to Sorrento! I guarantee the
best service for your car service. I'm a professional local drivers, 100%, properly
dressed and English speaking, during your transfer I also can share some useful
information about your destination. I have the ...
Price: 504,34 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=59379P5

Experience Chianti at 3 family run wineries with wine expert - 6 hrs
We meet in central Florence and depart (at 9.30 am sharp) and head into the Chianti
Classico wine region just South of Florence. We will hit 3 different family owned
wineries during the morning to see the vineyards, cellars and enjoy generous
tastings in the tasting rooms of each winery, ...
Price: 135,61 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=60015P6

Florence: Brunelleschi's Dome Guided Tour
Overview Visit the Brunelleschi?s Duomo with an expert guide and enjoy reserved
access to the iconic Cupola on this 1-hour guided tour. Once you?ve met your guide,
you will climb to the Cupola and the have a chance to see the fascinating view of the
city from the top.When Filippo Brunelleschi built ...
Price: 52,16 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=60672P117

Florence: Accademia Gallery Tour including Michelango's David
The gallery of the academy was founded in 1784 by the Grand Duke of Tuscany
Pietro Leopoldo di Lorena. His aim was to gather together all the painting and
drawingfrom the schools of Florence in one only big Academy that enshrines all the
works of art used by art students to practice and ...
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Price: 41,73 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=60672P66

Walking tour Florence, Firenze, Italy
Enjoy this walking tour with a professional guide and admire Florence for two hours
with a small group. This city walking tour will be provided with lots of information
about the historical and religious sites in Florence. During the tour, you are going to
see for an example: Church Santa Maria ...
Price: 2,99 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=61084P10

Tuscan â€˜Bella Vitaâ€™: Wine Tasting, Light Lunch, Cellar Tour and Swim
Spend three hours enjoying a taste of 'la dolce vita' (the good life) during a trip to a
historical villa, tucked away in the glorious Tuscan hills. With a wine-expert guide,
explore the cellars, sample the villa?s home-produced Tuscan wine, and then savor
some of the finest local delicacies over ...
Price: 145,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6144BELLAVITA

Sunset Stroll in Florence
Discover Florence?s curious yet charming Oltrarno neighborhood on a sunset stroll
with a guide. Set on the lesser-visited side of the River Arno, the historic quarter
boasts artisan shops and lively piazzas, as well as some sinister secrets. During a
2-hour tour, you?ll find places linked to ...
Price: 87,63 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6144P16

Learn to Sculpt or Paint in a Private Florence Art Studio
In the heart of Florence, one of the greatest artistic centers of all time, discover the
secrets behind painting or sculpting. Your instructor will welcome you into their
inspiring, sun-filled private studio for this unique art experience in Florence. Under
the tutelage of an expert artist, ...
Price: 129,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6144P17
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Artisan Workshops: Guided Small-Group Walking Tour in Florence
Embark on this 3-hour expert-led small-group walking tour of artisan workshops in
Florence where you will discover the heart of Florentine traditional
craftsmanship. Treat yourself to a lovely experience that includes meeting
practitioners of ancient crafts, from hand carved wood furnishings to ...
Price: 82,41 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6144P20

Tuscan Walk and Hunt for Truffles
Why are edible truffles so expensive? What accounts for their high demand? And most importantly - what do they taste like? Discover the answers to these questions
and more on this guided walk in the peaceful woods to hunt for Tuscan truffles,
where you will learn all about this special ingredient ...
Price: 173,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6144P24

Florentine Steak Experience
Eat the best steak in Florence! What's more, you'll join our Expert Chef in the kitchen
and cook it yourself in this unique cooking class!Learn about Italian Tuscan cuisine
and how to prepare the best 'Bistecca Fiorentina' Steak to enjoy with a 3 course meal
and Chianti wine. Have fun with our ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6144P28

Vegan Cooking Class in Florence: Pasta Making, Wine & Beautiful Views!
Thanks to your experienced and dedicated host & chef you'll learn how to make
authentic Italian food that is vegan, healthy and cruelty-free!Expand your powers in
the kitchen with simple tricks that our chef will share with you.You'll experience and
learn how to make traditional Italian pasta by ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6144P29

Exclusive: Private Early Morning Florence Tour
Discover the city of Florence in peace in the early morning hours! Beat the tourist
crowds and stroll around calmly with your expert guide. Ask all the questions you
want and enjoy the peaceful piazzas and fresh air and morning light on the river.
Discover the city of Florence in peace in the early ...
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Price: 229,49 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6144P31

Wings of Love: Romantic Proposal in Florence
The ultimate unique and romantic proposal in Italy. Florence is a great place to visit
for a romantic trip and with this proposal experience, we can help you see the most
beautiful places in Tuscany and organise an unbeatable proposal.The ultimate
unique and romantic proposal in Italy. Florence is ...
Price: 2.083,34 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6144P32

Tastes of Florence Food & Wine Tour
You can eat your way through Florence's city center on this most extensive walking
food and wine tour in the city!You can eat your way through Florence's city center on
this most extensive walking food and wine tour in the city!You can eat your way
through Florence's city center on this most ...
Price: 94,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6144P33

Best of Tuscany Tour: Siena, San Gimignano, Monteriggioni
Experience the best of Tuscany and its gorgeous hilltop towns in one day!Currently
due to Covid-19 regulations, this tour can only be run as a private exclusive
experience.We will give you private transportation in an air-conditioned minibus or
car so you will be comfortable all the way. Drive ...
Price: 300,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6144P34

Fascinating Florence: Guided Walking Tour
Spend a morning being entertained as Florence's history is brought to life during this
3-hour small-group walking tour. Learn about Florence's Medieval and Renaissance
eras, hear fascinating stories behind the historic attractions, walk through the city's
most magnificent squares, and visit the ...
Price: 34,43 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6144P6
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2-Hour Uffizi Gallery Tour
Explore the extensive Uffizi Gallery during this two-hour, small group tour. Both
levels of the massive museum are included, covering more masterpieces from artists
including Michelangelo and Caravaggio in a single tour. Guides will detail the history
of the museum as well as the extraordinary ...
Price: 67,81 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6144P8

Michelangelo's David Tour
The most iconic artwork in history comes to life on this small-group tour focused on
the David and its enigmatic artist. From the history of the very stone the David was
carved from, to the commissioning of the artwork through to its original placement
and the creation of the museum where it now ...
Price: 46,95 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6144P9

Florence Walking Tour: Renaissance Secrets and Scandals
Get a revealing look at the hidden history of Florence as you stroll down its alleyways
on a two hours and fifteen minutes guided walking tour. Follow your knowledgeable
guide on foot to the famous piazzas in the city center, including the Piazza della
Reppublica and Piazza del Duomo. You?ll hear ...
Price: 90,57 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6144SDR

Florence Food Tour
Our private guide will be able to help you enjoy the tuscan delicacies and the local
food culture.Our private guide will be able to help you enjoy the tuscan delicacies
and the local food culture.Our private guide will be able to help you enjoy the tuscan
delicacies and the local food ...
Price: 89,02 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=61523P1

3 Day Florence Tour: Private Art Escape From Florence Airport
Discover the Renaissance city of Florence in this perfect private 3 day escape tour:
reach the hotel by a private luxury transfer from Florence airport or railstation, be
welcome in one exclusive centrally located hotel near the best places of the city
center and receive an amenity in the room. ...
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Price: 479,84 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=61624P15

Private transfer from all over Tuscany to any place on the Amalfi coast
Enjoy the ride from your accomodation in tuscany to the amalfi coast with this private
transfer service. With Positano Limo Service you can meet your driver at the lobby of
your accomodation, or wherever you need your pick-up and relax on the journey to
your accommodation in any destinations on the ...
Price: 1.066,67 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=62366P76

Private transfer from all over Tuscany to any place on the Amalfi coast
Enjoy the ride from your accomodation in tuscany to the amalfi coast with this private
transfer service. With Positano Limo Service you can meet your driver at the lobby of
your accomodation, or wherever you need your pick-up and relax on the journey to
your accommodation in any destinations on the ...
Price: 800,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=62366P77

2-Night Cinque Terre Tour from Florence
Explore Italy?s picture-perfect northern coast including the UNESCO-listed Cinque
Terre villages on this 2-night trip from Florence. With 3- or 4-star accommodation
included in the pretty seaside town of Santa Margherita, you?ll set out to see three
astoundingly beautiful cliffside villages that ...
Price: 675,94 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6274CINQUEFROMFLO

Independent Rome Day Trip from Florence by High-Speed Train
See Rome on this full-day tour from Florence, which includes a pass for the hop-on,
hop-off bus tour. This is an easy way to see the Eternal City, taking away any stress
of booking train tickets and bus passes. After the high-speed train ride from Florence,
get on the hop-on, hop-off bus and ...
Price: 130,39 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6274DAYFLOROM
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Shared Departure Transfer: Florence Hotels to Florence Airport
Ensure a hassle-free way to finish your Florence vacation by booking this shared
departure transfer from your city hotel to Florence Airport. Simply book a time that
suits your schedule, and meet your professional and reliable driver at your hotel.
Then, relax in the comfort of an air-conditioned ...
Price: 21,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6274FLOHTLAPT

Independent Venice Day Trip from Florence by High-Speed Train
Take a day out of your time in Florence to visit the nearby city of Venice on an
independent day trip! Round-trip transport by high-speed train, a Vessel 'vaporetto'
(water bus) ticket and a meet-and-greet session with a local Florence host (prior to
travel) are included. Avoid the hassle of ...
Price: 125,18 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6274FLORENCEVE

Overnight Rome Independent Tour from Florence by High-Speed Train
All roads lead to Rome. This 2-day tour makes exploring the Eternal City easy, taking
away any stress of booking train tickets, a hotel and sightseeing excursions. After a
high-speed train ride from Florence, get on the hop-on, hop-off bus and explore
famed sites like the Colosseum, the Circus ...
Price: 283,73 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6274FLOROM

Shared Arrival Transfer: Florence Airport to Florence Hotels
Start your Florence vacation with ease by booking this shared arrival transfer from
Florence Airport to your city hotel. Simply select a time to suit your schedule, and
then meet your friendly and professional driver to travel to your destination in the
comfort of an air-conditioned shuttle ...
Price: 21,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6274FLRAPTHTL

Cinque Terre Full Immersion
Discover one of Italy's most enchanting landscapes, the magical world of Cinque
Terre, on this 12-hour guided day trip from Florence. See Manarola, Riomaggiore,
Monterosso, Vernazza, and La Spezia; travel by train, boat, and bus; swim in the
crystal waters, wander picturesque harbors, and soak up ...
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Price: 96,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6274P35

Florence Walking Tour with Wine Tasting at Sunset
A pleasant guided stroll in the heart of Florence tasting two different Chianti wines at
sunset. Walk along the well-known craftsman district 'Oltrarno' and the city center
district.A pleasant guided stroll in the heart of Florence tasting two different Chianti
wines at sunset. Walk along the ...
Price: 53,13 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6274P37

Overnight Naples Independent Tour from Florence by High-Speed Train
Roundtrip by Highspeed train from Florence to Napoli, accomodation in 3* or 4* hotel
in Napoli city centre with B&B service, Naples & Pompeii HD tourRoundtrip by
Highspeed train from Florence to Napoli, accomodation in 3* or 4* hotel in Napoli city
centre with B&B service, Naples & Pompeii HD ...
Price: 382,48 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6274P42

Full Day Florence Tour with Accademia and Uffizi Gallery
Enjoy skip-the-line access to Florence's Academy Gallery, then uncover the beauty
of Florence in a walking tour of the city. Discover some of the most magnificent
works of Renaissance art, and visit some of Florence's historically significant
sites.Enjoy skip-the-line access to Florence's Academy ...
Price: 140,83 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6274P43

Walking Tour and Skip the Line with Guided Tour of Accademia Gallery
Skip-the-line at the world-famous Florence Academy Gallery and explore the
magnificence of Michelangelo?s David and other timeless works of Renaissance art
from the 15th and 16th centuries.Skip-the-line at the world-famous Florence
Academy Gallery and explore the magnificence of Michelangelo?s ...
Price: 70,94 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6274P44
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Walking Tour with Skip the Line and Guided Tour of Uffizi Gallery
Discover the history and culture of Florence as you explore the famous sights in the
city on this 4-hour tour. Then enter the Uffizi Gallery with a skip-the-line ticket to
admire the beautiful collection of paintings from the Italian Renaissance.Discover the
history and culture of Florence as you ...
Price: 59,46 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6274P45

Skip the Line with Guided Tour of Uffizi Gallery
See Uffizi Gallery's most famous works of art up close. Pieces by Da Vinci, Giotto
and Botticelli are all on display, and with an expert guide and the chance to skip the
long line, you'll make the most of your trip to Florence.See Uffizi Gallery's most
famous works of art up close. Pieces by Da ...
Price: 49,03 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6274P46

Siena, San Gimignano and Chianti tour
Spend a memorable day touring Tuscany. You?ll sample Chianti wines and Tuscan
foods and enjoy the scenic landscape of vineyards and olive groves. Visit
Romanesque churches, farmhouses, castles, and medieval city squares on this
full-day excursion.Spend a memorable day touring Tuscany. You?ll sample ...
Price: 64,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6274P47

Pisa & Lucca Tour
Explore the famous sights in Pisa and Lucca on this 8-hour guided excursion from
Florence. Head to Pisa in the morning before visiting Lucca in the afternoon and
enjoying a Buccellato tasting at a local pastry shop.Explore the famous sights in Pisa
and Lucca on this 8-hour guided excursion from ...
Price: 61,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6274P48

The Leaning Tower & Pisa Half Day
While in Florence, take a trip to nearby Pisa and see its world-famous marvel, the
Leaning Tower. Led by an expert guide, learn about the origins of this architectural
feature and take a tour of the nearby cathedral.While in Florence, take a trip to
nearby Pisa and see its world-famous marvel, the ...
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Price: 76,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6274P49

Smart Pisa Morning Half Day
Spend a day in the medieval splendor of Pisa on this memorable half-day tour from
Florence. Enjoy the lavish architecture and art surrounding Piazza dei Miracoli.Spend
a day in the medieval splendor of Pisa on this memorable half-day tour from
Florence. Enjoy the lavish architecture and art ...
Price: 50,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6274P50

Smart Pisa Afternoon Half Day
Spend an afternoon enjoying the medieval splendor of Pisa on this guided tour from
Florence. You?ll travel by comfortable air-conditioned coach, explore the lavish
architecture and art surrounding the Piazza dei Miracoli, and have some free time to
shop.Spend an afternoon enjoying the medieval ...
Price: 50,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6274P51

Private Transfer from Florence Airport to City Hotels
? Sit back and relax with a private transfer from Florence Airport to any hotel located
in the Florence area. Save money and time with this affordable, comfortable and
convenient transfer service, and get to your hotel without any worries.? Sit back and
relax with a private transfer from Florence ...
Price: 52,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6274P52

Private Transfer from Florence City Hotels to Florence Airport
Sit back and relax with a Private Transfer from any hotel located in the Florence area
to Florence Airport. Save money and time with this affordable, comfortable and
convenient transfer service, and arrive at Florence Airport without any worries.Sit
back and relax with a Private Transfer from any ...
Price: 52,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6274P53
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Overnight Venice Independent Tour from Florence by High-Speed Train
Succumb to the allure of Venice on an overnight trip from Florence! The independent
experience allows you to explore the city at your own pace and with minimum fuss;
round-trip travel by high-speed train, a 48-hour 'vaporetto' (water bus) ticket and 3- or
4-star hotel accommodation are all ...
Price: 321,28 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6274VENFROMFLO

Official Cathedral Tour With Exclusive Priority Entrance
Join the OFFICIAL DUOMO TOUR, Avoid the long line by entering in the Cathedral
through a dedicated exclusive entrance to admire one of the biggest churches in the
world and the amazing Brunelleschi Dome, Renaissance masterpieces and
UNESCO heritage of humanity. With our OFFICIAL DUOMO TOUR only, ...
Price: 30,26 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=62794P10

Classic Chianti Wine Region Bike Tour
The secret heart of Tuscany is waiting for you and this bike tour is the perfect one to
explore it!! We?ll pick you up at the meeting point in the centre of Florence and we?ll
drive you in our minivan to the Chianti area (about 15 minutes ride through the
Tuscany hills), where you will jump in the ...
Price: 119,96 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=62794P16

A TOAST OF WINE IN A CHIANTI FARM (Half a day tour)
Don?t miss the flavor of this land of wine! If you have little time and big enthusiasm,
?A TOAST OF WINE IN A CHIANTI FARM? is the perfect Chianti tour for you! This
is a half day ride through the beautiful Chianti area in the Tuscan countryside,
heading to a typical boutique winery for a special ...
Price: 221,15 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=62794P17

Meet Michelangelo's David
The Accademia Gallery is one of the most visited museum in the world thanks to the
magnificent DAVID by Michelangelo. Thanks to the priority entry tickets you will avoid
the long lines and the sold out, you will have the chance to remain into the gallery as
long as you like.The Accademia Gallery is ...
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Price: 73,02 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=62794P18

Uffizi Gallery And Vasari Corridor Wonder
The Uffizi Gallery hosts the biggest collection of Renaissance paintings of the
world.Within two hours, thanks to the priority entry ticket, you and your expert
historian guide will avoid the long lines.You will have the chance to visit the roof
terrace overlooking the Signoria square and the ...
Price: 91,80 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=62794P19

Florence And A Bite Of Tuscany
The ?Happy Chianti by bike? tour is perfect to discover the beauty of Florence
environs, cycling through the Tuscan Hills and visiting a Renaissance villa winery for
olive oil and wine tasting.The ?Happy Chianti by bike? tour is perfect to discover the
beauty of Florence environs, cycling through ...
Price: 103,27 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=62794P21

Downhill From The Forest Into The City
With a small effort you will enjoy a nice, relaxing downhill bike ride in the wonderful
Tuscan countryside admiring scenic landscapesWith a small effort you will enjoy a
nice, relaxing downhill bike ride in the wonderful Tuscan countryside admiring scenic
landscapesWith a small effort you will ...
Price: 156,47 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=62794P22

Fiat 500 Vintage And La Dolce Vita In Tuscany
Hop in your vintage Fiat 500 and easily follow our expert guide from Florence up to a
famous panoramic drive into the hills along narrow stonewalled lanes, pass historic
villas and fields of olive trees. Have the chance to make a visit in a local family run
Chianti vineyard and to sample some ...
Price: 155,43 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=62794P23
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Italian Spider Prestige Tour
Wouldn't it be exciting to discover the secrets of Florence and Tuscany driving a
mythic Italian convertible ?Wouldn't it be exciting to discover the secrets of Florence
and Tuscany driving a mythic Italian convertible ?Wouldn't it be exciting to discover
the secrets of Florence and Tuscany driving ...
Price: 297,29 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=62794P24

Cinque Terre: Into The Blue!
Golden beaches, blue sky, violet cliffs, green sea, red and yellow fishing villages
clinging to the rocks: plunge into the colors of Cinque Terre!Depending on season
please take with you a swimsuit!On request: -Hotel/apartment pick up -Private tour
-Typical sea food lunchGolden beaches, blue sky, ...
Price: 311,90 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=62794P28

Passion For Fashion
A fun experience in a luxury shopping mall!!Salvatore Ferragamo, Dolce&Gabbana,
Prada, Versace, Armani, Moschino, Fendi, Valentino? The Kings of fashion are
waiting for you at the most famous luxury outlet in Italy, located in the green, gentle
hills of Tuscany.A fun experience in a luxury shopping ...
Price: 186,72 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=62794P29

Medici Masters Of Florence
Our tour will allow to visit all the places in Florence where the series Medici Masters
of Florence was filmed.You will have a walking tour in the center of Florence (Piazza
della Signoria, Palazzo Vecchio courtyard, The Dome square with the history of
Brunelleschi's Dome and the Gates of Paradise ...
Price: 207,58 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=62794P3

Pitti Palace And Its Gardens (boboli & Bardini)
Stroll in the footsteps of grand dukes, conquerors and kings by exploring Palazzo
Pitti and its famous gardens.Stroll in the footsteps of grand dukes, conquerors and
kings by exploring Palazzo Pitti and its famous gardens.Stroll in the footsteps of
grand dukes, conquerors and kings by exploring ...
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Price: 155,43 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=62794P30

VAL Dâ€™ORCIA & PIENZA with BRUNELLO WINE
Meet Italy?s most prestigious wine on our ?King of the Reds? tour. Renowned
worldwide, Brunello di Montalcino gains its aura from a special kind of alchemy,
where centuries of history merge with 100 percent Sangiovese purity in a unique
terroir found in this little corner of Tuscany, just south of ...
Price: 259,38 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=62794P31

Live The Italian Dream With A Vintage Fiat 500 Tour
Drive and smile, zipping through the timeless Tuscan countryside with the roof down
in a vintage Fiat 500 convertible. It?s the ultimate silver screen experience, with a
backdrop of gently undulating hills, villas, medieval castles, vineyards and olive
groves rolling out to the horizon. Join us on ...
Price: 145,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=62794P33

Private Climbing Of The Cupola And Discover The Entire Duomo Complex
The tour starts with an introduction to the square and its religious buildings.Then you
will visit the interior of the Baptistery where you will see the amazing golden mosaic
that inspired Dante Alighieri for his Divine Comedy.Our local guide will tell you about
the secrets behind the Baptistery ...
Price: 165,63 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=62794P34

The best of Florence in one day- 4 tours in 1!
Our tour starts with a relaxing walking tour in the city center including: Piazza della
Repubblica, the district of Dante, Piazza della Signoria with Palazzo Vecchio, Ponte
Vecchio and much more... While in the Duomo square we will guide you inside
the Baptistery, the tour continues with ...
Price: 374,48 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=62794P4
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Private Guided Walking Tour With A Visit Inside The Cathedral
A walk in the center of Florence is like visiting an open-air museum!A walk in the
center of Florence is like visiting an open-air museum!A walk in the center
of Florence is like visiting an open-air museum!ItineraryThis is a typical itinerary for
this productStop At: Duomo - Cattedrale di Santa ...
Price: 61,55 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=62794P41

Siena-san Gimignano
Siena is a pearl in the Tuscan countryside, a countryside steel rich of ancient castles
which show how life was going on in the middle ages. This tour will make you
discover the town that had been fighting against Florence for centuries; the town that
gave birth to artists such as Simone Martini or ...
Price: 260,78 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=62794P42

Pisa
The leaning tower of Pisa is one of the most memorable sights in Europe and one of
the seven medieval wonders of the world.During the tour your personal guide will tell
you the secrets of the whole square called ?Field of Miracles? and you will learn
why Galileo Galilei is linked to those ...
Price: 198,75 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=62794P45

Private Tour - Three Cities Siena - Monteriggioni - San Gimignano
Siena is a pearl in the Tuscan countryside, steel rich of ancient castles that show
how life was going on in the Middle Ages. This tour will make you discover the town
that had been fighting against Florence for centuries.Siena is a pearl in the Tuscan
countryside, steel rich of ancient castles ...
Price: 228,45 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=62794P46

Vip Chianti & San Gimignano Tour
Dedicated to wine lovers with a sense of adventure, this tour takes us from the heart
of the Chianti to the hilltop towers of San Gimignano.Come behind the scenes and
experience what makes a good Chianti with a hands-on tour and tasting sessions at
some of the region?s top wineries. Departing from ...
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Price: 485,05 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=62794P47

Vip Chianti Tour Contemporary Art And Unique Wine Tasting With Lunch
An exciting tour dedicated to art and wine lovers who desire to discover the secrets
of the Chianti district!An exciting tour dedicated to art and wine lovers who desire to
discover the secrets of the Chianti district!An exciting tour dedicated to art and wine
lovers who desire to discover the ...
Price: 238,55 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=62794P48

Monteriggioni - Siena
Monteriggioni is a medieval little village built in 1200 characterized by its perfectly
preserved belt of walls; in the centre of the village we will stop for a quick walk and a
coffee?.Back on our van we will reach Siena in just 20 minutes!Siena is a pearl in the
Tuscan countryside, a countryside ...
Price: 151,26 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=62794P50

Discover Tuscany In A Day Pisa-volterra-san Gimignano-siena - Private Tour
A pleasant intimate journey by van with your guide through Tuscany, to discover in
one day its worls heritage medieval cities, the food, the people and their unique way
of life.The leaning tower of Pisa is one of the most memorable sights in Europe and
one of the seven medieval wonders of the ...
Price: 485,05 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=62794P51

Chianti Tour With A Visit Of An Organic Cellar And A Special Wine Tasting
? Discover the real Chianti ? Taste Organic Wines ? Admire postcard
landscapesChianti wine is one of the Tuscan excellence, produced already in the
Etruscan period and exported to England since 1600, born from the Sangiovese vine
variety to which Canaiolo, Malvasia and Trebbiano grapes are united. ...
Price: 207,30 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=62794P52
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Truffle Lovers Tour
? Visit the most famous Florentine Food Market ? Taste 6 truffle delights in a royal
shop ? Discover 2 kinds of Balsamic Vinegar? Visit the most famous Florentine Food
Market ? Taste 6 truffle delights in a royal shop ? Discover 2 kinds of Balsamic
Vinegar? Visit the most famous Florentine Food ...
Price: 130,39 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=62794P53

Tuscany Landscapes, Castels & Chianti Wine District
Be driven along the picturesque Tuscan countryside and enjoy a TOP quality Chianti
Classico wine tasting; reach amazing panorama spots and visit a medieval hamlet
and an amazing villa with historic cellar.An exciting tour dedicated to wine lovers who
want to find out what is special about the ...
Price: 119,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=62794P58

Oltrarno Tour - Art & Artcrafts
'Oltrarno' the part of Florence on the left side of the river Arno where it is possible to
experience the soul of the city and get in touch with ?the initiators of the
Renaissance?.'Oltrarno' the part of Florence on the left side of the river Arno where it
is possible to experience the soul of the ...
Price: 234,71 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=62794P59

Original Walking Tour In The Center Of Florence And The Oltrarno!
Discover Florence from a different angle with this 2-hour walking tour. Led by a
professional guide, you will discover the center of the city with the Cathedral, the
Gates of Paradise, the Dome and Ponte Vecchio; strolling in an open air museum
you will reach the Palazzo Vecchio, located in one of ...
Price: 46,95 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=62794P6

Opera Del Duomo Museum & Baptistery
Over 750 works, the greatest concentration of Florentine monumental sculpture in
the world: statues and medieval and Renaissance reliefs in marble, bronze and silver
of the greatest artists of the time. Masterpieces made for the exteriors and interiors of
the Baptistery of San Giovanni, the ...
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Price: 159,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=62794P61

Cooking Class In The Centre Of Florence
The Classic cooking course is offered in an old fascinating location!!! Our local and
well renewed chef, will drive you with her expert and professional support to create
the recipes you choose; our ingredients are fresh, organic, local ?from farm to table?
and fun is assured.At the end of the ...
Price: 134,38 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=62794P64

Uffizi Gallery Tour With Skip The Line Ticket
The Uffizi Gallery, from whose windows you can enjoy one of the most beautiful
views of Florence, houses the largest collection of Renaissance paintings in the
world that belonged to the Medici family, who had their old offices here.The Uffizi
Gallery, from whose windows you can enjoy one of the ...
Price: 59,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=62794P66

The David At The Accademia Gallery Guided Tour With Skip The Line Ticket
The David as an icon of male beauty and symbol of Florence; the most famous
statue in the all world and its history along with other timeless Renaissance works in
1 hour guided tour.The David as an icon of male beauty and symbol of Florence; the
most famous statue in the all world and its history ...
Price: 49,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=62794P69

Florence Walking Tour And Uffizi Gallery Guided Tour With Skip The Line Ticket
Walk with your Certified Guide to learn about the secrets and monuments of the
historic center of Florence, UNESCO World Heritage Site, such as the Duomo and
the Ponte Vecchio and then skip the line to access the legendary Uffizi Gallery and
discover the treasures of the Italian Renaissance.Walk ...
Price: 103,27 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=62794P71
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Private Transfer Airport-florence City Center Or Florence City Center-airport
Enjoy a private transfer between Florence airport and your accommodation OR
other way: you will be promptly welcomed by professional, certified and multilingual
drivers; you will travel with the best luxury van or air-conditioned cars, with a fast and
efficient service that will take you to your ...
Price: 88,18 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=62794P72

Florence In One Day With The Accademia And Uffizi Galleries
A quick tour specially designed for those who want to immerse themselves, with a
small group, in the charm of Florence, visiting with a certified local Guide some
selected works of art of the two most famous museums, but avoiding long lines to not
give up the secrets of the Center historic city, ...
Price: 260,78 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=62794P75

Guided Walking Tour In Florence: City Of The Towers And The Renaissance
An unforgettable guided walk in the center of the UNESCO heritage city, to learn
about the history, curiosities, characters and anecdotes of Florence, an elegant jewel
city famous all over the world that was the cradle of the Renaissance.An
unforgettable guided walk in the center of the UNESCO ...
Price: 24,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=62794P76

Vip Tour Of Palazzo Vecchio With The Tower Climbing
Let yourself be guided to discover the magnificent Palazzo Vecchio which was the
residence of the Medici family and for centuries the symbol of political power in
Florence.Let yourself be guided to discover the magnificent Palazzo Vecchio which
was the residence of the Medici family and for ...
Price: 98,96 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=62794P78

Official Firenze Dome Tour With Skip The Line Ticket
Join the OFFICIAL DUOMO TOUR, Skip the long line with our guide and climb up to
the TOP amazing Brunelleschi Dome to enjoy the magnificent skyline of Florence,
Renaissance masterpieces and UNESCO heritage of humanity. With our OFFICIAL
DUOMO TOUR only, you will receive a personalized ?WELCOME ...
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Price: 51,12 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=62794P79

Original Fiat 500 Vintage Tour, Drive And Smile!
Join us to spend a perfect day across the Chianti wine region and enjoy the beauty of
Florence and the Tuscany hills, driving an original vintage Fiat 500 convertible.Join
us to spend a perfect day across the Chianti wine region and enjoy the beauty of
Florence and the Tuscany hills, driving an ...
Price: 145,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=62794P8

Official Firenze Dome Complex Tour With Skip The Line Ticket And Gelato
Join the OFFICIAL DUOMO TOUR, Skip the long line with our guide and climb up to
the TOP amazing Brunelleschi Dome to enjoy the magnificent skyline of Florence,
Renaissance masterpieces and UNESCO heritage of humanity. What will you do in
the tour:.Enter the Cathedral without a queue from a private ...
Price: 104,32 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=62794P80

Cycling in Florence: a different way to explore the town
Florence, your camera and two wheels: the perfect ingredients to explore the Tuscan
capital, pedaling through the UNESCO heritage city center. You will enjoy your
memorable Italian day, while our knowledgeable historian guide will entertain you
with interesting facts and anecdotes about the most ...
Price: 55,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=62794P9

Private Photo Session with a Local Photographer in Florence
Want to capture your amazing honeymoon? Family vacation while the kids are still
little? Your perfect couples retreat from everyday busy life? A solo trip without asking
strangers to take pictures of you? Stop searching, we got you here!We are the
largest network of local vacation photographers in ...
Price: 243,34 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=63511P797
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Tuscany Hot Air Balloon Flight
See for miles over the beautiful Tuscan countryside on a 1-hour hot air balloon flight,
taking place from the village of San Casciano in Val di Pesa. Soaring up to some
2,000 feet (609 meters) above ground, admire stunning aerial views of the rolling
hills, pretty villages, imposing castles and ...
Price: 269,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6365HABFLR

Private Tour: Tuscany Hot Air Balloon Flight with Transport from Firenze
Climb aboard for a private hot air balloon flight over Italy?s beautiful Tuscany region.
Float over rolling hillsides and valleys dotted with vineyards and medieval castles,
and toast the experience with a glass of sparkling wine after landing. Round-trip
transport from Firenze to the launch field ...
Price: 1.794,88 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6365P8

Assisi and Cortona Day Trip from Florence
Discover the enchanting hilltop towns of Assisi and Cortona on a day trip from
Florence, led by a local tour leader! Walk around Assisi, and learn about the life of St
Francis of Assisi on visits to the Basilica of San Francesco and the Convent of Santa
Chiara. Stop to admire the 9th-century church ...
Price: 93,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6367ATOUR10

Cinque Terre Day Trip with Transport from Florence
Spend an unforgettable day discovering the breathtaking Cinque Terre region on this
must-do tour from Florence, with transport between villages included. Explore the
picturesque fishing villages of the UNESCO-listed area by coach, boat and train with
a Tour Leader, and fall in love with the ...
Price: 56,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6367CINQUE

Imperial Rome Day Trip from Florence by High-Speed Train Including Skip-the-Line Colosseum and
Roman Forum Tour
Take time out from Florence to visit Rome, where Imperial-era grandeur and gripping
gladiator tales await. After traveling to the capital by high-speed train, make the most
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of a free morning to explore before an afternoon walking tour of Ancient Rome. Use a
skip-the-line ticket to bypass the ...
Price: 179,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6367FLRROMCOL

Skip the Line: Vatican City Day Trip from Florence by High-Speed Train
Swap the sights of Florence for Vatican City on a day trip by high-speed train. After
traveling to the capital, meet a local guide for a skip-the-line tour of the Vatican
Museums and St Peter?s Basilica, two UNESCO World Heritage sites that many
believe to be the holiest spots in Christendom. Learn ...
Price: 179,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6367FLRROMVAT

Florence to Greve in Chianti Tour with Wine Tasting Experience
Discover the colours and flavours of Tuscany and explore its beautiful vineyards and
rolling hills. The highlights of the day will be 2 wine tastings offered in 2 Chianti
wineries where you will taste the best Chianti red wines together with some Tuscan
finger food. Head later towards Greve in ...
Price: 41,40 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6367P13

Pisa and Piazza dei Miracoli Half-Day Tour from Florence
Visit the Piazza dei Miracoli, or Square of Miracles, where the tower, the cathedral
and baptistery form the city's main attraction. You'll be guided around the Cathedral,
with all its secrets. Pisa is most famous for its Leaning Tower. You can walk in
Galileo's footsteps and climb up the Leaning ...
Price: 50,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6367P14

Siena, San Gimignano, Monteriggioni and Chianti Wine Tasting Tour from Florence
A full day tour, taking in the key beauties of Central Tuscany including a delicious
Tuscan lunch. You'll roll through the sweeping countryside to arrive at the jewel of
Siena, with its unique Square and Gothic Town Hall. Then you'll take the road for
San Gimignano, the Medieval New York, and ...
Price: 67,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6367P15
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Montalcino, Orcia Valley, Pienza, and Montepulciano: Wine- and Cheese-Tasting Guided Tour from
Florence
Enjoy a rich and ripe tour through the worlds of grape and gourmet cheese.
Experience art and architecture and blend it with good wines and mouth-warming
specialties. You will visit the stunning Val d'Orcia and the very special towns
snuggling in it. There's the chance to get to know wine cellars ...
Price: 70,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6367P16

Perfume Masterclass in Florence: Make your Own Personal Fragrance
Meet your master perfumer and learn the techniques and the secrets of the historical
Florentine alchemy tradition. The lesson will take place in a historic,
atmospheric workshop where you will learn all the secrets of the trade and where you
will have the chance to make your own bespoke ...
Price: 73,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6367P22

Florence Sightseeing Tour with Accademia Gallery Visit
See the top sights in the birthplace of the Renaissance with this 3-hour Florence tour,
including a visit to the Accademia Gallery. Overlook the picturesque city from
Piazzale Michelangelo and Fiesole. Learn about Brunelleschi's famous dome over
the imposing cathedral. See the genius of ...
Price: 68,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6367P25

Skip the Line: Accademia Gallery Guided Tour in Florence
Embark on a guided tour of Florence's Accademia Gallery, the home
of Michelangelo's renowned sculpture 'David.' Enjoy expedited, skip-the-line entry for
a 1-hour tour, and learn the secrets behind this museum's impressive collection,
which includes works by Giambologna, Paolo Uccello, and Sandro ...
Price: 39,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6367P26

Florence Sightseeing Tour with Uffizi Gallery Skip-the-Line Ticket
Spend an entire afternoon enjoying both the scenic outskirts and the most famous
artworks of Florence with this 3-hour city tour, including a skip-the-line ticket to the
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Uffizi Gallery. Visit the heart of the cradle of Renaissance through its most beautiful
squares and spots: admire from the ...
Price: 57,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6367P27

Skip the Line: Florence's Uffizi Gallery Guided Tour
Delve into the vast world of Florence's art history with a 1.5-hour guided tour of the
Uffizi Galley, the world's oldest museum. Skip the main entrance lines, and marvel at
such iconic works as Botticelli's 'The Birth of Venus,' Leonardo's 'Annunciation,' and
Michelangelo's 'Tondo Doni'. Enjoy ...
Price: 47,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6367P28

Full-Day Tour of Florence with Accademia and Uffizi Galleries and Typical Lunch
Make the most of your time in Florence with a 9-hour tour that covers all the
highlights, including skip-the-line visits to the Accademia and Uffizi Galleries and a
typical Tuscan lunch. Soak in gorgeous city views from the Piazzale Michelangelo
and nearby Fiesole, too.Make the most of your time in ...
Price: 135,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6367P29

Private Tuscany Tour from Florence Including Siena, San Gimignano and Chianti Wine Region
Enjoy a day away from Florence as you visit Siena, San Gimignano and the
picture-postcard Chianti area. Take your time to appreciate everything Tuscany has
to offer. Enjoy the personalized attention of your private driver and breath in the
Medieval atmosphere surrounding Siena and San Gimignano, ...
Price: 260,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6367P30

Private Half-Day Tour of Pisa from Florence
An enlightening half day excursion in Pisa devoted to the discovery of one of the
most famous monuments in the world: the world-celebrated Leaning Tower! Admire
the breath taking Piazza dei Miracoli in Pisa on this half-day tour of the city. With
hotel pickup and drop-off from Florence, take in ...
Price: 173,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6367P32
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Private Tuscany Tour from Florence Including Chianti Wine Region
An unforgettable half day chauffeur-driven tour in the heart of Chianti, far from the
hustle and bustle of Florence. Let your personal chauffeur do all the work and take
you on a half day journey through the spellbinding countryside of Chianti, a region
known for its scenic beauty, picturesque ...
Price: 173,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6367P33

Private Tour of Siena, Pisa, and San Gimignano from Florence
Experience a full-day, private tour of the Tuscan gems, Pisa, Siena, and San
Gimignano. Let your private driver do all the paperwork and explore Siena, Pisa and
San Gimignano at your own pace. With hotel pickup and drop-off from Florence, you
will be able to sit back and enjoy the picture postcard ...
Price: 363,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6367P34

Full-Day Private Pisa and Lucca Tour from Florence
Enjoy a private tour of the Tuscan cities of Pisa and Lucca, taking advantage of the
personalized attention of your driver! Visit the famous Leaning Tower in Pisa, and
discover the other wonders of the breath taking Piazza dei Miracoli, the very heart of
the city itself: the white marble Cathedral, ...
Price: 260,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6367P35

Full-Day Ferrari Museum Maranello Private Tour from Florence
An intense day out in Emilia-Romagna, devoted to Italian culture and first-class
engineering! Embark on this full-day tour from Florence to Maranello, birthpalce of
a world-renowned Italian myth, the Ferrari. You will learn about the classic vehicle as
you make your way through the exhibits of the ...
Price: 371,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6367P36

Private Full-Day Tour of Assisi and Cortona from Florence
Relax on this private, full-day tour of Assisi and Cortona. Enjoy the personalized
attention of your private driver and discover the place where St. Francis and St. Clare
were born and visit the wonderful hilltop town of Cortona. A relaxing day trip between
Umbria and Tuscany at your own ...
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Price: 322,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6367P37

The pearls in the gulf of poets: Cinque Terre private tour
An authentic earthly paradise just around the corner. A place suspended in time, 5
villages hanging between sea and land, one of the most amazing and enchanting
landscapes in the world, celebrated by such Romantic poets as Lord Byron and
Shelley!An authentic earthly paradise just around the corner. ...
Price: 346,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6367P38

Private Renaissance Discovery Tour of Florence
Go deep into Florence artistic heritage and let your professional private guide unveil
every corner of the cradle of Renaissance. An enlightening guided promenade at
your own pace!Go deep into Florence artistic heritage and let your professional
private guide unveil every corner of the cradle of ...
Price: 175,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6367P39

Best of Florence: Museum Special with Accademia & Uffizi
Want to see two of Florence?s most famous museums in one day? If so, then this
tour is for you! With your professional guide, you will visit the Accademia Gallery and
The Uffizi, plus enjoy a walking tour of the city center!Want to see two of Florence?s
most famous museums in one day? If so, then ...
Price: 97,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6367P42

Florence to Rome Day Trip by high speed train with Hop On Hop Off Access
Join us on this tour from Florence to explore the Eternal City in one day. This tour is
perfect for someone who only has a little bit of time to spend in Italy but wants to see
as much as possible!Join us on this tour from Florence to explore the Eternal City in
one day. This tour is perfect for ...
Price: 141,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6367P43
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Florence to Venice: The Floating City
Experience the charm of Venice on this one-day excursion from Florence. Spending
a day in Venice is a memory that cannot be forgotten. Located just a short drive from
Florence, Venice is known around the world for its enchanting canals and waterways.
You will travel from Florence to Venice in a ...
Price: 93,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6367P44

Cinque Terre hiking tour from Florence
A full-day excursion to discover one of the most charming places in Italy, an
authentic earthly paradise suspended between land and sea, the Cinque Terre
National Park. You will leave Florence very early in the morning, in a comfortable bus
and pampered by the attention of your expert tour leader, ...
Price: 90,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6367P65

Skip the line: Florence Duomo Cathedral small group guided tour
Admire the magnificent Cathedral of Santa Maria del Fiore in the company of an
expert guide. Better known as the Duomo, this timeless masterpiece has become the
symbol of the city of Florence over the years. You will SKIP THE LONG LINES at the
entrance, which will save you precious time during your ...
Price: 29,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6367P67

Best of Florence walking tour with optional skip the line visit to the Duomo
Discover two thousand years of history of the cradle of the Renaissance through the
eyes of an expert local guide. The first stage of this enlightening guided promenade
will be REPUBBLICA SQUARE, one of the most elegant squares in Florence. Follow
your guide through the most characteristic streets ...
Price: 25,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6367P68

Full day private tour to Chianti wine region from Florence
An unforgettable full day chauffeur-driven tour in the heart of Chianti, far from the
hustle and bustle of Florence. Let your personal chauffeur do all the work and take
you on a journey through the spellbinding countryside of Chianti, a region known for
its scenic beauty, picturesque villages and ...
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Price: 260,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6367P72

Val d'Orcia private tour: Montalcino, Pienza and Montepulciano
Experience the heart of Tuscany by visiting the enchanting Val D?Orcia led by your
private driver.Let your personal chauffeur do all the work and take you on a journey
through the spellbinding Val D'Orcia countryside, a region known for its scenic
beauty, picturesque villages, rolling hills and ...
Price: 330,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6367P73

Accademia Gallery private tour with skip the line ticket
Take advantage of the deep knowledge and passion of a private local guide of
Florence and discover all the secrets behind Michelangelo's David, the stately
symbol of Florence!During your vacation in Florence you simplycannot miss out on
meeting one of the most famous and eclectic artists in the ...
Price: 107,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6367P74

Uffizi Gallery private tour with skip the line ticket
The Uffizi Gallery needs no introduction: make the most out of the visit of the cradle
of Renaissance art (and more!) led by a passionate and knowledgeable private
guide.An unmissable and intimate experience for those of you who want to go deep
into Florence?s artistic background and history. You ...
Price: 114,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6367P75

The Duomo Complex and Its Hidden Terraces
Admire the magical aerial panorama and learn the secrets of the Duomo from a
different point of view. Enjoy an exclusive perspective: admire Florence panorama
from the Duomo?s 32 metres high terrace and climb up to the top of the
Dome!Admire the magical aerial panorama and learn the secrets of the ...
Price: 62,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6367P9
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From Italy with Love: Virtual Wine Tasting at your Home, wine shipping included!
An incredible activity that will transport you to Tuscany while tasting the best Italian
wines. Follow the winemaker directions and discover the techniques to recognize the
characteristics of the different wines that will arrive directly to your home from
Chianti! select the appropriate option ...
Price: 289,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6367P92

The Italian Scents at Your Home: Virtual Perfume Masterclass With Kit Included
Let yourself be transported away by the aromas of the essential oils and travel with
your senses through the Tuscan hills. You will be able to perceive with your smell
colors and shades of an incredible landscape. Summarize these sensations in the
perfume that you can create by mixing the essences ...
Price: 86,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6367P93

Herbal Delights: Virtual Lesson on Healing Herbs with Tea Delivery Included
Let yourself be transported to an incredible world of colors, essences, and fragrances
in which the use of medicinal and aromatic herbs is combined with your creative
taste! Accompanied by an expert herbalist, you will discover with a virtual and
interactive activity the therapeutic use of ancient ...
Price: 60,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6367P94

Florence Super Saver: Vatican City plus Imperial Rome Day Trip by High-Speed Train Including
Skip-the-Line Colosseum
Save money with visits to the Vatican and Colosseum on a Super Saver day trip from
Florence. The full-day experience includes round-trip high-speed train travel, as well
as skip-the-line tours of the Vatican Museums, St Peter?s Basilica, the Colosseum
and Roman Forum. Learn all about these top Rome ...
Price: 243,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6367SUPERFLRROME

Sunset Siena and Chianti Wine Tour with Dinner from Florence
Admire Siena in total freedom, tour a Chianti winery at a farmhouse at sunset, and
finish the night with a 4-course dinner featuring divine Tuscan specialties and wine
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from an estate! This laid-back evening excursion from Florence is the perfect way to
discover Siena?s charms once its daytime ...
Price: 70,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6367TOUR11

Pisa, Siena and San Gimignano Day Trip from Florence Including Lunch
There?s more to Tuscany than Florence. Leave the city behind and discover three
other enchanting Tuscan destinations on this day trip to Siena, San Gimignano and
Pisa. Take a guided tour of beautiful Siena, famous for its bareback horse race and
the Gothic Siena Cathedral, and taste typical Tuscan ...
Price: 66,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6367TOUR7

Pisa and Lucca Day Trip from Florence
Discover the elegant cities of Pisa and Lucca, on a Tuscany day trip from Florence!
With an expert tour leader, explore the Pisa square of Piazza dei Miracoli to see Pisa
Baptistry and the legendary Leaning Tower of Pisa, a UNESCO World Heritage site.
Visit Pisa Duomo to learn about its history, ...
Price: 51,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6367TOUR8

Small-Group Italian Food and Wine Tour with Gourmet Lunch from Florence
If you have a passion for food and wine and a craving to learn, you?ve come to the
right place. Come and experience the finest Italian products all in 1 day. Visit
boutique producers of prosciutto, Parmesan cheese, balsamic vinegar, and wine.
Experience lovely tastes with accompanying wines and ...
Price: 203,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6372P13

Ferrari, Pagani & Lamborghini Tour from Florence
Shift into high gear on this full-day tour of Italy's Motor Valley from Florence. Ride the
high-speed train to Bologna, and get an inside look into a trio of Italy's marquee
sports car brands at the Lamborghini, Pagani, and Ferrari museums.See how
record-breaking machines are meticulously crafted ...
Price: 374,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6372P17
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Italian Food and Museo Ferrari Small Group Tour from Florence Including Lunch
Combine culinary and cars with this action-packed day-long tour of Italy's Bologna
region. Depart Florence by high speed train and reach Bologna in only 35 minutes.
Your guide and driver will pick you up upon arrival. Ride via minivan from the center
of Bologna to the production centers of some of ...
Price: 203,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6372P8

Florence to Rome with Private Driver (Multiple Options Available)
? Private Transfer to Rome (Sightseeing options) ? Pick up by your accommodation
? Private service just for yourself ? Private a/c comfortable vehicle up to 8
passengers ? English speaking driver ? Free wifi on board our vehicle ? Free water
on board our vehicle ? Private Transfer to Rome ...
Price: 780,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=64130P15

San Gimignano & Wine Private Tour from Livorno
9-hour tour Round trip transportation from/to the port/ship Comfortable air
conditioning minivan Professional tour guide-driver English speaking driver Lunch
and Wine Tasting Visit of Volterra / free time Drive across Tuscany Hills Visit of San
Gimignano / free time Free wi-fi on board Free water ...
Price: 1.038,95 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=64130P18

Florence and Pisa Private Tour from Livorno
This is a prefect tour for first time travellers visiting this Region. You will have the
chance to admire the famous Leaning Tower of Pisa, and spend most of the day in
Florence, one of the most beautiful cities in the World. Along the way our driver will
provide tons of information about the area ...
Price: 764,96 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=64130P21

Florence to Turin Private Car/Van Transfer
? Private Direct Transfer from Florence to Turin (Piedmont) ? Drop off can be
anywhere in the city or Turin ? Pick up at your accommodation ? Private service just
for yourself ? Private a/c comfortable vehicle up to 8 passengers ? English speaking
driver ? Free wifi on board our vehicle ? ...
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Price: 1.173,34 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=64130P23

Florence to Rome City Private Car/Van Transfer
? Private Direct Transfer from Florence to Rome ? Pick up at your accommodation
? Private service just for yourself ? Private a/c small vehicle up to 8 passengers ?
English speaking driver ? Free water on board our vehicle ? Private Direct Transfer
from Florence to Rome ? Pick up at your ...
Price: 733,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=64130P24

Florence to Amalfi Coast Private Car/Van Transfer
? Private Direct Transfer from Florence to Amalfi Coast ? Drop off can be in Naples /
Sorrento / Positano / Ravello / Amalfi ? Pick up at your accommodation ? Private
service just for yourself ? Private a/c small vehicle up to 8 passengers ? English
speaking driver ? Free wifi on board our ...
Price: 1.334,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=64130P25

Florence to Milan Private Car/VanTransfer
? Private Direct Transfer from Florence to Milan ? Drop off can be in Milan City
/ Milan Malpensa Airport ? Pick up at your accommodation ? Private service just for
yourself ? Private a/c small vehicle up to 8 passengers ? English speaking driver ?
Free wifi on board our vehicle ? Free water ...
Price: 798,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=64130P26

Florence to Bellagio/Como Private Car/Van Transfer
? Private Direct Transfer from Florence to Lake Como ? Drop off can be in Como /
Bellagio / Cernobbio ? Pick up at your accommodation ? Private service just for
yourself ? Private a/c small vehicle up to 8 passengers ? English speaking driver ?
Free wifi on board our vehicle ? Free water on ...
Price: 1.190,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=64130P27
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Florence to Nice/Montecarlo Private Car/Van Transfer
? Private Direct Transfer from Florence to Monaco / Montecarlo ? Pick up at your
accommodation ? Private service just for yourself ? Private a/c small vehicle up to 8
passengers ? English speaking driver ? Free wifi on board our vehicle ? Free water
on board our vehicle ? Private Direct ...
Price: 1.283,79 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=64130P28

Florence to Venice Private Car/Van Transfers
? Private Transfer from Florence to Venice ? Drop off in Piazzale Roma - Venice
City Entrance ? Pick up at your accommodation ? Private service just for yourself ?
Private a/c small vehicle up to 8 passengers ? English speaking driver ? Free wifi
on board our vehicle ? Free water on board ...
Price: 891,90 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=64130P29

Florence to Rome Private Car/Van Roundtrip Transfer
? Private Roundtrip Transfers from Florence to Rome ? Drop off in Rome City
Center ( customisable ) ? Pick up at your accommodation ? Private service just for
yourself ? Private a/c small vehicle up to 8 passengers ? English speaking driver ?
Free water on board our vehicle ? Back to your ...
Price: 996,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=64130P30

Florence Hidden Sights Private Tour from Livorno
9-hour tour Round trip transportation from/to the port/shipComfortable air
conditioning minivanProfessional tour guide-driverEnglish speaking driverDrive
across Tuscany to reach FlorenceFlorence highlightsFlorence hidden sightsFree wi-fi
on boardFree water on board9-hour tour Round trip ...
Price: 764,96 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=64130P5

Florence to FCO Rome Airport Private Car/Van Transfer
? Private Direct Transfer from Florence to Rome FCO Airport ? Pick up at your
accommodation ? Drop off FCO Fiumicino Airport ? Private Service ? Private Air
Conditioned Vehicle ? Professional Driver? Private Direct Transfer from Florence
to Rome FCO Airport ? Pick up at your accommodation ? ...
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Price: 733,34 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=64130P53

Florence Outlet Shopping Tour
Directly from the Port of Livorno or your Accommodation our driver will pick you up in
a comfortable Mercedes vehicle to take you the the Luxury Outlet Mall in the Tuscan
Countryside of Florence. Here you will have plenty of time to shop in the famous
Fashion Stores. You can also enjoy a delicious ...
Price: 688,46 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=64130P57

Bolgheri & Volterra Private Wine Tour from Livorno
Our English speaking driver will start the tour directly by your accommodation or
cruise ship.We will take you all day across the magnificent Tuscan countryside
exploring the villages of Volterra know for its artisan shops, architecture and ancient
ruins from the Etruscan and Roman Age, as well as ...
Price: 980,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=64130P58

Florence Hidden Sights Private Tour from La Spezia
9.30-hour tour Round trip transportation from/to the port/shipComfortable air
conditioning minivanProfessional tour guide-driverEnglish speaking driverFlorence
highlightsFlorence hidden sights3-hours Private Walking Guide (optional)Free wi-fi
on boardFree water on board9.30-hour tour Round trip ...
Price: 917,95 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=64130P6

Volterra and Bolgheri from Piombino Port
From Piombino Port (and surroundings) we will spend a wonderful day away from big
crowds. We will visit 3 wonderful areas in Tuscany, Volterra, Bolgheri and Populonia.
This is a great tour to have an introduction to our history and culture, enjoying
amazing scenarios and countryside. Upon request ...
Price: 917,95 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=64130P60
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Pisa and Florence Private Tour from Lucca
This is a prefect tour for first time travellers visiting this Region. You will have the
chance to admire the famous Leaning Tower of Pisa, and spend most of the day in
Florence, one of the most beautiful cities in the World. Along the way our driver will
provide tons of information about the area ...
Price: 764,96 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=64130P63

Pisa, Volterra and Bolgheri Private Tour from Livorno
This is a great Tour to enjoy 3 of the most beautiful locations in the Tuscany Region
and to be away from big crowds. We will visit Pisa in the morning to admire the
famous Leaning Tower and stroll around the Miracle Square. If you want you will
have time to climb the tower (tickets to be purchased ...
Price: 880,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=64130P67

Hidden Tuscany Tour : Villages, Wine, Food, Hills and Coast
Enjoy a day with your local driver exploring a part of Tuscany still unknown overseas.
Volterra is simply magnificent, located on a hilltop and surrounded by rolling hills,
Castiglioncello is one of the most relaxing villages on the west coast of Tuscany and
Marina di Castagneto is known for its ...
Price: 780,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=64130P68

Private Tour of Uffizi Gallery and Santa Croce Basilica
The Uffizi Gallery and Basilica of Santa Croce are undoubtedly two of Florence?s
must-see attractions. With its breathtaking works by Botticelli, Lippi, Michelangelo,
Raphael, Leonardo de Vinci, Caravaggio, and Rembrandt, just to name a few, it?s
not hard to see why the Uffizi Gallery is one of ...
Price: 156,80 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=64162P21

Small Group Tour: Uffizi Gallery + Skip The Line
The Uffizi Gallery is one of Florence?s must-see attractions. With its breathtaking
works by Botticelli, Michelangelo, Raphael, Leonardo de Vinci and Caravaggio just to
name a few, it?s not hard to see why visitors from all over the world travel to Italy to
visit one of Florence?s most popular ...
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Price: 84,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=64162P22

Small Group Tour: Uffizi Gallery + Accademia Gallery and David
Discover the two most visited museums in Florence with the knowledge of a
professional tour guide and VIP skip the line tickets. You will admire works of
Botticelli, Michelangelo, Leonardo, Raphael and other masters of the Renaissance.
The "Birth of Venus" painting of Botticelli and Michelangelo's ...
Price: 128,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=64162P31

Small Group Tour: Accademia Gallery with Skip-The-Line Tickets
Discover one of the two iconic art-gallery museums in Florence with the knowledge
of a professional tour guide and VIP skip the line tickets. You will admire works of
Michelangelo and other masters of the Renaissance. Michelangelo's "David" statue
is a breathless masterpiece which cannot be missed! ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=64162P37

Florence: Walking Tour of the Highlights - Small Group Tour
Discover the city highlights with this enjoyable walking tour. Admire the imposive
Duomo Complex, which includes the majestic Cathedral of Santa Maria del Fiore, the
Baptistry, the Dome and the Bell Tower. Pass through Piazza della Signoria and
reach Ponte Vecchio, the oldest bridge of Florence! ...
Price: 70,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=64162P38

Private Half-Day Shopping Tour in Florence
Florence, which boasts an ancient tradition full of skilled and expert local craftsmen,
is one of the destinations par excellence for shopping, not only for high fashion
clothing, but also for unique and particular souvenirs and gifts. Italy is renowned
worldwide for its design and the high quality ...
Price: 210,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=64162P43
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Full-Day Road Trip to Siena and San Gimignano from Florence
Upon arrival in Siena, you will meet the local guide, who will accompany you on a
complete tour of the historic center.You will walk along the narrow medieval streets
of the city, flanked by splendid buildings and historic shops, until you reach the
spectacular 12th century Cathedral, of which you ...
Price: 500,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=64162P45

Full-Day Assisi and Orvieto Private Tour from Florence
Assisi and Orvieto tour from Florence will let you to discover a couple of ancient
villages with a keen eye on the religious architecture of Umbria.Orvieto is a small
town of Etruscan origin, where you can admire the beautiful 14th century Cathedral,
a triumph of Gothic-Romanesque architecture. In ...
Price: 535,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=64162P46

E-Bike Florence Tuscany Ride with Vineyard Visit
Ride our luxury E-Bikes on a beautiful self guided GPS route, from Florence to
Fiesole where the route descends through some lovely cypress tree forests and past
the castle Castello Di Vincigliata and into the village of Settignano where you can
stop at the great little alimentary with home cooked ...
Price: 55,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=64300P3

Private Transfer From Florence To Amalfi Coast
This is a private transfer from Florence to Amalfi Coast or Sorrento with a luxury
Mercedes.This is a private transfer from Florence to Amalfi Coast or Sorrento with a
luxury Mercedes.This is a private transfer from Florence to Amalfi Coast or Sorrento
with a luxury Mercedes.You will meet the ...
Price: 1.500,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=65042P15

Private transfer Florence to Venice through Padova or vice versa
Enjoy a hassle-free private transfer service. You will meet the driver at your Hotel
lobby and travel to Venice . En route stop in Padoa that claims to be the oldest city in
northern Italy This is a perfect solution to optimize your time visiting a city during your
transferEnjoy a hassle-free ...
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Price: 743,25 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6517P15

Tuscan countryside bike tour and saffron tasting
Enjoy a 15 kilometer bike tour around the Tuscan countryside and discover the
saffron's secrets, just a few kilometres from Florence and into Mugello, a little slice of
heaven.After a short walk into the small village of Vicchio and around its beautiful
lake, begin your ride into the countryside, ...
Price: 66,67 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=65596P1

Land of painters - the origins of the Tuscan landscape
This is a bike tour in the heart of Mugello in Tuscany, just a few kilometres north of
Florence. The streets are immersed in nature, showing signs of a peasant culture
that bares a rich history.Cycle up and down the hills along the bike path, riding
between farmhouses, fields and vineyards. The ...
Price: 55,64 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=65596P2

Hike & Chianti Wine Tour
An authentic experience into the Tuscan countryside that combine active hiking with
great food and wines.Enjoy a scenic active hike along the secret trails of the
vineyards, in the Tuscan countryside, a little slice of heaven a few step out of
Florence and into Mugello area. Visit a family-run ...
Price: 66,67 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=65596P3

Trek the Apennines mountains to the ghost village
The Apennines is a mountain range that stretches from the north to the south of Italy.
It crosses through Mugello, enriching the town with its incredible mountainous
landscape.The trekking path has been part of the area?s main road network since
Etruscan times, located between central Italy and the ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=65596P4
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Sunset in the Apennines - Evening Lights and Forest Sounds
An easy 3 hour itinerary that allows you to experience the magical atmosphere of
sunset over the Apennines mountains while watching wildlife and listening to the
sounds of the forest.After a pleasant walk under the last rays of sunlight, you?ll find
yourself in a beautiful panoramic spot among oak ...
Price: 49,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=65596P5

Private Guided E-bike Tour of San Gimignano with Wine Tasting
Daily bike tour to discover San Gimignano, small walled medieval hill top town. San
Gimignano has 13 unique and perfectly preserved tower houses which create a
stunning hilltop skyline. For this reason, San Gimignano is also called ?The Town of
fine Towers?.The tour will lead you also to discover ...
Price: 170,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=65618P5

Chianti e-bike tour from Florence with wine tasting
Bike tour to discover the hills around Florence and the beautiful area of Chianti Colli
Fiorentini.During the tour you can visit a Medici Villa, historic private family estate
surrounded by 70 hectares of vineyards and olive groves, otherwise a tour and
tasting in a Chianti winery.At the end of the ...
Price: 240,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=65618P6

Evening Exclusive Private Walking Tour of the Best of Florence with Local Guide
Enjoy the highlights of Florence after sunset on this exclusive walking tour with a
local expert guide. You will spend your evening seeing all the major attractions, such
as Piazza Santa Croce, Bargello Museum, Piazza della Signoria, Palazzo Vecchio,
Ponte Vecchio, Mercato del Porcellino, Piazza ...
Price: 69,55 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=66730P8

Chianti Lovers in the countryside Private tour: 2 winery tour with lunch
Travel through the Chianti Classico hills, located in the heart of Tuscany?s Chianti
wine district and lunch with tipical products. This day trip from Florence includes
plenty of wine tasting plus a light lunch at a Tuscan farm. Your guide offers a full-day
itinerary dedicated to wine lovers who ...
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Price: 359,39 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6693P35

Chianti & Supertuscan Tour 2 Wineries Small Group 8 people max from Florence
Live as a Tuscan is out way to say. Don't loose the oportunity to visit places where
Tuscan are usually to spend time. If you want know many more about wine tradition
and wine-making process this is the tour for you. Live as a Tuscan is out way to say.
Don't loose the oportunity to visit places ...
Price: 134,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6693P49

Bella Toscana Private tour: San Gimignano & 2 wineries Chianti, SuperTuscan wine
The best unforgetable tour in Tuscany in order to discover the real life in Tuscany.
You will visit the great countryside, you will discover the old wineries so you can
understand the old and news wine-making process. Vineyards, olive trees, old
houses, this is just something you will find in your ...
Price: 340,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6693P62

Tuscany countryside from Livorno: Private Volterra, San Gimignano & Wine Tasting
Admire the two gems nestled in the Tuscan countryside, Volterra and San
Gimignano, the best medieval villages. A jump in the past, great atmospere in the
Etruscan city.Visit the winery (optional) in the countryside and taste wine in a
beautifull sceneryAdmire the two gems nestled in the Tuscan ...
Price: 327,68 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6693P65

Uffizi Gallery Small Group Tour with Private Option
Our extensive Uffizi Gallery Tour (Small Group and Private Tour available - you
pick!), will allow you to explore one of the oldest art galleries in the world with an
expert local qualified guide, either in an intimate small group of only 6 people, or in
your very own private group. Enjoy the ...
Price: 92,84 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6718P36
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Uffizi Early Morning Small Group Tour
Be the first to enter the famous Uffizi gallery with skip the line entrance right as the
doors are opening and the crowds have not yet arrived. Enjoy a truly personalized
experience, guided by a professional expert guide in a group of only 6 people!
Explore one of the largest collections of art in ...
Price: 99,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6718P40

Florence Semi-Private Gelato Making Experience
A one hour hands on experience at learning all about and making your own Gelato in
a truly small group of only 6 people! Learn all the ins and outs of making gelato from
experts that have been in the gelato making field for decades, in one of the cities that
is best known for its gelaterie! See why ...
Price: 57,38 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6718P45

Skip-the-Line Tickets to Michelangelo's David and Accademia
With these exclusive Skip-the-Line Tickets you will enjoy immediate entry to the
famous Accademia Gallery in Florence, a gallery notorious for being the home of
Michelangelo's David, as well as the difficulty in purchasing tickets to see it! It is very
often sold out, and the lines are way too ...
Price: 35,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6718P56

Skip-the-Line Tickets to Uffizi Gallery in Florence
With these exclusive Skip-the-Line Tickets you will enjoy immediate entry to the
famous Uffizi Galleries in Florence, a gallery notorious for its extensive collections,
as well as the long lines to see it. But fear not! With these exclusive Skip-the-Line
Tickets you need not to worry. Not only will ...
Price: 45,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6718P57

Florence Small Group Walking Tour with David & Duomo | with Private Option
In this wonderful Florence Walking Tour with David and Duomo you will enjoy
the highlights of Florence with a truly small group of a maximum 6 people, or in your
very own private group (you choose!), accompanied by a professional local
professional guide. During this tour, you will really get to ...
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Price: 92,84 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6718P7

Florence in a Day Semi Private Tour
There is plenty to do and see in the stunning Italian city known as the birthplace of
the Renaissance, and this Florence in a Day Small Group Tour is a great way to see
the best of what this city has to offer. This comprehensive tour is designed to give
you a taste of all the highlights around the ...
Price: 199,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6718P89

Chianti and San Gimignano - 3 Wineries and Lunch
Chianti and San Gimignano Wine Tour - Experiences 1 day exciting trip in the heart
of Chianti and visit the most beautiful village in the region.Tour Length: 7/8 hours.
Dates: Every season. Days of Week: Everyday. Departure Point: From your
accommodation - pick-up and drop-off in Florence or Siena ...
Price: 182,76 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=67309P2

Streaty - Street Food Tour of Florence
Most of tourists spend their time having bites at the touristy market of San Lorenzo.
We take travelers to the real Florentine food market of Sant'Ambrogio, where locals
have their daily shopping and fill up their belly with some tasty and sometimes
challenging bites!Your guide will explain you ...
Price: 65,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6760P5

Pitti Palace, Palatina Gallery and Boboli Gardens Small Group Tour
In the company of an expert fluently English speaking, licensed guide, you will visit
first the breathtaking Palatina Gallery, with splendid paintings by Raffaello, Tiziano,
Artemisia Gentileschi, Van Dyck, Rubens, Caravaggio and then, after a short break,
the wonderful Boboli Gardens, one of the ...
Price: 79,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6794P13
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Skip-the-Line Pitti Palace and Palatine Gallery Walking Tour
See masterpieces by Raphael, Titian and other artists during a 2-hour guided tour of
the Palatine Gallery in Florence?s Pitti Palace (Palazzo Pitti). Breeze past the
queues with your skip-the-line ticket and enter the royal abode, which was once
home to the powerful Medici dukes. Hear about the ...
Price: 59,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6794PITTI

The Best of Tuscany in 4 days for 18 - 39's
Discover the best of Tuscany on this 4-day tour for young adventure seekers 18-39!
Lead by a team of passionate, local experts, this tour has the perfect combination of
fun activities and leisure for each traveller to receive a one-of-a-kind experience. So
get an exciting, authentic experience by ...
Price: 369,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6821P10

Small Group - The Tuscany Experience for 18-39's
Compared to the other companies the tour is run by a 8 seated minivan and it is the
best tour of Tuscany for young travellers 18-39! This trip is perfectly designed for
those short on time, or simply want to see more of the region in a single day. Lead by
a seasoned team of passionate, local ...
Price: 120,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6821P11

Florence by night with aperitivo
An original and fun orientation walk of Florence at night for young,
budget-minded travellers aged between18 to 39 something to meet new friends while
discovering the city with a local team including an Italian aperitivo.An original and fun
orientation walk of Florence at night for young, ...
Price: 25,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6821P12

Pisa & Tuscany - Day Tour from Florence
If you only have one free day in Florence and you wish to tick some of the must-dos
off your bucket list, this is the right day trip for you. Travel to Pisa in the morning to
get your best pose with the leaning tower and spend the afternoon touring Tuscany
with its striking landscapes and superb ...
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Price: 105,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6821P14

Small Group - Chianti Wine tour
A perfect afternoon to discover the Tuscan countrysideTerrific scenery of the Chianti
Classico wine regionPerfect tour for wine lovers2 wineriesVisit the cellars of an
historic 13th century castleTaste local and hand made products from a local and
family run winerySample several types of wine ...
Price: 90,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6821P15

Siena, Cortona & Montepulciano Full-Day Semi private tour
Explore in the comfort of a 8 seat van the most beautiful Tuscan towns made famous
through films together with a passionate local driving guide. Enjoy lunchoverlooking
the rolling hills of Montepulciano while tasting famous wine. Wander the winding
streets of Cortona walked by Diane Lane in "Under ...
Price: 260,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6821P16

Fun Tuk Tuk Experience of Tuscany for 2
What a perfect gift for your lover or best friend than exploring Tuscany on board of a
convertible Tuk Tuk for 2 to explore the rolling hills of Tuscany together with our
driving guide. Enjoy the visit of one of the most beautiful Medieval villages in the area
and the tour of a winery for lunch and ...
Price: 156,47 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6821P17

Small group - Tuscany Vespa tour from Florence with San Gimignano visit
Zip around winding country roads on your own VespaFantastic views of the Tuscan
countrysideDiscover off-the-beaten-track locations far away from the crowdsSpend
1h visiting in complete freedom the famous Medieval town of San GimignanoEnjoy a
Tuscan lunch and wine tasting in a winery Zip around ...
Price: 120,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6821P18
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Tuscany Wine Tour
A day trip exploring Tuscany with visits to 2 wineries. Taste seven different types of
wine, three extra virgin olive oils, balsamic vinegar and Tuscan snacks, enjoy
amazing scenery and visit San Gimignano all in one day! This is a great opportunity
for 18-to-39-year-olds to meet other travellers ...
Price: 90,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6821P3

Pisa and Cinque Terre Day Trip from Florence by Train
Spend an unforgettable day exploring Pisa and the enchanting Cinque Terre region
on this must-do tour from Florence, offered to people between 18 and 45 years old,
with train transport included. Get up close to Pisa?s premier sights including the
Leaning Tower of Pisa and the Duomo. Then, fall in ...
Price: 105,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6821PISACINQUETERRE

Walking Palates Food Tour of Florence
This walking food tour is designed to discover and taste the gastronomic side of
Florence, among the most appreciated by Italians. The city will surprise you for the
variety and richness of its flavors, recipes and wines. Our gastronomic tour around
Sant?Ambrogio neighborhood ? away from the big ...
Price: 92,84 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=68229P7

Birthday food tour in Florence
Enjoy your special day with the best food and wine of Florence.Your guide will take
you through a private food tour to celebrate your birthday.Taste the autentic flavors
of Florence in Sant'Ambrogio neighborhood with a progressive meal that includes
three wines and food like crostini, schiacciata, ...
Price: 110,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=68229P9

Dining experience at a local's home in Florence with show cooking
Immerse yourself in a private dining experience at a Cesarina's home, enjoy an
exclusive show cooking and taste authentic Florentine recipes treasured in family
cookbooks passed down by real Italian Mammas. Feel the warmth of Italian
hospitality as you connect with local people. Enjoy a 4-course ...
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Price: 85,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=68460P10

Little Pizzaiolo:Pizza class for all the Family at a Cesarina's home in Florence
Kids love Pizza, in Italy you are in the perfect place where you can learn from the
best! Did you know that Pizza is part of the tradition of every Italian family? Every
mamma prepares her own special pizza in the oven at home!Ready to get your
hands dirty?Learn how to prepare pizza in its regional ...
Price: 145,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=68460P1033

Young Italian Chefs: Kidsâ€™ Pasta Class at a Cesarina's home in Florence
Would you like to discover the authentic side of Italy and to have a great time with all
the family? This kids friendly cooking class will be a great choice.Learn to prepare
the icon of the Italian gastronomy: the Pasta.Your children will love learning how to
roll fresh pasta by hand as they ...
Price: 145,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=68460P1043

Christmas Stars: Pasta and Panettone class at a Cesarina's home in Florence
In Italy, it wouldn?t be Christmas without fresh pasta and panettone.Passatelli and
Tortellini in Emilia Romagna, Trofie in Liguria, Agnolotti in Piedmont... every region
has its own star of the dinner table. Panettone is the typical festive dessert; it is
originally from Milan, but these days it?s ...
Price: 145,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=68460P1078

The art of the Italian Aperitivo with a local: Learn & Enjoy in Florence
Your day in Florence is just winding down, the sun's about to set... It's time for an
Aperitivo. This glamorous Italian tradition is loved all over the world, and this is your
chance to learn how to prepare it for yourself, the perfect souvenir. Preparing the
perfect aperitivo is an art; you will ...
Price: 105,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=68460P110
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Small Group Market tour and Cooking class in Florence
Italy has a vast and varied culinary heritage, and our local hosts are proud to share
its hidden secrets. Share your passion for Italian gastronomy with other lovely
guests, immerse yourself in the vibrant local market and enjoy an authentic hands-on
cooking class.You'll visit the local market with ...
Price: 130,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=68460P1189

Private cooking class at a local's home with tasting in Florence
Immerse yourself in a private cooking class at the Cesarina's home, learn the
secrets of the most famous dishes of Florentine cuisine and taste the fruit of your
labour accompanied by a glass of local wine. During the lesson the Cesarina will
reveal the tricks of the trade of 3 authentic ...
Price: 145,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=68460P12

Small Group Market tour and Dining Experience at a Cesarina's home in Florence
Would you like to discover the most authentic side of Italian gastronomy and share it
with other enthusiasts of the ?cucina italiana??Enjoy this shared Market tour and
typical Dining experience.Visit the vibrant local market and learn about the seasonal
produce and secret ingredients.Then, head to ...
Price: 109,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=68460P1205

Name your recipe: food market tour and workshop with a Cesarina in Florence
Have you ever been to a local market and traditional food shop in Italy, full of
ingredients you'd love to experiment with? This is your chance to visit a market with a
local expert, choose your most inspiring ingredients, and create and name your very
own two recipes. Go food shopping with your ...
Price: 155,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=68460P126

Florence in 3 Wines: Exclusive Wine Tasting with an Expert & Food Pairing
If you would like to experience Florence in a glass and have a glimpse inside a real
Tuscan home, this Wine tasting is for you.The experience takes place in the home of
a local professional Wine Taster from ONAV (the Italian Association of Wine
Tasters).Together with your host you will:- Learn the ...
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Price: 109,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=68460P1526

Professional 6 Wines Tasting with Regional Appetizers in a Localâ€™s home-Florence
Enjoy an immersive Wine experience, where you?ll get to taste a range of local
wines paired with local delicacies.The experience takes place in the home of a local
professional Wine Taster from ONAV (the Italian Association of Wine
Tasters).Together with your host you will:- Learn the fundamentals ...
Price: 159,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=68460P1534

Cantucci Biscuit Factory Museum Visit and Tuscan Cooking Class
The experience starts at Museo Bottega Mattei in Florence, a cozy shop and
museum of the longstanding biscuit factory of the nearby Prato. There, you will learn
about the origins of the iconic Biscotti di Prato, internationally known as ?Cantucci?
biscuits and about the history of this family ...
Price: 145,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=68460P1542

All about Cantucci: Factory Museum Visit and Masterclass
Would like to enjoy an authentic Tuscan experience? Immerse yourself in the
crunchy and delicious world of Tuscan cookies, visit an historic ?Cantucci? factory
museum and enjoy a cooking class where you will learn to make these iconic
biscuits. The experience starts at Museo Bottega Mattei in ...
Price: 155,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=68460P1543

Virtual Cooking Class: Bruschetta & TiramisÃ¹
Have you ever tried making Tiramisù and Bruschetta at home? It's trickier than it
looks! With this interactive and fun virtual cooking class, you'll learn how to make the
most decadent tiramisù and the secret of the perfect Bruschetta! Your expert Italian
Mamma shows you in real-time how to make ...
Price: 32,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=68460P1571
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Local market visit and dining experience at a local's home in Florence
Visit the vibrant local market and the traditional food shops with the Cesarina and
immerse yourself in a private dining experience at the Cesarina's home. Enjoy an
exclusive show cooking and taste authentic Florentine recipes treasured in family
cookbooks passed down by real Italian Mammas. Feel ...
Price: 139,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=68460P18

Local market visit and private cooking class at a Cesarina's home in Florence
Visit the vibrant local market and the traditional food shops with the Cesarina and
immerse yourself in a private cooking class at the Cesarina's home, learn the
secrets of the most famous dishes of Florentine cuisine and taste the fruit of your
labour accompanied by a glass of local wine. During ...
Price: 215,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=68460P24

Private Pasta-Making Class at a local's home with lunch or dinner in Florence
Immerse yourself in a private pasta-making class at the Cesarina's home, learn the
secrets of the region's most famous pasta dishes and taste the fruit of your labour
accompanied by a glass of local wine. You'll have a fully equipped workstation with
utensils and ingredients and your local host ...
Price: 145,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=68460P336

Hire your local home cook in Chianti
Want to entertain your friends and family in your home away from home? Le
Cesarine is your perfect solution; our expert local home cooks will come to your
accommodation to create an authentic culinary experience you'll never forget. Put
your feet up and relax with your loved ones while our Cesarina ...
Price: 130,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=68460P410

Hire your local home cook in Florence
Want to entertain your friends and family in your home away from home? Le
Cesarine is your perfect solution; our expert local home cooks will come to your
accommodation to create an authentic culinary experience you'll never forget. Put
your feet up and relax with your loved ones while our Cesarina ...
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Price: 130,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=68460P412

Private Pasta & Tiramisu Class at a Cesarina's home with tasting in Florence
Immerse yourself in a private pasta and tiramisu-making class in a welcoming
home, learn the secrets of the region's most famous pasta dishes and tiramisu and
taste the fruit of your labour for lunch or dinner accompanied by local wines. During
this private lesson, you will learn how to prepare 2 ...
Price: 145,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=68460P723

Private Pizza & Tiramisu Class at a Cesarina's home with tasting in Florence
Don't lose the opportunity to become a "pizzaiolo" (pizza-maker) and a great tiramisu
maker! Enter a local home, connect with an expert home cook and discover how
Italian mamma and nonnas used to prepare awesome pizza at home.With this
private hands-on cooking class, you will learn how to make ...
Price: 145,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=68460P813

Small-group Street food tour in Florence
Dive into Florence like a local foodie. Explore your Cesarina's most trusted artisanal
food shops, tasting as you go. Visit a selection of small local shops, learn about the
typical products of the city while tasting them. A delicious way to discover Florence
and its gastronomy! ? Street food ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=68460P882

Share your Pasta Love: Small group Pasta and Tiramisu class in Florence
You can't visit Italy without trying at least one pasta dish... So, we'll teach you
two!Learn how to roll 'sfoglia' (fresh pasta) by hand and how to prepare 2 simple
different kinds of pasta (filled pasta + fresh pasta) from scratch with your Cesarina.
As the icing on the cake you will learn to ...
Price: 99,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=68460P985
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Best Of Tuscany In 1 Day: Pisa, Lucca And Florence - Private Tour From Livorno
THIS TOUR IT'S UNIQUE BECAUSE IT GIVES YOU THE OPPORTUNITY TO
DISCOVER THE 3 MOST BEAUTUFUL TOWN IN ITALY: LUCCA, PISA AND
FLORENCE. WALKING ALONG THE ROAD OF THESE AMAZING TOWNS YOU
GET BACK IN THE PAST AND DISCOVER THE BEST OF THE ITALIAN
REINAISSANCETHIS TOUR IT'S UNIQUE BECAUSE IT GIVES YOU THE ...
Price: 778,86 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=69309P8

Florence City Hop-on Hop-off Tour
There is no better way to see Florence than on this hop-on and hop-off
double-decker bus. Stops along the tour route include the Cathedral, Santa Croce,
San Marco, Piazzale Michelangelo and much, much more! Hop-on and off as many
times as you like for a full day of sightseeing!Download now ...
Price: 23,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6980FLR

Florence Shopping Tour: Barberino Designer Outlet
Your shopping tour will begin at Sightseeing Experience Visitor Center, located
inside the Santa Maria Novella Train Station?s main ticket hall.After approximately
30 minutes? journey, you will arrive at the Barberino Designer Outlet ready to shop.
Barberino Designer Outlet is the perfect location ...
Price: 16,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6980P23

Leonardo Interactive Museum & CitySightseeing Florence
Visit the fascinating Leonardo Interactive Museum combined with your 24 or 48-hour
City Sightseeing Hop-On Hop-Off bus ticket. The museum is brilliant for young and
old alike, a veritable laboratory of curiosity and experimentation. It is divided into four
elemental sections: earth, water, air and ...
Price: 35,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6980P49

Tuscany Experience in Pisa, Siena, San Gimignano & Chianti with tasting
Your day starts in the morning with a free tour of Pisa, where you will have time to
admire the magnificent cathedral, the baptistery, the monumental cemetery and the
famous Leaning tower of Pisa. Afterwards, we'll move in a Typical Winery in the
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Chianti Hills, on the slopes of San Gimignano, where ...
Price: 61,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6980P53

Wine Experience In Chianti Hills & Radda
Our afternoon excursion will take you to discover breathtaking landscapes with
vineyards and olive groves, the characteristic town of Radda in Chianti and a typical
local winery surrounded by greenery.Once you arrive in Radda we will take you to a
typical winery in the town where you can make the ...
Price: 40,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6980P54

Pisa Morning & The Leaning Tower Half Day Excursion
This tour gives you the opportunity to visit the city of Pisa and its Leaning Tower: one
of the most famous symbols of Italy!The excursion begins with a walk along the
medieval walls up to the ancient entrance: Porta Santa Maria, from which you can
admire how the white marble architecture stands ...
Price: 31,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6980P55

Siena, San Gimignano, Monteriggioni & Chianti
The tour crosses the beautiful Chianti hills, the first town we will visit is San
Gimignano, also known as the Medieval Mahanattan for its many towers.that we will
reach the picturesque medieval village located on the top of a hill: Monteriggioni,
where you can drink a glass while taking and ...
Price: 59,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6980P56

5 Terre 1 Day Excursion
Experience an unforgettable adventure at 5 Terre: five villages suspended between
sea and land, designated by UNESCO as a world heritage site.The bus from
Florence will leave you in Manarola, afther the visit of this first willage we will reach
Riomaggiore by train, here you will have some free ...
Price: 58,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6980P57
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Best Of Duomo: Cathedral & Duomo Terraces Guided Tour
Visit with us one of the impressive Catholic church in the world and see from within
the spectacular Cupola del Duomo (The Dome). Filippo Brunelleschi designed and
built the Cupola in the first half of 1.400, nowadays it still is one of the high standing
element in Florence, there are many ...
Price: 62,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6980P58

Duomo Smart
Skip the Line and get immediately inside the Santa Maria del Fiore Cathedral, lead
by our expert Guide you will enjoy the beauty of the splendid marble choir of
Bandinelli, the complex of the precious stained-glass windows worked by Donatello,
Ghiberti and Andrea del Castagno and the singular and ...
Price: 25,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6980P59

Duomo Smart + City Sightseeing Firenze
Skip the Line and get immediately inside the Santa Maria del Fiore Cathedral, lead
by our expert Guide you will enjoy the beauty of the splendid marble choir of
Bandinelli, the complex of the precious stained-glass windows worked by Donatello,
Ghiberti and Andrea del Castagno and the singular and ...
Price: 39,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6980P60

Duomo Complex Guided Tour + City Sightseeing Firenze
Your guide will take you to one of the oldest buildings in Florence (11th century): the
baptistery dedicated to Saint John, the patron saint of Florence, home to glittering
mosaics that decorate the dome and the women's Gallery. The magnificent Santa
Maria del Fiore Cathedral, a masterpiece of ...
Price: 67,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=6980P61

Florence Walking Tour with Accademia
We will meet you at your hotel and walk you through the colorful maze of streets in
Florence where you will learn the history of the city, participate in the local culture
and be entertained with engaging legends and stories of the area. The day also
includes a visit to one of the Accademia.We ...
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Price: 333,80 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=69997P1

Private Tour of San Gimignano & Siena
We are Italian local guides, born in Florence and you will have a unique Tuscany
experience, this is a perfect day to relax after enjoying the countryside and to
celebrate family moments. We have licensed vans to enter in all traffic limited area
and we are drivers and licensed guides and you will ...
Price: 700,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=69997P2

Florence walking guided tour with Uffizi & Accademia
This is a private cultural experience through the colorful maze of streets where you
will learn the history of the city, participate in the local culture and be entertained with
engaging legends and stories of the area, with Uffizi & Accademia museum where
even children will be well involved.This ...
Price: 560,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=69997P4

2 hours sunset walking tour
This is a perfect introduction to the city on the day of your arrival and especially if you
don't have a lot of time in Florence.This is a perfect introduction to the city on the day
of your arrival and especially if you don't have a lot of time in Florence.This is a
perfect introduction to the ...
Price: 90,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=69997P5

Self-Drive Vintage Fiat 500 Tour from Florence: Sunset Tuscan Villa and Aperitivo
Act like a true Italian with a classic Italian ?aperitivo?? pre-dinner drinks and snacks
? and a drive in a vintage Fiat 500 on this 3-hour sunset tour from Florence. Drive
your own 1960s Fiat in a guide-led convoy, and head through the exquisite Tuscan
countryside around Florence. Then, as the sun ...
Price: 111,06 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7032FIAT500APERITIVO
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Self-Drive Vintage Fiat 500 Tour from Florence: Tuscan Villa and Gourmet Lunch
Drive a vintage Fiat 500 to a gorgeous 15th-century Renaissance villa nestled in the
picturesque Tuscan hills just outside of Florence. Traveling in a convoy behind an
expert guide, you?ll drive along quiet private roads and then enjoy 2.5 hours at
leisure. Enjoy being Italian for a day, indulge in ...
Price: 159,27 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7032FIAT500PICNIC

Self-Drive Vintage Fiat 500 Tour from Florence: Tuscan Wine Experience
You have dreamed of a romantic Italian getaway. Be ready to make that dream a
reality with this 4+ hour Fiat 500 tour from Florence with a wine tasting
experience. Your guide will lead the convoy on the adventure of a lifetime as you
drive your own Fiat 500 through the countryside. The breathtaking ...
Price: 111,06 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7032FIAT500WINETOUR

Self-Drive Vintage Vespa Tour at Sunset Wine Tasting
Combine the romance of a Tuscan sunset with the thrill of driving a Vespa scooter
with this 3.5-hour self-drive sunset Vespa tour from Florence. Ride through the
Tuscan hills and experience the simple joy of the Italian lifestyle .After some photo
ops partake in a wine tasting experience, sampling ...
Price: 111,06 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7032P10

Classic Chianti Hills Fiat 500 Tour
Join us for a breathtaking morning drive through the picturesque Chianti hills around
Florence!First we walk you through the paces of mastering the concept of the
Double-Clutch driving experience and the beauty of enjoying an iconic Italian car and
lifestyle. Throughout our various stops along the ...
Price: 80,83 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7032P4

Classic Self-Drive Vintage Vespa Tour
Tour the Renaissance capital in a perfectly Italian way with this 2.5-hour Vespa tour
of Florence. Enjoy a safe and fun ride through the Tuscan hills outside the city
center, driving your own scooter and zipping along the open roads while you take in
the gorgeous views.Tour the Renaissance capital ...
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Price: 76,34 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7032P7

Self-Drive Vintage Vespa Tour with Wine Tasting from Florence
You have dreamed of a romantic Italian getaway. Be ready to make that dream a
reality with this 4.5-hour Vespa scooter tour from Florence with a wine tasting
experience. Your guide will lead the convoy on the adventure of a lifetime as you
drive your own scooter through the countryside. The ...
Price: 111,06 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7032P8

Self-Drive Vintage Vespa Tour with Tuscan Gourmet Lunch
Get into the Tuscan countryside with this fun 5.5-hour self-drive vintage Vespa tour
from Florence, including a picnic lunch and wine tasting. This exclusive opportunity is
perfect for anyone wanting to escape the congestion and crowds of the city. Enjoy
the crisp and fresh air as you tour the soft ...
Price: 148,94 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7032P9

Jump over Florence city (basic)
The unique experience to fly over Florence and the surroundings, watching the most
famous monuments of the city. In private villa near Florence. Private shuttle to
Florence and private airplane. In tandem with a skilly fulled instructor. Canopy flight
admiring the city shooting your unique ...
Price: 655,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=70461P1

His Majesty the truffle!
A wonderful private exclusive Villa will be open only for this event and only for you.
The Villa has 6 bedrooms with private bathroom en suite and it's settled in the
nearest of the city center of Florence.After your arrival, you can use the private
swimming-pool before to experience a wonderful ...
Price: 7.500,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=70461P2
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Luxury Food experience in Florence
You'll experience the Florentine daily life-style by meeting friends, have a coffee or
capuccino before to handle your shopping in the most important market places of
Florence. You'll always be accompained and helped by a licensed tour guide of
Florence, which will also give you the opportunity to ...
Price: 3.750,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=70461P4

Guided tour with a private laboratory experience
During this tour you will walk for about 2 hours together with a professional
specialized tour guide in the Oltrarno district in Florence, across Ponte Vecchio. This
area is famous because of the presence of many craftmen's worshop. You will visit
these workshop with the possibility to see how an ...
Price: 1.530,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=70461P5

Private Uffizi's Gallery tour
The Gallery is unique, the place where you can see the greatest collection of
Botticelli paintings, a fantastic view from the windows and the discovering of the
chronological path of the arts. Amazing... A walk in the art history!The Gallery is
unique, the place where you can see the greatest ...
Price: 191,25 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=70461P6

Private Family tour - a great experience
This tour is thought for small families which are interested to discover the particular
history of the Medieval and Renaissance city, called Florence!Our guide is an expert
cerficated guide with special skills for kids and teens and she/he will bring our special
kit for kids made for the range from ...
Price: 195,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=70461P7

Private Transfer: Florence to Florence Firenze-Peretola Airport (FLR)
Enjoy a safe, comfortable ride wherever you need ? hotel, short-term rental or a
meeting.Enjoy a safe, comfortable ride wherever you need ? hotel, short-term rental
or a meeting.Enjoy a safe, comfortable ride wherever you need ? hotel, short-term
rental or a meeting.Travel from Florence in a ...
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Price: 45,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=70478P95

Private transfer: Florence Firenze-Peretola Airport (FLR) to Florence
English-speaking, affordable airport pick up. Enjoy a safe, comfortable ride to
wherever you need ? hotel, short-term rental or a meeting.English-speaking,
affordable airport pick up. Enjoy a safe, comfortable ride to wherever you need ?
hotel, short-term rental or a meeting.English-speaking, ...
Price: 45,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=70478P96

Private Chianti Wine Tour
Private Tour.First we tour vineyards and cellar of an organic farm in the heart of
the Chianti region, receiving an up close look at the production and ageing process
of the Chianti wines and learning about the secrets of the extra virgin olive oil
making. This experience includes a wine ...
Price: 220,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=70927P1

Truffle Hunting in Tuscany
After a one hour comfortable drive from Florence to the Chianti region, you will meet
with our professional truffle hunter in the area of Certaldo. You will enjoy hiking
through vineyards and woods, having fun hunting truffles with his trained dogs. You
will discover the main features and secrets ...
Price: 361,62 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=70927P10

Private Horseback Riding and wine Exp in Tuscany
Explore the Tuscan countryside in a most delightful way... on horseback! This horse
riding adventure requires absolutely no prior experience and will give you the
opportunity to enjoy the most authenitc sights, sounds and smells of the Chianti
region away from the busy city! We ride through lush ...
Price: 190,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=70927P4
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Siena & Tuscany
Our first stop will be in Siena which with its medieval monuments and art treasures is
considered a world heritage site by UNESCO. We'll start our walk from the Basilica
of San Domenico, we'll continue to the panoramic viewpoint over the ancient city,
next we'll stop at the house and sanctuary of ...
Price: 361,62 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=70927P5

Chianti Bike Tour
Biking through the breathtaking Chianti wine region with Fun In Tuscany might just
be the ultimate tuscan bike experience. To explore the hilly tuscan countryside in the
easiest way we offer you the option to enjoy a traditional mountain bike or try a
modern and friendly e-bike which can be coupled ...
Price: 178,03 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=70927P6

Tuk-Tuk Excursion in Tuscany
Relax and have a glass of wine on our Tuk-Tuk! We'll ride on quiet and scenic roads
through the rolling hills of the Chianti region. Along our itinerary we'll stop for great
photo ops and we'll have the chance to visit the famous medieval town of San
Gimignano, worldwide reknown as the "medieval ...
Price: 205,85 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=70927P7

Cooking Class in Tuscany
We'll visit a villa in the heart of the Chianti region, on the edge of a stunning medieval
castle uplooking the tuscan countryside, where you will create authentic tuscan
antipasti, learn about extravirgin olive oil, roll your own home-made pasta and relish
our most famed tuscan dessert. After ...
Price: 205,85 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=70927P8

Truffle in Tuscany
After a one hour comfortable drive from Florence to the Chianti region, you will meet
with our professional truffle hunter in the area of Certaldo. You will enjoy hiking
through vineyards and woods, having fun hunting truffles with his trained dogs. You
will discover the main features and secrets ...
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Price: 650,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=70927P9

2-Day Small-Group Tuscany Bike Tour to Siena from Florence
Enjoy Tuscany?s gorgeous views as you travel from Florence to Siena, practically
crossing through all of the Chianti Classico region, on this 2-day bike tour. With an
expert guide, cycle paved roads through the rolling Chianti hills, passing romantic
villas, olive groves and the region?s ...
Price: 450,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7102BIKECHIANTI

Tuscan Country Bike Tour from Florence, Including Wine and Olive Oil Tastings
Cycle into the Tuscan countryside and enjoy a wine and olive oil tasting on this
scenic 4.5 hour morning bike tour from Florence with a professional and
knowledgeable guide. Leave Florence by bike and coast through stunning
landscapes, past gorgeous aristocratic villas, leafy olive groves, and ...
Price: 85,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7102BIKETUSCANY

2.5-Hour Self Drive Vintage Fiat 500 Experience with Breakfast or Gelato
These 2-hour tours of the hills surrounding the enchanting city of Florence will allow
you to discover the true beauty of the countryside around Florence. You will enjoy a
delicious Tuscan snack, learn about the Florentine hills and about the wine and olive
oil making from your expert guide and ...
Price: 160,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7102P14

Grand Tuscany Driving Tour from Florence in Vintage Fiat 500
PRICE IS PER CARTake the ride of a lifetime on a vintage Fiat 500 around the
picturesque Tuscan landscape. This 4.5-hour tour of the Florentine countryside will
give you unforgettable views of the region and the lasting memory of driving a
vintage Fiat 500 on a beautiful Tuscan day. It is included ...
Price: 260,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7102P15
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Full-Day Tuscan Hills Bike Tour
Join this amazing and fun full-day bike ride in the Tuscan Hills of Chianti Classico,
with a visit to a prestigious but family-run farm Villa and taste 3 of their wines and 2
types of Extra Virgin Olive Oil, along with a delicious Tuscan multi-course lunch,
including also a typical dessert with ...
Price: 110,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7102P17

Cycling Tuscany Tour with Poolside Aperitivo
Experience the famous Florence sunset with a peaceful guided ride from Florence
into the Tuscan Hills with a panoramic stop at Piazzale Michelangelo, ending at a
Renaissance Villa on the hills for a typical Italian evening aperitivo while relaxing at
the poolside and diving for a refreshing swim! ...
Price: 85,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7102P18

Rosso and Brunello di Montalcino Wine Tour Including Lunch and Visit to 2 Local Wineries
Discover the famous Brunello di Montalcino, one of the most renowned wines
worldwide. Travel to the land of Brunello, passing along one of Tuscany?s most
beautiful panoramic routes, skirting the city of Siena.The first stop is in a family-run
winery in the heart of Montalcino. Here, learn about ...
Price: 189,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7102P19

Active Full Day Tuscan Bike Tour
For all bike enthusiasts, this tour will allow you to ride part of the 2013 World Cycling
Championship route. Departure right from the center of Florence: just you, your bike
and your bilingual tour leader, who will be there to show you the way, point out the
sights, and fix any possible flats or ...
Price: 105,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7102P2

Chianti Wine Tasting in Local Winery with Tuscan Lunch
Taste the famous Chianti, a wine appreciated and known throughout the world. Visit
one/two small producer's winerie(s) (depending on half day/full day tour option), learn
how to produce an excellent terroir wine. Treat yourself with a typical Tuscan snack
or multi-course Tuscan lunch (depending on ...
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Price: 130,39 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7102P20

San Gimignano Tour with Vernaccia Tasting and Lunch from Florence
Enjoy a day trip to discover Vernaccia wine and the one pearl of Tuscany, San
Gimignano.Enjoy a day trip to discover Vernaccia wine and the one pearl of Tuscany,
San Gimignano.Enjoy a day trip to discover Vernaccia wine and the one pearl of
Tuscany, San Gimignano.On this tour you will improve your ...
Price: 186,72 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7102P22

Downhill Bike Tour: Tuscan Hills and Typical Lunch
An easy and pleasant tour, suitable for families. Drive up above the city to the hilltop
abbey of Montesenario Nature Reserve and slowly bike down, stopping for Tuscan
multi-course lunch and a tour of an authentic family run Chianti farm.You don't need
to be an expert bike rider, only a lover of ...
Price: 130,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7102P3

Calories on, calories off
This combo tour allows you to enjoy a traditional Italian cooking class right after a
bike ride on the rolling hills of Tuscany ...This combo tour allows you to enjoy a
traditional Italian cooking class right after a bike ride on the rolling hills of Tuscany
...This combo tour allows you to enjoy a ...
Price: 149,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7102P34

Pistons and Pans
Combine a drive along the rolling Tuscan Hills in an authentic Fiat 500 with a
traditional Italian cooking class.Combine a drive along the rolling Tuscan Hills in an
authentic Fiat 500 with a traditional Italian cooking class.Combine a drive along the
rolling Tuscan Hills in an authentic Fiat 500 ...
Price: 398,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7102P35
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Chianti and Fiesole Hiking Excursion from Florence
On this small-group hiking tour will get the chance to explore Fiesole and the
surrounding natural areas, on an easy but beautiful forest hike accompanied by a
local guide (5 miles approx.)The itinerary is an ancient trail that was used to reach
ancient quarries. The path climbs to the top of Mount ...
Price: 95,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7102P7

The Florence Run
This quick 1.5 hour long jog moves at your pace and allows your acquaint yourself
with Florence and discover often overlooked parts of the city. The tours starts early
and weaves through back streets and alleys in order to avoid the crowds. The run
ends with a local Italian breakfast. Every morning ...
Price: 36,51 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7102P9

Day Tour Florence to Siena San Gimignano Tenuta Torciano Winery include lunch
The picturesque, well-preserved medieval town of Siena lies in scenic hill just south
of Florence, between the Chianti area and Maremma. Siena is a treasure trove of art,
pageantry and architecture. Visit Giovanni Pisano's wonderful black-and-white Gothic
Cathedral and tour the Palazzo Pubblico; ...
Price: 521,56 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=71377P33

Cinque Terre Fullday from Florence
After pick-up from your Hotel or apartment in Florence the Italy?s Cinque Terre is a
bit like a beauty pageant, with one village after another competing to have the most
charming backstreets, the cutest pastel buildings and the most Instagrammable
views. Just when you think you?ve found the most ...
Price: 700,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=71377P44

Transfer Florence to Rome
Transfers from Florence to Rome.Door to door reliable transportationFixed prices on
all ridesProfessional drivers and premium vehiclesWe offers a variety of vehicles to
choose from for your trip from Florence to Rome , covering every need. If you arrive
from airportYour personal driver will be ...
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Price: 208,25 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=71377P47

Transfer Florence to Verona
Transfers from FLORENCE TO VERONA.Door to door reliable transportationFixed
prices on all ridesProfessional drivers and premium vehiclesWe offers a variety of
vehicles to choose from for your trip from FLORENCE to VERONA , covering every
need. If you arrive from airports FLORENCE.Your personal ...
Price: 250,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=71377P66

Transfer Florence to Venice
Transfers from Florence to Venice.Door to door reliable transportationFixed prices on
all ridesProfessional drivers and premium vehiclesWe offers a variety of vehicles to
choose from for your trip from Florence to Venice , covering every need. If you arrive
from airports FlorenceYour personal ...
Price: 500,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=71377P67

Transfer Florence to the airport or the other way around.
Transfers from Florence to the AIRPORT AMERICO VESPUCCI.Door to door
reliable transportationFixed prices on all ridesProfessional drivers and premium
vehiclesWe offers a variety of vehicles to choose from for your trip from Florence to
airport , covering every need.Transfers from Florence to the ...
Price: 45,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=71377P68

Transfer Florence to Port of Livorno or the other way around.
Transfers from Florence to Port of Livorno.Door to door reliable transportationFixed
prices on all ridesProfessional drivers and premium vehiclesWe offers a variety of
vehicles to choose from for your trip from Florence to Port of Livorno, covering every
need. If you arrive from airports ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=71377P69
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Transfer Florence to Milano
Transfers from Florence to MILANO.Door to door reliable transportationFixed prices
on all ridesProfessional drivers and premium vehiclesWe offers a variety of vehicles
to choose from for your trip from Florence to MILANO or MILANO MALPENSA /
LINATE/ CENTRAL STATION MILANO , covering every need. If ...
Price: 275,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=71377P70

Shore excursion from Livorno port to Pisa and Florence with Drive Guide
pick-up from your ship at Livorno arrive in Pisa leave for Florence stop at Piazzale
Michelangelo and Duomo Piazza Santa Croce stop at Piazza Duomo (central
Florence marchet San Lorenzo)lunch time / wine tastin arrive at your ship in Livorno
pick-up from your ship at Livorno arrive in Pisa leave ...
Price: 350,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=71377P9

A Night At The Opera Saint Marks Florence
In the beautiful and intimate setting of St Mark?s Church in Via Maggio 18, Florence,
you will see complete operas dramatically unfold only a few metres away from the
performers, in scene and original costumes, accompanied by one of our virtuoso
pianists, adapted slightly to suit the intimate ...
Price: 35,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=71432P3

Sightseeing Guided Tour of Florence by Night including Duomo & Palazzo Vecchio
This 2 hours walking city tour will take you to the highlights of the city of Florence
after sunset with a top-rated local guide. The cool night breeze and the loosening up
calm of the normal restricted avenues of Florence recorded focus, give you the
chance to admire the amazing landscape of the ...
Price: 35,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=71452P4

Guided Tour of Florence Top Sites including Michelangelo David & Hotel Pick-up
Meet your licensed guide at your hotel and start this walking tour of Florence. This
visit will bring you into the core of one of the most famous cities in the world. You will
see the Santa Croce Church, the Bargello Palace, Piazza della Repubblica and more
with a local guide. Head for the ...
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Price: 169,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=71452P5

Hop On! The Perfect Full Day Florence Tour From Rome
The capital city of Italy?s Tuscany region, Florence is internationally esteemed for its
high concentration of Renaissance art and architecture. Marvel at the renaissance art
and architecture on full display at the ceremonial building adjacent to a corner of the
Piazza della Signoria. Experience ...
Price: 378,31 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=71689P16

Private walking tour of Florence by a Local Guide
Our private trip to Florence will start at the SMN Florence station or from your
centrally located hotel. We will walk to the central Piazza del Duomo. We?ll marvel at
the majestic Cathedral of Santa Maria del Fiore, a masterpiece of the Italian
Renaissance. We will contemplate the superb tower of ...
Price: 155,78 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=71689P23

4-days Florence Explorer - Visit the Heart of Tuscany!
Looking for the right tour to the Tuscan Region? You are on the right coach. The 4
days Florence explorer serves as the perfect getaway that is full of happy moments
and unforgettable memories. Take a tour of Florence's museums, palaces, and
churches house some of the greatest artistic treasures in ...
Price: 542,98 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=71689P30

Full-Day Bologna Food Experience from Florence: Parmigiano Reggiano Factory Visit, Balsamic
Vinegar, Wine Tasting and Gourmet Lunch
Explore Province of Bologna in this full-day food tour from Florence. Degustation of
Parmigiano Reggiano, Prosciutto, wine and traditional balsamic vinegar. At the end
enjoy a traditional Italian lunch at a local 'trattoria' or in a certified organic winery.
Round-trip from Florence by ...
Price: 285,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7174P5
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Private Tuscany Vespa moped tour and wine experience with FunInTuscany
This all-inclusive small group Vespa moped tour is a great way to discover the
beauty of the Tuscan wine county This all-inclusive small group Vespa moped tour is
a great way to discover the beauty of the Tuscan wine county This all-inclusive small
group Vespa moped tour is a great way to discover ...
Price: 220,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=71830P1

Florence Private Transfer from or to Florence Airport, Train Station and Hotel
Private transfer service in Florence (inform us about pick up and drop off location):
meet our driver at your arrive in Florence Airport (at arrival gate) or Florence train
station (Pick up at the station with name sign at the pharmacy - left side, with
platforms behind). or from your hotel lobby. ...
Price: 65,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=71989P11

I Medici: Masters of Florence Half Day Walking Guided Tour
discover the places where the power of the De Medici family took
shape.Accompanied by a professional guide to discover the secrets of Florence and
the TV series that gave them prominence.discover the places where the power of the
De Medici family took shape.Accompanied by a professional guide to ...
Price: 155,43 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=71989P23

Tuscany Private Full Day from Florence: Siena, San Gimignano&Chianti WineTasting
Discover the magnificence of the Tuscany region: medieval villages set among
vineyards and green-gold landscapes.Have free time in Siena and San Gimignano
and walk among the luxuriant Chianti landscapes, its rolling hills and olive groves,
where you will be offered a rich wine tasting together with ...
Price: 416,21 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=71989P26

Tuscany Vespa Tour
Escape from the crowded streets of the city to see life as a local as you zip around
the stunning Tuscan countryside on a REAL Vespa (with automatic gears)! The tour
is perfect for all levels as we always begin with a lesson so that beginners may get
the hang of driving. After the lesson, the real ...
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Price: 119,24 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7219P1

Full-Day Tuscan Countryside Bike Tour
Pedal your way through the panoramic landscapes of Tuscany on a bike tour that?s
suitable for all experience levels. Take it slow to soak up the views, or work up a
sweat for a guilt-free lunch. Around midday, you'll stop to sip wine, savor a traditional
Tuscan meal at the local family run winery ...
Price: 120,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7219P2

Wine Tasting at a Private Medieval Winery in Chianti - Tuscany
Departs at 10am from central Florence by comfortable, air-conditioned van transport,
accompanied by a bi-lingual guide. Experience the secrets of a hidden Etruscan
tomb that was discovered by the current owners of the winery! Learn all about the
history of the property, from medieval times up until ...
Price: 93,40 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7219P4

Pasta Making Class at a 12th Century Winery in the Tuscan Countryside
Get ready to experience Tuscany like a local with a cooking class in the middle of the
Tuscan countryside at a family-run winery! Learn to make pasta just like Nonna while
having fun and learning about food and wine in Florence. Explore the tastes and
aromas that make Italy world-famous as you roll ...
Price: 111,06 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7219P7

Wine Safari! Off-Road Wine Tasting in Private Winery in Tuscany!
Release your inner WHINO and join us for a wine safari in the heart of Tuscany!On
our tour, you will indulge your senses with a fun and fascinating day spent eating,
drinking and taking in the dreamy views around Tuscany in a vintage, off-road Land
Rover Defender.The tour departs from the center of ...
Price: 142,96 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7219P8
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Florence must have photoshoot with a Pro
Be the protagonist of an intimate, professional photoshoot experience around a
magical city. For one day, you will leisurely explore the city while I capture an
amazing postcard-worthy photo of you in Florence. We will explore the city in a
different way. I'll take you through beautiful narrow ...
Price: 98,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=72323P1

Instagram must have shots from Florence
We will meet in Piazza della Repubblica where I?ll brief you on our walk, hitting the
best spots in Florence. We?ll browse the back streets together so you can
experience Florence through the eyes of a local photographer, walking from narrow
and hidden streets to the most famous and iconic places ...
Price: 56,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=72323P2

Private transfer from Florence city or airport to Umbria Assisi-Perugia area
Take the worry out of your arrival or departure from Florence city orAirports with
private transfers to hotels in the Umbrian towns of Assisi or Perugia area. Relax as
you drive through the garden of Italy.Take the worry out of your arrival or departure
from Florence city orAirports with private ...
Price: 202,67 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7233P51

Florence to Rome luxury transfer with Assisi & Orvieto tour and light lunch
Travel from Florence to Rome in a private van and explore two famous Italian hill
towns in the same day. Visit the UNESCO world heritage-listed city of Assisi, with its
cobblestone streets, stone houses and spectacular viewpoints. Follow the footsteps
of St. Francis and admire the stunning Basilica ...
Price: 736,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7233P63

Tuscany Cheese and Wine-Tasting in Florence
Enjoy a taste of Italy at this authentic cheese, wine and olive oil tasting session in
Florence. Italians are well known for their passion for food, and their equal passion
for good wines. Experience the Italian lifestyle for yourself with this introduction to the
very best wine, cheese and olive ...
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Price: 38,95 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7233P82

Private Florence walk tour with skip the line entrance for David
If you are in Florence for the first time this tour will give you the possibility to have a
general idea of the city, walking around the little streets, beautiful squares and
unforgettable churches.We will visit the Accademia Museum where you will admire
the gorgeous statue: David of ...
Price: 240,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=72356P1

Private hiking in Florence trough the gardens!!
If you want to see Florence in a different way and you like to hike and walk that is the
tour for you.We will enter the beautiful Boboli Garden and visit it till the highest point
where we will go out and after few meters we will have a walk in the beautiful Bardini
Garden with one of the most ...
Price: 260,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=72356P2

Florence walk tour with skip the line David (small group)
I am a florentine, born and rise in Florence. I pass here nearly all my life because i
love my town! Florence is unique and you will see it exactly how only a real florentine
can see it.I am a florentine, born and rise in Florence. I pass here nearly all my life
because i love my town! Florence is ...
Price: 80,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=72356P3

Accademia Gallery Tour
Admire the outstanding Accademia Gallery and walk along its rooms, with a
passionate certificated local guide.The gallery?s fame sweeps through the world also
because of MICHELANGELO and the museum its-self is a sort of mausoleum
dedicated to the painter, sculptor and architect consecrated by ...
Price: 22,95 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=72843P8
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Uffizi Gallery Tour with a professional guide
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS? View house paintings ranging from the 13th century to the
18th century? Witness the famous ?Madonna di Ognissanti? by Giotto? Peruse an
admirable creation of art by Filippo Brunelleschi-Explore the glory of masterpieces
from the past at the Uffizi Gallery. A world-famous museum of ...
Price: 59,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=73434P1

Florence: Duomo Square with Personal Guide & Photographer
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS? Discover the most romantic city in Italy? Enjoy an
unforgettable, one-of-a-kind day in Italy? Admire the magnificent panoramic view
overlooking Florence-A Romantic place to spend a fabulous stay with your loved one
is this charming city Florence. It's the Symbol of the Renaissance ...
Price: 455,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=73434P100

Florence: Signoria Square with Personal Guide & Photographer
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS? Enjoy a private guided tour to the Uffizi Gallery with a
professional photographer? Admire the magnificent paintings of some of the
world-famous artist? Discover the masterpieces of art in one of the oldest museums
in Europe? See works by Botticelli, Caravaggio, da Vinci, and ...
Price: 455,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=73434P101

Florence: Skyline Tour with Personal Guide & Photographer
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS? Enjoy an unforgettable one-of-a-kind day in Florence? Avoid
cheesy smile or poses, only contemporary, and candid photography? Make the most
of your, professional and local guide and photographer? Enjoy a taste of traditional
Italian three-course lunch-A Romantic place to spend a ...
Price: 1.937,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=73434P102

Cinque Terre: Excursion from Florence
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS ? Explore the colorful cliffside villages of the Cinque Terre on
land and by boat ? Enjoy some time at leisure in Manarola, Portovenere, and
Vernazza ? Spend an unforgettable day on the rocky coast of the Monterosso beach
-Spend a full-day exploring Cinque Terre from Florence: ...
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Price: 90,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=73434P103

Explore Cinque Terre from Florence
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS ? An unforgettable whole day devoted to the discovery of one
of the most enchanting landscapes in the world, 5 villages hanging between sea and
land ? An expert and knowledgeable tour leader, who will assist you during the whole
trip ? An amazing boat ride, admire the colorful ...
Price: 180,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=73434P110

Florence: Leonardo Da Vinci Museum With City Walking Tour
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS? Visit the stunning Santa Maria del Fiore Cathedral ? See the
Signoria Square with its replica of the Michelangelo?s David ? Walk over the famous
Old Bridge ? Over 40 inventions of Leonardo Da Vinci ? Most Important Museum in
Florence dedicated to Leonardo da Vinci ? Learn from a ...
Price: 55,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=73434P119

Private Walking Tour in Florence
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS? Visit the stunning Santa Maria del Fiore Cathedral? See the
Signoria Square with its replica of the Michelangelo?s David? Walk over the famous
Old Bridge? Learn from a professional guide who will show you the city's hidden
treasures-Join an amazing journey through the most famous ...
Price: 127,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=73434P12

Private Combi Tours: Walking tour and Dome Climb Tour
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS? Visit Florence's most famous attractions with a private local
guide? See an admirable creation of art by Filippo Brunelleschi ? Enjoy a spectacular
view of the city and get to know the hidden secrets of the city - A guided, informative
tour visiting Florence city center including ...
Price: 163,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=73434P121
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Florence: Private Bargello Museum Tour
HIGHLIGHTS? Skip the line with your pre-reserved entrance tickets? See David and
St. George by Donatello, the Bacchus and Tondo Pitti by Michelangelo and more!?
Spend two hours exploring the Bargello Museum with a professional local guideTour to one of Florence?s most beautiful and important ...
Price: 110,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=73434P122

Florence: Footsteps of Medici Private Tour
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS? Discover the stories of the most elite families of the time?
Walk to see the most important streets and palaces? See the stunning architecture of
the historical buildings-Discover the Medici's story with a walk through the most
important streets and palaces. From Giovanni de Medici ...
Price: 90,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=73434P123

Private Uffizi Gallery & Florence City Walking Tour
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS ? View the famous ?Madonna di Ognissanti? by Giotto and the
?Battle of San Romano? by Paolo Uccello ? Florence?s must-see attractions: Combi
Tour with Uffizi Galleria & City Walking Tour ? Peruse house paintings ranging from
the 13th century to the 18th century ? Walk to the ...
Price: 190,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=73434P126

Private Accademia Gallery & Florence City Walking Tour
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS ? Accademia Gallery skip-the-line ticket, don't waste your time
queuing for the whole day! ? Visit the stunning sights & discover the hidden treasures
of the Florence city ? Learn from a passionate and art-loving local guide-Join with us
on a combined tour to the Galleria ...
Price: 160,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=73434P127

Florence: Private Uffizi Gallery guided Tour
A private tour to explore and marvel at the glory of masterpieces from the past at the
Uffizi Gallery, where the world?s finest collection of Renaissance paintings are
stored.TOUR HIGHLIGHTS? View the famous ?Madonna di Ognissanti? by Giotto
and the ?Battle of San Romano? by Paolo Uccello? Witness ...
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Price: 132,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=73434P14

Accademia Gallery Private Guided Tour
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS? Accademia Gallery skip-the-line ticket, don't waste your time
queuing for the whole day!? The home of Michelangelo's original sculpture David? A
passionate and art-lover local guide? View Michelangelo's sculpture David in
person-A private guided tour of the Galleria dell'Accademia ...
Price: 125,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=73434P15

Walking Tour in Florence city
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS? Visit the stunning Santa Maria del Fiore Cathedral? See the
Signoria Square with its replica of the Michelangelo?s David? Walk over the famous
Old Bridge? Learn from a professional guide who will show you the city's hidden
treasures-Join an amazing journey through the most famous ...
Price: 40,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=73434P2

Dome Climbing Tour with Italian Breakfast in the oldest cafÃ© in Florence
See the entire city from a single point by climbing to the top of Florence's Dome. Join
a guided tour with local expert guides to discover the structure's full history and to
make it unforgettable enjoy your breakfast in Italian way, before your tour begins or
after the tour at your convenience ...
Price: 80,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=73434P20

Combi Tours: Dome Climb & Florence City Walking Tour
Join with us on a combined tour to Florence?s must-see attractions, a climbing to the
top of Florence's Dome on a guided tour to see the entire city from a single point & a
walking tour to get the most out of your stay here in Florence. HIGHLIGHTS ?
Florence?s must-see attractions: Combo Tours with ...
Price: 96,81 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=73434P21
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Florence Combi tours: Uffizi Gallery & Florence City Walking Tour
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS ? View the famous ?Madonna di Ognissanti? by Giotto and the
?Battle of San Romano? by Paolo Uccello ? Florence?s must-see attractions: Combi
Tour with Uffizi Galleria & City Walking Tour ? Peruse house paintings ranging from
the 13th century to the 18th century ? Walk to the ...
Price: 103,48 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=73434P22

Combi Tours: Accademia Gallery & Florence City Walking Tour
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS ? Accademia Gallery skip-the-line ticket, don't waste your time
queuing for the whole day! ? Visit the stunning sights & discover the hidden treasures
of the Florence city ? Learn from a passionate and art-loving local guide-Join with us
on a combined tour to the Galleria ...
Price: 86,79 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=73434P23

Florence: 1-Hour Cupola Dome Entry and Guided Tour
After seeing the Duomo from all sides and visiting the inside of the cathedral, all you
need to do to complete the experience is a climb to the top of the cupola. See the
entire city from a single point by climbing to the top of Florence's Dome by Joining a
guided tour with local expert guides to ...
Price: 61,20 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=73434P24

Florence: Footsteps of Medici Tour
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS? Discover the stories of the most elite families of the time?
Walk to see the most important streets and palaces? See the stunning architecture of
the historical buildings-Discover the Medici's story with a walk through the most
important streets and palaces. From Giovanni de Medici ...
Price: 55,64 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=73434P25

Florence: Family Treasure Hunt Walking Tour
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS? Learn about the Renaissance and the local history? Take a
family orientated guided tour? Enjoy a taste of traditional Italian ice-cream-Florence
is a city with history, lots of secrets waiting to be discovered. This tour is perfect for
families with kids, a time for a solid bond ...
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Price: 45,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=73434P26

Florence: The best of the city in 4- Days
Four day tour in the Florence, Italy. The product includes tours organized to visit
some of the most famous and popular destinations in Tuscany. We will take you from
the city center to the country-side of the Tuscan.Highlights ? All Guided Tours &
Accommodations ? Explore Cinque Terre ? Visit ...
Price: 1.885,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=73434P27

Florence: Walking tour with Italian Breakfast in the oldest cafÃ© in Florence
Join an amazing journey through the most famous squares and streets of Florence
with an informative, friendly, and engaging guide. Enjoy an Italian Breakfast in the
morning from the most popular cafe in Florence.HIGHLIGHTS ? Visit the stunning
Santa Maria del Fiore Cathedral ? Learn from a ...
Price: 64,54 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=73434P28

Florence: Duomo Climbing Tour with Ice Cream Tasting
See the entire city from a single point by climbing to the top of Florence's Dome. Join
a guided tour with local expert guides to discover the structure's full history. Later
taste an Italian Famous Gelato.See the entire city from a single point by climbing to
the top of Florence's Dome. Join a ...
Price: 64,45 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=73434P29

Climb The Cupola (Dome) Guided Tour
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS? Enjoy a spectacular view of the city? Climb to the top of the
Cupola, the highest point in Florence? See an admirable creation of art by Filippo
Brunelleschi-After seeing the Duomo from all sides and visiting the inside of the
cathedral, all you need to do to complete the ...
Price: 61,20 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=73434P3
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Tuscany: A Full Day in Winery of San Gimignano
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS? Explore San Gimignano on a Vespa, bike or a horse? Savor
fifteen delicious tastings of eleven excellent wines and four typical local products?
Learn to prepare a traditional Italian dinner with local professional chefs-Get a taste
of San Gimignano on a full day tour to San ...
Price: 489,57 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=73434P30

Dome Climbing Tour with English Breakfast in the oldest cafÃ© in Florence
See the entire city from a single point by climbing to the top of Florence's Dome. Join
a guided tour with local expert guides to discover the structure's full history and to
make it unforgettable enjoy your English breakfast, before your tour begins or after
the tour at your convenience from the ...
Price: 91,12 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=73434P32

Dome Climbing Tour with Aperitivo (Happy Hour) in the oldest cafÃ© in Florence
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS? Enjoy a spectacular view of the city? Climb to the top of the
Cupola, the highest point in Florence? See an admirable creation of art by Filippo
Brunelleschi-See the entire city from a single point by climbing to the top of
Florence's Dome. Join a guided tour with local expert ...
Price: 80,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=73434P33

Accademia Gallery Guided Tour with Ice Cream Tasting
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS? Accademia Gallery skip-the-line ticket, don't waste your time
queuing for the whole day!? The home of Michelangelo's original sculpture David? A
passionate and art-lover local guide? An Ice Cream Tasting at the famous La Strega
Nocciola of Florence-A guided tour of the Galleria ...
Price: 57,86 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=73434P34

Accademia Gallery Tour with Italian Breakfast in the oldest cafÃ© in Florence
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS? Accademia Gallery skip-the-line ticket, don't waste your time
queuing for the whole day!? The home of Michelangelo's original sculpture David? A
passionate and art-lover local guide? Italian Breakfast at the most famous and oldest
cafe in Florence-A guided tour of the Galleria ...
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Price: 72,33 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=73434P35

Accademia Gallery Tour with English Breakfast in the oldest cafÃ© in Florence
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS? Accademia Gallery skip-the-line ticket, don't waste your time
queuing for the whole day!? The home of Michelangelo's original sculpture David? A
passionate and art-lover local guide? English Breakfast at the most famous oldest
cafe in Florence-A guided tour of the Galleria ...
Price: 91,24 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=73434P36

Accademia Gallery Tour with Aperitivo (Happy Hour) in oldest cafÃ© in Florence
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS? Accademia Gallery skip-the-line ticket, don't waste your time
queuing for the whole day!? The home of Michelangelo's original sculpture David? A
passionate and art-lover local guide? Aperitivo (Happy Hour) at the most famous
oldest cafe in Florence-A guided tour of the Galleria ...
Price: 74,55 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=73434P37

Uffizi Gallery Tour with Italian Gelato ( Ice Cream ) Tasting
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS? View house paintings ranging from the 13th century to the
18th century? Witness the famous ?Madonna di Ognissanti? by Giotto? Peruse an
admirable creation of art by Filippo Brunelleschi? An Ice Cream Tasting at the
famous La Strega Nocciola of Florence-Explore the glory of ...
Price: 62,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=73434P38

Uffizi Gallery Tour with Italian Breakfast in the oldest cafÃ© in Florence
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS? View house paintings ranging from the 13th century to the
18th century? Witness the famous ?Madonna di Ognissanti? by Giotto? Peruse an
admirable creation of art by Filippo Brunelleschi? Italian Breakfast at the most
famous and oldest cafe in Florence-Explore the glory of ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=73434P39
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Cinque Terre Full-Day Tour
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS ? Explore the colorful cliffside villages of the Cinque Terre on
land and by boat ? Enjoy some time at leisure in Manarola, Portovenere, and
Vernazza ? Spend an unforgettable day on the rocky coast of the Monterosso beach
and traditional seafood lunch-Spend a full-day exploring ...
Price: 500,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=73434P4

Uffizi Gallery Tour with English Breakfast in the oldest cafÃ© in Florence
Explore the glory of masterpieces from the past at the Uffizi Gallery. A world-famous
museum of Florence, it contains one of the oldest and famous collections of art in the
world. Visitors to Florence should not miss the chance to view some of the most
precious and amazing pieces of art done by ...
Price: 82,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=73434P40

Uffizi Gallery Tour with Aperitivo (Happy Hour) in the oldest cafÃ© in Florence
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS? View house paintings ranging from the 13th century to the
18th century? Witness the famous ?Madonna di Ognissanti? by Giotto? Peruse an
admirable creation of art by Filippo Brunelleschi? Aperitivo (Happy Hour) at the most
famous oldest cafe in Florence-Explore the glory of ...
Price: 72,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=73434P41

Winemaker Wine Tasting
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS? Take a wine tour through the San Gimignano Winery in
Tuscany? Taste seven different wines matched with traditional Tuscan products?
Join a wine tasting and wine pairing food class-If you have a special love for all that
is Italian, a Tuscan wine tasting tour is perfect for you. On ...
Price: 155,78 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=73434P43

Florence: Medici Tour with Michelangelo's David
Discover the Medici's story whilst skipping the line to see more of the great
masterpiece of Michelangelo?s David. From Giovanni de Medici to Lorenzo de
Medici, you can watch, listen and understand the power of the Medici Family.TOUR
HIGHLIGHTS? Discover the story of the most elite families of the ...
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Price: 210,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=73434P48

Florence: Walking Tour with Aperitivo(Happy Hour) in the oldest cafÃ© in Florence
Join an amazing journey through the most famous squares and streets of Florence
with an informative, friendly, and engaging guide. Enjoy an aperitivo in the afternoon
from the most popular cafe in Florence.TOUR HIGHLIGHTS ? Visit the stunning
Santa Maria del Fiore Cathedral ? Learn from a ...
Price: 56,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=73434P58

Florence: Walking Tour with English Breakfast in the oldest cafÃ© in Florence
Join an amazing journey through the most famous squares and streets of Florence
with an informative, friendly, and engaging guide. Enjoy an English Breakfast in the
morning from the most popular cafe in Florence.HIGHLIGHTS ? Visit the stunning
Santa Maria del Fiore Cathedral ? Learn from a ...
Price: 62,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=73434P59

The Duomo square tour
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS? Experience Florence's Duomo Square, the city's most iconic
landmark? Visit the UNESCO World Heritage Sites: The Cathedral, Baptistery, and
the Opera del Duomo Museum? Benefit from a small-group walking tour around the
Duomo Complex.An amazing guided tour of Florence' Duomo Square ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=73434P6

Florence: Bargello Museum Tour
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS? Skip the line with your pre-reserved entrance tickets? See
David and St. George by Donatello, the Bacchus and Tondo Pitti by Michelangelo
and more!? Spend two hours exploring the Bargello Museum with a professional
local guide- Tour to one of Florence?s most beautiful and important ...
Price: 57,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=73434P60
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Florence: Palatina Gallery and Pitti Tour
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS? Skip the line for the tickets (a bit of queue is possible at the
metal detector due to security measures);? Discover masterpieces of European art in
the Palatine Gallery;? See stunning frescoes and stucco work from the Renaissance
and visit the Royal Apartments of the Palazzo ...
Price: 67,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=73434P61

Florentina Private Boat Tour
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS? Ride along the Anor River of Florence with a professional and
friendly guide? Hear fascinating facts about Florence's history and culture from your
local guide? Glide down the river in a vintage Barchetta with a cool Prosecco wine
"Aperitivo"-On the great Arno River, all yourself ...
Price: 150,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=73434P62

Florence: Private Cupola Climb Tour
After seeing the Duomo from all sides and visiting the inside of the cathedral, all you
need to do to complete the experience is a climb to the top of the cupola. See the
entire city from a single point by climbing to the top of Florence's Dome by Joining a
guided tour with local expert guides to ...
Price: 120,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=73434P67

Reservation Line Florence Cathedral and Duomo Climb Guided Tour
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS? Skip the notoriously long queues of the Cathedral of Florence
? Experience Florence's Duomo Square, the city's most iconic landmark? Visit the
UNESCO World Heritage Sites: The Cathedral, Baptistery, and the Opera del Duomo
Museum? Benefit from a small-group walking tour around the ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=73434P69

Accademia Gallery Guided Tour
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS ? Accademia Gallery skip-the-line ticket, don't waste your time
queuing for the whole day! ? The home of Michelangelo's original sculpture David ?
A passionate and art-lover local guide-The Galleria dell'Accademia di Firenze, or
"Gallery of the Academy of Florence", is an art museum ...
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Price: 54,53 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=73434P7

Fiesole Cave Tour
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS ? Take a break from the crowds in Florence and head for the
hills? Look back over Florence from the ancient city of Fiesole? Marvel at the famous
gardens at the Medici Villas in Castello? Enjoy happy-hour at Bella Blu-Fiesole is a
town on a scenic height above Florence. Since the ...
Price: 120,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=73434P71

Florence: Bike Tour
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS? Cycle along the streets of Florence and on a guided bike tour
with a professional and friendly guide? Enjoy the stunning sights and landmarks of
Florence in not more than two hours? Get inside tips from your guide to make the
most of your time in Florence, and enjoy a Gelato at the ...
Price: 69,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=73434P72

Florence: Family Treasure Hunt Gods and Animals Tour
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS? Take a family orientated guided tour? Explore the elegant and
ancient Italian-style gardens? Choose a fun and interactive way to learn about the
Florentine history? Enjoy a taste of traditional Italian ice-cream -Florence is a city
with history, lots of secrets waiting to be ...
Price: 55,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=73434P73

Florence: Family Treasure Hunt Prince & Princess Tour
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS? Discover the masterpieces of art in one of the oldest
museums in Europe? See works by Botticelli, Caravaggio, da Vinci, and
Michelangelo? Take a family orientated guided tour? Enjoy a taste of traditional
Italian ice-cream-Florence is a city with history, lots of secrets waiting to ...
Price: 65,65 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=73434P74
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Florence: Santa Croce Church Tour
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS? Visit the temple of the Italian Glories? See the burial place of
several Florentine and Italian masters? Find frescoes by Giotto and a chapel
designed by Brunelleschi? Admire the works by Donatello and the monument
dedicated to Dante-Visit the Basilica di Santa Croce, the principal ...
Price: 63,43 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=73434P8

Florence: E-Bike Tour
Join the guided group bike tour reach your destination easier by riding on your bike
or an E-bike and enjoying Florence by going on two wheels.Cycle down through
narrow streets of the history of the cradle of the Renaissance, as you ride past you
can admire the landmark monuments and learn about ...
Price: 71,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=73434P80

Florence to Tuscany Siena, San Gimignano and Pisa
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS? Escape the hustle& bustle of Florence for a day and explore
the beautiful Tuscan countryside? Drive through the gently rolling hills of the Val
D?Elsa in luxury, air-conditioned coaches and the immaculate town of Siena?
Explore the medieval city of San Gimignano and Visit a ...
Price: 180,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=73434P81

Best of Chianti Colours and Flavors
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS? Discover the heart of the Chianti wine region and its rolling
hills and olive groves!? Take a wine tour through two Tuscany Chianti Winery? Greve
in Chianti and its suggestive picturesque square-If you have a special love for all that
is Italian, A wine tasting tour in a Winery is ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=73434P82

Tuscany: Wine Outdoor Dinning in San Gimignano Winery
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS? Take a wine tour through the Tuscany San Gimignano
Winery? Spend a wonderful time in the middle of the countryside? Join a
Wine-tasting and Wine pairing Food Class including a typical Tuscany meal-The
winery's Private Reserve Wines come from some of the most renowned vineyards of
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...
Price: 160,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=73434P83

Florence Private Cupola Climb & Duomo Square Tour
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS? Be rewarded for your efforts with a spectacular view of the
city? Take a guided tour of the Duomo Square of Florence including Cupola
Climbing? Walk through a building dating back to the 1400s-A guided, informative
tour visiting Duomo Square including several of its significant ...
Price: 163,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=73434P86

Tuscany: Wine Maker Montalcino in San Gimignano Winery
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS? Sample at least eleven spectacular wines, a selection of local
cheeses and traditional foods and recipes of Tuscany? Benefit from a charismatic
guide and knowledgeable cellar staff who will educate and amuse you with local
winemaking facts and stories? Walk among the vineyards ...
Price: 165,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=73434P87

Tuscany: Florentine Steak with Wines in San Gimignano Winery
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS? Taste some of the library reserve vintage wines including
other wine from the current release vintage? Eat the Fiorentina Steak paired with the
best wines directly from the cellar with your family and friends? Enjoy a typical
Tuscan lunch/dinner with the iconic Fiorentina Steak-You ...
Price: 190,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=73434P88

Tuscany: Tuscan Food Cooking Class in San Gimignano Winery
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS? Sit down to taste everything you created along with wine
tasting from the library vintage reserves? Learn from a passionate local chef to
create a delicious Tuscan Feast? Take home recipes and knowledge that will let you
replicate your authentic Italian meal experience at home-Do ...
Price: 245,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=73434P89
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Boboli Garden Tour
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS ? Join a guided tour of the royal Boboli Gardens in Florence ?
Stroll through acres of gardens, trees, fountains and terraces with a knowledgeable
guide ? Learn the history of the 16th-century Italianate gardens behind the Pitti
Palace-Boboli is one of the most elegant and ancient ...
Price: 61,20 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=73434P9

Tuscany: Pizza Cooking Class in San Gimignano Winery
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS? Learn the secrets of the arts of making Italian pizza with
friends and family while tasting fifteen Tuscan products? Sit down to Enjoy a lunch or
dinner of your own pizza creation paired with the best Tuscan wine straight from our
library reserve? Learn from a passionate local chef ...
Price: 210,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=73434P90

Tuscany: Pasta Cooking Class in San Gimignano Winery
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS? Follow the steps and the instruction of a real Italian chef to
prepare a great Tuscan Pasta dish? Learn the magic of the Italian cuisine of
handmade pasta with friends and family while tasting fifteen Tuscan products? Learn
from a passionate local chef and enjoy what you?ve created ...
Price: 225,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=73434P91

Tuscany: Ice Cream Cooking Class in San Gimignano Winery
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS? Wine Tasting from the library vintage reserves paired perfectly
with the lunch or dinner? Enjoy the meal with friends and family while tasting fifteen
Tuscan products? Learn from a passionate local chef about the Tuscany?s Gelato
offerings-Love to combine the flavors of the wine ...
Price: 210,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=73434P92

Tuscany: Sweet Cooking Class in San Gimignano Winery
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS? Enjoy a traditional lunch or dinner along with three types of
dessert paired with wine from the library vintage reserves? Roll the dough of your
favorite Italian delicacies and learn about Italian desserts from a professional chef?
Take home recipes and knowledge that will let you ...
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Price: 225,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=73434P93

Tuscany: Vegetarian Meal in a Winery of San Gimignano
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS? Wine Tasting from the library vintage reserves paired perfectly
with the vegetarian lunch or dinner? Enjoy the meal with friends and family while
tasting fifteen Tuscan products? Learn from a passionate local vegetarian about the
Tuscany?s vegetarian offerings-We serve you colorful ...
Price: 170,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=73434P94

Tuscany: Vegan Meal in a Winery of San Gimignano
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS? Wine Tasting from the special library vintage reserves of
Tuscany? Uncover fifteen Tuscan Products during the tour? Enjoy an exclusive
Vegan Italian Lunch or Dinner-The love for nature to an extreme extent with delicate
and nutritious dishes. There?s no lack of wine, charming and ...
Price: 170,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=73434P95

Tuscany: Gluten-Free Meal in a Winery of San Gimignano
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS? Focus on the things that you would enjoy and appreciate in
Florence accompanied by a local like-minded professional guide? Experience an
authentic gluten-free Italian lunch or dinner paired with eleven wine? Taste local
products such as cheeses, olives, salami and more-Eating ...
Price: 170,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=73434P96

Tuscany: Truffle Hunting with Gourmet Truffle Lunch in a Winery of San Gimignano
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS? Join a truffle hunter and his trained dog to go in search of
truffles in the wood? Taste elven local wines, paired with Tuscan Products? Learn
the difference between black and white truffles and to prepare a traditional Italian
dinner with local professional chefs-Do you want to ...
Price: 360,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=73434P97
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Tuscany: Horseback Riding Adventure with lunch in a Winery of San Gimignano
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS? Explore San Gimignano, vineyards and olive groves on a
horseback ride? Take in the fascinating and warm landscape of the San Gimignano
while enjoying a Tuscan traditional lunch? Taste the wines produced in the winery,
such as the Rosso and the Brunello di Montalcino-Add a dose of ...
Price: 310,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=73434P98

Florence: Vespa Tour
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS? Enjoy the freedom of the road on an original Vespa in
Florence? Visit with us to the most famous and breathtaking spot of Florence?
Explore the San Miniato convent's beautiful historic cemetery and learn about
Michelangelo and the Roman historical town known as Fiesole-There is ...
Price: 125,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=73434P99

Discovering Florence - small groups - with guide
A tour around the city center of Florence the birthplace of the Renaissance
movement. Let our guide show you all the most important monuments in Florence. A
tour around the city center of Florence the birthplace of the Renaissance movement.
Let our guide show you all the most important monuments in ...
Price: 18,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7347P18

Medieval Florence - small group - with guide
A tour around the city of Florence the birthplace of the Renaissance movement but
let our guide show you all the most important medieval monuments in Florence.A
tour around the city of Florence the birthplace of the Renaissance movement but let
our guide show you all the most important medieval ...
Price: 18,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7347P19

The Legends of Florence
A tour around the city center of Florence the birthplace of the Renaissance
movement. Let our guide show you all the secrets and legends of this incredible city.
This is something you can't find on the travel guides.A tour around the city center of
Florence the birthplace of the Renaissance ...
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Price: 18,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7347P20

Electric Cart Tour Florence
Welcome to a fantastic way of visiting the historical city of Florence! We are really
happy to provide a unique way of exploring the city?s artistic centre in the most
relaxing way in our electric vehicles. Whether you are feeling energetic and full of fun
or looking for an easier way to visit the ...
Price: 39,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7347P4

Private Electric Cart Tour
Welcome to a fantastic way of visiting the historical city of Florence! We are really
happy to provide a unique way of exploring the city?s artistic centre in the most
relaxing way in our electric vehicles. Whether you are feeling energetic and full of fun
or looking for an easier way to visit the ...
Price: 331,58 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7347P5

Uffizi Gallery
A visit in complete tranquility with your private guide. Our expert guides will take you
inside one of the most beautiful museum of Florence, without having to make long
queues and without large groups that could be noisy and dispersing. Highly qualified
tour guide and skip the line ticket.A visit ...
Price: 110,16 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7347P6

Accademia Gallery - private guide
A visit in complete tranquility with your private guide.Our expert guides will take you
inside the most beautiful museum of Florence, without having to make long queues
and without large groups that could be noisy and dispersing.The visits to the
museums vary from 1 to 1.5 hour and all include: ...
Price: 87,90 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7347P7
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Walking Tour Florence - Private
A two-hour trip that will leave you breathless. You will walk along the small streets
and the precious corners of Florence with a certified guide that will make you fall in
love with this wonderful city. You will never forget the emotions, the views, the
architecture, the aromas and the sounds of ...
Price: 150,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7347P8

45-minutes Florence HolyCross Basilica (SantaCroce) Audio-guided tour
Appreciate the best masterpieces of the Holy Cross Basilica in less than an hour,
saving you time and money with our digital self-guided tour. ? Explore the museum
at your own pace - completely independently from local guides, schedules and
groups. ? Maximise your time and learn about all the ...
Price: 7,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=73995P15

Il Duomo: Self-Guided Audio Tour
- Explore the Il Duomo best spots at your own pace with our self-guided experience Sophisticated mobile technology turns your smartphone into the ultimate travel
companion during your visit to the attraction - Tune into the multilingual audio
commentary to hear interesting facts, stories and ...
Price: 7,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=73995P16

Florence: 24hr, 48hr & 72hr Hop-On Hop-Off Walking Tour
With your Vox City Walks pass, discover Florence with unlimited sightseeing. Join
and leave our flexible walking tour circuits as you please; escorted by local experts
who are on hand to meet you throughout the day. Simply track your nearest expert in
real-time with our app and begin uncovering ...
Price: 18,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=73995P41

Florence: GROM Gelato Experience and Self-Guided Tour
Among all the culinary experiences in Italy, you cannot miss out on our famous
gelato invented in the Renaissance age. Join our experience and discover the
secrets behind one of the most important gelato shops in Italy, before having a taste
for yourself.In addition you can also enjoy unlimited ...
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Price: 15,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=73995P45

Combo Skip The Line - Accademia Gallery And Uffizi Gallery Tour
Uffizi Gallery and Accademia Gallery are the most Iconic and important art galleries
in Florence. Uffizi tour highlights include masterpieces by Renaissance geniuses like
Leonardo, Michelangelo, and Raphael. See famous artworks like Botticelli?s
Primavera and the Birth of Venus. Learn the history ...
Price: 103,31 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=74043P11

Vip Uffizi Private Tour With Professional Guide
The Uffizi gallery is the top art museum in Florence. filled with an astounding number
of painting, frescoes, statues and antiquities. This world-famous museum attracts
thousands of visitors every day. Don't stress over how to buy Uffizi gallery tickets or
wonder how long it takes to go through the ...
Price: 148,48 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=74043P13

Small Group Skip the Line Uffizi Guided Tour with Free Walking Tour
The Uffizi gallery is the top art museum in Florence. filled with an astounding number
of painting, frescoes, statues and antiquities. This world-famous museum attracts
thousands of visitors every day. Don't stress over how to buy Uffizi gallery tickets or
wonder how long it takes to go through the ...
Price: 65,13 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=74043P14

Vip Accademia Gallery Private Tour With Professional Guide
No visit to Florence would be complete without a true encounter with the artistic
genius it is famousfor. Get the lowdown on Michelangelo and the real David. Visit this
top Florence art museum with aninsider and enjoy a genuine Florence experience
with our top expert guide.No visit to Florence ...
Price: 114,95 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=74043P15
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Skip The Line Florence Full Day Tour With Uffizi,accademia & Walikng Tour
Once home to Dante, Leonardo, Michelangelo and Machiavelli the streets and
squares of the city are teeming with history. It all began in ancient times when the
Romans established a colony near the banks of the Arno. After the fall of the Roman
empire and a period of political turmoil and warfare, ...
Price: 129,14 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=74043P16

Small Group Skip the Line Uffizi Guided Tour
The Uffizi gallery is the top art museum in Florence. filled with an astounding number
of painting, frescoes, statues and antiquities. This world-famous museum attracts
thousands of visitors every day. Don't stress over how to buy Uffizi gallery tickets or
wonder how long it takes to go through the ...
Price: 60,26 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=74043P2

Small Group Skip the Line Galleria della Accademia Guided Tour
No visit to Florence would be complete without a true encounter with the artistic
genius it is famous for. Get the lowdown on Michelangelo and the real David. Visit
this top Florence art museum with an insider and enjoy a genuine Florence
experience with our top expert guide.No visit to Florence ...
Price: 38,74 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=74043P3

Priority Entrance Tickets : Florence Accademia Gallery Tickets with Audio Guide
Michelangelo?s colossal David is perhaps the most famous icon of the Italian
Renaissance, if not the most famous statue in the world. Did you know that there are
actually three Davids in Florence? The real David is found in the Accademia Gallery.
Hoards of visitors line up outside the Gallery each ...
Price: 31,42 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=74043P4

Priority Entrance Tickets : Uffizi Gallery ticket
Planning your visit to Florence is not easy, especially when you have limited time and
there is so much to see and do. Let us show you the best the city has to offer,
stress-free! Save precious holiday time and make the most out of your experience
inside this superb Florence art gallery.We provide ...
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Price: 39,60 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=74043P5

Florence City Walking Tour
Once home to Dante, Leonardo, Michelangelo and Machiavelli the streets and
squares of the city are teeming with history. It all began in ancient times when the
Romans established a colony near the banks of the Arno. After the fall of the Roman
empire and a period of political turmoil and warfare, ...
Price: 30,13 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=74043P6

Priority Entrance Tickets : Uffizi Gallery tickets
The Uffizi Gallery is the top art museum in Florence, filled with an astounding number
of paintings, frescoes, statues, and antiquities. This world-famous museum attracts
thousands of visitors each day. Don?t stress over how to buy Uffizi gallery tickets or
wonder how long it takes to go through ...
Price: 39,60 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=74043P7

Priority Entrance Tickets : Florence Accademia Gallery Tickets
No visit to Florence would be complete without a true encounter with the artistic
genius it is famous for. Get the lowdown on Michelangelo and the real David. Visit
this top Florence art museum and enjoy a genuine Florence experience. There are
so much art and history behind this captivating city. ...
Price: 23,24 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=74043P8

Combo Skip The Line - Uffizi Gallery And Accademia Gallery Tour
Uffizi Gallery and Accademia Gallery are the most iconic and important art galleries
in Florence. With our experienced guide, you will learn about the life and work of the
legendary Michelangelo. Besides the David, unfinished works by this Renaissance
master are also on display in the Gallery ...
Price: 103,31 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=74043P9
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Florence: Uffizi Walking Tour
Save precious time with a priority entry ticket to the fabled Uffizi Gallery and journey
through the history of art from the Middle Ages to the Italian Renaissance. Take a
2-hour tour of the galleries with a licensed guide and SMALL group.See highlights
such as Botticelli's "Birth of Venus," ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=74121P24

Escape the Room Game in Florence
Experience a thrilling live escape the room game, you will be trapped in a room with
only 60 minutes to find the way out.You will be at the centre of the adventure, you?ll
have to find clues and overcome unexpected situations.If you like adventure games
on the computer, if you are fond of puzzles, ...
Price: 27,03 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7421P1

Semi Private Small Group Best of Chianti Landscapes and Wine Tour from Florence
Chianti wine tour and landscapes. Enjoy an unforgettable day trip in the Chianti
Region.Your tour features stops in Monteriggioni, San Gimignano and Siena followed
by a visit to a winery with wine tour, wine and olive oil tasting, also pecorino, salami,
and prosciutto tastings. You will venture ...
Price: 131,44 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7423P1

Semi Private Cinque Terre and Pisa Leaning Tower Tour from Florence
Semi-Private Small-Group (up to 8 people) Cinque Terre and Pisa leaning tower tour
in a Black Mercedes Minivan. Only in a small group, it becomes possible to visit the
Cinque Terre and experience all the true magic of this enchanted coastline.
Semi-Private Small-Group (up to 8 people) Cinque Terre ...
Price: 176,64 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7423P11

Semi-Private DeepWine Chianti from Florence
Semi private DeepWine Chianti. Enjoy an unforgettable day trip in the Chianti
Region.Two wineries with cellar tours, wine tasting, olive oil tasting, tipycal tuscan
snacks and amazin atmosfere! With its intimate setting, every guest feels like an
extended family member at these small family-owned ...
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Price: 95,53 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7423P15

Florence Wine Tasting Experience with Early Dinner
This exquisite wine tasting and early dinner experience in Florence is a fantastic way
to spend a few relaxing hours without having to leave the city but at the same time
forgetting the chaos of the hordes of tourists. A perfect welcome in a cosy family run
wine bar where our experts will guide you ...
Price: 41,67 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7423P17

Chianti Best + Pisa, Wine and Wildlife walk, Siena, San Gimignano from Florence
Visit San Gimignano, Pisa, Siena, and a local winery to learn more about Tuscany's
rich history during this full day shared tour. We'll show you Chianti's best.This full day
shared tour is perfect for those wanting to discover the Chianti region in a small
group of max. 8 people. Learn more about ...
Price: 169,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7423P19

Private Florence Tour by Luxury Cars: City Highlights or Gregorian Chants
Experience a 1.5 hour Florence and Michelangelo square tour on board of our
Mercedes Sedan or Minivan.Experience a 1.5 hour Florence and Michelangelo
square tour on board of our Mercedes Sedan or Minivan.Experience a 1.5 hour
Florence and Michelangelo square tour on board of our Mercedes Sedan or ...
Price: 144,65 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7423P2

Semi Private Pisa and Lucca Wine Tour from Florence
Leave Florence and discover the Tuscan cities of Lucca and Pisa on a day trip.
You?ll see the UNESCO-listed Leaning Tower of Pisa (entry own expense), walk
around Lucca?s historic city walls, and learn about the famous Chianti Classico wine
during a winery tour where samples are included as ...
Price: 131,44 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7423P9
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Chianti Classico & Super Tuscan 3 Winery Tour - Daily Departure from Florence
This tour goes in the famous Chianti wine growing region, to taste Chianti e Super
Tuscan wines, lunch in a small boutique of wine.This tour goes in the famous Chianti
wine growing region, to taste Chianti e Super Tuscan wines, lunch in a small
boutique of wine.This tour goes in the famous Chianti ...
Price: 189,16 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7428P5

Tuscany & Castles Wine Tasting Tour in Historic Cellars - The Original One
This tour takes you to visit one of the oldest wine regions of Chianti where you can
enjoy the beauty of ancient castles and villa. This wine region today produces
excellent wines and olive oil.Tour stops at two wineries where guest will receive an
introduction to the winemaking process and will be ...
Price: 189,16 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7428P6

Small-Group Vernaccia di San Gimignano Wine Tour - White and Red Wines
This tour takes you to visit two wine region of Tuscany famous for red and white
wines.This tour takes you to visit two wine region of Tuscany famous for red and
white wines.This tour takes you to visit two wine region of Tuscany famous for red
and white wines.ItineraryThis is a typical itinerary ...
Price: 173,86 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7428P7

9 Hour Small-Group Brunello Wine Tour of Montalcino Departing from Florence
Stress-Free experienceSmall-group tourDeparture form a central square set in
FlorenceHigh-quality winesStress-Free experienceSmall-group tourDeparture form a
central square set in FlorenceHigh-quality winesStress-Free experienceSmall-group
tourDeparture form a central square set in ...
Price: 240,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7428P9

Small-Group Truffle Hunting and Wine Experience from Florence with Lunch
Tempted by truffles? Take a truffle-hunting jaunt through Tuscany on this 6-hour tour
from Florence! Travel by air-conditioned minivan to the wooded hills around San
Miniato, a medieval town fêted for its precious white truffle. Then, accompany an
experienced hunter and his dog as they scout out ...
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Price: 244,79 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7428TRUFFLE

Tuscany trip in offroad
A really adventurous trip, in a unique 4x4 defender 110. You can see the nature in
this areaA really adventurous trip, in a unique 4x4 defender 110. You can see the
nature in this areaA really adventurous trip, in a unique 4x4 defender 110. You can
see the nature in this areaItineraryThis is a ...
Price: 66,76 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=74342P2

Private One way transfer from Florence to Rome with 2 hours stop in Orvieto
Your English speaking Driver will pick you up from you residence in Florence or
Siena and then start to drive you to Rome with 2 hours stop in Orvieto which is one
of the most beautiful towns in Italy with the most beautiful Duomo. The Cathedral is
situated in a big square dominating the town It is ...
Price: 380,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=74430P27

Private Transfer from Florence to Rome with 3 hours stop in The Mall Lux Outlet
Your English speaking Driver will pick you up from you residence in Florence then
start to drive you to Rome with 3 hours stop in The Mall Luxury outlet The Mall
Luxury Outlets is the right choice, a unique shopping experience at excellent prices
in Tuscany.The Outlet offers high fashion shopping ...
Price: 380,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=74430P29

Traditional Persian dinner in Tuscany
Persian cuisine is a feast of flavors and textures and a delight for the eyes. Discover
how host Cristina fell in love with Persian food at her traditional dinner.? 3-course
traditional Persian dinner made using high-quality ingredients from Iran such as fine
saffron, pistachios, dried mint, dill, ...
Price: 49,40 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=75909P298
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Private Groups: Preparing classical Florentine dishes with local chefs
Engage in an unforgettable experience with chefs Stefano and Mirella as you learn
how to cook several culinary traditions that had come from ancient family recipes.
Done cooking? Let's enjoy your creations together.? Learn how to cook 5 traditional
Florentine dishes where you can bring them home ...
Price: 105,78 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=75909P355

Learn how to cook Tuscan food in Florence for private groups
Do you want to learn how to prepare homemade pasta or pizza dough? Learn how to
cook like an Italian 'mamma' with Patrizia, then enjoy a delicious dinner together!?
Feast on homemade pasta, pizza and dessert? Wine is included? Patrizia has over
30 rave reviews on TripAdvisor!? This experience is ...
Price: 107,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=75909P4

A culinary journey through Tuscany at dinner
Discover the simple yet rich cuisine of Tuscany! Made with local ingredients that are
easily found in the countryside, Cristina will take you on a culinary journey during her
dinner!? Tuscan cuisine is one of the oldest in Italy, and the 4 courses you'll enjoy
were taught to Cristina by her ...
Price: 63,47 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=75909P411

Traditional dinner in the hills of Florence
Dive into the Tuscan culinary tradition at this 4-course dinner that will give you a
taste of the best local specialties in a cozy, welcoming home.? 4-course Tuscan
dinner featuring crostini, rustic leeks, porcini mushroom lasagna, filet with beans, and
sweet chocolate and dried fruit? Red wine is ...
Price: 49,40 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=75909P425

Homemade pasta cooking class in the hills of Florence
Learn all the secrets to making pasta: how to choose the right ingredients, how to
prepare it, and how to pair it, then dine on your delicious creations!? Dine on the
pasta that you learned how to make? Local home in the hills just outside Florence?
Communal cooking class and dining for up to 8 ...
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Price: 49,40 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=75909P426

Florence small group wine tour and aperitivo
Enjoy an afternoon stroll around Florence to learn about 'Aperitivo' at three stops in
the historical center, where you'll taste local food and wine while discovering the
city's history.? Enjoy a charcuterie platter with local salumi, Pecorino cheese, and
Bruschetta while learning about Tuscan ...
Price: 78,23 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=75909P504

Vegetarian pasta cooking class and dinner in Florence
Get ready for a total immersion into Tuscan life! Learn how to make pasta dough and
sauce from scratch, then dine on your creations in a cozy, local home.? Start by
making the perfect pasta dough, then prepare 2 kinds of pasta: stuffed pasta (tortelli
or ravioli) and long pasta (tagliatelle or ...
Price: 43,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=75909P569

Live from Florence: Pasta Online Cooking class and a Musical Surprise
Join Lucrezia for a creative live online cooking class and learn how to make Cavatelli
with sausage and rocket or with your favorite vegetarian option. You will discover all
the secrets of making pasta from scratch, and fun anecdotes about the recipes
Lucrezia's family has pass down through ...
Price: 31,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=75909P575

Live online cooking class: Make pasta from scratch and listen to Opera
Join Lucrezia for a creative live online cooking class and learn how to make Cavatelli
with sausage and rocket or with your favorite vegetarian option. You will discover all
the secrets of making pasta from scratch, and fun anecdotes about the recipes
Lucrezia's family has pass down through ...
Price: 18,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=75909P586
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Handmade Tagliatelle cooking class in Florence
Discover the typical flavors of Italian cuisine and learn how to make Tagliatelle and 2
other dishes from scratch at this cooking class and lunch in Florence.? Learn how to
make fresh, homemade Tagliatelle and well as 2 other traditional Italian recipes, and
then enjoy them for lunch with your ...
Price: 58,10 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=75909P60

Cooking Lunch in an Art Gallery
Combine cooking with art at this unique cooking class and lunch in an artist's home
gallery. Learn how to cook Tuscan classics, then enjoy lunch with your artist host.?
Cook and enjoy a typical Tuscan lunch? Wine is included? Cooking class and
communal lunch for 2 to 8 people? Host Anna is a visual ...
Price: 49,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=75909P61

A Secret Supper with House Concert for private groups
Jump into a secret world full of magic.My house is open to new friends, artists and
like-minded travelers:it is a place where the passion for art, music and poetry meets
the passion for good cousine.So, if you like music, good cuisine and meet new
people, join me and friends of mine to enjoy the ...
Price: 87,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=75909P614

Private Pasta Making Class & Traditional Tuscan Dishes with a Local in Florence
Join your local host Patrizia at her family?s apartment located in the center of
Florence in a traditional building built in 1759. During your hands-on cooking lesson,
Patrizia will teach you traditional Italian dishes from Florence and Italy?s Emilia
Romagna Region. You will prepare an appetizer, ...
Price: 136,03 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7626P236

Florence Market Tour, Pasta Making Class & Traditional Tuscan Lunch with a Local
Meet your host Patrizia near the Mercato di Sant'Ambrogio. She will guide you
through the market, pointing out some of her favorite vendors and products. You will
select fresh products to bring home and use for your cooking. After about one hour,
you will walk back to Patrizia?s home to begin your ...
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Price: 153,27 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7626P237

Private Cooking Class with a Florentine Chef in his Home Kitchen
Join your host Alessio in the kitchen of his Florence apartment and learn to cook a
regional Florentine meal from recipes that he has perfected over the years! Your
hands-on cooking lesson will last about two hours and you will prepare three different
dishes (such as an antipasto, main of meat or a ...
Price: 114,80 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7626P279

Private Mercato Centrale Tour and In-Home Cooking Class with a Florentine Chef
Meet your host at Mercato Centrale market - a large, covered market housed in a
historic 1874 Art Deco glass structure that sells meat, seafood, charcuterie, fruits and
vegetables. It?s the central market of Florence and one of the most interesting and
colorful markets of Europe. Walk around, ...
Price: 141,78 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7626P284

Private Tuscan Pasta Making Class and Dinner with a Local Expert in Florence
Your hands-on cooking class will take place at a local bed and breakfast owned by
your hosts Cinzia?s friends. In a light-filled space designed for cooking classes,
watch as Cinzia prepares a Tuscan appetizer for your to enjoy before you get to roll
up your sleeves and learn to cook regional ...
Price: 124,53 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7626P287

Private Market Tour, Pasta Making Class and Dinner with a Local Chef in Florence
Meet your host Cinzia and explore her favorite local food stores to shop at. Start with
a cup of coffee at one of Cinzia's favorite cafes before you visit a high-end, historical
supermarket known for its high-quality, specialty products. Next, visit a small
family-owned grocery store to pick up ...
Price: 149,44 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7626P288
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Join a Local for an Authentic Florentine Feast in a Stunning Florentine Estate
Stepping into your host Costanza's property is like walking into paradise with its
picturesque olive groves, typical Tuscan architecture and lush vegetable gardens!
Join her in her family?s beautiful dining room to enjoy a seasonal Florentine feast
from family recipes passed down through ...
Price: 220,02 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7626P325

Authentic Florentine Cooking Class and Garden Tour in a Tuscan Family Estate
Stepping into your host's property is like walking into paradise - the picturesque olive
groves, typical Tuscan architecture and lush vegetable gardens instantly transport
you to another time! Join Costanza or her sister Serena in their family?s
beautiful home for your private garden tour and ...
Price: 363,51 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7626P404

Private Market Tour and Tuscan Cooking Class with a Local
This will be a fun filled culinary experience of buying food, talking about food,
preparing food and finally eating together with a local culinary expert Mirella! Explore
Sant'Ambrogio, a central market in Florence and visit local producers of oil, fruit and
vegetables. On the 30-min drive to ...
Price: 203,28 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7626P418

Private Italian Cooking Class in Antella, Florence with a Local Expert
Enjoy a fun-filled culinary experience that comprises learning about, preparing and
eating an authentic Tuscan meal with a local.Mirella lives with her husband Stefano
(her partner in life and in the kitchen!) in a small town called Antella located in the
South of Florence. Meet Mirella at her home ...
Price: 178,88 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7626P419

Traditional Italian Cooking Class in the Florence Countryside with Fabio
This is not your typical Italian cooking class. This is a chance to immerse yourself in
a private cooking class with a delightful man passionate about regional Italian cuisine
and share an authentic meal with a couple that has been married for 30 years and
are still crazy in love!Fabio lives on a ...
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Price: 177,93 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7626P447

Private Authentic Culinary Experience in a Tuscan Countryside Villa
Enjoy a private and authentic home-cooked meal with your host Simona in her
Tuscan villa. This is a perfect experience for anyone looking to connect with local
culture over food. Your hosts are Simona and her mother, two Tuscan-born and
raised Italians from Impruneta, a beautiful wine town located ...
Price: 90,88 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7626P524

Private Cooking Lesson in your Tuscan Villa
Enjoy a private and authentic cooking class in the comfort of your own residence in
Tuscany! This is a perfect experience for anyone looking to connect with local culture
over food. Mirella, your warm and wonderful personal chef, learned to cook from her
grandmother (nonna), a highly skilled top ...
Price: 143,49 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7626P545

Unique Dining Experience with an Italian in her Florence Home
Enjoy a private and authentic Italian meal in a local Florence home with your host
Antonella. This is a perfect experience for anyone looking to connect with local
culture over food. Originally from Sicily, Antonella is an adopted Tuscan. As with
many born and raised Sicilians, Antonella has always ...
Price: 49,74 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7626P562

Private Vegetarian or Vegan Tuscan Cooking Class with Antonella in Florence
Enjoy a private and authentic vegetarian cooking class in a local Florence home with
your host Antonella and her family. This is a perfect experience for anyone looking to
connect with local culture over food. Your hands-on cooking class takes place in a
local home kitchen where Antonella will ...
Price: 114,80 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7626P570
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Private Market Tour and Tuscan Cooking class with a Professional Chef Antonella
Enjoy a private market tour and cooking class in a local Florence home with your
host Antonella and her family. This is a perfect experience for anyone looking to
connect with local culture over food. Explore a local market and return for your
hands-on cooking class in a local home kitchen where ...
Price: 162,62 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7626P571

Private Authentic Tuscan Cooking Class with a Professional Chef Antonella
Enjoy a private and authentic cooking class in a local Florence home with your host
Antonella and her family. This is a perfect experience for anyone looking to connect
with local culture over food. Your hands-on cooking class takes place in a local home
kitchen where Antonella will teach you 3-4 ...
Price: 114,80 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7626P572

Private Cooking Class and Garden Tour in the Chianti Hills near Florence
Enjoy a private and authentic cooking class in a local home with host Ilaria, a mother
of two and owner of a beautiful B&B and organic farm in Chianti that produces olive
oil, wine and vegetables. This is a perfect experience for anyone looking to connect
with local culture over food and regional ...
Price: 246,80 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7626P613

Private Traditional Italian Cooking Class in the Center of Florence
Enjoy a private and authentic cooking class in a local home with host Fabio, an
architect and designer by profession, but also loves cooking and experimenting with
different recipes. Fabio cooks Italian food but in a Tuscan way which means that he
uses a few ingredients that are seasonal, local and ...
Price: 142,53 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7626P614

Private Florence Food Tour with a Local Expert
Enjoy a unique way to experience the food and drink of Florence during this private
food tour with a lovely local Martina. Your first food stop will be at a "Forno", an
Italian bakery where you will taste savory or sweet baked goods like biscotti and
espresso. Next, explore the Sant?Ambrogio ...
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Price: 146,36 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7626P643

Italian Fresh Pasta Private Online Cooking Class
Enjoy a private and authentic online cooking class and learn to make Cinzia's family
recipes for fresh pasta and a classic Italian dessert. This is a perfect experience for
anyone looking to connect with local culture over food. A fun and cultural virtual
cooking experience with a Florence local!? ...
Price: 21,52 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7626P655

Florence Exclusive Guided Walking Tour with Uffizi Gallery Skip the Line Access
Enjoy a basket full of Renaissance delights, the charming city of Florence. Discover
the romantic, captivating, and breathtaking small town with this very relaxing walking
tour. Our sightseeing tour of Florence is a very optimum way of getting a
comprehensive introduction to both the history and ...
Price: 76,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=76338P110

Best tour in italy - Florence Full City W high Speed Train
Tourism is the most significant industry in central Florence. From April to October,
tourists outnumber local population. Tickets to the Uffizi and Accademia museums
are regularly sold out and large groups regularly fill the basilicas of Santa Croce and
Santa Maria Novella, both of which charge for ...
Price: 459,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=76338P55

Exclusive Private Guided Walking Tour of Florence and Uffizi Gallery
The introduction to Florence does not end there, your guide will take you further into
Florence,choosing sites according to your interests, fully allowing you to get a sense
of the city and its history.The tour will then lead you on to the superbly-designed
Uffizi gallery.La Galleria degli Uffizi ...
Price: 325,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=76338P58
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Dan Brownâ€™s INFERNO walk with a Local
This Experience is provided by a private local.If you are a curious person, this is the
perfect tour for you!In this 1.5-hour experience, you will discover the best sights of
Florence from an unusual perspective as you will encounter the locations of the
many sinister events taking place in Dan ...
Price: 39,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=76654P296

Architectural Walk of Florence with a Local
This Experience is provided by a private local.Discover the most impressive buildings
in Florence and learn about the history behind each of those historical buildings and
structures in this invigorating architectural walk!Join me on this adventure to discover
the beauty and history of Florence?s ...
Price: 39,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=76654P299

Art and Culture in Florence with a Local
This Experience is provided by a private local.Thousands of art lovers from all over
the globe visit Florence each year, either participating in one or more of the
numerous cultural events or simply enjoying the buzzing community and the city
ambience.Whether you are visiting Florence as a ...
Price: 24,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=76654P76

Discover Florence with a Local guide, in 60 Minutes
You only have an hour to fall in love with Florence? Challenge accepted! Discover
Florence with a local guide, during a short but sweet excursion during in which you
will learn the most intriguing facts about the history, the local lifestyle, and the
contemporary transformation of the city. We will ...
Price: 19,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=76654P81

The Instagrammable Places of Florence with a Local
This Experience is provided by a private local.If you want to spice up your Instagram
feed and impress your friends with stunning shots from your travels then you are at
the right place!Let me show you the most beautiful and impressive spots in Florence
and guide you with some useful tips on how to ...
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Price: 24,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=76654P85

2 Hour Historical Walk through Florence with a Local
This Experience is provided by a private local. Discover the historical side of
Florence with a passionate local who wants to share all the best kept secrets of
Florence with you!Our excursion will start at the monumental Porta Romana, and
take us on a stroll right into the heart of Florence! You ...
Price: 49,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=76654P88

Photogenic Florence with a Local
This Experience is provided by a private local.Come with me to discover the beauty
of Florence through your camera lens!Join me on this city walk for the unique
opportunity of experiencing Florence from an insider?s point of view and taking
stunning pictures of it at the same time!Our walk will ...
Price: 29,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=76654P89

Best of Florence Walking Tour
On this 2-hour walking tour you?ll see the highlights of Florence. Pass by
monuments and palaces - some dating to the early 1400s. On Via Tornabuoni you
will find fashion boutiques. The tour ends with the spectacular Duomo and Santa
Croce Church.On this 2-hour walking tour you?ll see the ...
Price: 25,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7779P1

Typical Chianti Villages San Gimignano and Wine Roads by Minivan
Enjoy a full day exploring the villages of the famous Chianti region of Tuscany and
San Gimignano.First stop to visit the Medieval Village of San Gimignano, about 1
hour drive from Florence. After the walking in the city center, stop in a Farmhouse to
visit the cellars and enjoy a wine tasting ...
Price: 119,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7779P10
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Small Group Chianti at Sunset Wine Tasting Tour from Florence
Escape the heat and bustle of the city for the renowned beauty of the Tuscan
countryside in the most famous wine region of Italy ? Chianti. Your driver will lead
you on this 4-hour tour from Florence, during which you?ll stop for a wine tasting at a
family-run farm which produces excellent Chianti ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7779P11

The Private Residence of Medici Dynasty: Pitti Palace
Guided Tour to the Palatine Gallery and the Royal Apartments, the private art
collection of the Medici family inside of their last somptuos residence including
remarkable masterpieces by Botticelli, Titian, Rubens, Caravaggio and many other
Italian and European painters from the XVth to the XVIIth ...
Price: 59,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7779P13

Duomo Dome Skip the Line Tour
Enjoy our exclusive 1, 20 hour dome skip-the-line tour and have a breathtaking view
of the city. Climb up to the top of the famous Cupola along with the commentary of
our expert guide in order to admire the inside of the building up close, the wonderful
Vasari's frescoes in particular. From the ...
Price: 59,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7779P16

Florence Archaeological Museum: 2-Hour Private Guided Visit
Enjoy a 2-hour private visit of the museum with an expert local guide.The museum
hosts over 10.000 works dating back to Prehistory. Particularly worth-seeing areas:
the Etruscan section and the Egyptian Hall.Enjoy a 2-hour private visit of the
museum with an expert local guide.The museum hosts over ...
Price: 79,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7779P17

Day Trip to Leonardo da Vinci Birthplace from Florence with Light Lunch
Discover the genius of great Leonardo da Vinci through this 5-hour tour by an
air-conditioned 7-seat van. You will leave from Florence and cross the countryside
through Leonardo's birthplace (Anchiano) and Vinci having the opportunity to meet
him (metaphorically) and get to know about his life as ...
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Price: 195,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7779P18

Private Minivan Tour to Siena and San Gimignano from Florence
During this private open-air tour in a comfortable minivan, you will explore the
breathtaking towns of Siena, Monteriggioni, and San Gimignano. All are symbols of
Medieval and Gothic architecture, characteristic elements are the historic towers,
pointed arches, and narrow streets. Moreover this ...
Price: 225,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7779P19

Uffizi Gallery Tour
When masterpieces by Raphael, Botticelli and Michelangelo are only a small part of
what the Uffizi's world-famous collection has to offer, there is no time for waiting in
line. Your guide takes you right in so you can get started!When masterpieces by
Raphael, Botticelli and Michelangelo are only a ...
Price: 59,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7779P2

Private Pisa and Lucca Tour by Van from Florence
Uncover the magic of Pisa and Lucca during this private full-day tour by van from
Florence. Stand under the notorious Leaning Tower of Pisa and stroll over Piazza dei
Miracoli, home to many historic sites. Travel to the village of Lucca, famous for its
medieval walls, and visit the nearby ancient ...
Price: 235,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7779P20

Private Tour: Medieval Val d'Orcia by Minivan from Florence
Leaving from Florence, this 9-hours tour by air-conditioned minivan will let you dive
into the breathtaking and delicate Val d'Orcia. In this valley you will visit famous
Medieval Montepulciano and Pienza. Apart from art and architecture, these towns
are specially renowned for their food and wine ...
Price: 279,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7779P21
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Michelangelo's private tour in Florence
Discover MICHELANGELO. The great Florentine genius, with ourexpert and licensed
tour guides: his early works, the masterpieces of hismaturity, his monumental tomb
hosting his mortal remains inside the Basilica of Santa Croce.Discover
MICHELANGELO. The great Florentine genius, with ourexpert and ...
Price: 119,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7779P24

Made in Florence Tour
The tour includes a visit at the Salvatore Ferragamo shoe museum which displays
photos, sketches, trademarks and a collection of shoes designed by Salvatore and
his daughter for many VIPs through the years: an exhibit about shoes and dresses
designed by Ferragamo for the movie ?Australia? is now ...
Price: 99,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7779P25

The Duomo Complex Private Tour
Enjoy a visit with a licensed guide to the most important buildings in the heart of
Florence?s historic center: the Duomo (Cathedral), Baptistery, the Cathedral
Museum and the exterior of Giotto?s Bell Tower . Enjoy a visit with a licensed guide
to the most important buildings in the heart of ...
Price: 129,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7779P26

The Uffizi discovery tour with your private guide in Florence
The UFFIZI GALLERY in Florence ? home to a world-wide collection of paintings ? is
one of the oldest and most famous art museums in the world! Let our expert guides
lead you into the museum housing the most important collections of art of all the
time: Giotto, Masaccio, Botticelli, Leonardo da ...
Price: 99,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7779P27

The Accademia Gallery in Florence with your private guide
A private guided visit of the GALLERIA DELL?ACCADEMIA. Inside the museum you
will find the original plaster model by Giambologna for the marble sculptures of the
Rape of the Sabines (Loggia dei Lanzi) and 15th-16th century art pieces from the
Mannerist school. These are followed by the Slaves ...
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Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7779P28

Van with a view and Accademia Gallery in Florence
Discover Florence from a comfortable chauffeured minivan that will pick you up from
you hotel! This tour explores some of the most famous monuments and landmarks.
Admire the greatest view of Florence with a photo-stop in Piazzale Michelangelo and
the Basilica di San Miniato al Monte, the finest ...
Price: 219,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7779P29

Private Minivan with a View and Uffizi in Florence Tour
Leave the city centre with a chauffeured minivan that will drive you along the ?Viali di
Circonvallazione? all the way to Fiesole, hill-town of Etruscan origins and a must for
any visitor because of it?s spectacular view of Florence.On the way back towards
Florence, you will be able to see the ...
Price: 309,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7779P30

Grand Panoramic Private Tour of Florence by minivan
A half-day tour of the city by a comfortable chauffeured minivan in wich you can
admire all Florence?s must-see sights. The tour begins with a photo-stop at one of
the most popular observation spots of Florence: Piazzale Michelangelo, with a drive
past the Basilica di San Miniato al Monte, the ...
Price: 169,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7779P31

The Summer tour in Florence
The best of town temptations: visit the antique Florentine perfume shop, Officina
Profumeria-Farmaceutica Santa Maria Novella, the Salvatore Ferragamo shoes
museum & store + famous Icecream parlour.The best of town temptations: visit the
antique Florentine perfume shop, Officina ...
Price: 99,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7779P36
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Inferno Tour - Private guided Tour in Florence
This is a tour that follows the footsteps of Robert Langdon, the main character of the
Inferno novel written by Dan Brown, and set in the wonderful frame of Florence, the
tour will lead the participants to the Cathedral mentioned in the book for its
sundial, the Florence of Dante Alighieri and his ...
Price: 129,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7779P37

Palazzo Vecchio in Florence
This WONDERFUL tour offers you the occasion to learn about the Medici dynasty.
Palazzo Vecchio was for centuries home of power, government and art in Florence
and here lived the Medici's Family. We start in the Cortile di Michelozzo, the
courtyard adorned with stuccoes and frescoes, and continues ...
Price: 59,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7779P38

Minivan Tour to Siena and San Gimignano from Florence
During this small- group tour in a comfortable minivan, you will explore the
breathtaking towns of Siena, Monteriggioni, and San Gimignano. All are symbols of
Medieval and Gothic architecture, characteristic elements are the historic towers,
pointed arches, and narrow streets. Moreover this Tuscan ...
Price: 139,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7779P39

Accademia Gallery Tour
Experience a true once-in-a-lifetime museum tour of one of the greatest artists ever
known, Michelangelo Buonarroti. As well as the statue of David, you'll see many
other world-famous works.Experience a true once-in-a-lifetime museum tour of one
of the greatest artists ever known, Michelangelo ...
Price: 42,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7779P4

Leonardo Da Vinci 's Homeland - The Origin Of A Genius
Discover the genius of great Leonardo da Vinci through this 5-hour tour by an
air-conditioned 8-seat van. You will leave from Florence and cross the countryside
through Leonardo's birthplace (Anchiano) and Vinci having the opportunity to meet
him (metaphorically) and get to know about his life as ...
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Price: 125,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7779P40

From Florence to Siena - San Gimignano & Pisa by private minivan
The tour starts with a ride by air-conditioned minivan and an English speaking driver
from Florence to Siena. First Stop at Piazzale Michelangelo for a wonderful
Panorama over the city. Than take the Motorway to Siena. In about 1 Hour you will
be in Siena and meet our guide to start your visit of ...
Price: 269,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7779P41

Florence - The Medici's walking tour
On the tracks of the Medici's Family! Discover the amazing story of the ruling family
of Florence, from the very beginning to the extinction of the Dinasty. Our licensed
guide will lead you through a fascinating itinerary and will show you all the places
which played an important role in their ...
Price: 25,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7779P42

Minivan Tour to 5 Terre
Enjoy a full day excursion to the seaside "5 Terre" ( Five Villages ) in Liguria. Depart
by minivan to reach Manarola and than have time to visit the famous 5 Terre, to have
a bath in the sea ( summer season ) and walk through the olive trees and vìneyards
Paths.Enjoy a full day excursion to the ...
Price: 199,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7779P44

Regular Tour Pisa and Lucca by Van from Florence
Uncover the magic of Pisa and Lucca during this full-day tour by van from Florence.
Stand under the notorious Leaning Tower of Pisa and stroll over Piazza dei Miracoli,
home to many historic sites. Travel to the village of Lucca, famous for its medieval
walls, and visit the nearby ancient ...
Price: 129,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7779P45
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Pitti Palace - Private Tour At Galleria Palatina Including Tkts To Boboli Gardens
Guided Tour to the Palatine Gallery and the Royal Apartments, the private art
collection of the Medici family inside of their last somptuos residence including
remarkable masterpieces by Botticelli, Titian, Rubens, Caravaggio and many other
Italian and European painters from the XVth to the XVIIth ...
Price: 129,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7779P46

Private AREZZO and CORTONA Tour by Van from Florence
A full day to visit Arezzo and Cortona, another beautiful experience to learn about a
very beautiful area of the Tuscany region. After only one hour drive to Arezzo by car
or minivan, you will walk through the narrow streets to visit the city centre. Have you
seen the Oscar Film ? La Vita è Bella ...
Price: 229,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7779P47

Santa Croce Church - private tour in Florence
Santa Croce Church is one of the must if you want to know all about Florence. The
Church was consacrated in 1443 but the façade of the church remained unfinished
for more than three centuries, showing its bare Florentine limestone surface, the
structure apt to sustain the architectural and ...
Price: 79,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7779P48

Private Tour: 2-Hour Guided Visit of Bargello Museum
Enjoy a 2-hour visit of the museum with an expert local guide. Bargello was
established by royal decree on June 22, 1865?Italy?s first national museum. The
Bargello?s collection brought together some of the most important works of
Renaissance sculpture: masterpieces by Donatello, Luca della ...
Price: 79,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7779P49

Florence Eco Tour by Electric Golf Cart
Leave no footprints on an eco tour of Florence by electric golf cart and marvel at the
landmarks of Piazza Santa Croce, Piazza Signoria and Santa Maria Novella. Learn
about the monuments of the Renaissance city via a complimentary MP3 audio
guide.Leave no footprints on an eco tour of Florence by ...
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Price: 29,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7779P5

Skip The Line Duomo Complex Tour
Explore Florence Cathedral and see all monuments in Duomo Square. You?ll visit
with your guide, the Cathedral, the Baptistery, and the Museo dell'Opera del Duomo
(the Opera Museum), plus admire the exterior of Giotto?s Campanile (the bell tower).
Explore Florence Cathedral and see all monuments in ...
Price: 59,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7779P50

Private Tour To San Gimignano And Chianti Villages
Enjoy a special day exploring the villages of the famous Chianti region of Tuscany
and the village of San Gimignano.Stop in a Farmhouse to taste Vernaccia and
Tuscan Wines Stop in a Farmhouse in the Chianti area to taste a tuscan menu with
Chianti wine .Enjoy a special day exploring the villages of ...
Price: 189,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7779P51

Private Tour- Chianti By Minivan At Sunset
Escape the heat and bustle of the city for the renowned beauty of the Tuscan
countryside in the most famous wine region of Italy ? Chianti. Your driver will lead
you on this 4-hour tour from Florence, during which you?ll stop for a wine tasting at a
family-run farm which produces excellent Chianti ...
Price: 129,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7779P52

Skip The Line Duomo Smart Tour
Skip the long line and enter with no queueEnjoy a smart tour of Florence?s Duomo
with an expert guide. Learn about the history of the Cathedral and the complex on a
30-minute introduction + 30 minutes inside the Church. No access to the other
monuments, only the Cathedral.Skip the long line and ...
Price: 29,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7779P53
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Special Hunt for Families and Children in Florence
Go in search of animal art and sculptures on a family-focused 2-hour treasure hunt
tour of Florence. Search the medieval streets of the city?s historic centre looking for
examples of animals hidden on monuments. Answer clues to win prizes.Go in search
of animal art and sculptures on a ...
Price: 15,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7779P54

PIZZA Making & GELATO Experience - Cooking Class
With the pizzaiolo ( pizza maker ) , you?ll make your very own pizza, you?ll stretch it,
sauce it, bake it, slice it. It will be the best pizza you?ve ever tasted and you will have
made it yourself! The chef will tell you how to do a real gelato, Italy?s favorite dessert
. You will learn how to ...
Price: 59,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7779P55

PISA - half day tour BY MINIVAN
Uncover the magic of Pisa city center travelling by a comfortable Minivan from
Florence. Stand under the notorious Leaning Tower of Pisa and stroll over Piazza dei
Miracoli, home to many historic sites. Free time for shopping or lunchPassengers can
book the tickets entrance for the Leaning Tower ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7779P56

Regular Tour Siena San Gimignano Pisa
The tour starts with a ride by air-conditioned minivan and an English speaking driver
from Florence to Siena. First Stop at Piazzale Michelangelo for a wonderful
Panorama over the city. Than take the Motorway to Siena. In about 1 Hour you will
be in Siena and meet our guide to start your visit of ...
Price: 199,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7779P57

Legends Experience By Night
Get beneath the skin of Florence and explore its ghosts and curiosities by night. Hear
historical anecdotes and stories that you won't find in any guidebook. See legendary
sites such as the Duomo under the magic of their nocturnal illuminations.Get beneath
the skin of Florence and explore its ...
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Price: 69,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7779P58

VIRTUAL TOUR: Accademia Gallery, the David from closer up
The museum offers the world's largest and most important collection of paintings with
gold background, not to mention the Museum of musical instruments, great passion
of the Grand Prince Ferdinando de' Medici. The gallery was enriched with paintings
from convents, monasteries and other religious ...
Price: 5,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7779P59

Photography Bike Tour of Florence
Lense on Florence: take a private guided trip through the historical centre of
Florence.Learn about the art and history of this city, see and photograph some of its
most compelling views and highlights.Lense on Florence: take a private guided trip
through the historical centre of Florence.Learn ...
Price: 69,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7779P6

The Best Of Medieval Private Tour Of Florence
Soak up Florence ?s must-see sights on this complete half-day tour of the Medieval
city. The tour begins with your expert local guide leading you to the Medieval district
of Dante where you will admire his house, a museum devoted to the great poet, S.
Margherita dei Cerchi Church, where his Muse ? ...
Price: 109,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7779P60

The Best Of Florence Classic Tour
On this 2-hour walking tour you?ll see the highlights of Florence. Pass by
monuments and palaces - some dating to the early 1400s. On Via Tornabuoni you
will find fashion boutiques. The tour ends with the spectacular Duomo and Santa
Croce Church.On this 2-hour walking tour you?ll see the ...
Price: 69,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7779P61
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APERITIVO at Sunset in Florence
experience the afternoon life of the city center walking through characteristic places,
trendy bars and taste the aperitifs with the locals experience the afternoon life of the
city center walking through characteristic places, trendy bars and taste the aperitifs
with the locals experience the ...
Price: 79,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7779P62

Excursion to PISA from FLORENCE by minivan including Leaning Tower ticket
Discover the magic of Pisa city center by travelling in a comfortable minivan from
Florence. Stand under the notorious Leaning Tower of Pisa and stroll over Piazza dei
Miracoli, home to many historic sites. Free time for shopping or lunch.Tickets to climb
the Leaning Tower are included. Please take ...
Price: 114,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7779P63

Private excursion from Florence to Siena - 5 hours
During this private open-air tour in a comfortable minivan, you will visit one of the
most important city of Tuscany: Siena and have time to stop in Monteriggioni.
Characteristic elements of these locations are the historic towers, pointed arches,
and narrow streets. Moreover this Tuscan area is ...
Price: 219,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7779P64

VIRTUAL TOUR: the Uffizi Gallery in Florence, all the must-sees and much more
We can bring the most famous and visited museum of Florence in your home,
guiding you through a fantastic experience with high resolution pictures. Born from
an idea of Francesco I de? Medici, the Uffizi Gallery is the best place to understand
the main key facts of Italian art history, to ...
Price: 9,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7779P65

VIRTUAL TOUR: the Bargello Museum in Florence, from Penitentiary to Museum
Among the many artistic pearls that embellish Florence we find the Bargello
Museum: a museum in the heart of the city which, although less famous than other
Florentine must-sees, represents a rarity not to be missed, especially for those who
love sculpture. The gothic-style building has the ...
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Price: 9,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7779P67

VIRTUAL TOUR to the Religious Center of Florence: the Duomo and its Monuments
When you visit Florence you can't miss its Cathedral Santa Maria del Fiore, the 4-th
biggest cathedral in Europe! The long history of its construction, the colours of
marble and the many details for its decoration of the outside in comparison with the
sobriety of its interior design. We will talk ...
Price: 9,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7779P69

Legends of Florence 2-Hour Walking Tour by Night
Get beneath the skin of Florence and explore its ghosts and curiosities by night. Hear
historical anecdotes and stories that you won't find in any guidebook. See legendary
sites such as the Duomo under the magic of their nocturnal illuminations.Get beneath
the skin of Florence and explore its ...
Price: 35,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7779P7

VIRTUAL TOUR: All About Michelangelo in Florence
Michelangelo, I love you! Follow me on a virtual tour about this artist's life, deeply
connected to main landmarks in Florence. His birth, his childhood, his life
experiences: not only a sculptor and a painter, but a young boy and later a man too.
We will try to answer to some of the questions ...
Price: 9,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7779P71

Historical WhoDunit Murder Solving Self-Guided Tour in Florence
Embark on an unique adventure and solve a murder that occurred in Renaissance
Florence. Explore your surroundings and challenge yourself to find the clues on a
self-guided tour through this historical city. See some of Florence's most famous
locations and enjoy a fun adventure for both friends and ...
Price: 25,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7779P8
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Secret Urban Wine Tours Florence w/ Private Tour Option
Producing a Tuscan wine is an art, and an important element of our culture, dating
back more than 2,500 years. Recognized worldwide as being the best Italian wines,
you taste our heritage with each sip. On our tour, you'll discover how every factor ?
from the soil and altitude to position relative ...
Price: 219,02 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7812P112

Private Tour: Secret Food Tours Florence
As Florentines, we're extremely passionate about our local food, our city, and its
history. As such, we love to share Florence's best foods and unique culture. When
you book Secret Food Tours: Florence, you'll get to try delicious food and wine from
across Tuscany, but more specifically from the ...
Price: 89,70 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7812P137

Secret Food Tours Florence w/ Private Tour Option
A passionate and experienced English-speaking local guideGreat insight into
Florentine and Tuscan foodStories about Florence food culture and historySecret
local factsSmall intimate groups (10 people max)A passionate and experienced
English-speaking local guideGreat insight into Florentine and ...
Price: 193,20 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=7812P87

Tuscan Experience - Private Shore Excursion to Chianti and Siena from Livorno
Italy makes largest contribution in the wine production over the world and is also
famous for producing the finest quality of wine. Tuscany is worldwide known for
producing the delicious Chianti wine and, of course, for its lovely medieval hilltop
towns.With this Private Driving-Guided Shore ...
Price: 389,43 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8254P23

Chianti Wine Tour with Siena - Private Driving-guided Tour from Florence
Italy makes largest contribution in the wine production over the world and is also
famous for producing the finest quality of wine. Tuscany is worldwide known for
producing the delicious Chianti wine and, of course, for its lovely medieval hilltop
towns.With this Private Driving-Guided Day Tour you ...
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Price: 333,80 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8254P24

Florence and Pisa Tour! - Private Shore Excursion from Livorno Port
Florence is the capital city of Tuscany region and the province of Florence in Italy.
Florence is regarded as one of the most beautiful cities in the world. The historic
centre of this city attracts millions of tourists each year. Pisa is best known over the
world for its Leaning Tower and also ...
Price: 389,43 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8254P25

Florence Airport to Hotel: Shared Arrival Transfer
Save time and money and book your transfer service before you go! This service will
take you from the Airport to your Hotel or Apartment in Florence, without the hassle
of picking up a rental car, negotiating unfamiliar traffic and maps. Take the easy way
- book this efficient service online now ...
Price: 16,66 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8254P49

Florence Hotel to Airport: Shared Departure Transfer
Save time and money and book your transfer service before you go! This service will
take you from the your Hotel or Apartment in Florence downtown to the Airport,
without the hassle of using the public transportation or dropping off a rental car,
negotiating unfamiliar traffic and maps. Take the ...
Price: 16,66 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8254P50

Florence: Uffizi Gallery Private Tour (Skip-the-line Admission)
Join this Uffizi Gallery private tour and enjoy skip-the-line access to Italy's most
popular art gallery. Enjoy the undivided attention of your guide ? an art history expert
? as you tour the Uffizi's masterpieces.And what masterpieces they are! See works
by Leonardo da Vinci, Michelangelo, ...
Price: 174,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8305P28
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Florence in One Day
Join this Florence private tour and enjoy the unequivocal luxury of a private guide
leading you through the gorgeous historic center. Enjoy skip-the-line access to
Michelangelo?s David and see all the wondrous architecture Renaissance Florence
has to offer.Your expert guide will meet you at your ...
Price: 289,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8305P59

Half Day Private Tour of Florence with Academy Gallery
Florence is a Renaissance city of orange and gold, blossoming above the golden
landscape of Tuscany. Join this Florence private tour and discover its dramatic
history, alongside all its beauty. Get skip-the-line access to Michelangelo?s David
and enjoy a walking tour of historic Florence with your ...
Price: 214,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8305P60

Off the Beaten Path Tour of Florence
See the hidden highlights of remarkable Renaissance Florence, on this Florence
private tour. Go behind closed doors and see the palaces where Florence?s Princes
made the city the most important in the Mediterranean.Enter the medieval Palazzo
Davanzati, the sumptuous Palazzo Medici-Riccardi, and the ...
Price: 169,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8305P64

Private Tuscany Cycling Tour from Florence
Enjoy a custom cycling tour with a private guide in the beautiful countryside of
Tuscany, leaving from Central Florence. We will meet at a location of your choice
and you will be asked about what you would like to see, perhaps the Chianti wine
region or the more wild area of the Mugello, inquired ...
Price: 71,03 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8404P1

Tuscan countryside Half-Day Bike (or E-bike) Tour & Farm visit
Enjoy a small-group bike tour in Fiesole, the heart of Tuscany, in the middle of the
Florence countryside. Just a few steps away from the city, it's an area dedicated to
nature and appreciated by active people who love biking and outdoor sports. The
tour follows a path through green trails and ...
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Price: 55,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8408P1

Florence & Tuscan Country Sunset / Morning Bike (or E-Bike) Tour & Farm visit
Through a unique rural landscape, using secondary roads away from the bustle of
the city, a path at the morning or at the time of the day when the colors of nature turn
into a magic color, transforming the countryside around Fiesole and Florence into a
wonderful landscape. The bike tour will be ...
Price: 57,38 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8408P2

Private Tour: 3-Hours Churches of Florence Walking Tour
With a local guide, visit the city center of Florence, the heart of Tuscany and cradle of
the Renaissance. Discover some of the most beautiful churches of Florence on this
3-hour private walking tour.With a local guide, visit the city center of Florence, the
heart of Tuscany and cradle of the ...
Price: 250,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8434P10

2-Nights Ferrari World and with Private Bologna Walking Tour from Florence
Do you like Formula 1 and Ferrari? Then this itinerary is perfect for you! Spend a day
completely immersed in the Ferrari world. Visit the Museum in Maranello, discovering
the history of Ferrari super cars, looking at the collection of vintage cars and enjoying
a test track driving down Viale Enzo ...
Price: 850,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8434P14

Private Tour: Artisans of Florence Walking Tour
Discover the real Made in Italy thanks to a journey into the past, between the
craftshops of FlorenceDiscover the real Made in Italy thanks to a journey into the
past, between the craftshops of FlorenceDiscover the real Made in Italy thanks to a
journey into the past, between the craftshops of ...
Price: 142,47 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8434P4
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Private Tuscany tour: Siena, San Gimignano and Chianti. Day Trip from Florence
Private tour to Siena and San Gimignano with an english speaking driver in a de-luxe
minivan. Your driver will talk to you about Tuscany traditions, history about the places
you?ll visit and will tell you what is worth to be visited in every place.Private tour to
Siena and San Gimignano with an ...
Price: 293,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8451P1

Private Tuscany Day Tour: San Gimignano and Chianti Wine Region from Florence
Private tour to San Gimignano and Chianti with an English speaking driver in a
deluxe minivan. Your driver will delight you with live commentary on board about
Tuscany, general information about the places you?ll visit and will tell you what is
worth to be visited in every place where you stop. On ...
Price: 293,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8451P10

Private Tuscany Day Tour: Siena and Chianti Wine Region from Florence
Art, history, scenic roads, Tuscany wine and food experience all in one day tour from
Florence. Traveling in a de luxe Mercedes minivan with english speaking driver who
will make you spend an unforgettable day.Art, history, scenic roads, Tuscany wine
and food experience all in one day tour from ...
Price: 556,33 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8451P13

Private Tour: Orcia Valley to Montalcino and Montepulciano with Brunello Wine Tasting
Spend a day exploring the wine region of the Val d'Orcia (Orcia Valley) with this
full-day private tour from Florence. With your private group of no more than 7
passengers in the vehicle, you'll visit Montalcino, Montepulciano, and take in the
scenery of the Orcia Valley. Enjoy a Brunello di ...
Price: 766,35 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8451P2

Private Tour: Chianti Region Tour by Minivan
Escape from the city traffic to enjoy a lovely day in the Chianti wine region with stop
in a small winery for lunch and wine tasting (at own expense) and driving through the
Tuscany hills to explore medieval hamlets.Escape from the city traffic to enjoy a
lovely day in the Chianti wine region with ...
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Price: 514,61 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8451P3

One Way Private Transfer: Florence to Rome with Visit to San Gimignano and Siena
Private transfer with English speaking driver by deluxe Mercedes minivan from
Florence to Rome or to Fiumicino airport with one hour stop in San Gimignano and
Siena on the way.Private transfer with English speaking driver by deluxe Mercedes
minivan from Florence to Rome or to Fiumicino airport with ...
Price: 1.070,94 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8451P4

Private Tuscany Day Trip from Florence Including the Leaning Tower of Pisa
Take a private amazing day trip through the hills of the Tuscan countryside. Stop to
visit the Leaning Tower of Pisa and Sangimignano, the most charming village famous
for its towers and medieval look.Take a private amazing day trip through the hills of
the Tuscan countryside. Stop to visit the ...
Price: 696,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8451P6

Private Tuscany Day Tour: San Gimignano and Chianti Wine Region from Florence
Private tour to San Gimignano and Chianti with an English speaking driver in a
deluxe minivan. Your driver will delight you with live commentary on board about
Tuscany, general information about the places you?ll visit and will tell you what is
worth to be visited in every place where you stop. On ...
Price: 293,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8451P8

Private Tuscany Tour from Florence Including the Leaning Tower of Pisa and Sangimignano
Take a private amazing day trip through the hills of the Tuscan countryside. Stop to
visit the Leaning Tower of Pisa and Sangimignano, the most charming village famous
for its towers and medieval look.Take a private amazing day trip through the hills of
the Tuscan countryside. Stop to visit the ...
Price: 698,20 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8451P9
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GAILY TOUR in FLORENCE - Gay & Lesbian Tour
Florence ? Reinassance TourFlorence ? Gay Tour & David?s SecretsFlorence ?
Fashion TourFlorence by Night ? Gay Tour ? Gay or Lesbian Friendly Tour Guide
and/or Driver ? Every Entrance Fee or Tasting described in the programFlorence ?
Reinassance TourFlorence ? Gay Tour & David?s SecretsFlorence ? ...
Price: 145,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=85229P10

Pisa and Florence Private Day Trip from Livorno
If your cruise ship docks in Livorno, and you have only a single day to see the
surrounding Italian towns of Pisa and Florence, this tour offers a private shore
excursion to see the best of these picturesque citiesIf your cruise ship docks in
Livorno, and you have only a single day to see the ...
Price: 763,34 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8527P7

Florence Airport Transfers : Airport FLR to Florence City in Business Car
Your safety is our crew?s biggest priority. Before your journey even begins, your
driver completely disinfects the vehicle and places free hand sanitizer in the back
seat. One of our professionally-trained drivers will greet you with a name sign in the
arrivals terminal of the airport, will offer ...
Price: 54,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=85439P1230

Florence Airport Transfers : Florence City to Airport FLR in Business Car
Your safety is our crew?s biggest priority. Before your journey even begins, your
chauffeur completely disinfects the vehicle and places free hand sanitizer in the back
seat. One of our professionally-trained drivers will greet you with a name sign in the
reception of the hotel, will offer to ...
Price: 54,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=85439P1231

Florence Airport Transfers : Airport FLR to Florence City in Luxury Van
Your safety is our crew?s biggest priority. Before your journey even begins, your
driver completely disinfects the vehicle and places free hand sanitizer in the back
seat. One of our professionally-trained drivers will greet you with a name sign in the
arrivals terminal of the airport, will offer ...
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Price: 60,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=85439P1232

Florence Airport Transfers : Florence City to Airport FLR in Luxury Van
Your safety is our crew?s biggest priority. Before your journey even begins, your
chauffeur completely disinfects the vehicle and places free hand sanitizer in the back
seat. One of our professionally-trained drivers will greet you with a name sign in the
reception of the hotel, will offer to ...
Price: 60,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=85439P1233

Florence Airport Transfers : Airport FLR to Florence City in Luxury Car
Your safety is our crew?s biggest priority. Before your journey even begins, your
driver completely disinfects the vehicle and places free hand sanitizer in the back
seat. One of our professionally-trained drivers will greet you with a name sign in the
arrivals terminal of the airport, will offer ...
Price: 112,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=85439P1234

Florence Airport Transfers : Florence City to Airport FLR in Luxury Car
Your safety is our crew?s biggest priority. Before your journey even begins, your
chauffeur completely disinfects the vehicle and places free hand sanitizer in the back
seat. One of our professionally-trained drivers will greet you with a name sign in the
reception of the hotel, will offer to ...
Price: 112,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=85439P1235

Arrival Private Transfers: Florence Airport FLR to Florence in Business Car
Your safety is our crew?s biggest priority. Before your journey even begins, your
driver completely disinfects the vehicle and places free hand sanitizer in the back
seat. One of our professionally-trained drivers will greet you with a name sign in the
arrivals terminal of the airport, will offer ...
Price: 54,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=85439P1236
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Departure Private Transfers: Florence to Florence Airport FLR in Business Car
Your safety is our crew?s biggest priority. Before your journey even begins, your
chauffeur completely disinfects the vehicle and places free hand sanitizer in the back
seat. One of our professionally-trained drivers will greet you with a name sign in the
reception of the hotel, will offer to ...
Price: 54,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=85439P1237

Arrival Private Transfers: Florence Airport FLR to Florence in Luxury Van
Your safety is our crew?s biggest priority. Before your journey even begins, your
driver completely disinfects the vehicle and places free hand sanitizer in the back
seat. One of our professionally-trained drivers will greet you with a name sign in the
arrivals terminal of the airport, will offer ...
Price: 60,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=85439P1238

Departure Private Transfers: Florence to Florence Airport FLR in Luxury Van
Your safety is our crew?s biggest priority. Before your journey even begins, your
chauffeur completely disinfects the vehicle and places free hand sanitizer in the back
seat. One of our professionally-trained drivers will greet you with a name sign in the
reception of the hotel, will offer to ...
Price: 60,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=85439P1239

Private Tour:Florence in One Day with Accademia-Uffizi Galleries,Piazzas,Markets
See the sights of Florence that most interest you on a customized private tourSkip
the long lines to the Accademia and Uffizi GalleriesRub the nose of the boar fountain
of the Porcellino to ensure you will return to FlorenceMarvel at Brunelleschi's huge
dome at the DuomoSee Michelangelo's statue of ...
Price: 500,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=85998P1

Florence by rickshaw
This tour of Florence is for sure he best way to enjoy the city. You can take
advantage of relaxing in a comfortable rickshaw while we take you around the most
beautiful city. We go through all the main sites also covering the more off the beaten
track sites too. Bringing the city to life, giving ...
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Price: 90,41 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=86310P1

Florence & Pisa 1 Day WOW TOUR: Luxury Car, Guide, Entrance Tickets, Lunch incl.
Are you planning a trip to Tuscany or a Shore Excursion from Livorno? Pisa leaning
Tower and Florence must be on your must-see list! All in one day! Just sit back, relax
in a comfortable private car, and discover everything about these two gems. - Only
your or your group can participate in this ...
Price: 506,26 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=86375P17

Private 3-Hour Walking Tour of Florence with private official tour guide
Florence is the capital of Tuscany, and it has been the main spot for every new stage
of art in Italy. Both art and creativity are present in every street and corner of the city,
as well this can be seen in the large amount of churches, museums and monuments.
During this private tour you will walk ...
Price: 179,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8647P163

Private 4-Hour Tour of Florence with private driver and guide with Hotel pick-up
Enjoy Florence?s great architecture and wonderful sights during this private tour with
your own private official tour guide and comfortably in your private luxury vehicle with
chauffeur.Your private driver, together with your private tour guide, will pick you up in
your hotel in Florence, you won?t ...
Price: 419,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8647P165

Private 3-Hour Walking Tour of Florence with entrance to Accademia Gallery
Enjoy this completely personalized private walking tour of Florence and enjoy it's
most emblematic monuments and sights with a private official tour guide. Skip the
line entrance to Accademia gallery included in the price of this tour. Admire David´s
Michelangelo and don?t miss monuments and sights ...
Price: 210,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8647P200
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Private 8-hour Tour to Siena and San Gimignano from Florence w/ Hotel Pick-up
Siena is the biggest and most known hill town of Tuscany. The city was founded by
the romans in the years 62 b.C, it is located on top of three hills and hosts an
amazing cathedral. San Gimignano is known as the town of the beautiful towers
(?belle torri?), which used to be 76 between the 12th and ...
Price: 370,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8647P326

Private 8-hour Tour to Pisa and Lucca from Florence with Hotel Pick-up
It is unknown who builded up the city of Pisa, but it is confirmed that exists since the
7th Century b.C. You will get to visit the Piazza dei Miracoli, a UNESCO World
Heritage Site where the leaning tower, the cathedral and the baptistery are located. If
you are interested it is possible to climb ...
Price: 413,05 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8647P327

Private Full Day Tour of Cinque Terre from Florence with Hotel pick up
Your private driver will pick you up in your hotel or place of choice in Florence to start
this fabulous tour to Cinque Terre.Cinque Terre National Park is part of the list of
Unesco World Heritage Sites since 1997.You will enjoy stunning panoramic views
from the different towns that are part of ...
Price: 680,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8647P397

Private 3 days Route in Tuscany Region from Florence with Hotel pick-up
Enjoy this private 3 day experience to get to know the best sites of Tuscany
Region.This tour has been divided in three separate days to offer a more relaxed and
private experience. Being a private tour, it can be customised it to fit your own needs.
On Day 1: you will enjoy a 4 hours Walking Tour ...
Price: 953,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8647P427

Private arrival OR departure transfer in Florence (hotel OR airport pick-up)
Start or end your trip in Florence the right way with this one-way transfer that takes
you to/from the airport to/from the city center. Relax in a luxury private vehicle and
avoiding waiting in lines. Save time and have transportation already waiting for you,
allowing for ease in transferring to or ...
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Price: 34,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8647P486

Private Departure Transfer from Central Florence to Florence airport
Book your private transfer from Florence city to Florence airport. Select the type of
vehicle you would need (two different types: up to 3 people and up to 7 people) and
remember to provide all requested details during check out.Book your private
transfer from Florence city to Florence airport. ...
Price: 67,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8653P100

Private Transfer from Firenze to Bologna (BLQ) Airport
Take the worry out of your departure to Bologna Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis at the
hotel, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your departure to Bologna Airport and pre-book a ...
Price: 368,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8653P1884

Private Transfer from Firenze to Rimini (RMI) Airport
Take the worry out of your departure to Rimini Airport and pre-book a private transfer
to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis at the hotel, and
travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of your
departure to Rimini Airport and pre-book a ...
Price: 795,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8653P2054

Private Transfer from Firenze (FLR) Airport to Arezzo
Take the worry out of your arrival to Firenze (FLR) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Firenze (FLR) Airport and ...
Price: 292,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8653P2447
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Private Transfer from Firenze (FLR) Airport to Bagnaia
Take the worry out of your arrival to Firenze (FLR) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Firenze (FLR) Airport and ...
Price: 342,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8653P2449

Private Transfer from Firenze (FLR) Airport to Bagno a Ripoli
Take the worry out of your arrival to Firenze (FLR) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Firenze (FLR) Airport and ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8653P2454

Private Transfer from Bagno a Ripoli to Firenze (FLR) Airport
Take the worry out of your departure to Firenze Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis at the
hotel, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your departure to Firenze Airport and pre-book a ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8653P2456

Private Transfer from Firenze (FLR) Airport to Bologna
Take the worry out of your arrival to Firenze (FLR) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Firenze (FLR) Airport and ...
Price: 413,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8653P2458

Private Transfer from Firenze (FLR) Airport to Bucine
Take the worry out of your arrival to Firenze (FLR) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Firenze (FLR) Airport and ...
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Price: 218,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8653P2463

Private Transfer from Firenze (FLR) Airport to Campi Bisenzio
Take the worry out of your arrival to Firenze (FLR) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Firenze (FLR) Airport and ...
Price: 107,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8653P2467

Private Transfer from Campi Bisenzio to Firenze (FLR) Airport
Take the worry out of your departure to Firenze Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis at the
hotel, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your departure to Firenze Airport and pre-book a ...
Price: 107,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8653P2469

Private Transfer from Firenze (FLR) Airport to Castelfalfi
Take the worry out of your arrival to Firenze (FLR) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Firenze (FLR) Airport and ...
Price: 267,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8653P2471

Private Transfer from Castelfalfi to Firenze (FLR) Airport
Take the worry out of your departure to Firenze Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis at the
hotel, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your departure to Firenze Airport and pre-book a ...
Price: 267,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8653P2474
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Private Transfer from Firenze (FLR) Airport to Castelnuovo Berardenga
Take the worry out of your arrival to Firenze (FLR) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Firenze (FLR) Airport and ...
Price: 332,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8653P2476

Private Transfer from Firenze (FLR) Airport to Castelnuovo dell'Abate
Take the worry out of your arrival to Firenze (FLR) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Firenze (FLR) Airport and ...
Price: 452,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8653P2480

Private Transfer from Firenze (FLR) Airport to Castelvecchio Pascoli
Take the worry out of your arrival to Firenze (FLR) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Firenze (FLR) Airport and ...
Price: 475,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8653P2484

Private Transfer from Firenze (FLR) Airport to Como
Take the worry out of your arrival to Firenze (FLR) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Firenze (FLR) Airport and ...
Price: 1.200,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8653P2490

Private Transfer from Firenze (FLR) Airport to Empoli
Take the worry out of your arrival to Firenze (FLR) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Firenze (FLR) Airport and ...
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Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8653P2494

Private Transfer from Empoli to Firenze (FLR) Airport
Take the worry out of your departure to Firenze Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis at the
hotel, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your departure to Firenze Airport and pre-book a ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8653P2498

Private Transfer from Firenze (FLR) Airport to Fiumicino Aeroporto
Take the worry out of your arrival to Firenze (FLR) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Firenze (FLR) Airport and ...
Price: 1.010,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8653P2500

Private Transfer from Firenze (FLR) Airport to Forte Dei Marmi
Take the worry out of your arrival to Firenze (FLR) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Firenze (FLR) Airport and ...
Price: 422,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8653P2504

Private Transfer from Firenze (FLR) Airport to GÃ©nova
Take the worry out of your arrival to Firenze (FLR) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Firenze (FLR) Airport and ...
Price: 815,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8653P2509
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Private Transfer from Firenze (FLR) Airport to Greve in Chianti
Take the worry out of your arrival to Firenze (FLR) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Firenze (FLR) Airport and ...
Price: 148,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8653P2514

Private Transfer from Firenze (FLR) Airport to Impruneta
Take the worry out of your arrival to Firenze (FLR) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Firenze (FLR) Airport and ...
Price: 107,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8653P2518

Private Transfer from Impruneta to Firenze (FLR) Airport
Take the worry out of your departure to Firenze Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis at the
hotel, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your departure to Firenze Airport and pre-book a ...
Price: 107,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8653P2520

Private Transfer from Firenze (FLR) Airport to Linate Aeroporto
Take the worry out of your arrival to Firenze (FLR) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Firenze (FLR) Airport and ...
Price: 1.022,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8653P2522

Private Transfer from Firenze (FLR) Airport to Livorno
Take the worry out of your arrival to Firenze (FLR) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Firenze (FLR) Airport and ...
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Price: 355,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8653P2845

Private Transfer from Firenze (FLR) Airport to Livorno Porto
Take the worry out of your arrival to Firenze (FLR) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Firenze (FLR) Airport and ...
Price: 357,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8653P2851

Private Transfer from Firenze (FLR) Airport to Lucca
Take the worry out of your arrival to Firenze (FLR) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Firenze (FLR) Airport and ...
Price: 317,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8653P2856

Private Transfer from Firenze (FLR) Airport to Milano
Take the worry out of your arrival to Firenze (FLR) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Firenze (FLR) Airport and ...
Price: 1.035,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8653P2862

Private Transfer from Firenze (FLR) Airport to Milano Malpensa
Take the worry out of your arrival to Firenze (FLR) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Firenze (FLR) Airport and ...
Price: 1.202,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8653P2866
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Private Transfer from Firenze (FLR) Airport to Montecatini
Take the worry out of your arrival to Firenze (FLR) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Firenze (FLR) Airport and ...
Price: 217,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8653P2869

Private Transfer from Firenze (FLR) Airport to Montepulciano
Take the worry out of your arrival to Firenze (FLR) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Firenze (FLR) Airport and ...
Price: 463,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8653P2873

Private Transfer from Firenze (FLR) Airport to Monterosso al Mare
Take the worry out of your arrival to Firenze (FLR) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Firenze (FLR) Airport and ...
Price: 825,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8653P2877

Private Transfer from Firenze (FLR) Airport to Napoli
Take the worry out of your arrival to Firenze (FLR) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Firenze (FLR) Airport and ...
Price: 1.570,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8653P2881

Private Transfer from Firenze (FLR) Airport to Piano della Rocca
Take the worry out of your arrival to Firenze (FLR) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Firenze (FLR) Airport and ...
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Price: 420,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8653P2886

Private Transfer from Firenze (FLR) Airport to Pisa
Take the worry out of your arrival to Firenze (FLR) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Firenze (FLR) Airport and ...
Price: 330,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8653P2889

Private Transfer from Firenze (FLR) Airport to Pisa Airport
Take the worry out of your arrival to Firenze (FLR) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Firenze (FLR) Airport and ...
Price: 320,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8653P2892

Private Transfer from Firenze (FLR) Airport to Portofino
Take the worry out of your arrival to Firenze (FLR) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Firenze (FLR) Airport and ...
Price: 765,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8653P2895

Private Transfer from Firenze (FLR) Airport to Rimini
Take the worry out of your arrival to Firenze (FLR) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Firenze (FLR) Airport and ...
Price: 802,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8653P2898
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Private Transfer from Firenze (FLR) Airport to Roma
Take the worry out of your arrival to Firenze (FLR) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Firenze (FLR) Airport and ...
Price: 910,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8653P2902

Private Transfer from Firenze (FLR) Airport to San Casciano in Val di Pesa
Take the worry out of your arrival to Firenze (FLR) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Firenze (FLR) Airport and ...
Price: 155,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8653P2907

Private Transfer from San Casciano in Val di Pesa to Firenze (FLR) Airport
Take the worry out of your departure to Firenze Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis at the
hotel, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your departure to Firenze Airport and pre-book a ...
Price: 155,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8653P2908

Private Transfer from Firenze (FLR) Airport to San Gimignano
Take the worry out of your arrival to Firenze (FLR) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Firenze (FLR) Airport and ...
Price: 227,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8653P2914

Private Transfer from Firenze (FLR) Airport to San Zeno
Take the worry out of your arrival to Firenze (FLR) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Firenze (FLR) Airport and ...
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Price: 278,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8653P2917

Private Transfer from Firenze (FLR) Airport to Scandicci
Take the worry out of your arrival to Firenze (FLR) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Firenze (FLR) Airport and ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8653P2920

Private Transfer from Scandicci to Firenze (FLR) Airport
Take the worry out of your departure to Firenze Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis at the
hotel, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your departure to Firenze Airport and pre-book a ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8653P2921

Private Transfer from Firenze (FLR) Airport to Siena
Take the worry out of your arrival to Firenze (FLR) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Firenze (FLR) Airport and ...
Price: 298,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8653P2922

Private Transfer from Firenze (FLR) Airport to Tavarnelle Val di Pesa
Take the worry out of your arrival to Firenze (FLR) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Firenze (FLR) Airport and ...
Price: 162,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8653P2925
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Private Transfer from Firenze (FLR) Airport to Venezia
Take the worry out of your arrival to Firenze (FLR) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Firenze (FLR) Airport and ...
Price: 877,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8653P2928

Private Transfer from Firenze (FLR) Airport to Viareggio
Take the worry out of your arrival to Firenze (FLR) Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival to Firenze (FLR) Airport and ...
Price: 385,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8653P2930

Private Transfer from Empoli to Pisa (PSA) Airport
Take the worry out of your departure to Pisa Airport and pre-book a private transfer
to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis at the hotel, and
travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of your
departure to Pisa Airport and pre-book a ...
Price: 178,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8653P3079

Private Transfer from Fiesole to Pisa (PSA) Airport
Take the worry out of your departure to Pisa Airport and pre-book a private transfer
to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis at the hotel, and
travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of your
departure to Pisa Airport and pre-book a ...
Price: 242,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8653P3083

Private Transfer from Firenze to Pisa (PSA) Airport
Take the worry out of your departure to Pisa Airport and pre-book a private transfer
to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis at the hotel, and
travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of your
departure to Pisa Airport and pre-book a ...
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Price: 220,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8653P3086

Private Transfer from Scarperia e San Piero to Pisa (PSA) Airport
Take the worry out of your departure to Pisa Airport and pre-book a private transfer
to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis at the hotel, and
travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of your
departure to Pisa Airport and pre-book a ...
Price: 357,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8653P3166

Private Transfer from Ulignano to Pisa (PSA) Airport
Take the worry out of your departure to Pisa Airport and pre-book a private transfer
to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis at the hotel, and
travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of your
departure to Pisa Airport and pre-book a ...
Price: 230,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8653P3176

Private Transfer from Volterra to Pisa (PSA) Airport
Take the worry out of your departure to Pisa Airport and pre-book a private transfer
to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis at the hotel, and
travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of your
departure to Pisa Airport and pre-book a ...
Price: 210,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8653P3188

Private Transfer from Florence city centre to Pisa Airport
Take the worry out for your departure from Florence city to Pisa Airport and pre-book
a private transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for
taxis on arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry
out for your departure from Florence ...
Price: 266,67 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8653P361
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Florence Private Transfer from Florence Airport to City centre
Take the worry out of your arrival at Floremce Airport and pre-book a private transfer
to suit your group size (up to 7 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on arrival, and
travel in the comfort of a Mercedes car or minivan.Take the worry out of your arrival
at Floremce Airport and pre-book a ...
Price: 67,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8653P99

Skip the Line: Accademia Gallery Tickets Fast Track Entrance
What is included? ? Priority access tickets - skip the line ? After the entrance (at the
time chosen) you can stay inside all day! ? Save up to 3 hours standing in line ?
Audioguides (if option chosen) ? Date/Time changes for free within 48 hours before
the entrance What is included? ? Priority ...
Price: 22,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=86899P1

Florence Like a Local: Customized Private Tour
Get to know the city through the eyes of a passionate local. With no set itinerary, you
can customize the tour or leave it up to the local for an insightful introduction to the
city. Make travel about the people you meet not just the places you see. With our
walking tours, you?ll skip the mundane ...
Price: 33,38 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=86919P48

Transfer in private vehicle from Florence Amerigo V Airport to Florence City
Book a private transfer from the Airport to your hotel or destination, service
guaranteed once you make the booking. We will provide all information necessary to
meet your driver at arrival. ? Meet and greet ? Private transfer ? 60 minutes waiting
time ? 24 hours service (all day) ? All costs ...
Price: 30,15 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=87205P580

Transfer in private vehicle from Florence City to Amerigo Vespucci Airport
Book a private transfer from your hotel or destination to Airport, service guaranteed
once you make the booking. We will provide all information necessary to meet your
driver at hotel or destination. ? Meet and greet ? Private transfer ? 24 hours service
(all day) ? All costs included (taxes, ...
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Price: 30,15 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=87205P601

Round-Trip Transfer in Private Vehicle from-to Florence Airport in Florence City
Book a round trip private transfer from/to Airport to your destination, service
guaranteed once you make the booking. We will provide all information necessary to
meet your driver at hotel or destination. ? Meet and greet ? Private transfer ? 60
minutes waiting time at airport ? 24 hours service ...
Price: 60,28 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=87205P602

Transfer in private minivan from Florence Amerigo V Airport to Florence City
Book a private transfer from the Airport to your hotel or destination, service
guaranteed once you make the booking. We will provide all information necessary to
meet your driver at arrival. ? Meet and greet ? Private transfer ? 60 minutes waiting
time ? 24 hours service (all day) ? All costs ...
Price: 43,05 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=87205P603

Transfer in private minivan from Florence City to Amerigo Vespucci Airport
Book a private transfer from your hotel or destination to Airport, service guaranteed
once you make the booking. We will provide all information necessary to meet your
driver at hotel or destination. ? Meet and greet ? Private transfer ? 24 hours service
(all day) ? All costs included (taxes, ...
Price: 43,63 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=87205P604

RoundTrip transfer in private minivan from-to Florencia Airport - Florence City
Book a round trip private transfer from/to Airport to your destination, service
guaranteed once you make the booking. We will provide all information necessary to
meet your driver at hotel or destination. ? Meet and greet ? Private transfer ? 60
minutes waiting time at airport ? 24 hours service ...
Price: 86,09 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=87205P605
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Get Married in Florence
Choose Florence as the ideal setting for your symbolic wedding or vows renewal
ceremony. You will enjoy a truly unique, unforgettable experience! The event will
take place on a romantic terrace overlooking the historical town center, on the top
roof of an elegant 4 star hotel.This package for two ...
Price: 1.900,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8724P2

Magnificent Florence - Private Walking Tour
This private walking tour will make you discover the most beautiful sites of Florence.
It is the perfect introduction to the city for the first time traveller and for anyone who
wants to make sure they will not be missing out on anything noteworthy. A friendly
and knowledgeable guide will make you ...
Price: 155,78 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8733P15

Romaround Private Florence Tour
This private walking tour will make you discover the most beautiful sites of Florence.
It is the perfect introduction to the city for the first time traveller and for anyone who
wants to make sure they will not be missing out on anything noteworthy. A friendly
and knowledgeable guide will make you ...
Price: 155,78 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8733P20

Private Tuscany Wine Tour Experience from Florence
Private wine tour experience to visit Tuscany's best wineries, to sample top end
wines and have an educational and tasty food & wine pairing session to combine
each wine to each food speciality. A full day escorted by a friendly professional
driver-guide, specialized in wine-making and sommelier, ...
Price: 286,23 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8757P1

Authentic Tuscany Highlights: Siena, Winery tour, San Gimignano
Tuscan wine region with a historical overview, for a maximum of 8 people in a small
group tour from Florence. The tour includes a visit and walk through a small hilltop
town in the scenic Tuscan countryside with immaculate views, a visit to a non
commercial tuscan wine estate to visit the cellars ...
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Price: 198,44 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8757P2

Private Tour: Top Brunello di Montalcino Wine Tour
The most intimate Brunello di Montalcino private wine tour with an expert sommelier
to taste top rated Brunello wines, the tour starts either from Florence or Siena and it
brings you to very unique wineries ranging from award winning to family run and
organic producers.The most intimate Brunello di ...
Price: 386,71 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8757P3

Transfer from Naples to Florence
PRIVATE TRANSFER WHIT DRIVER ON A LUXURY MERCEDES VEHICLE ?
AVAILABLE FROM NAPLES TO FLORENCE .SPACIOUS AND AIR
CONDITIONEDPRIVATE TRANSFER WHIT DRIVER ON A LUXURY MERCEDES
VEHICLE ? AVAILABLE FROM NAPLES TO FLORENCE .SPACIOUS AND AIR
CONDITIONEDPRIVATE TRANSFER WHIT DRIVER ON A LUXURY MERCEDES
...
Price: 1.071,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=88005P28

Florence Private Walking Tour
Florence is all about the Italian renaissance and the events that shaped the its
history. Come on a journey from its roman origins to the 15th century, including the
church of Santa Croce, the resting place of many of the illustrious like Michelangelo
and Galileo. We will see legendary attractions ...
Price: 184,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=88037P149

Florence Sunset Food Tour
Set off as the sun dips over the horizon and spend an unforgettable 3.5-hours eating,
drinking and walking around Florence?s hippest neighborhood. Your local expert
guide will regale you and a small-group (up to 12 people) with stories, fascinating
history, and a unique glimpse into the Florentine ...
Price: 111,27 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=88117P1
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The Other Side of Florence Food Tour
On our 4-hour walking food tour through Oltrarno ? the Florentine equivalent of
Paris? left bank ? you?ll get to taste what makes this city?s cuisine so special and
unique within Italy. Through countless food and wine tastings at 8 authentic stops,
you?ll learn how to make Italian cantucci ...
Price: 87,90 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=88117P2

Authentic Florence Home-Cooking Class
Join us for a hands-on cooking experience in the professional kitchen of an expert
local chef?s beautiful Tuscan home ? and pick up Italian pasta home-cooking skills
that will ?wow? your friends back home! The day will start with your small group
visiting Florence?s authentic and captivating ...
Price: 98,89 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=88117P3

Pizza & Gelato family cooking class in Florence
If you?re looking for a break from sightseeing, our Florence pizza and gelato making
class is a fun, family-friendly way to experience real Italian culture away from the
crowds. There you?ll meet a professional chef who?ll show you how to make pizza,
gelato and other delicious baked goods like a ...
Price: 78,89 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=88117P4

Florence Street Art & Food tour with The Central Market
If it?s your first time in Florence, you cannot miss this informative and tasty tour.
Thanks to the help of a professional local guide you will pass by the main attractions
of Florence and taste the typical street food that you can eat on the go. Some of the
delicacies you will try are fresh pasta, ...
Price: 42,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=88259P41

Florence Small group Highlights Walking Tour with a Local Guide
With This 2 hour walking city tour you will wander the stunning streets of Florence
guided by an expert local guide.After meeting your guide , accompanied by a small
group of people up to 15, you will see Santa Croce Church, the Bargello Palace,
Piazza della Signoria, Ponte Vecchio, Palazzo ...
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Price: 29,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=88259P45

Budget Small-Group Tour of Florence main attractions with local licensed Guide
This 2-hour walking tour through Florence will carry you into the center of one of the
most popular urban areas on the planet. See the Santa Croce Church, the Bargello
Palace, Piazza della Repubblica and more with a licensed guide. See the sculptures
in the open-air loggia on one side of the Piazza ...
Price: 29,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=88528P1

Florence Dome climbing city view hotel pickup & Guided Sightseeing Walking Tour
Meet your guide at your central located hotel in Florence and start this exciting
private walking city tour to the highlights of this Italian Jewel.This tour is a great
introduction to the city and you will see Santa Croce Church, the Bargello Palace,
Piazza della Signoria, Ponte Vecchio, Palazzo ...
Price: 126,65 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=88528P11

Guided Tour of Florence by Night including Duomo and all the must-see highlights
This 2 hours walking city tour will take you to the highlights of the city of Florence
after sunset with a top-rated local guide.This night walk includes the most important
monuments of Florence such as Duomo, Baptistery, Belltower, piazza Signoria,
Ponte Vecchio, Porcellino market, piazza ...
Price: 29,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=88528P2

Private Tour of Florence highlights from Duomo to Santa Croce with Hotel pick up
Meet your licensed master guide at your central located hotel and start the intriguing
private guided strolling visit through the avenues and piazzas of Florence. A custom
fitted visit that will follow the historical backdrop of the city, and specifically the
seasons of the Renaissance through the ...
Price: 87,20 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=88528P3
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Best of Florence Highlights Walking Tour including Michelangelo's David
Enjoy a fun and informative 3 hours hour walking city tour that will take you to the
highlights of the city of Florence with a local expert guide. This tour is a great
introduction to the city and you will see Santa Croce Church, the Bargello Palace,
Piazza della Signoria, Ponte Vecchio, Palazzo ...
Price: 135,20 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=88528P4

Skip-the-line full day tour of Florence highlights with Accademia Uffizi & David
This visit covers the most important squares and landmarks of the city and the visit of
the two most celebrated exhibition halls of Florence. We'll begin with the northern
zone, visiting the Academy Gallery and the Duomo with its Belltower and the
Baptistery. After meal break, we will continue to ...
Price: 271,15 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=88528P5

Skip-the-Line Uffizi Gallery Tour with Art Historian Guide and Hotel Pick Up
Enjoy a 2 hour voyage through the widely acclaimed Uffizi Gallery museum in
Florence. Appreciate the skip-the-line access, so not a snapshot of your travel time
will be squandered sitting tight in line. This visit will be an unquestionable
requirement for each Florence agenda. Amid your visit to ...
Price: 143,65 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=88528P6

Skip-the-Line Guided Tour of Accademia & Michelangelo's David with Hotel Pick Up
Meet your guide at your hotel, skip the line and enjoy a private tour of the Accademia
Gallery. During this visit you will have the chance to find more about this
commanding statue of a youthful legend, the David, which turned into the image of
the Republic of Florence.Don't miss this 2-hour ...
Price: 119,20 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=88528P7

Pisa and Lucca Tour from Florence with the Leaning Tower Skip the Line access
Enjoy the Italian jewels of Pisa and Lucca on a day trip leaving from Florence. Make
a beeline for Pisa first, appreciating the great square of Piazza dei Miracoli while your
local guide explains the notable structures around you. See the Baptistery, the
Duomo and the city's most notorious ...
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Price: 404,10 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=88528P9

Segway Tour Leader 1h
meeting point San Benedetto square, training orientation and start to : Duomo
square.San Lorenzo Church,Repubblica square, Signoria square, Uffizi (out side)
Santa Croce, Michelangelo square, House of Dante Alighieri. Helmet incluse , the
tour leader is a member of Staff speak in english , (not ...
Price: 34,29 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=88705P1

Scooter Electric 1h
sunset to piazzale Michelangelo , after the training for correct use electric scooter
start long the river . stop to San Niccolò tower, and restart to Michelangelo square,
stop for picture . visit the San Miniato Basilica and go back to meeting point sunset to
piazzale Michelangelo , after the ...
Price: 19,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=88705P10

Segway Night Tour leader 2h
A very spectacular night view, without the crush of tourists that fill the streets of the
historic center. Unique experience that will allow you to discover all the beauties and
secrets of the ancient cityA very spectacular night view, without the crush of tourists
that fill the streets of the ...
Price: 43,40 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=88705P12

Walking Tour Florence
unique experience to discover the most important monuments of the city of Florence.
You will be accompanied by a specialized guide in English. In two hours you will
enter the market lowerunique experience to discover the most important monuments
of the city of Florence. You will be accompanied by a ...
Price: 21,15 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=88705P13
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Sunrise, exclusive segway Breakfast with tour leader 2h
exclusive segway tour with personal tour leader, unique service you will not find
anything similar in Florence. Your tour leader will take you to see the alaba in
piazzale michelangelo experiencing a unique emotion. Ponte Vecchio, Basilica of
San Miniato calle early hours of the sun, a unique and ...
Price: 87,49 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=88705P14

Sunrise Michelangelo square E.scooter with tour leader breakfast
exclusive tou for early risers, accompanied by your tour leader you will see the sun
rise over the city of Florence. breakfast included typical Italian, consisting of
cappuccino and hot croissant. Unique exclusive tour in Florenceexclusive tou for
early risers, accompanied by your tour leader you ...
Price: 81,58 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=88705P15

Electric scooter tour guide
we will go to see the Chianti hills, passing from Piazzale Michelangelo to then reach
the house where Galileo Galilei lived until we reach the Medici villa. The electric
scooter is very simple and safe and in 2h you will discover a unique Florencewe will
go to see the Chianti hills, passing from ...
Price: 49,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=88705P16

Segway Tour Leader 2h
Meeting point San Benedetto Square direction tour leader ( no guide licence) :
Duomo square,San Lorenzo church, Repubblica square, Signoria square , Uffizi(out
side) Santa Croce square, Michelangelo square and House of Dante Alighieri.
Helmet incluse, training incluse,Our company uses exclusively ...
Price: 46,11 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=88705P2

segway tour guide 2h
Segway Rent florence our company has been operating in the sector for 10 years.
We use only original US segway. We are located exactly in the historic center,
Piazza di San Benedetto(meeting Point), in front of the Cathedral of Santa Maria Del
Fiore.the tour you choose is with a private guide, you ...
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Price: 46,11 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=88705P4

bike tour 2h
Our company has been operating for over 10 years, we are specialized in bike tours.
The departure is at our shop, located in the center of the old city. You will be guided
to the discovery of Florence, you will visit all the most important points of the central
area and then head to the terrace of ...
Price: 32,27 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=88705P5

Segway photographs and videos 2h
2h with tour leader Eng( not a Guide) The leader will take you around the entire
ancient city of Florence for a total duration of two hours. You will discover Piazza
della Signoria, Piazza della Repubblica, the Uffizzi (exterior), Piazza Santa Croce,
the Basilica of San Lorenzo and the marvelous ...
Price: 46,11 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=88705P6

SmarTour Michelangelo Square in eletric monopattino(scooter) 2h more tour leader
Michelangelo square on you electric scoter(monopattino) with tour leader stay with
you and show the route and the monument Michelangelo square on you electric
scoter(monopattino) with tour leader stay with you and show the route and the
monument Michelangelo square on you electric ...
Price: 34,29 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=88705P7

Michelangelo Tour 1h
with the electric scooter the church of San Miniato and the Piazzale Michelangelo,
moving freely with an expert guide who will show you the way to go in complete
safetywith the electric scooter the church of San Miniato and the Piazzale
Michelangelo, moving freely with an expert guide who will show ...
Price: 19,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=88705P9
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Florence Private Walking Tour with Professional Guide
During this walking tour, you will get to see some of the most popular tourist
attractions of Florence along with a local- professional guide who will be exclusively
with you.The walking tour would last for about two hours and can be customized
accordingly to your taste and preferences.The tour ...
Price: 309,81 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=89617P125

Historic Florentine Dinner Feast with Authentic Renaissance Food Recreation and Revival
This is Private exclusive Unique dinner. Prepared by a professional chef and culinary
archaeologist, experience a dinner with flavors and scents from Florence?s ancient
tables. The only experience that combines history, cooking in peace.There will be
dishes that you will not find in a restaurant ...
Price: 65,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8963P1

Private Cheese-making Class in Florence
Private class Private class with official cheese taster chef who will introduce you to
the fantastic world of cheeses. Learn how to make your own fresh and unique
cheeses from scratch! This class will give you a tour of Italy?s cheese-making
traditions with tastings of cheeses from the different ...
Price: 120,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8963P11

Private Cooking Class: Italian-Style Meatballs and Tiramisu
Private Hands-on cooking class featuring personal chefTheme: the authentic italian
Meatballs Taste of Florence!Specially designed and programmed according to your
preferences. This Course will let you enjoy this unique culinary experience
exclusively for you, without other partecipants.If you like ...
Price: 208,34 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8963P12

Small-Group Pasta Class from Scratch with Seasonal Ingredients
Pasta in Italy has infinite shapes and styles. Some are long and thin, like spaghetti.
Others brim with fillings of cheese, braised meat, amazing vegetables or fish,
organic, seasonal and locally-sourced. During this 3-hour class, limited to 6
participants, you are guaranteed one-on-one interaction ...
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Price: 69,99 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8963P13

Small-Group Luxury Truffle and Olive Oil Food Tour with a Gourmet Dinner
Florence is a foodie paradise, with restaurants and shops celebrating the bounty of
the Tuscan countryside with dishes and products showcasing truffles, extra-virgin
olive oil, and fine wines. On this small-group evening tour, including wine and food
tastings and a multi-course meal at a local ...
Price: 166,90 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8963P15

Small-Group Walking Food Tour of Florence Market with Tuscan Tastings
The best experience for foodies in Florence!more than 20 amazing tastings for
discovering the authentic tuscan food tradition ? 4 cheeses ? 3 Salami ? 3 Extra
Virgin Olive Oil ? 4 Balsamic Vineagre (Aged, Traditionals, Truffle) ? Cantucci
(Traditional Tuscan Biscotti) ? Schiacciata (Flat Tuscan ...
Price: 82,06 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8963P16

Express Pasta-Making Lesson with Gourmet Dinner
In 1-hour you can prepare your favorite pasta choosing from mouth-watering ravioli
of fresh ricotta and parmesan cheese or noodles accompanied by fresh pesto or
tomato sauce. And why not gnocchi or risotto?Each class is limited to 10 participants
? guaranteeing one-on-one interaction with your ...
Price: 71,88 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8963P17

Small Group Cooking Class: Ricotta and Dumplings
Learn how to make your fresh ricotta from scratch, and your gnocchi fresh and
unique.This course hand-on will give you the opportunity to make a double
experience: make a ricotta from scratch and your gnocchi and one sauce (the best
ever; fluffy like a pillows, light and without potatoes). You'll ...
Price: 69,80 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8963P18
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Private Truffle Cooking Class with Dinner
Private Hands-on cooking class featuring personal chefTheme: TRUFFLE!Specially
designed and programmed according to your preferences. This Course will let you
enjoy this unique culinary experience exclusively for you, without other participants.If
you like to completely customize your experience ...
Price: 203,53 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8963P19

Meat Lover's Dinner in Florence
A private chef, a private dinner, a welcoming location and excellent food ... what's
more unique and precious? If you love meat, especially Tuscan tradition and above
all you want to enjoy a lunch or dinner in absolute tranquility, welcomed safely, away
from the confusion of the restaurant this is ...
Price: 65,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8963P2

Private Italian Pasta Cooking Class in Florence
Join this lesson in authentic Florentine cuisine, where the chef is at your our disposal
to learn the secrets of pasta and sauces. This course is perfect for small groups who
want to have more information and prepare their own authentic pasta from scratch.
Fully equipped with everything that you ...
Price: 208,34 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8963P20

Private Food Market Tour
VIP unique private experience for foodies.24 of the best of authentic tuscan and
Italian foodYour private guide introduce you in world of food with Passion and
competence.You'll be free to make your questions without follow the gait of our
travellerThe best private experience inside the food in ...
Price: 229,49 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8963P21

Foodies Super Saver: The most delicious Market Food Tour and Pasta Class with season ingredients
Highlights Combine two best-selling Foodies experiences in Florence for "Small
group" no more than 8 guests!At a discounted price take a 2-hour morning culinary
walking tour at The Market and walking other streets, cross the bridge for soak you in
a most authentic area of florence Oltrarno for ...
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Price: 137,70 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8963P22

Historic Dinner and Medici walking tour Small Group Professional Chef and Guide
This wonderful tour will satisfy your curiosity and your palate. Two professionals have
come together to offer you a memorable day of knowledge and enjoyment of the best
food.Simple cooking recipes and the best recipes for the most famous family of
Tuscany I Medici.After visiting the main "streets ...
Price: 125,18 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8963P23

Private class Gluten free from scratch pasta bread Certified Gluten Free Chef
Our mission is to teach how to make fresh pasta and gluten-free bread or It will be
surprising to prepare the Italian culinary orgy, gluten-free, but so tasty that you will
think of eating traditional pasta. The specialized chef with authorization of the Italian
Health Authority, in the gluten free ...
Price: 99,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8963P24

Small-Group, Authentic Tuscan pasta Class
Immerse yourself in authentic recipes of Tuscan cuisine and discover the flavors that
have been the true protagonists of Tuscan cuisine for hundreds of years. Not just
spinach, not just chicken, not just bruschette .. but much more!Pappardelle with
wholemeal flour ... longer than ever ..., mountain ...
Price: 69,99 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8963P25

New Year's Eve cooking classes unforgettable evening in the heart of Florence
One of a kind cooking class (hands-on from scratch) replicating a typical New Year's
Eve Dinner in Italy. Spend the evening with us in our kitchen preparing delicious
recipes and then all together dine and fun away from the noisy restaurants and "prix
fix menu".Local and Expert funny chef!Small ...
Price: 117,71 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8963P26
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Private Virtual Pasta Cooking Class, Live from Tuscany
Skype the Chef into your kitchen is a new and exciting culinary experience that will
surprise you.It will be like having the chef in your kitchen because, thanks to the
perfect technical organization, you will not miss any steps.You will cook with the chef,
you can stop the chef at any time, ask ...
Price: 34,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8963P27

Virtual Italian Meatballs Cooking Class, Live from Tuscany
Skype the Chef into your kitchen is a new and exciting culinary experience that will
surprise you.It will be like having the chef in your kitchen because, thanks to the
perfect technical organization, you will not miss any steps.The chef kneads, you
knead, the chef cuts, you cut, the chef cooks you ...
Price: 34,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8963P28

2-Hour Virtual Vegetarian Cooking Class Live from Tuscany
Learn the secrets of traditional Italian vegetarian dishes all from the comfort of your
own kitchen with simplicity and fun.Step-by-step cooking tips, free to ask all the
questions you want - because you can enjoy your top chef just for you!After checking
that everything is in order to start your ...
Price: 34,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8963P29

Gluten Free Traditional Florentine Dinner
PRIVATE SPECIAL DINNER. Your personal chef and your personal food and wine
expert. Gluten-free travelers can still experience the best of Italian cuisine with a
dinner prepared by a Chef who specializes in meals for guests with allergies and
gluten sensitivities. Enjoy pasta, lasagna, risotto and ...
Price: 65,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8963P3

Virtual Live Cooking Class What Do You Have in Your Pantry
This is the only live inactive interactive cooking class that does not impose any
menus.We help you create delicious dishes without expensive purchasesWe will
teach you to use utensils, even unconventional, to create authentic Italian dishesFast
and simple ... it also means good and professionalWe ...
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Price: 32,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8963P33

Virtual class from Tuscany one-hour fettuccine from scratch and sauce
Virtual class from Tuscany one-hour fettuccine from scratch and sauceOur
interactive Live course with 4 cameras and large screens allows the chef to have a
complete view of what is done in the guest kitchens.A complete vision for guests
from 4 separate points of view that allows you to learn by ...
Price: 19,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8963P34

Virtual class from Tuscany one-hour gluten free ravioli from scratch
Learning to "handle" gluten-free flour will be easy and stress-free. You will be
surprised at the results. It is not magic, it is technique and love for good food.You will
no longer have to painify separate menus because the tasty gluten-free ravioli will
appeal to everyoneOur interactive Live ...
Price: 19,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8963P35

Private Gluten-Free Cooking Class in Florence
The added value of this class and what makes it truly unique is the presence of the
chef specialized in gluten free.Our goal is to give everyone the opportunity to go
home and in addition to having tasted the delicacies of Italian cuisine without any
fear, to be able to easily redo the dishes ...
Price: 135,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8963P4

Private Customizable Cooking Class in Florence
This VIP PRIVATE COOKING CLASS is perfect for who love to cook and for group
of friends or family Private Hands-on cooking class featuring personal chefSpecially
designed and programmed menu according to your preferences. This Course will let
you enjoy this unique culinary experience exclusively ...
Price: 208,34 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8963P5
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Private Vegetarian Cooking Class in Florence
Private Hands-on cooking class featuring personal chefTheme: Vegetarian Italian
ClassSpecially designed and programmed according to your preferences. This
Course will let you enjoy this unique culinary experience exclusively for you, without
other partecipants.If you like to completely customize ...
Price: 208,34 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8963P7

Italian Vegan Cooking Class in Florence
Private Hands-on cooking class featuring personal chefTheme: Italian recipes in a
vegan versionSpecially designed and programmed according to your preferences.
This Course will let you enjoy this unique culinary experience exclusively for you,
without other partecipants.If you like to completely ...
Price: 208,34 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=8963P8

Bike Tour of Florence with Piazzale Michelangelo
Come discover Florence by bike! The Bike Tour of Florence is available every day,
starts at 10 AM, 3 PM and at 9 PM and it takes two hours. The meeting point is Via
Cavour 21/Red. In 2 hours you will visit all the major tourist attractions, under the
experienced guidance of our entertaining and ...
Price: 31,20 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=89820P1

Florence Private Walking Tour
With our local certified guide will discover facts and secrets covering 2000 years of
Florentine history. Featuring the Duomo, Casa di Dante, Piazza della Signoria, The
Uffizi Courtyard, Ponte Vecchio and Palazzo Pitti. With our local certified guide will
discover facts and secrets covering 2000 ...
Price: 150,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=89820P2

Half-Day Bicycle Tour in Florence
Come discover Florence by bike! The Bike Tour of Florence is available every day,
starts at 10 AM, 3 PM and 9pm and it takes two hours. The meeting point is Via
Cavour 21/Red. In 2 hours you will visit all the major tourist attractions, under the
experienced guidance of our entertaining and fun, ...
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Price: 23,20 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=89820P23

Medici between Art and Power-Walking Tour
Medici between Art and Power.The guided Tour starts at 4.00 PM, meeting point Via
Cavour 21 Red. You will discover the story of the most important and powerful family
in the city of Florence. Banking, commerce and religious influence led the Medici
Family to become families in Florence. Our art ...
Price: 24,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=89820P3

Secrets, Mysteries And Legends Of Florence
In two hours explore some of the most famous sites in the ancient city of Florence
while learning about the mysteries of its past. We will visit, the old center of the city,
where the most interesting secrets of Florence are hidden.Explore some of the most
famous sites in the ancient city of ...
Price: 32,80 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=89820P4

Combo Vip Tour - Uffizi & Accademia Gallery
COMBO TOUR 3,15 hours tour The first part of the tour starts with a guided visit to
one of the most famous museums in the world: the Uffizi Gallery . Later in the
afternoon you will have the opportunity to immerse yourself in Michelangelo's art,
including his most famous work, the statue of ...
Price: 119,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=89820P5

Uffizi Gallery Tour
Discover the secrets behind the art! Visit the Uffizi Gallery, one of the most famous
museums in the world. Our knowledgeable guide will introduce the works of the
greatest artists from the Middle Ages to the Renaissance: Cimabue, Giotto, Botticelli,
Leonardo da Vinci, Michelangelo, Raphael, and ...
Price: 65,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=89820P6
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See Michelangelo's David - Small Group with local guide
Join us in a small group from 2 to 4 people, to discover the masterpieces of
Michelangelo into Accademia Gallery with our local expert art guide. Immerse
yourself in Michelangelo?s art and enjoy his most famous work, the statue of David,
and other important masterpieces. He portrayed a magnificent ...
Price: 45,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=89820P7

Kickbike Adventure through Florence with locals
Get ready for extreme fun and fitness on a footbike tour! The footbike/ Kickbike is a
type of scooter that features a larger front wheel than back wheel and a platform
upon which the rider can stand and kick off from the ground. When utilized in cities,
footbikes provide an excellent means of ...
Price: 25,81 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=89820P8

small group tours: Uffizi Gallery
Take advantage of the ticket with quick entry and an expert guide's explanation to
see one of the most visited museums in the world. Your guide will explain the most
important works to appreciate the art of the Italian Renaissance. The gallery attracts
more than one million annual visitors who want ...
Price: 68,99 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=90310P26

Quaint Tuscany Green Tour
Wear your most comfortable shoes and let your qualified local guide lead you to a full
day urban trekking , in the heart of Tuscany, starting from Florence. You will
experience the journey by local transport to the charming village of Certaldo. Still by
local transport you will reach Siena where ...
Price: 278,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=90955P12

Uffizi and Spring Blooming Medici's Villa with Delicious Typical Food Tastings
Art, History, countryside, beautiful tuscan Villas , Gardens and Food tasting....what's
more to ask for ?If you like to visit one of the world's most significant collection of art
in Florence as well as enjoy Florence's beautiful surrounding hills and Villas owned in
the past by the Family MEDICI ...
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Price: 304,87 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=90955P15

Taste of Florence Sensory Delights, Roses and Delicious Food Tasting
Welcome to heaven if you love scents, food, wine and ....flowers !Florence hosts an
extraordinary large number of indipendent perfumeries: you will find special artisan
perfume creators, perfume shops housed in old "palazzos" and, at the same time,
enjoy smells of delicious truffle shops and wine ...
Price: 189,16 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=90955P16

Medici Family Villas in Tuscan Countryside & Wine Tasting
Imagine a picture-postcard village with an ancient entrance door, a little church
exuding spirituality and a UNESCO World Heritage Medici villa on a hilltop towering
over a sea of olive trees and vineyards. This is what you will experience visiting
Artimino. A few kilometres away lies a Renaissance ...
Price: 423,92 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=90955P2

San Gimignano & Sunset Wine Tasting with Dinner in Farmhouse, from Florence
Escape the hustle and bustle with this outstanding exclusive tour from Florence, to
discover the beauties of Tuscany. Spend an afternoon visiting San Gimignano and
top the day off with sunset wine tasting with dinner in a local winery among postcard
landscapes.Escape the hustle and bustle with this ...
Price: 318,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=90955P21

Private Medici Villa Guided Tour and Sunset Wine Tasting with Dinner
Treat yourself to an afternoon of beauty and tranquility. Escape from the chaos and
city lines. Discover the Medici Villa of Poggio a Caiano, declared a World Heritage
Site by UNESCO, visit an Estate lying in the hills of the Chianti Colli Fiorentini and
enjoy a dinner with organic Chianti tasting ...
Price: 379,49 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=90955P23
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Basilica of Saint Maria Novella and Officina Profumo Farmaceutica - Semi private
If you want to experience the wonderful art and religious architecture in Florence, this
is the trip for you. Enjoy a guided tour of one of the most beautiful gothic
Renaissance churches in Florence and the ancient pharmacy.If you want to
experience the wonderful art and religious architecture in ...
Price: 47,60 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=90955P24

The Medici Way - Florence walking tour including Palazzo Vecchio - Semi private
Discover all the secrets of the Medici family, starting from San Lorenzo church and
ending in front of the imposing Pitti Palace, with an enjoyable relaxed stoll in the
footsteps of the Medici dynasty, that ruled the city in the 14th and 15th centuries. In
addition to having obtained the power ...
Price: 109,05 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=90955P35

On the Footsteps of Michelangelo Guided Tour in Florence
This tour will take you in the footsteps of the great artist Michelangelo Buonarroti.
You?ll discover his complex personality through his major masterpieces, retracing
the highlights of his extraordinary artistic career.This tour will take you in the
footsteps of the great artist Michelangelo ...
Price: 209,18 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=90955P36

Guided Tour for Small Group Pitti Palace and Boboli Garden
This amazing tour will show you Pitti Palace (Palazzo Pitti), the sumptuous residence
of three royal dynasties that ruled Florence over the centuries, the Medici, the
Lorraine and the Savoy families, and two Renaissance gardens, Boboli Garden and
Bardini Garden, great examples of ?giardino ...
Price: 110,16 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=90955P37

The Medici's Mile in Florence, Discover the Medici Dynasty Secrets
A great SEMI PRIVATE tour to let you know better the most powerful and important
family that ruled Florence from the Renaissance, the Medici. Coming from Mugello
valley north of Florence, they were the money-changer of the Pope in Rome and they
had several banks in Europe as well. After they got ...
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Price: 105,71 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=90955P38

Unconventional Chianti Hills Hiking and Wine Tasting
Let?s hike up on the hills between the Chianti Florentine Hills and the Chianti
Classico, only few minutes from Florence, where you will admire unique glimpses on
the Tuscan countryside.Let?s hike up on the hills between the Chianti Florentine Hills
and the Chianti Classico, only few minutes from ...
Price: 117,95 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=90955P41

Fiesole for Nature and Hiking Lovers
Escape the hustle and bustle of the city to discover one of the most fascinating
places in Tuscany, Fiesole the etruscan town,located on top of a hill overlooking
Florence.Escape the hustle and bustle of the city to discover one of the most
fascinating places in Tuscany, Fiesole the etruscan ...
Price: 124,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=90955P44

Florence Urban Trekking Away from Crowed Places
If you like walking and you are searching for a tour away from crowded places, this is
the experience for youIf you like walking and you are searching for a tour away from
crowded places, this is the experience for youIf you like walking and you are
searching for a tour away from crowded places, ...
Price: 140,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=90955P45

The Magnificent Medici and the Potential of Art Walking Tour - Small Group
Enjoy a pleasant walking tour through the heart of Florence to discover the most
significant sights of the city in the footsteps of the Medici dynasty, synonymous as an
unparalleled patron of the arts during the Italian Renaissance.Enjoy a pleasant
walking tour through the heart of Florence to ...
Price: 42,55 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=90955P48
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Walk in Fiesole with an Archaeologist
A pleasant small-group experience to discover the origins of Florence by walking in
the Etruscan ? Roman village of Fiesole located on a hilltop with a stunning view of
Florence.A pleasant small-group experience to discover the origins of Florence by
walking in the Etruscan ? Roman village of ...
Price: 110,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=90955P52

Small Group Pisa Guided Walking Tour from Florence by Train
Pisa is about an hour?s journey from Florence by train. Make your own way to the
train station in Florence, hop aboard your train, and sit back as you hurtle towards
Pisa.Explore the historic town of Pisa led by an expert local guide. With this Small
Group walking tour, you?ll discover the true ...
Price: 70,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=90955P53

Florence Duomo Climb Exclusive Tour
Climb up the Florence Dome is breath-taking experience, a must if you are in
Florence!Admire the city from another point of view, learn the history of Duomo
Complex led by an expert local guide with this private guided tour.Climb up the
Florence Dome is breath-taking experience, a must if you are ...
Price: 170,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=90955P54

Exclusive Food Tour in Florentine Neighbourhoods
Join your private food tour to discover shops and clubs loved by locals. Led by a
foodie guide walk through the Tuscan Renaissance city and stop at the top local
haunts.Along the way you will have the way to taste the excellencies of the Tuscany
and Florentine tradition, from street food to sweets, ...
Price: 124,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=90955P55

Private Wine Experience in Florence
This tour offers a wine-focused experience and its centuries-old relationship with the
city of Florence and Tuscany.Food-wine ratio as an expression of regional culture.
The theme of wine will accompany you along the entire route that will be punctuated
by appropriate stops in front (and if ...
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Price: 120,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=90955P56

Florence Instagram Photoshoot By Local Professionals
Planning a holiday at Florence? Would you like to cherish your trip for your entire
life? Now you can keep your moments safe by capturing them!! Get yourself clicked
at the best locations of Florence.Vsnapu provides you, professional photographer,
clicking you like a celebrity. With this, you can ...
Price: 286,98 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=91091P99

Enjoytuscany minivan from Florence to Ferrari then lunch in a Medieval Castle
Departing from your Florence accommodation we drive to Maranello, the Ferrari
museum town. Visit of Ferrari museum (to be reserved in advance-not included) then
after the visit and chance to drive a Ferrari sportcar (not included) option to have
lunch in Medieval Castle (fantastic Osteria inside ...
Price: 770,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=9162P5

Best of Florence Half Day Private Tour
Our Best of Florence private tour offers a perfect overview to the most famous
Renaissance city. With a local expert leading the way, you?ll visit the city?s
highlights such as the famous Duomo, the Signoria square, and the Ponte Vecchio
bridge, while listening to the intriguing stories behind the ...
Price: 113,70 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=9204P14

Taste of Florence Private Food and Wine Tour
A delicious journey to discover the city?s must-see sights and famous cuisine, our
3-hour food tour will put you inside the heart and stomach of Florence.Join us as we
stroll from the Signoria Square to the Central Market, meeting the city?s top
producers, and savoring at least 10 Florentine ...
Price: 155,43 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=9204P15
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Uffizi Gallery Private Tour
Within two and a half manageable hours, your friendly art historian will trace the
history of Renaissance art from Botticelli to Michelangelo and beyond. A private tour
maximizes your privileged experience and allows you to marvel at the beauty of art at
your own pace. You will beat the line with ...
Price: 124,14 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=9204P16

Medici Palaces Private Tour
The Medici Family, rulers of Tuscany for three centuries, changed history and
shaped the city of Florence as we see it today. Following their footsteps with your
licensed guide, decipher the legacy that this powerful family left to the city and visit
the major residences of the Medici. From the ...
Price: 155,43 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=9204P22

Florence Private Photo Shoot
Celebrate a special occasion or simply choose this unique way to discover Florence
against its most photogenic backdrops with your own personal photographer
capturing all your best angles.Get the perfect postcard view from the Piazzale
Michelangelo and take home 200 high quality digital pictures ...
Price: 134,89 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=9204P25

Tuscany Driving Holiday 780 KM - Scenic Self-Drive Tour
Enjoy effortless navigation over scenic roads in Tuscany and stop at the most iconic
attractions including Siena Cathedral. Stay overnight at a highly rated 4* hotel in the
Tuscan Hillside and Florence. See medieval towns and explore the ruins of San
Galgano Abbey. Expect quaint villages and scenic ...
Price: 3.752,26 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=92306P13

Florence airport private arrival transfer (Airport to Florence Hotel or Address)
PRICE SHOWN IS PER VEHICLE (Up to 4 PASSENGERS INCLUDED). Choose
number of passengers to see prices for larger vehicles. Book your private arrival
transfer from Florence Airport (FLR) to any Hotel or Address in Florence City
today!Our driver will meet&greet you at the airport with a sign with the ...
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Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=92439P139

Florence Airport private departure transfer (Hotel or Address to Airport)
FINAL RATE PER VEHICLEBook your private departure transfer from any hotel or
address in Florence City to Florence Airport (FLR) today!We pick you up at any hotel
or address in Florence City in one of our Cars or Minivans and take you directly to
Florence Airport.What is included:- NO HIDDEN ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=92439P140

Private transfer from Florence to Pisa Airport
FINAL RATE PER VEHICLEBook your private departure transfer from any hotel or
address in Florence City to Pisa Airport (PSA) today!We pick you up at any hotel or
address in Florence City in one of our Cars or Minivans and take you directly to Pisa
Airport.What is included:- NO HIDDEN CHARGES- ...
Price: 235,62 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=92439P151

Florence Street Food Tour including Central Market
Enjoy our small group tour led by a professional and local guide. Walk through
history and art in Florence. You will visit the Central Market and you will try
home-made pasta, schiacciata with balsamic vinegar, cantuccini, truffle. Then our
expert guide will show you some of the beauty of Florence ...
Price: 35,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=92490P12

Local Food Tour in Florence Farmers Fresh Market with Sightseeing & Wine Tasting
Florence is one of the most charming cities in Italy, full of history, art and beautiful
architecture, all with a small-town feel, being the birthplace of Renaissance means
there is plenty to do and see. Our is a historical and food and wine experience, not
just a mere tasting of undistinguished ...
Price: 69,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=92490P9
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La Spezia Shore Excursion: Small Group Pisa and Florence Highlights Tour
Want to avoid the large cruise ship tours and see Pisa and Florence in style. This
small group tour is the best guided way to see the Leaning Tower, Santa Maria del
Fiore Cathedral and many other famous historical landmarks of Florence
and Pisa.Want to avoid the large cruise ship tours and see ...
Price: 335,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=519&id=9444P62
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